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POLICE MISCONDUCT

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:38 a.m., at U.S.
Eastern District Courtroom, 225 Cadman Plaza, Brooklyn, N.Y.,
Hon. John Conyers, Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Conyers, Berman, Rangel, Owens, and
Towns.

Mr. CONYERS. The Subcommittee on Criminal Justice will come
to order.

We are pleased to be in Brooklyn, N.Y., for a continuation of
hearings in New York on police violence, which is in itself a con-
tinuation of hearings that have been held in Los Angeles, Washing-
ton, D.C., Miami, Fla., and will be continuing after New York.

If there are witnesses here, will they sit over in the chairs to my
left, please, so that that will allow a maximum number of seats
available for those who would wish to hear these proceedings.

We are very pleased to have the mayor of the city of New York,
the Honorable Mayor Edward I. Koch, the former Congressman
who is himself a lawyer, who is very familiar with the congression-
al proceedings. I would hasten to add that our staff is just arriving.
There are members of the subcommittee that are en route, but in
view of the press of time, with the mayor's indulgence, we are
going to begin the proceedings at this point.

We welcome Mayor Koch, Police Commissioner Robert McGuire,
and others who may be identified as the mayor proceeds.

We are also going to take his prepared statement. Your state-
ment is ready for submission, without objection, it will be entered
in full into the record, and then you may make your comments in
any way that you prefer.

Welcome to these hearings, and good morning, Mayor Koch.
(919)
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD I. KOCH, MAYOR, CITY OF NEW YORK;
ROBERT McGUIRE, POLICE COMMISSIONER, CITY OF NEW
YORK; WILLIAM BRACEY, FORMER CHIEF OF UNIFORMED
FORCES, POLICE DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK CITY; KENNETH
CONBOY, LEGAL COUNSEL, NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT;
CHARLES ADAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE CIVILIAN
COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD; AND FRITZ SCHWARTZ, CORPO.
RATION COUNSEL, CITY OF NEW YORK
Mayor KOCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to intro-

duce my colleagues at the table. They are, beginning with Fritz
Schwartz, corporation counsel- Ken Conboy, who is the legal officer
for the NYPD, the New York City Police Department; the police
commissioner, Bob McGuire; the former chief of uniformed person-
nel, Bill Bracy- and the executive director of the Civilian Com-
plaint Board, Charles Adams.

Mr. CoNYERs. Could you identify--
Mayor KOCH. Bill Bracy.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Schwartz, and Ken Conboy
Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, what I wouldlike to do is read a

very short statement, to have Bob McGuire, polce commissioner,
make his prepared statement, which is very brief, and Bill Bracy to
do the same, and then to take your questions.

As I indicated to you today and earlier, before this week, the
mayor of Peking is arriving at city hall at 11. I would like, if it is
at all possible, to be there to welcome him.

Mr. CONYE.RS. Absolutely.
Mayor KOCH. It was a date that was set up months ago, and

could not be changed.
Mr. CONYK.RS. That.is quite all right.

TESTIMONY OF EDWARD I. KOCH
Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, my formal written testimony Was

previously submitted to this subcommittee at its aborted hearing
on July 18. Rather than repeat that statement, I should like to
briefly summarize my testimony, describe the additional measures
which have been undertaken by the city to address this issue since
July, and then specifically respond to what I believe were certain
unfortunate, premature and unjustified conclusions announced by
you, Mr. Chairman, at the end of the initial hearings of the sub-
committee on September 19.

In my testimony today, I intend to provide an overview of this
administration's policy. The police officials who follow me will be
available to answer questions which address the factual record at
greater length. .

Let me begin by stating in unequivocal terms that any abuse of
authority by New York City police officers is not and will not be
tolerated by this administration. Where charges of brutality are
made, they will be thoroughly investigated. Where established, the
guilty police officers will be punished.

As Commissioner Bob McGuire has described, the New York City
Police Department has pioneered the creation of vigorous institu-
tional checks on such misconduct, and, as a result, has achieved
what is not only a commendable, but exemplary, record demon-
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strating that police brutality is not present in any systemic or in-
stitutional sense. We will, however, continue to loo% for ways to
improve our performance.

The issue of police behavior is highly emotional. People care very
deeply about this issue. Therefore, all participants in the discussion
should use great care with words. I have tried to do so and will try
to continue to do so. Let me state briefly what I believe are the
most relevant considerations by which the subject must be appreci-
ated.

On the one hand, all New Yorkers should understand the per-
spective of the hardworking, honest, law-abiding cop who risks his
or her life every day on the street. Police work is dangerous. We
trust the police to protect us from criminals of whom, as we all
know, there are far too many who are quite willing to harass,
abuse and injure innocent civilians.

From this point of view, we must remember at least two things.
First, as in any civilized society, the police have the right to use
lawful, reasonable force in carrying out their job. Second, there
will be times when accusations of unlawful force are false, put for-
ward as a smokescreen by the guilty or as a slander by inveterate
critics of the police who were not present, have no real idea of
what happened, and who seek to undermine public trust.

On the other hand, having said this certainly does not mean that
charges of illegal use of force by the police are unworthy of atten-
tion by responsible officials. The problem cannot be dismissed
merely as one of perception. There doubtless are some police offi-
cers who abuse their trust and even one incident of brutality is too
much. For any individual who is abused either physically or verbal-
ly, it is not enough to say we are better than before or better than
elsewhere. We will and must continue to address this problem.

Well before these hearings were announced, for example, Com-
missioner McGuire informed me that he was particularly con-
cerned about the reported increase in complaints about lack of
courtesy and offensive language from our police officers. A small
number of these complaints relate to racially offensive remarks.
There may be explanation for this, but no explanation is satisfac-
tory. I personally know that words do sting and words of rejudice
sting worst of all. Any racial remark by an officer of the law is in-
tolerable. I know Bob McGuire shares this view, and, accordingly,
the most vigorous administrative, supervisory and disciplinary
measures must be implemented to see to it that this problem is
rooted out.

Some of these measures have already begun to be implemented.
Under Commissioner McGuire's leadership, the police department
has not only increased its training in racial sensitivity and commu-
nity relations at the police academy, but has also instituted a pro-
gram whereby weekly training sessions on these issues are being
held in each of the city's police precincts. The staff of the depart-
ment's civilian complaint review board has been increased signifi-
cantly to investigate all future complaints.

A new procedure has also been instituted whereby CCRB com-
plaints may be received at any of the city's 59 community boards
as well as at any police department facility or by telephone. I know
that these policies will continue to be developed under the steward-
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ship of Commissioner Ward. It is our hope that the implementation
of these and other measures will continue to improve the generally
sound relationship between the police department and New York
City's minority communities.

This process will not be assisted, however,. by the loose publica-
tion of excessive, unsupported and irresponsible charges against
the police department as an institution. This is unfortunately what
I believe occurred at this subcommittee's earlier hearings on Sep-
tember 19.

The testimony which you heard that day can only be described as
one side of a presentation of individual complaints against individ-
ual police officers. Despite our request, and contrary to customary
practice for congressional hearings, none of the incidents were
made known to the police department in advance so that it might
make a fair response. None of the witnesses were sworn or subject-
ed to even the most fundamental cross-examination or fair inquiry.
None of the incidents received even rudimentary investigation by
your committee staff.

In their haste to condemn the police department as an institu-
tion, many witnesses overlooked the fact that a number of the inci-
dents of which they complained did not even involve the New York
City police, but suburban police departments: many cases were up
to 25 years old; many others involved white complainants, although
they were represented to be black, and minority police officers, al-
though they were implied to be white.

While any act of brutality is of concern whether or not it in-
volves racial overtones, the point is that no one ever questioned
these "facts" Similarly, at no time did anyone even ask whether
any of the complaints involved incidents where crimes had been
committed, where there were assaults upon police officers, or
where guns, knives and other deadly weapons had been recovered
at the scene. Had you done so, you would have discovered that the
vast majority of incidents did arise under precisely such violent cir-
cumstances and thus presented no simple answer as to who was
right and who was wrong.

Several complaints involved incidents where the person com-
plaining expressly refused to come forward to .present his or her
grievance to the police department, to district attorneys, or to any
other independent investigating body. In 24 of 25 cases which were
investigated by grand juries or the Department of Justice, there
were no findings of any criminal action on the part of the police.
Perhaps one can differ as to the significance of these facts, Mr.
Chairman, but no one can dispute that a fair judge needed to know
the facts before reaching a conclusion.

The police department's written response to the earlier testimo-
ny was presented to this subcommittee earlier last month. I cer-
tainly do not contend that it shows police officers to be always in
the right, or that there may not be quite legitimate questions as to
the necessity of the police force used in any particular case. Indeed,
several cases involved incidents, during my administration and
others, where the officers involved were charged by the depart-
ment, disciplined and fired, even after they may have been acquit-
ted in a criminal court.
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Taken as a whole, however, the report indicates the bankruptcy
of drawing sweeping conclusions from a miniscule sample of over-
10 million contacts which take place between the community and
the police each year. As I am certain you will agree, Mr. Chair-
man, any responsible and fair analysis requires far, far more.

I must therefore unfortunately conclude, Mr. Chairman, by
taking strong issue with what I believe were your own highly pre-
mature and unfair conclusions announced at the end of our hear-
ing on September 19. Specifically, I refer to your statement that ra-
cially motivated police brutality is systemic within the New York
City Police Department, thereby slandering not only the depart-
ment's leadership, but each of the several thousand police officers
who you presumably believe to have violated their public trust.
Whatever your motivations may have been, Mr. Chairman, I be-
lieve that you knew then and must know now that these state-
ments are unsupported by the facts.

I find even more unfortunate your conclusion that systemic, ra-
cially motivated brutality is condoned by leadership outside the de-
partment. If you were referring to me or to any other member of
my administration, Mr. Chairman, I must challenge you-today
while I am here before you-to produce so much as a scintilla of
evidence to support the conclusion that we have ever condoned bru-
tality racially motivated or otherwise.

I have indicated today, as I have stated time and time again both
before and after these hearings, that I will stand behind police offi-
cers when they are right and condemn them when they are wrong.
To suggest that the policy of this city is otherwise is false, inflam-
matory, and highly destructive of the critical confidence which
must exist between the police.and the community in any just and
civilized society.

Accordingly, I ask you, today, to publicly withdraw your hasty
conclusion and subject this issue to the kind of fair and objective
analysis which it deserves, Mr. Chairman.

Putting your comments aside, I would like for a moment to speak
directly to all New Yorkers. As I stated in my prepared statement
last July, I believe that the record of the New York City Police De-
partment clearly indicates that charges of systemic police brutality
are false. I, at the same time, recognize, however, that there are
honestly held concerns in the minority community about police
policy and the exercise of police power. Some of this is rooted in
experiences in other places where the police are not servants of the
people but of oppressive or discriminatory governments. And some
of this is an echo of the ugly history of racism in our own country.
Neither our country, nor our city, has yet overcome this history.
But we are going to keep on moving to do so.

So to those who share this concern, I say, let us find ways to deal
with it together, first, by acquainting everyone with the facts, and
then through the laborious process of building confidence and civic
pride through mutual respect and understanding. The policeman
on the beat and the citizen on the street cannot be safe without
each other. The one cannot secure justice without the other. To sow
division and to subvert this crucial alliance is wrong, it is danger-
ous, it can levy a terrible cost upon the community.
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By any fair measurement, it must be said that relationships be-
tween the New York City Police Department and the minority
community are generally sound and continue to improve. I wel-
come this improvement as I welcome our substantial recent im-
provement in fighting robbery and other violent crimes. But we
must constantly raise our standards, constantly raise our expecta-
tions.

I, for one, will continue to do precisely that. This issue is far too
important to allow polemics, procedural impropriety or politics to
get in the way of the merits. I ask all New Yorkers, therefore to
constructively participate, volunteer, recommend improvements
and Join me in our efforts to foster and not destroy a relationship
of confidence between the police department and the community
which it serves.

Mr. Chairman, I would ask your permission now to have the
commissioner make his brief remarks and then Bill Bracy.

(Prepared statement of Mayor Koch follows:]
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I WANT TO SPEAK TO YOU CANDIDLY ABOUT THE RELATIONS OF

THE POLICE AND THE MINORITY COMMUNITIES OF THIS CITY. I

WANT TO TELL YOU FLATLY THAT EVEN ONE INCIDENT OF POLICE

BRUTALITY IS UTTERLY INTOLERABLE. I ALSO WANT TO SHARE WITH

YOU MY PRIDE IN WHAT NEW YORK CITY HAS DONE AND IS DOING

INSTITUTIONALLY TO KEEP OUR STANDARDS OF POLICE BEHAVIOR

HIGH--AND TELL YOU FURTHER THAT WE ARE DOING BETTER THAN IS

THE REST OF THE NATION. I WANT TO ASSURE OUR MINORITY

CITIZENS THAT I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE REASONS FOR THEIR

SPECIAL CONCERN WITH POLICE POWER. FINALLY, I HOPE THIS.

HEARING TODAY WILL BE USED NOT TO INFLAME, BUT TO HEAL. I

BELIEVE THAT THE RECORD WILL DEMONSTRATE THAT WE ARE DOIN(&

WELL, BUT ALSO THAT WE CAN ALWAYS DO BETTER. FOR OUR FUTURE

AS A CITY WE MUST BUILD UPON THE GOOD, AND I FOR ONE INTEND

TU DU PRECISELY THAT.

IN MY COMMENTS TODAY I INTEND TO PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF

THIS ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY. THE POLICE OFFICIALS WHO

FOLLOW ME WILL ADDRESS THE STATISTICS AND THE FACTUAL RECORD

AT GREATER LENGTH.

LET ME BEGIN BY SAYING MINORITY COMMUNITIES HAVE HAD A

CENTRAL PLACE IN MY CONSTITUENCY AS A MEMBER OF THE CITY

COUNCIL, A CONGRESSMAN AND MAYOR. CITIZENS IN THESE

COMMUNITIES ARE AMONG THE MOST COURAGEOUS, RESILIENT AND

CIVIC-MINDED IN NEW YORK. DISPROPORTIONATELY PLAGUED BY

CRIME MND POVERTY, THESE ARE CITIZENS WHO, OFTEN IN THE FACE

OF DEPRESSING AND DESTABILIZING CONDITIONS, RESOLUTELY

AFFIRM RELIGIOUS FAITH, DEVOTION OF FAMILY, AND NEIGHBORHOOD

PRIDE.
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IN TURN, THE NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT IS WIDELY

ADMIRED AS ONE OF THE FINEST LAW ENFORCEMENT INSTITUTIONS IN

TH'E WORLD. BOB MCGUIRE, WHO IS A SYMBOL OF MY COMMITMENT TO

EXCELLENCE, HAS ESTABLISHED A NATIONAL REPUTATION FnR

INTEGRITY, INTELLIGENCE AND DECENCY THAT IS A SOURCE OF

PRIDE FOR ME AND I TRUST FOR ALL NEW YORKERS. THE

DEPARTMENT'S CURRENT PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP IS WITHO1IT PEER

IN AMERICA, AND MANY OF ITS FORMER MEMBERS HAVE BECOME

OUTSTANDING COMMISSIONERS AND CHIEFS IN CITIES AND TOWNS ALL

ACROSS THE, NATION. THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF THE RANK

AND FILE MEN AND WOMEN OF OUR POLICE FORCE ARE CONSISTENTLY

BRAVE AND HUMANE, OFTEN IN THE FACE OF THE MOST AWFUL AND

DISTRESSING CONDITIONS OF LIFE.

.... § . THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT

THERE IS NO FRICTION, NO RESENTMENT OR NO ABUSES

THAT--CUMING FROM EITHER DIRECTION--NECESSARILY AFFECT THE

.JEALTIONSHIP. SUCH A POSITION WOULD BE NAIVE, GIVEN THF

CUMPLEXITY AND DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEMS WITH WHICH BOTH

MUST CONTEND. BUT I REPEAT: THIS IS A PRODUCTIVE AND

MUTUALLY DEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP WHICH IS VITAL TO THE CITY'S

HARMONY, SAFETY AND GROWTH.

THE REASONS FOR THIS BASICALLY SOUND RELATIONSHIP ARE

NOT HARD TO DIStOVER. TO START, ALL CITIZENS OF WHATEVER

RACE OR RELIGION WELCOME THE POLICE IN TIMES OF TROUBLE, AND

ALL LAW-ABIDING CITIZENS WANT FREEDOM FROM THE CURSE OF

CRIME. IN ADDITION, THE DEPARTMENT HAS FOCUSED SPECIFICALLY
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ON IMPROVING ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH MINORITIES AND SEEKS TO

CONFRONT BOTH REAL DIFFICULTIES, AND THE PERCEPTION OF

,DIFFICULTIES. EFFORTS HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO MAKE PRECINCT

HOUSES PLACES OF DIALOGUE AND COOPERATION IN OUR

COMMUNITIES. THE DEPARTMENT HAS THE'LARGEST, MOST

COMPREHENSIVE AND BEST FUNDED COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM IN

THE COUNTRY. THE DEPARTMENT HAS INCREASED ITS

REPRESENTATION OF BLACKS AND HISPANICS. THE DEPARTMENT'S

RESTRAINT IN THE USE OF FIREARMS IS SUPERIOR TO THAT OF

EVERY MAJOR AMERICAN CITY.

THE DEPARTMENT'S CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD,

ALTHOUGH UNABLE, SINCE IT WAS CREATED IN THE 1960'S, TO

SATISFY EVERYBODY'S CONCEPTION OF WHAT ITS STRUCTURE AND

FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE, NONTHELESS PROVIDES J

FLW CITIES PROVIDE EVEN THIS TYPE OF RECOURSE. THIS

ADMINISTRATION HAS DEVISED MANY OTHER AUXILIARY PRECAUTIONS.

THUS, THE-POLICE ACADEMY NOW DEVOTES ALMOST HALF OF ITS
CURRICULUM TO COURSES IN HUMAN RELATIONS AND LEGAL RIGHTS,

WHICH INCLUDE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RACIAL AND ETHNIC

SENSITIVITY. UNDER BOB MCGUIRE, THE POLICE DEPARTMENT NOW

HAS PSYCHOLOGICAL SCREENING PROCEDURES FOR RECRUITS, AND

VIOLENCE-PRONE IDENFIFICATION MECHANISMS FOR THOSE ALREADY

ON.THEFORCE. BOTH ARE CRITICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR ENHANCING

PUBLIC CONFIDENCE. AND THE

1 P CREATED IN 1980 AS THE FIRST PERMANENT POLICE
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COMMAND OF ITS TYPE IN THE NATION, DEMONTRATES THE ENERGETIC

CONCERN OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, THAT EVERY CRIMINAL ACT

BASED UPON RACIAL PREJUDICE OR RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY BE

VIGOROUSLY INVESTIGATED AND PROSECUTED.

THE POLICE HAVE ALSO SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED VIOLENT CRIME

IN THE MINORITY NEIGHBORHOODS OF.THE CITY. WE ARE REBUILDING

THE POLICE FORCE, AFTER THE HARD TIMES OF FISCAL AUSTERITY

AND THE SERIOUS EROSION OF POLICE PRESENCE IN THE STREETS,

THE PARKS AND PUBLIC PLACES OF OUR NEIGHBORHOODS. WE HAVE

SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF COPS BACK ON THE BEAT IN THIS CITY,

AND DRAMATIC INCREASES IN QUALITY-OF-LIFE ENFORCEMENT IN

EVERYTHING FROM STREET PUSHERS OF MARIJUANA TO RED LIGHT

RUNNERS. DIRECT CONTACT OF YOUNGER AND MORE ENERGETIC

POLICE OFFICERS WITH THE PUBLIC IS EXPANDING ENORMOUSLY.

TURNING NOW TO THE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS OF POLICE

MISCONDUCT, LET ME SAY AT THE OUTSET THAT -

SOME OF THESE'COMPLAINTS RELATE TO RACIALLY OFFENSIVE

REMARKS. THERE MAY BE EXPLANATIONS FOR THIS, BUT NO

EXPLANATION IS SATISFACTORY. I PERSONALLY KNOW THAT WORDS

DO STING AND WORDS OF PREJUDICE STING WORST OF ALL. ANY

RACIAL REMARK BY AN OFFICER OF THE LAW IS INTOLERABLE. I

KNOW BOB MCGUIRE SHARES THIS VIEW, AND ACCORDINGLY THE MOST

VIGOROUS ADMINISTRATIVE, SUPERVISORY AND DISCIPLINARY

MEASURES MUST BE IMPLEMENTED TO SEE TO IT THAT THIS PROBLEM

IS ROOTED OUT.

37-501 0 - 84 - 2
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LET ME TURN NOW TO THE SUBJECT OF THE USE OF EXCESSIVE

FORCE BY THE POLICE. BOB MCGUIRE WILL DEAL WITH THE

,STATISTICS. FOR MY PART, I WANT TO MAKE CLEAR THAT --

WHATEVER THE STATISTICS -- EVEN ONE INCIDENT IS TOO MANY.

LET IT PLAINLY BE SAID THAT INEVITABLY SOME POLICEMEN

WILL ABUSE THEIR POWERS. SUCH DEEDS ARE THE DEEDS OF

INDIVIDUAL MEN OR WOMEN, WHICH MUST BE ROOTED OUT,

CONDEMNED, AND PUNISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT. I HAVE

REPEATEDLY EXPRESSED THE VIEW THAT SUCH DEVIATIONS FROM

DECENT, PROFESSIONAL, AND LAW-ABIDING BEHAVIOR WILL NOT BE

TOLERATED. AS MAYOR OF THE CITY IT IS MY RESPONSIBILTY TO

ENSURE THAT ABUSIVE, BRUTAL OR CORRUPT ACTS OF POLICE

UFFICRS BE INVESTIGATED, EXPOSED AND SEVERELY PUNISHED. AS

LUNG AS I AM MAYOR, THE LAW WILL BE RIGOROUSLY OBSERVED AND

ENFORCED IN NEW YORK CITY WITH RESPECT TO OFFICERS AND

CITIZENS ALIKE. I KNOW THAT THE CITY OFFICIALS WHO ARE WITH

ML HERE TODAY CARE DEEPLY ABOUT THIS.

CRITICAL TO PUBLIC CONFIDENCE THAT JUSTICE WILL BE DONE

IN CASES OF QUESTIONABLE SHOOTINGS OR OTHER USE OF EXCESSIVE

FORCE BY POLICE, IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ROCEDIJRES THAT

ENSURE INDEPENDENT AND OBJECTIVE FACT-FINDIN.J OF EQUAL

IMPORTANCE IS THELPPEARANCE OF FAIRNESS AND OBJECTIVIT3IN

SUCH INVESTIGATIONS. AS MADISON TAUGHT US, OUR WHOLE THEORY

OF GOVERNMENT IS BUILT UPON THE RECOGNITION THAT MEN ARE NOT

ANGELS. AND BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT, WE MUST DEVISE AND DAILY

NURTURE PROCEDURAL PROTECTIONS. THE HISTORY OF LIBERTY IS

THE HISTORY OF PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS, AND THE INTEGRITY OF

PROCEDURE IS AT THE VITAL CENTER OF THE LAWFUL EXCERCISE OF
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THE POLICE POWER IN ANY ENLIGHTENED STATE.

IN NEW YORK CITY, THE INTERNAL PROCEDURES OF THE POLICE

DEPARTMENT, THE OFFICES OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEYS AND THE

SPECIAL PROSECUTOR, THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS AND THE

CRIMINAL UNIT OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION OF THE UNITED

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, CONSTITUTE A THREE-TIERED,

MUTUALLY INDEPENDENT, AND BROADLY RESPECTED JUDICIAL

PROCESS. IN ADDITION, INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS HAVE FULL ACCESS

TO THE COURTS THROUGH CIVIL LAW SUITS.

OVER THE YEARS INDICTMENTS HAVE BEEN RETURNED FOR THE

EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE BY SOME POLICE OFFICERS. IN CERTAIN

OF THESE CASES, OFFICERS WERE CONVICTED, AND IN OTHER CASES

UFFICERS WERE EXONERATED. IN SOME CASES WHERE THERE WERE

EXONERATIONS IN THE COURTS, THE POLICE DEPARTMENT, UNDER A

LESS STRINGENT BURDEN OF PROOF, HAS FIRED OFFICERS FOR ACTS

OF MISCONDUCT.

ALTHOUGH I HAVE GENERALLY DEFERRED REFERENCE TO SPECIFIC

FACTS TO THE TESTIMONY OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER, I RELIEVE

THAT THE DEPARTMENT'S RECORD HERE IS SUFFICIENTLY IMPORTANT

TU WARRANT SOME SPECIFICS. IN FOUR CASES IN MY

ADMINISTRATION, POLICE OFFICERS HAVE BEEN INDICTED FOR

HOMICIDE BUT THEN EXONERATED BY THE COURT BUT, NEVERTHELESS,

THE DEPARTMENT PURSUED DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS AND

DISMISSED THE OFFICER IN QUESTION.

.WHAT IS CRITICAL IN A CONTROVERSIAL CASE IS FOR THOSE

WHO HAVE A COMPLAINT TO TAKE PART IN THE PROCESS AND NOT Tn
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AVOID IT. MERELY TO ACCUSE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE. TO REFUSE

TO PARTICIPATE IS TO CONSCIOUSLY INJURE THE FRAGILE

EQUILIBRIUM SO VITAL TO MUNICIPAL HARMONY. WHAT IS CALLED

FUR IS NOT GENERALIZED RHETORIC DESIGNED TO CONVINCE A

COMMUNITY THAT IT HAS BEEN BETRAYED BY ITS INSTITUTIONS OF

JUSTICE. BUT A SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS THOUGHTFULLY CARRIED OIT

OF THE FACTS OF EVERY CONTROVERSY, AND -- MOST FUNDAMENTALLY

-- OF THE INSTITUTIONS IN PLACE TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM.

WHEN DEALING WITH A PROBLEM AS COMPLEX AND CRITICAL AS

THAT BEFORE US, WE MUST PROCEED BEYOND THE REALITY, WHICH I

BELIEVE IS BEING HONESTLY AND COMPREHENSIVELY ADDRESSED, AND

CONFRONT THE PERCEPTION. I KNOW THAT THERE ARE

UNDERSTANDABLE AND HONESTLY HELD FEARS IN THE MINORITY

COMMUNITY ABOUT POLICE POLICY AND THE EXERCISE OF POLICE

PUWLR. SOME OF THIS IS ROOTED IN EXPERIENCES IN OTHER

PLACES WHERE THE POLICE ARE NOT SERVANTS OF THE PEOPLE BUT

OF OPPRESSIVE OR DISCRIMINATORY GOVERNMENTS. AND SOME OF

THIS IS AN ECHO OF THE UGLY HISTORY OF RACISM IN OUR OWN

COUNTRY. NEITHER OUR COUNTRY, NOR OUR CITY, HAS YET

OVERCOME THIS HISTORY. BUT WE ARE GOING TO KEEP ON MOVING

TO DO SO.

SO TO THOSE WHO SHARE THIS PERCEPTION, I SAY, LET'S FIND

WAYS TO DEAL WITH THIS TOGETHER, FIRST, BY ACQUAINTING

EVERYONE WITH THE FACTS, AND THEN THROUGH THE LABORIOUS

PROCESS OF BUILDING CONFIDENCE AND CIVIC PRIDE THROUGH

MUTUAL RESPECT AND UNDERSTANDING. THE POLICEMAN ON THE BEAT

AND THE CITIZEN ON THE STREET CANNOT BE SAFE WITHOUT EACH
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OTHER. THE ONE CANNOT SECURE JUSTICE WITHOUT THE OTHER. TO

SOW DIVISION AND TO SUBVERT THIS CRUCIAL ALLIANCE IS WRONG,

IT IS DANGEROUS, IT CAN LEVY A TERRIBLE COST UPON THE

COMMUNITY.

SOR 10 YEARS AGO, OR 50 OR A HUNDRED YEARS AGO. I

WELCOME THIS IMPROVEMENT AS I WELCOME OUR SUBSTANTIAL RECENT

IMPROVEMENT IN FIGHTING ROBBERY AND OTHER VIOLENT CRIMES.

BUT WE MUST CONSTANTLY RAISE OUR STANDARDS, CONSTANTLY RAISE

UUR EXPECTATIONS.

NOW TO CONCLUDE. I AM 58 YEARS OLD AND GOD HAS BLESSED

ME WITH OPPORTUNITIES THAT FEW WILL RECEIVE DURING THEIR

LIFETIME, THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE OF WHICH IS BEING THE MAYOR

OF THIS EXTRAORDINARY CITY.

I HAVE ONLY ONE GOAL, AND THAT IS TO STRIVE TO BE THE

BEST MAYOR THIS CITY HAS EVER HAD. HOW CLOSE I COME TO THAT

GOAL IS A JUDGMENT FOR FUTURE HISTORIANS. BUT IN SEEKING

THAT GOAL, I HAVE ALWAYS BELIEVED THAT PUBLIC SERVICE IS THE

NOBLEST OF PROFESSIONS IF IT IS DONE HONESTLY AND IF IT IS

DUNE WELL. MY HONESTY IS NOT UNDER ATTACK, AND EVEN MY

BITTEREST OPPONENTS CONCEDE ME THAT. SO LET ME TALK ABO11T

DOING THE JOB WELL.

THERE IS NO OTHER JOB THAT BRINGS YOU SO CLOSE TO PEOPLE

EACH AND EVERY DAY. IN THE COURSE OF A YEAR, I TOUCH HANDS

WITH EVERY SEGMENT OF OUR POPULATION -- WHITES AND BLACKS,

HI'SPANICS AND ASIANS. I HAVE AS MY CREDO THAT ETHIC OF MY
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FATHERS WHICH IS: "JUSTICE, JUSTICE SHALT THOU RENDER."

JUSTICE FOR ME, IN THE WORDS OF A UNITED STATES SUPREME

COURT JUSTICE, MUST BE COLOR-BLIND. AND THAT IS HOW I

MANAGE MY PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE.

I BELIEVE THAT ALL CITIZENS HAVE A RIGHT TO BE SAFE IN

THEIR HOMES AND ON THE STREETS. AND I ALSO BELIEVE THAT

THEY HAVE EVERY RIGHT TO LOOK AT A POLICE OFFICER AND EXPECT

NOT ONLY PROTECTION BUT RESTRAINT, PROFESSIONALISM AND

COURTESY. I HAVE SAID TO THE POLICE OFFICERS GRADUATING

FRUM THE ACADEMY, "I WILL STAND UP AND SUPPORT YOU WHEN YOUI
ARE RIGHT AND I WILL DENOUNCE YOU WHEN YOU ARE WRONG." I

HAVE ALSO SAID TO THOSE GRADUATING, "THERE ARE SOME'ROTTEN

APPLES AMONGST YOU NOW WHO WILL DISGRACE US WITH CORRUPTION

UR BRUTALITY." AND I HAVE SAID TO THEM, "WHEN WE DISCOVER

THAT BAD APPLE AND HE OR SHE AFTER DUE PROCESS IS FOUND

GUILTY, WE WILL DISCIPLINE YOU, SUSPEND YOU, AND FIRE YOuI."

IF THAT MESSAGE FOR WHATEVER REASON HAS NOT BEEN

SUFFICIENTLY KNOWN TO CITIZENS, THEN LET ME ASSURE YOU THAT

I WILL EMPHASIZE IT ON EVERY OCCASION.

THIS IS A REMARKABLE CITY. THERE IS NONE LIKE IT IN THE

WORLU. AND ITS UNIQUENESS STEMS FROM THE DIVERSITY OF ITS

PEOPLE -- THE RACES, THE RELIGIONS, THE ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS

AND THE NATIONALITIES, ALL OF WHICH MAKE UP THE MOSAIC OF

THIS CITY AND ALL OF WHICH MUST BE RESPECTED. THERE ARE

UNDOUBTEDLY SOME WHO BELIEVE THAT I HAVE NOT SUFFICIENTLY

ARTICULATED THIS PHILOSOPHY. IF I HAVE OFFENDED THEM I AM

TRULY SORRY. I HAVE TRIED TO HAVE THAT MESSAGE RING LOUD

AND CLEAR THROUGHOUT THIS CITY AND WILL CONTINUE TO DO Sn.
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you,' Mr. Mayor. Commissioner Robert
McGuire, welcome to the hearing.

Commissioner McGuIRE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. You are free to proceed. Do you have a copy of

your statement available for the committee?
Commissioner McGUIRE. Yes, we do.
Mayor KOCH. We will get that to you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Robert McGuire follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. McGUIRE AT POLICE HEARINGS

MR. CHAIRMAN, the Subcommittee has already received my

comprehensive testimony on the matter under review, and the-

Department's official report and analysis with respect to

ninety-eight specific cases raised at the previous hearing

on September 19, 1983. I believe these two exhibits conclu-

sively refute the allegation that systemic and pervasive

brutality is a characteristic of policing in New York City.

On the contrary, I believe that a fair appraisal of both

the public record and the daily performance of the overwhelm-

ing majority of New York's police force demonstrates beyond

question professional restraint in the use of force and

racial sensitivity in dealing with all sections of the public.

In those cases where individual officers have not lived up to

these high standards of professional conduct, they have been

aggressively and appropriately disciplined.

I regret that the Subcommittee has not conducted its

proceedings in a responsible manner. Your premature and

politically motivated judgment of the issue, Mr. Chairman,

has recklessly injured the reputation of the Department. It

may have polarized our City. It has diverted the attention

and energies of all of us from the real and constant source

of fear in all of our neighborhoods, especially our minority

neighborhoods, the fear of violent crime. It may have

injured the solidarity between our police officers and those
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who live and work in these neighborhoods, a relationship

which has been a source of civic strength and pride.

When I leave office shortly, however, I will do so

with the conviction that the strength of the decency and

good will of both our police officers and all the citizens

they serve is superior to the destructive consequences of

these proceedings.

I am prepared to answer any questions you may have

after Chief Bracy makes a brief statement.
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When I became New York City's Police Commissioner in

1978, I accepted charge of one of the world's greit law

enforcement institutions. It had achieved international eminence

because of ehe excellence of its professional work. Its facility

for dealing with and resolving problems of vast scale, had given

it a primacy in the work of policing. But more than anything

else, its public policy, its philosophy of policing, its attitude

toward police power, marked it as a progressive institution worthy

of the people of New York City.

There are three fundamental components of this public

policy: restraint in the use of force because of a respect for

human life; the treatment of all citizens on an even-handed basis;

and the imposition of uncompromising standards of probity _and

discipline upon officers of the law, because abuse of authority is

repugnant to the social order.

Given the size and scope of our Department, there will

always be officers who might not live up to their oaths. I have

repeatedly asserted, in the most unambiguous and uncompromising

terms, my intolerance of any deviation from the high standards of

conduct and fairness required of a New York City police officer.

With reference to the use of excessive force or

brutality, I regard it as the most egregious violation of a police

officer's oath.
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Let me share with you some of the results of our efforts

to prevent misconduct. Since the adoption of stringent control

mechanisms in 1973, the total number of yearly shootings by police

officers has dropped by 39.2%. In 1982, the number of complaints

to the Police Department of excessive force involving injury

dropped by 31.4%. Studies of police shootings across the country

reveal that New York City has the lowest incidence of police

shootings of any major American city. At the same time, the number

of arrests is up, while the incidence of violent crimes is

significantly down.

I believe that these positive figures are largely the

result of an institutional commitment by the Police Department to

actively promote racial understanding, community outreach and a

police force representative of New York's diverse population. This

direction is evident in the current composition of the Police

Force and the measures which we have taken to train all officers

in the proper, use of force.

HIRING AND COMPOSITION OF THE POLICE FORCE

Over 8,000 new, young officers have been hired by this

Administration. Since 1978, minority membership in New York's

police force has risen by almost 50%, from 2729 to 4077. As a

percentage of the force, we have increased minority participation

from 11.1% to 17.6%. In part, this increase is due to court-order-

ed quotas imposed in 1979. More recent hirings, however, have not

been pursuant to any quota and have still reflected increased

minority hiring. I believe part of the reason lies in the changed
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perception of the Police Department as a good place for blacks and

Hispanics to be employed. We have actively encouraged this

perception through an aggressive affirmative action program.

The Department conducted extensive publicity campaigns

in minority areas and expended almost a quarter-of-a-million

dollars to set up and conduct tutorial classes at 'decentralized

locations across the City in connection with civil service

examinations in 1979, 81 and 82. This enabled us to assist over

18,000 minority candidates in preparing for the qualifying

examinations. Partly as a result of these efforts, the most recent

examination, conducted last year, has resulted in a passing "pool"

including over 30% black and Hispanic candidates.

I have also appointed during my administration three

minority Deputy Commissioners, one minority Bureau Chief, one

minority borough chief, three minority deputy chiefs, and seven

minority inspectors and deputy inspectors. I also appointed a

minority as the Department's Chief Surgeon. These appointments

represent a welcome increase of influence for blacks and Hispanics

in the command structure of the Department. I believe that this

increased representation of minorities in all ranks will and

should continue. Meanwhile, our Civilianization Program has placed

more than 3,000 black and Hispanic civilians in stationhouses and

other police facilities throughout the City.

SCREENING OF POLICE OFFICERS

The training and selection of these new officers has

been rigorously designed to insure that we have the most capable,
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racially sensitive and professional officers on the street. When

the Department resumed large scale recruiting in 1977 after the

City's hard times of fiscal austerity, it became one of the few

police agencies in the nation to screen recruits not only for

physical and intellectual fitness, but for psychological fitness

to exercise the sensiti v e public authority inherent in police

power. A Candidate Fitness Review Board, was established to

carefully review the overall fitness of new applicants. Our

procedures, which have withstood repeated court challenges, have

since 1979 identified and weeded out unqualified recruits. We

regard this screening process as a responsible step to insulate

the public from the potential hazards of police power in the hands

of persons fundamentally unsuitable to be trusted with it.

I have also instituted an ongoing review of the fitness

of our present force. In October 1981, I established the Violence

Prone Officer Review Committee, thereby placing directly upon the

Department's First Deputy Commissioner the responsibility for

removing from public contact officers with personality difficul-

ties that might give rise to violent behavior, even though no

established or provable violent conduct had occurred. Many of the

officers identified by this program have been referred to our

respected Psychological Services Counseling Unit.

ACADEMY AND ONGOING TRAINING

--The recruit training program in our Department is an-

other example of the importance accorded to human relations

sensitivity in policing. Almost half of the five-month training
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curriculum in the Police Academy is devoted to courses in

psychology and human rights. Every recruit receives instruction

on the evils of racial and religious bigotry. All recruits also

receive thorough training in the proper use of firearms and

non-lethal force. Special emphasis is also given to the Depart-

ment's strong intolerance of police abuse of any kind, including

discourtesy and verbal abuse.

One area of police procedural reform of particular

relevance to this hearing is in the method with which officers

deal with emotionally disturbed persons, who often figure in

violent or potentially violent situations.

Field procedures for dealing with emotionally disturbed

persons were broadly revised in April of 1981 to ensure safe and

humane treatment of such persons. First units arriving on the

scene are required to send for and await a superior officer before

attempting any physical contact with the individual in question.

The use of mace, tear gas, restraining instruments, baton and all

alternatives to deadly force must be pursued. Only where there is

imminent danger of death to the officer or others in the vicinity

is deadly force authorized.

In 1982 police officers removed 10,678 emotionally

disturbed persons to hospitals, without loss of life either to

those aided or to police officers.

POLICY AND RESTRAINT IN THE USE OF FIREARMS AND OTHER DEADLY FORCE

The most relevant measure of respect for human life in

the New York City Police Department is, I believe, its record and
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procedures regarding restraint in the use of firearms. In 1973,

the Police Department adopted an exhaustive series of "Guidelines"

for the discharge of weapons. These Guidelines, which webt far

beyond the Penal Code of New York State, provide that an officer

may fire his weapon only to defend his own life, or the life of

another. He may not fire at a fleeing suspect or automobile.

Indeed, even warning shots are prohibited.

In 1973, the Department created its Firearms Discharge

Review Board, a three-tiered investigative, assessment and disci-

plinary process under which every shot fired by a New York City

police officer, is formally investigated be it accidental or

intentional, whether a bullet hits someone or not. The investiga-

tion begins at the precinct or squad level, then by a Borough

Board comprised of both senior and junior officers, and finally by

a Headquarters Board of the most senior and responsible service

and civilian officials of the Department. This procedure

administers the formal firearms discharge guidelines of the

Department, and determines whether each firing was acceptable

under the guidelines. In the case of violators, it orders

retraining of the officer or the filing of formal disciplinary

charges against him. As I indicated earlier, since the creation of

the Firearms guidelines and the Review Board in 1973, shooting

incidents involving New York City Police have declined by 39.2%.

The firearms discharge, control and disciplinary mecha-

nism of the Department has been the subject of wide commentary in

the professional journals. Professor James Fyfe of AmeriCan
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University has done extensive research in this area. The primary

conclusion of his study of New York police shooting patterns,

which was concurred in by Professor James Q. Wilson of Harvard in

a 1981 article, was that racial antagonism plays no part in the

record of police shooting incidents in New York City. The

geographical distribution of shootings across the City was found

to be directly related to those areas in which there is a high

incidence of violent crime. In addition, Fyfe also concluded that

the guidelines have resulted in a significant reduction in overall

police shootings.

In 1980, a nationally televised documentary highlighted

the conclusions of a study commissioned by the United States

Department of Justice. That documentary, which compared police

shootings of unarmed persons who had not assaulted officers and

were fleeing, concluded that Philadelphia police shot at a rate 34

times higher than New York police. In overall shootings, their

rate was 50% higher.

Consistent with these findings, a study commissioned by

the International Association of Chiefs of Police and released in

1982 found that New York City was a leader in firearms restraint

among 54 major metropolitan police departments. Among its

conclusions are the following, some of which are graphically

illustrated on a set of charts to which I direct your attention.

The rate of police homicide per

100,000 population is at least 50%

lower in New York than in Chicago,

37-501 0 - 84 - 3
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Los Angeles and Philadelphia, 100%

lower in New York than in Cleveland,

Washington, Baltimore and Houston,

150% lower in New York than in Detroit,

and 200% lower in New York than in

New Orleans.

The rate of police homicide per

number of violent crimes, demon-

strated that police in Los Angeles,

Chicago, Philadelphia and Detroit

fire their weapons at least 2h times

the frequency of New York police.

In Houston the rate is six times higher.

The rate of homicide per 100 police

officers further showed that the individual

Los Angeles officer is 2h times, the

individual Detroit officer three

times and the individual New drleans

,officer five times as likely to have

killed a citizen as an individual New

York officer.

As measured by these indicators, therefore, it is

apparent that the number of deaths resulting from police shootings

within the City of New York is substantially less than that df
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other comparable major American Cities.

Finally, it must be noted that the absolute as well as

the comparative number of police shooting incidents has dramati-

cally declined in recent years. The Firearms Discharge Review

Board's annual report for 1982 shows a 23.2% reduction in shooting

incidents over 1981, a 32% reduction in violations of the

Guidelines, and a 19.4% decrease in the number of members involved

in shooting incidents. These results were achieved in spite of a

significant increase in injuries to officers and weapons recovered

from offenders involved in these incidents. The reductions have

further occurred despite the fact that, during my service as

Police Commissioner, 27 officers have been killed and 113 wounded

by offenders in the course of commission of crimes. '4
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I now direct your attention to a chart which summarizes,

for the period 1970-1973, the period 1974-1978 and the period

1978 to the present, shooting homicides by Pblice. In overall

shooting homicides, you will note that during the years 1978-

1983 there was a 46.3 decrease on an annual average basis

when compared to the 1970-73 period. And virtually no change

when compared to the 1974-77 period.

With respect to shooting homicides of Blacks, there was

an 18.9% decrease during the period 1978 to the present when

compared with the period 1974-1977.

With respect to shooting homicides of all minorities,

during the period 1978 to the present, there has been a

5.8% decrease when.compared to the period 1974-1977.
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CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD

Another valuable institutional innovation for the re-

straint and inhibition of improper police conduct is the Depart-

ment's Civilian Complaint Review Board, which provides our

citizens .iith complaint access to an investigative process

supervised by civilians. Many American cities provide their

citizens with no such machinery of this type. The Board's

Director, Assistant Commissioner Charles Adams, is 'here with us

today. Let me say that this Board is not in all respects

satisfactory to all those with differing and understandable

interests in its function and operation. There are many people who

believe that the Board's disciplinary authority should be

independent of the Police Department. That is a political
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judgment, however, which has previously been passed upon by the

voters of New York City. The seven member Board includes three

minority persons. All members are civilian employees of the

Department entirely outside the membership and command structure

of the police force, and as long as I have been Police

Commissioner, I have not heard or received any complaint

questioning their integrity, diligence or objectivity. The Board

has been increasingly utilized by citizens over the past several

years, in part, I believe, as the result of our distribution in

1981 of 300,000 pamphlets describing its location and function.

In functional and practical terms, this is what the

Board does: it receives complaints directly from the public and

initiates investigations of police misconduct. In many cases, the

Board is able to conciliate complaints in an informal manner.

The Board also serves as a vital identifier of problem officers

who may have difficulties in dealing with the public. It provides

pertinent information where patterns of questionable behavior

suggest that social or psychological counseling may be necessary.

I want to emphasize that this may occur even in cases where

complaints against an officer may be unsubstantiated because of

lack of evidence, or failure of complainants to press their

complaints.

A critical role of the Civilian Complaint Review Board

is thus to provide yet another layer of control, monitoring and

investigation of alleged police misconduct. Like other measure-

ments I have referred to, the number and analysis of cases
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prosecuted by the Board -indicates that the Department has been

generally successful in this area, although some problems remain.

The 1982 statistics, for example, show a disturbing

overall increase of 33% in complaints filed. The increase, has

come predominantly in the category of discourtesy and offensive

ethnic, racial or obscene language of these there were 115 ethnic

or racial slur complaints. However, allegations of force where

some injury is claimed have dropped by 31.4% from 1296 to 869.

Of course, 869 incidents of excessive force, if proven,

are far too many. But it must be borne in mind that 664 of these

cases, or 80%, involved cases where there was no documented

injury. Furthermore, of the 869 cases filed, 393 of the

complainants did not choose to follow through, or formally

withdrew their complaints. Another 125 cases were conciliated by

the parties.

The primary mechanism for maintaining discipline in the

Department in these and other similar cases in the Advocates

Office, which brings charges and specifications before Trial

Commissioners against any officer who is found to have violated

the Rules and Procedures of the Department. Final disciplinary and

penalty authority rests with me. I have made it unmistakeably

clear to all members of the Department that excessive force will

be met with severe punishment.

Indeed, during the past 5h years, 54 police officers

were arrested for a variety of assault-related crimes, including

homicide, assault and reckless endangerment. Nine of these
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officers were convicted in the criminal courts and dismissed from

the police service by the Department. Four other police officers

who were acquitted in the criminal courts were nonetheless

dismissed from the Department. Six of these cases are still

pending in the criminal courts. Furthermore, in 64 other cases

involving allegations of unnecessary force, but no criminal

proceedings, five officers were fired and 59 officers were

disciplined with penalties including suspensions or fines.

Beyond the internal, investigative and disciplinary

mechanisms of the Police Department, there are numerous external

governmental entities that monitor and punish police misconduct.

The five District Attorneys Offices, Grand Juries, the United

States Attorneys offices, and the United States Justice Department

play critical roles in this area.

However, no mechanism, internal or external, can

effectively serve the public if those who have complaints refuse

to submit to lawful and systematic procedures designed to assess

such complaints. In one recently celebrated case, the Reverend Lee

Johnson refused to submit himself to the formal processes of the

Civilian Complaint Review Board, the District Attorney, or the

FBI. While the Department has instituted its own complaint and

investigation in this case, our efforts have been stymied by Rev.

Johnson's failure to cooperate.

THE INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS OF POLICE ACTIVITY

As Police Commissioner, I believe that any complaints of

police misconduct are cause for concern. However, in evaluating
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the number of complaints, it must be borne in mind that the 24,000

New York City Police Officers have many millions of documented

contacts with the public. Indeed, if one compares the total oumber

of complaints of police misconduct against the approximately one

million arrests made and summonses issued, the approximately one

million moving violations in traffic incidents, the approximately

three million responses to 911 calls, and the many millions of

daily contacts, the rate of complaint is placed in some

perspective. The increase in some of our activities in these areas

i's illustrated on another chart to which I direct your attention.

Beyond the sheer size of the police effort in 1982, the

central point is that at the same time that force complaints and

shooting incidents were down, violent crime ih this city was

vigorously attacked and substantially reduced. This reduction has

been accomplished with a minimum of force. In 1982, for example,

the police seized 9,864 handguns from individuals without shots

being fired by anyone. This reflects the professional restraint of

New York City officers even when they are at risk.

While these results against violent crime were being

achieved, a broad-based campaign was undertaken to win back the

streets, the parks and the public areas of our neighborhoods for

their residents. As Harvard Professor James Q. Wilson noted in the

March, 1982 issue of The Atlantic, when visible police street

presence and patrols disappear from the public life of the City,

the whole range of petty offenders from red light runners and

marijuana pushers, to prostitutes, derelicts and disorderly youths
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will seize the streets. No one can deny this happened to the

quality of life in many sections of our City as the Police Force

dwindled, by 30%, in the lean years of .the late 1970's. New

Yorkers became accustomed to ignoring quality of life laws because

there was so little enforcement. That* long ordeal, for the

Department and for the City, has come to an end. The rebuilding

of the Force is underway. Overall, the number of arrests for

narcotics, prostitution, disorderly conduct and gambling has

increased by over 50% during the past two years.

This substantial effort was not made without a clash of

wills between police officers and the loiterers, disorderly

teenagers and traffic offenders. I believe that. this increased

activity with respect to both major and minor offenses, when

combined with the relative youth and unquestionable zeal of our

new officers, is at least one of the causes for the increase in

"discourtesy" complaints at the Civilian Complaint Review Board.

This is a problem which we can and must address through additional

training, close supervision and, where necessary, appropriate

discipline.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Finally, I would like to describe the specific community

outreach programs which we have created to directly improve the

Department's relationship with the public.

The comprehensive community relations program maintained
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by the Department reinforces the strong policy encouraging racial

sensitivity and community understanding. In sheer size and scope,

the community outreach program of this Department has no equal in

the country. Our community relations operations have an annual

budget of $16.9 million. The full-time staff involved in these

efforts is 399 persons. New York City's budget and staff

commitment are larger than those of Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit,

Baltimore and Houston combined. We have a Deputy Commissioner,

William Perry, whose responsibilities are exclusively devoted to

hearing and assisting the communities and neighborhoods of the

City as they struggle to deal with crime and its consequences. His

direct contacts with almost all major community organizations in

the City, through visits, telephone conversations and letters,

number in the thousands each year.

Parenthetically, it has been suggested that I have

personally been unavailable to community groups and leaders. This

is not true. Since assuming office, I have had over 200 formal

meetings with such groups, and my door remains open.

We have during the past five years doubled the size of

the Auxiliary Police, to the imposing number of 8,000 members, over

50% of whom are minority citizens. The participation of these

officers has brought enormous mutual benefits to all City

neighborhoods and the members of the regular police force.

Our community youth programs are large and diverse.

Eight hundred eighty-five disadvantaged youths have been provided

with jobs in the Police Department this summer. Our Yout
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Dialogue Program, which seeks to put concerned officers and

minority boys and girls together for constructive discussion about

self-improvement, the value of education and the importance of

community serV-1ce, involves approximately 4,000 young people and

350 police officers. The Summer Youth Recreation Program has

ongoing sports, crafts and day trips for over 43,000 youngsters,

three-quarters of whom are from minority families.

Our Model Block Program in the minority neighborhoods of

northern Brooklyn is a joint police-community program to reduce

crime and eliminate destabilizing features of inner city life..

In every precinct of our City we foster dialogue and

involvement with the police through our community councils. Our

files are full of letters from neighborhood merchants, busi-

nessmen, parents, teachers and young people praising our command-

ers and our patrol officers for their bravery, their courtesy and

their concern for the neighborhoods they protect. These

expressions of support come no less from minority communities than

from other neighborhoods.

One of the most innovative programs which we have cre-

ated to preserve good community relations and effective law en-

forcement is the Bias Incident Investigation Unit established in

1980. To my knowledge, it is the first permanently staffed,

single mission command of its type in the nation. Since its

creation it has successfully investigated numerous incidents of

acial, ethnic or religiously biased criminal behavior. The BIAS

Unit is a concrete manifestation of this Administration's
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commitment to racial, ethnic and religious harmony in this city.

This has been a long statement on a very serious

subject. I would like to close with a quotation from a speech I

gave this Spring to over 1,600 new police recruits in a graduation

ceremony held at Madison Square Garden:

You are members of the finest

police department in the world,

which provides key services in

the most complicated city in

the world, with the most diverse

population of any city in the

history of the world. As such,

you are the personal represen-

tative of your department in

your everyday relationship

with our citizens and with

visitors to our city. It is

essential that you always

remember, whether you are on

or off duty, that you are a

police officer. You have taken

an oath to enforce the law,

Equally important and implicit

in your oath is the obligation

to obey the law in your own

lives. You will be held to a
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higher standard of conduct

than your fellow citizens, and

by the Department, and this is

how it must be. For you alone

have been given the legal

authority backed up by a shield

and a gun to enforce the law,

to arrest people and, if

necessary to take a life in

the performance of your

duties. No other group in our

society has that power and it

is an awesome responsibility.

Thus it is perfectly appropriate

for your fellow citizens to

demand that their police

officers demonstrate, both in

their public and private lives,

good judgment, restraint in

the use of force, the highest

level of integrity, and

respect for the law and for

legal process. How can we ask

the public to place its

confidence in a police officer

who is either unwilling or
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unable to live up to these

high standards. How can we

ask our fellow citizens to

support a police officer who

violates the narcotics laws or

the vehicle and traffic laws,

or uses excessive or unnec-

essary force in the execution

of his or her duties; who is

unable to control the use of

alcohol, or is rude and vulgar,

or engages in the use of

ethnic or racial slurs. Make

no mistake aboqt it, you will

be held to very high standards,

and the reason for this is

clear. You are the law enfor-

cers and the peace keepers in

our society and your fellow

citizens are willing to trust

you with that power only so

long as you demonstrate that

you are capable of handling

it properly and with profes-

sional restraint.

Thank you for your attention.
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Exhibit to the testimony of Robert J. McGuire, House Committee
on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Criminhl'b1stice,_3ulv 18, 1983

TOTAL FIREARM DISCHARGES BY POLICE

PERIOD 1970 - 1973

1970

1971

1972

1973

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974

1975

1976

1977

* 634

810

994

665

3103,

526

454

378

434

1792

776 annual average

448 annual average

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978

1979 -

1980 -

1981 -

1982 -

1983 -

decline of 46.8% from

decline of 7.8% from

418

394

425

452

375
* *

2064

1970 - 1973 aver

1974 - 1978

413 annual average

* 1983 statistics unavailable

Source: Now York City Police Department
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SHOOTING HOMICIDES OF MINORITIES (Blacks & Hispanics) *

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 40

1975 - 37

1976 - 22

1977 - 23

122 Annual average 30.5

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978 - 30

1979 - 32

1980 - 24

1981 - 27

1982 - 30

(to date) 1983 - 15

158 Annual average.28.72

5.8% decrease from 1974-78

* Statistics on race of shooting opponents unavailable
prior to 1974.

37-501 0 - 84 - 4
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SHOOTING HOMICIDES BY POLICE:

PERIOD 1970 - 1973

1970 50

1971 - 93

1972 - 66

1973 - 58

267 66.7 annual average

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 43

1975 - 42

1976 - 27

1977 - 30 -

142 35.5 annual average

PERIOD 1978*- Present

1978 - 40

1979 - 36

1980 - 28

1981 - 36

1982 - 39

to date) 1983 - 18

197 35.8 annual average

46.3% decrease from 1970 - 73 average

0.8% increase from 1974 - 78 average
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SHOOTING HOMICIDE OF BLACKS BY POLICE (Hispanics excluded) *

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974

1975

1976

1977

26

25

14

14

79 Annual average 19.75

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978

1979

1980

1981

(to date)

18

18

19

13

10

10

88

18.9%

1982

1983

* Statistics on race of shooting
prior to 1974.

Annual average 16.0

decrease from 1974-78

opponents unavailable
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RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

0.5 -1

.40

.17

.14

'p

Phila. Chic. N.Y.

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces"; IACP, 1982

.21
// /

.35

0.4

0.3

per
100
Pos

0.2 -

0.1 -

0.0 -

. Det. L.A.
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RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

2.0

1.6-

1.2 -

per
100,000
Population

0.8

0.4

0.0 j

1.63

.74

0,

L.A. Chic.

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces"; IACP, 1982

.89

Det.

.94

Phila.

.48

N.Y.
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N.Y.P.D. ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY

Change from 1981 to 1982

20 19.3

16 -

13.4

1 2 ,

8.6

4
Firearms
Discharge
Incidents R

Percent 0-
Arrests Sumnonses Traffic

Infractions

-4

-8

-12

-16

-20

-17.4

Violent
Crime

eduction

-9.3
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STATEMENT BY THE REVEREND DONALD W. SHRIVER, JR., PRESIDENT,
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORK

I am Donald Shriver, the President of Union Theological

Seminary in the City of New York.

I am speaking to you today as head of UnionSeminary, an

institution of higher learning whose life and history have

been intertwined with those of New York City for nearly 150

years. I am speaking also as a teacher and pastor. In all

three of these ways I have very central responsibilities toward

Union's students. And I am-speaking, too, as a citizen of this

city.

Early last Saturday evening, a first-year graduate student

at Union Theological Seminary, the Reverend Lee Johnson, was

stopped by two New York City police officers as he, accompanied

by two friends, was driving his car on Lenox Avenue.

One of the police officers approached the Reverend Mr.

Johnson's stopped car and requested his driver's license, regiS-

tration, and insurance card. _1r. Johnson asked to be allowed

tQ get out of the car in order to get at the documents; the

request was denied and the officer locked the car door. Mr.

Johnson asked why he had been stopped; his question received

only profanity in response. Mr. Johnson identified himself as

a clcrgyman and remart.ed that the officer must he intxseric:,ced

if he addressed 2ny Ct:en sn that w a.
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The officer unlocked and opened the ear door, attempted to

strike Mr. Johnson in the face, then struck him repeatedly on

the leg with a flashlight, and ultimately pulled him from the

car.

A second officer joined the first.. Mr. Johnson was hand-

cuffed and, while handcuffed, was repeatedly struck with a

nightstick and thrown against the car.

He was'put into the front seat of a police van and told

that he was under arrest. He was not told his offense.

At the 28th Precinct Mr. Johnson was attacked verbally,

both with explicit racial epithets such as "nigger" and with

disparaging remarks about his religious beliefs and affiliations

("I don't believe in that shit anyway, Reverend" and "You don't

pay no taxes anyway").

He was removed to a stairwell and then taken upstairs to a

room containing a cell; in both places, while handcuffed, he

was again beaten, choked, and kicked by the same two officers

who had arrested him. He was told, "I am going to teach you a

lesson, nigger" and "When you open your mouth, nigger, you had

better say Sir."

Mr. Johnson was released by the police at about 9:30 that

evening. As far as he knows, he is not charged with any crime.

He was, however, given three summonses for motor vehicle violations.

Mr. Johnson was then able to return to his apartment at Union

Seminary and to his wife and baby daughter. Accompanied by a

Seminary security guard, he their sought and received treatment of

his injuries at the emergency room at St. Luke's Hospital.

I hardly know how to express to you the degree of outrage,

shame and despair that I feel as I recount these events..

I feel outrage that this young man was threatened, insulted,

humiliated and beaten.by the police of this city.

I feel shame that my institution, which had invited this young

man'to join its community, is unable to assure him of protection by

the police, protection of life and limb iind of dignity. Shame, too,
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that I cannot assure "ur other students, who are from all over

this country and from 18 countries around the-world, of this

same protection.

And I feel despair that yet again, yet again, a black person

in this city has been subjected to unlawful violence, carried

out by those appointed to uphold the law.

There is no question but that because Lee Johnson is black

it was assumed that he was a troublemaker, a public danger, that

he was not worthy of respect, that his civil and human rights

could be denied him, and that he could be physically irrjured

with impunity.

Nothing in the ith which he was ultimately charged

could in any way justify the treatment accorded him by New York City

police officers. Such physical and emotional abuse is unprofessional;

it is unmoral; it is inexcusable.

I cannot restore to Lee Johnson what has been taken away

from him by this police attack. I cannot alleviate his rage,

his frustration, his despair.

I can only state that Union Theological Seminary will bend

every effort, will use whatever influence and resources it has

available to help ensure that this kind of event -ill nor

be tolerated and will not recur. In this effort, we will, at

the start, do all we can to make sure that the two arresting

officers, who have demonstrated such hatred, contempt, and fear

in their attack on Lee Johnson, do no.t continue to serve on the

police force of the City of New York. END

See also LEE JOHNSON BIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT
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• " • ... "'-- .. ." -

•-New *Orleans .(UPI)-Police -T TiE STUDY recommends -that
violence and killing of blacks is police be prevented from shooting at
increasing because of racism, fleeing felons and discontinue the poli-

- cy of shooting at speeding cars, which
-poor police training and refusal" sometimes results in injuries to inno-
of federal authorities to prose- cent bystanders. - -. "
cute officers,.an NAACP official Atkins called for firm state laws,
said yesterday., . - local ordinances and departmental

"Policemen feel they have the -u policies "to provide incentive for
," aU- policemen to think rather than shoot,

thority to execute street justice," said talk rather than choke and reason with
general counsel Thomas Atkins.. people rather than to harass intimi-

"They make a determination a per- date ategae in mi--
son is guilty and needs to be punished. dte and engage in other forms of
And sometimes the punishmentresults steet sieh e
in death." singledout Milwaukee and

Atkins released the results of a H New York as particular problems.
major NAACP study that concluded He accused New York's r Koch
that "nonwhite Americans comprised of "shooting off his mouth without the
47% to 50% of persons who were killed facts" when he dismissed statistics
by police. showing increased police violence
by poie. NIagainst blacks.

"TEINCIDE~NCE of police vio. In Milwvaukee, Atkins said, the probeShas beenuee growins aroid, tile pb."
lence has been growing around the "lcm is severe because the police chief
country," he said. "A disproportionate serves for life and a poor attitude
percentage of those victimized by - exists among department leaders.
police violence are minorities and the ex
highest proportion are black males." i

Officials said the study was based on*
federal crime reports, research and
interviews with victims and locul offi-
cials in each of the NAACP's seven,
regions.

Atkins said vestiges of traditional
racism, poor training procedures and
Ineffective leadership by police chiefs
contributed to the growing problem of

"police violence toward citizens.
Thie federal government's decision

not to prosecute officers involved In
shootings has exacerl)ated tie prob-
lem, Atkins said. . 4.

I
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COMPARISON OF THE NAACP'S MODEL POLICY ON USE OF
DEADLY FORCE WITH NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

GUIDELINES

On page 36 of its manual on policy citizen violence,

the Association lists 20 features that ought to characterize

a governing policy of a police agency with respect to the

use of deadly force and the use of firearms.

Of these 20 characteristics, 18 are incorporated in

the New York City Police Department's pioneering procedures in

this area. Indeed, the Department's leadership in this regard

is acknowledged by the manual on pages 65-66.

The Association's 2 characteristics that are not

incorporated in the Department's procedures:

(a) Require all officers who discharge firearms

to attend post-shooting psychological counselling.

New York procedures include such counselling

as one of a range of possible measures in cases

where officers have been found to have violated

the guidelines; and

(h) Require the Police Chief or Commissioner to act

upon the recommendations of the Firearms Dis-

charge Review Board. In New York, the City Charter

places sole disciplinary authority upon the Police

Commissioner, who may not legally share it with the

Firearms Board, or indeed any other component of

the Department. However, the present Police
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Commissioner cannot recall a single instance

where he rejected a recommendation of the

Department's Firearms Control Board.
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EXHIBIT TO TESTIMONY OF ROBERT J. McGUiRE, House Committee on
the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Criminal Justite; 3uly 18, 1983

RE: NAACP COMMENTS ON POLICE MISCONDUCT

'On Thursday, July 14 United Press International reported

that the NAACP General Counsel Thomas I. Atkins had given a

speech to the NAACP Convention in New Orleans decrying an in-

crease in police brutality. Mr. Atkins reportedly singled out New

York and Milwaukee "particular problems" and stated that Mayor

Koch had exacerbated the problem by "shooting off his mouth

without the facts."

The actual NAACP report on which Mr. Atkins reportedly based

his speech contradicts his statements with regard to New York.

Rather than reporting on incidents of police violence, the NAACP

project was merely and "organizing guide for community leaders"'-

which, (1) in fact, contains no criticism whatsoever of New York

City, and (2) indicates that New York City's procedures for the

dealing with misconduct are in accordance with what NAACP would

recommend. In particular:

1. The report implicitly recognizes the validity of New

York City model by stating that "it is significant that

data shows that a more restrictive deadly force policy

does not lead to increased injuries to police officers.

In New York City, average monthly injuries dropped 43%

after the more restrictive deadly force policy was

adopted." (p.8) The report further notes at a later

point that shootings by New York City police officers

dropped "dramatically" after the adoption of Firearms
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Discharge Guidelines. (NAACP Report, p.66)

2. The report specifically chronicles three instances of

effective changes in firearms policy. The first such

example cited is New York City. (NAACP Report,p. 65)

The two other examples of changes of policy were Kansas

City and Seattle, both of which were headed by police

commissioners who had gained their experience as

veterans of the New York City Police Department.

3. The organizing guide sets forth 20 specific recommenda-

tions for a "model police department policy on use of

deadly force and firearms." (NAACP Report, p.1
4
)

Eighteen of the 20 suggestions describe the existing

policy utilized by the New York City Police Department

and its firearms discharge control board.

Finally, it should be noted that the report gives instruc-

tions to NAACP officers on how to handle specific incidents of

police misconduct which indicate that the comments made by Union

Theological Seminary President Donald Shriver in response to the

alleged beating of Reverend Johnson are precisely what should not

be done. As it is stated in the report: "do not make declarative

statements such as'police officer John Doe murdered this

boy'.. .for example you may say 'if it is shown that the incident

was a deliberate action on the part of the police officer or if

this is to be found an unnecessary shooting or crime that we

insist that disciplinary action be taken'." The report emphasizes

that anyone making statements should seek to "dispel rumors and
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cause the legal rights of all parties to be respected." (NAACP

Report, p. 16). The Rev. Shriver's categorical statements that

Rev. Johnson was repeatedly struck, that he was verbally abused,

and that "while handcuffed, he was again beaten, choked and

kicked" in the 28th Precinct stationhouse unfortunately violated

these precepts at every turn.

ATTACHMENTS:

(1) NAACP Report, "Police-Citizen Violence: An Organizing

Guide for Community Leaders," July, 1982.

(2) Comparison of NAACP Model Policy with New York City

Guidelines.

(3) United Press International Wire story regarding Speech

by Thomas Atkins, Esq., NAACP General Counsel, dated

July 14, 1983.

(4) Press Release by Rev. Donald W. Shriver, Jr., May 5,

1983.
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Commissioner McGuIRE. Mr. Chairman, the subcommittee has
already received my comprehensive testimony on the matter under
review and the Department's official report and analysis with re-
spect to 98 specific cases raised at the previous hearing on Septem-
ber 19, 1983.

Mr. CONYERS. Commissioner McGuire, are you referring to this
document?

Commissioner McGuIRE. That is correct.
Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, it will be entered into the

record.
Commissioner McGUIRE. Thank you.
[The official report and analysis follow:]

37-501 0 - 84 - 5
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INTRODUCTION

On September 19, 1983, the Subcommittee on Criminal
Justice of the United States House of Representatives Committee
on the Judiciary, conducted a hearing on the subject of alleged
racially motivated police brutality within the City of New
York. Although no City witnesses appeared at this hearing for
reasons previously made known to the Subcommittee, the New
York City Police Department has advised both the Subcommittee,
and the public that it would respond in detail to all allega-
tions made during the course of the hearing.

(1) Overview

Although this report does not attempt to repeat the
Department's overall response to the allegations of systemic
police brutality previously provided to the Congress in formal
written testimony by the Police Commissioner and Mayor, a
summary of that overall response is appropriate at the outset.

The number of weapons discharged has dropped dramatically
since implementation of Departmental shooting guidelines. While
crime has risen sharply and the number of officers killed and
wounded has significantly increased, the number of police
shootings resulting in death has remained virtually constant
over the last decade. In studies of comparable major American
cities, New York's Police Department has consistently, from
1975 to the present, ranked at the top of the list with the
lowest incidence of weapons discharges resulting in death. The
number of complaints to the Department of excessive force re-
sulting in injury has fallen sharply. B.mmin.4 -ea&R b
incr-m.0 LR Aumaewe of tstplewe,- largely * tedm

omat avi r-r-th .tt-.09, the. Civial&**-- na~~t

mm /,6h,,.b; : m 4um4l Where charges of
brutality have been established, offending officers have been
firmly disciplined. Sensitivity training in the area of race
relations has been expanded for the Force at large. In short,
these and many other indices described in the Commissioner's
testimony suggest the absence of endemic, pervasive or officially
condoned and racially motivated brutality in the Department.

In contrast to these broad indicators, the Subcommittee
on September 19 heard a series of'witnesses who mentioned 98
particular incidents of alleged police brutality or misconduct
extending back over a period of twenty-five years. Not one
of these witnesses was cross-examined on his or her claims.
Despite the City's requests, no information with regard to any
of these incidents was made known to the Department prior to
the hearing.
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The Subcommittee did not attempt either at the hearing or
before to obtain a full record of the facts with regard to
even one of these incidents. Nevertheless, many witnesses
asserted existence of a systemic and pervasive pattern of
racially motivated misconduct in the New York City Police
Department. Indeed, without having heard or considered more
than one side of the story with regard to any incident - -
let alone any analysis of the overall record of the Depart-
ment - - Representative John Conyers of Michigan, announced
his final judgment at the conclusion of the hearing that
"police brutality systematic and racially motivated, is part
of the underside of the City of New York that shames us all,"
that it is condoned by leadership outside the Police Depart-
ment, and that federal intervention should be considered.

Even one incident of unjustified police brutality is,
of course, one too many and an appropriate subject of concern.
Nevertheless, an analysis of the cases heard by the Sub-
committee dramatically demonstrates the dangers of conclusions
reached and judgments made, upon one-sided, unsworn versions
of events, selective fact presentations, and the indiscriminate
crediting of statements made by persons not subject to cross-
examination, adversarial challenge or even a reasonably ob-
jective forum. Even if the Subcommittee had done a professionally
competent analysis of these claims, moreover, ninety-eight
cases covering a period of twenty-five years in which tens of
thousands of different officers have had literally tens of
millions of public contacts could not possibly support the
conclusions announced by the chairman. The public issue of-
the Department's policies and practices relating to the use of
force must, in the end, be resolved upon an institutional and
comprehensive basis, and not upon the ad hoc record of a tiny
fraction of cases reviewed in isolation. In any event, a fair-
minded appraisal of even this limited sample of incidents
suggests that in these cases the officers involved acted properly
and professionally.

(2) Methodology

Despite the inherent limitations in the Subcommittee's
approach, the Department has endeavored to accurately complete
the record with regard to each of the 98 specifically alleged
cases of brutality or misconduct heard by the Committee. The
narratives set forth in this report are drawn from Police Depart-
ment files and other governmental records, including the dis-
position of those cases that were reviewed by the District
Attorney, Department of Justice, and Grand Juries. Where the
accounts of witnesses significantly differ, the Department has
attempted to indicate that conflict. Where no complaint was
filed with the Department, the narrative is drawn from the
account of the incident filed by the police officers and investi-
gators involved. In the majority of cases, however, the
record indicates no legitimate dispute as to certain essential
facts - - such as the number of weapons and criminal activity
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involved, the overall circumstances of the incidents, and
review and disposition of brutality charges by Grand Juries
and other neutral fact-finding agencies - - which were never
heretofore presented to the Subcommittee. Where the narrative
indicates that a matter remains under investigation, comments
here do not necessarily constitute the final position of the
Department.

Distinctions between cases which arose before and
after 1978 are drawn solely in response to allegations that
police misconduct has increased in recent years and in some
manner been "encouraged" by the actions of City officials.
Similarly, data with regard to the race of police officers and
alleged brutality victims is provided specifically in response
to allegations regarding the supposed racial motivation under-
lying these events.

The process of establishing the facts surrounding these
cases has involved the securing of data and records from
disparate sources, some inside and some outside the Department.
Should further evidence come to our attention which signifi-
cantly affects the assessment of any of these matters, the
Department will issue a public statement with respect to it.

(3) Synopsis

Of the 98 cases cited, five did not involve New York
City police officers and occurred in jurisdictions otoer
than the City of New York. Of the remaining 93 cases , the
chronology ranged from 1958 through 1983. Thirty-four percent
(32 cases) pre-date January 1, 1978. Indeed, of the pre-1978
cases, 19 even pre-dated the implementation of the Depart-
ment's revised firearm discharge policies and guidelines in
1973.

Accordingly, there are 61 post-1978 cases that took place
in New York City. Of these cases, four involved white persons,
although witnesses at the hearing represented them to be minority
persons; five of the cases involved black officers who were
complained about, although witnesses at the hearing implied
they were white. Therefore, of the 98 cases cited, 52 represent
incidents involving confrontations between white police officers
and minQrity persons since 1978.

Of these 52 cases, 25 involved death; 17 involved alle-
gations of unnecessary force not resulting in death; 3 in-
volved complaints of racial or ethnic discourtesy; 5 involved
confrontations between black officers and white officers, and
2 cases cannot be categorized for lack of information.

Eight cases involved New York City Transit Police; 2 involved
Housing Authority Police; I involved a retired New York City
Police Department Detective; 1 involved a Correction Officer;
and 81 cases involved members of the New York City Police
Department.
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(1) Cases involving death

With respect to the 25 post-1978 death case, 21 (84%)
involved the threat or use of a weapon against the police,
and there were weapons recovered from the subject of the police
action in 18 of these cases. Of the remaining four cases,
one involved death as a result of a motor vehicle accident, one
by drug related complications, one by fatal shooting of a
burglar by the homeowner (an off-duty Correction Officer),
and one case is still under review by the Medical Examiner.
In 20 (80%) of these cases, the subject or a co-defendant had
a prior criminal history. In 14 (56%) of these cases the
police officer or the victim of a crime sustained documented
physical injury. In these 25 post-1978 cases resulting in
death, the Grand Jury or the District Attorney found no crimi-
nality by the police in 24 (96%) of the cases. In the one
indictment case, a judge acquitted the officers. In 11 of the
cases involving death, the United States Justice Department
has concluded investigations without findings of wrongdoing by
the police, with 2 other cases still pending.

(ii) Cases involving the Non-lethal Use of Force

With respect to the 17 cases cited at the hearing alleging
unnecessary non-fatal use of force, 6 (35%) involved no claim
of injury. Of the 12 (71%) cases involving a physical injury,
5 (29%) required medical treatment at a hospital. In the five
cases requiring treatment of the complainant at a hospital,
one involved facial contusions to both the police officer and
the complainant; another involved bruised ribs and lacerations
over the eye of the complainant and a slashed hand of the police
officer, which was cut by the razor knife of the complainant;
another involved a complainant who cut his head when he fell to
the ground after he was tripped by the officer to prevent his
flight; another involved contusions and abrasions to the face and
hands of the complainant, after he knocked two officers to the
ground causing them injuries; and the final case involved a
melee at the Blues Bar in which three police officers and several
patrons were injured. Of the 17 cases involving alleged unnecessary
non-fatal use of force, four cases, (24%) involved threat or use
of a weapon against the police, with weapons being recovered in
all cases. In 2 cases (12%) the subject had a prior criminal
history. in 9 (53%) of these cases, the police officer or the
victim of a crime sustained a documented injury. In 3 cases
involving complaints of unnecessary non-fatal use of force, the
Justice Department has not concluded its review.

(iii) Other Allegations of Misconduct

Of the ten other post-1978 cases, 5 involved complaints
by black officers of harassment or misconduct by white officers.
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Three of these cases involved disputes between fellow workers
with abrasive language or physical altercation. One case in-
volved shots fired at (and missed) an off-duty black officer
who was mistaken for an armed criminal. The remaining case
involved the accidental wounding of a black officer by his
white partner who was shooting at an armed robber, who had a
gun, and who was thought to be threatening the life of the
black officer.

Finally, the 3 remaining post-1978 cases involved allega-
tions of racially motivated discourtesy.

During these years 1978-83,29 police officers were killed,
124 wounded by gunfire and 503 other officers were shot at with-
out being hit. There were 64,593 illegal handguns seized by
the police and there were 589,395 felony arrests made during
this period. A total of 20,248 fugitives were apprehended on
felony warrants. The Department responded to over thirteen
million radio run calls for assistance in these years, and
dealt with 15,548 barricade situations, 1,067 of which in-
volved armed, emotionally disturbed persons. Additionally,
there were 100 hostage situations, all of which were success-
fully concluded without injury to hostages, hostage takers,
bystanders or police.

The following is a detailed statement on the facts and
circumstances surrounding each of the 98 cases cited at the
hearing. When examined collectively and objectively, the
record on even this limited number of incidents provides no
indication that endemic or pervasive patterns of police bru-
tality or racial bigotry exist in the New York City Police
Department. Indeed, throughout the entire public discussion
of this question, there has been no evidence developed that
would support such a claim.
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CASE OF EDWARD FONSECA (C. Vernon Mason)

White victim killed by white officer in Nassau County, NY.

C.. Vernon Mason, in his written testimony submitted
to the Congressional Sub-Committee, included the case of
Edward Fonseca as a black/Hispanic person killed by
police in New York City.

In fact, Edward Fonseca was a 21 year old white man
killed by a white police officer in Garden City, Nassau
County, New York. The New York City Police Department
was not involved in the case.

* ***

CASE OF DARRYL WALKER (C. Vernon Mason)

C. Vernon Mason, Esq., in his written testimony sub-
mitted to the Congressional Sub-Committee, included the
case of Darryl Walker as being killed by police in New
Yotk City. Darryl Walker was in fact killed by local
police in the town of Orange, New Jersey. The incident
did not involve the New York City Police Department.

CASE OF WALTER WILLIAMS (C. Vernon Mason)

C. Vernon Mason in his written testimony submitted to
the Congressional Sub-Committee, included the case of
Walter Williams as being killed by New York City Police.
In fact this case involved the Mt. Vernon Police Depart-
ment, not the New York City Police Department.

CASE OF EMORY ROBINSON (C. Vernon Mason)

C. Vernon Mason, in his written testimony before the
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Congressional Sub-Committee included the case of Emory
Robinson as being killed by police in New York City.
In fact, Mr. Robinson was killed by a New Rochelle police
officer and the New York City Police Department was
not involved.

CASE OF JAY PARKER (C. Vernon Mason)

Fatal shooting by an on duty Nassau County Police Officer
in the confines of the 105 Pct.

C. Vernon Mason, in his written testimony submitted
to the Congressional Sub-Committee, included the case
of Jay Parker as being killed by New York City Police. Jay
Parker was killed by Nassau County Police.
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CASE OF RALPH TARRANTINO (C. Vernon Mason)

White prisoner who died while in hospital.

On August 24, 1980 at approximately 9:41 P.M. at 331 Ave.
0, Brooklyn, N.Y., Ralph Tarrantino a 28 year old white man
was arrested for Felonious Assault on an officer and other
related crimes. Police Officers Ronald Jankowsky and Stephen
Weinstein of the 61st Precinct responded to a signal 10-50
"dispute, person inside" at the above mentioned location.
They were met by the first and second floor tenants. Ralph
Tarrantino was the third floor tenant and was involved in
an ongoing argument with the others. Earlier in the day a
woman called 911 to complain that a man was throwing
bottles out of the 3rd floor window of 331 Avenue 0, and
that "he is going to kill someone". Also earlier that day
Tarrantino had damaged one of the tenant's auto with a pipe
and had threatened him and the other tenant with a pipe.
The police officers proceeded to the 3rd floor where they
were met by Mr. Tarrantino who answered his door with a
metal pipe in his hand. Mr. Tarrantino agreed to leave
the pipe in his apartment and to accompany the officers
downstairs in an attempt to settle the dispute. While on
the front porch, Tarrantino once again became embroiled in
an argument with approximately ten to fifteen bystanders.
Tarrantino returned to his apartment while the two police
officers attempted to restore calm. Tarrantino again appeared
on the porch, this time with a pipe in hand. While the
police officers tried to further calm the crowd and persuade
Tarrantino to drop the pipe, an unknown man lunged at
Tarrantino from the side of the porch causing him to fall
to the front garden where he was attacked by several by-
standers. Both police officers became involved in the
struggle. Tarrantino refused to cease his conduct and drop
his pipe, and after he lunged towards Police Officer

-_Jankowsky, Police Officer Jankowsky struck Tarrantino once
across the head with his night stick. A signal 10-13 was
put out for additional assistance. Tarrantino continued to
resist and fled to the first floor hallway where he
was subdued by six police officers after a violent struggle.
Some witnesses said that Tarrantino was dragged into the hallway
by police, and was struck without provocation by the police.
One police officer was struck about the face and body by
Tarrantino, causing injury. Tarrantino was immediately
transported to Coney Island Hospital. At the hospital,
Tarrantino refused medical aid for approximately 24 hours.
He was described in the hospital records as combative and
uncooperative. Further medical findings showed Tarrantino
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was under the influence of phencyclidine (PCP-Angel Dust)
and suffered from a skull fracture and various contusions.
At approximately 11:00 P.M. on August 25th Mr. Tarrantino
died. The medical Examiner stated the immediate cause of
death was Cardiac Arrest shortly following and resulting'
from a Thoracotony with insertion of a drainage tube into
the left chest as therapy for pneumothorax.

The case was presented to the Kings County Grand
Jury during October and November of 1980 and after hearing
15 civilian witnesses, 2 doctors and 11 police officers,
the Grand Jury voted No True Bill.

The Department of Justice also determined that no
criminal violations occurred. CCRB, after extensive in-
vestigation, found no substantiation of any charges.
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CASE OF JOSEPH WOLANSKI (C. Vernoh Mason)

White man killed while breaking into apartment after
threatening to kill the occupants.

On February 15, 1981 at 4:20 A.M., Police Officer Stuart
Minsky and a Patrol Sergeant responded to a 911 radio call
of a report that a man with a handgun was involved in a
dispute at 181 India Street, Brooklyn. Upon arrival at the
scene the officers were met by Christine Sudol and four
adult members of her family, all of whom said that Joseph
Wolanski, a 25 year old white man, had a gun and was
threatening to kill the entire family. While the officers
were inside the apartment, Joseph Wolanski attempted to
gain access by kicking in a window adjacent to the fire
escape. Simultaneous with the breaking glass there were
at least 2 loud noises which all of the witnesses thought
were gun shots. The officers assumed combat positions and
Officer Minsky fired four rounds. The Sergeant didn't
fire his weapon because Officer Minsky was in front of
him. Mr. Wolanski sustained a fatal wound to the chest.

A subsequent investigation revealed that Joseph W6lanski
did in fact make threats about killing the entire family
and was known to have a handgun which was described as an
"air pistol". No gun was found at the scene of the incident.

No CCRB complaint was filed. The Firearms Discharge
Review Board found the shooting to be within Department
Guidelines. The Brooklyn Grand Jury after reviewing the
case returned No True Bill.

CASE OF MICHAEL SIMS (C. Vernon Mason)

A white man shot and killed by an officer as he fled
from what was believed to be an armed robbery.

On June 27, 1958 at 8:45 P.M., Michael Sims, a 19
yr.old white man was shot and killed by Police Officer
William Hoard.

Police Officer Hoard, off duty and in civilian
clothes, had left his residence to purchase some soda
in a neighborhood grocery store located on Hicks Street
in Brooklyn. When he arrived at the store he observed
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Mrs. Scamparino, the owner of the store, with her hands
in the air. Standing behind her was Michael Sims, a
19 year old white youth who was holding an object in
his hand. The object was later identified as the gum-
ball machine which had been on the counter of the store.
Police Officer Hoard also noticed two other youths in
the rear of the store. Thinking a robbery was taking
place, Officer Hoard displayed his shield and announced
that he was a policeman. The three youths rushed at
him, knocked him to the ground and fled down the street.
Officer Hoard gave chase. As he left the store he heard
a woman yell "look out, they have a gun". At this point
he fired two warning shots. As the youths continued to
flee, Officer Hoard fired one more shot at the group.
The bullet struck Michael Sims in the back, killing him.

Investigation of this matter revealed that eight
youths had assaulted a member of a rival gang and Manual
Ramos on the street. Ramos had run into the grocery
store for refuge, pursued by 3 members of the group.
In the store, Ramos was kicked and punched by Sims and
two others. At one point during the altercation, Michael
Sims had thrown a stick at Ramos, but the stick struck
Mrs. Scamparino, the grocery store owner.

Five arrests were made in connection with this in-
cident - all of those arrested were members of the same
gang as Sims.

The Kings County Grand Jury reviewed the officers'
conduct and voted No True Bill.

CASE OF ROBERT OWENS (C. Vernon Mason)

White man killed by an off duty police officer after they
were involved in a Bar fight.

On September 18, 1964, at about 4:15 A.M. off duty
Police Officer Edward Ryan, a white man, became involved
in a fight with Robert Owens, also white, and three other
men in a bar and grill in Bronx County. The fight
continued outside of the bar at which time Officer Ryan
shot Mr. Owens, killing him.

The officer was indicted by a Grand Jury, and convicted
of Manslaughter after a trial.
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He was dismissed from the Department upon his
Felony conviction.

CASE OF GEORGE FOLEY (C. Vernon Mason)

A 16 year old white youth shot and killed by an officer
while fleeing from a stolen auto.

At about 11:00 P.M. on November 27, 1965, Radio Motor
Patrol officers Octavio Alvarez and Edward Melmore ob-
served a 1964 Buick, being operated by two white men,
pass a red signal light. The officers pursued the auto,
which passed another red signal light, and then went
south on a one way street against traffic. In front of
1598 Townsend Avenue, the occupants of the auto fled on
foot. One of the suspects entered 1598 Townsend Avenue,
pursued by P.O. Alvarez, who ordered him to stop. When
his order went unheeded, Officer Alvarez fired I shot in
the air.

P.0. Alvarez pursued his suspect to the roof of the
building where he fired another shot from his revolver,
hitting the suspect in the back, killing him. The de-
ceased was subsequently identified as George Foley, a
16 year old white youth.

The Bronx Grand Jury reviewed the officers' conduct
and returned No True Bill.

CASE OF JOSEPH FITZPATRICK (C. Vernon Mason)

White man killed while threatening an off duty officer with
a bottle during the course of an assault.

The officer was asleep at his home in Suffolk County,
N.Y., on June 22, 1979, when at about 1:10 A.M. he heard
a commotion in the street in front of his home. His two
daughters came and told him that his son was being beaten
with sticks and bottles by four men . The son had pre-
viously gone into the street to break up a commotion and
fight in front of his house.
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The officer clad in his pajamas and carrying his holstered
off duty gun, went to the aid of his son. On the street
he saw his son being beaten with a bottle and bleeding
from his face and both sides of his head. He also ob-
served Mr. Fitzpatrick holding a wine bottle over his head
and about to strike a blow to his son's head. The officer
yelled that he was a police officer. Mr. Fitzpatrick
turned and started for the officer, cursing and swinging
the bottle at the officer, who stepped back and when Mr.
Fitzpatrick was within two feet, discharged one round from
his off duty revolver which killed his assailant. The
witnesses corroborated the officer's statement. The Suffolk
County Grand Jury found No True Bill and the officer's
actions were upheld by the Firearms Discharge Review Board.

CASE OF ROBERT ENDERSBEE (C. Vernon Mason)

White man killed while assaulting an officer with a tree
branch.

Police Officer William Baker was off duty and on his
way home on March 28, 1981 at 2:30 A.M. when his car was
struck by another car which then left the scene. The
officer followed the vehicle into a desolate area of Van
Cortlandt Park. After requesting a citizen to call the
police, the officer drove into the area where the vehicle
was parked. He approached the car on foot and requested
the driver to produce a license and registration. The
officer had his shield in his left hand and his gun in his
right hand, held at his side. He identified himself as a
police officer to the driver and two passengers. The three
men left their car and began harassing the officer. Robert
Endersbee picked up a limb of a tree, (3 feet long and
4 inches in diameter) approached the officer and struck
him on the arm. His two friends then proceeded to attack
the officer with Karate kicks. The officer backed away
until he reached a wall. As Endersbee raised the branch
to strike him, the officer fired one shot, hitting him in
the chest and killing him.

The two witnesses corroborated that the officer identified
himself, that Mr. Endersbee struck the officer with the
tree limb and was about to strike him again when he was shot.
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The officer was indicted by a Bronx Grand Jury for
Criminal Negligent Homicide and was acquitted after a
non-jury trial. The Firearms Discharge Review Board
found the shooting to be within Department Guidelines.
After the arrest of Police Officer Baker the Department
Advocate filed charges against the officer as is custo-
mary when an officer is arrested. Based on a finding of
not guilty by the court and a thorough investigation by
the Bronx FIAU, the charges against the officer were
withdrawn.

Robert Endersbee had a prior history of 3 felony and
6 misdemeanor arrests.

CASE OF RUSSELL CORLEY (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed in the course of escaping from custody and while
ajsaulting police officer with a night stick.

On August 17, 1958, at approximately 3:00 A.M. Police
Officer Daniel O'Connor, while on patrol in the Bronx,
received a complaint from Barbara Parks that approximately
15 minutes earlier she had been punched in the face and
body by one Russell Corley.

Shortly thereafter, one block from the scene of the
assault, Officer O'Connor apprehended and arrested Russell
Corley. However, Corley attempted to escape. After
punching Officer O'Connor in the face and body, Corley
grabbed the officer's night stick and attempted to strike
him. Although O'Connor drew his service revolver and fired
one warning shot, Corley continued to advance toward the
officer while menacing him with the night stick. Officer
O'Connor fired once at Corley, striking him in the hip.
Corley died shortly thereafter.

The Bronx County District Attorney investigated the
circumstances of the shooting and presented the matter to
a Grand Jury. The Grand Jury returned a final disposition
of No True Bill.

Neither the Civilian Complaint Review Board nor the
Firearms Discharge Review Board was in existence at the
time of this incident.

Russell Corlev who was 18 years of age, had been arrested
previously in (l9 5 7 )for Murder, Felonious Assault and Criminal
Possession of a dangerous weapon. He was acquitted of that
charge.
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CASE OF RAYMOND GANNAWAY (C. Vernon Mason)

Accidentally killed when officers shot at fleeing felon..

On April 2, 1960 at approximately 12:40 A.M.,. Police
Officers McHugh and Carillo, while attempting to effect
the arrest of Heywood Bovian, accidentally shot and
killed Raymond Gannaway.

Immediately prior to the shooting the Police Officers
were attempting to arrest an unknown male black in front
of 1089 Atlantic Avenue for disorderly conduct. A crowd
had gathered and as Police Officer Carillo was dispersing
the crowd, Heywood Bovian attacked him removed his night-
stick and struck him with it. When Police Officer McHugh
came to Police Officer Carillo's aid, Mr. Bovian fled.
Both officers fired a warning shot in the air and ordered
Bovian to halt. Upon Bovian's failure to halt, the officers
fired four more shots in the direction of Bovian. Bovian
was hit once in the right flank.. Raymond Gannaway a 17
year old black youth who was walking in the area, was hit
by one of the officer's shots. He later died of his wound.

On May 2, 1960 Heywood Bovian was ndicted by the
Kings County Grand Jury for Assault 2 . The same Grand
Jury returned No True Bill as to the Officers in the
death of Raymond Gannaway.

CASE OF FRANK RODRIGUEZ (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while assaulting a civilian and officer with a knife.

On February 18, 1964 Probationary Police Offioer Ronald
Meszado, while off duty, observed Frank Rodriguez, an
hispanic youth, 18 years of age, assaulting Lenny Bednarz
with a knife on East 92nd Street in Manhattan.

Upon approaching the scene, the Officer ordered
Rodriguez to drop the knife. Rodriguez turned On the
officer who fired a warning shot and again ordered
Rodriguez to drop the knife.

37-501 0 - 84 - 6
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Rodriguez again refused and slashed at the officer cutting
his coat. Meszado at that point fired two rounds at Rodriguez,
killing him.

The Grand Jury returned No True Bill.

CASE OF JAMES POWELL (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while attacking a Police Officer with a knife.

On July 16, 1964 at 9:30 A.M. the Superintendant of a
building on East 76th Street, was watering plants and
trees in front of his building. An altercation ensued
.between him and a group of black youths. The youths began
cursing and throwing bottles, cans and garbage can covers
at him. One of the youths, James Powell, went across
the street to a friend and asked him for the "red knife"
stating "I want to give it to the super". The friend
stated he didn't have a knife. Powell then got a knife
from a second friend, and went back across the street stating
"I'm going to give it to that man".

Off duty Lieutenant Thomas Gilligan who was in the area
had seen the youths throw a garbage can at the superinten-
dant. When he saw a youth with a red shirt and a knife in
his right hand go into the hallway after the superintendant,
he shouted "I'm a Police Officer",. Powell turned and came
at the Lieutenant with his knife hand raised. Lieutenant
Gilligan told Powell to "drop the knife" three times,
but he kept coming. Lieutenant Gilligan fired one shot.
Powell swung the knife striking the Lieutenant in the right
hand, cutting his finger. Lieutenant Gilligan fired twice
more killing Powell. The knife was recovered at the scene.

The Manhattan Grand Jury returned No True Bill.

CASE OF DETECTIVE IRVING N. GILMORE (John Cousar)

Black Officer injured by other officers while engaged in
riot control.

Detective Irving ki. Gilmore, in civilian clothes, was on
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official police business on July 19, 1964, when at about 11:50
P.M. on 125th Street and 7th Avenue, he was struck on the head
and right side of his body by two unknown police officers who
were dispersing a large disorderly crowd. Other persons were
injured during the disturbance. A crime complaint filed by
Detective Gilmore indicated he lost his wallet, shield, and
some U.S. currency while engaged in riot control at the time
he was struck by the uniformed officers.

CASE OF HARRY BOYNTON (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by Police Officer while attempting to flee on foot
from a stolen car.

At 1:55 A.M. October 14, 1965, two police officers while
on radio motor patrol, observed an auto which fit the des-
cription of a previously broadcast stolen car alarm. As the
officers approached the vehicle, its occupants, three black
men, sped away. The vehicle in question was in fact stolen,
although it was not the same as described in the alarm. Two
of the suspects were arrested by Officers Smart and Perovelli.

Police Officers Richard Collura and Alvin Hoehl arrived
on the scene and pursued the third suspect. Police Officer
Collura fired two warning shots in the air at the fleeing
suspect and then three shots at the subject, one of which
struck and killed him.

The Queens Grand Jury voted No True Bill.

CCRB and the Firearms Discharge Review Board were not
in existence at this time. No disciplinary action was
taken against the officers involved.

CASE OF LARRY JACKSON (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while fleeing from a purse snatch.

On August 27, 1966, at approximately 7:30 A.M. Housing
P.O. Daniel Valzano was a passenger on a bus on his way to
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the 90th Precinct when a woman boarding the bus screamed
that her purse had just been grabbed. Officer Valzano
ran from the bus with his gun drawn and chased after the
fleeing suspect, Larry Jackson, a 17 year old black youth.
After chasing Jackson approximately I block Valzano ordered
him to stop,firing two warning shots. When Jackson con-
tinued to flee, Valzano holstered his revolver and con-
tinued the chase. Valzano again ordered Jackson to halt,
and again fired two warning shots. Jackson still continued
to flee. At this point, Valzano commandeered an auto
overtook Jackson, and for the third time ordered him to
halt. However, Jackson turned around and started running
in another direction. Valzano then fired his revolver once,
striking Jackson in the back, killing him. Jackson was
still in possession of the woman's purse.

Neither CCRB nor FDRB were in existence at the time of
the incident.

The Kings County Grand Jury returned a fi',al disposition
of No True Bill.

Jackson had a prior conviction for Disorde1 ly Conduct and
a prior arrest for a pocketbook snatch.

CASE OF RICHARD ROSS (C. Vernon Mason)

Shot and killed by a Detective during the commission of
a Robbery.

On September 4, 1967, Richard Ross, a 15 year old black
youth, was shot once in the head by Deteceive John Rattley.

Richard Ross and five accomplices were attempting to
rob a 73 year old man. The victim was knocked to the
ground and was being kicked and punched when Detective
Rattley, Detective Michael Ochland and Police Officer
Lambert Rissener observed what was taking place. As they
approached the youths, someone yelled "cops". Detective
Rattley shouted "hold it, Police", whereupon three or four
of the youths separated from the others and advanced
towards the Detectives. The detectives observed one of
the youths with a knife. Detective Rattley then fired
one shot from his revolver which struck Ross in the right
side of the head. All the other youths then fled. A
subsequent search of the area failed to disclose a knife.
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Twenty three civilian witnesses testified before the
Grand Jury, some of which indicated that the Detective
fired at the youths as they were fleeing. However, after
hearing all the testimony, the Kings County Grand Jury
returned No True Bill.

CASE OF OSCAR SOLES (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while advancing on a police officer with a knife.

At midnight, August 29, 1969, on 110th Street and 5th
Avenue, about 15 black men approached plainclothes Police
Officer Edward Wall. Four of the group grabbed him, put
knives to his neck and stated, "Give me your money, Mother,
or I'm going to cut your throat". Officer Walls' partner,
also in plainclothes, observed the event and came to his
partner's aid shouting, "Stop, I'm a Police Officer", while
displaying his shield in his left hand and his gun in his
right hand.

Several of the suspects went towards the officer. At
the same time Police Officer Wall grabbed the knife hand
of Timothy Stokley, forced it from his neck, drew his re-
volver and fired twice striking Stokley in the right buttocks.
His partner, after warning the suspects approaching him to
stop, fired one warning shot over their heads. When they
failed to stop he fired three more times striking Oscar Soles,
a 19 year old black man, who was coming at the officer with
a knife. Both knives were recovered at the scene.

The Manhattan Grand Jury voted No True Bill and no

disciplinary action was taken against either officer.

Timothy Stokley had 3 previous felony arrests.

CASE OF LEMUSL BOOKER (Benjamin Chavis & John Cousar)

Off duty black Transit police officer killed after he shot
uniformed officer in right arm.

At approximately 11:15 P.M. on October 5, 1969, P.O.
William Cooper and Sgt. Peter Reilly, while performing
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patrol duty within the confines of the 76th Precinct were
approached by Catherine Van Pelt, who informed them that
she was a barmaid at Byrnes' Bar and Grill and that there
was a customer in the bar who had a gun.

Officer Cooper and the Sergeant entered the Bar and
approached the lone man who was at the bar. As the
officers approached, the man pointed a gun in their direc-
tion. After the officers ordered him to drop the gun, he
fired one shot which struck Officer Cooper in the right
arm. Officer Cooper returned fire once striking the man
in the head causing his death. The deceased was iden-
tified as Lemuel Booker, an off duty Transit Police
Officer.

Prior to the shooting, the deceased had been drinking
rye whiskey with ginger ale on the side. He had four
triple shots.

The deceased had been suspended by the Transit Police
Department on August 9, 1969 for being unfit for duty
due to intoxication. He had been restored to duty on
October 5, 1969, the date of this incident.

There was no CCRB case filed concerning this incident.

The Brooklyn District Attorney's Office found the
shooting to be justifiably in self defense and did not
present the case to the Grand Jury.

CASE OF DETECTIVE ROBERT MAHONE (John Cousar)

Black detective shot in forearm by uniformed officers
responding to a "shots fired" radio call.

On October 27, 1970 at about 8:00 P.M. Detective Mahone,
who was off duty, observed an unknown black man firing a
revolver in the direction of a bar on West 116th Street in
Manhattan, in the confines of the 28th Precinct.

Detective Mahone attempted to enter the bar and was
confronted by a beserk man who came at him with two knives.
The officer retreated out onto the street. He also be-
lieved the man to be armed with a gun.

At that time, Police Officers Stalker and Tardalo
arrived at the scene in response to a radio call of
"shots fired" at that location. Before they could get
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out of their car they observed Detective Mahone running
past the radio car, while he was drawing a .45 calibre
automatic weapon. The officers shouted a warning for
him to halt and fired through the rear window of the RMP
when their order was ignored. They believed Detective
Mahone to be the perpetrator of a crime involving the
radio run of "shots fired". Detective Mahone was wounded
in the forearm. He then immediatel, identified himself.

Detective Mahone stated that it his hastm he did not
notice the RMP nor hear the officer's warning.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be within Department Guidelines and no disciplinary
action was taken. No CCRB case was filed. The Grapd
Jury did not review this matter.

CASE OF DETECTIVE EDWARD SINGLETON (John Cousar)

On duty black detective shot in the elbow by a uniformed
officer responding to signal 10-13.

At approximately 4:15 P.M. on April 23, 1971, Police
Officer Richard Grabowski, and Police Officer Piechocuski
responded to a signal 10-13 (assist police officer) at
1528 Hoe Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. The signal was transmitted
by Melvin Temple, a black detective assigned to the 8th
Division, Burglary/Larceny Squad. Upon arriving at the
scene the officers were told by a pedestrian that three
black men, were "shooting it out".

Police Officer Grabowski opened the outer door of the
building located at 1528 Hoe Avenue and observed Detective
Singleton in civilian clothes with a gun in hand, turn a
corner at the end of the hallway and head in his direction.
The officer directed him to "hold it" and then fired two
shots, one of which struck Detective Singleton in the left
elbow. Singleton identified himself immediately after
being shot. He was taken to Lincoln Hospital and trans-
ferred to Einstein Hospital where he was admitted.

No disciplinary action or criminal action resulted
from this shooting incident.

CASE OF JEROME GOOD (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed when he pointed an imitation pistol at officers.
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On December 4, 1971, at 5:45 A.M. Jerome Douglas Good,
an 18 year old black man, was shot by P.O. Enrico Capponi
and P.O. Thomas Ward at a gas station in the Bronx, NY.

Officers Capponi and Ward were assigned to RMP duty
when they observed a suspicious white 1962 Chevrolet
parked at the gas station. As a result of recent robberies
in the neighborhood the officers began investigating the
presence of the vehicle. Jerome Good and Tony Sween,
a 17 year old black youth, were observed leaving the gas
station office in a hasty manner. The officers directed
Good and Sween to halt. Good turned in the direction of
the officers and pointed a pistol at the officers who each
discharged one shot, one of which struck Good.

After being shot, Good continued to flee. While running
he discarded the pistol into some bushes. It was later
recovered. Good continued to run about 200 feet where he
collapsed from the gun shot. He later died at Jacobi
Hospital. The gas station attendant stated that moments
before the arrival of the police, Good and Sween had taken
254 from him at knifepoint, and $175.00 from the cash
register. A black imitation revolver was found by Good
when he was looking through a desk drawer in the gas station
office. He placed the gun into his waist band and they
both left the office area and went toward their Chevrolet.

Frano identified the recovered pistol as the one which
had been taken by Good.

There was no CCRB complaint filed.

The Bronx County Grand Jury returned No True Bill.
After investigation the Police Department found the
officers acted properly.

CASE OF WILLIAM CAPERS (Benjamin F. Chavis & John Cousar)

Black detective in civilian clothes, while arresting a
suspect at gunpoint, was shot and killed by uniformed white
officer arriving at the scene.

On April 3, 1972 at approximately 3:30 P.M. William Capers,
a 52 year old black Detective, was working in civilian clothes
in the Jamaica Shopping Area. Detective Caper with his
partner Detective Godley stopped a car with 3 black men in
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a parking lot adjoining a bank.

When the operator of vehicle was asked for identification,
he handed a wallet to Detective Capers, jumped from the
vehicle and fled. Detective Capers pursued on foot while
his partner apprehended the other two men. The pursuit
continued into a shoe store where a struggle ensued.

At this time a nearby uniformed white police officer was
notified of a struggle between black men in a shoe store.

When the uniformed officer came upon the scene he ob-
served a black man with a nickel plated gun in his hand,
kneeling over another black man who was in the prone posi-
tion.

As the officer entered the shoe store Detective Capers
was switching gun from hand to hand, which at one point was
partially pointing toward the officer.

The officer at that point fired one shot striking Capers
in the right shoulder, killing him.

No CCRB complaint was filed. Firearms Discharge Review
Board found the shooting to be in accordance with Depart-
ment Guidelines.

Queens County Grand Jury after reviewing this case re-
turned No True Bill.

The Grand Jury found that "Detached reflection cannot
be expected of a uniformed policeman at whom a loaded gun
is pointed. The ethnic background of the participants was
-not a factor in producing this tragedy."

CASE OF RICKEY BODDEN (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by an officer while fleeing on foot from a stolen
vehicle following a car chase.

On August 15, 1972 at 11:30 P.M. Rickey Bodden, an 11
year old hispanic youth was shot by P.O. Francis Ortolano
in Staten Island, N.Y.

P.O. Ortolano and P.O. Richard Rivers were on RMP
duty in the 120th Precinct, at about 11:36 P.M. when they
began to follow a green and black Pontiac automobile.
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The Pontiac gained speed and the officers pursued with
flashing light and siren at speeds of 50-80 M.P.H.

A description of the Pontiac was transmitted by the
officers and another RMP unit of the 120th Precinct
assisted by establishing a roadblock in the path of the
fleeing vehicle. ThePontiac passed the roadblock and
in doing so barely missed striking one of the officers
who was forced to jump onto the trunk of the RMP to
avoid being struck. That officer's partner, P.O. Timothy
Murphy, fired 6 shots at the speeding vehicle. (It was
later determined that 2 of the 6 struck the vehicle,
none striking the passengers).

The officers continued in pursuit and eventually
caught up with the Pontiac when it stopped in the front
of 48 Cassidy Place. The RMP was within a few feet of
the Pontiac when both vehicles came to rest.

William Graham, the 14 year old driver of the Pontiac,
exited on the driver's side and the other two occupants,
Rickey Bodden and James Lewis, also a 14 year old black
youth, exited on the passenger side. Officer Ortalano
ordered them to halt. Graham turned toward Officer
Ortalano and assumed a crouching position with his hand
near his belt or.trouser pocket. Civilian witnesses stated
only that they saw the boys running away. Officer Ortalano
fired three shots. As Officer Ortalano fired, Rickey
Bodden ran across the path of fire. One bullet struck
Bodden in the upper body, killing him.

Graham fled the scene. He was taken into custody at
12:30 A.M. on August 16, 1972 at St. Vincent's Hospital
where he sought treatment for a back injury (minor abrasion,
treated and released).

Two other youths, not involved in the auto chase, were
injured by gun shots. Both were treated and released at
St. Vincent's Hospital for knee injuries.

James Lewis was arrested at the scene of the shooting.
Both he and Graham were placed on probation by Family
Court as a result of this incident.

No weapons were recovered at the scene of the shooting.
The Pontiac they had been riding in was a stolen auto.

The Staten Island Grand Jury returned No True Bill
against the officers on September 14, 1972. Departmental
charges were brought against Officer Ortalano who was
found guilty of recklessly firing his service revolver.
He was fined 20 vacation days and he was placed on one
year disciplinary probation.
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CASE OF CHARLES WILLIAMS (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed during gun fight after he shot police officer five
times.

On November 1, 1972 at 1:55 P.M. Police Officers
Friedman and Unger were on anti-crime patrol in civilian
clothes, when they responded to a radio run of a "Burglary
in Progress" at 992 Fox Street, Apt. 5E, Bronx, N.Y.
Upon arriving at the apartment the officers observed that
the door was damaged and ajar. They heard screams coming
from the apartment. Upon entering the apartment hallway,
they encountered a man with a gun who fired 5 shots at
the officers from a distance of 5 feet. The Police Officers
returned fire, killing their assailant.

The man was later identified as Charles Williams, a
male black, 20 years of age, who lived in the apartment.

The officers were fired upon without challenge or
warning and were given no time to identify themselves as
officers. Officer Unger was shot five times.

The Bronx Grand Jury returned No True Bill.

Firearms Dischorge Review Board found no violation
of Department Guidelines.

A complaint was filed with the Civilian Complaint
Review Board. Departmental investigation resulted in no
disciplinary action against the officers.

CASE OF POLICE OFFICER IRVING E. WRIGHT (Benjamin Chavis &
John Cousar)

Black off duty Police Officer fatally shot by two uniformed
Police Officers after he accidentally fired one round at
them.

On March 5, 1973 at 2:40 A.M., uniformed Police
Officers tichael McShane and Jobn Sether, both white,
were in the vicinity of St. Nicholas Avenue in the 28th
Precinct when they heard shots fired. A6 their radio
car approached the area of the shooting, they observed
off duty black Police Officer Irving E. Wright with a
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revolver in his right hand running south on 7th Avenue.
After attempting to cut him off with the radio car, both
uniformed officers got out of the car, and from a
distance of approximately 15 feet, commanded Officer Wright
to halt.

When Officer Wright continued running, Officer McShane
repeated the command. Officer Wright then turned towards
the officers and as he did so, he accidentally discharged
one round from his off duty revolver in their direction.
Each of the uniformed officers fired six rounds from their
service revolvers, wounding Officer Wright.

Officer Wright then shouted~that he was a member of
the Department. He was immediately transported by radio
car to St. Luke's Hospital where he was pronounced dead
on arrival.

It was later learned that Police Officer Wright was
in pursuit of an armed robber who had held up a grocery
store. This suspect was subsequently found hiding under a
gypsy cab and arrested.

No CCRB complaint was filed.

The shooting was found to be within Department Guidelines.

The New York County Grand Jury returned No True Bill.

CASE OF PHILIP SADLER (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by accidental discharge of officer's weapon while
violently resisting arrest.

On March 29, 1973 at about 8:30 P.M. Detectives James
Madden and Terrance Rasanen, went to an apartment on Nameoke
Street, in Queens, to arrest Philip Sadler, a 17 year old
black youth, for a past robbery. The detectives had credible
information that Sadler had been responsible for breaking
and entering the home of two women, 78 and 80 years old,
knocking them to the floor (hospitalizing one) and stealing
their T.V. set. The officers were aware that Sadler had a
prior arrest record for felonious assault with a knife and
for petit larceny and harassment. Philip Sadler's sister
answered the door, and when the officers said they wanted
to speak to her brother, she went to get her mother. When
the mother Sarah Sadler came to the door, the detectives
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identified themselves and told her they wanted to speak to
her son. Mrs. Sadler led the detectives to a bedroom door
about 30 feet down a hallway and called her son to the bed-
room door. Det. Rasanen identified himself and told Philip
Sadler that he was under arrest for robbery. He then ad-
vised Sadler of his rights. While Det. Madden was searching
Sadler, Mrs. Sadler made a beckoning motion for Det. Rasanen
and to follow her into the kitchen. At that point, Sadler
gave Det. Madden a "karate chop" to the neck area, kneed him
in the groin and attempted to grab his gun. Sadler then
ran toward the front door. Hearing the commotion Det. Rasanen
ran into the hallway and saw his partner pursuing Sadler down
the hall. There was a struggle at the front door of the
apartment and Sadler, using-both hands, attempted to pull the
gun from Det. Madden's right hand. Det. Madden then jerked
the gun loose and as he and his prisoner both slipped upon
a throw rug, the gun discharged striking Philip Sadler in the
back, killing him.

The sister of the deceased filed a civilian complaint
alleging the officer fired without giving her brother a warning
to halt, and that the officer and her brother were four feet
apart when the ehot was fired. The investigation by CCRB re-
sulted in departmental charges being brought against Det.
Madden for negligently failing to safeguard his revolver, and
for not utilizing all other reasonable means to effect the
arrest before resorting to the use of his firearm.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board approved the
charges. At the conclusion of the Departmental trial, the
Deputy Commissioner of Trials found Det. Madden Not Guilty.
The Trial Commissioner found that the discharge of the shot
was accidental and that because of the deceased's criminal
history, and the fact that he had attacked the officers, Det.
Madden was justified in having drawn his weapon.

The Grand Jury investigated and returned NO True Bill.

CASE OF JOHN BRABHAM (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed when he allegedly pointed a toy gun at an officer.

On April 9, 1973 at 1:20 A.M., P.O. William Walker of
the 81st Precinct and his partner pursued an automobile which
was being operated without lights.
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The chase ended when the car driven by John Brabham, a
black man, crashed into a subway abutment. Brabham fled
on foot with Officer Walker in pursuit. Walker's partner
detained the three other occupants of the auto.

During the chase, Officer Walker discharged 2 shots
from his service revolver, one of which fatally wounded
Brabham. Officer Walker stated that during the chase
Brabham had pointed a revolver at him. A cap gun was
recovered at the scene. According to reports, there were
no witnesses available who could testify as to the inci-
dent. Based upon the available information the Police
Department concluded that Walker had acted properly. The
Grand Jury returned "No True Bill"."

As a result of a complaint filed by the brother of
the deceased, alleging that the shooting was unjustified, CCRB
continued to investigate and later identified two Police
Officers who stated that they had seen Walker in possession of
a "toy gun" on the night of the fatal shooting. Police
Officer Walker thereafter made a statement to the Brooklyn
District Attorney's Office indicating that prior to this
incident he had taken a "toy gun" from a youth and put it in
his locker, but that after this incident he threw it away,
because it looked like the gun that the deceased had pointed
at him.

The case was re-presented to the Grand Jury and Walker
was indicted on 2 counts of Murder. On February 24, 1977,
a jury returned a verdict of not guilty on the criminal.
charges.

Department charges were brought against P.O. Walker
for wrongful discharge of his firearm and for falsely reporting
that the deceased had been armed.

After a Department trial, P.O. Walker was dismissed
from the Police Department on March 22, 1977.

CASE OF CLIFFORD GLOVER (C. Vernon Mason & Rev. Daughtry)

Killed while attempting to flee from Officer after being
stopped for questioning.

On April 28, 1973, Police Officers Thomas Shea and
Walter 'Scott, were assigned to Anti-Crime duty (plainclothes)
in the 103rd Precinct. Prior to 5:00 A.M. on that date,
a radio alarm was broadcast for 2 perpetrators of attempted
assault and robbery in the 106th Precinct. At about 5:00 A.M.
the two officers spotted Clifford Glover, an 11 year old
black youth and his stepfather Add Armstead, a 50 year old
black man, walking along New York Boulevard.
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The officers stated that Armstead and Glover fit the
description of the two perpetrators described in earlier
radio alarm for Assault and Robbery, so they attempted to
question them. The officers stated that after they
identified themselves, Glover and Armstead ran into a
vacant lot and the officers pursued them. The officers
split up and Police Officer Shea ran into the vacant lot
after Glover and Armstead, while his partner then attempted
to cut off Glover with his police car. Police Officer Shea
said that at one point during the chase Glover -turned on
him with a gun and that he then fired his weapon three times,
fatally striking Glover once in the back. Police Officer
Scott claimed to have witnessed this.

At about 2:00 P.M. on that date, Assistant District
Attorney Martin Bracken, arrived on the scene and conducted
an investigation which resulted in the arrest of Police
Officer Shea for the homicide of Clifford Glover. On May
13, 1973 Police Officer Shea was indicted by a Queens County
Grand Jury and charged with 2 counts of murder. Police
Officer Scott was suspended from the Police Department for
having made false statements to investigators of this Depart-
ment and to members of the Queens District Attorney's Office.
On June 12, 1974, Police Officer Shea was acquitted after
trial in Queens Supreme Court.

Police Officer Shea was given charges and specifications
for failing to use care in the handling and safeguarding of
his gun and for wrongfully and without just cause firing at
and fatally injuring Clifford Glover. Police Officer Scott
was given charges and specifications for impeding an investi-
gation into the death of Clifford Glover by giving false and
misleading statements to investigators.

The Departmental trial resulted in both officers being
found guilty of all charges. Both officers were dismissed
from the Police Department on August 30, 1974. A U.S. Justice
Department investigation into this matter found no police wrong-
doing.

CASE OF DETECTIVE WILLIAM JAKES

Black detective shot and wounded by a uniformed officer while
on stakeout duty in civilian clothes armed with a shotgun.

On June 7, 1973, Detective Jakes and his two partners,
all blabk officers, were on a roof top stakeout duty as
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part of a City/FBI major case task force. The three detectives
were equipped with a radio that received only FBI frequencies.

At about 10:50 A.M. a resident of the building involved
in the stakeout called 911 when she saw the roof door ajar
and heard voices on the roof.

Two uniformed officers responded and went up towards
the roof where the stakeout detectives were located. When
one of the officers attempted to push open the roof door,
it resisted his push. At that time he observed the front
of the shotgun barrel which was being held by Det. Jakes.
As he pushed the door open further, and saw more of the
barrel, he shouted "Police, Police". He then fired 3 shots
apparently through the hinge side of the door, hitting Det.
Jakes in the abdomen. Both the uniformed officer and Det.
Jakes stated unequivocally that they did not see each other.
The uniformed officer did not know the race of the person he
believed to be an armed criminal threatening him with a
shotgun.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be within Department Guidelines.

The Brooklyn Grand Jury returned No True Bill.

CASE OF POLICE OFFICER HAROLD BUTLER (John Cousar)

Black officer complains that a white officer assaulted him
during his arrest and subsequent transport to the station
house.

On June 7, 1973, at about 12:15 A.M. Police Officer
James L. Fazzini, Jr., and his radio car partner, re-
sponded to 1705 Lafayette Avenue, Bronx, New York in
response to a radio run "dispute with a gun". When they
arrived at the location, they were met by the complainant
who alleged that Mr. Butler, a black man, (later identi-
fied as an off duty New York City Housing Authority police
officer), had menaced him with a gun and that he wanted
him arrested. When the officer attempted to place Mr.
Butler under arrest, he protested and asked to call his
Lieutenant. When efforts to contact Mr. Butler's supervisor
failed, Officer Fazzini again attempted to place Mr. Butler
under arrest. At this point, Mr. Butler kicked the officer
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in the leg. He was finally subdued by the officer and
his partner who rear cuffed him in the apartment and
transported him by radio car to the station house for
arrest processing.

Mr. Butler alleged that he was subjected to racial
slurs and assaulted both in the apartment at the time of
his arrest, and during the ride to the station house.

Supervisors from the Housing Authority Police re-
sponded to the station house and determined that Mr.
Butler was intoxicated.

A complaint was filed with the Civilian Complaint
Review Board which, after an investigatory hearing, recommended
the service of Charges and Specifications against Officer
Fazzini for assaulting Mr. Butler.

After a Departmental trial it was found that the
officers used necessary force in arresting and rear cuffing
the prisoner, and that photographs taken within twenty-
four hours of the arrest failed to establish the injuries
alleged by Mr. Butler when he was transported to the station
house.

The allegation of racial slurs was also unsubstantiated.
Mr. Butler was dismissed from the Housing Authority Police
Department for misconduct arising out of this and another
incident.

CASE OF DETECTIVE JOHN WHITE (Benjamin Chavis & John Cousar)

White Detective shot black police officer believing him
to be a person he was chasing.

On December 1, 1973 at 10:20 P.M. John White, an off
duty black police officer was shot by Harold Maxwell.

Detective Maxwell and his partner, Det. Ford, a black
officer, were assigned to Anti-Crime Patrol and were per-
forming duty in civilian clothes in a Department taxicab
when they became involved in the case of an auto containing
5 suspicious black men. It was later learned that the auto
had been stolen. After a chase through Queens streets, the
vehicle crashed into a light pole at Main Street and the
Van Wyck Expressway. The driver of the vehicle ran away
with Det. Ford in pursuit.

37-501 0 - 84 - 7
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Dot. Maxwell remained with the other occupants of the
vehicle.

During the chase, Dot. Ford accidentally discharged
one round from his revolver. No one was struck by this
bullet. Dot. Maxwell heard the shot but he did not know
its source. He then saw the suspect run back toward his
location and he took up the chased leaving a winded
Ford to watch the other occupants of the vehicle.

Police Officer White, on his way home from bowling,
saw Detective Ford whomhe knew. White stopped his
vehicle and asked if he could be of assistance. Ford in-
formed him that his partner was chasing a suspect. White
returned to his car and joined in the pursuit. Upon ob-
serving a black man running down the street, White got out
of his car with his gun drawn in order to question the
individual. Dot. Maxwell, who had been pursuing the suspect,
came upon the scene of White's encounter with the suspect.
Not knowing that White was an officer, he shouted "Police,
Police, hold it". Officer White had his revolver in his
hand at this time. P.O. White said he yelled that he was
on the job and moved to get his police shield out of his
pocket. This appeared to Maxwell, who did not hear White
say he was an officer, to be a movement in his direction by
an armed person. Maxwell then fired one shot which struck
White in the right arm. White, after being struck, ran
across the street. Maxwell fired three more times, and White
fell to the ground. When Maxwell went to White's side,
White identified himself as a police officer. Maxwell
summoned assistance and White was taken to Jamaica Hospital.

P.O. White was treated at Jamaica Hospital for bullet
wounds of the back, neck, right side and right arm. The
wounds were not characterized as serious by the treating
physicians and White was discharged 5 days after the incident,

No criminal action was taken by the Queens County
District Attorney. The case was not presented to the Grand
Jury. The Firearms Discharge Review Board found this
shooting to be in accordance with Department Guidelines.

CASE OF CLAUDE REESE (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by officer when, after fleeing from the officer, he
turned toward him with an object that resembled a gun.

On September 15, 1974, at approximately 9s15 P.M.,
Police Officer Frank Bosco and his partner, both of the
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73 Precinct, while in uniform and on radio motor patrol,
responded to a radio run "10-31 - Burglary in Progress"
in the basement of premises on Powell Street, Brooklyn, NY.
As the officers entered the dimly lit cellar of the premises,
they saw a group of eight youths. When they identified
themselves, some of the group began to run with the officers
in pursuit. Officer Bosco sustained injuries when he was
struck by a pipe thrown by one of the youths. Officer
Bosco chased Claude Reese, a 14 year old black youth, who ran
up a flight of stairs at the rear of the cellar When the
Officer got to the bottom of the staircase, Reese turned
toward the officer with an object in his hand, which appeared
to be a gun. The police officer then fired one shot which
struck and killed Mr. Reese. The object was later identified
as a keyhole saw with a pistol grip handle.

Officer Bosco was taken to Lutheran Hospital where he
was treated for abrasions of his right leg.

Interviews of those youths who were identified and
the building superintendent disclosed they were cleaning
up the basement for a surprise birthday party without
permission of the superintendent.

A CCRB complaint was filed, but upon investigation it was
found to be unsubstantiated. The Firearms Discharge Review
Board found the shooting to be in accordance with Department
Guidelines.

The Kings County Grand Jury, after reviewing the case,
returned No True Bill. A U.S. Justice Department investigation
into this matter found no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF PETER YEW (William Chong)

Alleges that he was falsely arrested and assaulted.

On April 26, 1975 at about 2145 P.M., fir. Yew was
part of an unruly crowd that gathered in front of the 5th
Precinct as a result of an auto accident, (not involving
Mr. Yew). The crowd had gathered around a car occupied by
a non-oriental, which had been involved in an accident with
an auto occupied by an oriental. Police Officers from the
5th Precinct, including Police Officers Ira Gottlieb and
Richard Sichler, attempted to reach the occupant of the car
that was besieged by the crowd.
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When the officers cleared a path so that they could escort
him into the station house, Mr. Yew objected to their
tactics and a scuffle ensued. Thereafter, he was placed
undet arrest and charged with Felonious Assault and Resisting
Arrest. The Chinese community protested the arrest and
demanded that charges be dropped, and that the police

,ogficerz.be ojarged. On June 2, 1975 all charges against
Mr. Yew were dropped by the Court. On June 3, 1975 Police
Officers Gottlieb and Sichler were indicted for assault
and official misconduct. Officer Siohler had been laid
off in the interim, due to the City's austerity program.

On March 17, 1977 both officers were acquitted of all
charges after a trial in New York County. On March 29,
1978 Officer Gottlieb was found not guilty of related
department charges which'had been brought as a result of
a CCRD investigation. Officer Sichler was not rehired.

CASE OF "FOUR MALE ORIENTALS" (William Chong)

Disturbance outside the 5th Preoinct Station House.

On June 30, 1975 at about 11s55 P.M., eight civilian
orientals, and four police officers were injured in front
of the Sth Precinct Station House.

At approximately 923 P.M.,'two uniform officers on
Radio Motor Patrol within the confines of the Sth Precinct
were directed to investigate 5 male orientals with guns in
a dark brown auto located at East Boradway and Catherine
Street. When the officers arrived at that location, they
encountered four men who they frisked. After the frisk the
officers went to the 5th Precinct Station House to prepare
"Stop and Frisk" forms. No arrests had been made as a
result of encounter.

After the officers entered the Station House, a large
crowd began to gather outside. At the request of the
Precinct's Commanding Officer, community leaders came to
the Station House to discuss the incident.

During the discussions, one of the precinct radio cars
approached the station house because its 4:00 P.M. -midnight

-- ou*-of duty was completed.

The RMP was blocked by the crowd, and bottles and
garbage cans were thrown at it. A signal 10-13 (police
officer needs assistance) was transmitted and units were
requested from the 7th and 9th Precincts.
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During the rescue of the surrounded RMP officers,
four Police Officers and 8 civilians were injured. All
of the injured were treated and released from Beekman
Hospital.

A check with CCRB shows that none of the injured
parties filed any complaint with CCRB. The officers in-
volved were not found to have engaged in an improper
conduct.

CASE OF RANDOLPH EVANS (C. Vernon Mason & Rev. Daughtry)

Police Officer shoots and kills youth in unprovoked incident.

This case involves the fatal shooting of a 15 year old
black youth by Police Officer Frank Torsney. The shooting
occurred at approximately 11:02 P.M. on Thanksgiving night,
1'976, while Officer Torsney was on duty assigned with a
partner to a radio motor patrol car in the 75th Precinct,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Six police officers including Officer Torsney and his
partner, responded to a "man with a gun" alarm in apartment
2D, 515 Fountain Avenue, Brooklyn. When the officers arrived
on the scene, it was determined that there was no "man with
a gun". Rather, the matter was a family dispute. After
resolving the matter, all six officers proceeded aown the
staircase and exited the building at staggered intervals.
Officers Geoscia, Ruiz and Tschupp were the first to exit
the building and, at the moment of the shooting, were approxi-
mately 45-60 feet ahead of Officer Torsney. At the moment
of the shooting, Officer Williams was just exiting the
building and Officer Faitz was approaching within 15 feet of
the location where Officer Toreney stood near a group of 5
black youths. Officers Faitz and Williams testified that
they saw Officer Torsney point his service revolver in the
general direction of the head of the victim and within I to
2 seconds saw and heard Officer Torsney discharge his weapon.
Immediately after the firing of the weapon, the officers
carried the victim to their patrol car and transported him
to Brookdale Hospital where he died a short time later.

The four friends of the victim, testified that they
had been walking around the neighborhood apd were returning
to the apartment where the victim lived. While approaching
that building, the group noticed 3 police cars parked in
front. They decided to wait near the front of the building
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to see who the officers might have arrested. As the officers
started to emerge from the building, the victim, Randolph
Evans approached Officer Torsney and said either "I hope you
didn't come from 7D" or "Did you come from 7D?". Officer
Torsney responded either, "yeah, real" or "yeah, right , and
immediately drew his revolver and shot the victim one time
in the head.

Officer Torsney was arrested and charged with Murder, 2nd
degree. Thereafter, Officer Torsney was indicted for Murder,
2nd Degree, but was ultimately found not guilty by reason of
insanity at the time of the shooting. At a subsequent Depart-
ment trial, Officer Torsney was found guilty of a violation
of department procedures and was dismissed from the Department.
A U.S. Justice Department investigation into this matter found no
criminal liability. , , , ,

CASE OF FRANK THOMPSON (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed when he slashed with a knife at an officer.

At about 11:00 P.M. on September 2, 1977, Police Officer
Roger Scheid, while off duty and in civilian clothes, was
travelling in an auto with his brother and two women they
were dating, when one of the women recognized a black man on
the street as having been disorderly in a store she worked in
earlier in the day. He had taken her radio, throwing it to
the floor damaging it.

After Miss Berman requested that Thompson be arrested,
P.O. Sheid exited the vehicle and approached Mr. Thompson,
an 18 year old black man. When the officer identified himself
as a police officer, the suspect slashed at him with a spring
loaded pushbutton knife, causing facial injuries. Mr.
Thompson then fled on foot with the officer in pursuit. The
officer fired between two and four rounds at Thompson during
the pursuit.

Mr. Thompson then ran under the porch of an abandoned
building. P.O. Scheid stated that as he approached him, Mr.
Thompson lunged at the officer with a knife. P.O. Scheid
discharged the remaining rounds in his firearm killing him.
The knife was recovered at the scene by the Police Officer's
brother.

Witnesses at the scene stated that the officer appre-
hended Mr. Thompson, placed him up against a wall and held
a knife to his stomach. They further stated that Mr. Thompson
shoved the officer and ran into an abandoned building. The
officer was observed at that time to have a cut under his lip.
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The officer then chased the suspect into the building.
There was conflicting evidence as to whether Mr. Thompson
lunged at the officer prior to being shot.

Police Officer Scheid was treated at Coney Island
Hospital for a laceration and abrasions of the face, just
below the lower lip.

Police Officer Scheid was indicted by a Kings County
Grand Jury for Manslaughter in the 2nd Degree. On June
26, 1979, the officer was found Not Guilty of the criminal
charges.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found no violation
of the Department Guidelines. The Department Advocates
Office prosecuted P.O. Scheid. After trial the Police
Officer was found not guilty. A U.S. Justice Department
investigation into this matter found no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF CHANG (William Chong)

Injured while resisting arrest and after biting a police
officer's finger.

On September 17, 1977 at approximately 3s1O P.M. in
front of 200 Canal Street, a black Now York City Police
Officer, Thomas Pennie of the 5th Precinct, arrested one
Pei Chang, a 47 year old oriental woman.

Prior to this arrest the officer had issued summonses
to Mrs. Chang's husband for refusing to obey an instruction
to move a double parked automobile, and for littering
(throwing summonses to ground).

After the summonses were issued, Chang engaged P.O.
Pennies in a loud argument. As the verbal argument became
more heated, Mrs. Chang repeatedly struck the officer in
the face with the summonses. Mrs. Chang then tried to
slap the officer in the face. The officer grabbed her
hand, whereupon she pulled the officer'i restraining hand
into her mouth and bit deeply into the officer's finger.
At this point, P.O. Pennis struck Mrs. Chang in the left
jaw, thereby freeing his hand and simultaneously causing her
to fall to the ground in a semi-conscious state. Mr.
Chang, then grabbed the officer's left wrist. The officer
then unholstered his revolver and Mr. Chang released the
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officer's wrist and disappeared into a crowd that had
gathered. Mrs. Chang was arrested and taken to the
station house. Mr. Chang was arrested later at the 5th
Precinct when he came to inquire about his wife.

The District Attorney of Manhattan presented this
case to a Grand Jury which drected the filing of a prose-
cutor's information charging Mrs. Chang with assault in
the third degree.

The Criminal assault charge against Ms. Chang was
later dismissed by the Criminal Court. While the court found
Mrs. Chang had acted irrationally to the issuance of a
summons and had assaulted the officer, and that the officer
acted properly, the Court dismissed the charges in the
interest of justice. The Judge felt she had already suffered
from the injuries she received, and that a conviction would
mar her opportunity to gain a nurse's license and present
serious obstacles to her becoming an American Citizen.

A CCRB complaint was filed alleging unnecessary force.
Subsequent investigation determined it to be unsubstantiated.

CASK OF CATZZRINN WELLS (C. Vernon Mason)

Complains of unnecessary roughness by officer while issuing
a traffic summons.

On March 6, 1978 at 6:00 P.M. Police Officer Richard Santa
Maria approached a vehicle driven by Catherine Wells, a forty
year old black woman. Mrs. Wells had failed to stop at a
stop sign and almost struck the officer as he was crossing the
street. When the officer requested her license and regis-
tration she attempted to drive away, but was blocked by her
husband's car which was stopped ahead of her auto. Officer
Santa Maria ran up to her vehicle and reached in to remove her
keys to prevent her from leaving. He then issued her a summons.

Mrs. Wells complained that the officer was rough and
attempted to pull her out of the auto, bruising her chest.
She was so disturbed she stated she sought treatment at
Harlem Hospital's emergency Room.

After repeated and unsuccessful attempts to contact the
complainant, CCRB UNSUBSTANTIATED the complaint. A check
of emergency room records of Harlem Hospital for March 6,
1978 and March 7, 1978 revealed no record of a Catherine
Wells being treated.
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CASE OF ARTHUR MILLER (C. Vernon Mason)

Black manafter violently resisting arrest, died from asphyxia.

At 5:35 P.M. on June 14, 1978, Police Officers Anthony
Curcio and.Christopher Schiebel, stopped Sam Miller's
truck on Rogers Avenue in the 77th Precinct, in order to
serve a summons for a previous littering infraction. The
officers then noted several other violations. As the officers
were preparing to issue summonses, Sam Miller left the
location. Prior to his returning, a license check with
Communications revealed it had been suspended five times by
the Department of Motor Vehicles. Anticipating an arrest,
the officers radioed for a supervisor.

Shortly thereafter, Sam Miller returned with his
brothers, Arthur and Joseph. A discussion ensued about
the license suspensions after which Sam was informed that
he was being arrested for operating a vehicle with a suspended
license. Sam Miller began to resist when Police Officer
Curcio attempted to handcuff him apd his brother, Arthur,
attempted to assist Sam.

Sam Miller fled the scene chased by Police Officers
Curcio and Schiebel. Out of the sight of Arthur Miller,
Police Officer Curcio was injured when Sam Miller either
pushed or threw a large metal table at him and when he
upended a Dempsey Dumpster to avoid being arrested.
Many witnesses described the falling of the table to the
ground as sounding like a gunshot.

Witnesses stated that after the gunshot-like sound,
Arthur Miller became more violent in protesting his brother's
arrest. Sergeant Gatterup, with the assistance of Police
Officer Schiebel, attempted to arrest Arthur Miller and
Miller violently resisted efforts to handcuff him. Other
officers came to the assistance of Gatterup and Schiebel.
All witnesses agreed that a violent struggle took place, but
witnesses disagreed as to whether Miller was struck by night-
sticks, whether the police had headlocks on Miller, and
whether a nightstick was ever locked on Arthur Miller's neck.
During the struggle, Police Officer Schiebel noticed a gun
and holster in the rear of Miller's pants. He took the gun,
which was licensed by the New York City Police Department,
and put it in his belt. Eventually, Miller was subdued
and double cuffed. Sergeant Gatterup ordered Miller taken
to the 77th Precinct.

Police Officer Jack Firneno, a white officer, and
Police Officer Henry Goodman, a black officer, put Miller
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in the back'of Goodman's RMP. The officers said Miller was
conscious and struggling, but some civilian witnesses said
he appeared to be unconscious.

Police Officer Winston Johnson, a black officer, rode
with Goodman to the 77th Precinct. At the precinct, Police
Officer Johnson noticed that Miller did not look right, and
had a white foam substance about his mouth. Miller was
immediately taken to St. Mary's Hospital, a block and a
half from the 77th Precinct, where attempts to revive him-
were unsuccessful, and he was pronounced DOA.

No complaint was filed at CCRB in this case, but the
matter was investigated by the Kings County District Attorney's
Office. After the investigation, seventy-seven witnesses
testified before a Grand Jury, which voted, "No True Bill*.
This case generated so much community concern that the District
Attorney's Office issued a press release at the conclusion
of the Grand Jury's deliberation.

As a result of this investigation and the testimony
before the Grand Jury, the District Attorney concluded

1) Arthur Miller was not savagely beaten by anyone
2) The police officers on the scene utilized uniformly

recommended procedures to restrain Arthur Millerl
3) Arthur Miller died from 'asphyxia", but'the asphyxia

was not the result of a criminal acti and
4) There is no indication that anyone acted recklessly

or with criminal negligence toward Mr. Miller so as
to cause his dgath.

The United States Attorney for the Eastern District
conducted an investigation and reached essentially thq same
conclusion as the Brooklyn District Attorney's Office. A
U.S. Justice Department investigation into this matter found
no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF TRANSIT POLICE OFFICER THOMAS WALKER (C. Vernon Mason
& John Cousar)

Black off duty officer shot at by uniformed officers while
he was pursuing a robbery suspect.

On July 29, 1978 at approximately 3s48 A.M., Sgt. Richard
Rodice of the 28th Precinct and his driver heard a shot fired
and observed a large crowd running on West 125th Street between
St. Nicholas Avenue and Eighth Avenue. The crowd parted and
they observed a black man in civilian clothes with a gun in
his hand chasing another black man in their direction.
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They then heard another shot and observed a muzzle flash
in their direction. They alighted from the RMP, took cover
behind the vehicle and directed the man with the gun to
freeze. When he failed to comply, Sgt. Rodice fired one
shot from his service revolver and Police Officer Gorman
fired two shots in the direction of the man with the gun.

The man with the gun then identified himself as a Police
Officer by holding up his shield. Both the Sergeant and
his partner ceased fire, emerged from cover and approached
the subject.

It was then ascertained the man with a gun was off duty
Transit Police Officer Thomas Walker. They discovered that
the man Police Officer Walker was chasing, and who was lying
on the ground with a gunshot wound of the buttock, had
robbed Police Officer Walker and a female companion shortly
before the shooting. Four robbery accomplices had managed
to escape.

The suspect later died from the gunshot wound inflicted
by Officer Walker.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board in its final report
determined that the Sergeant and his operator had acted in
accordance with Department policy.

CASE OF DETECTIVE SQUIRE BOSWELL (C. Vernon Mason & John Cougar)

Black detective shot by his partner while struggling with
an armed suspect.

Anthony Ruffin, an 18 year old black man, came into
the 28th Precinct station house at approximately 10:50 P.M.
on August 18, 1978, telling Police Officer Sullivan that he
had just been robbed at gunpoint at 116th Street and 8th
Avenue by a man named Reed. He also told the officer that
this same man had shot and seriously wounded his cousin 2
days earlier.

Police Officer Sullivan and Detective Boswell, who is
black, took the complainant into an unmarked radio car and
cruised the area. In the vicinity of Adam Clayton Powell
Boulevard the complainant pointed out 2 men; one of whom
had just robbed him. Detective Boswell, with his gun drawn,
approached Reed, who was the robbery suspect, while Sullivan
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confronted the other man. Detective Boswell grabbed Reed
by his right wrist but Reed struggled and pulled away.
Detective Boswell felt a gun in Reed's waistband. Stepping
back 2-3 feet he called to his partner that Reed had a gun.
Police Officer Sullivan stated that when he heard his partner
vall# he looked up and saw Reed with a gun in his hand and
he shouted "Drop the gun." When Reed failed to drop the
gun, Officer Sullivan stated he fired 4 shots in succession.
Reed fell to the ground as did Detective Boswell who shouted
that he had been shot.

Detective Boswell gave a different version of the facts
at this point. He stated that Reed did not have the gun in
his hand, that it was in his waistband, and that Sullivan
fired 2 shots, at which point he called out that he was shot.
He then came back into contact with Reed, whereupon Sullivan
fired 2 more shots striking Reed. Detective Boswell later
complained that he had the situation under control and that
Police Officer Sullivan should not have fired the last 2 shots.

Police Officer Sullivan transmitted a call for assistance
and responding officers were greeted by a large hostile
crowd. In the confusion Reed and the other suspect managed
to escape (although Reed was later arrested when he showed
up at a hospital for treatment of gunshot wounds). A .22
calibre automatic pistol without a clip was recovered at the
scene by a uniformed officer. Mr. Ruffin who witnessed this
incident initially did not state to investigators whether or
not he observed a gun in Reed's hand. However, at a subse-
quent re-interview, approximately 3 months later, while awaiting
trial on robbery charges in Now Jersey, he stated that at the
time of the incident he did observe a gun in Reed's hand.
However, the Departmental investigation into this incident
never reconciled the differing statements concerning the
circumstances surrounding the shooting.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board after reviewing this
matter found it to be in accordance with Department policy.

No action was taken by the Grand Jury.

CASE Or NICALAS BONILLA (C. Vernon Mason)

An emotionally disturbed person was killed when he threatened
an officer with a knife.

On June 5, 1979, at 1115 A.M. Police Officer Robert
Scire, and his partner responded to a radio run of a
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"dispute". At the scene the officers were informed by
Pablo Bonilla, a 10 year old Hispanic youth, that his
uncle, Nicalas Bonilla, was in the bathroom kicking on
the wall in anger and that he had been beating the vic-
tim's parents, Mr. & Mrs. Bonilla. Upon seeing P.O.
Scire enter the apartment, Nicalas Bonilla darted over
to the sink, obtained a knife approximately 12 inches in
length and advanced on the officer, making growling
noises. Officer Scire retreated to the wall, drew his
revolver and yelled, "drop the knife", three times. With
his back to the wall, and unable to retreat any further,
P.O. Scire fired one shot at Bonilla, causing his death.
Police Officer Scire's account of the incident was corro-
borated by the victim's mother and nephew, as well as his
partner. Nicalas Bonilla had been under psychiatric
treatment at the Manhattan State Hospital for Mental Re-
tardation and Muteness. A CCRB investigation was conducted
and the officer was exonerated. The Kings County Grand
Jury voted "No True Bill". The Firearms Discharge Review
Board found the shooting to be within Department Guidelines.
A U.S Justice Departent investigation into this matter
found no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF PETER FUNCHES (C. Vernon Mason a Rev. Daughtry)
Died after his auto crashed into cement wall while
fleeing from police officers.

At approximately 230 A.M. on June 17, 1979, two New
York City Police Officers, Howard DiPietri and Catherine
Crows on Radio Motor Patrol, observed a Green Buick
driving southbound on Davidson Place where it struck an
occupied auto. The Green Buick failed to stop and fled
the scene with the officers in pursuit. During the pursuit
the fleeing auto committed many traffic violations. At
University Avenue and 179th Street, P.O. DiPietri exited
the driver's side with his revolver in hand. The fleeing
auto struck the RMP causing P.O. DiPietri to accidentally
discharge his weapon in the air (no injuries or property
damage), and causing his partner to fall back into the
RMP from which she was alighting. The auto continued to
flee. Other officers joined the chase, attempting to cut
off the autos which repeatedly slammed into the RMP. The
fleeing auto turned into a street which ends at a cement
retaining wall. The auto smashed into the wall at a high
rate of speed. P.O.s Martin and Preziose broke through
the driver's window and reached into the'auto to apprehend
the driver, Peter Funches, a 39 year old black man.
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P.O. Martin cut his right hand on the broken window.
P.O. Preziose also reached into the auto and sustained
a knife cut on his left hand. The two officers removed
Punches from the auto. He continued to resist arrest
and was finally overcome by force.

Punches was handcuffed and placed into an RMP
and driven to the 46th Precinct. Upon arriving at the
46th Precinct, Officer DiPietro and Crows observed that
the defendant was unconscious. They then drove immedia-
tely to the Bronx Lebanon Hospital. Upon arrival at
the hospital, Punches was declared dead by an examining
physician.

Mr. Pearl, Medical Examiner, indicated death was
caused by a laceration of the pulmonary artery and
hemorrhage around the coronary artery, an injury consis-
tent with injuries sustained in an automobile accident.

A CCRB investigation resulted in a finding of no wrongdoing.

The Grand Jury heard witnesses during the course of
a six week investigation and on October 10, 1979, the
Grand Jury voted No True Bill.

Mr. Punches had a previous arrest history involving
weapons possussion, resisting arrest and intoxicated
driving. A U.S. Justice Department investigation into this
matter found no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF LOUIS RODRIGUEZ (C. Vernon Mason)

Died as the result of injuries while under the influence
of Angel Dust & Cocaine.

On July 31, 1979 at approximately 11:20 P.M. Mr.
Rodriguez entered the H & a Grocery Store in the Bronx,
where he proceeded to go to the rear of the store and
behind the counter. The store owner then struck Rcdriguez
on the head with a bottle of soda. Rodriguez fell to
the floor, and friends of the store owner joined in
ejecting Rodriguez from the store. Rodriguez then attempted
to re-enter the grocery store but was prevented from doing so.

At this point, police units began to arrive in
response to calls of a robbery in progress. A total of
8 uniformed and 2 Anti-Crime officers responded.
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The officers attempted to place Rodriguez under arrest,
and placed a pair of handcuffs on his wrists. Rodriguez
now on the ground, attempted to crawl under one of the
radio cars. The officers then placed a set of cuffs on
Rodriguez' ankles to prevent him from kicking at the
officers. He again crawled under the RMP. A second set
of cuffs were put on his ankles and he was placed in a
radio car.

Ten witnesses to the incident have stated that at
no time did the responding officers use guns, nightsticks,
fists or any other objects to subdue the prisoner.

Officers Walter Galiano and Robert Visconte brought
Rodriguez to the 46th Pct., at 11:40 P.M. 'Rodriguez was
still cuffed at his wrists and ankles and he was conscious,
protesting, struggling and bleeding. He was lodged in
the detention pen still cuffed at the wrists and ankles.

At 12:10 A.M. the Desk Sergeant visited the detention
pen and observed Rodriguez and another prisoner standing
in the pen. Rodriguez was shouting and bleeding and banging
his body against the chain-link grid door. A call for an
ambulance was made at 12:16 A.M. At 12:51 A.M. a second
call was made for an ambulance. At approximately 1:30 A.M.
Galiano and Visconte reported to the Sergeant that Rodriguez
was lying on the floor of the pen. At 1:50 A.M., a third
call for an ambulance was made.

At 3:00 A.M. an ambulance arrived from North Central
Bronx Hospital and attendant Cintron pronounced Rodriguez
DOA.

The Medical Examiner's Office stated, "Final Cause of
death - multiple contusions, abrasions and lacerations
of the face, body and extremities. Collapsed in 46th Pct.
cell with hands and feet cuffed after resisting arrest for
(sic) altercation in grocery store while under influence of
"pencyclidine (angel dust) and cocaine".

Michael Cook - the other prisoner in the pen with
Rodriguez, stated that at no time did any officer assault
Rodriguez. He said the police had "ministered to him".

Bronx County Grand Jury after hearing evidence from
civilian witnesses returned a No True Bill. All of the
members of the service involved made statements and they
related the story as has been outlined above.

On August 21, 1980, an investigation by Internal Affairs
Division into this matter was closed without any finding
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of misconduct. CCRB investigated and determined the case
to be unsubstantiated. The Justice Department conducted
an investigation and took no action against the officers.

The deceased had 6 previous felony and four misdemeanor
arrests resulting in 3 felony and one misdemeanor con-
victions.

CASE OF ARTURO REYES (C. Vernon Mason & Rev. Daughtry)

Shot when he lunged with a knife at an officer who was
attempting to arrest him.

On August 21, 1979, at about 3:25 A.M. Anti-Crime
Officers Schwartz and McDonald were directed to meet a
complainant at 231st Street and Kingsbridge Avenue, re-
garding three suspicious men.

The complainant told the officers that he observed
two men break into a car and then flee East on West 231st
Street. The officers pursued and observed two men that
fit the description given by the complainant.

Officer Schwartz followed the suspects on foot and
at 229th Street and Bailey Avenue observed one of the
suspects remove a brown paper bag from a parked auto.
Officer Schwartz then called his partner on his portable
radio saying "they have hit". Officer Schwartz approached
the suspects from the rear. At a distance of 3-5 feet
holding his shield in his right hand he shouted "Police".
One of the suspects, Arturo Reyes, a 17 year old Hispanic
youth, turned with a knife in his hand and lunged at the
officer. Officer Schwartz fired one shot striking him in
the neck, killing him. He then ordered the other suspect
to lie on the ground. A 91" knife was found at the scene.
Two civilian witnesses observed the knife being picked up
off the street by one of the responding officers.

The Manhattan Grand Jury voted No True Bill. There
were no civilian complaints filed concerning this incident.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the
shooting to be within Department Guidelines.
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CASE OF LUIS BAUZ (C. Vernon Mason)

77Wieiiotionally disturbed person armed with a pair of
scissors was killed by police when he attacked them.

On August 22, 1979 at about 8:27 P.M., Police Officers
Thomas Amendola and John Carson received a radio run of
"10-54" Psycho with a Knife", at 189 Clifton Place, Bklyn.
They responded to the location and were met by Mrs. Rosa
Padilla who told them, through an interpretor, that her son,
who had a history of mental problems and had been recently
released from a psychiatric hospital, was upstairs in their
apartment acting strangely and sticking a knife into the
floor. The officers called for assistance, and P.O.s Paul
Ciurcina and Edward Hill responded. All four officers,
along with Mrs. Padilla, went upstairs to the 2nd floor
apartment where Mrs. Padilla showed them the kitchen floor
bearing apparent knife marks. P.O. Ciurcina picked up a
chair and attempted to disarm Mrs. Padilla's son,Luis Baez,
who was in a bedroom with a 7 inch pair of scissors in his
hand. Baez slashed at the officer and began backing up.
Ciurcina continued his efforts with the chair until Baez re-
treated to a front window and then went out through the
window onto a fire escape.

P.O. Ciurcina climbed out the window onto the fire
escape while the other officers went to the street. At
this time, Baez was clinging to the ladder which would,
if released, reach to street level, all the while holding
the scissors in one hand.

A radio call was made for additional police assistance
and P.O.s Daniel Murphy and Paul LaPenna responded. A
civilian acquaintance of Baez attempted to persuade Baez,
who only spoke Spanish, to come down and drop the scissors.
Baez, who was agitated and cursing in Spanish, asked this
person to get him a gun, and then slashed at him with the

-b-utcu-sors. Other Spanish speaking civilians also tried to
persuade Baez to drop the scissors, but to no avail.

Sgt. David Whitfield and P.O. Charles Blackwell re-
sponded to the scene. The sergeant directed all P.O.s
to have their batons at the ready, and a call was made for
the assistance of Emergency Service. P.O. Murphy was ordered
by the sergeant to assist P.O. Ciurcina on the fire escape.
It was decided that the 2 officers on the fire escape would
release the ladder, thereby causing Baez to fall to the ground.
As the officers attempted to release the ladder, Baez
slashed at them, cutting P.O. Ciurcina's boot and puncturing
it twice, with no injury to the officer.

37-501 0 - 84 - 8
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The ladder was released and Baez stumbled but did not
fall or lose his grip on the scissors. At this point, he
was contained within an area of approximately 8 feet by 5
feet surrounded by a 3 foot high wrought iron fence. P.O.s
Carson, Amendola, LaPenna, Hill, Blackwell and Spinelli (who
had responded in the interim) as well as Sgt. Whitfield formed
a line in front of the fence and attempted to contain Baez.
P.O. LaPenna struck Baez twice in the wrist with his baton in
an attempt to knock the scissors from his hand. Baez, in
response jumped over the fence. Still wielding the scissors,
Baez approached to within 2 to 4 feet of the officers and
then lunged in the direction of P.O.s LaPenna and Spinelli.
Five of the Police Officers at the scene the' opened fire,
firing 24 rounds in the direction of Mr. Baez and striking
him 16 times.

A Brooklyn Grand Jury voted No True Bill. The U.S. Justice
Department investigated the case and found no violations of
law by the police.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the actions
of all officers to be within Department Policy. No CCRB
complaint was filed.

As a result of this incident the Department revised its
procedures to require that only specially trained Emergency
Service officers deal with emotionally disturbed persons.

CASE OF ELIZABETH MANGUM (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed after stabbing a police Sergeant.

On August 29, 1979 at approximately 9:45 A.M., a City
Marshal arrived at Ms. Mangum's residence with an eviction
warrant. When Ms. Mangum opened the door with a knife in
her hand, the Marshal withdrew and called for police assistance.
Police Officers Paul VonWerne and William King, 67th Precinct,
responded and along with the Marshal attempted to gain en-
trance to MS. Mangum's apartment. When Ms. Mangum refused to
open the door, it was forcibly opened. Ms. Mangum was standing
behind the door with the knife in her hand and rambling that
she wanted to go to heaven. She also pointed to her chest
where she wanted the police to shoot her. P.O. VonWerne
tried to convince her to drop the knife but she refused to
comply. P.O. VonWerne then had P.O. King call for a super-
visor. Sgt. Latimer responded to the call and also tried to
persuade Ms. Mangum to drop the knofe. When his efforts
failed he called for Emergency Service.

Ms. Mangum continued to shift her position and the posi-
tion of the knife. Sometimes the knife was held behind her
back, or alongside her body, and the rest of the time she held
the knife over her head..
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At one point Officer Von Werne struck her exposed wrist
with his nightstick in an attempt to dislodge the knife.
This had no effect. About five minutes later Sgt. Latimer
struck Ms. Mangum's wrist with his flashlight but she did
not drop the knife. Ms. Mangum then stabbed Sgt. Latimer
ia the left arm. Sgt. Latimer staggered backwards and Ms.
Mangum raised the knife. P.O. Von Werne warned her to drop
the knife but she ignored the warning and came at P.O.
Von Werne. He fired one shot from his service revolver,
striking her in the chest, killing her.

The Grand Jury voted No True Bill on September 24,
1979.

No CCRB complaint was filed. The Firearms Discharge
Review Board found the shooting to be within Department
Guidelines. A U.S. Justice Department investigation into
this matter found no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF JAMES WELDON MCRAE (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while menacing a black officer with a knife.

James Weldon McRae, a 48 year old black man, was shot
by a black Police Officer, Michael Sneed, on September 28,
1979 at 8:30 P.M. within the confines of the 77th Pct.,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Officer Sneed, assigned to foot patrol on Fulton Street
between Troop Avenue and Tompkins Avenue, was approached by
two black youths who informed him about a man who was
menacing them and chasing them with a "meat cleaver". The
youths indicated the whereabouts of this man to Officer
Sneed who began to walk in that direction.

Officer Sneed was approached by James McRae who was
carrying a sharp metal object in his hand. The officer
ordered McRae to stop and to drop the object. McRae con-
tinued toward the officer who retreated, repeating his
command to stop and drop the object. McRae continued toward
the officer stating, "you are going to have to kill me.".

When the two were approximately 3-5 feet apart, Officer
Sneed fired two rounds striking McRae, and killing him.

There were 5 black civilian witnesses who confirmed
that the officer gave McRae a warning and opportunity to
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stop before firing his weapon. McRae was armed with a
spackling knife, which was recovered at the scene.

There was no CCRB complaint, The Firearms Discharge
Review Board found the shooting to be within Department
Guidelines, and the Brooklyn Grand Jury voted No True Bill.

Mr. McRae had one previous felony arrest.

CASE OF HERBERT JOHNSON (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while threatening a black detective with what
appeared to be a weapon.

Joseph Holder is a 52 year old black retired NYCPD
Detective. On October 8, 1979 at approximately 10:30 P.M.
he left a friend's apartment in Brooklyn and proceeded to
walk to his vehicle which was parked a few doors away.

As Mr. Holder approached his car he observed a group
of men in and around his vehicle. Mr. Holder spoke to the
crowd and an object was thrown at him. At that point a
group of four or five black youths began to move toward
Holder. At the same time Holder observed an object in the
hand of Herbert Johnson, a 16 year old black youth, which
he believed to be a weapon.

As Johnson approached Mr. Holder in a threatening
manner, Holder fired one round from his licensed revolver
which struck Johnson in the head, killing him. The bullet
passing through Johnson's head struckMichael Lopez, a 17
year old black youth, in his right shoulder.

Michael Lopez stated that he was never in or near
the vehicle, but had seen others in it. He further states
that at the time of the shooting, he was not near the
vehicle. He stated he was walking towards the vehicle when
he observed five or six black youths running toward-him.
At that point he felt a sharp pain and later went to the
hospital for treatment.

John Murry, one of the youths involved, also stated
he and Johnson were never in the vehicle and had not put
their hands in the vehicle. Murry further stated he first
learned about the shooting after the incident transpired,
and that he was not at the scene, but was in his house.
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Johnson's vehicle had extensive interior damage as a result
of larceny to the vehicle. Latent prints that were found in
the interior of Holder's vehicle, included those of Johnson,
Murry and Lopez, contrary to their statements that they were
never in the auto. The deceased had been arrested previously
for a robbery during which he stabbed the victim in his leg.

Assistant District Attorney Dince declared the shooting
justifiable and by policy of Kings County District Attorney
Eugene Gold, the case was not presented to the Grand Jury.
The Firearms Discharge Review Board does not investigate
shootings by civilians or retired officers.

CASE OF JOHN DAVIS. JR. (C. Vernon Mason)

Accidentally killed while resisting arrest for obstruction
of an officer in the performance of his duty and while
struggling over the officer's gun.

On November 23, 1979 at about 10:30 P.M. Detective
John Holden, assigned to the 114th Pct. Det. Unit and his
partner were patrollinc hle 110th Pct. with a witness to a
homicide which had occurred about an hour and a half
earlier. At Northern Blvd. and 101st Street, Queens, the
witness spotted the perpetrator, John Newell, a sixteen
year old black youth, accompanied by another black man.
Det. Holden's partner arrested Newell who was found to be
carrying a concealed loaded firearm. While his partner was
placing Newell in the car, Det. Holden with his gun drawn,
began to question Newell's companion. At that time, John
Davis, a 28 year old black man, stepped forward from the
crowd that had gathered and began to talk to Holden, who
had identified himself as a detective.

Davis was drinking from a beer can in a paper bag
and began to swing it around, spilling the beer as he
talked to Det. Holden. Davis was angry and shouted at
the detective to stop bothering people and to leave the
area. Det. Holden told him twice to put the beer can down.
Davis punched Det. Holden twice and began to run away, but
Det. Holden caught him about one hundred feet away and they
grappled on the ground. Davis grabbed Holden's gun and
it went off, striking Davis in the forehead. He was taken
to Elmhurst General Hospital where he died three days later.
Newell's companion, whom Holden was questioning when the
incident began, managed to flee during this incident.

When the gun went off, Davis was holding it from the
front while Det. Holden was holding it by the handle.
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None of the witnesses could see precisely how the gun
discharged since the parties were entwined with one
another on the ground and the area was dark and not well
lit. Det. Holden stated that he had no intention of
shooting and that his finger was not within the trigger
guard when the gun discharged.

While about 10 persons witnessed this incident, only
two were located who agreed to talk. The first witness
corroborated the Detective's statements and added that
Davis was "very upset" and "acting wild", and that the
detective was "under control" at the time of the initial
encounter. The other witness, a 17 year old black youth,
also supported the detective's statements, adding . . . "I
don't think the policeman meant to shoot 'Duck' (Davis)".

On December 12, 1979 the Queens Grand Jury conducted
an investigation into this shooting. All witnesses testi-
fied. The Grand Jury found no grounds for Indictment, and
classified the case as accidental Homicide.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be accidental. An FBI investigation was closed by the
Justice Department, Civil Rights Division, in January of
1980.

CASE OF WILLIE HARPER (C. Vernon Mason)

An emotionally disturbed person killed by officer when he
pulled officer's revolver from his holster.

At about 10:00 A.M. on December 17, 1979, P.O. Michael
Nicoll and Det. George Sullivan responded to a radio run
of an "attempted suicide", at 9325 Kings Highway, Brooklyn.
A 38 year old black man, Willie Harper a/k/a Willie Gilbert,
had slashed both his wrists and was on the roof of the
building, threatening to jump. Officers Nicoll and Sullivan
talked him down and escorted him to Kings County Hospital
for treatment and psychiatric evaluation. His wrist lacera-
tions were treated and bandaged. He seemed calm. The
officers walked him out of the emergency room to proceed to
another building for psychiatric evaluation. He was not
handcuffed at this time.

Det. Sullivan's gun was holstered on his right side.-
He walked on Harper's left side, with his hand over the gun,
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and Officer Nicoll walked behind them, As they approached
the emergency room door, Det. Sullivan began to open it
with his right hand, and Harper reached down for the
officer's gun. Det. Sullivan reached back down and put
his hand on Harper's and they began to struggle. An X-ray
technician observed the struggle and stated that Harper
appeared to pin Sullivan against the wall and pull the
revolver about halfway out of the holster. Officer Nicoll
went to assist his partner, and when he saw the gun coming
out of the holster, he fired one shot as his partner was
falling. The gun slid badk into Sullivan's holster and
Harper fell back into the lobby. He was pronounced dead
at the scene. Later testing of the holster revealed that
the safety mechanism was worn and defective through use,
so that the gun could be removed from the holster by
twisting and pulling upwards on the handle.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be within the Department Guidelines. The Brooklyn Grand
Jury voted No True Bill.

No CCRB complaints were filed. Willie Harper had
one prior felony and three misdemeanor arrests.

CASE OF CURTIS GARVEY (C. Vernon Mason)

Two black males shot by off duty Transit Police Officer
during the commission of residential Burglary.

On December 19, 1979, at 11:15 A.M. Curtis Garvey, a
17 year old black youth and John Harpe, a 15 year old black
youth, were shot by off duty Transit Authroity Police
Officer Charles Hart, a 34 year old black officer.

Police Officer Hart was at home when he was awakened
by a constant ringing of his front door. The officer
proceeded from his bedroom down a stairway leading to the
apartment door. When he opened the door he heard a loud
crash coming from the Ist floor entranceway. He went back
up to the 3rd floor to get his authorized off duty gun.
Having obtained his gun, he began to walk down to the second
floor again and at this point he heard voices and saw two
persons in the hallway. He identified himself as a police
officer and told the two not to move. One of the two
turned toward him and the officer fired. The two youths
fled and Officer Hart pursued them continuing to tell them
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to halt. As they were going out the apartment door on the
2nd floor, he fired again. The suspects ran down the
stairs to the first floor with Officer Hart still in pur-
suit. At this point Officer Hart discharged the remainder
of the rounds from his weapon. Officer Hart then returned
to his bedroom where he reloaded his weapon and called
for assistance.

Upon reaching the street Officer Hart observed one
person lying in the street and was informed by a passing
bus driver that the other person had crawled to an alley-
way across the street. Officer Hart searched them for
weapons and found none. Units from the 75th Precinct
responded, aid was rendered to the man in the street and
the other suspect was discovered in the back yard of
the premises, slumped over a fence.

The suspect in the street was Curtis Garvey. He was
pronounced dead at the scene. Garvey had been shot in the
thigh, abdomen and heart. John Harpe, the other suspect,
was taken to Brookdale Hospital where he was treated for
gunshot wounds of the buttocks, lumbar spine area, left
lower abdomen and left forearm.

John Harpe said that it was Garvey who broke the
front door of Hart's house and went into the building.
Harpe, remained on the Ist floor as a lookout. The next
thing he knew was that Garvey came running down the
stairs yelling, "He's got a gun and he's shooting at me".
Harpe turned, started to run and felt himself get shot
in the leg. Curtis Garvey fell on top of him from the rear.

On February 15, 1980, a Kings County Grand Jury voted
No True Bill.

On February 15, 1980, New York City Transit Authority
Firearms Discharge Review Committee found that the shooting
by Police Officer Hart was justified.

No complaints were filed with the Transit Civilian Complaint Unit;

CASE OF ABDUL HADID (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed when he resisted arrest and removed gun from
officer's holster.

On February 18, 1980, at approximately 1:15 P.M.
Abdul Hadid, a 24 year old black man, was shot by Sergeant
Robert Pezzano, Street Crime Unit, on Tiebout Avenue,
in the 46th Pct., Bronx, New York
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Abdul Hadid approached a female decoy police officer
and removed a wallet from her pocketbook, which had been
slung over her shoulder. Police Officer Michael Ciravolo
and Detective Juan Sanchez, two members of her "back-up
team", observed the theft, and moved in to apprehend the
suspect. The officers approached Mr. Hadid, identified
themselves, and informed him that he was under arrest.
Detective Sanchez attempted to handcuff Mr. Hadid who re-
sisted after a handcuff had been placed on one of his hands.
A struggle ensued during which Mr. Hadid removed a gun
from Police Officer Ciravolo's holster, which was attached
to his belt.

Sgt. Robert Pezzano, Street Crime Unit, who was
assisting in the arrest observed Hadid's hand begin to
rise with the gun, whereupon he fired one shot which struck
him in the back. Mr. Hadid slumped to the ground and
Police Officer Ciravolo regained control of his revolver.
The defendant continued to struggle while on the ground
and Detective Sanchez completed the hand cuffing.

This matter was heard by the Grand Jury on two separate
occasions. On the first hearing, the Grand Jury could not
reach a determination. At the second hearing, after hearing
27 witnesses, over a three week period, the Grand Jury re-
turned No True Bill.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be within Department Guidelines. A family member filed
a complaint with CCRB which was referred to the Chief of
Operations. No misconduct by the officers was found.

Abdul Hadid had previously been convicted once for
attempted jostling (pick pocketing) and once for attempted
criminal possession of a weapon in the second degree.

CASE OF NORMAN CHARLES (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by officer he was attacking with a knife, after
previously stabbing a civilian.

On March 4, 1980, at approximately 10:36 P.M. Sergeant
Richard Fucillo of the 78th Precinct and his driver re-
sponded to a radio run, "10-34 - man assaulted with a knife".
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When they arrived at the scene they were informed by a
female that her boyfriend had been cut by a man wearing.
a blue jacket who had a butcher knife. (Carrion received
60 stitches on the face and head). The female stated
the assailant fled down Fulton Street. The RMP stopped
about 15 feet from the individual. The Sergeant alighted
and stood behind the car door. for protection. The indi-
vidual raised the knife and rushed at the Sergeant. The
Sergeant yelled "Stop", and when the man with the knife con-
tinued o advance, the Sergeant fired one shot from about
7 feet striking the individual in the head.

He later was identified as the individual who had

stabbed the complainant's boyfriend.

No CCRB complaint was filed.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be in accordance with Department Guidelines.

The Brooklyn Grand Jury after reviewing this case,
voted No True Bill.

Norman Charles had been arrested 10 times for felony
offenses, and had twice been convicted for misdemeanors,
and once for a felony.

CASE OF MELVIN EVANS, JR. (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by Police Officer while attempting to draw a 9 mm
pistol from right pocket.

At approximately 11:10 P.M. on April 5, 1980, two
persons entered the 75th Precinct Station House and reported
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that a black man had fired shots outside in the street.
Police Officer Kevin Cancellieri, and three other officers
followed the complainants into the street, where they
pointed out Melvin Evans, Jr., a 23 year old black man,
as the man who had fired the shots.

The officers ran up to the subject, with Police Officer
Cancellieri arriving first. After being told to stop,
the subject whirled around and attempted to remove a 9 mm
pistol from his right jacket pocket. From about eight feet
away, Police Officer Cancellieri fired his service revolver
at the subject causing his death. The suspect's gun fell
to the pavement and was recovered at the scene.

A 13 year old hispanic youth who observed the incident
corroborated the fact that the deceased possessed a gun.
The deceased's father was interviewed and acknowledged that
his son owned a 9 mm pistol.

The Grand Jury voted No True Bill, and the Firearms
Discharge Review Board found the shooting to be within
Department Guidelines.

No CCRB complaints were filed.

In addition to the pistol, the deceased had on his
person a marijuana packet and 4 tin foil packets of cocaine.

CASE OF EDWIN QUINONES (C. Vernon Mason)

Subject was shot and killed when he pointed a gun at a
police officer.

Edwin Quinones, a 19 year old Hispanic man, was shot
in the chest by P.O. Louis Petrella, on April 8, 1980 at
approximately 11:40 P.M. in the front of 417 Baltic Street,
Brooklyn, N.Y.

Edwin Quinones was the operator of an auto which was
occupied by himself and three other men. The subject's
auto was approached by Police Officers Louis Petrella and
Lawrence LaRocca because the vehicle lacked a front license
plate. Quinones did not pull over to the curb as directed,
but sped off after the traffic light had changed.
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A chase ensued and Quinones drove his auto into a housing.
project area which left him no avenue of es-.4e. The
pursuing RMP collided with Quinones' auto. The front
passenger ran from the car into one of the project buildings.
Quinones climbed out the driver's window and was confronted
by P.O. Petrella. Quinones pointed a gun at the officer
who fired one shot which struck Quinones in the chest. P.O.
Petrilla restrained him when Quinones attempted to run away.
Quinones was rushed to Methodist Hospital but died enroute.

Two others were apprehended at the scene: Richard Molina
and Antonio Medina. Medina refused to make any statements to
the police after being advised of his rights. Molina made a
statement about the incident but could not add anything to the
shooting since all he saw was the deceased climbing out of the
car window.

A .32 calibre revolver was removed from the deceased.
It had four chambered rounds, 2 of which contained evidence
that the primers had been struck.

This matter was heard by the Brooklyn Grand Jury which
voted No True Bill.

A CCRB complaint was filed, but the Board exonerated
the officer.

Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting to
be in accordance with Department Guidelines.

The deceased had 1 felony arrest, 2 misdemeanor arrests
and 2 outstanding warrants.

CASE OF MICHAEL FURSE

Killed while being arrested for Robbery (pretended gun) and
while turning with an object in his hand.

On June 16, 1980 Police Officers Ellen Alwill, Abraham
Hurtado, Gerald Conway and Eugene Deady all members of the
Brooklyn Senior Citizen's Robbery Unit were engaged in a
decoy operation in the area of Parade Place and Woodruff
Avenues. Police Officer Ellen Alwill was clothed as an
elderly female. At about 11:15 P.M. a 16 year old black youth,

! . -. ,%
L
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later identified as Michael-Furse, was placed under sur-
veillance by Police Officer Alwill's "back-up officers".
Furse followed P.O. Alwinn to a point where he passed her,
spun around with his hand inside his shirt, walked back
towards her and stated "I have a gun, this is a holdup, give
me your pocketbook or else I'll shoot you". A weapon was
not displayed since the suspect kept his hand inside his
shirt. During the confrontation with Mr. Furse, P.O. Alwill
signalled her backup team by clicking her portable radio.
A 15 year old who was looking out an apartment window
across the street, screamed ". .. the lady's being robbed".
Mr. Furse then fled the scene. Immediately thereafter P.O.
Alwill by portable radio, broadcast to her backup . . .
"I've been ripped off, he has a gun". P.O.s Gerald Conway
and Eugene Deady seated in a van near the scene, spotted
the suspect and gave chase. They yelled "stop police"
several times as they pulled up along side 9f Mr. Furs.
Officer Deady observed a pocketbook (which was later identified
as the pocketbook belonging to P.O. Alwill) in the suspect's
left hand and an unknown object in his right hand. At about
12 feet away, Mr. Purse turned towards the van and raised
his right hand containing the unknown object. At this point,
P.O. Deady fired three times striking Mr. Purse in the
head and body. Two witnesses stated that the suspect had a
pocketbook in his left hand and an unknown object in his
right hand. The unknown object turned out to be a coin purse
with a silver chain, stolen from the decoy officer.

After hearing testimony from eight witnesses, civilian
and police, the Grand Jury voted No True Bill. The Fire-
arms Discharge Review Board found that P.O. Deady acted
within the Police Department Guidelines.

No CCRB complaint was filed.

Michael Purse was previously arrested 5 times for
Juvenile Delinquency for the following offenses:

3/18/80 Burglary, Criminal Mischief
2/07/80 Burglary
10/22/79 Family Court Warrant
8/07/79 Attempted Robbery
5/22/79 Burglary, Criminal Mischief
6/19/79 Y.D. for Assault
A U.S. Justice Department investigation into this matter

found no police wrongdoing. 0
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CASE OF KENNETH GAMBLE AND RICKY LEWIS (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by officers after Attempted Murder of Police Officers.

On October 18, 1980 at approximately 12:15 A.M. Police
Officers Joseph Esposito and Fred Falcone assigned to the
83rd Precinct Anti-Crime Unit, noticed a disturbance in
front of a social club at 209 Evergreen Avenue, Brooklyn,
N.Y. They stopped their unmarked vehicle a block away and
proceeded on foot to investigate.

As they approached the crowd they heard numerous shots
being fired and saw one black man, later identified as
Lemuel Thompson, carrying a sawed off shotgun. After the
officers yelled "Stop, Police", Thompson turned and fired
one shot at them. Thompson then went towards a Red Ford
where two other individuals fired at the officers. The
officers then returned five shots each at the gunmen by
the Ford, from a distance of approximately twenty-five
feet. Thompson dropped the shotgun as he entered the Ford
which sped away. Esposito retrieved the shotgun and then
he and Falcone got back into their vehicle and gave chase.
Several civilian witnesses, recounting their observations
of the scene, confirmed that Thompson fired the shotgun at
the officers.

A chase ensued from Evergreen and Cedar, to Bushwick
and McKibbens, a distance of fourteen blocks. Police Officers
Gaspar Cardi and Michael Cohen, on RHP duty responded and
joined the chase in a marked Radio Motor Patrol Car. Police
Officers John Bobot and Robert Dixon in an umarked burglary
car also gave chase.

Five of the six officers stated that during the course
of the chase, the suspects fired shots at them. The officers
did not return fire during the chase.

Just prior to the Red Ford crashing into a fire hydrant,
it slowed down and a black man, later identified as Kenneth
Gamble, jumped or fell from the passenger side. Police
Officer Bobot stopped and exited his car, observing Gamble
rise to a crouch position as if he had a gun. Officer Bobot
fired one shot at Gamble which missed. Nonetheless, Gamble
collpased and was handcuffed by officers. He died of gunshot
wounds. Ballistich examination revealed two bullets in his
body were fired from Officer Esposito's firearm. In addition,
Gamble had an old .22 calibre bullet in him, which was
connected to a homicide which had occurred on August 21, 1980.
An accomplice to that crime stated that Gamble was the actual
shooter.
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The Red Ford, which now had five occupants, crashed
into the fire hydrant at Bushwick and McKibbens. The
Anti-Crime Auto, with Police Officers Esposito and Falcone,
then came abreast of the drivers side of the suspect vehicle.
Officer Falcone hearing shots being fired, discharged four
rounds, while his partner Esposito fired five, from a
distance of 3 to 5 feet.

At that time, Police Officer Cardi, in a marked RMP
(burglary car), also hearing shots and seeing a flash
come from the passenger side of the Ford, stopped his car,
exited, and fired one shot in the direction of the Ford.

The officers on the scene then converged on the Red
Ford, removed the occupants and effected their arrest. The
driver, Ricky Lewis a 24 year old black man had been fatally
wounded.

Police Officers Ronald Vaughn and James Samuels observed
officers Falcone and Esposito opening the passenger door
of the Ford, at which time both officers saw a hand come
out of the auto and drop a gun. One of the officers kicked
the gun away from the vehicle.

A large crowd gathered at the scene and a lot of
confusion ensued. The gun referred to by Officers Vaughn
and Samuels was not recovered.

- Lemuel Thompson was convicted for felonious possession
of a weapon and received a sentence of 3 to 9 yoars in
state prison. The other survivors were not prosecuted.

Statements were taken from ten police officers, the
four occupants of the Red Ford and twenty-five civilians.
The Grand Jury reviewed the officers actions and votbd
No True Bill. The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the
shootings to be within Department guidelines.

No. C.C.R.B. complaint was filed. A U.S. Justice Department
investigation into this matter found no police wrongdoing.

CASE OF DONALD WRIGHT (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by black officer after a verbal and physical altercation.

On December 30, 1980, Police Officer Clevland Ladson,
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a black officer assigned to the 28th Precinct was on foot
patrol in uniform. At approximately 6:00 P.M. Officer
Ladson entered a shoe store on 125th Street, to use the
bathroom. While Officer Ladson was in the bathroom an
argument started between a customer and a clerk. At this
time P.O. Barbara Boyde also on uniform patrol entered
the store.

When Officer Ladson emerged from the bathroom Charles
McCrimmon, a customer made a remark about the police officers
being in the store. An argument ensued between Mr. McCrimmon
and Officer Ladson. Another customer, Donald Wright, a
black man, intervened and a struggle resulted.

During the struggle Officer Ladson twice struck Mr.
McCrimmon on the side of his head with a department radio.
In addition, Officer Ladson removed his gun from his
holster, because he feared it might be grabbed during the
struggle.

Officer Ladson pushed Wright toward the front of the
store and P.O. Boyde attempted to control HcCrimmon. While
in the front of the store with Wright, Officer Ladson's gun
discharged, striking Wright on the left side of his head.
Officer Ladson stated that Wright grabbed for his gun, but
none of the witnesses saw Wright grab for Ladson's gun.
Two bags were found close by Wright's body and at least
two witnesses saw Wright carrying a bag in his right hand.

The Manhattan Grand Jury voted No True Bill.

Officer Ladson was given Departmental charges for
improper use of his firearm, and at a Department Trial
was found guilty and dismissed from the N.Y.C.P.D.

CASE OF RUTH ALSTON (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed while struggling to remove gun from officer while
being questioned about prior complaint of menacing with
a gun.

At approximately 5:00 A.M. on January 5, 1981, an
argument arose among patrons of a bar on Adam Clayton Powell
Boulevard in Manhattan. A bar employee telephoned the police
when a woman patron pointed a gun at him. Police Officers
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Badstibner and Orhnber responded to a 911 call for a
"woman with a gun", at that location.

Upon their arrival, the complainant met the officers
on the street and told them that the woman was walking
down West 132nd Street. He also told the officers that the
woman was about to pass the gun to a man also on the street.

Officer Orhnber detained the man and some distance
away, Officer Badstibner detained the woman. The officers
had their guns drawn. While Police Officer Badstibner was
holding the woman at gunpoint, he was attacked by three
other women, two sisters and a niece of the suspect. The
four women were jumping on the officer's back hitting him.
The officer was hit on the side of the head and knocked
to the ground. One of the women was still pulling at his
gun. Police Officer Badstibner fired one shot in the
direction of the woman pulling at his gun hand, hitting
Ruth Alston a black woman who subsequently died.

When Police Officer'Orhnber heard the bhot, he went
to aid his partner. The male suspect escaped and his
identity remains unknown.

A loaded gun was found on the ground floor stairwell
of a building 15 feet from the shooting location. This
gun was identified by the bar employee as the same gun with
which the woman menaced him# He was able to positively
identify it because of a distinguishing mark on the barrel.

The witnesses, including the "common law husband" of
the deceased corroborate Police Officer Badstibner's and
Police Officer Orhnber's version of the facts.

No C.C.R.B. complaint was filed. The Firearms Discharge
Review Board found the shooting to be within Department
guidelines. The Manhattan Grand Jury reviewed the officers
conduct and voted No True Bill.

CASE OF JOSE MIDEZ (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by officer after he shot and wounded officer.

37-501 0 - 84 - 9
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CASE OF JOSE MENDEZ (continued)

On February 10, 1981, at approximately 1:00 P.M., Jose
Mendez, in the company of Juan Rodriguez, David Rubio (11 years
old), and a female known only as Tracy, was driving a car that
had been stolen the previous day. Mendez was attempting to
drive the car into the store front of an abandoned building.
Tracy was standing outside the car directing Mendez. The others
were inside the car. The neighborhood's abandoned buildings
are utilized by car thieves to strip vehicles. While maneuvering,
Mendez struck a van parked at the curb which was. owned by P.O.
Richard Agrillo.

P.O. Agrillo and P.O. Thomas Fox, while off duty, were
working restoring a building on the same block. A fellow worker
saw what Mendez was doing and informed P.O. Agrillo. P.O.
Agrillo, P.O. Fox and Francis Cooper, a fellow worker, went out
to investigate.

P.O. Agrillo approached the car, which was on the side-
walk perpendicular to the street, from the driver's side. Officer
Fox approached from the passenger's side.

When the officers shouted "Police, Stop", the car
lurched forward striking the right front door of the van.
Almost simultaneously, the driver, Mendez fired at least one
shot at officer Agrillo striking him in the right arm. Officer
Agrillo fired six shots into the auto, and officer Fox fired
once. Mendez died in the exchange of gunfire. At this point
the passenger door opened and the juvenile (Rubio) ran out.
Officer Fox grabbed him while simultaneously facing the mortally
wounded Mendez to the ground. The juvenile broke free from -
the officer and fled. Rodriguez also exited the car and struggled
with the officer.

When the car door opened, Mendez' gun fell out and
went under the van. Witnesses stated that Tracy shouted to
the juvenile to get the gun. The boy grabbed it and ran off.
He was later arrested, but the gun was never recovered.

Rodriguez and Rubio were questioned shortly after the
incident, while in the presence of the parents. Both corroborated
P.O. Agrillo's account of the incident. Later, however, they
recanted their original statements by saying Mendez never had a gun.

The Grand Jury, after hearing testimony from many wit-
nesses to the incident, voted No True Bill.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the officers
had acted within Department Guidelines. There was no CCRB complaint
filed. The deceased had a history of car theft, attempted assault,
assault, robbery and possession of a weapon.
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CASE OF MANUEL HERNANDEZ (C. Vernon Mason)

Storeowner killed during an exhange of gunfire between
police and armed robbers.

This is a case in which the owner of a grocery store
and one (1) robber were killed by gunfire during a police
response to a 911 radio dispatch alleging a "Robbery in,
Progress with Shotguns" on 2/12/81. There were four (4)
positively identified perpetrators; six (6) victims;
fifteen (15) uniformed members of the.Department idetified
as being present inside of the store; and numerous other
Police personnel present at the scene. There were a minimum
of 40 rounds fired by 10 members of the service, 8 rounds
fired by one of the victims (a pistol licensee), and one
round fired by one of the perpetrators. The entire incident
occurred inside of a small grocery store approximately 22 x
38 having 3 aisles, with 5 shelves loaded with stock and
with poor lighting conditions in the rear of the store where
the shooting occurred.

This case must be viewed in the context of the extremely
volatile and dangerous conditions existing at the time of
occurrence, This was a fast moving, highly emotional action,
and the only two (2) eyewitnesses in a position to state
positively the facts which triggered the gunfire in the
rear of the store, died without making statements. Therefore,
there are numerous inconsistencies, in the statements of
both civilian and police witnesses.

Within the context'of these introductory statements, a
Legal Bureau attorney after thoroughly investigating this
matter on the basis of the witnesses' statements, statements
made by the perpetrators after their arrest, forensic reports,
physical evidence, a physical inspection of the scene and an
interview of the deceased store owner's nephew, has reconstructed
the shooting incident as follows:

Four perpetrators entered the store, one at a time, and
found the store owner and four other persons present. The now
deceased perpetrator, Angelo Fontanez, was armed with a sawed-
off rifle, which was recovered at the scene. The three other
perpetrators were armed with a shotgun, a pistol and kaife.
The two perpetrators with the firearms escaped and the one
with the knife was apprehended at the scene. Upon entering
the premises, the victims were all ordered to lay on the floor
while the owner was taken to a rear room by the perpetrator,
who was armed with the sawed-off rifle. The perpetrators believed
the store owner kept money in the back. While the robbery was
in progress, a 6th victim entered the store and was made to
join the others. Shortly thereafter a customer was denied
entrance to the store by one of the perpetrators. It was
this customer who made the 911 call of a "Robbery in Progress".
Also, it was determined that there was a silent alarm sent
from the store by the owner.
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The responding Police Officers were observed trying
to locate the exact location of the robbery and this enabled
two of the perpetrators to escape taking their firearms
with them. The remaining two perpetrators were alerted
to the police presence but were unable to exit the premises.
The responding officers were confronted by one of the
perpetrators who pretended to be a victim and stated that
they were just robbed and that the robbers fled the scene.
This perpetrator attempted to pass the officer but was
detained. This action appears to have given the perpetrator
Fontanez who was holding the owner in the back of the store
an opportunity to fire a shot and made a dash towards the
front in an effort to escape. It also appears that the owner
had his licensed handgun secreted in the rear room and
during the distraction, he grabbed his gun and fired a few
shots at Fontanez, one of which hit Fontanez in the back.
The Police Officers not being able to distinguish the shots
and motivations for them, interpreted this action as being
shots ULred at them from the rear of the store. This
assessment by the officers was fortified by the fact that one
officer who was actually cut by flying glass shouted out that
he was hit. The Police Officers then fired multiple shots.
This was an instantaneous reaction. The perpetrator, Fontanez,
maybe hot even knowing that he had been hit in the back,
dropped the rifle near the middle section of the store and
ran back to the back room of the store for cover. While
this was happening, some officers transmitted a call for
help indicating that an officer had been shot. It should
be kept in mind that this is a rapid sequence of events.
At this time Fontanez was seeking cover in the rear room
unaware of the fact that the owner had a gun. The owner
hastily unloaded and reloaded while the perpetrator, Fontanez,
was seeking a way out of the rear room. The owner fired two
rounds into Fontanez at a very close range. The officers
hearing gunfire coming from the rear of the store again
,belibved that they were under attack, fired several more rounds
towards the back of the store. All of the action occuring
between Fontanez and the owner took place right around the door
of the rear room. The darkened light conditions made the
muzzle flash highly visible and this led to the police officers'
restrospective statements that they had actually seen a hand
pointing the gun at them. The mortally wounded perpetrator,
Fontanez, staggered towards the door and collapsed while
the owner,. gun in hand, became visible at the door. One of
the officers, upon seeing the perpetrator Fontanez staggering
out shouted "here he comes", several shots were fired by the police
officers and at this point, the officer whose bullet was later
identified as the one which killed the store owner stated,
"I looked up and saw a man with a gun in his hand, I fired
B shots and retreated". It is assumed that the owner Emanuel

*Hernandes, at that point in time was severely traumatized
by his ordeal and could not comprehend the danger of attempting
to exit the rear room with a gun in his hand. It should
further be noted that Emanuel Hernandez' last intelligence
with respect to the action in the front of the store was
that there were several robbers out there armed with guns.
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It is conceivable that he was not entirely sure that
the police had control of the front since he probably
did not associate the gunfire in the front of the store
as a reaction to his firing in the rear.

It should be noted that although this incident
at various times, has been described as a hostage
situation, it was actually an aborted robbery which
developed into an attempted escape from the scene by
the two trapped robbers. This attempted escape was
defeated by two condiitons which were independently
acted out and actually contributed to the tragic results.
That is, the perpetrators attempted to flee the scene by
commingling with the victims and through firing a shot
to create confusion. The police responsewas to assume
a tactical position which would provide the cover for
themselves and afford for the removing of victims and
suspects from the premises. Simultaneous with the police
response and action, the store owner, a pistol licensee
took immediate action to disable the armed robber, who
had been holding him at bay with a gun. It was a combination
of these three different objectives and the separate
reaction to each set of rounds fired which cause the demise
of the store owner.

Given these sets of circumstances, it is reasonable to
conclude that both the Police and the Pistol Licensee,
Hernandez, acted and reacted reasonably. The absence of
any single variable in the whole incident could have produced
a completely different result.

The statements taken from each of the eyewitnesses
immediately after the shooting varied on several points.
However, each witness confirmed that the police did not
initiate the'shooting but did respond to shots fired in
the rear of the store.

A New York County Assistant District Attorney responded
to the scene and initiated his investigation immediately.
Based upon all of the information available, he concluded that
it would not be necessary to present this case to the Grand
Jury, noting that the trial and conviction of the surviving
perpetrators was a sufficient public record of the incident.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board reviewed this matter
and found the shooting did not violate Department guidelines.
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CASE OF ROBERT GREENE (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed after pointing a firearm at a pursuing police officer.

On March 31, 1981, at approximately 10:40 P.M. Police
Officers John Mayer and Carol Esserman while on duty in
an unmarked department auto responded to a radio call of
"Two men with guns" at 3206 Third Avenue, Bronx, New York.
Upon arriving at the scene, the officers approached ,a
parked car with two occupants. As they approached the
vehicle, they heard a shot from within the vehicle, which
then abruptly lurched forward at excessive speed in the
direction of Officer Mayer, who was shouting "Police".
Officer Mayer Jumped back to avoid being struck by the auto.
He then observed an arm extended from the passengers side
with a gun pointing at him. Officer Mayer then fired five
rounds from his service revolver at the vehicle, which was
approximately five to seven feet from him. The vehicle
continued a short distance and then crashed into a storefront.

Robert Greene, a 48 year old black man, alighted from
the vehicle on the passenger side and pointed a handgun in
the direction of Police Officer Hayer. Officer Mayer dis-
charged two rounds from his off duty revolver. Mr. Greene
then ran from the scene with Police Officer Esserman in
pursuit. Officer Mayer then arrested the female operator
of the vehicle, who had a gunshot wound in the right elbow.

Police Officer Esserman, continuing in pursuit of Mr.
Greene, observed him stop,. turn and face her, pointing what
appeared to be a handgun in her direction. Officer Esserman
discharged one round from her off duty revolver at Mr. Greene,
who turned and continued running.' Officer Esserman lost
sight of him but determined that he entered a nearby tavern.
He was found dead on the floor of the bar. A search of the
area failed to uncover a gun.

Police Officer Esserman was indicted by the Bronx Grand
Jury in May of 1981 for Criminally Negligent Homicide.
Police Officer Mayer was indicted by the same Grand Jury for
Assault in the second degree.

Both officers were acquitted after a non-Jury trial.

The Firearms Discharge Review Board found the shooting
to be within Department guidelines.

Both officers received disciplinary charges and were
suspended at the time of indictment. After they were found
not guilty of the criminal charges and after a thorough
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investigation by the Department, the disciplinary charges
were dropped upon motion of the Department Advocate.

The deceased had been arrested twenty-seven times dating
back to 1958.

CASE OF SYLVESTER ELLIS (C. Vernon Mason)

Killed by Correction Officer while resisting arrest for
Burglary of residence.

At approximately 7:35 P.M. on April 11, 1981, Correction
Officer Philip Mistretta, while off duty, was visiting his
father's residence on Conklin Avenue, Brooklyn. As he
entered the side door and stepped into the landing, he
heard someone slam the inside kitchen door. He also heard
scuffling and running noises from the rear bedroom. The
officer then ran to the yard at the rear of the house,
positioning himself near the bedroom window where two or
more suspects exited. He identified himself as a Police
Officer. He was then Jumped and knocked to the ground
by the suspects who began kicking and punching him. At
that point the officer managed to draw his revolver and
fire two shots at the silhouettes. As the suspects attempted
to escape over the fence in the rear yard the deceased,
Sylvester Ellis, a 17 year old black youth, fell dead on
the fence as a result of a gun shot wound. The other
suspect or suspects escaped.

On the person of the deceased was found a smoking pipe
which belonged to the officer's father.

The case was presented to the Kings County Grand Jury,
which voted No True Bill. The Department of Correction,
after investigating, exonerated the officer from any wrong-
doing. The deceased had two previous felony arrests wherein,
he was adjudicated a Youthful Offender and another arrest
which was pending at the time of his death.

CASE OF CAMERON DASHIELL (C.Vernon Mason)-

Killed while choking an officer with his nightstick.
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On June 28, 1981 at approximately 1:20 A.M., Transit
Police Officer Allen Gianfortune responded to a request
by a Transit Conductor to remove a sleeping man from a
train. The officer went into the car and tapped the man,
Cameron Dashiell, a 28 year old black man, on the leg with
his nightstick in order to awaken him. Dashiell awakened
and then went back to sleep. The officer then tapped him
on the arm with the stick and the subject stood up and
asked the officer, "Why did you hit me?". The officer
responded that he didn't hit him and advised him to leave
the train. The subject then put his hands to the officer's
face in a karate stance and started comin. towards him.
The officer then held his stick in a defensive position and
at the same time requested assistance over his walkie talkie.

At this point, the officer backed up as Dashiell kept
coming with his hands waving in the officer's face. Dashiell
then lunged and grabbed the officer's stick with both hands,
twisting the officer around, causing the officer to lose
control of the nightstick. At this point the officer's
stick was beipg used to choke him and the officer removed
his gun and advised him to drop the stick. Dashiell responded
by telling the officer "you're not going to do a thing". He
then pulled the officer around and started to push down with
the stick in the officer's throat. At this point, the officer
placed the gun into Dashiell's mid-section and fired twice.
Dashiell died in the operating room at Beekman Downtown Hospital.

The officer va treated at St. Vincent's Hospital for
injuries to his arms, back and neck and then released.

The Grand Jury voted No True Bill. The Transit
Authority Police Department found no misconduct -on the
part of the officer.

The subject had 2 previous felony adsault arrests
and one misdemeanor arrest for Criminal Possession of a
firearm and a knife.

CASE OF MACKENZE DESIR (C.Vernon Mason)

Killed by officer during the commission of a burglary.

Police Officer Vincent F. Adinolfi and his partner P.O.
John T. Sherman, on September 1, 1981 at approximately 5:30 A..
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responded to a radio call of a signal "10-31 (Burglary
in Progress), four or five youths trying to get into
3423 Church Avenue." They were the first officers on
the scene. They immediately made an arrest of a black
youth exiting the .front of the store.

Sgt. Stephan Jordan and P.O. John P. Leahy responded
as backup. While Sgt. Jordan and P.O. Sherman took
custody of the first youth, P.O.'s Leahy and Adinolfi
entered the premises (a small grocery store). A second
black youth was located and arrested by P.O. Adinolfi who
passed him outside to Sgt. Jordan. P.O. Adinolfi continued
searching towards the front. The store was dark with some
light coming in from the street. The grocery store has
narrow aisles crowded with merchandise.

P.O. Adinolfi was confronted in the rear of the
store by a third individual, later identified as Mackenze
Desir, a 15 year old black youth. Desir approached the
officer with what appeared to be a shiny object in his
right hand which the officer believed to be a knife raised
in a thrusting position.

P.O. Adinolfi had his gun drawn and ordered the subject
to "drop it", and to "stop". He then backed away from Desir
until he could back up no further. Desir continued towards
him and P.O. Adinolfi fired one shot which resulted in
Desir's death.

P.O. Lekhy, who was in the front of the store at this
time stated that he heard P.O. Adinolfi say either "drop
it" or "stop it", and almost immediately thereafter he heard
a shot.

There was no knife or shiny bbject found on the deceased
or on the floor area around his body. A knife and two rolls
of coins were found in a toilet bowl within a bathroom near
where Desir had fallen.

Mackenze Desir had previously been arrested as a juvenile
delinquent twice for Burglary, and once for an Attempted
Burglary, Criminal Mischief and Possession of Marijuana.

The second accomplice, an 18 year old, had been previously
arrested 7 times: once for Robbery, once for Attempted Robbery,
once for Attempted Grand Larceny Auto and Possession of Burglar's
Tools,once for Trespassing, and, three times for Burglary.

The third accomplice, a fifteen year old had been
arrested for Robbery and Forced Theft; Burglary 2nd degree,
Assault 2nd, Possession of a Noxious Material (Mace) and
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Possession of a Knife, and attempted Burglary and Criminal
Mischief.

No CCRB Complaint was filed. The Grand Jury reviewed
the matter and voted "No True Bill". The Firearms Discharge
Review Bo6ard determined that the member concerned discharged
his firearm in accordance with Department Policy.

CASE OF GARY BECTON (C.Vernon Mason)

Transit Police Officer, while shooting at fleeing suspects,
hit and killed an innocent bystander.

On September 4, 1981 at 8:45 AM. Gary A. Becton,a 26 year
old black man, was shot by Transit Police Officer Marvin
Zeigler, a 34 year old black officer in front of 1010
Eastern Parkway, within the confines of the 71st Precinct,
Brooklyn, New York.

Officer Zeigler was on duty and in uniform at the IRT
subway station located at Eastern Parkway and Schenectedy
Avenue, Brooklyn. He observed two black men attempt to
remove a wallet from the right hand pocket of a man who was
entering a turnstile. When the victim shouted to the
officer, the perpetrators ran up the subway stairs toward
the street. Officer Zeigler chased after them. He saw
silver objects in their hands.

When Officer Zeigler got to the street, he shouted
for them to stop. One of the men turned toward Officer
Zeigler with a silver object in his hand. The officer fired
one shot from his off duty revolver which missed the.suspect.
The suspects escaped.

Mr. Becton who was riding his bicycle on Eastern Parkway
was struck in the head by the bullet fired by officer Zeigler.
Mr. Becton was taken to Kings County Hospital where he was
pronounced dead.

- The victim of the subway incident could not state whether
his assailants possessed a firearm and none was recovered be-
cause they escape%1.

This case was reviewed by the Kings County Grand Jury
which voted "No True Bill".

Department disciplianry action was brought by the New
York City Transit Authority. Officer Zeigler was found
guilty of endangering innocent victims by his use of the
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firearm on September 4, 1981. He was suspended for 44 days
without pay.

CASE OF LAMONT HEYWOOD (C. Vernon Mason)

Claims he was assaulted by Police Officers who arrested him
for Criminal Possession of a Weapon.

On September 15, 1981, at approximately 8:20 P.M. Police
Officers Alfred E. Smith, Harold Lanigan, and Kenneth Peterson,
all in plainclothes and assigned to the 7th Precinct Anti-
Crime Unit, responded to a radio dispatch of "female calls
for help". When they arrived at the scene, a black man,
later identified as Lamont Heywood, began to run and was
chased by Officers Lanigan and Peterson. During the chase,
Officer Peterson saw Mr. Heywood throw what appeared to be
a gun into a vacant lot. Mr. Heywood was apprehended approxi-
mately two blocks away and brought back to the lot where
a gun was found. Mr. Heywood was then brought to the 7th
Precinct for arrest processing.

Mr. Heywood subsequently filed a complaint with the
New York County District Attorney's Office that while being
transported to the Station House he was beaten by the officers
and also in the 7th Precinct Station House where he had an
electric toothbrush inserted into his mouth, which cut both
sides of his mouth and his tongue.

After careful investigation the Manhattan District
Attorney's Office found there was not sufficient evidence
to proceed. Physical and medical evidence did not corro-
borate Mr. Heywood's claim. Mr. Heywood's statements to
the four doctors who treated him were inconsistent and
did not support his allegation. There is no record that
Mr. Heywood at any tine while in the criminal Justice system,
asked for medical attention. Mr. Heywood also made in-
consistent statements to two assistant prosecutors who
interviewed him. The U.S Justice Department is currently
reviewing this case.

CASE OF LORNA EARL

Punched by officer after she bit him on the hand.
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On September 21, 1981 at 11:00 P.M. Officer Oxley
accompanied by two other officers, all in uniform, responded
to 1504 Sheridan Avenue, Bronx, to execute a family court
warrant for the arrest of one James Earl, on the complaint
of his former wife, who was present with the officers.

Upon knocking on Mr. Earl's door and announcing the
purpose of their visit, Lorna Earl, Mr. Earl's present
wife, refused to open the door and challenged the officers
to knock the door down. The officers after attempting to
persuade Mrs. Earl to open the door, pushed the door open
and entered the apartment. Mrs. Earl began to scream at
the officers as they searched the apartment for Mr. Earl.
During this search, Mrs. Earl ripped a telephone from a
wall. After determining that Mr. Earl was not in the
apartment, the officers began to leave. At this time,
Mrs. Earl struck Officer Oxley with the phone. When the
officer raised his arm to remove the phone from Mrs. Earl's
grasp, she bit him on the hand. The officer then struck
her and placed her under arrest. The Officer's rendition
of the facts is supported by Mr. Earl's former wife and
the building superintendent, who were present at the time
of the occurrence.

Police Officer Oxley was treated at Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center for the bite wound.

Mrs. Earl was arrested for assault in the Second
Degree. No disposition of the case is available due to
the court record being sealed.

The matter was investigated by CCRB and the allegations
were unsubstantiated.

No disciplinary action was taken against the officers.

CASE OF "BLUES BAR" (Alan Roskoff)

Complaint that officers damaged a bar and assaulted black
patrons.

A number of complaints received by the Police Department
alleged that on September 29, 1982 at about 11:00 P.H.,
several uniformed police officers entered the "Blues" Bar
at 264 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. These officers are
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alleged to have assaulted patrons and employees of the
bar and to have taken money and other property. These
same officers threw bar stools, turned over a pool
table, broke liquor bottles, glasses, mirrors, and
caused extensive damage to the bar.

A review of the F.A.T.N. communications printout
indicates that at 10:55 P.M. "911" received a call from
a male complaining that two blacks assaulted him and threw
him out of the "Blues" Bar. Three Midtown Precinct South
Sector cars and a foot patrolman responded. Two minutes
later, 10:57 P.M., a signal "10-13" (assist patrolman)
was called over the air and five 14idtown Precinct North
cars, including one sergeant, responded. At 11:00 P.M.

"no further assistance" was called over the air; and by
11:03 P.M. eight minutes after the first call to 911,
police units were resuming patrol.

The first two police officers to arrive on the scene,
Police Officer Manuel Gomez and Police Officer Thomas
Monroe, both of MTS Precinct, were injured while trying
to break up a figbt between two unidentified black men
but were unable to identify those who injured them.

Sixteen complainants who were interviewed were unable
to identify conclusively,officers who were at the scene.
One complainant, Arnold Doreen Williams did identify Police
Officer Auer and his partner who denied ever responding to
"Blues" Bar. No other officers interviewed could place Auer
or his partner at the scene.

A total of 50 police officers were interviewed. Nineteen
officers stated they responded to the "Blues" Bar but never
entered the bar. Eleven officers admitted entering the bar
but denied using any force or damaging any property.

This case is still under active investigation by Internal
Affairs Division.

CASE OF HENRY WOODLEY (Rev. Daughtry)

Killed while armed with a knife as he ran towards police
officer.

On January 9, 1983 at 12:15 A.M., Henry Woodley, a
23 year old black man was shot and killed by Housing Authority
Sgt. Gary Commer.

Gwen Woodley, sister of the deceased, ran into a Housing
Police facility stating that 5 or 6 black men were beating up
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another DiacK man. The desk officer, Lt. Carl Cruickphank
along with Sgt. Gary Commer and off duty Housing Police
Officer John Cimilluca responded to the front of 1390 5th
Avenue, within the confines of the 28th Precinct. Upon
arriving at the scene they observed a number of persons
engaged in a fight. As the officers moved towards the
fight those involved stopped fighting and started to run
away in various directions. Two of the men involved in
the fight started to run in the direction of Sgt. Commer.
The first was unarmed, but was being chased by the second
man who had a knife in his hand.

Sgt. Corner shouted to the man with the knife, Henry
Woodley, to stop. When Woodley did not stop, Sgt. Commer
fired three shots, striking him twice, causing his death.
A carpet knife with a black handle which Woodley was holding
was recovered at the scene.

Several civilian witnesses corroborated many aspects
of the police account of the incident. At least two of the
witnesses observed Woodley with a knife in his hand and no
witness said Woodley did not have a knife.

On February 24, 1983 the New York County Grand Jury
voted "No True Bill".

The Housing Authority after investigation concluded
the firing was pursuant to Department Guidelines.

CASE OF LARRY PEOPLES

Complaint that five officers threatened him with a gun,
wrongfully arrested him in connection with a drug raid,
and forced his one year old son to stay unattended in a
van for several hours.

At approximately 1:00 P.M. on February 17, 1983, members
of the Narcotics Division effected 18 arrests, seized nine
handguns, a sawed-off shotgun, almost $30,000 and approximately
430 pounds of marijuana at 971 Anderson Avenue, in the Bronx.

Larry Peoples was observed "steering" people into a
building which was under observation by Narcotics Officers.
He was one of four observed "steerers". He was observed
entering a van just north of the premises in question, and
remained there until the raid was made.
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When Larry Peoples was placed under arrest for acting
in concert with othereselling marijuana, he resisted
arrest by knocking two officers to the ground causing
them minor injuries. As a result he was additionally
charged with Felonious Assault and Resisting Arrest.

On March 30, 1983, one Carol Peoples sent a letter
of complaint to the Attorney General's Office, which
forwarded it to CCRB. CCRB has made numerous attempts
to interview Peoples without success. Mr. Peoples contacted
CCRB on September 21, 1983 and stated that on advice of
counsel, he would not make any statements. Mr. Peoples'
criminal case is still pending for misdemeanor Assault and
Resisting Arrest. CCRB still has an active investigation
on this case. The U.S. Justice Department is currently
reviewing this case.

CASES OF LARRY DAWES (Cora Gibson)

Subject was involved in a fatal accident while being pursued
by police.

At 11:40 P.M. on March 16, 1983, Larry Dawes, a 20
year old black man was fatally injured in an accident. The
deceased was the operator of a motorcycle which was being
pursued by an RMP for passing a steady red light. The motor-
cycle crashed into a parked vehicle and Dawes was killed
and a passenger, Corey Gibson, a 20 year old black was
injured. Gibson claimed that the pursuing RMP bumped the
motorcycle causing the crash. This matter was investigated
by NYPD Highway Unit and the Accident Investigation Squad.
Their forensic findings, which were testified to at subsequent
Grand Jury proceedings, indicated no consistency of damage
between the motorcycle and the RMP. The sole civilian
witness testified that she did not observe contact between
the RMP and motorcycle.

The Brooklyn Grand Jury after hearing testimony from
these witnesses voted "No True Bill".

A complaint was filed with C.C.R.B. which is currently
under investigation. The U:S. Justice Department is currently
reviewing this case.
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CASE Or REV. LEE JOHNSON (Dr. Shriver & C. Vernon Mason)

Subject claims unnecessary force was used against him to
effect an arrest.

On April 30, 1983 at 7:40 P.M. at 127th Street and Lenox
Avenue, Police Officers Teller and Messina on duty and in
uniform stopped Rev. Johnson for operating a vehicle with
no front license plate. When asked for his license and regis-
tration Rev. Johnson refused and began shouting and using
abusive language. A crowd began gathering and the officers
informed him that he was under arrest. Rev. Johnson refused
to leave the vehicle and swung his fist at P.O. Teller. The
crowd became more unruly and the officers called a 10-13
(officer needs assistance) on their radio. The officers
removed Rev. Johnson from the vehicle as other radio cars re-
sponded. Sgt. Longhran arrived and assisted Police Officers
Teller and Messina in cuffing the prisoner and placing him
in an RMP. At the time, bottles were being thrown at the police
officers and one individual, Roderick Mitchell, was shouting
to the crowd, "Don't let them take the brother Let's get
t'--'" 'irck Mitchell was arrested for obstructing govern-
ff

CASE OF REV. LEE JOHNSON

Rev. Johnson made no claim of injury to police officers on thescene# at the stationhouse, or during the booking process. TheDepartment has no records indicating an injury to him. Whe
Rev. Johnson publicly stated he had be injury e
a hospital, the Department asked him to waive hiscndentiatprivf-g wit waesnz confidentialityprivilege with respect to any hospital records. He refused, and
has repeatedly declined to cooperate with the Department's attempts
to obtain his version of the incident in question.

CASE OF CORNELIA MUAMBA/EMILIA BARKMAN (Laura Blackburne)

Civilian Complaint against Transit Police Officers alleging
discourtesy.

Cornelia Muamba, a black woman, 48 years of age, filed
a complaint with the Transit Authority Civilian Complaint
Unit alleging discourtesy and injury caused by two Transit
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Authority Officers, -Ronald Bauman and Harry rom, of
Transit District No. 3 on May 18, 1983 at 4:00 P.M.,
at the IND Subway Station at 125th Street and 8th Avenue.

Ms. Muamba had observed the two Transit officers
confront a black youth and female companion because the
man had failed to pay the required fare. Ms. Muamba
interceded on behalf of the youth indicating that she
would pay the fare for him. After a summons was issued
to the youth, M. Muamba states the officers told her to
mind her own business, and that when she replied in a
discourteous way she was arrested for disorderly conduct.

Ms. Muamba claimed an injury to the right side of
her face as a result of being thrown against the wall
in the station.

Ms. lanta Washington, a 23 year old woman, telephoned
the Civilian Complaint Unit and stated she witnessed an
incident in which two white police officers had *lapped
a handcuffed black woman in the face. Ms. Washington
did not witness any activity between the officers and
the black youth, nor did she hear any profanity.

Transit Civilian Complaint Unit did not substantiate
the allegations made against the two police officers
because of "doubt as to whether what the witness reportedly
observed actually occurred", as the complainant never
alleged that she was slapped by either officer.

CASE OF ERNEST WRIGHT (Appeared in Person)

White Police Sergeant alleged to have made discourteous
remark at the scene of complainants wife's death; and of
assaulting him.

On June 5, 1983 at approximately 7:15 P.M. Billie Jay
Wright, a black woman jumped or fell to her death from a
6th floor window at her residence, on Ocean Avenue, Brooklyn.

Mr. Wright states that when Sgt. John Moscio arrived
at the scene, along with an ambulance and other police units,
he remarked to another police officer in words to the effect
that "he probably pushed her".

37-501 0 - 84 - 10
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Mr. Wright stated that when he heard this remark,
he called the Sergeant an "insensitive bastard" and
went for him. As he did so, he alleges the Sergeant
kicked him in the stomach and that an unidentified Police
Officer placed a choke hold on him. As many as nine
uniformed police officers may have been on the scene at
the time.

Mr. Wright first omplained to CCRB on July 26, 1983.

One witness, a Long Island Railroad Police Officer
has thus far been interviewed. He heard Sergeant Moscio's
remark and confirms that Wright went toward the Sergeant.
Although there was a struggle the witness did nct see
Sgt. Moscio kick Wright. T

This had been a CCRB conciliation case but has been
re-classified because additional witnesses have been
located. The case has been reassigned and is currently
pending, awaiting the interview of additional witnesses.

CASE OF HERBERT WOODS (C. Vernon Woods)

Complains that officers used obscene language and struck
him on side of the face, breaking his eyeglasses.

On June 7, 1983, at approximately 12:30 A.M. Police
Officers Paul Dellacona and James Jordan of the 28th Precinct
were called to a fire scene by firemen to remove a disorderly
person. After the officers directed the disorderly person
to leave they entered their RMP but could not leave because
a vehicle pulled up and parked in front of them between two
fire trucks.

The operator of the vehicle identified himself as the
owner of the building. The officers asked him to move his
vehicle. He moved it about five feet where he left it double
parked, still blocking the RMP. Officer then arrested him
and removed him by RMP to the 28th Precinct where he was
issued three summonses (disorderly conduct, double parking
and obstructing traffic).

Mr. Woods, a 30 year old black man complained to CCRB
that the officer used obscene language towards him and struck
him on the side of his head causing his eyeglasses to break.
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CCRB investigators canvassed the area on three separate
occasions but could locate no witnesses. The complainant on
June 7, 1983 told investigators that there were no reliable
witnesses. A week later on June 16th, the complainant told
CCRB that his cousin had witnessed the incident and would
contact the investigators. He never did. After interviews
of the firemen on the scene, complainant and officers con-
cerned,as well as supervisors who were on the scene, CCRB
found no evidence to substantiate complainant's allegations.
Case Closed, UNSUBSTANTIATED. The U.S. Justice Department
is currently reviewing this case.

CASE OF P.O. WARENA BROWN (C.Vernon Masbn)

Female Black Police Officer alleges she was improperly
treated by a white female and oriental male officer.

Police Officer Brown, while off duty and:on Extended
Military Leave called 911 to report a Burglary on 6/9/83.
Investigation reveals that Officer Brown was uncooperative
with responding officers, after they had apprehended a sus-
pect she had pointed out. At the scene she recanted her
original idItification of the suspect and refused to
properly ide tify herself, and attempted to leave the area.
When the officers persisted in trying to secure her coopera-
tion she became belligerent and used obscene language,
drawing the attention of bystanders. The officers took her
into custody and removed her to the station house to avoid
an incident with the crowd.

The Commanding Officer, 67th Precinct,and representatives
from the P.B.A. and the Guardians Association were present
at the station house where P.O. Brown was properly identified
and permitted to leave.

Officer Brown complained to the Guardian's Association
at a later date that her five year old daughter was abandoned
on the street and that she was not allowed to converse with
a supervisor or make any telephone calls until one hour after
she was detained.

An investigation by Internal Affairs Division found
these allegations to be UNSUBSTANTIATED.
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CASE OF FRANCIS CHU (William Chong)

Complains he was beaten by arresting officers.

On July 19, 1983 at about 7:30 P.M., Francis Chu, a
20 year old oriental and a companion in his car, were
arrested for Reckless Endangerment, Felonious Assault,
Resisting Arrest, and disobeying a traffic control device
(stop sign).

Mr. Chu was observed by Police Officers Egan and
Sergio, who were assigned to an auto larceny vehicle,
pass a stop sign at 38th Street and Greenpoint Avenue.
The officers pursued Mr. Chu's vehicle for 23 blocks before
it crashed into a wall at Laurel Hill Blvd. and 43rd Street.
The officers' vehicle collided with a pole at that location.
Mr. Chu and his passenger were arrested. On August 4,
1983, Mr. Chu, through the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent
Association, complained to the Police Department that he
was beaten by officers. Mr. Chu's case is still pending
in the Queens Criminal Court. His companion's case was
dismissed by the prosecutor.

Numerous attempts have been made by the Assistant
District Attorney assigned to the case, and I.A.D. to
interview Mr. Chu concerning his allegations. Mr. Chu's
attorney has refused to allow his client to speak under
a polygraph test. The matter is still pending and a newly
assigned assistant prosecutor, I.A.D. and Mr. Chu's attorney
have agreed to meet and discuss a possible interview of Mr.
Chu.

This case remains ACTIVE, pending further investigation.

CASE OF FITZROY SHABAZZ/ROY JAMES (Appeared in Person)

Two white police officers allege black man attempted to
ram their RMP and assaulted them after they issued summonses
to him. Black man alleges officers held gun to his-head.

On July 19, 1983 at about 9:30 P.M. in fornt of 559 Utica
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, Police Officer James J. Malo
issued a Traffic summons to a black man, Roy Jamez (Fitzroy
Shabazz). P.O. Victor Nico was Officer Maio's partner
at the time.
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Approximately 10 minutes later in the vicinity of Utica
Avenue and Rutland Road, Roy Jamez (Fitzroy Shabazz)
attempted to ram their patrol car, and then he fled the
scene in his vehicle. Police Officers Maio and Nico chased
Shabazz in their patrol car and caught him at Schenectedy
and East New York Avenue where they allege Jamez (Fitzroy
Shabazz) assaulted them. He was placed under arrest for
Reckless Endangerment, 1st degree, Assault Second Degree
and Resisting Arrest. The criminal case against Jamez
(Shabazz) is still pending.

P.O. Maio received injury to his back and was treated
at Coney Island Hospital and released. Police Officer Nico
received injuries to his arm, hand, neck and back and was
treated at Coney Island Hospital and released. Jamez (Shabazz)
did not claim injury but alleged one of the Police Officers
held a gun to his head and called him names.

To date, no complaint has been filed with C.C.R.B.

CASE OF POLICE OFFICER CLARK (John Cousar)

Complains of being subjected to racial slurs and assaulted
by white officers.

Police Officer Roberts, male, white, assigned to the
101 Precinct and Police Officer Clark, female, black on
a summer detail at the 101 Precinct became involved in an
argument in the lounge of the Station House.

On July 25, 1983 at 8:15 P.M. Police Officer Clark
while on her meal period, was watching television when Police
Officer Roberts came into the lounge and changed the channel.
Officer Roberts told Officer Clark that if she joined the
Precinct's TV Club and paid dues she could watch whatever
she wanted on the club TV. Police Officer Clark then got up
and changed the channel back to what she had been watching.
Officer Roberts then changed it back to the baseball game
and was allegedly struck in the neck by Officer Clark.
Officer Roberts then turned and allegedly struck Officer
Clark in the mouth.

Officers in the next room heard an argument going on,
and went to the door of the lounge and observed Officer
Clark throw a metal chair at Officer Roberts from a distance
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of 5 - 8 feet and call him a "bastard". Officer Clark
picked up another chair and threw it at Officer Roberts
'striking him in the forearm. Officer Clark went to the
desk officer hollering, "I am not going to let that
white mother get away with this. Roberts hit
me and I want to make a complaint against him."

The Lieutenant interviewed both officers and observed
a cut on Officer Clark's lip. Officer Clark was treated
and released at St. John's Hospital. Officer Roberts was
treated and released at Penninsula Hospital.

Charges and Specifications have been preferred against
both officers for conduct unbecoming officers.

These Department charges are still pending.

CASE OF ROSEMARY STERRETT (Laura Blackburne)

Complains that Police stopped her at gunpoint and failed to
apologize.

Complainant states that on August 7, 1983, while
driving with a friend, her van was stopped by the police
somewhere around 40th Street in Manhattan. The officers
had guns drawn, spoke loudly and that Detectives and other
Police Officers searched her, her companion and the van.
While she understands that the officers might have had probable
cause, she states she was emotionally traumatized by the
incident, and that no apology was given to her.

The ease is presently being investigated by Sgt. Peter
Cullen, Patrol Supervisor, Midtown North Precinct, who was
on patrol on the date in question. He has spoken to the
complainant and as of October 3, 1983, had received and was
reviewing the Communication Unit tapes in connection with
the incident. Investigation is continuing.

*
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CASE OF DET. PHILLIP FRANCIS

Complaint of unnecessary force by officers mistaking him
as a criminal suspect and using racial slurs.

On August 9, 1982, Det. Philip Francis was assigned in
civilian clothes to Anti-Robbery Patrol in the Midtown Man-
hattan Area with Det. Louis Diaz, in a Department Taxi. At
approximately 10:10 P.M., they responded to a radio run
"Signal 10-30, Robbery in Progress man with a gun" at West
48th Street and Eighth Avenue. Upon arrival, Det. Diaz
assisted uniform officers from the Midtown North Precinct
subdue one suspect. Det. Francis gave chase on foot on West
48th Street to assist other uniform officers subdue a second
suspect. As Det. Francis ran towards an officer who was
frisking a black suspect, he was grabbed by other uniformed
officers who thought he might be an accomplice. An altercation
occurred between Det. Francis and the uniformed officers in
which he alleged he was choked, struck on the head and face
and hit on the back and side with nightsticks. Det. Francis
stated he had displayed his shield and announced his command
upon his arrival.

After the initial encounter, Det. Francis stated he began
to shout that he was hit only because he was black and that
he believed uniformed officers hit every black man until they
get the right one. He said he began to walk away and was
surrounded by a group of uniformed officers, one of whom said
"I'd like to punch you in your black mouth". Det. Francis
said he challenged this individual to a fight and started toward
him,when he was again grabbed and choked from the rear. Det.
Francis later told investigators from Central Robbery and MSA-FIAU
he might be able to identify the individual who said "I'd like
to punch you in your black mouth". He was unable at the time
of the interview to add any information relative to shield
numbers, RMP numbers or physical descriptions of the officers
involved, except to say they were all white. It was noted by
Captain Fitzpatrick, who prepared the confrontation situation
report on October 4, 1982, a day after the incident, there was
no outward manifestation of the claimed injuries to the head
and face of Det. Francis. The detective, according to statements
taken from his immediate supervisor, refused medical assistance
more than once on the actual date of the incident. The next day
Det. Francis did complain of injury and related pain, and was
found by one District Surgeon to have sustained "contusion scalp,
traumatic myositis neck and back". The officer was returned to
duty on August 18, 1982.
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Det. Diaz, his partner, states he saw Det. Francis
struggling with uniformed officers and that he immediately
ran to them shouting that Francis was a police officer. He
Confirm that a verbal dispute arose and that another scuffle
ensued. Det. Diaz did not hear anyone say "black mouth",
nor did he interpret this incident to be racial. Diaz
stated he did not see anyone strike his partner with a night-
stick or closed fist. He characterized it as a pushing and
struggling match.

Uniformed officers who were at the scene and involved
in the apprehension of the robbery suspect stated that
Det. Francis was intercepted and restrained by them but
that he was neither struck nor choked. They were aware
at some point in the altercation that he was a member of
the service. They state that a verbal dispute arose between
the detective and themselves following this disclosure but
none mentioned another scuffle taking place.

The initial investigation did not determine whether
or not Det. Francis was wearing a police armband and/or
a shirt with police insignia attached as noted in records
maintained by the Guardians Society. As recently as a
month and a half ago, Det. Francis in a telephone conversation
with Sgt. Mollica, PBMS-FIAU stated that he was wearing an
armband denoting the color of the day at the scene of the
incident. However, this factor was never looked into during
the initial investigation.

Det. Diaz, Det. Francis' partner, was contacted on
October 4, 1983. He Stated he was not wearing any armband
at time of the incident because he said he believed the color
of the day was pink and there were no such colored armbands
available. He doesn't recall whether Det. Francis was wearing
an armband or a shirt with police insignia. He does recall
that the shirt worn by Det. Francis was a sweat shirt type
as his shield was underneath this type of garment and worn
around his neck.

The departmental investigation was closed since there
was no substantial evidence of this being a racial incident.
It was characterized as a case of mistaken identity.

CASE OF LINDA WOLF (C. Vernon Mason)

Complaint was made by third party that Ms. Wolf was beaten
by Transit Authority

At about 1:00 A.M. on August 13, 1983 at the 42nd Street
and 8th Avenue Station, Linda Wolfe, a 34 year old black
woman and 4 others were arrested for assault, disorderly
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conduct, resisting arrest and other charges. Ms. Wolf
had been holding the doors of the "A" train open when
she was told to either get on or off the train by Transit
Police Officer Michael Ross. A struggle involving P.O.
Ross and Ms. Wolf ensued. Four civilians attempted to
free Linda Wolf from Ross' grasp. Officer Ross arrested
all five assailants with help from another Transit Police
Officer, Riley. None of the prisoners were injured. P.O.
Ross received bite and scratch injuries and had to receive
medical treatment.

One civilian complainant testified about this case
before the Congressional Sub-Committee. No complaints
have been filed by any of the parties arrested nor anyone
else. Nor have any calls been received by CCRB concerning
the incident. One of the parties arrested was Sybil Long,
possibly a relative. She alleged Linda Wolf was beaten by
Transit Officers.

The matter is presently under investigation by the
Transit Authority Police Department as a result of the
testimony before the Sub-Committee.

Criminal charges against Ms. Wolf are still pending.

Correction: Linda Wolf was in fact injured. She sustained
a cut on the right side of the head requiring three stitches
to close, and a lump on the left side of the head. She was
treated and released at St. Clare's Hospital.

CASE OF MICHELE ROSS (Laura Blackbukn)

Complains officer was unnecessarily rough and refused to
identify himself.

Michele Ross, a black woman, filed a CCRB complaint
stating that on September 5, 1983, she attempted to transfer
from the train to the #49 bus without a transfer pass. A
verbal dispute ensued between her and the bus driver when
she refused to get off the bus.

Ms. Ross states that the driver left the bus and
returned with a Police Officer, who told her "Miss, you'll
have to wait for the next bus". She states that when she
refused, he removed her from the bus with unnecessary roughness
and when asked his name and shield number, the Police Officer
refused to identify himself, and left the scene.

This complaint is currently under inVestigation by CCRB.
The officer remains unidentified as neither the 103rd Precinct
nor NSU 19 (both of which cover the area in question) had officers
assigned to that post at the time in question. Additional investi-
gation is being made to locate and interview the bus driver.
Transit Authority Police Department and the Housing Authority
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Police Department are being contacted to see if they
had anypolice officer assigned to that post.

CASE OF DARNEL MURDOCK (Darnel Haurdaugh) (Laura Blackburn)

Civilian complaint by arrested person alleging Transit Officer
used racial slurs and unnecessary force.

On the 6th of September 1983 at approximately 5:15 P.M.
off duty Transit Police Officer John Vella was in his car at
the corner of Webster Avenue and Gun i1ll Road, Bronx, N.Y.
waiting for a red signal light to change, when his vehicle
was struck in the rear by a moped operated by Darnel Maurdaugh
a 23 year old black man.

Vella states that Maurdaugh approached the operator's
side of his vehicle and punched him in the face causing injury.
A fight ensued and Maurdaugh was arrested for Assault, Resisting
Arrest, Criminal Possession of a Controlled Substance in the
7th Degree and Leaving the Scene of an Accident. P.O. Vella
and Maurdaugh both received facial injuries and were treated
and released from a local hospital.

A witness to the incident confirmed the officer's state-
ments regarding the assault actions of Haurdaugh.

On September 12, 1983, six days after the original
incident Maurdaugh changed his story and stated Vella was
with another unidentified male passenger, and that both
individuals were drinking and intoxicated. Maurdaugh further
states Vella had pulled up to a red light and yelled racial
slurs to him. Maurdaugh says he responded in kind, whereupon
officer Vella reached out and slapped him. After the signal
light changed, the vehicles left. Approximately seven or
eight minutes later, Vella approached him on foot, punched
him in the mouth and menaced him with a gun. He states that
Vella did not identify himself as an officer, and that Vella
and his unidentified passenger both proceeded to strike and
kick him.

Maurdaugh produced four witnesses who support his story.

Mr. Maurdaugh has been arrested on approximatley 15
occasions in the past; nine felony arrests and six misdemeanor
arrests. These arrests include arrests for: Criminal Possession
Weapon; Criminal Possession of Weapon with Intent to Use; and
Assault.
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This matter is still under investigation by-the
Transit Police Civilian Complaint Review Board.

CASE OF MICHAEL STEWART (Rev. Daughtry)

Died in hospital 13 days after being arrested by Transit
Authority Officer for writing graffitti in the subway.

On September 15, 1983, Michael Stewart was arrested
on the lst Avenue, 14th Street BMT LL Station by a Transit
Police Officer for writing graffitti on the subway walls.
He bolted and ran up the stairs and was apprehended. Mr.
Stewart became violent and was subdued by a member of the
Transit Authority Police.

Mr. Stuart was brought to Bellevue Hospital for
psychiatric evaluation. Upon admission to the emergency
room, Mr. Stewart became comatose. He died on September 28,
1983.

The Manhattan District Attorney's Office is conducting
an investigation into the matter.
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CASE OF RUSSELL HARRIS (Rev. Daughtry)

The Rev. Daughtry in his testimony before the Congressional
Hearings cited a case where police called to the scene of
youngsters having an argument "commenced beating the black
teenagers while he and other friends screamed 'He is not
the one. He doesn't have the knife.'" Rev. Daughtry further
stated that all this was happening "while they watched a
white teenager, who was his friend screaming 'I have the knife,
here is the knife, stop beating my friend.' The police
officer continued to assault the teenager who then suffered
broken ribs, facial scars and body bruises."

At about 9:45 P.M., on July 13, 1983, P.O. Villahte and
Police Officer Celiberti, responded to a radio run complaint
of a disorderly group. Upon arrival Officer Villante was in-
formed by a woman that her son, a 13 year old black youth had
been menaced by two youths with a knife. The son pointed out
Russell Harris, a 17 year old black youth as one of them.
Officer Villante informed Harris that he was under arrest and
placed him, with his hands extended, against the radio car.
Harris told the Police Officer "I don't have a knife", and
pulled away from the officer, placing his hand in his rear
pocket. At this point, the officer struck him with his night-
stick because he believed that Harris was about to obtain a
weapon from his pocket and use it against him. Harris was
then forced to the ground and Officer Villante felt a hard
object in his rear pocket. When he placed his hand into the
pocket he cut his finger on a razor knife, with an exposed
razor, which was in the pocket.

During the altercation between Officer Villante and
Russel Harris, Keith Hodges, a 16 year old white youth,
appeared and waspointed out by the complainant as the one who
had placed the knife to his throat. Mrs. Ruth Riddi~k stated
that these boys had been physically menacing and threatening
her sone over the past three weeks. Both Keith Hodges and
Russel Harris were arrested for menacing and criminal possession
of a weapon. Harris was additionally charged with resisting
arrest. The criminal cases against both defendants were ad-
journed in contemplation of Dismissal.

Russel Harris was treated and released from Brooklyn
Hospital for bruised ribs and laceration above the right eye.

P.O. Villante was treated at Brooklyn Hospital for a
cut on the left thumb and a sprained middle finger and released.

Gloria Harris filed a CCRB complaint alleging that her
son was beaten by an officer after the officer cut his finger
on a knife which was in her son's pocket.

The case is currently under investigation by the Civilian
Complaint Review Board.
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CASE OF DAVID THORPE (Hector Soto)

Complaint that a number of Police Officers responded to
an incident and abused both husband and wife "without
regard".

At 10:40 P.M. on July 19, 1983, three uniformed
police officers observed a robbery in the vicinity of
8th Avenue and West 44th Street. The officers were able
to apprehend the perpetrator of the robbery and while
placing him under arrest, the complainant, David Thorpe,
attempted to interfere with the arrest by positioning
himself between the arrestee and the arresting officers.
The complainant shouted obscenities at the officer which
caused a crowd to collect. He also attempted to obtain
assistance from others who had gathered to prevent the
arrest. When placed under arrest he violently resisted
by kicking and punching at the officers. The arresting
officer suffered an injury to his right ankle requiring
medical treatment.

Mr. Thorpe was charged with the crimes of Felonious
Assault, Riot, Obstructing Governmental Administration,
Resisting Arrest and Disorderly Conduct.

At the time of the incident, Mr. Thorpe was not
injured nor did he request medical aid.

A complaint was made to the CCRB and is presently
under investigation. The CCRB has been attempting to
contact Mr. & Mrs. Thorpe without success. Their telephone
has been disconnected. A registered letter was accepted
by the Thorpes, but they have yet to contact CCRB for
interview purposes.

Mr. Thorpe has a previous criminal record of 3
felony and 4 misdemeanor arrests resulting in o felony
and 6 misdemeanor convictions.
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CASE OF YVONE LEON (Hector Soto)

Complainant states that while her sons were at home, three
Detectives came looking for her husband and searched the
apartment and took 2 pictures of her husband.

At approximately 11:00 A.M. on July 21, 1983, three
unidentified men entered the apartment of Julio Baez and
Yvone Leon. At the time of the incident Mr. Baez's2 sons,
ages 8 and 14, were home alone in the apartment. They des-
cribed the men as one Hispanic and two whites. The Hispanic
man told the boys that he was a police officer, but he did
not show any identification. The boys stated that they
looked through the apartment, but did not open any drawers.
They finally took two pictures of the father and left the
apartment.

An investigation of the incident was conducted by
CCRB. After interviewing Mr. Baez, Ms. Leon and the children,
Ms. Yvone Leon withdrew her complaint in writing. Mr. Baez
indicated that the three men who entered his apartment may
have been friends of his former wife, with whom he was having
difficulty.

A thorough search of Department records indicated that
there were no outstanding warrants for Mr. Baez nor was he
in any way the subject of police investigation.

CCRB has closed this case as a result of this investi-
gation.
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CASE OF JULIO CASTILLO (Hector Soto)

Complainant states that while he was driving home because
his wife was very ill, a police officer stopped him to
issue summonses and pulled his gun telling him not to move.
While he had his hands up, the police officer kicked him in
the stomach and he fell unconscious. Police Officer also
verbally abused him t the hospital and at the precinct
station house.

At approximately 4:00 P.M. on July 28, 1983, Police
Officer Edward Day and Police Officer Edwin Garcia, while
on Radio Motor Patrol observed Julio Castillo, a 41 year
old Hispanic man driving in an erratic manner and pass a
red light. The police officers pursued the subject in a
marked police vehicle with roof lights and siren operating.
The subject passed 3 additional red lights, 3 yield to
pedestrians and one stop sign. The pursuit lasted for
approximately 16 blocks when Mr. Castillo stopped his
vehicle in front of his house. Police Officer Garcia and
Police Officer Day, with his gun drawn and to his side,
approached the vehicle as the operator jumped from the
car. Police Officer Day ordered him to stop. When Mr.
Costello attempted to run, Police Officer Day believed that
he was attempting to flee or attack his partner. In an
effort to stop him, Police Officer Day kicked him from
the side, causing Mr. Castillo to fall to the ground and
cut his head on the edge of his open car door. It was not
until Mr. Castillo was on the ground and handcuffed that he
advised the officers that his wife was ill.

Upon learning that Mr. Castillo's wife may be ill,
another officer immediately went to his residence and
interviewed Mrs. Castillo. Mrs. Castillo informed the
officer that she had not called her husband and that she
was not ill and did not need medical attention.

In addition to receiving 10 summonses for the
traffic violation, Mr. Castillo was charged with re-
sisting arrest, disorderly conduct and harassment. He
was taken to the hospital by ambulance where he received
'S5 stitches and was released. Upon further inquiry by
the Police Officers as to the origin of the message for
medical assistance by the wife, Mr. Castillo stated that
he wears a telephone beeper and because it was activated,
he presumed that it was a message from his wife requiring
his assistance.

The CCRB is presently investigating this case
and it is still pending.

A. * * *
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CASE OF ELLIOTT HERNANDEZ (Hector Soto)

Hector Soto in his testimony before the Congressional
Committee complained that an Hispanic man "could not
move fast enough when he was instructed by a police officer
to remove himself from the front of the building."

At approximately 11:00 P.M., August 26, 1983, P.O.
Bunis was escorting a prisoner from the 52nd Precinct
to Central Booking. Outside the station house the officer
and prisoner were approached by Mr. Hernandez, a 29 year
old Hispanic male, who became abusive to the prisoner
because of a prior disagreement between them. The
officer advised Mr. Hernandez to go in the station house
if he had any business to conduct and if he didn't to
remove himself from the area. At this time, Mr. Hernandez
attempted to strike the officer with his fist. When
the officer attempted to place Mr. Hernandez under arrest,
he violently resisted. During the ensuing altercation,
Mr. Hernandez suffered a contusion to the right side of
his head. No weapons were used by the police. He was
charged with Attempted Assault, Obstructing Governmental
Administration and Resisting Arrest.

? No CCRB complaint was filed against the officer.
The criminal charges against Mr. Hernandez are still
pending.
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TWO UNKNOWN CASES: (Hector Soto)

In his testimony before the Congressional Committee,
Mr. Hector Soto referred to 2 cases wherein he charged
abuse of police authority. The first case was an incident
that occurred in 1981 where an 18 year old Puerto Rican
woman was in a pizza parlor while 3 police officers were
looking for a suspect and they decided that she was the
suspect. The other case concerned an unemployed Puerto
Rican mother of 6, who was the victim of an assault and
was arrested by the same officers to whom she went for
assistance.

A thorough search of Police Department records
failed to identify these cases.

Mr. Soto was contacted but refused to provide
the Department with any information concerning these
cases. Accordingly, pending further information, these
cases cannot be investigated.

37-501 0 - 84 - 11
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT McGUIRE
Commissioner McGuIRE. I believe these two exhibits conclusively

refute the allegation that systemic and pervasive brutality is a
characteristic of policing in New York City. On the contrary, I be-
lieve that a fair appraisal of both the public record and the daily
performance of the overwhelming majority of New York force dem-
onstrates beyond question professional restraint in the use of force
and racial sensitivity in dealing with all sections of the public.

In those cases where individual officers have not lived up to the
high standards of professional conduct, they have been aggressively
and appropriately disciplined.

I regret, Mr. Chairman, that the subcommittee has not conducted
its proceedings in a responsible manner. Your premature and po-
litically motivated judgment of the issue, Mr. Chairman, has reck-
lessly injured the reputation of this department. It may have polar-
ized our city. It has diverted the attention and energies of all of us
from real and constant source of fear in all of our neighborhoods,
especially in our minority neighborhoods, the fear of violent crime.

It may have injured the solidarity between our police officers and
those who live and work in these neighborhoods, a relationship
that has been the source of civic strength and pride.

When I leave office shortly, I will do so with the conviction that
the strength of the decency and good will of both our police officers
and all the citizens they serve is superior to the destructive conse-
quences of these proceedings.

I am prepared to answer any questions you may have after Chief
Bracey makes a brief statement.

Mr. CONYERS. All right. Chief Bracey.
Chief BRACEY. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Bracey, have you submitted your testimony?

Your first line is that the subcommittee already has my formal tes-
timony.

Chief BRACEY. We have extra copies.
[Prepared statement of William Bracey follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM R. BRACEY

MR. CHAIRMAN:

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ALREADY HAS MY FORMAL TESTIMONY. THIS

MORNING I WISH TO BRIEFLY EMPHASIZE SEVERAL POINTS MADE THF.IE,

I'M HERE TODAY AFTER ALMOST A YEAR AND A HALF OF PEACEFUL

RETIREMENT TO SHARE MY VIEWS THAT ARE THE RESULT OF MY EXPERIENCES

FROM PATROLMAN, THROUGH THE RANKS, TO CHIEF OF THE ENTIRE UNIFORM

FORCE. AS CHIEF OF PATROL DURING THIS ADMINISTRATION AS A.LONG-

TIME NATIONAL SUPPORTER AND ACTIVIST IN THE NAACP, AS A PAST

PRESIDENT OF THE GUARDIANS ASSOCIATION OF OUR DEPARTMENT, ASONE

OF THE FOUNDERS AND PRESENT EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL

ORGANIZATION OF BLACK LAW ENFORCEMENT EXECUTIVES (NOBLE), AND AS

A POLICE OFFICER WHO SERVED THIS CITY FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS, LI

APPROACH THE MATTER BEFORE YOU FROM A UNIQUE AND HIGHLY'RELEVANT

PERSPECTIVE.

FROM THAT PERSPECTIVE I STATE, YES, THERE IS POLICE

BRUTALITY COMMITTED BY MEMBERS OF THE NYCPD ON CITIZENS OF THIS

CITY. THERE IS POLICE ABUSE OF AUTHORITY, DISCOURTESY AND ETHNIC

SLURS. THERE IS NO QUESTION ABOUT IT. HOWEVER, I CAN-ALSO STATE. -

UNEQUIVOCALLY THAT POLICE BRUTALITY, ABUSE OF AUTHORITY, DISCOURTESY

AND ETHNIC SLURS ARE NOT WIDESPREAD, ARE NOT CONDONED AND ARE NOT

SYSTEMIC. I AM ALSO CERTAIN THAT A GREAT DEAL OF PROGRESS HAS

BEEN MADE BY THE DEPARTMENT IN THE PAST DECADE IN DEALING WITH

THESE PROBLEMS.

I AM ALSO AWARE OF THE FACT THAT MOST OF THE PEOPLE

DIVIDED BY THIS CONTROVERSY OF POLICE BRUTALITY ARE PEOPLE OF

INTEGRITY AND GOOD WILL. THE REASON THEY ARE DIVIDED IS BECAUSE

OF THEIR PERSONAL BACKGROUNDS, PERSONAL EXPERIENCES, THEIR

INTERPRETATIONS OF THE FACTS, AND THE WEIGHT GIVEN TO THOSE FACTS,
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AND THE WEIGHT'GIVEN TO THOSE FACTS. FACTS SUCH AS: "THE NEW

YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT WHEN COMPARED WITH THE PERFECT

POLICE DEPARTMENT HAS A LOT OF ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT." HOWEVER,

THE NYCPD WHEN COMPARED WITH OTHER POLICE DEPARTMENTS, DOES

VERY WELL AND IS FAR OUT IN FRONT OF MOST POLICE DEPARTMENTS

IN DEALING WITH POLICE VIOLENCE, DEADLY FORCE AND ABUSE OF

AUTHORITY. WHEY DOESN'T THE NYCPD COME CLOSE WHEN COMPARED

WITH THE PERFECT POLICE DEPARTMENT? BEACUSE LIKE ALL POLICE

DEPARTMENTS, THE NYCPD RECRUITS ITS POLICE PERSONNEL FROM THE

ADULT CITIZENS ;OF OUR CITY, STATE, AND NATION AND UNFORTUNATELY,

THIS NATION HAS; DEVELOPED A RACIST SOCIETY. THEREFORE, ALL

POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN ORDER TO BE EFFECTIVE AND PROFESSIONAL MUST

OVERCOME THIS HANDICAP BY A SCREENING PROCESS INCLUDING PSYCHO-

LOGICAL TESTING, IN DEPTH RECRUIT TRAINING, IN SERVICE TRAINING,

STRINGENT RULES, REGULATIONS AND GUIDELINES, CLEAR POLICIES, AND

FOREMOST MUST HOLD ALL SUPERVISORS AND COMMANDING OFFICERS

ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE ACTIONS OF THEIR SUBORDINATES. THE NYCPD

DOES THIS YITW-A-IPASSION AND THAT IS WHY IT DOES SO WELL WHEN

COMPARED WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS, AND IS PROGRESSING SLOWLY BUT

VALIANTLY IN REDUCING THE GAP BETWEEN ITSELF AND THE PERFECT

POLICE DEPARTMENT.

IN ANY POLICE ORGANIZATION THERE WILL ALWAYS BE SOME

OFFICERS WHO ARE BRUTAL, RACIALLY INSENSITIVE OR PERSONALLY

PREJUDICED AGAINST ETHNIC, RACIAL OR RELIGIOUS MINORITIES. WHAT

IS ESSENTIAL IS THAT THE DEPARTMENT AND ITS LEADERSHIP UNRESERVEDLY

CONDEMN AND PUNISH SUCH ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR. THE NEW YORK CITY

POLICE DEPARTMENT UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF COMMISSIONER ROBERT J.

MCGUIRE ADOPTED SUCH A POLICY, AND MADE IT A CARDINAL FACET OF ITS

TRAINING, DISCIPLINE AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS.
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TESTIMONY OF
WILLIAM R. BRACY

RETIRED CHIEF OF PATROL
NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

New York City
July 18, 1983
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1 WAS THE CHIEF OF PATROL IN THE N.Y.C.P.1). FROM MARCH 23,
1979 TO JULY 15, 1982. I SUPERVISED THE PATROL SERVICES BUREAU

AND COMMANDED OVER J6,000 POLICE OFFICERS ANn 3,00 CIVILIANS

THAT COMPRISED APPROXIMATELY 70% OF THE PERSONNEL WITHIN THE

DEPARTMENT. PATROL SERVICES BUREAU HANDLED ALL TYPES OF POLICE

SERVICES PARTICULARLY THOSE PERFORMED BY UNIFORMED PERSONNEL.

I WORKED AS A POLICE OFFICER FOR THIRTY-SIX YEARS. I BEGAN

MY CAREER IN 1946, WORKING AS A POLICE OFFICER IN BEDFORD STUY-

VESANT, BROOKLYN. AFTER EIGHT YEARS I WAS PROMOTED TO SERGEANT

AND TRANSFERRED TO THE BOROUGH OF QUEENS, THEN A PREDOMINATELY

WHITE NEIGHBORHOOD. IN 1959 1 WAS PROMOTED TO LIEUTENANT AND

ASSIGNED AS A DESK OFFICER IN A PRECINCT ON TIHE EAST SIDE OF

MANHATTAN. IN 1970 1 WAS PROMOTED TO CAPTAIN AND IN 1971 WAS

A:.;IGNED AS COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE 32 PCT. IN CENTRAL HARLEM.

ONE YEAR LATER I WAS PROMOTED TO THE RANK OF DEPUTY INSPECTOR

AND IN 1973 WAS PROMOTED TO INSPECTOR AND RETURNED TO BEDFORD

STUYVESANT IN THE BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN. LATER IN 1973 1 WAS

PROM012D TO DEPUTY CHIEF, BECOMING SECOND IN COMMAND OF THE

POLICE FORCE IN BROOKLYN NORTH, A FORCE OF 2500 OFFICERS CHARrED

WITH SERVING A POPULATION OF APPROXIMATELY TWO MILLION PEOPLE.

ON JULY 1, 1977 1 WAS ELEVATED TO THE RANK OF ASSISTANT CHIEF

AND ASSUMED THE ROLE OF BOROUGH COMMANDER OF THAT AREA. ON

MARCH 23, 1979 1 WAS APPOINTED TO THE POST OF CHIEF OP PATROL

WHERE I REMAINED UNTIL I RETIRED.
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DURING MY CAREER I HAVE BELONGED TO A NUMBER OF PROFESSIONAL

I LAW ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONS. I WAS ONE OF THE FOUNDERS IN 1976

OF NOBLE, THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF BLACK LAW ENFORCEMENT

EXECUTIVES, AND FOR THREE YEARS SERVED AS ITS RECORDING AND

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY. PRESENTLY I SERVE AS NOBLE'S ASSISTANT

TO THE NATIONAL PRESIDENT AND AM A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL EXECU-

TIVE BOARD, ONE OF THE PURPOSES OF NOBLE IS "TO ESTABLISH

EFFECTIVE MEANS AND STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH RACISM IN THE
to

FIELD OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE.

I AM ALSO A MEMBER OF THE IACP, THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF CHIEFS OF POLICE. I SERVED ON ITS ARSON COMMITTEE, ANn HAVE

ADDRESSED IACP WORKSHOPS ON THE UNNECESSARY USE OF DEADLY FORCE,

USING THE N.YCP.D. AS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED BY

PROPER GUIDELINES WHILE AT THE SAME TIME HOLDING SUPERVISING

RANKING OFFICERS ACCOUNTABLE FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE GUInELINES.

I AM ALSO A LIFE MEMBER OF THE GUARDIANS ASSOCIATION, AN

ORGANIZATION OF BLACK POLICEMEN THAT I SERVED AS PRESIDENT OF

IN 1958 AND 1959.

COMMENCING IN 1980 I'VE PARTICIPATED AT THE REnUEST OF

MARTIN A. WALSH, REGIONAL DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE

OF THE DEPT. OF JUSTICE AS A CONSULTANT AND PANELIST AT VARIOUS

FORUMS AND WORKSHOPS. ON DECEMBER 9TH AND 10TH I PARTICIPATED

IN A TWO DAY WORKSHOP ON "POLICE USE OF FORCE" AND "REMEDIES TO

EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE" WHICH INCLUDED SUCCESSFUL METHODS USED
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BY THE N.Y.C.P.D. TO DEAL WITH THE UNNECESSARY USE OF FORCE BY

THE POLICE. THIS SEMINAR WAS HELD IN MERIDEN, CONN. AND WAS

ATTENDED BY CHIEFS OF POLICE AND FOUR MEMBERS OF THEIR COMMAND

STAFF ALONG WITH TEN COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVES FROM 14 CITIES

IN NEW ENGLAND. (11 FROM CONN., 2 FROM MASS., 1 FROM RHODE ISLAND.)

ON MAY 21, 1981 1 PARTICIPATED AT THE REQUEST OF MARTIN WALSH

OF C.R.S. - DEPT. OF JUSTICE AS A CONSULTANT AND RESOURCE PERSON

IN A FORUM IN LAWRENCE, MASS. THE WORKSHOP WAS SPONSORED BY THE

DEPT. OF JUSTICE AND THE CITY OF LAWRENCE AND INVOLVED "IMPROVING

RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CITY OF LAWRENCE AND THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY."

(SEE EXHIBIT A LETTER FROM MARTIN WALSH TO ME)

COMMENCING IN 1980 WITH THE APPROVAL OF P.C. ROBERT MCGUIRE,

I'VE WORKED AS A CONSULTANT AND EXPERT WITNESS FOR THE NAACP

LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND AT THEIR REQUEST. THIS WAS

DONE BECAUSE OF OUR MUTUAL CONCERN ABOUT THE ISSUE OF POLICE USE

OF DEADLY FORCE AND ITS EFFECT ON THE MINORITY COMMUNITY. I

HAVE GIVEN "EXPERT TESTIMONY" ON MANY OCCASIONS IN CASES IN THE

FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS INVOLVING MEMPHIS, TENN., SPRINGFIELD,

OHIO AND OTHER CITIES, USING N.Y.C.P.D. REGULATIONS, POLICIES,

TRAINING METHODS, ETC. RELATED TO THE USE OF DEADLY FORCE, STRESSING

THE INAPPROPRIATENESS OF LESS STRINGENT POLICIES, REGULATIONS

AND TRAINING. --(SEE EXHIBIT B - LETTER FROM NAACP, LEGAL DEFENSE

FUND TO P.C. MCGUIRE & ENDORSEMENTS, B-i ENDORSEMENT, B-2 LETTER

FROM NAACP TO ALDEMAN, CITY HALL, TORONTO - ONTARIO.)
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IN 1981 AT THE REQUEST OF THOMAS ATKINS, GENERAL COUNSEL, NAACP,

I SERVED AS A CONSULTANT AND ADVISOR ON THE NAACP PROJECT FOR THEIR

REGION V TRAINING INSTITUTE IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA. IN ATTENDANCE

WERE TWO NAACP LEADERS FROM MIAMI AND PENSACOLA, FLORIDA, BIRMINGHAM,

ALABAMA, JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI, MEMPHIS AND NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE,

GREENVILLE AND SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA AND CHARLOTTE, NORTH

CAROLINA. THE FOCUS OF THE SESSION WAS TO PROVIDE THIS CORE GROUP

WITH SUFFICIENT BACKGROUND INFORMATION TO ENABLE THEM TO WORK IN

THEIR RESPECTIVE COMMUNITIES ON THE PROBLEM OF POLICE VIOLENCE.

(SEE EXHIBIT - C - LETTER FROM MARTHA FLEETWOOD, NAACP TO CHIEF

BRACEY - AUG. 20, 1981.

MY TWO FOREMOST PRIORITIES UPON ASSUMING COMMAND OF THE 32ND

PCT IN 1971 WERE 1) COURTEOUS AND EFFECTIVE POLICE SERVICE,

2) HOLDING SUPERVISORY OFFICERS ACCOUNTABLE FOR THAT WHICH THEY HAD

AUTHORITY TO MONITOR, AND CONTROL. THESE PRIORITIES HAVE NEVER

CHANGED.

AS CHIEF OF PATROL 7 BORO COMMANDERS REPORTED DIRECTLY TO ME.

17 ZONE COMMANDERS REPORTED DIRECTLY TO THE BORO COMMANDERS AND 73

PRECINCT COMMANDERS REPORTED TO THE ZONE COMMANDERS. I PERSONALLY

ASSIGNED, TRANSFERRED AND MADE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROMOTION OF ALL

OF THESE COMMANDERS. I WAS AWARE OF THEIR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

AND HAD FORMAL AND INFORMAL MEANS OF ASSESSING AND EVALUATING THEIR

PERFORMANCES.
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MOST CONTACTS BY THE POLICE WITH PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY

AREMADE BY UNIFORMED POLICE OFFICERS ASSIGNED ON FOOT PATROL OR

IN RADIO CARS. THEREFORE, MOST CIVILIAN COMPLAINTS RELATED TO

POLICE VIOLENCE - ABUSE - DISCOURTESY - ETHNIC SLURS, ETC. ARE

AGAINST UNIFORM PERSONNEL. I WAS AWARE OF THE PROBLEM AS I SPENT

MOST OF MY 36 YEARS OF POLICE SERVICE AS A MEMBER OF THE UNIFORMED

PATROL SERVICES BUREAU AND AS CHIEF OF PATROL OF THE ENTIRE CITY

OF NEW YORK. I USED ALL OF MY AUTHORITY TO IMPROVE'CONDITIONS

BY HOLDING ALL COMMANDERS ACCOUNTABLE FOR ALL INCIDENTS IN THEIR

COMMANDS INCLUDING THE IMMEDIATE, PROPER AND EFFECTIVE INVESTIGATION -

OF EACH INCIDENT.

THERE WERE ALSO OTHER UNITS SUCH AS THE DEPARTMENTSINTERNAL

AFFAIRS DIVISION, TRIAL ADVOCATE OFFICE, FIELD INTERNAL AFFAIRS

UNITS THAT DID AN EFFECTIVE JOB IN SURFACING POOR AND IMPROPER

PERFORMING OFFICERS OF ALL RANKS.

DURING MY TENURE AS CHIEF OF PATROL I RE-STRUCTURED THE

INVESTIGATION & EVALUATION SECTION. I ASSIGNED AN INSPECTOR IN

COMMAND AND HAD INCIDENTS THAT I CONSIDERED OF HIGH PRIORITY,

INVESTIGATED BY THIS UNIT WITH THE INSPECTOR REPORTING DIRECTLY

TO ME. THIS INCREASED MY ABILITY TO DEAL QUICKLY AND EFFECTIVELY

WITH MANY PROBLEMS AND ALSO ASSURED GREATER INTEGRITY IN ALL

INVESTIGATIONS. •
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MY AUTHORITY AND INiFLUENCE EXTENDED IN MANY INSTANCES

BEYOND THE PATROL SERVICES BUREAU.

I WAS A MEMBER OF THE VIOLENCE PRONE COMMITTEE. THIS

COMMITTEE EVALUATED POLICE OFFICERS WHO ACCUMULATED AN INORDINATE

AMOUNT OF CIVILIAN COMPLAINTS WHETHER SUBSTANTIATED OR NOT TO

DETERMINE-IF THE POLICE OFFICER WAS SUITABLE TO'REMAIN ON PATROL.

I WAS ONE OF A GROUP THAT REVAMPED THE DEPARTMENT'S RULES

AND REGULATIONS REGARDING OUR HANDLING OF EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED

PERSONS IN 1979. POLICE OFFICERS RESPONDING TO A CALL INVOLVING

AN EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED PERSON THAT HAD A POTENTIAL FOR VIOLENCE

WERE REQUIRED UNDER CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES TO CALL FOR ASSISTANCE

INCLUDING THE SGT, ON PATROL AND EMERGENCY SERVICE PERSONNEL. THIS

CHANGE IN PROCEDURE REDUCED UNNECESSARY CONFRONTATION BETWEEN

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED PERSONS AND POLICE OFFICERS WITH LIMITED

EXPERTISE IN SUCH MATTERS,

I ALSO SERVED AS CHAIRMAN OF THE CANDIDATE REVIEW BOARD.

THIS BOARD WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1979 TO REVIEW CASES OF CANDIDATES

WHO WERE DISAPPROVED FOR APPOINTMENTS AS RECRUITS TO THE N.Y.C.P.D,

BY THE APPLICATION INVESTIGATION UNIT OF THE PERSONNEL BUREAU FOR

REASONS USUALLY RELATING TO THEIR CHARACTER OR PERSONAL BEHAVIOR,

AN INORDINATE AMOUNT OF CANDIDATES REJECTED WEREMEMBERS OF MINORITY

GROUPS. OVER A 3 YEAR-PERIOD OF REVIEWING THE REJECTED APPLICANTS

AND INTERVIEWING THEM AT THE BOARD HEARINGS ABOUT 301 OF THE

CANDIDATES ORIGINALLY DISAPPROVED WERE APPROVED AND SUBSEnUENTLY

APPOINTEDo
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HOWEVER, THE KEY TO THE SUCCESS OF THE N.Y.C.P.D, IN THE PAST

5 YEARS WAS DUE PRIMARILY TO THE LEADERSHIP OF POLICE COMMISSIONER

ROBERT J. MCGUIRE. HE IS AN INTELLIGENT, TALENTED, SINCERE,

COMPASSIONATE MAN WITH A GREAT FEELING AND LOVE FOR PEOPLE. ALL

PEOPLE AND NO MATTER WHAT THEIR RACE, CREED OR COLOR HE IS CONCERNED

ABOUT THEM. *HE FORMED A TEAM OF POLICE EXECUTIVES WHO COULD WORK

TOGETHER, AND HE PERMITTED THEM TO DO THEIR JOB. HE HAD NO HANG-UPS

OR INSECURITIES AND BROUGHT A FRESH ENLIGHTENED CIVILIAN ORIENTED

APPROACH TO POLICE WORK. HE EFFECTIVELY ESTABLISHED AND MAINTAINED

THE PROPER STANDARDS OF DISCIPLINE AND PROFESSIONAL RESTRAINT THAT

HE EXPECTED AND DEMANDED. HE NOT ONLY ARTICULATED THIS IN SPEECHES

AT LARGE CEREMONIAL AFFAIRS OR WHILE CONVERSING WITH SMALL GROUPS

OF POLICE PERSONNEL' OF ALL RANKS, BUT HE METED OUT STIFF PENALTIES

WHEN REQUIRED TO THOSE WHO FAILED TO COMPLY WITH HIS DEMANDS. HE SET

A TONE FOR RACIAL EQUALITY AND RACIAL HARMONY BY HIS ACTIONS,

INCLUDING APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS WHETHER THEY INVOLVED

PROMOTIONS TO DETECTIVE POSITIONS, OR TO THE EXECUTIVE CORP. WHERE

A GREAT EMPHASIS WAS MADE TO ASSIGN THE LIMITED NUMBER OF MIDDLE

MANAGEMENT BLACK EXECUTIVES TO IMPORTANT AND SENSITIVE POSITIONS.

A VERY SIGNIFICANT APPOINTMENT OF A BLACK WAS OF DR, CLARENCE

ROBINSON ON JANUARY l 1980, AS THE FIRST FULL TIME CHIEF SURGEON

IN THE HISTORY OF THE N.Y,C.P,D.
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DR, ROBINSON, WHO HOLDS THE RANK OF A THREE STAR CHIEF, IS

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PHYSICAL WELL BEING OF THE ENTIRE POLICE DEPT.

AS SUCH, HE MONITORS THE MEDICAL CARE GIVEN DURING THE 10,000 LINE-

OF DUTY INJURIES INCURRED ANNUALLY BY N.Y.P.D. OFFICERS. HE ALSO

OVERSEES THE SICK REPORTS OF POLICE OFFICERS-TO ENSURE THEIR RAPID

RETURN TO DUTY. CHIEF ROBINSON SUPERVISES A STAFF OF 23 SURGEONS

AND 200 HONORARY SURGEONS.

POLICE COMMISSIONER MCGUIRE WAS ACCESSIBLE AT ALL TIMES TO

ANY AND ALL RESPONSIBLE GROUPS AND MET WITH THEM AT POLICE

HEADQUARTERS OR AT THEIR COMMUNITY MEETINGS. THIS ALSO SET THE

TONE FOR FIELD COMMANDERS WHO WERE ALSO VERY ACCESSIBLE TO

RESPONSIBLE GROUPS.

I FINALLY WANT TO ADDRESS THE QUESTION OF POLICE BRUTALITY.

IN ANY POLICE ORGANIZATION, THERE WILL ALWAYS BE SOME OFFICERS

WHO ARE BRUTAL, RACIALLY INSENSITIVE OR PERSONALLY PREJUDICED

AGAINST ETHNIC RACIAL OR RELIGIOUS MINORITIES. WHAT IS ESSENTIAL

IS THAT THE INSTITUTION, THE COMMAND STAFF AND THE CIVILIAN

LEADERSHIP OF THE DEPARTMENT UNRESERVEDLY CONDEMN AND PUNISH

SUCH ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR. THE NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPART-

MENT, UNDER COMMISSIONER MCGUIRE HAS ADOPTED SUCH A POLICY, AND

MADE IT A CARDINAL FACET OF ITS TRAINING, DISCIPLINE AND

COMMUNITY RELATIONS.

WILLIAM BRACEY
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EXHIBITS
U .S...DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNITY RELATIONS SERVICE

NEW ENGLAND REGION
.. OSummer St.. Suitt 1920

Boston, Mm . 02110

may 18, 1981

Mr. William Bracey
Chief of Uniformed Police
New York City Police Department
1 Police Plaza, Rm. 1308
New York City, New York 10028

Dear Chief Bracey:

On Thursday, May 21, 1981, the Community Relations Service, U.S. Department of
Justice, along with the City of Lawrence, MA, is co-sponsoring a police/com-
munity relations forum on improving relations particularly between the City of
Lawrence's Police Department and the Hispanic community.

On behalf of the sponsors of this important effort, I wish to thank you for
agreeing to be one of the principal resource persons. Your part of the seminar
will be addressing "Measures Police Departments Can Adopt in Addressing Charges
of Police Abuse." During other parts of the seminar you will be participating
as a resource person to facilitate productive dialogue between police officials
and other citizens.

The Community Relations Service, U.S. Department of Justice, continues to be
proud of your work both in New York and during those occasions when you serve
as a consultant. I was most impressed with your excellent, professional and
innst stimulating contributions at the Tri-State Conference held December 9-10,
1931, in Heriden, CT.

I look forward to working with you again during this seminar. If there is any
additional information required or assistance needed, please call upon us as
soon as possible.

Sincerejy,

/f,:egio 1 Director
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_L eai /eIen e ' NAACP LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUI4D. ItC.gal 1ense "und 10 Columbus Circle. New Yofk, N.Y. 10019' (212) 5S-.8397[

November '12, 1919q

Robert J. McGuire
Commissioner
New York Police Department
1 Police Plaza
New York, New York 10038

Dear Commissioner McGuire:

As you may be aware, the Legal Defense Fund has for many
years been concerned with the legal aspects of police/
minority community relations. As part of that concern,
we have focused on the issue of police use of deadly
force. Over the last decade, we have broughtseveral cases
in Memphis regarding police use of deadly force. Under
Tennessee law, the police are authorized to use deadly
force in any case involving a fleeing felon. In the past,
Memphis police officers have used deadly force in cases in
which we believe it was totally inappropriate.

A recant. case has opened the way for a new challenge to the
deadly force policies of the Memphis Police Department.
Currently, we have tWo cases before the federal district
court in Memphis that involv,i this issue. The first will
go to trial on January 2, 1980. In each of these cases,
we are seeking to show that the regulations, policies,
and:training related to the use of deadly force by Nemphi3
police officers fall short of those adopted by other major
police departments and police professionals. To do so, %va
will need the help of expert testimony. We are desirous of
retaining Chief William R. Bracey .as ouch an expert. He
has indicated that he might be interested in assisting us
in that manner. i involvement in the case would consist
of approximately two to three days' work; of course, the
Legal Cdefe,3e Fund would cover his expenses.

Ioth cases involve theshooting deaths of juveniles. in

Coaiby,,,,, a,. dducalm, I, v.s. i, ,m:, lac pr"'0
let rOACP t~L' CZPS*,:E *~ Fr.;c:^-,k RJOD it e., wrl .)! tCa tI4~041 AU61W*a for lvt *V .e of C*A'- .ia !. -11 itb', y at II 1!! iut aczw,olmt'ai 'r.jai .cs EV. b-t h14 IV Ove ZZ3 ivias S 400,n p.nrJ, d . $')V. all.:* 3'J tL3*L
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Roberg McGuire
December 12, 1979
Page Two

one, the victim was involved in an auto theft. In the
other.. the victim had burglarized an occupied residence.
Neither of the victims were armed, nor did they commit
any acts of violence toward third persons. I am enclosing
some materials which more fully explicate the facts of.
these cases.

Thank you for your consideration of this matter.

Sincerely,

Steven L. Winter
Assistant-Coun3el

SLW:m-a
Enclosures

cc: William R..Bracey
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PCM 1515

2ND ENDORSEMENT

Deputy Commissioner, Legal Matters to Chief of Patrol.- January 11,
198a. Please note the attached. I suggest that you respond to
Mr. Winter. I have asked Lt. Flanagan to be availabloshoUld you*
wish to have his assistance in this matter.

KC:,Vc
cc: Lt. Flanagan

KENNETH CO NBOY '

Deputy Commissionere
Legal Matters

37-501 0 - 84 - 12
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NAACP Special Contribution Fund
1790 SROADEWA¥#Y NEW YORK. N.Y. 10019I 245-2100

AT O f..e t Allv' f.::.I

1)" -TH ouEI tyO . H OscJf. V"T

16 , Xh-a.#0nAD OT

November. 19, 1980

i t~,wl L FMv ,d

,e.,ep.,C.,.,i Mr. Alilan Sparrow
• "1 ALDERMAN - WARD 6

Alderman's Office
A ,. City lall

Toronto, Ontario

Dear Mr. Sparrow:

If rvwe.tA. Your letter to our Executive Director, Benjamin L. Hooks,
has been referred to me for response.

, Probably the most prestigious name that we could offer to
, you as a qualified criminologist who can be called upon to

testify on critical police operations is Chief William Bracey
of the New York City Police Department. Chief braceycan be
reached at the New York City Police Department, I Police
Plaza, New York, New York.

I am enclosing a copy of an Affidavit supplied by Chief
Bracey in the case in the United States District Court,
Western Division of Ohio.

If you have any further questions in this matter, plea3e
feel free to contact me.

Respectfully,

'3~le~ Car ter
Associate General Counsel

CEC/der

co: Chief William Bracey
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

SEVENTEEN NINETY BROADWAY NEW fORK. N. Y. 10019 • 212-245.2100

POLICE-CITIZEN VIOLENCE PROJECT

CTOR REGIONAL FIELD ASSISTANrS
od Joseph Duff

Oliver Jones
Kenneth Secret

.Leon Sharpe

August 20, 1981

Chief William Bracey
Patrol Bureau
New York Police Department
New York, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Bracev:

I appreciate your willingness to serve as a con-
sultant to this project for our Peqion V Training In-
stitute. That session will be held in Atlanta, Georgia
on August 29th, from 9a.m. to 6p.m. In attendance will
be two N.A.A.C.P. leaders from each of our local units
in the site cities where this project is operating. These
cities include: Miami and Pensacola, Florida; Birmingham
Alabama; Jackson, Mississippi; Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee;
'reenville - Spartanburo, South Carolina; and Charlotte,
North Carolina. The focus of the session will be to provide
this core qroup with sufficient background information to
enable them to work in .their respective communities on the
problem of police violence.

P41i1

PROJECT DIRE(
Miarth FleetwO
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TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM BRACEY
Chief BRACEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The subcommittee al-

ready has my formal testimony.
This morning I wish to briefly emphasize several points made

there. I am here today, after almost a year and a half of almost
peaceful retirement, to share my views that are the results of my
experiences from patrolman, through the ranks, to chief of the
entire uniformed force.

As chief of patrol during this administration, as a longtime na-
tional supporter and activist in the NAACP, as a past president of
the Guardians Association of our department, as one of the found-
ers and present executive board member of the National Organiza-
tion of Black Law Enforcement Executives, and as a police officer
who served this city for 36 years, I approach the matter before you
from a unique and highly relevant perspective.

From that perspective, I state, yes; there is police brutality com-
mitted by members of the New York City Police Department on
citizens of this city. Yes; there is police abuse of authority, discour-
tesy and ethnic slurs. There is no question about it.

However, I can also state unequivocally that police brutality,
abuse of authority, discourtesy, and ethnic slurs are not wide-
spread, are not condoned and are not systemic. I am also certain
that a great deal of progress has been made by the departm-nt in
the past decade in dealing with these problems.

I am also aware of the fact that most of the people, divided by
this controversy on police brutality, are people of integrity and
good will. The reason they are divided is because of their personal
backgrounds, personal experiences, their interpretation of the facts,
and the weight given to those facts. Facts such as, for example, the
New York City Police Department when compared with the perfect
police department has a lot of room for improvement. However, the
New York City Police Department when compared with other
police departments does very well, and is far out in front of most
police departments in dealing with police violence, deadly force and
abuse of authority.

Now, why does not the New York City Police Department come
close when compared with the perfect police department? Because
like all police departments, the New York City Police Department
recruits its police personnel from the adult citizens of our city,
State, and Nation. And, unfortunately, this Nation has developed a
racist society. Therefore, all police departments in order to be effec-
tive and professional must overcome this handicap by a screening
process, including psychological testing, indepth recruit training,
inservice training, stringent rules, regulations and guidelines, clear
policies, and foremost, must hold all supervisors and commanding
officers accountable for the actions of their subordinates.

The New York City Police Department does this with a passion,
and that is why it does so well when compared with other depart-
ments and is progressing slowly, but valiantly, in reducing the gap
between itself and the perfect police department.

In any police organization, there will always be some officers
who are brutal, racially insensitive, or personally prejudiced
against ethnic, racial and religious minorities. What is essential is
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that the department and its leadership unreservedly condemn and
punish such attitudes and behavior.

The New York City Police Department, under the leadership of
Commissioner Robert J. McGuire, adopted such a policy and made
it a cardinal facet of its training, discipline and community rela-
tions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Chief Bracey.
Mr. Bracey, let me point out to you that the racist society that

we live in leads many of us to conclude that much of the violence
to which you object and I object and the mayor objects is indeed
systemic. And I do not think that we need to be embarrassed by
that consideration.

Now, I would like to ask the audience who are guests in the
court that we refrain from any kind of support or criticism of the
statements that are being made. We are trying to conduct this
hearing-this is a very important opportunity for the subcommit-
tee to talk with the mayor and the police chief and his top officials
about the very serious matter that brings us all here.

What I would like to point out to you is that one of the things
that we are working on is to determine the extent of all of the al-
leged increases in community relations board staff, how we deal
with the policeman who is under stress, what kind of a psychologi-
cal testing goes on, how the discipline system actually works. And
these are matters we will not be able to settle without your coop-
eration and permission for our staff and examine with your staff
on where these records and statistics are.

Mayor KOCH. May I respond, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CONYERS. Of course. What I am saying to you is that that is

the part that I think will give substance to the hearing and it is
also the part that has yet to be taken care of. Please, Mr. Mayor.

Mayor KOCH. The first thing is you have never asked for that.
No one on your staff has ever asked us for those records. We would
be happy to provide them.

The second aspect of that statement is the following: You see, we
would have had no objection, we could not, but we would have been
supportive, if in fact these were national hearings and you were
going from city to cit, which you conveyed to the press and to me
on one occasion. To the bct of my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, you
have held no hearings in other cities, other than in Washington,
D.C., where witnesses came. And for you to select New York City,
which has the best record, as the city, in my judgment was a dis-
service which is what we complained about.

Mr. CONYERS. I do not know if you are hearing me correctly, Mr.
Mayor. I said we have had hearings in Los Angeles. We have had
hearings, we have the record. We can make a copy of it. We have
been in the District of Columbia. We have been in Miami, Fla. I do
not know how you can tell me that this committee, to the best of
your knowledge, has not done it.

We have police officers and ACLU experts and NAACP. It was
stenographically recorded. So I do not know why you would think
that these hearings have not always been going on, and are not
going to continue to go on in other cities. This was not an invented
activity. I can assure you that when Chairman Rodino of the full
Judiciary Committee came to my office to approve these hearings,
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he did so out of the same commitment that I did in agreeing to
come into New York. Our good faith has never once waivered
about this matter.

I am sensitive to the fact that it is very important that we im-
prove these relations, but because we have not been into the details
on the case, the Congress just let out only last week, we are now in
the process and will be able to make the kinds of requests that you
have openly agreed are perfectly permissible and can be done.

Mayor KOCH. May I make one other comment?
Mr. CONYERS. You certainly may.
Mayor KOCH. Then I think it would be helpful if we got into the

substance of it, but it is important that I do that.
If, Mr. Chairman, you have not gotten into the details of the

case, can you tell me how you could allege that in the city of New
York police brutality is condoned, that it systemic, that it is insti-
tutionalized?

Mr. CONYERS. Yes, sir. I would be very happy to do that.
The fact of the matter is that I was reflecting the hearings of

probably some 25 witnesses that have gone a full day. And I did
not, as you suggest, did not make any conclusions. I- did not dispose
of the matter. I was merely reflecting what had been stated on the
record at that point by the witnesses. I did not mean to foreclose
any testimony that you may give, any subsequent investigations
into the record or statistics that might occur. That is not-I hope
that you do not draw the conclusion that from now on my mind is
made up based on the first witnesses. That is not going to be the
case.

Mayor KOCH. Then is it a fact, Mr. Chairman, that at this point,
you are not condemning the New York City Police Department for
condoning police brutality?

Mr, CONYERS. Wait a minute. Hold it. Let me tell you what I am
doing.

Mayor KOCH. I am asking.
Mr. CONYERS. As you know, what we are doing here is trying to

determine whether or not the violence that has been complained of
has a basis in fact. We have just received this matter. We are not
even prepared to answer questions from it. And obviously it is
going to take a little bit more time. This is a very well-drawn docu-
ment. It is going to require considerable examination.

But all I am saying to you is that my conclusions, what you have
described as conclusions, are not that at all. I was summing up
from the end of a very long day's testimony. And I did not mean to
cast any slander on an entire police force. Even if there was sys-
temic violence, it still would not apply to each and every police offi-
cer in any force. That has never been the case and would never be
my intention.

Now, what I would like to ask with all of your police leadership
here, is how do you handle officers who are under stress? Officers
who have had a record of drawing of gun, some who have actually
fired their weapon in the course of duty. And what is the process in
which there is some monitoring that goes on?

Commissioner McGuiIE. Let me respond to that by first indicat-
ing that we have the lowest incidence of shootings of any large
major police department in the country, and are viewed as the pro-
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totype in terms of procedures in place to restrain police force, spe-
cifically the discharge of the weapon.

When a police officer recruit is selected for the police depart-
ment, he or she is subjected to a psychological examination, to de-
termine whether the individual is prone to violence. If they are
prone to violence, they are precluded from entering into the police
department.

Thereafter, in the police academy, there is vigorous training with
respect to the use of force. Parenthetically, in 1973, this depart-
ment initiated and put in place guidelines which are far more rig-
orous than the Penal Law of the State of New York, respecting the
use of force.

We do not permit police officers to shoot at a fleeing felon, unless
somebody's life is in danger. We do not permit a police officer to
shoot at a fleeing vehicle, unless a person's life is in danger. And
we are far more restrictive than most large police departments and
most small police departments in the United States.

We have what is called the firearms discharge review board,
which is three-tiered. In the field, when there is a shooting, there is
an immediate investigation by the superior officer on the scene.
Then there is a borough commander or area commander's investi-
gation. And, fially, there is an investigation at headquarters level,
composed of the highest ranking members of the department.

As you all know, in New York City there are grand juries and
other legal procedures in place to investigate police shootings, even
if they are accidental in nature. Even if they are the result of ar-
resting a suspect in a criminal case.

Additionally, we have a counseling unit and psychological serv-
ices unit in the police department, which has pioneered efforts to
assist police officers, who, for whatever reason, are in distress.

We have a counseling unit which deals with alcohol problems,
which are endemic in this society and obviously afflict all large
police departments.

We have a psychological services department chaired by a psy-
chiatrist, Dr. Martin Simmons, who is a former police officer, and
is an eminent psychiatrist in New York City, full-time psychiatrist.
We have several psychologists on our staff, and we make references
of troubled police officers to outside psychiatrists for psychiatric as-
sistance.

Additionally we have a committee chaired by the first deputy
police commissioner, the No. 2 ranking police official in the depart-
ment, who deals with violence-prone police officers, even if they
have not acted out. If we determine that a police officer appears to
be fragmenting or not being able to deal with stress and dealing
with the public, we remove him/her from any job in the police de-
partment where he/she might be interacting with the public.

We have a very, very proud and distinguished record, Mr. Chair-
man, in this area, and obviously it can be improved, but most large
police departments come to the New York City Police Department
to ask us how we do it.

Mr. Co irRs. Do you have an investigator's manual that lays out
the procedures?
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Commissioner McGUIRE. We have the rules and procedures of
the New York City Police Department, which obviously lay out
these procedures.

Mr. CoN",RS. Are the statements that you have made taken ver-
batim or approximately from that manual?

Commissioner McGUIRE. Absolutely not. The New York City
Police Department, like the Catholic Church, is composed of both
the Bible and tradition. And we have numerous traditions and pro-
grams in the New York City Police Department which are formal.
They may not be manually depicted in rules and procedures, al-
though I would say that 90 percent of what I just referred to is re-
ferred to and specifically delineated in the rules and procedures of
the department.

Mr. CowmRs. All right. It is in the rules and procedures manual.
Commissioner McGUIRE. By and large, yes.
Mr. CoNY rs. That is what we would like to be made aware of.

And that is how we will base our investigation as we go on. Thank
you very much, Mr. Commissioner.

Let me ask you, do you have any records that show the number
of police homicides that have been committed for this year and for
the years previous?

Commissioner McGuIRE. We have homicide statistics going back
many years, yes, sir.

Mr. CoNyms. Let us just start with this year. How many do you
have?

Commissioner McGuIRE. I do not have the statistics in front of
me but we have all of those records.

Mr. CowiNYs. Would it be accurate to suggest that there has
been an average loss of 36 lives a year, an increase, during the
Koch administration? Would that statement strike you as roughly
accurate?

Commissioner McGUIRE. You will have to tell me what you are
referring to, Mr. Chairman. We have between 1,600 and 1,850
homicides-people killed each year.

Mr. CONYERS. We are talking about police killings of citizens.
Commissioner McGumE. Those figures fluctuate each year.
Mr. CowYRs. Are you prepared to tell us what is happening for

this year?
Commissioner McGuIRE. In 1978, there were 40 killings. In 1979,

36. In 1980, 28. In 1981, 36, In 1982, 39. And thus far in 1983, there
have been 18. They average 35.8 on an annual average over the
last 6 years.

Mr. CoNYm s. Is that an increase over the number of police kill-
ings in the previous administration?

Commissioner McGuIRE. No; it is not.
Mr. CoNyms. Is it a decrease?
Commissioner McGUIRE. No, it is the same. In 1974, there were

43. In 1975, 42. In 1976, 27. And in 1977, there were 30. That aver-
aged 35.5 on an annual average. The previous period 1970 to 1973,
there was an annual average of 66.7.

Mr. CoNYmts. Can you make a copy of your information there
available for our records?

Commissioner McGUIRE. We will provide you with any informa-
tion you request.
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Mr. CoNyzmS. We would like to get that right away.
Now, could I ask either the mayor or commissioner, about the af-

firmative action policies in the New York Police Department? That
is, to be quite candid with you, Mayor Koch, I was stunned to find
that the majority of police officers in Harlem are not black. Can
you indicate to me what your policies in terms of hiring black and
minority lice officers is?-

Mayor KOCH. Yes; I am going to give you a general statement on
it. Then I am going to ask the commissioner to give you the specif-
ics.

The comment on your part, Mr. Chairman, that you were sur-
prised that a majority of the police officers in Harlem are not
black, indicates a difference in philosophy as it relates to your posi-
tion and the position of the city of New York, and I believe most
people, white or black, in the city of New York. We do not assign
cops on the basis of their race.

fact, there was a suggestion a number of years ago, that black
cops be assigned to Harlem, and white cops be assigned elsewhere,
and the people of this city at that time, those who spoke out, de-
nounced that, including black prominent citizens, because that is a
racial assignment, which we believe is neither helpful to the city
nor the country, and indeed illegal.

Mr. CoNyzRs. I am not suggesting that there be a racial assign-
ment. I am suggesting that police officers reflect the communities
of which they patrol. So I am not asking you to racially make those
assignments. I did not want you to misunderstand why I was sur-
prised.

Mayor KocH. Mr. Chairman, cops are not assigned to districts on
the basis that they live there. We do not assign people on the basis
that they live in the community. They are assigned throughout the
city That is No. 1.

Mr. CNYzRs. I am not even requesting that, mayor.
Mayor KOCH. What then?
Mr. CONYERS. I am not requesting that they have to live in

Harlem to be a patrolman in Harlem, but you could be black and
live anywhere in New York, and be assigned.

Mayor KOCH. You are talking about the numbers?
Mr. CONYERS. Exactly.
Mayor KOCH. Let me talk about the numbers. It happens that in

my administration, the number of minority police officers has been
increased by 50 percent. It is roughly today about 18 percent of the
police force. We have gone out and done what I believe is one of
the best affirmative action programs without imposing racial
quotas, which I oppose. I do not know what your position on that
is. But I am opposed to racial quotas. I do not know what your posi-
tion is on it.

Mr. CONYEmP. We never mentioned quotas. I am glad that you
are opposed to them, but they have not entered the discussion.

Mayor KOCH. I want to go a little further, Mr. Chairman. What
we have done is to encourage people, and the commissioner can get
into details, to apply, who are black and Hispanic. And even to the
point of creating special classes where they could learn the tech-
niques of taking-a civil service test.
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In addition to that, Mr. Chairman, by increasing that by 50 per-
cent, at my initiation, and with court approval, instead of having
rank order in the selection, which the civil service law requires,
but with court approval we were able to effectuate a change. What
we did, Mr. Chairman, was to have a lottery, that if you passed the
test under the regulations, which the commissioner can get into,
there was a lottery, as opposed to rank order.

I think that we have done a lot in the area of encouraging people
to come in, increased the minority component of the police force by
50 percent in my administration.

Mr. CONYERS. What is the percentage of black officers in
Harlem? You do not know offhand? All right.

Let me ask you, if you wanted to comment on this as well, about
the question of promotion within the department. Of course, you
know, in affirmative action, it is first getting in the door, getting
hired, and then, second, being able to proceed up the career ladder.
Can you make any comments, or can the Commissioner, about the
availability and fairness of the promotions within the police depart-
ment?

Commissioner McGUIRE. The promotion system in the New York
City Police Department is civil service in nature. Under the consti-
tution of the State of New York, and the laws of the State of New
York, there has to be an objective, competitive test for each civil
service appointment.

During the past 6 years, and you must understand that between
1975 and 1979, there were no hires in the police department be-
cause of the fiscal crisis, and when we came into office, there were
about 11 percent black and Hispanic police officers, very few
women. Since that time, as the mayor indicated, we have increased
it to 18 percent, and there are approximately 1,500 women in the
police department today. That was not done easily.

With respect to your specific question of promotion after you get
into the department, again it is civil service in nature. The ranks
of sergeant, lieutenant, and captain, are all civil service ranks. We
have brought in, at great expense to the city, independent experts
to prepare the sergeant's exam, which is the hardest exam, because
it has the largest universe of people taking it. We have some
15,000, 16,000 people taking the exam for very limited sergeant's
positions.

We also changed the entire nature of that exam from a written
pen and pencil exam, which historically has a disadvantage to
black and Hispanic people, to a combination of a written exam and
a role-model type of exam where you act out and demonstrate
other qualities. Indeed, the exam right now is in litigation because
of our changing that. But we brought in experts at great expense
and we have changed the nature and the structure of these exami-
nations, both sergeant and lieutenant, and hopefully this will
result in increased numbers of blacks, Hispanics, and women pass-
ing these exams.

But, again, you have limited authority to move in these areas be-
cause they are civil service exams, and they must comply with the
constitution and the laws of the State.
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Mayor KOCH. Bob, if I may ask you, where you exercise your dis-
cretion in those posts where civil service does not apply, could you
tell the chairman what you did as it related to minorities?

Commissioner McGuIRE. What the mayor is alluding to is that
the police commissioner has discretion with respect to selection of
detectives, which is a noncivil service rank, increased compensa-
tion, and also police officers above the rank of captain, who serve
at the pleasure of the police commissioner. And with respect to
those two categories, I think it is a fair statement to say that every
superior officer of captain and above, who is capable of being pro-
moted by me, who is black or Hispanic, has been promoted at least
once, and on some occasions three times, during my tenure.

Mr. CONYERS. Would you point out to me, sir, if there has been a
court action to require affirmative action implementation within
the police department?

Commissioner McGuIRE. There was a lawsuit with respect to the
1978 police officer examination, which was settled. And the second
circuit found that the police department did not intentionally dis-
criminate. But, nonetheless, there was a disparate impact with re-
spect to minorities in the preparation of that exam. That exam was
prepared long before the mayor came into office.

Mr. CONYERS. I see.
Commissioner McGUIRE. With respect to the next examination,

which was prepared during Mayor Koch's administration, it was
prepared by independent experts, and that resulted in a settle-
ment, where the mayor, as he indicated to you, went to a random
computer selection process, whereby anybody who passed the exam,
had the same statistical chance or probability of being selected. In
other words, the person who had a 99 and the person who had a 75,
were in the pot together and were selected without respect to their
rank order.

And that has had the beneficial result of large numbers of blacks
and Hispanics who scored successfully, but at the bottom end of the
pass area, of being selected as police officers.

With respect to the sergeant's examination, like every civil serv-
ice exam, in every large agency in the country today, it is the sub-
ject of litigation. That also was settled pursuant to a court-ordered
settlement, resulting in one out of eight black, Hispanic, and
women being placed into the sergeant's ranks. There is a new ser-
geant's exam now, a new lieutenant's exam and a new captain's
exam being scheduled, or already given, which have been prepared
by independent experts, not connected to the city of New York or
the police department, at great financial expense to the city of New
York.

This is, and I speak as a lawyer as well as police commissioner,
one of the most difficult areas to deal with because of lack of data
and lack of particular understanding on the part of everybody, in-
cluding many so-called experts, as to how to prepare a nondiscrim-
inatory job-related exam, which will not discriminate against any
group of people. It is very, very difficult. You have to work very,
very hard, and we have tried to do that as best we can.

Mayor KoCm. Mr. Chairman, may I add to that?
Mr. CONYERS. Please.
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Mayor KOCH. Because implicit in your question, you said is there
not some court order requiring affirmative action in the hiring of
black police officers? That was your basic question. And the answer
is categorically, no. And that is something that some people think
in fact does exist. The fact is, there was a lawsuit brought, I believe
in 1978, referring to an exam prepared before I became the mayor.
The trial judge at that time found that the city of New York was
violating the rights of blacks and said that there shall be a racial
quota. I said that I know that we are not intentionally violating
anybody's rights. I did not prepare that written exam. And we took
an appeal, and the circuit court found directly that there was no
intentional racial bias in the city of New York, and did not require
any quota.

They said, if we used that test, then they would require the
action of hirings of blacks in a proportion. But if we had a new
test, since that test was faulty, not prepared in our administration,
then there would not be any kind of quota.

What we decided was it takes several years to put a test togeth-
er, that we desperately needed police officers, and that so long as
we ussd that particular faulty test, that we would in fact do exactly
what the court said, which was to hire a certain percentage of
blacks. When we got the new test to stop that. But we were never
under a sanction. There has never been a finding in my adminis-
tration that we have been guilty of prejudice against blacks or His-
panics.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. This is a very important part of these
hearings, and we will be looking at some of these court cases.

Commissioner McGUIRE. Mr. Chairman, if I just may also indi-
cate that in about 1979 we initiated an affirmative action program,
as the mayor indicated, again at great expense. In addition to prep-
aration of the exam, we put in place a recruitment unit in the
police department, in the personnel division, and also a retention
unit. We recruited young black and Hispanic men and women to
take the exam, and we succeeded in overwhelmingly large num-
bers.

Then after they passed the exam, we had a whole group of police
officers, primarily black and Hispanic police officers in our reten-
tion unit, who went out and assisted these young men and women
to process their applications, get driver's licenses, get their back-
ground checks in order, resulting again, in large numbers of black
and Hispanic police officers coming m.

We had, as the mayor indicated, tutorial programs, which we set
up in the minority neighborhoods around the city, to show people
how to take the exam, which again we believe helped us in this
effort.

Finally, we have the ongoing recruitment effort. It is under the
direction of Inspector Lou Rayford, who is a black commanding of-
ficer in the police department, and he runs that whole effort for
the New York City Police Department.

Mr. CoNymiS. I have one other question and then I am going to
ask Congressman Rangel to participate in the questioning. The ci-
vilian complaint review board is the mechanism by which wrongdo-
ing is determined. And what was Foing over in my mind last night
as I was preparing for these hearings, Mayor Koch, in view of the
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number of civilian deaths that are sustained at the hands of police
officers, has there ever been in your memory a New York City
police officer who has been subsequently convicted in the criminal
courts for a homicide that he committed?

Mayor KOCH. The answer is yes, sir.
Mr. CONYERS. Would you elaborate?
Mayor KOCH. Not only has that occurred, but there have also

been those who have been acquitted by the criminal justice system
and then subsequently fired by the police commissioner who hadhigher standards apparently.

ir. CONYERtS. When you said yes, you mean that that has hap-
pened how many times?

Commissioner McGUIRE. Officer Shea in the Bronx was convicted
of killing somebody.

Mr. CONYERS. Right. I am familiar with that case and I was just
wondering if, in your memory, there was any other case besides
that?

Commissioner McGUIRE. Walker, Ryan. These are names being
given to me right now.

Mr. CONYERS. You say two or three more?
Commissioner McGUIRE. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. Let me now recognize my colleague from New

York, Congressman Charles Rangel, who I am very glad to see this
morning.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the panel for
their attendance this morning. It is good to see Chief Bracey. I
cannot think of any police officer in title or on duty that has re-
ceived more awards from the community because of the respect he
has not only for his job but his respect for the community. And
while there have been many disagreements with the chief, I do not
think any one of them have quoted him as being unfair as relates
to issues that have come before him as a patrolman, as a precinct
captain, and certainly as chief of the uniformed patrol officers.

Therefore, your honesty does not come as a surprise to me this
morning, that while resisting the allegation that brutality is wide-
spread within the department, you certainly do acknowledge that
brutality does exist, abuse does exist, and that people of integrity
and good will are divided on the issue based on their experience. So
my question would be, that if you were one of the people brutal-
ized, certainly it could appear to you, especially if you did not re-
ceive a fair hearing on this issue, that there was police brutality
practiced upon you as an individual.

I would then ask, based on your knowledge and experience over
the years, would you believe that a person who has been beaten by
a police officer wrongfully should expect to receive fair treatment
and an investigation of that person's allegations in the local pre-
cinct where the officer was assigned?

Chief BRACEY. The question is should he expect his case to be
heard at the precinct where he was assigned? I think you are talk-
ing about should he expect to receive this treatment at the local
level?

Mr. RANGEL. Yes.
Chief BRACEY. It would depend upon who heard the case and how

objective they might be.
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Mr. RANGEL. What if someone was beaten on Lenox Avenue,
should they go to the 32d precinct and say the person that is on
duty has just beaten me and expect that at the precinct level that
that police officer will be called in that justice would be served? I
mean, with your experience in the police department.

Chief BRACEY. No; he should not expect that because that does
not happen.

Mr. RANGEL. How about the civilian review board?
Chief BRACEY. May I just say this? When a person alleges that he

has been beaten or abused, he goes to the precinct or can call from
home or can go anywhere to make that complaint. When the com-
plaint is heard, it is not heard at that precinct. It is investigated in
the first instance at a borough level, and as has been explained, it
then goes on and it is finally adjudicated at the headquarters level.

Mr. RANGEL. Based on the record of the Now York City Police
Department and your experience with them, aid whether we have
a large number of cases or not, do you believe that those who have
alleged brutality have had fair hearings on their cases?

Chief BRACEY. Yes, I think, by and large, they have had fair
hearings.

Mr. RANGEL. At the local level and the civilian review board?
Chief BRACEY. The civilian complaint review board, I would say,

has improved immensely under this administration. I go back
many years and I know that there were times that things were
swept under the rug. But the reason I am here today is because I
have seen such an improvement in the past decade, and I have
been a part of much of that improvement, and I feel that when
people are abused or assaulted, many, many times, it is a result of
what has happened in terms of them committing a crime. Police
work is violent work. And many times police officers in arresting
people, have to use force, and it has to be necessary force.

Mr. RANGEL. Chief Bracey, you knew the names of the people
that testified at past hearings, who were ministers of churches.
There were wives of ministers that testified. And, certainly, in
terms of the integrity and respect that they were held by the com-
munity, they said they did not receive any of the reaction or inves-
tigations that you are talking about. Could they possibly be excep-
tions to the rule?

Chief BRACEY. You say they did not receive.
Mr. RANGEL. There was not a response to their allegations of

brutality. We are talking about churches that are well-known in
the central Harlem community, that this has happened.

Chief BRAcE. I cannot speak for particular cases, but I am relat-
ing the experiences that I have had, and I had many, that brutality
complaints were investigated and they were responded to, and
many, many times, the response from the department is not always
satisfactory to the complainant, because people see things different-
ly.

Mr. CONYERS. Would you yield on that point for a moment? Have
you seen this document, chief?.

Chief BRACEY. Yes; I have.
Mr. CONYRs. Have you read it?
Chief BRACEY. I have read it. I could not go into detail on it.
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Mr. CONYER. I have not read it either; do not feel bad about
that. But what I am saying though, in connection with your ques-
tion, Congressman, is that this is the response to the testimony,
and I would like Chief Bracey to examine it before he comes to any
judgment about the fairness that Congressman Rangel is asking
can be received.

Chief BRACEY. I have examined that to some degree. There are
cases there that I was personally aware of. And many of the people
who testified gave their version of what went on. And then there
was the police department's version. And the version of the police
department, as I saw it after complete investigation, was the accu-
rate one. And I think that anyone sitting in judgment having all
the facts would have come up with the same conclusion.

Mr. CONYERS. Is that in every case?
Chief BRACEY. Not in every case. There are cases there in that

document where the police were wrong and the police were pun-
ished accordingly. There is no question about that.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Mr. RANGEL. Chief McGuire, in Chief Bracey's statement, while

he says it is not widespread or condoned, that there is just no ques-
tion that there is police brutality and police abuse of authority, dis-
courtesy, racial slurs. Do you have any problem with that part of
his statement at all?

Commissioner McGuIRz. First of all, you have demoted me, Con-
gressman, after 6 years I am a commissioner, not a chief. I would
like to go out as the commissioner.

Congressman, if you read my original statement which was sub-
mitted to the committee, and if you read the mayor's original state-
ment, both of us reiterated the same thing that Chief Bracey said
here this morning. And that is that in any large police department,
there will be the use of excessive force by certain police officers.

Mr. RANGEm. You did not have a problem with the chief's state-
ment.

Commissioner McGuiRz. I certainly did not have a problem with
Chief Bracey's statement.

Mr. RANGEL. My next question would have been, then, if some
people were the victims of this isolated behavior on the part of the
New York City Police Department, and then petitioned to Con-
gress, and more specifically the chairman of the Criminal Justice
Subcommittee or Judiciary Committee chairman, and indicated
that they felt aggrieved and that they would want to have hearings
on this, and did not feel that relief could be granted on the local or
State level, would you not believe that these were people of integri-
ty and good will?

Commissioner McGuwu. They may be people of integrity and
good will. Congressman, you know me for, I guess, 25 years. We
served in the U.S. attorney's office together. Did you ever call me
prior to the institution of these hearings and suggest that there
was a systemic problem of brutality in this city? Second--

Mr. RANGEL. Let me just tell you how--
Commissioner McGuIRE. Let me just finish.
Mr. RANGEL. Commissioner, it is working that you are a witness

and I have just asked you question and you are responding by
asking me a set of questions. Now, all I am asking is was there any
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reason for you to believe that when John Conyers, authorized by
Chairman Rodino, said that congressional hearings were going to
be held in the city of New York, that this decision was not made
among people of good will and integrity?

Commissioner McGuIRE. I do question the good will and in a cer-
tain sense the integrity of certain of the people who caused these
proceedings to be initiated.

Mr. RANGEL. When you allege that the subcommittee did not
conduct these proceedings in a responsible manner, and that it was
politically motivated, had you not prejudged the hearings and
made public statements prior to the times that the hearings were
actually held?

Commissioner McGUIRE. No; what I was criticizing and what I
continue to criticize were the procedures utilized. First, on a per-
sonal professional level, I dealt with Calvin Butts, and Herb
Daughtry, and the other people in this city, as has my deputy com-
mission for community affairs, Bill Perry, as did Chief Bracey, on
numerous occasions, as I did with you. We had numerous conversa-
tions about numerous issues.

When the Reverend Johnson case, which was the lynch pin for
the institution of these hearings happened, nobody called me to
say, "We have to sit down. We have a serious problem."

Mr. RANGEL. Commissioner, are you not making a presumption?
All I am talking about is af announcement made in Washington
by Chairman Jobn Conyers that. he will continue to have these
hearings on police brutality. I think he had a different name for it.
And that hearings would be held in the city of New York.

My question to you is did you not prejudge those hearings before
they took place?

Commissioner McGUIRE. We questioned the integrity of those
hearings.

Mr. RANGEL. And did you not make publicstatements.
Commissioner McGUIRE. You have got to let me finish my

answer, which you are not doing.
We determined that there was some question about the integrity

of thoe hearings because of the manner in which they were proce-
durally conducted. What do I mean by that? Nobody contacted us.
No staff people came into New York City to assess what was going
on. Nobody talked to witnesses before they were allowed to testify.
No sworn affidavits were taken from any witness. And, indeed, the
manner in which the hearings were conducted, and you were
present at the Harlem State Office Building, and what occurred.

Mr. RANGEL. I am not talking about the hearings. I am saying
before the hearings, before John Conyers ever came to New York
City, did you not condemn the hearings from taking place at all?
Didyou not prejudge the proceedings before they took place?

Commissioner McGuIRE. No; We questioned the need in New
York City in 1983 for these hearings. And we continue to question
them. We think they have been devisive. We think they were un-
necessary. We question whether there were hearings in other
cities. We have reached down to all of these alleged other cities
and we have not been able to find that any other city has been the
subject of these hearings.

37-501 0 - 84 - 13
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Mr. RANGEL. You did make public statements condemning the
hearings before they took place.

Commissioner MCGUIRE. You use whatever word you want. I
questioned then and continue to question the need and the proprie-
ty of these hearings in New York City in 1983.

Mr. RANGEL. You charged that the subcommittee, which John
Conyers chairs, and of which I am not a member "may have polar-
ized our city." That is a heavy weight to place on a Congressman
that comes from outside of our city, but would you not think that
elected officials within the city of New York contributed to this
possible polarization?

Commissioner McGUIRE. No; I do not.
Mr. RANGEL. Now, I assume you understand that when I said"elected officials," I have not pinpointed any particular person. So

you mean that there have been no statements made by any elected
officials in the city of New York that in your opinion polarized the
situation among our citizens?

Commissioner McGUIRE. I was speaking about the issue of police
brutality. And I think the manner in which it has been conducted
and the hearings that have been conducted have tended to confuse
the people of this city. They do not know what is going on any-
more. And I think it has a strong potential for undermining the
confidence between the police department and the citizens.

Mr. RANGEL. I did not say that. Do you understand my question?
My question is not dealing with the police department, but the po-
larization, and possibly concerning the hearings, but my question
was, do you believe in the performance of your responsibilities as
the chief of police for the city of New York, that certain statements
made by an elected official have made your job more difficult by
adding to the polarization?

Commissioner McGUIRE. No; why do you not ask the mayor? You
are talking about the mayor.

Mayor KOCH. And the mayor is here ready to respond.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Mayor, when you heard that the Judiciary

Committee or John Conyers intended to have hearings in the city
of New York, did you write the chairman of the Judiciary Commit-
tee and complain about those hearings taking place?

Mayor KOCH. I am going to tell you exactly what I did, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. RANGEL. Did you write him that letter that one of the rea-
sons why he greed to have the hearings was because Charles
Rangel and Major Owens were running for mayor? Did you put
that in the letter? And then the close of my question is did you
issue the letter to the press? And then the final part of the ques-
tion is, did Chairman Rodino respond and did you issue that letter
to the press?

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, let me give you in context, if I may,
the first time that I learned that there were to be any hearings,
and I think this is an abnormal practice. At least when I served in
Congress for 9 years, I never found that to be so. That there was an
announcement made at 3 o'clock in the afternoon by the chairman,
I believe, you, sir, Mr. Conyers, that there were going to be those
hearings. And the press came in and said, "What do you think of
that?"
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I cannot remember my exact words. I said, "I am outraged, as-
tonished, outraged. I find it inexplicable." I do not know the exact
words, but that was the tenor of it. "That an announcement be
made in Washington as it relates to the subject of alleged police
brutality without any inquiry to find out what the facts were." And
I said that.

Then I received a call from the chairman, actually in a restau-
rant that I was at, at the time. And we went over that. And I
think Mr Chairman, that you would agree with me that you felt it
would have been more appropriate had you called to find out what
the facts were beforeyou announced that there would be a hearing.
That was the tenor of our conversation. I

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Mayor, you can respond in your own fashion. It
has nothing to do with my question, which has to do with writing
the chairman, mentioning--

Mayor KOCH. Let me go a little farther. So I wrote a letter. The
letter speaks for itself. I do not have it here. You undoubtedly have
it there. To the chairman. Subsequent to the delivery of that letter,
not before, which we sent down by telecopier, subsequent to the de-
livery of it, that letter was released to the press. Subsequently the
chairman sent a letter to me. I do not have any problem about re-
leasing his letters.

Normally if a letter is to be released, it is released by the person
who sends it. If the chairman had wanted his, and I am now talk-
ing about Chairman Rodino, if the chairman had wanted his letter
released, he would have released it.

Mr. RANGEL. You just have not responded to the substance of the
question. All I am asking is, you see, if we have a problem, no
matter how big or how small, you cannot find the solution unless
you recognize there is a problem.

Mayor KOCH. Well, we do recognize there is a problem.
Mr. RANGEL. I am asking did you believe what you said to Chair-

man Rodino is that hearings will be held on the very sensitive
matter of police brutality because of the ambitions of two Congress-
men?

Mayor KOCH. I want to go a little further, Mr. Chairman. I have
always said, in every comment that I have made to any press
person who has asked me or whenever I delivered a statement on
the matter, that I believe that the subject of police brutality is a
ver important matter, and is one that requires that we deal with
both the substance and the perceptions.

I have also said it is never condoned, it is always condemned. I
have said that there are people who rightly are concerned and
voiced their concerns, sometimes factually as it relates to individ-
ual cases. Sometimes falsely, but not knowingly, as it relates to the
general subject.

I have also said, Mr. Congressman, that there are people who use
this issue for political purposes. Yes, indeed. I said it before. And I
do not believe when I said it, I was in error.

Mr. RANGEL. I am having difficulty in framing my question. I am
going to try this one last time, and I am just going to ask you, did
y ou write Chairman Peter Rodino, and in the conclusion of the
etter indicate that the hearings were taking place because they

were requested by Charles Rangel and Major Owens, both of whom
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are running for mayor of the city of New York, and that you had
no objections to them running, but certainly allegations of police
brutality should not be the vehicle that they would use?

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, again I want to say, the letter
speaks for itself. You should produce it. Second, as it relates--

Mr. RANGEL. Did you write that?
Mayor KOCH. There is no question I sent a letter to the chairman

and it speaks for itself.
Mr. RANGEL. Did he respond to that?
Mayor KOCH. I absolutely believe that there are people who have

a legitimate, real desire to address this issue substantively and per-ceptually.0 RANGEL. Do you believe that Mayor Koch is a candidate for

mayor of the city of New York?
Mayor KOCH. I also believe, Mr. Congressman, that there are

people who are using this issue for political purposes.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you very much for your response.
Mr. CONYER. Mr. Mayor, as a congressman, of course, you know

that we rarely swear witnesses and never subject them to cross-
examination. You said you were surprised.

Mayor KOCH. I was surprised. Mr. Chairman, normally, my recol-
lection, any time a committee met, there would always be the
ranking minority member present or someone from the other side.
To the best of my knowledge, that has not occurred in the first
hearing, the second hearing, or the third hearing.

Mr. CONYERns. That is only because nobody from the minority side
has chosen to come. That cannot defeat the purpose of a congres-
sional hearing.

But that still does not address the question of your being sur-
prised that no one was cross-examined. Now you really know better
than that.

Mayor KOCH. I do not agree with you, Mr. Chairman. I believe
that in any hearing of this nature, where people are making allega-
tions that relate to what we perceive to be a false slander against
the police department, that it is incumbent upon those who take
the testimony to interrogate them. Whether or not you chose to
swear them, I leave to your decision. But whether or not you chose
to interrogate on the facts, I think that is the sine qua non of any
such hearing.

Mr. CONYERS. Are you aware that we are not in a court hearing?
We are only in a courtroom.

Mayor KOCH. I understand that.
Mr. CONYERS. But this is a congressional hearing. I have been in

Congress just a little bit longer than you, but I have never heard of
us providing for cross-examination.

Mayor KOCH. By you, not by us.
Mr. CONYERS. I do not know why you would think that I would

have a responsibility to cross-examine.
Mayor KOCH. Are you not questioning us, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CONYERS. Sure.
Mayor KOCH. Did you question those witnesses?
Mr. CONYERS. Of course we questioned them.
Mayor KOCH. Let the record speak for itself, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. CONYERS. I just wanted to correct the differences between a
court proceeding and a congressional proceeding.

Let me just cover a few more points here. I know our time is run-
ning out.

Is it not correct, Mr. Commissioner, that only about one-half of 1
percent of all the complaints filed by the civilian complaint review
board ever result in hearings? Is that a statistic of yours compati-
ble with mine?

Commissioner McGUIRE. That result in hearings in the civilian
complaint review board?

Mr. ONYERS. Yes; before CCRB.
Commissioner McGUIRE. I do not believe so. Every case is fully

investigated by investigators and then it goes to Commissioner
Adams, who makes a recommendation to the full board. The full
board then makes a determination as to what the appropriate ap
proach should be and then they recommend, if necessary, discipli-
nary charges to the police commissioner. It then goes into the trial
room with all of the other disciplinary cases that we have.

We have three trial commissioners sitting. We have a trial advo-
cate. We have a large group of lawyers who prosecute these cases
on behalf of the police department. The cases of police brutality are
one segment of the overall range of cases that we deal with in a
disciplinary sense in the police department.

Mr. CONYERS. I was talking about of all complaints.
Commissioner McGUIRE. Iam not sure that figure is accurate. I

am not sure where you got it. You would have to tell me.
Mr. CONYERS. It is not a matter of me telling you where I got it. I

am asking you if it is true or not.
Mayor KOCH. We will provide you with the figure.
Mr. CONYERS. All right. Let me ask you about police brutality as

opposed to police shootings. And here is what I would like to
present to you. Is it true that the complaints of police brutality de-
clined during the Beame and Lindsay administrations and have
statistically increased during the Koch administration?

Commissioner McGuIRE. No; I do not believe so.
Mr. CONYERS. We can check those figures.
Commissioner McGuJRE. Absolutely. I think you have to also

agree on your definition of what you are talking about. Police bru-
tality is a word of art. You can use physical force. You can include
verbal harassment. You can use ethnic slurs. I think one of the
things that has been lacking in this entire dialog, if we want to-call
it a dialog, is that people have not even agreed fundamentally on
what they are talking about. Whether they are talking about shoot-
ings. Whether they are talking about physical force.

Mr. CoNYERS. I have been in agreement. I agree with you that
brutality can include words and can include violence. There is no
question about that.

The point is that we want to break down both categories and de-
termine whether this is a correct assumption that is being made.

Commissioner McGUuwE. We can give you any statistics you
want. You just have to request them.

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, we have some figures. The fact of
the matter is that, subject to being corrected here, the figures for
1982 in police brutality involving force went down roughly 32 per-
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cent over the prior year. The figures for slurs, racial and otherwise,
and racial is only a part of that, went up about 80 percent. But
normally when you are referring to police brutality, you are refer-
ring to the use of force and injury, physical injury. In that area,
they went down about a third.

Mr. CONYERS. Are you aware of an observation that has- been
made that New York is one of the only two cities in the United
States which has shown an increase in police killings over the past
4 years? And that other cities, other large cities, have shown a
downward trend?

Mayor KOCH. Where is the source of that, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CONYERB. It is not a matter of the source.
Commissioner McGUIRE. There has to be a source because there

are very few statistical assimilations of all this information. The
FBI keeps statistics. We keep our own statistics. The Daily News
has gone out and specifically done a study of this with respect to
other large cities, and has concluded that New York City continues
to rank the lowest with respect to police shootings in 1988. We will
put this in the record, if you will, Daily News, I believe it is No-
vember 9, 1983, the headline is "Our Cops Least Brutal, Study."
And it is by a reporter Arthur Brown.

And it indicates "New York City police officers killed fewer
people per capita while carrying out their duties than officers in
most other large cities, according to a Daily News survey." Arid it
goes on and it details the statistics with respect to that.

Mayor KOCH. We will put that in the record.
Mr. CONYERS. It will be accepted, without objection.
[The material referred to follows:]
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Mr. CONYERS. I would like to now recognize the gentleman from
California' Mr. Berman, who has joined us at the hearings, and ask
him if he had any questions or comments that he would like to
pose to the mayor and the police commissioner?

Mr. BERMAN. I do not at this time, Mr. Chairman. Thank you
very much.

Mr. CONYERS. The next question, gentlemen, goes to possible rem-
edies. I would like to have you consider the kind of complaints that
have been lodged against the civilian complaint review board. And
I was wondering would there be any possibility that you would con-
sider making it a more open, a more independent body, I which
there could be a recording of the complaints, in which members
would not be police department employees, but that it would have
a little less police flavor to it?

Mayor KoCH. May I respond to that, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. CONYERS. Yes, sir, please.
Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, in 1966, John Lindsay imposed a ci-

vilian complaint board reflective of the kind of board that you have
just outlined, where the civilians were not part of the police depart-
ment on that board. And we have some statistics as relates to that,
which I will get to in a moment. But as a result of that, there was
a referendum on the ballot that year.

In that year I was running for office. It was a terribly unpopular
position to havo the civilian complaint board as you have described
it. I nevertheless supported it. It was defeated by over a two-thirds
vote. And it wis the most divisive campaign I have ever seen in my
history of being in politics, which goes back to 1956, when I active-
lypursued politics.

And it was voted down overwhelmingly in every borough except
Manhattan where it carried marginally. Just a very small margin.
But over two-thirds of the city voted it down.

Now, the law says, it is not a question of administrative decision,
that the members of the civilian complaint Board must be civilians
who are part of the police department. That is not an administra-
tive remedy that we could change if we wanted to.

Now the question is, should we seek a change in the law? That is
basically your question. And then the question becomes, if you are
seeking a change, what is the purpose? The purpose has to be to
accommodate some substantive reason. And so I examined that,
and I looked at it from this point of view.

Those who do not like the civilian complaint board in its current
form, because they say that the people who are on it are not true
civilians when they just reject the dispositions of that board,
unless tie come out with a disposition that finds the cop guilty,
those people will not be satisfied if the civilians are in fact not re-
lated to the police department. How do I know that? Because the
very same people who object to the position of the civilian com-
plaint board as presently it is constituted, object when a grand
jury, which generally gets these same matters, finds no indictment
against the police officer. Then they say that that Grand Jury did
not do the right thing, although grand juries are made up only of
civilians, in the truest civilian sense. And in the city of New York,
grand juries have blacks and Hispanics on them, without question.
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So you will not satisfy those people. And then in addition to that,!
because I have been through this, Mr. Chairman, if-they do not like
the grand jury, then they go to the U.S. attorney the Justice De-
partment and the Attorney General. And we have been all up the
ladder in some of these cases; not in every one.

The people on each occasion, when each of those governmental
forces, not in my control, decide that the cop did not do anything
wrong in the use of force, nevertheless, the same people object.
They say, "We did not get justice." And then I go back to the Lind-
say civilian complaint board, which is the kind that you are sug-
gesting we consider, and I look at what they did. And it is a shock-
er when you go back.

During the 5-month life of Mayor Lindsay's civilian board from
July to November 1966, only 5 of 146, or 3.4 percent of the com-
plaints were found substantiated. Only one led to disciplinary
action, a reprimand. Now, how does that statistic compare to our
statistic where the civilians are police personnel? Well, it is exactly
the same thing. In fact, we do better, 3.5 percent. Statistically that
does not mean anything. But 3.5 percent, as opposed to 3.4 percent
of the complaints have been substantiated in the civilian complaint
board as presently constituted. So when you see that, then you
come to the conclusion, as I do-you may have a different one-
assuming that the city council were to pass the legislation creating
a civilian board as you outline it, and assuming, as I believe, there
will be, the same kind of divisive battle that we had in 1966, have
you helped this city? I think you have hurt this city. Let them
debate it. Maybe people will come forward.

Council Member Fred Samuels has such a bill. No one is inhibit-
ing his going forward and holding hearings on it. And then I was
told by an assemblyman, Angelo Del Toro, who came in to see me.
Bob McGuire and I were with him together. And he says he has a
bill on a State level which would impose such a civilian board, as
you have outlined it, on the whole State. And then he says to me,'You know what, you could not have a referendum. The people
could not undo this one even if they wanted." That is what he said
to me, "Because State legislature, the State legislature cannot be
the subject of a referendum." So I said to him; "Go, see if you can
pass it." My personal opinion. Even though I was for it, and I have
no objection on the merits, because I know based on the merits, it
does not change things. But I do know if we have the same kind of
divisive battle in 1984 as we had in 1966, you have not helped this
city. You have not helped the racial harmony. You have destroyed
the city. You have destroyed its racial harmony.

Mr. CONYERS. Let me ask you about the special prosecutor who
investigates corruption. And as you know, out of the Knapp Com-
mission there arose this specific prosecutorial vehicle to deal with a
very clear problem.

Would you see any possibility of expanding that jurisdiction to
include police abuse, police violence as well?

Mayor KOCH. Let me tell you why I do not believe that we need a
special prosecutor. Do you know that until, I would say, the last 3
or 4 weeks, I never heard anybody say anything about Bob Morgen-
thau except to extol his virtues. He is the DA in Manhattan, where
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I suppose the largest number of cases arise, it being the central
business district.

Now he is subject to attack. Why? Because a grand jury finds no
bill, no true bill against a cop. I still extol Bob Morgenthau. You
only replace people in terms of their jurisdiction. If you do not
have confidence. do have confidence in Bob Morgenthau the DA,
and unless you can show us that that confidence is misplaced, I do
not believe that we should seek to supersede them.

Mr. CONYRS. Then you do not think either one of these methods
would help improve the civilian complaint board.

Do you have any notions at this point of how we might make it
become more trustworthy of the citizenry?

Mayor KOCH. Yes, sure. And what we are trying to do, we can
always improve it. And I am not telling you that we have a lock on
that which is good. We are always willing to listen to suggestions
on improvement. There are some who suggested that we go out and
advertise the civilian complaint board. Well, we are doing that. We
are putting signs in the subways and buses.

There were others who -suggested that notwithstanding the fact
that the civilian police complaint board is not in a police building,
is in a commercial building, that they would still like other non-
threatening buildings in which to file a complaint, although you
can file a complaint on the telephone. Nevertheless, we still are ac-
ceding to that. And so the 59 community boards now have the com-
plaint forms available, as city hall will have them available. So we
are willing to listen to suggestions. We are not foreclosing improv-
ingthe process.

We do not believe, and I have given you those statistics that by a
composition change that you are going to have a change in the ul-
timate outcome, unless you believe, and I do not, that a police offi-
cer is simply guilty when a civilian makes a complaint against
him. That civilian is entitled to a presumption of innocence if
charged with a crime, and so is the police officer.

Mr. RANOEL. Will the chairman yield? In all these presumptions,
Mr. Mayor, when a minister indicated that he was brutalized by a
policeman, did you not make a presumption that he was not brutal-
ized?

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Congressman, I thought you would ask me
that, so I wanted to bring with me and have my full comments on
the matter, which only run for a paragraph. So let me read that, if
I may. Very short. It appears in the May 9 Daily News. The Daily
News is getting a lot of publicity.

This is my direct quote:
The incident happened in Harlem with two white cops. I find it certainly possible,

but nevertheless strange, that in the heart of Harlem two white cope would inten-
tionally in violation of the law, harass a minister. It is possible it could have hap-
pened. I am not passing judgment. And then the allegations that the person, the
minister was brought to the police precinct. The police precinct is in Harlem, and
there is a large number of black police officers. The allegation is that he was beaten
up and racially harassed. Now it is possible it could have happened but again in a

lice precinct fed with large numbers of black officers. That all has to be exam-
ed. Ifthe police officers did what is alleged, they will be punished.
Now, you should know what the context of that statement was.

There was a white minister who issued a statement, and we will
put both statements in the record, who said, "These police officers
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are guilty." He was not there. "These police officers should be re-
moved from the police department." He was not there. "The city of
New York makes me ashamed." He was not there.

I did not pass judgment on the incident. I simply believe then, as
I do now, t&at civilians and police officers, as it relates to inno-
cence or guilt, have the same presumption.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Mayor, I was not asking what statements the
white minister made, I just was wondering whether or not you
thought it was proper, as the chief magistrate of this city, and as
the mayor of this city, to say that it is strange when a black person
alleged that they were beaten by white policemen in Harlem. Do
you think that was a proper statement?

Mayor KoCH. I believe that when I said if the police officers did
what is alleged, they will be punished.

Mr. RANGEL. As strange as it appears that the facts may be to
you.

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Congressman, I am simply not going to find
them guilty in advance of an appropriate tribunal, hearing all of
the parties. And by the way, Mr. Congressman, coming to that con-
clusion, are you aware, Mr. Chairman, and we would like to put
that into the record, too, as it relates to the outcome of that case.
Because it did go ultimately to the grand jury, and a statement was
issued, and with your permission, I would like to comment from it,
Mr. Chairman. Let me read it.

This is a statement issued by Robert Morgenthau, November 7:
A New York County Grand Jury has declined to file criminal charges against four

police officers, who were alleged to have beaten a 32-year-old Brooklyn divinity stu.
dent and a passenger in his car.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Mayor, we have that information.
Mayor KOCH. You have that statement? And you will make it a

part of the record.
Mr. CONYERS. We will take it into the record again.
Mayor KOCH. Thank you.
[The material referred to follows:]
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY - NEW YORK COUNTY

November. 7, 1983 Contact: Mary de Bourbon
553-9400, 01

A New York County Grand Jury has declined to file

criminal charges against four police officers who were alleged

to have beaten a 32 year old Brooklyn divinity student and a

passenger in his car when the two were arrested for a traffic

violation last April and has dismissed charges against the

divinity student and passenger, according to District Attorney

Robert M. Morgenthau.

The incident about which the Grand Jury heard evidence

occurred on April 30, 1983 on Lenox Avenue and 127th Street

at about 7t4o p.m. Police Officers Gary Messina, Joseph

Teller, Angelo Petriello and Sgt. John Loughran arrested

. Lee Johnson and Roderick Mitchell after their car was

stopped because it lacked a front license plate. Johnson and

Mitchell subsequently accused the police of brutality. Both

defendants were issued desk appearance tickets returnable for

arraignment on May 18. When their lawyer did not appear for

their arraignment, their cases were adjourned to May 20 in AP3.

On May 20, when Johnson's lawyer requested that the District

Attorney's Office investigate alleged police brutality, Assistant

District Attorney Sonia Sotomayor, who was assigned the case,

said she would promptly begin a full investigation.

During the Assistant District Attorney's five month

investigation, she visited the area of the incident 8 times

and a civilian investigator employed by the District Attorney's
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Office visited the area twenty-four times. Assistant District

Attorney Sotomayor and the civilian investigator spoke to over

50 civilians and more than 24 members of the Police Department. In

addition, an Internal Affairs Unit of the Police Department

also interviewed an additional 14 police officers and assisted

with the investigation. Johnson and Mitchell refused to be

interviewed and declined to appear before the Grand Jury. Nor

would they tell the District Attorney's Office the whereabouts

of Al Bradley, a third man in Johnson's car who witnessed the

incident. Johnson also refused to provide the District Attorney's

Office with his hospital records.

After hearing the available evidence, the Grand Jury

declined to charge the police officers with any crime and voted

to dismiss charges of Resisting Arrest, Obstructing Governmental

Administration and Disorderly Conduct against Mr. Johnson and

charges of Resisting Arrest, Inciting to Riot and Disorderly

Conduct against Mr. Mitchell.
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Mr. RANGEL. Just one last question, Mr. Chairman. This is the
question that the police commissioner asked that I should ask you.
Do you believe that public officials have added to the polarization
of the city of New York?

Mayor KoCH. Mr. Chairman, I am sure every one of us, you, and
myself, and the chairman, have said things that each of us should
regret saying. And it becomes a question, Mr. Chairman, of provo-
cation.

I have a duty and an obligation and that is to defend the city of
New York from unfair, unfounded charges. It may be on occasion I
will be too feisty in my response in that defense, but I will -never
cringe from defending this city.

Mr. RANGEL. So that even though it leads to polarization, you
think that is a part of your responsibility?

Mayor KocH. I would try, and I have always tried, not to engage
in polarizing statements. I am sure I am guilty of them, and I am
sure you will say ou are likewise guilty of them.

Mr. CONYERS. Bore I recognize our Congressman Major Owens
from Brooklyn, who has just arrived, I would like to ask Mr. Mayor
about the requirement .that police live within the municipality
within which they work.

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, when I first became mayor 6 years
ago, I introduced legislation, that is to say I asked legislation be in-
troduced into the State legislature, which is the only jurisdiction
having authority in this matter, asking that we be given the right
at that time I said retroactive, and then subsequently in the second
year, because it was clear nobody was for retroactivity here, I said
prospectively as it related to new hires, to require all city employ.
eei, police, fire, teachers, and so forth, to live in the city of New
York.

That legislation was rejected by the State of New York. I have no
authority to do that.

Mr. CONYERS. But you did think it was a good idea?
Mayor KOCH. Yes; I believe today that every employee of the city

of New York should live in the city of New York. do not have the
power to impose that. I requested it from the State legislature.
They refused me that authority.

Mr. CONYERS. I recognize Major Owens, Congressman from
Brooklyn.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Mayor, on that same question, can I just ask,
ws the legislation rejected or did the city council pass legislation
and it was found by the courts to be--

Mayor KocH. The city council took the position that it did not
need State legislative authority, in that the State legislature has
granted such authority to other counties outside the city of New
York, and therefore it was unconstitutional to discriminate be-
tween us and other counties.

Mr. OWENS. That is the point I wanted to get to.
Mayor KoCH. The city council therefore said we do not need au-

thorizing legislation and imposed that on all city employees. The
city employees brought an action and it was held that the State
legislature had the only authority and the city council did not, and
the State legislature refused to give the legislative authority to the
city.
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Mr. OWENS. When the courts held that only the State legislature
had that authority, did you appeal that decision?

Mayor KOCH. Let me say this. The corporation counsel took
whatever appropriate measures were available and in his discre-
tion prudent.

My position today is that all city employees should live in the
city. And when you were at that time a State senator, I hoped that
you could perform and get that miracle passed..

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Mayor, the point I am making is that that deci-
sion has never been appealed to the State's highest court. It has
never been appealed to the Supreme Court. And the Supreme
Court of the United States has ruled in the case of Chicago, that
municipalities do have the right, and if you appealed the case, if
your corporation counsel would take the case through the proper
channels to the Supreme Court, they would find that the city
would probably be ruled to be correct.

Mayor KOCH. The corporation counsel is here. He hears what you
are saying. That was not the opinion of the corporation counsel
prior to the current corporation counsel.

Mr. OWENs. I think the issue has a great deal of bearing on the
problem we are facing, and for that reason I hope that it is pur-
sued.

Two other questions. One relates to the Transit Authority Police.
Recent developments related to the murder of Michael Stewart
have revealed that the Transit Authority Police are not under any
civilian review board, as inadequate as that apparatus may be.
They are not even under that kind of operation. What kind of in-
strument is there available to deal with the transit police or the
housing authority police?

Mayor KOCH. Let me tell you, I personally was surprised to learn
that they were not under a civilian complaint board of the kind
that the NYPD has. What they are under is the president, who is a
civilian. John Simpson is the civilian authority who makes that de-
cision. So the point is-it is a State agency, as you know. I could
not change it if I wanted to. That has to be done on a State level.
The transit cops while we pay for them, are within the jurisdiction
of the MTA. So I could not impose that.

Mr. OWENS. Have you any recommendations?
Mayor KOCH. I will talk to Mr. Kiley who is the chairman, and

then I will ask you, sir, if he puts in a civilian complaint board
made up of police civilians, which they have at the MTA, would
you support that?

Mr. OWENS. I will support that, but I am surprised in the years
that you have been mayor, you have not noticed a major paramili-
tary body that has no procedure for review.

Mayor KOCH. Let me explain why. There is a procedure for
review. It is a different kind of procedure. It is a procedure made
by a civilian who is the president of the TA.

But I will tell you why it never came to my attention. And it is
something that the commissioner remarked on and got no answer
from Congressman Rangel.

You know, I have been the mayor for 6 years. And prior to these
hearings, do you know that I never received a single letter in
nearly 6 years from a single legislator representing anybody in the
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city of New York on a police brutality, alleged police brutality
matter. Not from you and not from Congressman Rangel. From no
legislator.

Now if it were--
Mr. OWENS. I stopped writing letters to you a long time ago,

since I never got any responses. I never received a response to
those letters I did write.

Mayor KOCH. Congressman, the fact is that you sent me letters
on a whole host of other matters. You may not have been satisfied
with my responses. It did not deter you from continuing to send let-
ters. But on this major issue, which now is alleged to be so over-
whelming, I received not one letter in nearly 6 years from any leg.
islator, white, black, or Hispanic, on this matter. It is hard for me
to believe that if there were that overwhelming passion, and that
there were a need for restructuring, and that there were allega-
tions which were not being attended to, that your constituents
would not have importuned you to bring it to my attention.

Mr. OWENS. Is there an apparatus for the housing authority
police?

Mayor KOCH. Yes; there they have a different kind. There the
entire board, as opposed to the chairman, sits. And on that board
sits a Hispanic and two whites, a Hispanic woman and two whites.

Mr. OWENS, Employees of the housing authority?
Mayor KOCH. They are members of the board. I would not call

them employees of the housing authority. It is the chairman and
two members of the board.

Mr. OWENS. The chairman and two members of the housing au-
thority board are themselves the reviewing mechanism for the ac-
tions of the police?

Mayor KOCH. Yes, sir.
Mr. OWENS. With all the activities that they are involved in,

they have that duty?
Mayor KOCH. Yes; along with all the others.
Mr. OWENS. Do you approve that procedure, Mr. Mayor?
Mayor KOCH. Well, again, it is more civilian than what you

object to.
Mr. OWENS. Do you think it is adequate and reasonable?
Mayor KOCH. Nobody has complained to date. And if there are

complaints, we will certainly review it. In fact, I asked the commis-
sioner to review both the A and the HA, the housing authority
procedures and to advise me of what he thought I should be sup-
porting. I did, in fact, make that request of him and I will, without
question, pursue whatever proposal he makes to me.

Mr. OWENS. Let the record show that these hearings have high-
lighted these gross inadequacies that exist in the cases of the hous-
ing authority police and the transit authority police.

My final question is on the issue of taxpayers who go to court
and sue when there are problems with the police. Over the years,
there has been a dramatic increase in the amount of money that
has been paid out by the city of New York in these cases of police
misconduct or alleged police misconduct. Evidently the judges find
it sufficient, sufficient evidence, to make awards. The awards in
1968, the year ending 1968, June 30, 1968, were about $422,596.
These are figures that came from the comptroller's office. The
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awards in the year that just ended, June 30, 1983, the amount to-
taled $9,123,000. That is a gigantic increase in the amount paid out
to cover police misconduct. It is very significant, also, in view of
the fact that the number of police have gone down dramatically
over that same period.

We have at least 5,000 or 6,000 fewer police from that period,
maybe as many as 10,000 fewer. And yet we are paying out tremen-
dous amounts of money that could be used for police protection in
some other area. Certainly my communities could use it in various
ways. Can you comment on that?

Mayor KOCH. Yes; I can, sir. First, you should understand that in
about 60, or 1 percent of those cases, the average age of the cases
that appear before the courts is 41/2 to 51/2 years. Of all the police
actions cases concluded since 1978, when I became the mayor, 61.5
percent were filed prior to my becoming mayor. So they involve
cases that did not occur in my administration.

Second, as it relates to the amounts. You know today we are
spending on what we call judgments and claims, about $120 mil-
lion. That is bigger than the budgets of a lot of cities in this coun-
try. But that is what we are paying out, not for police matters, but
for a whole host of claims. A lot of people, as it relates to that.

But in addition to that, higher verdicts are a result of inflation
and so forth. And then, most important, there 4s a different stand-
ard, Mr. Congressman, as it relates to claims filed and disciplinary
proceedings which are in effect finding a criminality aspect.

And the difference is this. That when someone brings an action,
and by the way, most of these cases we win. We win 86 percent of
the cases. That is not bad. That is the figure-86 percent in 1981
and 86 percent in 1982. I do not know what the figure is in 1983.
But we win.

When we do not win them, and we settle, you have to under-
stand the nature of a civil settlement. One, we will settle cases for
marginal amounts, simply because it is cheaper to settle than it is
to keep our corporation counsel's talents employed defending them.
Everybody does. That is an insurance company aspect.

The second aspect to that, of these cases that we had, my recol-
lection is, four of them took half of the total amount of settlement.
So there were four cases that got half of the $9 million. That is an-
other aspect of it.

And the third is this, that when people bring these actions, they
are not all police brutality or violence. There is false arrest. In ad-
dition to that, you can have negligence. You know a police officer,
like anybody else, can be negligent. It is a different standard. He
does something that is negligent but not criminal. We are all capa-
ble of negligence. But when a police officer engages in a single neg-
ligent act, the city of New York is responsible fiscally for that neg-
ligence. And that would, in- my judgment, be the explanation for
the increase in dollars. Remember that we are now paying $120
million for all of the actions that we settle. Not only the $9 million
that we paid for matters involving the police department.

Mr. OwENs. Would you not say that the dramatic increase, the
increase, the jump in the number of cases, the amount of money,
was something, as chief executive of the city of New York you

37-501 0 - 84 - 14
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should have noted as a red light which indicated that something
was radically wrong?

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Chairman, I am saying to you that police bru-
tality is something that I condemn, do not condone. I speak out
about it. And yes as was said earlier by Bill Bracey, Bob McGuire,
and myself, you know the police department, particularly we have
a desire to bring everybody into the police department. And we
screen psychologically, but there are going to be-listen there are a
couple of bad mayors, even a couple of bad congressman. We all
know that. Would you hold the Congress responsible for those few
Congressmen who violate the law? Would you hold all mayors re-
sponsible?

Mr. OWENS. My question is more specific. 1 am just saying that
these figures should have been an indicator, and should have made
you as the chief executive, without having police brutality hear-
ings, take a look at the situation and if nothing else justifies the
hearings, it is fact that this kind of evidence, available to every-
body, was ignored. Concrete dollars and cents concerns were ig-
nored.

Mayor KOCH. Mr. Congressman, I think you were unaware of the
$120 million that I told you about a few minutes ago.

Mr. OWENS. That does not matter. It is the dramatic jump. The
increase in the number and the amount at a time when the
number of policemen decreased to indicate there is a problem.

Mayor KOCH. I believe that these figures, and we do not like
paying anything, believe me. I do not like paying the other $111
million, but nevertheless when you settle claims for the reasons I
have given you, you have to make those payments. I believe that
these figures are relative to the total amount of settlements made
and claims and judgments.

Mr. CONYERS, Thank you very much.
Mr. Mayor, we have 16 other witnesses. And what I think that I

have heard you say, and the commissioner as well, that we will be
able to coordinate any statistical research, investigatory matters,
that will be necessary to finish up our work.

Mayor KOCH. We will provide you with any information you
want. And I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving us a full
opportunity this morning to state our case.[Prepared statement of James J. Fyfe follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

I am pleased and honored to appear before you today to

discuss the subjects of police brutality and means of holding

police officers accountable for their actions. As you may recall,

I last appeared before this Subcommittee in April, when I

testified in opposition to proposed legislation to weaken Fourth

Amendment safeguards against unreasonable police search and

seizure by enacting a "good faith" exception to the current

exclusionary rule.

Before addressing the subjects currently under examination

by the Subcommittee, let me review my background. Since 1979,

1 have been an associate professor of justice at The American

University in Washington DC, and a senior fellow of the Police

Foundation. I am also a contributing editor of the Criminal Law

Bulletin, and ' Deputy Editor of Justice Quarterly, the

Journal of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences. I have

published three books and approximately 30 articles, book

chapters, and monographs on police and criminal justice matters,

most of which concern police use of force. In 1979, my

research on the use of deadly force by New York City police

officers won the Annual Award of the American Society for Public

Administration as the year's outstanding national contribution to

criminal Justice administration. Upon its publication by the

Police Foundation in 1982, a dozen copies of my most recent book,

Readings on Police Use of Deadly Force, were furnished to this

Subcommittee. I am also proud to say that my research on police

use of deadly force is quoted extensively in the works on that
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subject recently completed by the National Urban League and the

National Council of La Raza, which I reviewed for the National

Institute of Justice.

I have also been active in other efforts to reduce

unnecessary use of police force. I have worked with police

around the country in the formulation of departmental policies

related to the use of force. I have assisted in or testified

against police departments and police officers in civil rights

actions stemming from wrongful use of force in virtually every

area of the United States. I have served as a consultant to the

Civil Rights Division of the United States Department of Justice

in their litigation against the Philadelphia Police Department.

I was a consultant to the Legal Defense Fund, Inc., in Garner v

Memphis, the 1982 case in which the Sixth Circuit of the United

$tates Court of Appeals declared the Tennessee fleeing felon

statute unconstitutional. I have also consulted with several

state chapters of the American Civil Liberties Union on

litigation and other matters related to police use of.force, have

done similar work for the Community Relations Service of the

United States Department of Justice, the United States Civil

Rights Commission, several states' civil rights commissions, and

the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.

With the input of several black police executives, I wrote the

Model Controls on Police Use of Deadly Force that appear in the

NAACP's recent publication, Police-Citizen Violence -- An

Organizing Gutde for Community Leaders.
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For the 16 years prior to 1979, 1 was a New York City police

officer. I worked on patrol for nine years in Brooklyn, Times

Square, and Queens, and earned seven departmental citations. I

left the department as a lieutenant after serving In the Police

Academy for nearly six years. While I was a police officer, I

earned bachelor's, master's, and PhD. degrees in criminal

Justice and was an adjunct professor at John Jay College of

Criminal Justice, City University of New York.

I could continue but, for brevity's sake, let me summarize

by stating that I appear before you as an individual who has

spent his adult life doing police work, and thinking, studying,

teaching, and writing about police work. Further, I think that

the record shows that I have not been reluctant to criticize the

police or to disagree with popularly held police positions.

I disagreed with Police Commissioner McGuire, for example, when

he recently argued that a mayor's general tone does not affect

the work of police officers in the street. The fact is that

mayors get what they want from their police departments.

Fifty years ago in New York City, Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia

advised his detectives to "bring [prisoners] in bloody', and his

detectives did. Ten years ago in Philadelphia, Mayor Frank Rizzo

advised his officers to "break their heads before they break

yours', and his officers did, with tragic results in loss of

citizens' lives and dignity, and with damage to the treasury of

Philadelphia that continues to this day with the settlements of

myriad civil rights suits against the city. Those mayors
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tolerated -- or even encouraged --brutality by their officers,

and they got what they wanted.

Times and tempers have changed dramatically In New York City

since Mayor LaGuardia held office here. Every mayor who has held

office in New York City since I became a police officer has

demanded and gotten humane policing from his officers. None of

those mayors tolerated brutality, and every police commissioner

under whom I served made It clear to all of us on the street that

he would not tolerate brutality.

That tradition -- which other cities, under the leadership

of enlightened mayors like William Green of Philadelphia -- are

only more recently starting to enjoy -- is so deeply imbued in

New York City that it is easy to see how Commissioner McGuire

overlooked it. It is a given that New York City police do

everything they can to avoid using force, and all of us who have

served in the department -- including Commissioner McGuire -.

often forget that this tradition is not a part of the natural

order, but has been the result of the work of mayors, police

commissioners -- including Commissioner McGuire -- , and police

* personnel to whom any other police working style was unthinkable.

Since leaving New York City, I have learned that this tradition

has earned the New York City Police Department a reputation as a

Tenderized" department among some other "hard-line" police

departments.

The record shows how well-established the tradition of

humane and "tenderized" policing is in Now York City. When I was

a young officer, New York City had its Ourban disorders" -- the

Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant riots of 1964 -- which were
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admittedly started by an extremely controversial police shooting.

But, by and large, the deaths ended there: unlike many other

cities, New York did not experience wholesale deaths of citizens

at the hands of police in the course of quelling those

disturbances. New York City has never had a 'SWAT Team':

instead, its police pioneered the art of hostage negotiation, and

its negotiators are in worldwide demand as lecturers and

instructors in this non-violent method of calming explosive

situations. New York City police have not used teargas -- which

can often be lethal -- since before World War II. New York

City's rules and review procedures related to use of firearms are

considered a national model, and have been adopted by police

agencies throughout this country. Those cities have more

recently realized the reductions in this most lethal form of

force that these measures accomplished eleven years ago in New

York City.

Perhaps the most eloquent testimony to the tradition of

humane policing enjoyed by New York City is the intensity with

which its officers are sought out by other, troubled cities, and

the degree of success 'they have enjoyed as police chiefs in those.

places. Shortly after the disastrous riots in Detroit in 1967, a

New Yorker was appointed that city's police chief. Later,

Patrick Y. Murphy -- my boss at the Police Foundation -- also

served as police chief there. In 1968, he was Public Safety

Director in Washington, DC, and drew great and virulent criticism

from, among others, members of the District of Columbia

Committee of the United States House of Representatives for his
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command that officers not shoot looters during. ,he disorder

that foJlowed the tragic death of Dr. Martin Luther King. Gary,

Indiana has had 2 former New York police officers as Police

Chiefs. The first came back to New York to run the Civilian

Complaint Review Board and the second is the incumbent Chief

of Gary. The present Chief of Birmingham, Alabama is a former

New York Police Captain appointed by Mayor Arrington after a

long period of extreme antagonism between the Police Department

and much of Mirmingham's black community. Former New York

officers are currently Chiefs of Police in Seattle, Washington,

Pontiac, Michigan, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Raleigh, North Carolina,

Baltimore County, Maryland and Racine Wisconsin. The elected

sheriffs of the Jackson County, Michigan and Wayne County, Michigan

are former New York officers. One of the first official acts

of former Governor Hugh Carey was to appoint a former New York

City officer to head the New York State police who were still

reeling from the e.Ynts ofiAttica. Joseph McNamara, a former New

York City officer is Chief of Police in San Jose, California,

where his department was awarded recognition by the National

Conference of Christians and Jews as a model of police in

community relations. Before he accepted this job he was appointed

to succeed Clarence Kelley as police chief of Kansas City, Missouri.

Shortly after McNamara took office one of his officers shot

and killed a young black man under circumstances that drew great

community protests. McNamara attended that young man's funeral,

expressed his regrets to the family, and modified department Firearms

rules (on the model of New York City's regulations) to ban such

incidents in the future. One consequence of those acts - - which

were predictable on the part of someone who had spent so
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many years as a New York City officer -- was a deluge of hate

mail and threatening phone calls that lasted many months.

Clearly, it is more than a coincidence that so many of my

former colleagues and supervisors have been recruited to serve as

police chiefs in so many American Jurisdictions, especially In

those in which police-community relations were at disastrously

low levels. Further, it is not accidental that, despite the

great bloodshed and bodycounts that often occurred at the hands

of police during the riots of that period, in two cities -- the one

in which we sit today, and Washington DC, where police were

commanded to use restraint by an alumnus of this city's police

department -- deaths were extremely rare or did not occur: two

persons, including the young man whose death precipitated the

Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant riots, died during New York's 1964

disturbances, and none died in Washington, DC.

None of this is to suggest that brutality does not exist in

the New York City Police Department. Police brutality is any act

that unnecessarily -- or even maliciously -- injures people, or

causes damage to their dignity, or violates their rights under

the ederal and state Constitutions. Police brutality abuses the

broad discretion inherent in the police role. In every police

department, brutal acts occur, and in every police department,

there are officers who are inclined to be brutal, and who will be

brutal if they feel that they can do so with impunity. Thus, it

would be hopelessly naive to argue that, in a big department like

New York City's, there have not occurred brutal acts. Further,

in a big department like New York City's, there are probably many
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officers who are Inclined to be brutal. That is so because

police officers are not all the same: they are human beings who

work under extremely trying conditions, and they react

differently to those conditions. They also receive a tremendous

amount of public encouragement to be "tough and aggressive* in

dealing with the problems they face. At social gatherings over

this last holiday weekend, scores of police officers in this city

and elsewhere were told by friends and family that, 0I could

never be a cop. The first time someone gave me a bunch of lip,

I'd punch him. I wouldn't last a week.' At work this last

holiday weekend, scores of patrol officers in this city and

elsewhere were told by complaining citizens that, "Twenty years

ago, the cops would have cleared the kids off that corner with

their nightsticks. And if the kids went home and complained

about it. their fathers would have hit them, too, for givingg the

police a hard time. The problem is that you guys are handcuffed

nowadays.' But I was a cop in this city twenty years ago, and we

did not use nightsticks to clear off corners. We were, however,

told exactly the same thing about the cops who had preceded us by

twenty years.

If we understand that police officers are human beings, and

that human beings differ, we will also understand that some

officers are inclined -- even encouraged -- to be brutal. But we

cannot excuse them for acting out their inclinations on those

grounds. Nor, until the psychologists provide us with foolproof

means of predicting behavior and measuring peoples' inclinations

and prejudices, can we hope to 'weed out" in *dvance all those

who bear prejudices or who are inclined to be brutal. Instead,
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we must try to make it as difficult as possible for them to act

out their prejudices or Inclinations to brutality..

To understand what that means to a police chief and to a

concerned citizenry, we must distinguish between two types of

police brutality: systemic brutality and Isolated brutality.

In some of the police agencies in which I have studied or had

access to records in the course of civil rights litigation, it is

clear that brutality is systemic. That kind of brutality is easy

to find. It exists when there are no limits on police

discretion, so that officers are free to follow their own

inclinations, however wrongheaded. In Philadelphia during the

1970s, for example, the police chief abandoned the department's

restrictive policy on the use of firearms, and told the United

States Civil Rights Commission that, so long as his officers
"believed" they were acting correctly, he would offer them all

the support possible. Systemic brutality is easy to detect: it

exists when officers are not trained to act in accordance with

carefully thought out policies, but are told to "do what you

think is right." It exists when there are no carefully thought

out policies to guide police actions, or when police departments

refuse to make public their policies. It exists when officers

are not held accountable by having to submit to official

inquiries into their actions. It exists when policies are mere

window-dressing: when carefully thought out and well-defined

procedures to hold officers accountable for their actions are

ignored whenever violations occur. It exists whenever a

department closes ranks, and refuses to make available to those
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concerned the results of Its investigations of officers' actions,

and the reasons for its findings that those actions were

Justified or unjustified. 1, and miny other scholars, can tell

4u that no data suggest any systemic brutality in the New York

'City Police Department.

Isolated brutality is more difficult to detect. It exists

even in the most well administered police departments --

including New York City's -- , and involves officers who seek to

conceal their actions because they know that they are vulnerable

to punishment if found out. Officers who commit isolated acts of

brutality deceive their supervisors about what they have done,

because they know that citizens' rights are zealously guarded by

their departments. Further, except in the most extreme cases,

they leave little or no objective evidence of their misconduct.

Neither do they act brutally in the presence of uninvolved

witnesses. Consequently, when the victim of such an officer's

brutality complains that he was unnecessarily struck, that he was

derided by an ethnic slur, that he was threatened, that he was

unnecessarily held at gunpoint, or that he was unlawfully

arrested, there is little to substantiate his claim. In most

cases, even the most intensive and objective investigations of

citizens' complaints, become *swearing contests' in which

complainants make uncorroborated allegations and officers deny

them. Stated most simply, regardless of the intensity of

investigation, and regardless of who conducts investigations of

complaints, and regardless of who adjudicates them, most

citizens' complaints against officers in departments that do not
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tolerate brutality will be found unsubstantiated by -bjective

adjudicators.

Thus, after the fact review of police officers' actions in

cases not involving clear objective evidence is of limited value

in determining the facts: what is the difference between

excessive force and necessary force? how can the investigator

reconstruct the circumstances that prevailed during an incident

that resulted in a complaint against an officer? The fact is

that he cannot, and that, taken alone, a low rate of

"substantiated" complaints provides no indication whatever that

a police department's complaint investigation process is

inadequate. One of my students, for example, did a study of the

civilian complaint review processes in New York City -- where

police employees investigate and dispose of complaints -- and in

Berkeley, California -- where civilians adjudicate complaints.

One of his major findings was that the "substantiated" rates were

extremely similar in both cities (about 3.5%). But that is

still not an adequate analysis, because comparison of those rates

does not take into account differences in the rates at which

complaints may be informally disposed of without having been

recorded.

In New York City, complaints against officers may be made in

any manner -- by telephone, anonymously, by obviously intoxicated

persons -- to any police officer. The officer who receives such

complaints has no discretion in disposing of them: he must

forward them to the Civilian Complaint Review Board for

investigation, even though he may determine that they
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involve no violation of citizens' rights, law or departmental

rules. I know of no other police department that follows such a1
policy.

If after the fact review of police complaints Is of only

limited effectiveness in dealing with isolated brutality, one

might ask, why should citizens make complaints against police,

and why should there exist have a civilian complaint review

process at all?

The answer is that a complaint review process should serve

several purposes. Complaints against police officers are a form

of management information. While It may be rare that individual

complaints against officers are sustained, the department that

encourages citizens to complain when they feel that they have

been wronged by citizens allows itself to reexamine its policies,

and to determine whether they are in need of reformulation. Some

complaints about police officers' actions may involve officers

who have acted in accordance with ill-advised department

policies.

More important, even though they may be individually

unsubstantiated, individual complaints against officers may
identify patterns of isolated brutality on the part of individual

officers. It is hard to argue that the police chief who has in

his hands a record of similar, unsubstantiated complaints-made by

different people at different times and places, all of whom

allege similar types of misconduct by the same officer does not

have cause for further investigation, or for further review of

officers' behavior.
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Thus, police departments should actively encourage citizens

to complain when they feel they have been wronged by police.

But, like most burglary victims, citizens must know that the

probability that their individual complaints will be found

substantiated, or that officers will be disciplined as a result

of their complaints, is low. Just as they are encouraged to

report their victimizations'in order to help police identify

patterns of criminal behavior, citizens must be encouraged

to report their victimizations by police, in order to help their

departments identify patterns of misconduct by officers. They

should also know that, just as a very few criminal offenders

account for many burglaries, a very few officers account for much

police misconduct.

None of this means a thing, of course, unless a citizen

complaint review procedure is credible. Here, citizens should

know that it does not matter very much who -- police officer or

civilian -- investigates and disposes of complaints. What

matters is the process: are investigations thorough, and are

their results explained to complainants? This latter is a

particularly tough task because, regardless of findings --

substantiated or unsubstantiated -- , those who investigate

complaints are bound to make someone -- citizen or police

officer -- very unhappy. Those who propose a complaint review

board composed of civilians should also be aware that this

approach is not a panacea to the problem of discontent with

dispositions of complaints. If investigations are thorough -- as

I can tell you at first hand they are in New York City --
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substitution of civilians for police personnel is not likely to

substantially alter dispositions of complaints. Nor, as time

passes, is the board so likely to &ppear as "independent" as it

was at its inception. Civilian complaint review boards have, as

the United States Civil Rights Commission noted, had a "stormy"

history, and have "largely failed', and like other external

controls on police "are no substitute for fair and effective
2

regulation within a police agency."(emphasis in original)

The credibility of police systems for controlling misconduct

and for reviewing citizen complaints must be made apparent to

police personnel, as well as to citizens. We have all heard of

the "blue curtain" of police silence. I do not know of any

police department that has done more to break it down than has

New York City's. I know of no other police department whose

internal affairs unit has a cadre of 'field associates" who work

regularly in field commands, but who surreptitiously report to

internal affairs on any misconduct they observe. The New York

City Police Department does not sit by and wait for complaints:

it is the only department I know of that regularly tests the

integrity of its complaint review process by having its own

personnel pose as citizens and make complaints -- in person or by

telephone -- into field commands in order to determine whether

they are being processed properly. I know of no other department

that has given its personnel no discretion in the determination

of whether complaints they receive are with or without merit.

Indeed, most officers from other departments are shocked when I

tell them these things.

37-501 0 - 84 - 15
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Neither do I know of any police departments that have worked

so early and so hard to develop "early warning" and "violence

prone* programs directed at identifying officers inclined to

violence. When I worked in the Police Academy in this city, the

recruit curriculum was revised in accordance with the

recommendations of a study funded by the United States Department

of Justice. The result was a program that was evaluated by the

New York State Board of Regents as the equivalent of 35

undergraduate college credits, to my knowledge the highest such

evaluation ever given an American police recruit training

program. About one-third of that curriculum was devoted to

teaching new officers about the peoples of this city, and about

the need to be responsive to them, to respect their dignity, and

to avoid treating the differences among them as signs as lesser

worth. I know that there are problems in the New York City

Police Department. There are certainly some officers who are

inclined to brutality among its ranks, and there have certainly

occurred incidents of police brutality in New York City. But,

since leaving New York City, I have looked long and hard at other

police departments, and have become convinced that New York City

is the state of the art where humane and responsive policing is

concerned.
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NOTES

1. A personal anecdote is illustrative: Several years ago, I

was en route home from work in my personal auto, and was stopped

at a red light in heavy rush hour traffic. My car was suddenly

struck in the rear by another car that pushed me into the auto in

front of me. All three of us exited our cars to inspect the

damage, which was substantial ($450) to my car. We agreed to

pull across across an intersection, and to exchange vehicle

information out of the traffic lane. I did so, but the driver

who hit me suddenly turned onto a cross street and fled In his

auto. I followed him for a period of time, and finally got an

opportunity to pull alongside him, show my identification, and

signal him to stop. He swerved into my car again, but was

finally forced to a stop by traffic. I exited my car, told him

he was under arrest for leaving the scene of an accident, ordered

him out of his car, placed his hands on the roof of his car,

searched him, and requested that a bystander call the local

precinct and advise them that I was holding a suspect.

Later, another bystander -- with whom I had spoken cordially

at the scene -- called the local precinct to complain that I had

arrested the suspect, ordered him out of his car, searched him,

removed items from his pockets, and handcuffed and transported

him away from the scene in the marked police car that appeared at

the scene. No other allegation was made. The complaint was

immediately forwarded to the Civilian Complaint Review Board, who

subsequently investigated it thoroughly (seeking to find

additional witnesses, interviewing the complainant, the suspect,
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and me), and determined that I had acted according to the

prescribed arrest and search procedure. When the investigation

was concluded, I was told by investigators that the complainant

(whose name was kept from me) had advised them early on that her

husband -- a criminal lawyer -- had told her that I had followed

prescribed arrest procedure, and that she wished to withdraw her

complaint. Under the department's rules concerning civilian

complaints, however, once made, complaints are investigated to

conclusion regardless of the wishes of complainants.

I know of no other police department in which the official

number of complaints lodged against police officers includes

incidents in which even the most cursory interviews by receiving

personnel would determine that there existed no bases for the

complaints. I do know of many police departments, however, in

which complaints must be made in person at police facilities by

complainants who must swear to and sign their complaints under

warnings that they may be prosecuted for perjury or sued for

libel if their allegations are determined to be unsubstantiated.

Because New York City allows its police personnel no power to

handle complaints "informally" or to advise complainants that

they have detailed no cause for action against officers, the

number of complaints it records is swollen by some percentage of

complaints that would not appear on the records of other police

departments, and the percentage of complaints it finds

'substantiated" is concomitantly lowered.

2. United Staes Commission on Civil Rights, Who's Guarding The

Guardians, Washington, DC: USGPO, 1981, pp. 125-127.
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Mr. CONYERS. It is my pleasure entirely. Before we hear from the
Grand Council of Guardians, the president and the past president,
a 10-minute recess only, and then we will resume the hearings of
the Subcommittee. We stand in 10-minute recess.

AFTER RECESS

Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come to order. Will every-
one please be seated. Excluding those members of the press who
are standing, will everyone else please be seated. The subcommit-
tee will come to order.

We are very pleased to have as our next witnesses from the
Grand Council of Guardians, its president Mr. Jacques Maurice,
who is here to present testimony, and accompanying him to the
witness table is the past president, Mr. John Cousar. Gentlemen,
welcome before the committee. We thank you for much activity
that you have contributed behind the scenes to bring these hear-
ings to fruition, and we would very much be pleased to hear you at
this point and we would like to begin with President Jacques Mau-
rice.

TESTIMONY OF JACQUES MAURICE, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK
POLICE DEPARTMENT GRAND COUNCIL OF GUARDIANS; JOHN
COUSAR, FORMER PRESIDENT; WILLIAM JOHNSON, FORMER
PRESIDENT
Mr. MAURICE. Mr. Chairman, I notice that William Johnson, also

a past president of the NYPD Guardians, has joined the panel.
Mr. CONYERS. Welcome. You may begin your testimony whenever

you are ready.

TESTIMONY OF JACQUES MAURICE
Mr. MAURICE. Mr. Chairman, friends, citizens, fellow New

Yorkers. I am Jacques Maurice. I am the chairman of the Grand
Council of Guardians. The Grand Council of Guardians is the um-
brella organization which represents the Correction Guardians who
have the hardest job in the city of New York, the toughest job, the
Housing Police Guardians, the NYPD Guardians and the Transit
Guardians.

We would like to say, number one, thank you very much for
coming. The subcommittee was asked, was invited, and we welcome
you for coming to assist us in our plight. At this time, up to this
time, we have had very little forum. Black people in general have
had very little forum. We have had no entre6 to discuss our griev-
ances. Our leaders are not given their just due. They are not re-
spected by the people who run this city.

Reverend Butts, who is the leader of all of this and started all of
this, was the one that marshalled us and galvanized us together,
made many attempts to speak to the powers that be, including the
police commissioner, to no avail.

It was only then did he call upon the New York City Guardian
Association, and thus the grand council, for us to come and get in-
volved, in bringing about some relief and remedies.

The mayor's attempt to ridicule this matter when he uses the
word "alleged" is not going to make it go away. All officers in the
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city of New York, all police officers risk their lives and place their
lives in danger. And as the chairman of the Grand Council of
Guardians, I am interested in the things that pertain to black
police officers. All officers risk their lives, again. However, it is
only black police officers that get assaulted by white police officers.
It is only black police officers who get injured or beaten by white
police officers. In the history of the city of New York, in all the
police agencies that we have in New York, at no time did anyone
say that a black police officer has ever brutalized a white police of-
ficer.

Whether it be an error, intentional, or whatever, we have never
had such a situation. All of the police officers have been shot and
killed and wounded have all been black.

Part of the problem, my friends is, which the mayor says he
cannot address or change, has to do with the fact that white police
officers, as a general rule, not all, "but white police officers cannot
tell the difference between black crooks and black cops."

The fact that the mayor says that police brutality is not con-
doned. It may not be condoned, but the matter is not rectified. The
punishments for brutality against police officers, black police offi-
cers particularly, never happens. It is always "a tragic incident,"
"a tragic mistake."

The NYPD Guardians and other Guardian associations have had
too many of their officers injured, beaten, assaulted. I have had too
many cases where police officers come to me and say, "I showed
the cop my shield and he threw it in the river."

The trickle down theory, which mayor Koch purports to practice,
does not work. It is not working. While he may be saying it at the
top, and McGuire, it is not trickling down to the guys in the field
at the bottom. Many of those officers seem to feel that black police
officers are not their equals.

Fortunately, here in the city of New York, at this time, the four
leaders of the police unions, of the four police unions, are responsi-
ble men, are good leaders. They are just not aware of all that is
happening, of all that is going down. And in some instances, they
do not listen.

The unfortunate part of it is in these police unions, particularly
in the NYPD, there are no blacks involved in the union. There are
no black officers on the executive board. There are no black officers
that are precinct representatives. There are no black officers that
are there when the decisions are being inade as to what posture
the union is going to take. That is unfortunate, but I do not blame
the union leaders for that.

I would like to talk about the CCRB. The CCRB is a poorly con-
stituted compromise. It is the best that John Lindsey and the city
at the time could salvage. The PBA again used black police officers'
money to fight the CCRB as it was originally proposed. That part
nobody talks about.

The CCRB has been understaffed for I do not know how many
years, but I am not going to plead their case. I am going to tell you
that the staffing was increased only because of these hearings. I
am going to tell you that the position of deputy director, deputy di-
rector of the CCRB was open for 6 years. That position was filled
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only because of these hearings, and I do believe on the day the
hearings were held.

In addition, the CCRB historically, from its inception, regardless
of who the mayor was, regardless of who the administration was at
the time, from its inception till now, has never printed anything to
be distributed to the citizens at large, for the citizens to know ex-
actly what to do.

The New York City Police Department has the largest printing
budget of any city agency. Nothing has ever been printed. And if it
hasbeen printed, it has been only because of these hearings.

There is each year, the New York Times carries it, and I am sure
the other newspapers do also, a precinct by precinct description of
crime statistics. How much crime occurred at each and every pre-
cinct in the city of New York. And they run the gamut from loiter-
ing to homicide. There is no annual report or statistics on the ac-
tions of the CCRB, which is something, I would say interests all
citizens in the city of New York. There is no one to say, there is no
printing or release of information, concerning how many com-
plaints or civilian complaints were lodged in each precinct in the
city. There is no annual report on the dispositions of these matters,
which is what we need to know about. And, Mr. Chairman, when
you say 12 percent, you are being generous.

Mr. CONYERS. I said one-half of 1 percent.
Mr. MAURICE. Yes; then you are on target, sir. But in the end, it

is important that everone here know, that the CCRB is only advi-
sory. That is all theydo is advise. And over the last 6 years, and I
will be more specific, Commissioner McGuire has pocketed or
vetoed their advice in many instances. He does not even pay atten-
tion. Officers that should be fired or get retraining are given a slap
on the wrist.

There is a tremendous amount of inaccurate reporting by the de-
partment. We have one instance where an officer, and this instance
it is a transit police officer, who was shot and killed, and the way
the facts came out in that 95-point document, it sounds nothing
like the incident as it happened in 1969. The officer was Lemuel
Booker.

By the way, that matter was recently investigated by the police
department, who thought nothing of investigating it from all this
time until the present.

Polarization, I want to tell you a little bit about that. The polar-
ization is there. It is not these hearings that is bringing about po-
larization. These hearings are providing a forum for people, citi-
zens, men of good will, good hearts and integrity to voice what they
feel are injustices. Whether they be true or untrue, there must be a
forum. The evidence will present and show whether they are.

The police commissioner talks about shooting guidelines. Let me
tell you something, my friends, those shooting guidelines were only
put in effect when black police officers were getting shot very
often. That is when they thought about shooting guidelines. I do
not have to tell anyone here. I think everyone is aware the number
of black police officers that have been shot. And that was presented
at the last hearings.

Only when the department is forced to do something, will they
do so. The mayor said that the hiring of minorities was not court-
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mandated. Well, let me say this to you, the creation of the new test
was court-mandated, and that would have never been done, had it
not been for the courts.

I would like to add some more things here. In regard to the $34
million that has been paid out in police brutality claims, since
Mayor Koch has been mayor he seems to attempt to allay the
costs, but $34 million can buy a lot of police officers.

I would like to say that $34 million is 1,258 cases. Now, apparent-
ly that is only 14 percent, because the mayor said they win 86 per-
cent of the time. So that is only 14 percent of all the claims, 1,258.
That is a lot of people who were successful in their litigation, re-
gardless of what the other number was.

The first year that Koch was mayor, let me say to you, $1,900,000
was paid out. And as the good Congressman brought out, last year
was $9 million. At this time right now, there are 2,039 cases still in
litigation in the corporation counsel's office, right now. That is up
to August 31, 1983.

Mr. CONYERS. Is that a larger number for this period of the year
than before? Or can you tell?

Mr. MAURICE. It is hard to tell. However, there are 2,000 cases
right now that are still in litigation. And it does not make any dif-
ference whether they were started 10 years ago or last month.
There are 2,000 case of people who feel they have been aggrieved.
And we are talking about police cases.

It is important-very recently, as a matter of fact, I believe 2
days ago, there was an article in the paper that talked about the
fact that integrity practices and checking on integrity have been
tightened up. More staff had been added. In which the department
is now able to do a better job in investigating whether police offi-
cers are involved in unsavory, corrupt practices. In 1972, we had
Knapp Commission hearings here in New York. And the same kind
of things that were said then, polarization, devisiveness, were said
then, are being said now.

As a result of the Knapp Commission hearings, the entire cli-
mate of the police department has changed. Police officers know
that corruption will not be tolerated. That integrity must be
upheld. What we are hoping for as a result of these hearings, is
that a climate will change with regard to brutality. That everyone
will know that brutality will not be tolerated, not only in the
may or's mouth or in his mind, but everywhere.

We want to see as a result of these hearings, that the corruption
fighter, the chief who is in charge of corruption fighting will also
make police brutality a priority as far as his activities are con-
cerned. It will make everyone aware. The same way that police of-
ficers have been rewarded in the past for assisting corruption fight-
ing, we are hoping that they will be rewarded for assisting in bru-
tality fighting.

It is important that the climate again be changed so that every-
one will know, that that word go forth. That is something else.

I would like to talk about the psychological testing. At best, it is
questionable. It is necessary, but questionable. We have a young
lady officer. She took the test for police officer. She passed it. She
was investigated, her character, her background, her physical, she
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assed it, and the psychological and was admitted to the academy.
he was admitted to the academy.
I think she got a little too complacent and about halfway

through, for academic reasons, she was dismissed. The young lady
took the test again. Went through the procedure a second time,
was about ready to be sworn in, and she received word from the
psychological testing unit that she was no longer eligible because of

er psychological makeup. Now, you must remember this is the
same young lady that took the test, the psychological testing barely
a year before. I say it is questionable.

We would like to close by saying that no one joins the police de-
partment. Everyone applies and hopes they are selected. And the
selection process here has to be improved.

I am very happy to be here, Mr. Chairman, and I would like you
to listen to my cohort here, John Cousar, who has some very im-
portant exhibits that I think everyone here will find eye opening.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. The Council of Guardians is
doing a tremendous job under very adverse circumstances. And I
think it is recognized by everyone on this subcommittee. We are
deeply in your debt. I will recognize Mr. John Cousar. Proceed.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN COUSAR
Mr. COUSAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am John Cousar, the

most recent former Guardians Association president in the New
York City Police Department. I retired in 1982, but I am still a
member of the Guardians Association board.

I am now a special assistant for criminal justice services through
Assemblyman Roger Green of the 57th Assembly District in Brook-
lyn.

After having entered the New York City Police Department
through Haryou Act, a manpower development training act of 1966
and 1967, I obtained my B.S. degree from John Jay College of
criminal justice, in Criminal Justice. I also graduated from the FBI
National Academy in 1978.

The following information and testimony, Mr. Chairman, comes
on that backdrop, 15 years of service in the criminal justice system,
20 years in the African-American community in the city of New
York.

In 1966, when I became a police cadet, there are some things
that I want to reflect on, and I think it is important for this com-
mittee to hear. One of the hottest stories at the time in the press,
remember it is 1966, is the case of Miranda v. Arizona, dealing
with police interrogation procedures. That was 17 years ago. But I
can remember as if it were yesterday, the negative and panic-type
statements that came from members and representatives of the 90
percent male white police force in the city of New York. Listening
to them, one would have thought that the Miranda decision would
end or make it impossible to do successful investigation. By now all
of us know that did not happen.

By the year 1967, I was not only a student of the criminal justice
system, but also a member, in that I was a probationary patrolman
in the New York City Police Department. As a student and
member of the criminal justice system, I quickly learned that the
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vast amount of Federal level restrictions placed on law enforce-
ment officers came after, and only after, certain widespread abuse
of authority and local had been done, and local level officials had
done nothing about it.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Cousar, I suppose that we should put in the
record that the Miranda decision required that policeman advise
those arrested of certains rights that they had before they begin to
elicit testimony.

Mr. COUSAR. That is correct.
Sothen if there is an enemy of the police in bringing on or

making the Federal level action possible and necessary, it is the
police themselves.

In Mapp v. Ohio, in 1961, the Mapp decision came down after the
police had not only abused their authority brutally in a search and
seizure situation beyond the limits of the law, but also beyond the
imagination of the reasonable man. Doree Mapp decided that the
police brutality against her was a bit much and took action
through the courts.

The Miranda decision came down after Ernesto Miranda decided
that he had been brutally interrogated.

Now, abuse of authority is one of the factors of police brutality. I
submit that the general population is extremely tolerant when it
comes to police brutality and abuse of authority. Obviously, too tol-
erant. This tolerance comes from a number and combination of rea-
sons. People have a need to believe their police force is one that
will protect rather than brutalize them. There is also the fear
factor. People fear the repercussions that will come as a result of
reporting police wrongdoings. Note, the defenders of the police in
New York City, the mayor, the police commissioner, the PBA. All
with powerful and large budgets.

People do not believe they can win in these situations. Therefore,
they do not come forward. People do not always have the money to
hire a lawyer and go to court. The governmental agencies where
eople cango to complain cost-free are few, ineffective, improperly

loated, and understaffed.
At this point one might ask why are we talking about or discuss-

ing the Map and Miranda cases? They did not take place in New
k City. Well, my academic training tells me that it is impossible

for one to discuss police brutality or anything else intelligently
without knowing its broad history and definition.

For example, Mapp in Ohio, Miranda in Arizona, begins to show
us the wide geographic spread of police brutality and abuse of au-
thority in the United States. New York City just happens to be the
place where the issue is being raised at this time. If we took the
time, we could look at each State in the United States and find
cases on the level of Mapp and Miranda that drew decisions from
the Federal level following acts of police abuse of authority and
brutality.

If so many cases like Mapp and Miranda and others are making
it to the Federal level, can we assume that something is wrong or
at least lacking at the local level. Do not people usually look for
remedy at the local level before proceeding to the Federal level?

Earlier I mentioned that we need a definition of police brutality
and excessive use of force. After listening to the group before us,
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God knows we need a definition. And we have already pointed out
that this is something that spreads across large geographic areas,
without regard to local or State boundaries. It is also widespread
relative to incident and character. It is more than outright murder
of citizens by the police. It is shootings and beatings that maim. It
is verbal abuse. It is stopping motorists with families and treating
them like felons when there is no justifiable reason to do so. It is
what the officer does as well as what he does not do. It is commis-
sion as well as omission. It is the use of force, of more force than is
necessary to accomplish the law enforcement function. It is facial.
It is a vicious cycle. It has little to do with crime. It has no respect
for economic strata, but does have some respect for color and even
hides under the color of the law.

If the read, listener will bear with me, I want to spend more time
on the definition of police brutality because I do not believe that
we can carry on an intelligent discussion unless we can at least
agree on a common definition of brutality.

Further, I do not believe that brutality can be understood or
dealt with properly, if it is not seen in the proper perspective.

In 1966 the civilian complaint review board was voted into exist-
ence by the electorate in New York City after many incidents of
police brutality against African Americans. After many outcries of
protest from the African American community in New York City,
ed at that time by the NYPD Guardians Association.

The following sentence comes from page 541 of the New York
City council record dated March 18, 1980, helps us with the defini-
tion of police brutality. The civilian complaint review board re-
views complaints involving: One, unnecessary excessive force; two,
abuse of authority; three, discourtesy; and four, ethnic or racial
slurs. The group before us knew 25 percent of that definition.

Mr. CONYERS. Brother Cousar, it pains me to have to tell you
that you are on page 5 of your testimony. We have 16 witnesses.
We have got till 5:15 p.m., so what I am going to do is put the
entire statement into the record, and then ask you to hit the high
points in the conclusions, so we can bring on William Johnson, and
move on. We are just really filled up. We are not saying this is the
last hearing, but I want you to cooperate with us in that respect.

Mr. COUSAR. Mr. Chairman, we will do that.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of John Cousar follows:]
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I an John Cousar, the mset recent former president of the Guardians

Association of the Police Department of the City of Nov York. I retired from

thp New York City Police Department in July of 1982. 1 an still a member of the

Board of the Guardians Association. I served as President of the Cuardians

Association from January 1, 1980 until June 1982-. I am nov the Special Assistant

for Criminal Justice Services in the office of Assemblyman Roger L. Green 57th

Assembly District, Brooklyn, Now York.

After having entered the Now York City Police Department through

Har You Act(& Manpover Development Training Act of 1966 and 1967), I obtained my

B.S. degree from John Jay College of Criminal Justice, in Criminal Justice and

also graduated from the F.B.I. National Academy in 1978. During my career in the

New York City Police Department I promoted to the rank of Detective.

The following information and testimony is given then in the backdrop

of my fifteen years as an active member of the Nev York City Police Department,

of the Guardians Association and as a sore than twenty (20) year resident of the

African American Comnity in New York City.

In 1966 I became a Police Cadet under the Manpover Development Training

Act here in the City of New York. The Police Cadet Training Program was conducted

by the New York City Board of Education in conjuction with the New York City Police

Department, under a grant from the Federal Level Manpower Training Act. The

program trained young, poor people between the ages of 21 and 29 to take and

pass Civil Service Examinations, with emphasis on the entry level test for police

officer.

Note again that the year is 1966 and one of the hottest stories in the

press at the time was around the case of Miranda vs. Ariaona, dealing with police

interrogation procedures. That ws seventeen (17) years ago but I can remember as

if it were yesterday the negative and panic type statements that came from members

and representatives of the 902 male white New York City Police Force. Listening
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to them, one would have thought that the Miranda decision would end or make it impossible

to do successful investigations. By now we know that did not happen.

By the year 1967 I was not only a student of the Criminal Justice System

but also a member, in that I was a Probationary Patrolman in the New york City

Police Department. As a student and member of the Criminal Justice System I quickly

learned that the vast amount of Federal level restrictions place on Law-enforcement

officers case after and only after certain wide-spread abuses of authority by local

level law-enforcement had gone unchecked over long periods of time, with local level

officials doing little or nothing about that abuse of authority. So than if there

is an enemy of the police in bringing on or making the federal level actions possible

and necessary it is the police themselves.

Mapp vs. Ohio 1961: The Mapp decision came down after the police had not

only abused their authority brutally in a search and seizure situation beyond the

limits of the law but also beyond the Imagination of the "reasonable man". Doree

M4app decided that the police brutality against her was a bit much and took action

through the Courts.

Miranda vs. Arizona 1966: The Miranda decision came down after police

abuse of authority in interrogation procedures. Ernesto Miranda decided

that the abuse was out of order and he went to Court and therefore, the Miranda

decision. It's worth noting here that Happ, Miranda and the continually increasing

long line of people who have gone and are going to court and protesting in other

ways, relative to police abuse of authority and brutality, are in the minority as

compared to the long line who are abused by the police and do not bother to even report

the abuse to local or other Governmental agencies. I submit that the general population

is extremely tolerant when it comes to police brutality and abuse of authority,

'iviously too tolerant. This tolerance comes for a number and combination of reasons:

1. People have a need to believe that their police force is one that
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will protect rather than brutalize them.

2. Fear people fear the repercusaiot that wiil cow as a result of

reporting police wrong doings. (Note the defenders of the police

in New York City).

a. The Mayor

b. The Police Conmissioner

c. The P.B.A. etc. (all powerful with large budgets)

3. People do not believe they can win.

4. People do not always have the money to hire a lawyer and go to court.

5. The govertmental agencies where people can go to complain, cost free

are few, ineffective, improperly located, end understaffed.

At this point one eight ask why are we talking about or discussing the

Kapp and Miranda cases? They did not take place in Mew York City. Well, my

academic training tells me that it is impossible for one to discuss police brutality

of anything else Intelligently without knowing its broad history and its definition.

For example Iapp in Ohio and Miranda in Arizona, begins to show us the wide geographic

spread of police brutality and abuse of authority in the United States. New York

City just happens to be the place where the issue is being raised at this tims. If

we took the time we could look at each state in the United State and find cases on the

level of Mapp and Miranda that drew decisions from the Federal level following acts

of police abuse of authority and brutality.

If so many cases like Kapp. Miranda and others are making it to the Federal

level, can we assm that something is wrong or at least lacking at the local level?

Don't people usually look for remedy at the local levels before proceeding to the

Federal level?

Hrlier I mentioned that we need a definition of police brutality

(excessive use of force) and we have already pointed out that it is something that

spreads across large geographic areas without regard to local or state boundaries.
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It is also wide-spread relative to incident and character. It Is more than the

outright murder of citizens by the police. It is shootings and beatings that maim.

It is verbal abuse. It is stopping motorist, families and treating thee like

felons when there is no justifiable reason to do so. It is what the officer does

as well as what he dosesn't do, it is Commission as well as omission. It is the

use of more force than ie necessary to accomplish the law-enforcement function.

It is racial, It is a vicious cycle. It has little to do with crime. It has no

respect for economic strata, but does have some respect for color and even hides under

the colo of the law.

If the reader, listener will bear with me I want to spend more time on the

definition of police brutality because I do not believe that we can carry on an

intelligent discussion of police brutality unless we can atleast agree on a common

definition of brutality. Further I do not believe that brutality can be understood

or dealt with properly If it is not seen in the proper perspective.

In 1966 the Civilian Complaint Review Board was voted Into existence by

the electorate in New York City after many incidents of police brutality against

African Americans, and after many outcry of protest from the African American Community

in New York City lead by the N.Y.P.D. Guardians Aseociation. The following sentence

from page number 541 of the New York City Council record dated March 18, 1980 helps

us with the definition of police brutality. Civilian Complaint Review Board

reviews complaints involving unnecessary or excessive force, abuse of authority,

discourtesy end ethnic or racial slurs. This clearly indicates that atleast as

early as 1966 a majority of the voting electorate in New York realized that police

brutality was more than police use of unnecessary of excessive force (Deadly force),

but is also abuse of authority, discoutesy and ethnic or racial slurs

The Community Relations Service of the United State Department of Justice

was created by the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to help Communities resolve disputes and

conflicts arising from discriminatory practices based on race, color, or national
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origin. According to Comunityv Relations Services representatives, since the agency's

inception in 1964, a substantial number of the race related disputes in which it has

intervened have involved negative relations between minority groups and law-enforcement

officers.

Again I am spending time and space here to build around the definition of

police brutality because my experience tells me that we are spending too much time

on a fraction of the problem as defined, that fraction of the problem being the use

of deal force while attention to the bulk of the problem goes un-attended. I submit

that the bulk of the problem that we are leaving un-attended i e, abuse of authority#

discourtesy, ethnic or racial slurs, are the roots that sustains the tree of police

use of dealy force. The cycle is simple, when we let the double standard abuse of

authority continue, the discourtesy and the ethnic-or racial slurs, the police begin

to think that this abuse is ok. The ethnic group that is affected by the double

standard begins to resist and the police moves along to the use of deadly force.

Community Relations Service is to be in my opinion commended for its

tremendous amount of efforts and energies spent across the United State of American

since 1964. From a conciliator and mediator standpoint Community Relations Service

has brought many police and community groups together, and helped the work out

solutions to reduce police brutality, and many of the roots of police brutality. I

have personally attended atleast one workshop conducted by community Relations Service

in the State of New York and can contest to the value of same. Community Relations

Service like many other groups does highlight police use of deadly force but never

seem to fail to get to the roots of police use of deadly force and therefore to the roots

of police brutality.

In May of 1982 Community Relations Service printed a conciliation hand book

for citizens and the police, entitled police use of deadly foree. The handbook's

title may lead one to believe that it deals with just one fact of police brutality,

(deadly force), but in fact it does more, it focuses on things which may aid in

37-501 0 - 84 - 16
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alleviating police brutality or in some cases contribute to it, for example;

(1) Firearms policy (2) Police Comunity Relations, (3) Citizen Complaint Process,

(4) Civilian Review Boards, (5) Demonstrations and Civil Disorders, (6) Minority

Recruitment, (7) Training and (8) Psychological Testing.

By now you have probably realized that I appreciate and agree with those who

take the broad view of police brutality. so I must take this opportunity to make

you understand why. Well, police brutality has broad ramifications. All too often

the ramifications are so broad until riots are started and lives are lost. Yes the

issue of police brutality Is a vast and difficult issued to deal with. I an sure

that Community Relations Service will agree in that the frist step in dealing with this

issue is simply getting the two entities, the police and the community together for

discussion, and even this Is difficult.

Mr. Chairman, you and the Subcommittee then must be commended for having on

this date November 28, 1983 in the City of New York, brought atleast to the same

building, representatives of the police and the community. We from the Grand Council

of Guardians are police, but we are representative of the New York City Community.

Prehaps If all the police here today were representative of the total Neo York City

Community, there would be no need for us to be here.

One's book of experience is probably the best book for one to quote from or

discuss because he had to read it at least once. So let me just begin here to discuss

from my own experience and collections about police brutality and abuse of authority

by the predominantly white New York City Police Force.

In 1966 when I began to look closely at the police force in New York City

I saw a force that was 902 male white and highly non-residents of New York City.

A force that wrote racial slurs on rest roam walls. A force that disrespected and

ripped off the Black Community. A force that brutalized Black suspects and non-suspects.

A force with a vocabulary consisting of words like scum bag, skell, sops and nigger.
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NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

SELECTION PROCESS

The New York City Police Department builds in the basis

for police brutality from the very beginning of the selection pro-

cess. The department recruits personnel from the City and also from

several Counties outside the City. From the Counties outside the

City they succeed in drawing mostly young white males who are unfamiliar

and often times afraid of the Black Community in the City of New York.

Within the personnel in the department who are responsible for screening,

this young white male is referred.to as a cream puff and has little

trouble getting through the screening process, but he does have problems

relating to the black community in New York City.

On the other hand the young blacks who are recruited pre-

dominantly from the city of New York and are obviously familiar with

the residents of the city be they Black or White, finds many problems

trying to clear the screening process young Blacks trying to clear

the screening process to become police officers, encounter problems

that are tantamount to police brutality against them. They are taken

over the cloes so to speak in every step of the screening process:

1. The character background check, done by police

officers assigned to the Applicants Investigation

Blacks over longer periods of time than any other

group. Eliminate Blacks at a higher rate. Send

Blacks back for documents over and over again, even

for ones that have been turned into the investigator

and alledaly lost by the investigator. Try to
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presuade Blacks to bow out of the process os as not

to be turned down. Harass Black applicants, threaten

to arrest Black Applicants, etc. This process to

eliminate rather than screen Black applicants con-

tinues through the psychological testing unit, and

the Medical Unit. Many Blacks have spent as much

as $3,000 appealing rejections while clearing the

screening process'

In 1979, the Department conducted a recruitment effort which

in the final analysis established a list which contained close to

4,000 Blacks. On this list in thafinal analysis Blacks outnumbered

all other groups except whites. But due -o the brutal and discrimina-

ory screening process that I mentioned above when we count those who

/were hired from the list Blacks come out with the lowest percentile.

Even after a federal court had ordered that 33 1/3% of each class

hired from said list had to be Black and Shipanic. (Show chart Re,

Flacks and Hispanics Hired 1979 - 1983). So the Department's.

screening process eliminates Blacks and screens no one.

TRAINING

The New York City Police Academy's Training Curriculum is

a professional and well balanced document then it would seem that

officers trained at the academy would besensitive and would refrain

from brutality. This simply is not the case, so let me give some

reasons why. When I entered the New York City Police Academy in 1967

the academy curriculum contained the behavioral sciences, but when the

street crisis grew and emonstrations turned to riots, the behavioral

sciences were put on the back burner and the training relative to the

use of force was high lighted, the GYM and the firing range, physical
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and shooting. The recruit and the instructor looked upon the behavioral

classes as a time to be less than serious. Today in the police academy

the behavioral sciences are referred to by recruits and instructors

as silly sciences. In addition to such remarks, (which tend to de-

grade the importance of Human Relation Training) teaching and or

which tends to develop negative attitudes towards minority . When-

ever, examples of Police agression are made (in classroom settings)

iarlem Bedstx or the South Ironx are almost always named as the place

of occurence. Even written examples appear in the training manual.

For example, charpter four of the Social Science Curriculum has an

exercise on Occupational perceptions

"You will develop powers of observations in doing your

everyday job that we will call here occupational per-

ception. This power of perception is not unique to the

police. An electrician, upon entering a room, would

immediately notice exposed faulty fixtures; a gardener

will see flaws in a garden thatmost of us would describe

as magnificent; and an architect may see immediate flaws

in the most luxurious building.

Because of your multifaceted service occupation, you

will be expected to observe objects and events more

keenly, moreaccurately, moreperceptively, than the

average person.

EXERCISE 1

You receive a call that a man is standing on the corner of

West 135th Street and Lenox Avenue, and he has a gun. The

man is standing with three other men. Which man would you

identify as the one with the gun?"
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This training practice tends to constitute a socialized process

by which all recruits are pre-conditioned to become more aggressive in

minority communities. This aggression is conducive to abuse of

authority, at best, and Police brutality at worse.

While examples are good for the training process, they should

have a universal interpretion. Until training practices have adopted

a professional approach, these courses will continue to be nothing

,ore than cosmetics on paper until the leadership in the police de-

partment, and in the city government begin to set a tone that requires

police officers to be sensitive and punish those officers who do not

respect the Public, and who use excessive force.

Now we have discussed three phases of the selection process

in the New York City Police Department. (1) Recruitment (2) Screening

and (3) Training. I also mentioned two types of recruits and what

happens differently to them as they pass through the screening and

training process. The young Black is subjected to a lot of abuse and

brutality and the young White is not..
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We must remember now that this screening and hiring process

is taking place after the 1979 entry level examination for police

officer had been found to have a discriminatory impact upon Blacks

and Hispanics, and a Federal Court Judge had ordered the New York

City Police Department to make each class from the 1979 list (list

#8155) contain effect the N.Y.P.D. manage to circumvent it, and still

did discriminatory hiring where the young Blacks were concerned.

This discriminatory harassment and screening out of young

Blacks started in 1979 and continues today.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN THE NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 1979 - 1983

Since 1979 and to date 1983, officials in the New York City

Police DeDartment have been talking about their Affirmative Action

Program. As mentioned before the Guardians Association sued the

New York City Police Department in 1979 in an effort to force its

leadership to act in the spirit of Affirmative Action. The Police

Department resisted and appealed all the way to the highest tribunal

in theland, the Supreme Court. As mentioned before, the department

lost andimmediately started a concerted effort to circumvent the

court order.

Our major court case was won by the latter part of 1979.

By July, 1980 theMedical Unit had viciously screened out enough Blacks

and Hispancis under the guise of unauthorized substance in their

urine alone to warrant a Class Action suit. Katie O'Neal from the

Legal Action Center took the case to court several times on a Class

Action and individual case basis attempting to force the spirit of

Affirmative Action. As the hiring continued and continues other

Minorities numbers have doubled, tripled and even quadrupled while

Black males have not even doubled, and have indeed increased by
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less than 10% over a four year period during which over 8,000 officers

have been hired, 1979 - 1983.

The methods used to screen out or eliminate young Blacks

is not only discriminatory but also less than humane.

The psychological testing unit questioned the mental

stability of 30.8% of the Black Females who come before that unit.

Many of the parents of the young Blacks who were being turned down

by the psychological testing unit called me in my capacity as Pre-

sident of the Guardians Association, whispering into the phone asking

me if I thought their daughter or son was crazy. These young people

were being stigmatized as crazy right into their immediate families.

The backlash inside the New York City Police Department

after the court win was the worst and most racia.ly charged that I

had seen in my entire police career. In my capacity as President

of the Guardians Association from 1980 to 1982 I received numerous

complaints and letters from Black police candidates about the racial

backlash within the screening process, and even from those who had

cleared the screening process and proceeded into the police academy

and into the field. Even today the backlash continues. In my opinion

the New York City Police Department has failed and is failing in the

area of offering equal employment opportunity to the large pool of

young blacks in New York City who want to be police officers and

want to work. Our documation from 1979 to present will hear this

contention out. Our documentation and eyewitness positions also show

us vividly that the young Blacks who comes through the New York City

Police Departments selection process and become police officiers.

still find themselves becoming victims of police brutality, the record
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and our Black police witnesses also indicate that no matter how long

the black police officer have been a police officer or "blue", he

is still the victim of police brutality the same as the Black

population who are not police officers.

LIST OF POLICE OFFICERS, CIVILIAN VICTIMS AND WITNESSES

1. 1970 - Det. Robert I-ahone, was shot in the forearm, by an

officer who fired through the rear window of an R.M.P. Det.

Mahone survied, and was awarded $5,000 after vivil action

against the City of N.Y.

2. 1972 - Det. William Capers: who had served 19 years as a member

of the N.Y.P.D. was shot and killed while on duty by a police

officer who had 2 years service in the N.Y.P.D. Capers was

shot while apprehending a suspect in front of a shoe store.

Following the incident Det. Capers son committed suicide by

jumping off the roof. Det. Capers wife is, presently under

psychiatric care.

3. 1973 - P.O. Irving Wright. killed in the line of duty by two

white male officers who empted their revolvers. They alledged

that officer Wright turned toward them and fired. Dr. Farik B.

Presswall who examined officer Wrights body at the Medical

Examiners office sain "six bullets entered the officers'

body, all of them in his sides as if fired a little from

the rear".

Officer Wrights family received $400.000 after Civil Action

against the City of N.Y.
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LIST OF POLICE OFFICERS, CIVILIAN VICTIMS AND WITNESSES (Cont'd)

4. 1978 - Det. Squire D. Boswell, on duty while struggling

with a suspect on the ground was shot by his white male

partner. Det. Boswell survived but was permenantly injured.

The original police report did not include any statement

from Boswell. And when Boswell did make a statement it

differed from his partners'.

. 1983 - P.O. Warena Brown, a member of the force was on

extended military leave, reported a crime to the police,

and as a result was arrested for impersonating a police

officer.

6. 1982 - Det. Francis Phillip, while on duty was beaten by

uniformed officers while assisting a uniform officer in

an arrest. It was found by one District Surgeon that

officer Francis Phillip had sustained "Contusion scalp

traumatic myositis neck and back".

7. 1983 - P.C. Jan Clark, while on duty in uniform was punched

in the mouth by a white male officer also in uniform.

8. 1983 - P.O. Willis Crosland, reported another officer for

wrongdoing and as a result Crosland was harassed.

9. '1969 to present - Retired Transit Police Officer, Richard

Woodbury. In 1969, P.O. Woodbury intervenced to stop the

beating of a black male by a white police officer.

10. 1973 - An 11 year-old black child Clifford Glover, was hot and

killed by a white New York City Police Officer in the 103rd Pct.

in Queens, Glover was not in the possession of any weapons

and had committed no crime. Because of this incident, the
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LIST OFPOLICE OFFICERS. CIVILIAN VICTIMS AND WITNESSES (Cont'd)

10. (Cont'd)

Police Dept. started a violent prone list, and eventually

started what is now the psychological testing unit.

11. 1976 - A 15 year-old black child, Randolph Evans, was shot

and killed by white police officer Robert Torsney. Evans did

not have in his possession any illegal weapons and had com-

mitted no crime.

The cases listed above are only a fraction of the Black

police and Civilians who have been killed, shot, beaten, disrespected

and humiliated by the New York City Police Department to present. For

example, A study that was done in 1974 by Betty Jenkins and Adrienne

Faison of theMetropolitan Applied Research Center Inc. headed by

nr. Kenneth P. Clark revealed that in a mere four year period

1970 - 1973 at least 130 black citizens were killed by the New York

City Police. The study also revealed that the greatest number of

blacks killed in this period were male and were between the ages

of 22-30. Tweenty-seven (27) of them were under the age of 21

with the youngest being 10 years old. "inally the study indicated

that most of the killings were done by whitepolicement and took

place in Ghetto areas.

Now with that matter taken care of, we need to say what the

cases listed above do show. The cases show that geographically the

killings and beatings are taking place across the Black New York City

Community. Manhattan, Queens, Brooklyn, etc. They show that the

Blacks being killed beaten etc. come from all economic and educational

levels. Theone entity in the listed group that is totally constant
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is that they are all black. Prevelent to is that they are pre-

dominantly male and young. I listed the black police who were

killed and beaten etc. separately from black civilians, because

I think that this more than anything else proves that the people

being killed are being killed on a racial basis, and that the killings

and beatings have very little to do with criminal activity. The

cases also show the illegal activities by the police going through

several phases.

1. Outright killings - Capital punishment without trial.

2. Woundings - Mainings and beatings.

3. Disrespect and humillatipn.

4. A combination of two and three.

It is essential for us to note here that the cases of police

officers wounding, maiming, beating, disrespectind and humiliating

black citizens are much more frequent than the outright killings.

Though there is nothing worst and morefinal than the taking of a life,

we must begin to look closer at the hideous things that the police

do to the black population in this city that are just short of taking

our lives. At this Doint very little is being done about this huge

amount of wrongdoings that are being carried out in the Black

Community realize the devastating the negative affects that are

being caused by these frequent incidents, even to the point of

bringing down the quality of life.

The New York City Police Department has a screening process,

a training process, a disciplinary process and a Civilian Complaint

Review Board. So with all these units in place why is it that the

department is still producing a considerable number of white police

offi cers who administer Police Brutality to the fullest definition,
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with a bumper crop of examples in the current year 1983. I mention

two types of New York City Police recruits and where they are re-

cruited from on purpose (1) the white male who is recruited largely

from outside the City and (2) the black male who is recruited

largely from the inner City. Making the black male more familiar with

theinner city and the white male less. Now let's put these two re-

cruits shoulder to shoulder and lead them through the selection

process, and into law enforcement in New York City. Right from the

beginning of the screening, the two recruits will see that the black

male is given a harder time than any other recruit group, while the

white male will be treated more hume and even pampered more than

any other recruit group. The white male will encounter a large

number of role models in the department, the black male will en-

counter a smaller number. From the screening process forward

through training on to the street the white male police officer

role model will show the whitemale recruit by practical example

how to give the black male recruit a harder time than anyone else.

How to use double standard discipline against him, how to give him

all the bad assignments, how to beat andeven shot and kill him.

This is the practical example that is shown while reading him

beautiful, cosmetic. Curriculums the C.C.R.B. and the balance

of the disciplinary system right up to the trial room slaps the

white male on the wrist and nails the black male to the cross - give

examples - I think that what we can see here is that the department

is doing a practical and on site job of training recruits to be

brutal toward the black male and female recruit/police officer and

the black community. And a cosmetic job, toward training the police

recruit to be sensitive.
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Now I have pointed out that the departments' screening

Process screens no one really, but doeseliminate blacks. That the

training process is simply cosmetics, and that the real training

-rocess takesplace through real examples of police brutality and

unfairness to blacks, especially the black male. That the dis-

ciplinary system operates under a double standard and the Civilian

Complaint Review Board, C.C.R.B. failsright from the beginning,

in that it doesn't even meet the bare bones definition of a Civilian

omolaint Review Board, that definition being simply, a board

staffedd by civilians. The department's C.C.R.B. is staffed pre-

dominantly by police personnel from the directly downward. The

present director, no matter what they call him, is a police sergeant.

The Deputy Director is a police officer and this kind of cosmetics

and misleading juggling and calling personnel by temporary titles

while the permanent title is subdued, continues throughout that

board. Further, whether police department officials realize it

or not they have admitted that the present C.C.R.B. is not working,

and we agree. Any organization that the present C.C.R.B. isnot

working, and we agree. Any organization that substantiates or

clears with results only 39 out of 869 complaints is not working.

That cannot gain the confidence of the Public is not working.

I believe that the present C.C.R.B. in the New York City

Folice Deoartment is not working for the following reasons,

1. It's personnel from the director down must answer

to the same Department that they are reviewing (The

New York City Police Department). All of the per-

sonnel at the C.C.R.B. considers themselves to be

priviledge and in a good detail (they are happy to
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1. (Cont'd)

be there) and will do very little to upset the con-

trolling organization (the New York City Police De-

partment). Some of the personnel at C.C.R.B. are

making higher salaries as a result of being there.

They are not independent of the department that they

are reviewing for wrong doings.

2. The investigation process at the C.C.R.B. is too slow

allowing time for the complaining witnesses to lose

interest, and to become advisers to others in the

community advising them notto waste their time com-

plaining to an in effective C.C.R.B.

3. The investigation process discourages complaining

witnesses by asking them to sign waivers and by talking

about the complaining witnesses arrest record if there

is any.

4. The manpower level at the C.C.R.B. almost assures that

there will not be enough time for through and effective

investigations.

In my opinion thefollowing is some of the things that must be

taken into consideration when forming an organization to monitor and

offer checks and balances on the police.

1. Who will the personnel be?

2. Who will pay the personnel?

3. Who will select or appoint the personnel?

4. What will be the powers of the monitoring organization?

5. Will the monitoring personnel seek out abuses or just

wait to be notified?
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6. Where will the monitoring sites be located?

7. What will be the term of office for the monitoring

organization?

A police monitoring organization should be as close to in-

deient as possible. It should consistof personnel who are from and

-eflect the population to be served. The personnel's pay, nor the

purse strings to the monitoring organizations budget should be con-

trolled by the organization to be monitored, nor by local political

leaders.

The process for selecting the monitoring personnel requires

study, but must be one that will assure a balanced group. Of well

trained and experienced investigators.

To be effective the monitoringorganization needs subpoena,

disciplinary and enforcement powers.
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In a booklet developed by the United State Department of Community

Relations Services as the result of a workshop conducted tn 1976 around

police use of deadly force, many of the myths about the causes, who caused

and results of the use of deadly force are exposed. For example; Howard P.

Carrington National Administration of Justice Specialist Cosmunity Relations

Service, United State Department of Justice, Contributed the Cosmunity Relations

Service perspective be dealt with some of the myths as follows.

The issue of police use of deadly force in one of the crucial issues

that face this nation today. Community Relations Service is in a very unique

position to get feedback from perception and concerns of coumnlty groups

across the country, and in our daily operations in 10 regional offices, ws have,

for a long time, been getting reverberations about the impact of police use

of excessive force. Recognizing the delicacy of this issue, our director, Gilbert

Pompa, has established it as one of our priority issues. So we have set about

trying to utilize the objectiveness of the Department of Justice in conjunction

with addressing the inmediate concerns of those who have been most victimized,

and those are obviously minorities - mostly blacks and browns.

We were recently attuned to a situation in Philadelphia, the NOVE

situation, which exemplified an extreme amount of what may be regarded as

police over-zealousness, if on* were to use the term. This is only one of the

kinds of situations that happen. Philadelphia and Houston happen to be cites

In which the press has been extremely interested, but there are many other

rhlladelphias and Houstona across this country. Many of them do not get the kind of

publicity that has accrued to those two cities, but the basic problem is still

there.

37-501 0 - 84 - 17
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-X EM~ CITY POLICEE DEPA=u OFFICE OF WQ4A rol"MI OPIITT

The Equal Employment Unit wae created as a section within the Personnel

Bureau in January, 1973.

Between 1979 and 1983 the investigative capacity in E.3.O. was reduced

by about 30Z. So at a time when there is an Increase in complaints of

discriminatory type, there was a reduction in personnel in E.E.O. This

does not show a commitment to equal employment opportunity.

Commissioner. Robert J. McGuire's Proposed Testimony Dated July 18. 1983.

Coemisioner McGuire's testimony and statistical anlysis In comparing the

percentile of shootings in New York City to other Cities in the United States

immediately presents a problem in that-there is no other City in the United State

that can be compared to New York. For example there is no other city in the

United State with 8 million people, with 24,000 police. Therefore pure logic would

tell you that whatever any other city has on a chronological basis New York has sore

of it. For example going even back to the percentile count 10 of 24,000 - 2400

and 30% of 20 - 6 what we have done is simply compared the police force in

New York City to the overage police force In the United States giving the average

force a 202 advantage and New York still wins.

IS THERE A CORRIATION BETWEEN POLICE BRUTALITY AND CRIME?

Dr. Lawrence W. Sherman
Project Director
Project on Homicides by Police Officers
Crialal Justice Research Center
Albany, New York

Dr. Sherman offers the following contribution relative to the question

here. What are the circumstances preceding the homicides? This varies the

most widely of any of these characteristics amon cities, and I think it does

reflect the difference in policies. What varies the most is traffic. In a big

city like Philadelphia or New York, a very smell percentage of the homicides occur
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in the context of traffic incidents. The national study of newspaper clippings,

however, shoved that one-third of police homicides occurred during a traffic

incident.

More important, perhaps, was the fact that in New York, where felons

who have not comitted violence are not permitted to be shot, only seven percent

of the police homicide victims were burglary suspects, whereas in Philadelphia,

where there is no such restriction, 37 percent of the police homicide victims

were burglary suspects. Robbery suspects comprised between one-fifth and

two-fifths of all the cases. Disturbance calls -- a very imprecise categoryk ranging

from a family fight to a man with a gun -- comprise one-sixth to one-third of the

cases. But in the cases that were studied by the Police Foundation in a report

I recommend to you entitled Police Use" of Deadly Force, fully four percent of

the woundings (bullets that hit people) were officer horseplay, accidents, personal

disputes and things that weren't justified by any kind of crime intervention at all.

Eow often is the victim armed? The majority of the victims, about 55

to 60 percent, in the studies that have been done, have been found to have

weapons on them. But those figures are based on official data, and the problem of

the throw-away weapon that police officers plant on a victim of homicide is a very

real one. Recently, in the Houston area, a police union responded to a case in which

a police officer had planted a gun on a homicide victim. The gun was found to

have disappeared from the police property room, having been seized in a

suicide in 1963 and disappeared in 1968, and the logic was that it disappeared into the

officer's pocket as a throw-away weapon to provide a defense when he killed somebody.

The response of the local police union was to publish in their newsletter the

advice that you should use a knife for a throw-away because it cannot be traced

as easily as a gun! That problem varies across cities, but I think it should at

least make one skeptical about the frequency with which the victims of police

homicides are, in fact, armed. And it's something that should be looked at
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certainly whenever one Is dealing with particular cases.

Dr. Janes J. Fyfe offers the following contribution relative to the

question here "Geographic Correlates of Police Shooting: A Microanalysis,"

Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency, January, 1980, pp. 101-113. This

study finds that police shooting rates and rates of public homicide and arrests

for violent crime are closely related across New York City neighborhoods.

I agree vith Dr. Sherman and disagree with Dr. Fyfe for the following

reasons:

1. If there was a correlation between crime and police brutality, then

criminals would be up in arms and these hearings would be conducted from within

the walls of our Correctional Facilities. However this is not the case because

the individuals complaining about police brutality are our Black Police Officers,

Doctors, Ministers, Teachers, Lawyers and our Children.

Finally we defy James Fyfe to offer these individuals who complains about

Police Brutality that the reason for this abuse is a rise in crime.
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POLICE COMMISSIONER McGUIRE'S INVESTIGATION

Folowing the September 19, 1983 Congresional Hearings Comissioner

McGuire released a more than 90 page document reflecting the investigation

of more than 100 cases that were raised at the hearings. We would Just like

to focus on one case in which many inconsistency# exist. To vit; case of Warena

Brown, Black female police officer. Police officer Brown after having reported

a burglary in progress was arrested and charge with impersonating a police

officer. McGuire's investigation indicates that police officer Brown was taken

into custody, but not arrested even though she was held for four hours.

The investigation further Indentifies police officer Brown's five

month old daughter as a five year old.

After police officer Brown was held in police custody for four

hours, the comanding officer of the 67th Pct. signed an overtime slip for four

hours for police officer Brown. This is en outright admission that someone

had made a mistake.

A complete reading of the document indicates these inconsistences

throughout.

In conclusion on behalf of the Grand Council of Guardians I want

to thank you Mr. Chairman and the embats of the Congressional Sub-coimittee

for having succeded in bringing the police and the community in the City of

New York to the friat step toward dealing with police brutality, thank you,

STAFF

Marvin Blue Alan Davis
Roger Abel Hilda Hubbard Hermon Banks
Grace Ridday Alan Hicks
Charles Jones Richard Woodbury
Jesnine Gonzalez Lorraine Floyd
Vernon Casaway Edward Miller
Stanley P. J. Kays

'I
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Mr. CONYERS. What we need to know from black police officers is
where do we go from here. This problem is intractable. I have been
working with lawyers. I have been working with criminologists. I
have been working with Members of Congress. We have a sore fes-
tering in the body politic. It is to me quite clear. And what we need
from you who have risked your lives every day in going to work,
who know the stories from inside the precinct to outside on the
street, we need to have you put into this record what you would
have us in Government, us in Congress, us at the State level, those
of us who are citizens and activists, those of us who have been bru-
talized, those of us who will be brutalized-we have to know what
you would have us do.

Mr. COUSAR. All right. I think if we proceed to some major areas
then, we will have done that. Let us take a quick look then at the
selection process for police officers in the city of New York.

The selection process in this city consists of the recruitment and
the investigation period, psychological testing and all of that. In
our exhibits, we have kind of brought out that it is ineffective in
this city by using a hiring staff from 1979 to 1983. That is exhibit 1.
During that period, page 1 of exhibit 1, 1979, total appointments in
November 1979 for New York City Police Department, 415 individ-
uals were a pointed. The number of black males were 12; the
number of black females were 3; for a total of 15 out of 415. The
number of Hispanic males were 29; the number of Hispanic fe-
males were 2; for a total of 31 out of 415.

September 1980, NYPD, appointed 596 police officers. Black
males, 71; black females 49; Hispanic males 133; Hispanic females,
40, out of 596, a total of 293.

You noticed a big jump between the appointments in November
and the appointments in September 1980. November 1979 and Sep-
tember 1980. The reason for that has nothing to do with the New
York City Police Department living to the letter of affirmative
action. But it does have to do with the legal action brought in the
Federal courts by the Guardians Association.

September 1980, New York City Transit Police Department,
under the same court order, appointed 57 police officers; a total of
5 black males; a total of 6 blacks and 13 Hispanic out of 57.

I do not think for the sake of time we need to go through all of
that exhibit, but I do need to point out one thing. Even after the
court order, and underneath that court order, after the New York
City Police Department had hired 8,000 officers, the black police
numbers in the police department had not really raised that much.
And let me tell you how slim they raised.

From 1978 to 1983, the number of black male police officers-and
I said 8,000 were hired-the number of black male police officers
increased by only 103, and that is underneath a court order. Where
did all the 4,000 blacks on that list go? That is important. We could
not get through the psychological testing unit. We could not get
through the applicant s investigating unit. We could not get
through the medical unit. Unless we had a lot of money.

When we challenged, spent $5,000 for certain individuals, they
got through. But obviously the bulk of them cannot spend that
kind of money. The double standard discipline in the New York
City Police Department also gives us a problem.
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Looking at the CCRB, the civilian complaint review board, we
see right from the form itself, that is one of the exhibits inside
your folders, we will see on that form, for example, one of the ques-
tions that is asked of the person who is making the complaint,
"With whom do you reside?" I do not see the relevancy of that
when I am complaining I have been brutalized by a police officer.

Another question on that form is, "Where are you employed?"
What does that have to do with me being brutalized by the police?
We submit, nothing.

Reverting back to, for a moment, the selection process in the
hiring. If the New York State Police Department was really doing
anything about getting minorities through that process, it would
not be necessary for the Guardians Association to have to prepare
handbooks to get young people through that system-handbooks
this thick. Even with the handbook, the court order, and a lot of
great big brother and sister situations for the young people trying
to come through, we still get negative results. There must be some
resistance.

Mr. CONYERS. Could you comment on the Harlem situation in
terms of the presence of black officers?

Mr. COUSAR. There is no precinct in the city of New York that
would have large numbers of blacks inside that station house at
one time. That is an absolute impossibility in this city.

Let me just delve into that a little bit. Even when we would be
doing rollcall, that possibility would not be there. So under then
the normal circumstances during the day, obviously the few of us
who would be there, would be out on patrol. We would not be
inside the station house. There should not be large numbers of any
kind of police officers inside a station house.

Let's look at another area in the New York City Police Depart-
ment that should deal with unequal employment practices and pos-
sibly other injustices that could be done to police officers.

There is an EEO office that was set up in the New York City
Police Department in 1973. In 1979, we had about 16 individuals
employed in that unit. By 1983, the investigative power in that
unit had been reduced, showing, in my opinion, a lack of concern
about those kinds of things.

The PBA was mentioned by the NYPD Grand Council Authori-
ty's chairman, Mr. Jacques Maurice. I do not think I will be as
kind about the PBA as he was because I just do not see that it is
doing any positive things at all. One of our exhibits has to do with
the PBA. We just simply listed the board of directors of the PBA
and I think it will prove my point. All the directors of the PBA of
the city of New York are 100-percent white male, representative
definitely not of this city, and not of the membership in the New
York City Police Department. I think that is all I need to say about
the PBA.

Mr. Chairman, further, we come as members of the Grand Coun-
cil of Guardians, and therefore obviously police. But there is one
major difference between us and the other police, so to speak, and
those who came to represent the police. We are police, but we are
also representative of the New York City community. Possibly if all
the police in the city of New York were representative of the city
of New York, Mr. Chairman, we would not even be here.
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Mr. CONYERS. Could you make a concluding statement and then
we are going to move on to our other witnesses?

Mr. COUSAR. I will make a concluding statement. I must speak
though to one thing that came out today, relative to doubling the
number of minorities in the New York City Police Department
under the present administration. Let me just put it into context.

At the time that statement was made, someone from the commit-
tee was talking about black representation in the New York City
Police Department. And the answer came out talking about minori-
ties. So I do not want anybody to get the impression that blacks
have doubled under the present administration. The number of
blacks under this administration has increased by less than 10 per-
cent.

Now, if we look at the doubling figure that we are talking about
for minorities, doubling them, taking them up to 17 percent, what
we are really saying is that we have taken up to 17 percent, given
17 percent of the jobs in law enforcement in New York City to this
large group, white females, blacks, Hispanics, Haitian-Americans,
and Native Americans. I do not think it is plus to give all of us 17
percent of the jobs.

Let me stay with this conclusion for a minute. When we began to
compare New York City to other cities about anything, the first
thing I say is that there is no city in the United States of America
that can be compared to New York City. Let me make that point
clear. For instance, if we compared the 24,000-member New York
City Police Department to the average police department in the
United States, we will be comparing 24,000 police officers to the av-
erage 20 across the United States. So there is no city that we can
compare it to.

Now, Mr. Chairman, I think we must show at least one of our
major exhibits because it has to do with firearms policy. The fire-
arms policy obviously relates closely to police brutality. The fire-
arms policy in the city of New York does not authorize the axe-
handle that you see him pointing to. It authorizes or equipment
policy authorizes the one below. It does not authorize the 007 knife,
but they are carried by a high number of New York City police of-
ficers.

It does not authorize the carrying of the 9-millimeter revolver
under normal patrol circumstances in New York City, but they are
being carried by New York City police officers. It does not author-
ize the sniper that is something that if you are hit with it enough
times, you wind up in a coma and even dead. It does not authorize
the blackjack, which is leather wrapped around steel, which would
cause you serious physical injury.

[Submitted materials follow:]
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

BLACK HISPANIC APPOINTMENTS
FROM EXAM #8155

The following are statistics on the total number of appointments
with the number and percent of Black and Hispanic within a
hiring pool:

Total
ppointed

415 (11%)

BLACK

M --- 12
F --- 3

15 (33%)

NOV. 1979
N.Y.P.D.

HISPANIC

29
2

31 (67%)

TOTAL

41
5

45 (100%)

Total SEPT. 1980
Appointed N.Y.P.D.

596 (49%)

BLACK HISPANIC TOTAL

M --- 71 133 204
F --- 49 40 39

120 (41%) 173 (59%) 293 (100%)

Total SEPT. 1980
Appointed N.Y. TRANSIT

BLACK HISPANIC TOTAL

M--- 5 10 15
F 1 3 4

6 (32%) 13 (68%) 19 (100%)

Total
Appointed

50 (34%)

BLACK

M --- 4
F --- 5

9 (53%)

SEPT. 1980
N.Y. HOUSING

HISPANIC

4
4

8 (47%) 17 (100%)

TOTAL

9
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Total
Appointed

191 (34%)

BLACK

M --- 16
F --- 6

22 (34%)

DEC. 1980
N.Y. TRANSIT

HISPANIC

39
4

43 (66%)

TOTAL

55
10

65 (100%)

Total JAN./FEB. 1981
Appointed N.Y.P.D.

979 (34%)

BLACK HISPANIC TOTAL

M --- 87 147 234
F ---- 59 42 101

146 (44%) 189 (56%) 335 (100%)

Total JULY 1981
Appointed N.Y.P.D.

1,031

BLACK HISPANIC TOTAL

M --- 96 141 237
61 36 97

157 177 334 (100%)

Total
Appointed

115

BLACK

M --- 14
F --- 10

24

JULY 1981
N.Y. HOUSING

HISPANIC

7

TOTAL

38
17

31 55 (100%)

I ,
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Total
Appointed

372

BLACK

M --- 44
F --- 20

64

JAN. 1983
N.Y.P.D.

HISPANIC

47
15

62

TOTAL

91
35

126 (100%)

Total

Appointed

1305

BLACK HISPANIC TOTAL

M --- 78 96 174
F --- 40 27 67

118 123 241 (100%)

Total Appointments -- 2------- 288 (100%)

Total Black Appointed -------------- 318 ( 14%)
Total Hispanic Appointed ----------- 457 ( 20%)
Total Majority Appointed ----------- 1513 ( 66%)

Black and Hispanic appointments are 775 or 33.8 percent of the
overall number. However, of the total Black and Hispanic
appointees, Blacks represent 318 or 41 percent, conversely,
Hispanics, 457 or 59 percent.
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Double-Standards of Dicipline in the New York City Police Dept.

Off-Probation

: , : .' ;

418/83 Tax Reg#559 6 3 P.O. Kevin Smith, Black (Traffio Incident)

l.Verbal altercation off-duty

2. Pointed Revovler at civilians Disposition

3. Assault.3rd Degree Off-duty Guilty - 25 days Vac.
option to work

4/21/83 Tax Reg559
64 P.O. Pamela Louis, Black Same as above

l.Verbal Altercation Disposition
2. Pointed Revovler unknown Guilty -20 days Vac.

option to work

5/20/83 Tax Reg#56238 PO. Mary Duffy, White

l.Failed to safeguard Firearm Disposition

2. Caused injury to other Police Officer Guilty-l0 Day- Yac.

3/30/83 Tax REg56087 P.O. John Williams, White

1.Free Meals from Venxors Di
2. Influence another Police Officer Gu

Refrain from issuing Summones

position
ity- 15 Days with

option to work

3/22/83 Tax ReVV55709 P.O. John Sangiano, White

1. Assault.3r_ On-Duty Disposi tion

2. Discourtious Guilty - 8.Days with
option

3/17/83 Tax Reg#.5.:980 P.O. Theodore Shepard, Black

1. Pointed gun at Students Disposition J-
2. Discortious Guilty - 30 D ays with

option, 12.Hos.

P rotation. "

All- 1983 Cases

Tax Reg.5,r 8O P.O. Willia Saunier,White

1. Assault.3rd On-Duty ' Disposition A. " "0- ,,;/1 V , r .. / ,.", -,',,
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441wife3-,

Tax Reg'55905 P.O. William Ryan, White
1. Induced Witiness to make false statement

2. Made false Statement

Tax Re#55623 P.O.Thomas Bonet, White

1. Assualt3.rd - On-Duty

Tax Reg#55709 P.O. John Sangiamo, White

1. Assualt3.rd - On-Duty
2 .Discourtious

Tax Reg#55988 P.O. Jerry Jacobs, White

l.Assualt3.rd -. Off-Duty

Tax Reg#55398 P.O. Gary Tibald, White

1. Unnecessary Force

2. Wrongfully pushed male

Tax Reg#35655 P.O. Louis Gallo, White
1. Improper use of a Firearm

Tax Red/55580 P.O. William Saunier, White
1. Assualt3r_ - On-Duty

Tax Reg,55344 P.O. Panel Heidt, White

1. Abuse of Authority/Arrest

2. No Memo Book entry

Tax Reg#55182 P.O. Kenneth Bock, White
1. Felonious Assault Off-Duty

2. Improper use of a Firearm

Disposition
Guilty -12 Days
with option

-Disposition
Guilty -10Days

Vac. with option

Disposition

Guilty -8 Days

Vac. with option

Disposition

Guilty - Disciplinary

Probation for 12 Mos.

Disposition

Guilty - 10 Days Vac.

with option

Disposition

Guilty - 25 Days Vac.
with option

'Disposition

Guilty - 15 Days Vac.

with option

Disposition

Guilty - 10 Days Vac.
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tC 3)

3. Reckless Endangerment

Tax Reg#55267 P.O. Lawrence Torino, White

1. Assualt3rd On-Duty

Tax Reg#56389 P.O. Frank Signorile, White
1. Assualt On-Duty

Disposition

Guilty -Suspension

oAI1&i/ thru 6/28/82
12 Mos. Probation

Disposition

Guilty- 15 Days Vac.

with option

Disposition

Guilty - Suspension

six Mo . Probation
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lieutenant, Sergeants, and Police Officers performing patrol duty in uniform are
required to carry or wear the following equipment, as appropriate.

1. Regulation Service Revolver - Required for all uniformed members of the service,
except police officers - female. Double action, Calibre .38 Special, with four-inch barrel,
military (Patridge) sits, blued or parkerized finish and standard checkered, hardwood,
factory stock. The following are regulation conforming to the above specification:

a. Smith and Wesson Military and Pe',ce
b. Colt Official Police
c. Colt Mark III
d. Dan Wesson Model II Fixed Barrel.
e. Ruger Police Service Six.

Police Officer - female may select any of the revolvers described above or a Smith and
Wesson or Colt .38 Special revolver with three-inch barrel, double action, military
(Patridge) sights, blued or parkerized finish.

NOTE An off-duty revolver may be carried in addition to the service revolv,,
provided only the service revolver is visible. (See Equipment Firearms).

2. Regulation Holster - Black leather, designed with leather safety lock, in four
models:

a. Standard for all uniformed members of the service
b. Swivel/Holster (Optional) for uniformed members of the service assigned to

duty in department vehicles.
c. Highway Patrol Service holster, for uniformed members assigned to Highway

Patrol duty (for use with Sam Browne belt).
d. Mounted Service holster, for uniformed members assigned to mounted duty

(for use with Sam Browne belt).
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3. Twin pocket cartridge case with 12 cartridges.

4. Belt - Two (For equipment and trousers) black leather, 1 1/2 inches wide with
gun-metal buckle. Equipment belt will cover the trouser belt and be worn firmly
about the waist.

5. Pen and pencil holder with pen.

6. ACTIVITY LOG (PD 112-145) with following Inserts:
a. Auto Identification
b. Automobile Larceny
c. Spanish Phrases
d. Interrogation Warnings to Persons in Police Custody.
e. Handling Emotionally Disturbed Persons.

7. Regulation traffic whistle and belt whistle holder.

8. Regulation handcuffs - Carried in handcuff cam with key available for use.

9. Regulation - 11 inch rubber billet with leather thong (0800-1600, unless baton is
carried).

10. Baton - 24 to 26 inches in length, 14 inches in thickness, locust, hickory, white ash
or rosewood, with leather thong. (Carried on all tours, except as directed by
commanding officer for 2nd platoon foot patrol).

11. Serviceable flashlight - all tours.

12. Serviceable watch, properly set.

13. Reflective belt (1600-0800).

14. Sam Browne reflective belt for traffic duty (1600-0800).

15. Department issue helmet worn when operating Motor Scooter.

15. Mace device and holder.

NOTE While performing duty in civilian clothes, revolver, handcuffs with key, and
12 extra cartridges are required to be carried.
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Mr. Chairman, we also came with a number of active police offi-
cer witnesses that we want to bring before you.

Mr. CONYERS. We are not going to be able to do it. I am sorry. I
am going to have to rush through the testimony. We may have to
come back for more hearings. But we have a problem with the time
on many of the witnesses. Just one of them.

Mr. COUSAR. Police Officer Brown. Police Officer Brown is a
member of the New York City Police Department and was on ex-
tended military leave, reported a crime to the police, and as a
result, was arrested for impersonating a police officer. The reason
for her bringing her 5-month-old child with her-in the document
that the police commissioner mentioned to you where he investi-
gated the charges from the hearing, he called this young child a 5-
year-old. The child is 5 months old. That document had inconsisten-
cies as extreme as that one throughout it.

Mr. CONYERS. Are you referring to this particular document?
Mr. COUSAR. That is correct.
Mr. CONYERS. Report on cases submitted during congressional

hearings on alleged police brutality.I
Mr. COUSAR. That is the document, Mr. Chairman. Those incon-

sistencies were throughout what we read very carefully. Police Of-
ficer Brown.

TESTIMONY OF POLICE OFFICER WARENA BROWN
Ms. BROWN. On June 9, approximately 10 a.m. in the morning, I

called 911 to report a burglary. Upon the arrival of the police, I
identified myself as a police officer being off-duty on child care
leave. I explained to the police officers that calling 911 was the
only course of action I could take, being on child care leave without
pay, I am relieved by the New York Police Department from all
weapons, shield, and identification cards.

I remained on the scene until two perpetrators were handcuffed,
arrested, and driven away. There were approximately 4 to 5 RMP's
on the scene. When most of them had driven away. I started on my
way. I had lesha in the carriage out for a morning walk.

As I had gone about a block, I was suddenly surrounded by ap-
proximately four to five white police officers. I was stopped by a
white police officer, grabbing my baby carriage, spinning it around,
almost throwing lesha out into the street. I explained over and
over again, "I am police officer Brown. I am on child care leave
without pay." I was wearing a PEA T-shirt. I explained again and
again I had no weapons, no shield, and no identification. It has
been safeguarded at the property clerk's police office.

I explained this several times again and again and again. Subse-
quently, I was arrested for impersonating a police officer, hand-
cuffed. My watch was broken from my arm, and I was driven away
in an RMP begging for my baby. My 5-month-old daughter was left
in the carriage on the streets of New York totally unattended.

I was held in the 67th precinct station house for 4 hours, 2 of
which it took for NYPD to ascertain my identity. Never was there

'See page 978. Submitted by Police Commissioner Robert McGuire.
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a patrol sergeant called to the scene. Never was I allowed to ap-
proach the desk. Never was I given Miranda warning.

Eventually, Captain McLaughlin of the 67th precinct read me
GO15, which is equal to Miranda rights for police officer who has
been charged with a crime. After I spoke to Captain McLaughlin, I
was told to put on a slip for overtime. He signed the slip that I
made for 4 hours overtime. I have yet to receive that pay.

Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Cousar, because of that testimony, I think we
ought to quickly hear the testimony of the rest of the witnesses. If
we do not get it on this record, what record will it ever be gotten
on. So let us bring them on as quickly as we can.

Mr. COUSAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The next witness then
will be Detective Francis Phillip. Detective Phillip while on duty,
was beaten by uniformed officers while assisting another uni-
formed officer in an arrest. It was found by one district surgeon
that Officer Phillip had sustained contusions and back injuries. De-
tective Phillip.

TESTIMONY OF DETECTIVE FRANCIS PHILLIP
Mr. PHILLIP. My name is Detective Francis Phillip. August 9,

1982, was an evening I was working the midtown north precinct in
Manhattan robbery squad. I was working with a Hispanic police of-
ficer and we were on patrol in a yellow taxicab. Approximately be-
tween 9:30 and 10 o'clock, a call came over the radio there was a
robbery in progress at 48th Street and 8th Avenue. We were
parked on 48th Street and Broadway.

We circled around and at that time we observed two uniformed
police officers approximately in the middle of 8th Avenue fighting
with a male black, trying to place him under arrest. I pulled the
taxicab directly behind the uniform car, and my partner immedi-
ately got out and assisted the two officers. At this time I was still
sitting in the car while a young lady approached me from the driv-
er's side and told me that there was a second fellow walking down
the street, across 8th Avenue.

At the same time she was saying this, a radio car pulled up
behind my car and they got out and they ran after this second
person across the street. I myself then got out and ran behind the
two uniformed officers. At this time they captured this person, put
him up against the wall and was just about to handcuff him, when
one of the uniformed officers turned to me as to say to me, "Well,
who are you?"

At that time I had my shield out. It was on a heavy silver chain.
I had it in my hand. I said, "I am on the job, Manhattan Robbery
Squad." I was also wearing a T-shirt I had made up. It has a big
gold shield in the front of it and it has the initials MRS in the back
for Manhattan Robbery Squad.

At the same time I was identifying myself to this officer, another
officer I believe came up behind and punched me on the right side
of my face, where I fell into the two officers and the man that they
were trying to arrest. I was then picked up physically by my neck,
thrown against the wall, and started to be choked, never letting go
of the shield. It was still in my right hand and wearing the color of
the day, which was orange, around my wrist.
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The officer was choking me so hard, I could not say who I was. I
dropped the shield, I punched him, and at the same time the other
officers who were standing there, they saw this and all jumped on
me. I got punched. I got kicked. I went down on the ground to
cover myself up from any serious injury and they started kicking
and hitting me with nightsticks.

At this time my partner came back around the corner. He saw
what happened and at this time they stopped. I said to the officers,"Are you going to hit every black guy out there till you find the
right one?" And they said, "Well, look, man, it is not like that.
There are a lot of bogus shields going around." So there were a lot
of words in between us and my partner was pushing me away, tell-
ing me to go to the car.

As I was walking away, one of the officers turned to me and he
said, "Man, I would like to bust you in your black mouth." And I
turned to him, and at the same time a nightstick came down on my
neck. I was pulled down. I was beaten up again.

My partner stopped this second beating and I walked over to the
radio car, well, really to the car I was in, the taxicab.

Mr. CONYERS. Were there any procedural followups within the
department on this?

Mr. PHLLIP. At the time I called my sergeant to the scene. I
went into the midtown north precinct and between my partner and
the sergeant, I was more or less dissuaded from doing anything
about it at that time because of repercussions from the police de-
partment that I would receive.

The following day it was pretty difficult for me to get out of bed.
I went to the doctor and I decided I am not going to let this go.

Mr. CONYERS. Congressman Berman has a question of the officer.
Officer, will you come back?

Mr. BERMAN. When did this happen?
Mr. PHILLIP. August 9, 1982.
Mr. BERMAN. At the point where you decided to follow up, what

did you do, against the advice of your partner and the sergeant?
Mr. PHILLIP. Well, the day after when I went to the surgeon, my

security officer, my captain, called me at the surgeon's office and
told me to report down to Manhattan Robbery Squad office right
after I left the doctor. At that time, I was asked by the DEA repre-
sentative in the office if I would accept a simple apology from these
police officers. And I said no. At that time I went and spoke to the
captain and I explained to him what happened. I wrote out a state-
ment as to what happened. And the field internal affairs unit was
called in. And I spoke to them. And one of the sergeants who did
come, he took me out into the hallway and he told me, he says,
"Well, what do you want us to do about it?" I said, "I want to see
these guys hurt just like I was hurt." He said, "Well, there is not
much that can be done. You realize that you are going to be receiv-
ing a lot of-I do not know how to say it-harassment from the job.
Are you willing to deal with this?"

Mr. BERMAN. This is the captairi saying this to you?
Mr. PHLLIP. No; this is one of the sergeants from the FIA unit.

At this time I said yes, I am willing to go through with it. We went
back into the office and it was myself, the captain, lieutenant, and
two sergeants from FIAU, and I went over the details of what hap-
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pened. I was asked and there were questions asked, "Well, how do I
know that they are from the midtown north precinct? Why did I
not try to tell them who I was? Why could I not identify anybody?
Why did I hit the officer who was choking me?" Questions that I
thought were really ridiculous at that time.

Since then I have been transferred out of Manhattan Robbery
Squad. I am back up in 32d precinct. When I asked why am I being
transferred out of Manhattan Robbery Squad, I was told that my
collars were low. And meanwhile I was out sick for the majority of
that year. Things are a little bit better. Since I left there, the har-
assment has stopped.

Mr. BERMAN. Were you able to tell, or subsequent to all that,
were you able to identify the people who beat you?

Mr. PHILLIP. No; the incident happened too fast. The entire inci-
dent may have lasted approximately, I would say, about 5 minutes.
And from the blows I was getting and from me almost blacking out
from being choked, it was nearly impossible for me to identify
people or get shield numbers.

Mr. BERMAN. But essentially after that last meeting, as far as
you know nothing has ever happened in terms of any investigation
or discipline of the people who hit you?

Mr. PHILLIP. I spoke to the sergeant of FIAU some time ago, and
I asked him what was going on with the case. He had told me the
case was closed out approximately 2 to 3 months after I had report-
ed it. I asked him why and he said he had received a letter from
my former CO, my former captain from Manhattan Robbery
Squad, saying that this captain felt that there was no, that it was
not a racial incident. And he would not disclose the rest of the
letter to me. And behind that, I have taken my own legal action
against the city.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. RANGEL. Then you have identified who your assailants were

at this point?
Mr. PHILLIP. I still do not know who they are. The police depart-

ment has not told me. According to the sergeant, he has stated he
has spoken to a couple of the officers who were at the scene. But to
myself, I do not know who they are.

Mr. RANGEL. But you do have counsel?
Mr. PHILLIP. Yes; I do.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you again.
Mr. COUSAR. The next witness, Mr. Chairman, is Police Officer

Jan Clark. While on duty in uniform, Police Officer Clark was
punched in the mouth by a white male police officer. That is in the
year 1983.

TESTIMONY OF POLICE OFFICER JAN CLARK
Ms. CLARK. Good afternoon, Chairman Conyers, Congressman

Rangel, the other members on the dais, thank you for allowing me
to speak. I would like to preface my story with a little description
of myself, so that you might have some understanding of my
reason for joining the New York City Police Department.

I have lived in New York--
Mr. CONYERS. Would you identify your counsel?
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Ms. CLARK. My attorney is C. Vernon Mason, here to my right.
I have lived in New York City since the age of 3. And my family

and I have all generously given in support of New York City. I at-
tended the University of Pennsylvania. I have a bachelor of science
in economics. I worked in private enterprise for a Fortune 500 com-
pany prior to joining the New York City Police Department.

I decided for public service because I was more interested in a
rofession that was geared to people than products. After training,
was eventually assigned to the 113 precinct. At that time, in addi-

tion to my patrol duties, I have willingly offered, successfully in
many instances, to contribute to sensitivity training for many
other officers by inviting ministers and other guest speakers con-
cerning issues of minority communities.

I have, in the last 5 months, been grappling with trying to main-
tain my goals in the police department by having to deal with my
disillusionment behind the incident July 25 in the 101 precinct.
That incident is today and foremost the most devastating incident I
have ever been involved in.

While assigned to the 101 precinct, I was working in the 124
room, clerical assignment. I was relieved for meal at approximately
7:30. I went to the TV lounge to watch television. At approximately
a quarter after 8, Officer Roberts, Kenneth Roberts, entered the
TV room, and turned the channel. I said to Officer Roberts that I
was watching something else, you just cannot come in and turn the
channel. I went to turn the channel back. As Officer Roberts pro-
ceeded back across the room, he stated to me, "If you are not a
member of the --- precinct club, and you did not pay a
$5, you have no say what is on the television." And that, "You
summer detail people, would not come to this precinct and do what
you want to do.

Now, let me state that I was in the 101 precinct on a summer
detail assignment, which deserves some explanation also, because it
appeared from the 113 that only black officers, a majority of minor-
ity officers were sent on summer detail. Normally the tradition is
to send the rookies with least seniority. Myself and the other
female black officers who have certainly more tenure were both
sent, leaving one black female officer in the 113th precinct. We
were both sent to the 101 precinct. Fine.

As m incident continues, Officer Roberts tried to turn the chan-
nel back. I tried to turn the channel back. Officer Roberts pushed
me. I tried to push Officer Roberts back. He is approximately 6 feet
2 inches and approximately 230 pounds.

When I pushed him back, Officer Roberts took his right fist and
struck me in the left side of my face. I fell back to the couch. I was
bleeding. I was dizzy. And I was certainly humiliated. When I was
able to remove my hands from my face, I saw him still standing
over me. And I jumped up to the side and grabbed a chair and
threw it at the officer, to defend myself from further attack.

The officer told me if I threw another chair, he was going to
throw me on my ass. I continued. I threw another chair at him to
make distance between he and I to get my way to the door. As I
neared the entrance, having backed my way there, I saw two other
officers enter from an adjacent room and stand only in the door-
way. They made no move to assist, no moves to stop the incident.
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This officer told me, Officer Roberts, that I had better get out of
the room. And he continued then to start to walk back across the
room to where I was. I threw another chair and at that time I still
felt that as close as I was to the door, I had the opportunity to get
out of there. I swung chairs, swung chairs to defend myself, with-
out having to resort to the use of my weapon, because I felt that
his behavior was so irrational, especially in the stationhouse, that I
did not know whether he might be under the influence of drugs,
alcohol, or he was just that distraught, whatever his reasons.

I told him in front of the other officers who stood there that I
was going to lodge a complaint for assault. This officer told me,
"Go right ahead. I will be up there after you." I went upstairs im-
mediately and told the desk officer of the incident and that I
wanted to be treated for my cut lip, and I wanted to make a com-
plaint.

Until the other officer stated that he was anxious for medical
treatment, for what reasons I do not know. The arrangements for
my medical treatment were not made.

I was taken to St. John's Hospital in Rockaway, and treated for a
lacerated lip, given a tetanus shot and x rays.

Since that incident, that evening, later that night, I was-ordered,
as Officer Brown, into GO15 hearing, which automatically gives the
designation of it being a disciplinary matter instead of an assault
case. I was denied the right to file a complaint report against this
officer.

What is so shocking to me over this last 5 months, is that the
very laws that are meant to protect citizens do not even protect
me, which is hard to conceive of. I cannot understand under any
laws of this State or Federal, that I would not have the right to file
an assault complaint against anyone. I have also been denied line-
of-duty designation for my injury, which in effect now has me clas-
sified as a tried sick officer in the records in the New York City
Police Department, which in effect damages my unblemished
record to date.

I am certainly devastated by this affair. And I am certainly
angry that the police department found that the only option to
deal with this matter was to go after both officers and to keep it as
a disciplinary matter.

A meeting was held between the Guardians president and Police
Commissioner McGuire the Wednesday evening following my inci-
dent. I was later informed that night, after being sedated by my
physician for pain, that Police Commissioner McGuire stated that
if I could not shake hands and forget the incident, we both would
be burned.

At this time, I am awaiting trial proceedings in the department
trial room on charges of conduct unbecoming an officer.

As I say, I am interested and I joined the department to better
the New York City Police Department, but I see from my own inci-
dent and I see from civilian incidents that it certainly cannot be
done if the laws and the policies are not equitable to all citizens.
Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you so much.
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Mr. COUSAR. Police Officer Croslin, Willis Croslin. Mr. Chairman,
Police Officer Croslin reported another officer for wrongdoing, and
as a result Police Officer Croslin is being harassed.

TESTIMONY OF POLICE OFFICER WILLIS CROSLIN
Mr. CROSWN. Police Officer Croslin. I would first like to say that

approximately 36 hours ago, I was involved in a shooting incident
in which one police officer was injured and the perpetrator had to
be killed. I mention that because had I been very susceptible to the
harassment and the treatment that I have been getting from the
department officials up to now, it may have been tragic for myself
or some other innocent person.

On April 6 of this year, I had an incident to report to the inter-
nal police investigation unit in which another officer was involved.
I was told that the incident would be completely confidential and
that my identity would be protected. The incident went on and I
was being called at home and I told them I had given them the in-
formation. That I did not want to contribute to anymore parts of
the investigation. But they told me that it was imperative that I
give them cooperation, which I did.

I found later that I was not compensated for my time. I called
the union who told me that they were representing the other offi-
cer and that I was more or less on my own. My identity was re-
vealed to all of the members of my command. My immediate super-
visor, I happen to know of one instance where I had an overtime
slip from the advocate's office, which I only gave him to sign, and
he went back to my partner and told my partner, "You know, he
had the audacity to turn in an overtime slip for going to the advo-
cate's office."

And my transfer, I found out later that I had to be transferred,
which was not in the original plan. And my transfer was procrasti-
nated and I had to suffer various disciplinary procedures everytime
I returned to work. Just about every other day I was in the back
speaking with the inspector for one thing or another.

I said my transfer was being procrastinated. Finally when I was
transferred, my evaluation was sent to my command before I got
there, and the guys were calling up my new command telling them
of what I had done, which they really did not have a true picture
of. And to this point now, I had to write a letter to the police com-
missioner. I was not transferred. I was temporarily assigned. And
then I wrote a letter to the police commissioner because I was
promised pay which I never received, and I was told that I was
transferred. But they told me that I would have to go back to the
precinct instead of what their normal procedure is, is to put you on
another detail.

I wrote a letter to the police commissioner with the help of the
Guardians Association and I was officially transferred as of Octo-
ber 31. I got an evaluation this year which reflects that I should
not even be a police officer because I am not capable of thinking
and I need inaximum supervision for minimal results.

I appealed the evaluation and approximately now I am supposed
to call the inspector of my old command to find out what their de-
cision is on my evaluation. But I have .not had a moment's rest
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from the beginning of this incident. I have been harassed. I work
with guys that will not speak to me. I am going through quite a
few psychological changes that with God's help I am able to bear.
And thank God, two nights ago, I survived. Because with the type
of treatment and the double standard procedures that the police
department has, it is very hard for black officers. And I would just
like to summarize by saying that there is definitely a double stand-
ard of disciplinary proceedings when it comes to black officers. We
are treated different. We work and think about the job on a differ-
ent basis from the white officers because of the internal pressure
that we have to work under. And our supervisors look at us most
times in different lights from a police officer. We are black police
officers, but we are all supposed to be blue. Thank you.

Mr. COUSAR. Mr. Chairman, our last police officer witness is
police officer Richard Woodbury. He is retired from the transit au-
thority police department.

TESTIMONY OF FORMER POLICE OFFICER RICHARD WOODBURY
Mr. WOODBURY. Mr. Chairman, I was police officer for the New

York City Transit Police Department from November 1967 until
August 1983. In the interest of time, Mr. Chairman, I will just go
over this document that was prepared. But in the beginning I must
tell you that the problem that I had with the transit police depart-
ment was that also of harassment, assault by white police officers,
and harassment by my sergeants, captains, lieutenants, whatever.

It started while I was on patrol at Pelham Parkway, and I ob-
served a black passenger. He was in handcuffs and he had rag tied
in his mouth to muffle his screams. He was being beaten by a
white police officer. When I told the officer that I objected to the
treatment of this passenger, I was told by another officer to mind
my business. And this passenger was not being beaten for no
crimes he committed. It was just because he was traveling with a
white female.

Late that night I received a phone call from a sergeant, who was
my supervisor, telling me that I was a troublemaker and he would
deal with me. On March 16 I received the first of two complaints
he issued me and March 29 1 got the last one.

Mr. Chairman, I had a pretty good relationship with the guys in
this command until this happened. But I found myself protecting
myself because I dared to report the wrongdoings of a white police
officer. This sergeant harassed me until I transferred from this
command in Manhattan and I transferred to a 75-percent black dis-
trict in Brooklyn. That was good for me because I felt that I could
protect myself better there.

On July 14 I was assigned to Church Avenue station. It is in
Brooklyn. And that night, I heard screams in the street. I walked
upstairs and I saw whites lining the street. They had sticks, chains,
dogs. And the youths were coming from Erasmus High School. And
when I went up to investigate, I was knocked downstairs by the
kids that were running downstairs to keep from being beat up by
the police officers in the streets.

Some of them were pretty mad, and they had a right to be, but
what they wanted to do was to go back upstairs and fight with the
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New York City Police. I told them, I even begged them, do not do
that. So we finally got order restored, and I told these, the youths
were getting on the train to leave the station, for no reason at all a
patrolman walked over to the subway car, reached in and hit a stu-
dent in the head with a nightstick. Now, I protested this. I was
called a --- by the same police officer.

Now, my sergeant from the transit authority came on the scene.
When he came on the scene, I told him what had happened. After
the kids left the station, I was being transported by the RMP to a
hospital because I had injured myself. I told this sergeant that I
was going to file a complaint against this police officer for his
treatment of these kids on the station. He promptly told me, "You
file a complaint against that police officer, I am going to give you
one." And he eventually gave me a complaint in October of that
year at 3:55 because I came in 5 minutes early from post. And I
was told by his lieutenant to come in early to keep from incurring
overtime.

Mr. Chairman, this continued. And I originally filed a complaint
with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Now, what
had happened with this was that during when this was happening,
you do not realize why people are doing this to you. But after I
filed this complaint, I will read to you directly, I will quote from
the complaint that was issued by the EEOC. These charges was
based on information from an interview by a sergeant from a
doctor who is a paid consultant by the transit authority. And these
are the words from the determination of September 22, 1976, from
the EEOC. I quote:

With regard to issue of retaliation, the record shows that charging party filed in-
stant charge with commission on May 3, 1976, and that respondent was notified of
that charge on July 1976, and that subsequent to the hearing referee verbal issu-
ance of his finding or recommendation, respondent official on September 22, deliber-
ately reinterviewed a psychiatrist who had previously examined charging party'
seeking medical evaluation of charging party's medical state, which had no bearings
on relevance to the matter which charging party had been charged. Acknowledge
that psychiatrist's new medical evaluation of charging party was then used to offer
a new charge of medical incompetence against the charging party. Respondent was
provided no rationale for this action and respondent acknowledged that charging
party is the first against whom such a charge has been made. The record strongly
suggests that the respondent, by purposely eliciting derogatory information, which
had no basis of fact on charges against him, sought this as a means to retaliate
against charging party by filing a charge with the commission in order to effecuate
his ultimate discharge.

Mr. Chairman, after this determination came down from the
EEOC, the charge of medical incompetence had been dropped.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I think now that I have no malice
against the transit police department, but because of by love for
the city, I feel compelled to do so, for the betterment of this city
and all people that live in this great city of ours. Thank you.

Mr. CONYRSs. I want to say this. The cases that you have pre-
sented show such a breakdown of order within the law structure,
that I would like to recommend that all of these cases be taken di-
rectly to Mayor Koch's office for disposition. We do not need to
wait for hearings for these matters. I think all of these ought to be
collected. If you recall, Mayor Koch said he never gets letters from
us. He will get one this time from four congressmen, and we think
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that these ought to be taken right to the top. And I am sorry he is
not here to hear what is going on inside the department.

I want to congratulate the council of guardians for bringing
these matters to our attention. Thank you very much, Jacques
Maurice, John Cousar and William Johnson. Thank you very
much.

We are now going to move right along and we are going to hear
from the Center for Constitutional Rights, Families for Police Ac-
countability, attorney Marilyn Clement, who has been working
with the subcommittee on police violence matters for quite a period
of time.

Will the hearing room be in order, please. Those who are exiting,
please do so quietly so that the hearings may continue. Welcome to
the subcommittee hearings, Ms. Clement.

TESTIMONY OF MARILYN CLEMENT, CENTER FOR CONSTITU-
TIONAL RIGHTS, FAMILIES FOR POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY

Ms. CLEMENT. Thank you, Congressman Conyers. I should make
a correction. I am not an attorney. I am the director of the Center
for Constitutional Rights. We appreciate very much, Congressman
Conyers and your honorable colleagues, your giving us an opportu-
nity to testify here before you. You have made these hearings
available concerning the role of the police in our society, and I ap-
preciate the opportunity to testify before you. I'd like to share with
you some of the ideas from some of the attorneys in my office and
also from victims of police brutality not only in New York, but all
over the country.

As you know, my role at the center is as director. It is a legal
group which has been concerned with this problem for many years
and which has brought suit against the police in a number of cities,
the latest of which is Milwaukee, the Ernest Lacy case. In addition
to doing cases, we at CCR also do a lot of organizing and building
of networks, and I am here also representing the beginnings of a
new network of families whose young children or teenagers have
been killed or have been brutalized by the police. It is the begin-
nings of a new network called Families for Police Accountability,
and we are hoping that all of the people whom you are seeing as a
congressional subcommittee, will join with that network to help to
get whatever legislation you want passed, and to help you with
your deliberations.

These families have been isolated from each other forever, and
we think that now together they will be able to make themselves
heard from the city halls to the halls of Congress.

As I have talked with people all over the country that followed
your hearings, the scope of this problem has come more into focus,
and it is unquestionably a nationwide problem. Mayor Koch is
wrong, it is a systemic problem. There are hundreds of killings, and
for every killing, there are hundreds of systematic beatings and
brutalization of human beings. One lawyer here in New York, told
me that it is rare for a young Third World person to be arrested
without being brutalized. The same goes for poor white youths, I
should say, particularly if they attempt to assert their rights in
any fashion.
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This lawyer in New York further charged that even police offi-
cers who do not themselves participate in incidents of brutality,
turn their backs and do nothing to stop it.

The hearings that you have held thus far have revealed that this
is a nationwide problem, which merits Federal attention and Fed-
eral action.

As a case in point, I would like to talk just a moment about the
case in Milwaukee, the Lacy case, because even though it occurred
in Milwaukee, it could be a story from almost any city in the
United States. I think this case helps to show why there is a des-
perate need for Federal intervention in this issue.

In the summer of 1981, and I will do it very quickly, Ernest Lacy,
a 22-year-old black man, left the apartment he was painting to get
some food and was arrested by three police officers from the Mil-
waukee, Wis., Tactical Squad. These were three large policemen.-
The police claimed that he fit the description of a rapist being
sought by police, although Lacy's physical characteristics were dif-
ferent. The police wrestled Lacy to the ground, forcing him to lie
face down, an officer pressing his knee into Lacy's back, and lifting
Lacy's arms to a 90-degree angle.

He was kept in this position even after he was handcuffed. Un-
conscious, Lacy was thrown into a police van, his forehead hitting
the metal floor. The van was then driven to another location to
arrest a man for outstanding parking warrants. That man told the
police that Lacy was not breathing, but was ignored.

Finally after arriving at the scene of the rape, when the officers
could not awaken Lacy, then they called the ambulance. Paramed-
ics arriving at the scene were unable to revive him and were criti-
cal of the police for not administering first aid. Lacy was then
taken to a hospital where he was pronounced dead on arrival.

At first the Milwaukee Police and Fire Commission recommend-
ed that the officers involved be suspended with pay, pending their
further investigation. However, when it was announced that a coro-
ner's inquest was to be held, the police and fire commission investi-
gation was postponed.

I will not go into more detail about this, but only to say that this
case really represents the kinds of cases that are happening all
over the country. CCR attorneys represented the Lacy family in
seeking a disciplinary action against the police officers before the
Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission. After 6 weeks of hearings,
with about eight lawyers on both sides involved, the commission fi-
nally ruled that one officer was guilty of using excessive force in
the arrest and that all five officers were guilty of failing to render
first aid.

One officer was fired. Three others were suspended without pay.
And one was suspended for 45 days. Now the officers have ap-
pealed this disciplinary decision to the State courts. Then we filed
a $30 million Federal civil rights action on behalf of the Lacy
family. And now we are also defending Ernie Lacy's parents, his
family, against countercharges by the police that Lacy assaulted
them, this while he had his hands cuffed behind him. The police
are now saying he bit and kicked them, while he was trying to
defend himself in his last moments of survival.
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The Lacy case is just one of hundreds of examples as to why this
problem must have Federal attention. We are handling at the same
time the appeal of the conviction of the officers, the civil damage
suit and the defense of the Lacy family against the counterclaims
of the police. The cost in time and resources for communities, for
families, for lawyers and for cities is incredible. And years go by
before there is any redress of these grievances. The court process is
too slow and too cumbersome to be responsive to a problem of this
magnitude.

The Nation is in jeopardy, if we continue to leave the handling of
this issue to the capriciousness and self-interest of the thousands of
different cities and police departments. Of course we do not want a
Federal agency running the police of this country, but we do want
someone to monitor these abuses and to apply some Federal stand-
ards to police conduct.

The Federal Government over the years has faced a number of
serious problems and has come up with statutes and standards and
funding requirements necessary to make radical changes in some
of the grossest abuses of civil rights and of voting rights. I would
like to suggest that we need a Federal statute which would address
the entire problem of police brutality and use of deadly force.

Everybody recognizes and accepts the fact that the Federal Gov-
ernment has the right and the responsibility to intervene in the
area of racial discrimination. Twenty years ago that was not an ac-
cepted fact. But now there is no question that this is a Federal re-
sponsibility. The rampant police misconduct against poor and
Third World communities is a disgrace to our Nation, and a depri-
vation of the most basic rights under our Constitution, the right to
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

In addition, it is in violation of the 14th and 15th amendments,
and clearly an attempt to reinstate the conditions and indicia of
slavery, in violation of the 13th amendment. Pursuant to these con-
stitutional mandates, I would like to suggest three particular ways
in which a Federal statute could address this problem, these prob-
lems.

One, a Federal statute could provide for federally mandated
elected citizen review boards to whom the populace could complain,
and from whom they could receive relief from police misconduct.
Under the pressure of the rebellions of the 1960 s, many cities at-
tempted to establish these impartial review boards, and they were
quickly co-opted, as we have seen right here in New York and most
of the cities, to become a political tool of the city administration.

Now, where there are police review boards, they are made up of
political appointees and the police themselves, rather than demo-
cratically elected representatives of the people. Under Federal stat-
ute, criteria could be established for citizen elections and for the
powers that they would hold to deter and punish police abuses.

We already have Federal intervention in the form of the law en-
forcement assistant administration, Law Enforcement Assistance
Act, which provides funding and special support to police depart-
ments. But we should not be providing Federal, financial support
indiscriminately. The Federal Government should be raising ques-
tions about police abuse of power in establishing criteria and mini-
mal requirements before it provides funding to police departments.
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One of those requirements might be that a city have in place an
elected citizens review board, before it could receive any funds. It
should have standards established by Congress. If the Federal Gov-
ernment supplies material support, then we should have Federal
standards for police conduct.

Second, there could be a requirement under Federal statute that
the supervisor or superior officer have the absolute responsibility
for any brutality or abuse against citizens perpetrated by the men
under his command. And I will not go into this in detail because
people have talked about it this morning. As to the Knapp Com-
mission in New York City, that was the case in relationship to cor-
ruption, and it could be the same in relationship to police brutality.

We need Federal standards to deal with this problem, unques-
tionably a national problem. And one of the other things which
John Conyers said and to which the mayor agreed, we need definitions
of what is police brutality. Everybody has different definitions, and
the police control how those definitions get put forward andthe sta-
tistics which underlie those assumptions.

An example of the federally regulated State program, such as
this, would be the unemployment compensation program. We do
not have a Federal unemployment compensation program, but each
State has its own individual program with Federal standards, and
those Federal standards must be met by the State or local pro-
grams.

Why should we not have Federal standards for the police treat-
ment of citizens? What should those standards be? These are some
suggestions and I think these are certainly not exhaustive, but
these are some suggestions for those Standards. Absolute responsi-
bility of the superior officers for any brutality or misuse of deadly
force by the police officers under his command.

Standards for the establishment of elected citizen controlled, in-
dependent review boards, in every district that receives Federal
funding support for the police.

Standards for local appeals, establishment of criteria for making
charges, and standards for appealing decisions concerning these
charges regarding police misconduct.

Finally, the third requirement under a Federal statute should be
for monetary compensation, possibly established as a victim com-
pensation fund for the victims of these incidents.

I am told by the lawyers in my office that there are judge-made
laws, decisions in the courts, which make the road very long and
difficult, almost impossible for victims and their families to collect
their rightful compensation from these traumatic incidents.

We believe there is a need for this matter to be covered under
Federal statute, so that the law is plain and universal throughout
this land, protecting even the most humble citizen from the kinds
of abuses which we have seen too often on our streets.

We would suggest that the Federal agency which would have
final responsibility for this oversight function not be the Justice
Department. Rather we would suggest that a new agency be cre-
ated to provide this protection. The question of who controls the
police is always a difficult question, but in a democracy the most
painstaking care should be taken to see to it that citizens control
the police, not the other way around.
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Briefly I would just recall with you the situation we were in only
20 years ago in this country, the gross denial of voting rights,
public accommodations and civil rights to millions of citizens.
These were problems that had been considered, we were told over
and again. These were impractical problems, and unresponsive to
every remedy, your own words, Congressman Conyers.

We had lived with an enormous lie that this was a democratic
society and that nothing could really change. However, there were
dramatic changes when it was finally admitted that Federal power
had to be invoked. The Federal legislation that was passed during
that period was a massive intervention that changed many things.
None of us would ever suggest that the problems have been totally
erased. We certainly know that there are continuing problems, but
we have to note that enormous progress was made because of those
Federal interventions.

As of today, really the only remedy to these police brutality inci-
dents is a bevy of private lawsuits being brought around the coun-
try. As you will remember, there were plenty of lawsuits concern-
ing public accommodations and voting rights 20 years ago, but
their impact was nothing to compare with the impact of the mas-
sive Federal legislation involved in the Voting Rights Act and the
Civil Rights Act. There is no reason to believe that this same thing
could not happen in relationship to police brutality, that it can in
fact be addressed and remedied by Federal intervention. And I be-
lieve that nothing less than that will suffice to make any serious
change.

Just in closing for the Center of Constitutional Rights, I'd like to
thank you again for coming here and making this opportunity
available. I think it is very. important. We are willing to provide
you with any help as you move to, we hope, draft legislation on
this extremely important issue.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you so much. The Families for Police Ac-
countability, I think, will be an excellent organizing tool. And then
raising our legislative sights, we must again look to a Federal
remedy to be fashioned that will deal with this problem that is
going on literally in almost in every city to one degree of magni-
tude or the other. It is something that needs to be examined from
the congressional point of view and that is why we are here. I am
glad that you gave this testimony. Thank you very much.

Our next witness is from the Congress of Racial Equality, Roy
Innis, and we welcome him to the hearing room. Would you identi-
fy the companion that is with you, Mr. Innis.

TESTIMONY OF ROY INNIS, CHAIRMAN; AND CYRIL BARNES,
BOARD MEMBER, CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY

Mr. INNIS. I am Roy Innis, and I am chairman of the Congress of
Racial Equality. On my left, one of my assistants, the chairman of
the Harlem chapter of CORE, Mr. Cyril Barnes, and also board
member of CORE.

Mr. CONYERS. Welcome.
Mr. INNIS. I want to first, Congressman Conyers, commend you

on this committee for having the guts to come here again, and the
guts to promise to have more hearings on this very vital matter af-
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fecting us here in New York City and the rest of our brothers and
associates nationwide.

I am not going to reiterate the chambers of horror that police
brutality has been. No decent person, whether from our communi-
ties or from the outside, can deny the obvious existence of such. I
want to deal with certain other implications of what is popularly
known as police brutality. I want to broaden the perspective. I
heard many of the witnesses here attempting to do that.

Let me say that you have two members of your panel who are
eually acquainted with the actual physical abuse of police as I am.
That is Congressman Major Owens, who with me, was in the move-
ment and we walked many picket lines together and we saw per-
sonally many examples of police brutality. And Congressman
Rangel, my Congressman from Harlem, who was the counsel to
many of us during these very hard times in the late 1950's and
early 1960's.

Police brutality is not an isolated phenomena. It is a consequence
of racism and politics in this city and the Nation at large. Aware-
ness and incidents of abuse have increased starting with the in-
crease in assertiveness of black people during the civil rights era of
the late 1950's and 1960's. This assertiveness on the part of blacks
led to a racist backlash and it is the pandurate to this racist back-
lash that made good politics in American in general and New York
City in particular.

Playing on the backlash, buzz words were employed by some poli-
ticians and some members of the press, such as "Support Your
Local Police," "New York's Finest," "Crime in the Streets." And of
course in Harlem and Bed-Stuy, they were talking about crime in
the streets where it did not even occur, downtown someplace.

These buzz words were used, and maximized, in the campaign by
Dick Nixon and Ronald Reagan. I will say that these are possibly
one of the key factors in the election and turning to the right in
this country by the electorate. These buzz words were used locally
by once-candidate for mayor of New York City, Mario Procaccino,
and it is from the Procaccino campaign that our present mayor, Ed
Koch, got his political lessons, because Ed Koch realized the politi-
cal fallout that comes from this kind of a mentality.

This backlash created a conspiratorial atmosphere with the in-
volvement of press, politicians, police, and prosecutors. And one
even more dangerous, in that conspiratorial atmosphere, the con-
spiracy with criminals.

I want to talk about the kind of police brutality that comes about
from police corruption, police insensitiveness, not just the level of
the ordinary police officer' but at the level of his superiors, and at
the level of the prosecutors.

I sent a letter to the outgoing police commissioner, Robert
McGuire. And let me say, Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you
and the committee again, for helping us here in New York City to
get our first black commissioner, Ben Ward. I hope that he recog-
nizes and remembers how he got his job.

This letter to Police Commissioner McGuire will illustrate, much
of what I am talking about about the other aspects of police brutal-
ity that is not considered. Let me state that I have received no re-
sponse to this letter.
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To Police Commissioner Robert McGuire:
Dear MR. McGuIRE: For some time my assistants, acting on my instructions, have

been trying to schedule a meeting between us. Their report to me is that all at-
tempts have been futile. Not only has your office refused to schedule the meeting,
but they suggest that I meet with the borough commander or some other lower
ranking official instead.

While I am aware of the existence of the borough command the types of crimes,
the site of the crimes and the implications of the issues raised by these crimes, tran-
scend the narrow concern of the borough commander and his limited jurisdiction.

I want to raise some serious questions concerning the role of the police. Therefore,
it would not be proper and appropriate for me to meet with line police officials. It is
for this reason that I am submitting this formal request for a meeting between you
as police commissioner of the city of New York and me as first, (A) National Chair-
man of the Congress of Racial Equality, CORE, and National Civil Rights Organiza-
tion with a commitment to assist in the fight against crime; and (B) as a citizen, a
father, and natural crimefighter, who have endured thus far a yeoman's share of
crimes committed against him and his family. And have become more dedicated to
fighting crime with each passing day.

As police commissioner, you are undoubtedly aware of the high incidence of crime
in black communities. What you may not be aware of, however, is to the extent that
my organization, my family and I have been victims. It is improbable that under
normal circumstances any one individual organization could have been victimized so
frequently, directly or indirectly.

For example, three of my sons have been victims of street crime. Two were mur-.
dered, one stabbed and wounded. Threats have been made against my family and
my life. Three cars driven by me have been stolen within a 4-week period. Not to
mention the many which have been vandalized over a longer period.

CORE national headquarters must take first place when it comes to the frequency
of breakins. In fact, we have had at least five this month alone. We have had a
couple of attempted payroll robberies and thanks to our tight security measures, no
one was hurt.

All this with the now famous or infamous case of Roy Innis catching a thief steal-
ing a radio from a CORE car, and handing him to the police, whereupon I am ar-
rested and the thief released. You should get a clear picture of why I believe this
meeting is important.

The personal aspect, of course, is only one of the reasons for my request. The
other and more important one, is that as a black leader, I owe it to my people to get
involved in the war against crime. And I can think of no better way to do this, than
for us to get together to exchange information and ideas. Thank you for your coop-
eration. I am looking forward to being with you soon.

Let me state, Mr. Chairman, that I have no answer to this letter
from the commissioner. This letter was sent also to Ronald Reagan,
President of the United States, to William Smith, Attorney Gener-
al of the United States, also to the mayor of New York City, Ed
Koch, in addition to the city council president, Carol Bellamy.

The only response I have gotten to this letter was from the city
council president Carol Bellamy, who is not exactly a friend of
mine, but I do appreciate her response.

Mr. CONYERS. If you want, we will make those letters a part of
the record.

Mr. INNIS. That would be very good.
[Information not supplied.]
Mr. INNIS. I call this out to show insensitivity on the part of the

police officials and the police system in this city. And I do say, I am
certain this transcends New York City and it can be demonstrated
in other parts of this country.

I want to point out that this insensitivity of the police and the
prosecutors, and I really must include whenever I talk about the
police the prosecutors. I think a very bad mistake is made when we
concentrate all of our sight and our energies on the lowly police-
man on the beat who hits some poor kid, stupid kid from Queens or
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Long Island or someplace else other than New York. The racist
sentiments that have been manipulated and nurtured by political
opportunists like Mayor Koch.

We need to be concerned with the officials. Let us use my arrest
as an example. No way in the world am I going to blame some
lowly cop on the beat. In fact, one of them being a black woman
police. For my arrest, for arresting a common criminal. That order
came directly from District Attorney Robert Morgenthau, a so-
called very highly respected official in the police system of the city.
This order must have been concurred with by Robert McGuire, the
commissioner of police of New York City. This order for my arrest
must have been concurred in by Mayor Koch, the mayor of New
York City. We are talking then about the officials of the police
system, the police system Leing the police supervisors, the senior
officials, and the officials in the district attorney's office or what-
ever prosecutorial office we are talking about.

The kind of harassment that I have suffered and others have suf-
fered in terms of unwarranted grand jury investigation, unwar-
ranted surveillance, unwarranted breakin and plumbing of our
office. We have a situation of the CORE offices being broken into
at least once a month. No typewriters are stolen. Nothing of value
is ever taken. But papers are rifled. Financial records are always
searched, destroyed, and disturbed.

It is clear that no burglar, no self-respecting junkie is going to
break into the CORE office to find those old typewriters and leave
them there. Obviously, this is being done with someone with some
other agenda. Change the tapes. I do not know why they need such
old-fashioned equipment in my office or whatever else they are
doing, or maybe just plain harassment.

This is the kind of police system brutality that I would like this
committee to address. Address the kind of political manipulation of
the police by the prosecutors, by the mayor, by other senior offi-
cials in government.

This committee also needs to look into two other critical areas.
One, the question of informants. Shortly after the revelation of the
so-called Valachi papers by former Attorney General Robert Ken-
nedy, Joe Valachi, depicted in the movie by Charlie Bronson, the
maximum macho he-man in America, Joe Valachi became some-
what of a national hero. And all the Joe Valachi-type individuals,
people that we used to call back in Harlem in the old days, rats,
squealers, and stool pigeons, and the worst possible names, they
became national heroes. So much so that police officials, prosecu-
tors in particular, have developed an unholy alliance with inform-
ers.

Now, I would not mind so much if these informants had some
true things to inform about. But who is an informer? An informer
is any common criminal who was being caught in commission of
his crime, quickly agrees with the police or the prosecutors to im-
plicate somebody higher than him, to blame for his particular
crime and for other crimes real or unreal. This type of informer
was adequately described by the television reporter, Arnold Diaz,
on I think the Columbia Broadcasting System, who described a sit-
uation of paid police criminal informers, who were allowed to con-
tinue and practice their trade while being police informers. In fact,
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they have been given a license, an immunity from prosecution. An
immunity from reprisal by us, the citizens.

Which brings me to my final point. If the police will not police
our communities, we like all citizens in this country throughout
the history of this Nation, must reserve the right to police our com-
munities ourselves. I do not want for one moment to make you
think that because we are concerned with police brutality that
crime does not exist in our communities. The fact is, crime does
exist. The fact is crime exists because of police brutality and police
manipulationof the prosecutors and the politicians like Ed Koch.

The question of crime must be addressed not by the police, who
quite often make common cause with the criminals, but by us. The
reason for my arrest for arresting a criminal was because I had ar-
rested one of their informers and they could not allow somebody in
our community to become an authoiity beyond them to interfere
with their informer. They had to show and make an example of me
and any others who might want to do the same thing, to show that
they would prosecute anybody who tries to apprehend criminals in
our communities.

We must resist that and we must have your help at the Federal
level to make it possible for law-abiding, decent and serious people
in the community to do what Americans have done throughout the
history of this country, to combine together in a responsible
manner, to deal with crime, when there are no other officials avail-
able to do so. This might be called a vigilantism and I do not really
give a damn what it is called. I am concerned with protection of
my wife and my daughters and other people's mothers and aunts,
and if that is vigilantism, let it be.

In doing so, there are two liabilities. There are some legal liabil-
ities that come from suits, and there are some criminal liabilities.
Criminals are very well armed. It is unconscionable that the Sulli-
van law is so written as to restrict decent citizens from arming
themselves, when there is an absolute necessity to do so. In our
communities with very little police protection, with police corrup-
tion, police insensitiveness, it is incumbent on all of us to be able to
p otect ourselves and our community. But with the Sullivan law in

ew York City, that is impossible. You have to go back to the same
police to pass muster to have the right to carry arms. And unless
you are a rich businessman that transacts large amounts of busi-
ness in cash, it is almost impossible to be licensed to carry a
weapon. This is discrimination.

How many-blacks are allowed to carry weapons legally in New
York City? Compare that with how many whites are allowed, be-
cause of whatever pretext, to carry weapons, legal licensed weap-
ons. Forget the criminal, this nonsense about outlawing handguns
as a way to control crime is ridiculous. Booze was outlawed in the
1920's and prohibition did not stop the massive booze trade, Drugs
are outlawed right now, and laws do not stop drug transactions.
Outlawing guns, outlaw guns for the decent, law-abiding citizen
and legitimate guns for the common criminal. There is no one here
that shows me how you are going to disarm the criminal when you
outlaw guns.

The way to control crime and disarm the criminal and force the
police to do their job is for the citizen, decent, law-abiding, sensi-
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tive, responsible citizens to have an opportunity to obtain legal
weapons, to obtain proper training, and able to be a necessary addi-
tion to controlling and reducing crime in our communities. I thank
you.

Mr. CoNYEmS. Thank you. You have gone to the heart of a very
disturbing part of these hearings, and you are the first to have
raised the connection between crime and the police and the posi-
tion of responsibility that black people, who are in the most vulner-
able community of all, find themselves in. I think that that needs
to be examined even beyond the initial presentation that you have
so expertly cast this issue in. It is an important issue, and frankly,
it is one from which we cannot escape, because the police violence
is the tip of the iceberg in what we get. But the alliances that go
on are much deeper, much more corrosive, and much more destabi-
lizing to the democratic system and to our community itself. And
so I commend you for that.

I would like to ask you to think about this question even as you
leave the witness table, Mr. Innis; that is the question of police
management. You see we are holding these hearings and sooner or
later we are going to get around to this, just as you have gotten
around to this important dimension, but the question of hundreds
of millions of dollars that go into police departments and nobody
here has any idea of who decides where it goes, what the priorities
are, how it is allocated. It is like a secret hole in which money is
thrown in huge amounts. We do not even know how much. And If
the average one of us tried to find out, we would probably not be
able to do it without getting into a considerable amount of trouble.

I see this whole question of the management of this part of the
public welfare, this part of our government, as ultimately extreme-
ly important. It must be taken under very serious consideration by
this committee and all who would put an end to police violence
wherever it appears.

Mr. INNIs. I subscribe to those statements completely. Let me say
that I have a more fully developed paper. I did not want to burden
you with it at this time. I would like to submit to you for the
records on the question of police management, police dollars, and
the other questions of the police, the prosecutors and the inform-
ants as the unholy alliance.

Mr. CONYmS. One of the things that makes public hearings im-
portant is that there is an interchange of ideas. Everybody is not
required to agree with all of the witnesses nor with the committee
itself. But we do get into exchanges that illuminate parts of this
issue that go beyond-the raw violence which we all abhor. And I
thank you for opening that dimension in these hearings.

Mr. INNIS. Thank you.
(Submitted materials follow:]
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April 20, 1983

Mr. Robert McGuire
Police Commissioner
City of New York
One Police Plaza
New York, New York

Dear Mr. McGuire:

For some time now my assistants, acting on my instructions, have
been trying to schedule a meeting between us. Their report to
me is that all attempts have been futile. Not only has your office
refused to schedule the meeting, but they dared suggest that I meet
with the Boro Commander or other lower ranking officials instead. -

While I am aware of the existence of the Boro Command, the typesvof
crime, the sites of the crimes, and the Implications of the issues
raised by these crimes transcend the narrow concern of a Boro
Commander and his limited jurisdiction. I want to raise some serious
questions concerning the role of the police. Therefore, it would
not be appropriate for me to meet with a line Police Official.

... It is for this reason that I am submitting this formal request for
a meeting between you as Police Conviissioner of the City of New York
and me as:

(A) National Chairman of the Congress of Racial Equality - CORE -
a National Civil Rights Organization with a committment to
assist in the fight against crime.

AND

(B) A Citizen, Father, and Natural Crime Fighter who, having endured
thus far a Yeoman's share of' crimes committed against him and
his family, becomes more dedicated to fighting crine with each
passing day.

As Police Comnuissioner, you are doubtlessly aware of the high inci-
cence' of crime in Black Conmunites. What you may not be aware of,
however, is the extent to which my organization, my family..ond I hovc,
been victims. It is improbable that under normal circumstances .my
one individual or organization could have been victimized so freque:ly,
directly or indirectly.
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For Example: Three of my sons have been victims of street crime -
two were murdered and one survived stab wounds; threats
have been made on my family's and my life; three cars
driven by me have been stolen within a four-week period,
not to mention the many which have been vandalized over
a longer period. Core's National Headquarters must take
first place when it comes to the frequency of break-ins.
In fact, we have had at least five this month alone.
We have had a couple of attempted payroll robberies.
Thanks to our tight security measures, no one was hurt.
Crown all of this with the now famous - or infamous -
case of Roy Innis catching a thief stealing a radio from
a Core car and handing him to the Police, whereupon I
was arrested and the thief released. You should get a
clear picture of why I believe this meeting is important.

The personal aspect, of course, is only one reason for my request.
The other and more important one is that, as a black leader, I owe
it to my people to get involved in the war against crime. And I can
think of no better way to do this than for us to get together to
exchange information and ideas. Can You?

Thank you for your co-operation. I look forward to meeting with you
soon.

Sincerely,

Roy Innis
National Chairman
CORE

II :Sc

CC: Ronald Reagan
President, United States of America

'.4illiam Frunch Smith
Attorney'General, United States of America

Govenor, Mario Cumo
State of New York

Mayor, Ed Koch
City of New York
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CC: City Council President, Carol Belamy
City of New York

Comptroller, Harrison Goldin
City of New York

City Councilwoman, Carolyn Maloney
District #8, City of New York

City Councilman, Fred Samuels
District #5, City of New York

Police Foundation Director, Patrick Murphy
Washington, D.C.
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK
THE PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL

CITY HALL
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10007

CAROL BELLAMY (212) 56&5200SEgIDEN1

May 9, 1983

Roy Innis
National Chairman
The Congress of Racial
Equality

1916-38 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10037

Dear Mr. Innist

Thanks for sending me a copy of your letter to
Commissioner McGuire. I appreciate being informed
of your concerns.

Sincerely,

Carol Bellamy

CB/yc
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Mr. CONYERs. I would now like to call, from the National Black
United Front, Rev. Herbert Daughtry.

TESTIMONY OF REV. HERBERT DAUGHTRY, CHAIRPERSON, NA-
TIONAL BLACK UNITED FRONT, NATIONAL PRESIDING MINIS.
TER, HOUSE OF THE LORD CHURCHES, ACCOMPANIED BY JIM
ANDERSON, COCHAIRPERSON OF THE POLICE BRUTALITY IN.
VESTIGATIVE UNIT; DEBRA CARB; AND MARIE LIEMAN
Reverend DAUGHTRY. Congressman Conyers, Congressman

Owens, Congressman Rangel, Congressman Berman, staff, my
name is Herb Daughtry. I am the chairperson of the National
Black United Front and the national presiding minister of the
House of the Lord Pentacostal Churches. On my far right is our
counsel, Mr. Alton Maddox. To my immediate right is Ms. "Maria"
Lieman. To my immediate left is Ms. Debra Carb, who will be offer-
ing testimony. And to my far left is Mr. Jimmy Anderson, who is a
member of the Police Brutality Investigation Unit of the New York
Chapter of the National Black United Front.

Mr. Chairman, words cannot express how much we appreciate
your coming again. Certainly in the light of the testimonies that
you have heard, any person with any fairness about him at all
would have to concur that police unauthorized use of force, harass-
ment, discourtesy, is widespread, it is systemic.

My testimony is on record, Mr. Chairperson, Congressman, my
testimony is on record and I would not want to use the time repeat-
ing what is already on the record. Not only that but our testimony
is on record with regard to the demonstrations and boycotts and all
the things that we have done in the last 7 years to raise this issue.

In fact, you will note that even Commissioner McGuire had to ac-
knowledge that we have been raising this issue a long time. There-
fore, what I would like to do is simply make a couple of comments
and then hear from the witnesses.

I want to note the people outside again standing in the rain. It is
very important that we note that for the record. Keep in mind that
we have been told over and over again that this is not an issue.
And yet each time that you have come, there have always been
hundreds of people here, even thousands, and wherever you have
gathered, there has always been a crush of humanity.

And as I went out into the street, there were maybe hundreds of
people standing outside in the rain trying to get into the court-
room, so that they might participate in democracy. One has to ask
what kind of thinking is in the mind of the highest elected officials
of this city, which would not want to open this whole process to the
broadest participation possible.

Second, on behalf of our organization, and all of our people
would like to commend the Guardians Association for that most
substantive and courageous testimony.

When I left a moment ago, I ran into Assemblyman Al Vann of
the 56th assembly district and we got a big bang out of the fact
that Ed Koch had said that no legislators had ever approached
him. Assemblyman Al Vann and I and about 15 other people were
the first people to talk with Ed Koch when he came to office Janu-
ary 25, 1978. The question before us at that time was the killing of
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Randolph Evans, a 15-year-old lad, and so for the mayor to say that
no legislators-also at that meeting was Dave Denkins, Basil Pat-
terson, although they may not be in the strict sense elected offi-
cials, but nonetheless they are public servants. For the mayor then
to make that statement suggests something of the careless way in
which he handles the truth.

I wish I had the time to really talk about this nonsensical report.
It surprises me. I had given the commissioner some credit for intel-
ligence, competence and efficiency. But after this report, I do not
see how anyone in his stature could put forth this report. All this
is is a regurgitation of the reports coming out of the precincts, the
"shiny object" reports. They had a "shiny object". They had some
object. For example, the case that we cited before, the young man
who was beaten by the police. In the report it says that the police-
man, this young man, 17 years old, told him he was under arrest,
put his hand up against the car and then this young man turned
around, faced these police officers, and then go in his pocket, and
when the officer catches him and goes in his pocket to see what he
has, guess up? He nipped his finger on an open knife in his back
pocket. And therefore this officer commenced to beat him and
broke his ribs.

This is the kind of report, I would say at least 90 percent, that
the commissioner is trying to make. Completely the report of the
stationhouse. I am going to pass over that.

I will just go on the question of improvement. You know im-
provement is a funny word. I suspect that if you take the Koch ad-
ministration and compare to Bilbo, you would have improvement,
or if you compare to Talmadge, you would have improvement. If
you compare to Birmingham or to Georgia, of my youth, I suppose
you would have improvement. But I always remember Malcolm X's
analysis of improvement. If you have a dagger in a man's back and
you take it out one-third of the way, you can say you are improv-
ing, but the dagger is still in the man's back and he probably will
die soon.

So if you look at improvement, indeed, when you compare it over
the last several years, then the Koch administration has not im-
proved at all. I noted particularly as you talked about polarization
and the commissioner would not even handle the question. In fact,
he readily knew who had created the polarization, so he tossed it
back to his boss. Everybody knows that polarization in this city has
existed and the supreme culprit is in city hall.

What I would like to do now, in the interest of time, and as I see
the people behind me there are a number of very, very substantive
reports we want to hear. And so in the interest of time, Mr. Chair-
man, I would like to let the witnesses give their testimony.

Mr. CONYERS. Please proceed.
Reverend DAUGHTRY. This is Ms. Debra Carb.

TESTIMONY OF DEBRA CARB
Ms. CARB. My name is Debra Carb. On December 24, 1978, I was

raped by a white policeman. It was over there in Jamaica on Liber-
ty Avenue where they were extending the college. I wanted to run,
but he said if I run he would shoot me in the back of my head and
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plant a gun by my side. Word is in the streets of Jamaica that
police travel with these extra guns because they killed Danny
Glover the same way. So I let him have his way with me.

Mr. CONYERS. Has there been any followup on this tragic inci-
dent?

Ms. CARB. No; at the time I did not report it. He works at 103d
precinct, because I was scared.

Mr. CONYERS. Are you represented by counsel?
Reverend DAUGHTRY. At this point Mr. Maddox is going to repre-

sent her.
Mr. CONYERS. Not at the present?
Ms. CARB. No.
Mr. CONYERS. Has there ever been a report filed anywhere before

now?
Ms. CARB. No.
Mr. CONYERS. What were the circumstances that led you to deter-

mine to bring this matter forward to this committee today?
Ms. CARS. At the time, I was on drugs. I was prostituting. And if

I would have filed a complaint, it would have been his word against
mine. They would have taken his word. Now I am a secretary. I
have been clean 5 years. I have a good record now. I know where I
came from, but I know where I am going. So when I heard about
the police hearings, I said let me come forward.

Mr. CONYERS. That is incredible. I am very proud of you. You
make us understand how the public work that we do reaches out to
people in ways we do not even have any idea about. But we do
want to back you up and support you and we want to move this
complaint and see if we can bring forward the officer and put it in
legal channels.

Again, thank you very much for having the courage to come
before us.

Ms. CARS. Thank you.
Reverend DAUGHTRY. The next witness, Congressman, is Maria

Lieman. This is a very interesting case, I think. She came to us sev-
eral days ago. You probably heard the case. Her husband is the
black officer that was shot by a white officer in rather peculiar cir-
cumstances, to say the least. So she came to us, I think it was
Wednesday. Our process or method of coming by these cases, we
are known pretty well now across the city, so that in many of the
developments, people call us. So we thought it might be a case that
should be heard here. So she can tell the story herself. This is
Marie Lieman, wife of an officer who was 14 years on the force.

TESTIMONY OF MARIE LIEMAN
Mrs. LIEMAN. Actually 14V2 years. My husband, Horace Lieman,

on November 16 was shot. He was shot at four times, but was hit
twice, in the face and the mouth. Obviously he was saying some-
thing. The officer who shot him, claimed he never identified him-
self. Yet there is no surface wound, which I said obviously I believe
he was saying something. My husband is suspended right now,
without pay, and is critical in Kings County Hospital. He has been
in a coma. He is paralyzed on one side.
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This is why I am seeking help because at this point they are
saying that the white police officer who shot him had acted in good
conduct. They claim that he had a gun out. A 14-year veteran with
a gun out and an officer approaching him with his gun still in his
holster, they claim he was in a combat crouch. Would he give him
a chance to shoot him four times? Without shooting back at him
once. And while he was down on the ground after being shot in the
mouth, then he was shot in the shoulder, which extended from one
side of his shoulder and came through the other side. And at this
point I have no support from anyone.

Reverend DAUGHTRY. On that point, Congressman, I think that
the officers will fake certain procedures that are to be followed
with respect to how officers handle their weapons, whoever they
might be. Some of the developments around the case was that Mr.
Lieman, Officer Lieman was in a place with other people and alleg-
edly had a person whom he had taken outside. Again, all of this is
fuzzy, but the point is that according to procedure, and of course
officers would know this better than I, according to procedure, a
police officer is not supposed to fire with a hostage near, or a
person near. But it seoms that this officer, this white officer fired
and then after Officer Lieman was on the ground, then went over
and shot him again in the shoulder. He missed twice, and.hit him
once in the mouth. Apparently he was trying to say who he was,
identify himself. Then when he was on the ground shot him again
in the shoulder.

He has been suspended. That is, Lieman has been suspended
without a full investigation. The other officer, Flanagan, at this
point is still on the force. Nothing has happened to him. And we
think again that this is an instance, irrespective of all of the dy-
namics of the case, in which it would seem that a thorough investi-
gation would first be implemented and that both officers should in
some way be involved in that thorough investigation.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mrs. LIEMAN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. CONYERS. Would any of your other companions want to say

anything?
Reverend DAUGHTRY. Jimmy Anderson, who is a member of the

Police Investigation Unit.

TESTIMONY OF JIM ANDERSON
Mr. ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, all I would like to say is that

looking at the two witnesses that we have presented, what you see
people do not -know what to do, and often time goes by and they get
the opportunity to come forward, which kind of, what Koch and his
boys would have you believe, discredits them. But it is not discred-
it. It just points out the seriouness.

Second, the second witness that he brought shows internally that
there are a lot of problems that people on our side just do not know
about. And the problem as we see it in the PBIU unit is because
the problem of police brutality is not accepted.

What we find is that when it comes to police brutality, there is a
lowering of resistance against it. Unfortunately, the lowest level of
it is in the Government agencies. Nobody wants to prosecute. They
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keep bringing us to hearings. They keep doing detailed studies.
And nobody is prosecuting. And that is what the real deal is. We
want to see some prosecution occur. And we do not think that it
takes Mayor Koch and other heavyweights who are professional in
their duties to have to dialogue about it as long as they have been
doing it. In the black communities in New York we have been get-
ting killed, and it is clear. And whether you are a civilian or you
are a member of the department, you know it. The problem is the
forces that should be putting that check and balance against the
police department are not working.

How many times have you seen Brother Daughtry and the Black
United Front in court? Not to stop justice, but to oversee that jus-
tice is, to see that justice is taken care of, and does carry out its
course.

I sit here very angered. I am angered. It is cold in here. It re-
minds me of cases that we have been on and it is cold hearing
those cold stories. And we are supposed to take serious the delib-
erations Mr. Koch brought.

Do you know why he does not know about police brutality. He
knows about it, but the system has a mechanism,. all you have to
do is go to any precinct. Go on any tour if you really want to catch
them doing their tricks. They have internal investigations. They
have what they call shoo-fly. He is the officer of the day. He is sup-
posed to go to these precincts where incidents occur. He is supposed
to be monitoring activities inside the precincts and looking through
the ledgers and the books to make sure the duty is being carried
out. But you know what happens when he is in the vicinity of a
precinct, and I do not mean just around the corner, as soon as he
gets within the perimeters of that precinct area, across the radio,
on the air, "Shoo-fly in the area." And the closer he gets to the pre-
cinct, you know what happens? The desk officer gets up, runs down
to the locker room, shakes his buddies, "Get up, shoo-fly in the
area." The officers in the kitchen in the little room in there drink-
ing, "Put the bottle away, get out on patrol, make it look good."
The civilian personnel, "Don't you say that. Get back in the 124
room." And then he comes through and he signs the book, "Every-
thing OK."

Someone who has been abused approached the desk officer,
having approached the officers in the precinct and then turned
away, gets the information they will do something, even though
not recording it. But recording it is important. Because if the New
York City Police Department does not record it-the only reason
this sister has not had her case brought up, I stand and tell you
right now that in the 83d precinct there is a captain today, Captain
Hodega. In 1978 he received direct testimony from an eyewitness of
a situation involving two police officers of the 79th precinct, Lieu-
tenant Ravenay, who was kicked out for grafting and Patrolman
Joe Willis, who just happens to be a black police officer. And which
the engaged in brutality. .

There was a $2 million lawsuit filed, which many of these report-
ers' papers probably know about. And do you know the eyewitness
person has never been yet called. Do you know that the case has
been snuffed under, and do you know that the eyewitness person is
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available and wants to testify. And this happened in 1978, and he
has been following the systems route.

You know who he went to? He went to people like former Cap-
tain McBride, Captain Tell, two of the black officers we talk about
we should be proud of. We should be proud. But you know what
they did? They did not want to get involved because they were on
their way up the ladder and they were thinking of payday. And
people wanted to come out and the reason they wanted to come out
and everyone wanted to testify is because there has never been any
forum.

Everybody is not all good and everybody is not all bad. But Koch
brought up one point. The elected officials that are moving along
with some of the ideas buck pushers, they only move because they
have been forced to, and not by the establishment, but by the
people, the community.

All of a sudden we are down here and we come to these hearings
and everybody is concerned. Everybody has a presentation. This
has been going on too long. We need to talk about what are we
going to do to stop, it. We have some ideas. One thing that is going
to happen, there is going to be a response. Either the elected offi-
cials or the other government law agencies are going to start get-
ting serious and using more integrity in terms of carrying out their
duties or the people will eventually be pushed to a point of where
these meetings will make it quite clear.

I would like to talk about lowering of resistance because that is
what is happening. It is the elected officials who are the appointed
people of the community. We elected them. We put them out there
so that they could use their contacts with professional folks togeth-
er to wage a battle for us in the community.

But you know what we find out, they do not know what is hap-
pening. And it is the constituents that are making the plea and
they do not know what is happening. It should not be the people in
the community down here busting down Koch's door at the police
headquarters, it should be the elected officials.

I am going to finish up, but you see across the Nation, the city,
the community, we have been talking about brutality. And there is
no systematic effort to change it. For one thing and the words have
been said before, that the pattern that we face has to be looked at
as being a problem. Koch does not look at it. And Mr. Ward, he
does not really want to look at it. He wants to please his boss, you
know.

That is why he can say brutality is not pervasive in New York
City. That is why at this date you hear black police officers telling
you how many cases they have witnessed. It did not happen in
1983. We are talking about brothers and sisters who have een on
the force 7 and 10 years. And had they said it back then, irregard-
less of the Job and the money, probably we would have a better po-
sition and would not have to put up with all of this sham that
Koch gives us.

The evidence shows that generally the problem is perceived as
not being there, lowering of resistance I talk about. You see people
in the street. They are scared to get involved because the system
has taught us that if you get involved you might get hurt. So they
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push do not get involved. 'You should not say that about brutality,
you might lose your job.

The newspapers, they just want a story. You want a story, you go
see Captain Lee of the 83d precinct, and you ask him about the
gentleman's eye that was punched out in that case. You just ask
him. I do not want to abuse the situation and say a lot of stuff.

I was in the international police force. I was in the Marine
Corps, 4 years, and I got abused. I came to New York City. Three
years with NYPD. And the case I am telling you about, I have been
trying to fight it. I have been waiting for a forum. I looked for
some help in 1979. I looked for some help in 1980. I looked for help
in 1981 and 1982. And here it is 1983, and I am not sure whether I
got help or somebody saying, you know, do not worry, cool out. We
are going to get it.

What evidence do you need? The things that we have that we
have presented at all the hearings, that we have raising up before
hearings even came, are legit. If people want the factualness of
them, if they do not think what we are presenting is factual, then
bring your top investigators and walk through some of these
streets with us. Come with us to some of the precincts and let me
point out some of the stuff that I know that goes on.

You need to get to the civilian members of the department who
are not truly present here. Those folks in the 124 room. You know
how these complaints come about that they wrote about in that
report, they are your real draftsmen of the report, but they are
controlled in what they can put in there. And also take some situa.
tion out in the street he writes what is called an unusual report,
an incident report. le brings it in, and half of them only study
well enough to pass the test anyway, he brings it in. The person in
the 124 room is assigned to string it out to make it balance out.
The contents of what is written has to equal the charge that you
are being charged with.

So if you are incorrectly charged, it means the contents are
brought up equal what the incorrect charge is and that is often the
case. But who can dispute that? I mean where is the check and bal-
ance system? How would you get into the precinct to find out how
all these bogus reports get put down as being legit. Not by having
Mr. Koch come here and testify. And certainly Mr. Ward has
showed us his position. There is a problem of police brutality, and
Mr. Koch, Mr. Ward, police captains, and the community are
aware. The elected officials are aware. And we really got to do
something about it. It is not enough. You have to keep coming back
and you have to leave some people here to keep watching.

Mr. CONYERs. Thank you so much. We appreciate the depth of
your conviction. I think it has been felt by everyone who has heard
your testimony. We are grateful again for the years and years of
work that you have put forward to give these hearings some sub-
stance in this struggle. I do not think we are going to leave you
this time.

I think more and more people are becoming inspirited because
they begin to see that unless we come together, there is no way
that any of us are going to win anyway. Everybody will be a victim.
And so what you said needs to be studied by everybody in almost
every community across this country. And I thinkLthese hearings,

37-501 0 - 84 - 20
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if they serve any purpose at all, will be to show the way other
people have gone through what you have gone, and come to the
conclusions that you have.

I want to thank you again, Reverend Daughtry, counsel and two
witness, and your very, very able director, who has stood by your
side all these years. Thank you all.

Reverend DAUGHTRY. May I say one thing? In departing, we
want to say, with all the emphasis we can command, how much we
appreciate having you here and the rest of the Congressmen. And I
think what you have heard are people who have not had a place
where they could give their testimony and feel that they were
really going to get an earnest hearing. And in fact, if you were to
open the door and say, I will stay here until I have heard all of the
testimony, you might be here, if I may coin the old proverb, you
might be here till hell freezes over.

[Submitted material follows:]
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Sby the BLACK UNITED FRONT
Police Brutality Investigation Unit

POLICE BRUTALITY: THE REAL CRIME

Today's problem of police brutality in New York
City represents a carefully orchestrated policy of
violent, racist attacks against Black and Latino communities.
Police brutality has created an environment of terror within
these communities and has deepened the racial polarization
within the city as a whole. The resulting destabilization of
our communities represents part of the overall political and
economic direction of New York City, as planned by New York's
ruling class. The Koch administration is a faithful adherent to
the notion that it is people of color and poor people generally who
should foot the bill for the city's economic crisis. Police brutality is
the use of terror designed to quell resistance and keep ghettos from
spilling over into the white parts of the city. Koch has not only satisfied the
ruling class architects of this plan, but has also managed to establish a.base of
support among some of the working class white communities for his racist policies. The
cavalier and nonchalant posture of the Koch administration toward the opponents of police
brutality is a message to both the minority and the white communities--racism will con-
tinue unchecked by his administration.

Recently, the killing of Michael Stewart is an example of police brutality and
the Koch Kosmetic Kover-up.. You would think that the Koch administration would be a bit
more concerned with the potential outrage over this matter. Not a chance. Koch wasted
no time in trying to pull the wool over everyone's eyes. The Transit Police say that
Michael Stewart had a seizure, the Medical Examiner initially said that Michael died from
heart failure and Koch stood and stands firmly in support of these reports despite over-
whelming evidence to the contrary. Evidence like the testimony of independent doctors who
saw Michael's battered and bruised body and the later statement by the Medical Examiner
that Michael Stewart had in fact died from a broken spinal cord. The Medical Examiner
makes no claims even of the possibility of police brutality. Only pressure from the
Stewart family and concerned people in our communities has been able to force the truth
into the light of day. Even the governor suggests that there may be a need for a special
prosecutor. But, despite all this, Mayor Koch assures New Yorkers that there is no prob-
lem with police brutality. His position is characteristic of other positions taken this
year, as in the case of the death of young Larry Dawes, an unarmed man riding his Moped,
run over by New York police. It is the same position taken in the case of Henry Woodley,
who defended himself from a mugging only to be shot to death by New York police. Koch says
the system is running fine, as he praises whites who defend themselves against criminal
elements. But why didn't Mayor Koch defend the interests of Willie Turks, a black transit
worker, murdered by a white youth mob for nothing more than being in a white neighborhood
after dark.

Police brutality is a big part of the cost for white supremacy in New York City, as
we watch few white people showing concern for the disproportionately high number of kill-
ings of Blacks and Latinos by the NYPD. In fact there is a call for more force needed by New
York law enforcement, more jails, stiffer sentences and the death penalty. Such a posture
is consistent with claims of reverse discrimination, cutbacks in school programs, medical
aid, and other social programs which affect Black and Latino communities the hardest.
These kind of conditions coupled with high unemployment exacerbates the general crisis in
our communities and guarantees that white communities will remain white and cushioned.
This is the base of support that Koch maintains and continues to woo at the expense of
social justice.

The New Police Commissioner

The appointment of Ben Ward, a black man, to the post of New York City's Police De-
partment Commissioner represents some foresight on the part of Mayor Koch. The recent
protests and congressional hearings on the question of police brutality raised very 'defi-
nite concerns amd worries in the Koch administration and in his reaQtionary base. Faced
with a growing population of people of color and growing political motion in minority
communities as the result of victories around the country of Black candidates and Jes-p
Jackson's campaign, Koch must be anxious to put a lid on it. And so Commissioner Ward
has unveiled to the people. Koch immediately tried to dispel race as a consideration in
his appointmentof Ward. Well, we certainly know that Koch would never break form by trying
to sabotage racial inequality through the use of affirmative action. Far from assuming
an anti-racist posture, Koch immediately tried to assure his base and his bosses that Ward
is a good skilled professional yes man who only happens to be black. Ben Ward proclaims
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himself to be a hard conservative in law enforcement and denies that police brutality is
a problem in New York City. Furthermore, Ward has made no indications that his appoint-
ment should be any source of pride or of celebration for Black communities. We got the
message Ben, you're Koch's kind of cop! Clearly, Koch is aware of the differences that
exist within our communities historically, between accomodationist and resistance forces.
Ward's appointment is an attempt to drive a wedge between the two. On the one hand Koch
has thrown Ward as a crumb to weaken the resistance forces and to make points with the
accomodationist folks who fall for Black faces in high places, regardless of their poli-
tics. We care however, that Ward's politics do not seem to represent progress for us.

Congressional Hearings

These hearings have been a welcome platform for the communities and for all people
interested In justice---except Koch. He has loudly and vigorously boycotted the hearings.
Koch has been unwilling to face the avalanche of testimony and documentation which prove
the systematic brutality of our communities by The New York Law Enforcement.

The Black United Front welcomes this third round of hearings in NYC. After several
years of work to both document and oppose police brutality, we welcome the opportunity
to state to the communities of all of New York, the facts of police brutality and solut-
tions to the problem. Our work reveals more than facts and figures, it has exposed for us
the systemic nature of police brutality and its devastating effects on people of color.
These hearings are further opportunity to shed some light on the daily reality of terror
in the Black and Latino communities and to rally justice seeking people in support of
important solutions.

In order to bring this city and the adherents of racialized violence at the hands
of the police to justice, we must build a broad, mass movement. We have no illusions
that a few hearings, marches or press reports will end this brutality. But the unity of
the masses of people of color and progressive whites can begin to spell doom for the racist
attacks against our people and fight on to end the overall racial oppression which has be-
come the hallmark of US society. Essential to this kind of struggle for social progress
is the Black United Front.

The Black United Front demands the creation of a civilian, not pblice department,
review board. This board would be established with clear guielines of accountability
of the police to the community. The BUF will be initiating a referendum campaign In 1984
to guarantee a genuine community review board. We encourage you to write letters to your
governor, mayor and state assemblymen calling for an independent investigation of the
already substantiated charges of police brutality against the NYPD. Also register to vote.

Finally, we would urgeyou to attend these and other hearings lIke these, so that
Koch and his kind begin to hear our messages loud and clear. tie will not continue to
be victims in a racist society where the answer to poverty is brutality instead of jobs,
where the answer for demands of Justice is cover-up and denial. We will not tolerate
less than human treatment and respect.

FORWARD TOGETHER, BACKWARD NEVER!

For more information, contact:

Police Brutality Investigation Unit
(212) 789-1862
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Mr. CONYERS. I think it is in this courtroom. I know we are-sev-
eral hundred million dollars short in our deficit, but this is unusu-
al in the extreme.

We have 12 more witnesses and I would like everybody to bear
with me. Our next witness is the president of the Policeman's Be-
nevolent Association, Mr. Phil Caruso, and his associate, who have
been here since the morning began. We recognize that you were
here for quite a while, but so was everybody else.
- We have your statement, Mr. Caruso. Welcome before the sub-
committee. And you may proceed in your own way.

TESTIMONY OF PHIL CARUSO, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK CITY
PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. CARUSO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Phil Caruso.
I am the president of the New York City Patrolman's Benevolent
Association, the oldest and largest police organization in the
United States, currently representing more than 18,000 active
police officers.

Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me, sir. Do you have an extra copy of your
testimony?

Mr. CARUSO. I sent a copy in, Congressman.
Mr. CONYERS. OK. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Phil Caruso follows:]
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My name is Phil Caruso, and I am the president of

the New York City Patrolmen's Benevolent Association,

the oldest and largest police organization in the United

States, currently representing more than 18,000 active

police officers.

While we welcome the opportunity to express our

views here today, we nonetheless are puzzled by the

nature of these Congressional hearings. Quite can-

didly, our perception is that these proceedings were

precipitated by a political power struggle in which

the police become the unwitting scapegoats. But that

is par for the course, because, inevitably, due to the

controversial nature of the police function, we remain

the ever vulnerable prey of political expedience.

We find it difficult to accept the nbed for a

Congressional inquiry into allegations of police mis-
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conduct because here in New York City, praise for the remarkable re-

straint, outstanding efficiency, and highly professional manner in

which police officers perform their duties, by far outstrips criti-

cism. And our police officers take due pride in this aura pf public

acclaim.

Objective observers continually maintain that police-community

relations in New York City, considering the complex social dynamics

of our multi-racial, multi-ethnic demographics, have been compara-

tively stable and exemplary. Exemplary to the extent that they can

serve as a model for other big cities to follow. Supportive evidence

of improving police-community relations is glaringly reflected in the

declining rate of allegations of police wrongdoing brought before the

Civilian Complaint Review Board.

Consequently, under the present status of police-community rela-

tions as they really are -- not as some would like us to believe they

are -- we find it truly difficult to share the claim that a systemic

pattern of police brutality is provoking racial antagonisms. Under

the actual set of circumstances, we suggest that this claim is in and

of itself a highly inflammatory political contrivance.

The only real "police brutality" occurring on a routine, wide-

scale basis in New York City is that which is perpetrated against the

police. For standing as the countervailing balance to those isolated

allegations of police brutality are the alarming number of shootings,

stabbings and other vicious attacks that police officers are daily

subjected to. Should we, then, call for a Congressionalinvestiqation

into our agonizing dilemma?
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In New York City there are a multitude of investigative bodies

before which a citizen can vent a grievance against the police. As

far.as the PBA is concerned, the scope of available grievance machin-

ery is far too facilitous and overbearing. No other civil servants --

none -- not even the Congress of the United States, are subject to the

kind of intensive scrutiny that police officers are subjected to here

in New York City.

For example, a police officer can be brought up on charges in the

police department's Trial Room, which proceeding can lead to dismissal

from the department; can be tried by the Civilian Complaint Review

Board; can be indicted by a grand jury; can be made to testify before

the Special State Prosecutor's office; can be brought before the City's

Department of Investigations, and can ultimately suffer the severe con-

sequences of a federal court- judgment imposed under Title 42 United

States Code, Section 1983 for engaging in alleged violation of civil

rights that ;buse police authority.

And if all this were not enough, we now have Congressional hear-

ings. The PBA vigorously opposed the creation of a Civilian Complaint

Review Board in the mid-sixties, yet, today, we have a CCRB. While

we have become tolerant and understanding of the need for the extensive

bureaucratic system now in existence, how much more pressure do you

think we can absorb?

Once again we candidly submit that these proceedings impugn the

integrity of the police commissioner, the director of the CCRB, the

Special Prosecutor, every district attorney in this city, and the

heads of all the other investigative agencies that scrutinize
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police activities, and shatters the faith and confidence of the peo-

ple in their system of government. Also, not to be overlooked, it

tends to demoralize the fall guys in this entire episode, the police

officers of this city, who must function in an already difficult and

hazardous environment.

A Congressional hearing here is about as appropriate as it would

have been for the New York City Police Department to become involved

in the ABSCAM affair. We believe these hearings are an unnecessary,

unwarranted intrusion into this city's effective governmental adminis-

tration, an intrusion that raises doubts about the efficacy of certain

federal incursions into state and local jurisdictions. Instead of

engaging in polemics, it seems to us that this sub-committee would

better serve the taxpayers by exerting a strenuous effort toward

delivering to New York City, as well as to all other major cities

in the United States, an adequate level of federal funding needed to

heighten public safety and thereby enhance the quality of life through-

out the nation. Such an effort is currently being begged for by the

people of this country, and would be much more consistent with the

Constitutional mission of insuring domestic tranquility that devolves

upon the Congress of the United States.

Moreover, in light of the paltry resources -- both human and

monetary -- with which we have to work, a Congressional citation for

the superb overall performance consistently turned in by the men and

women of the New York City Police Department would seem to be another

fitting and proper Congressional action that can be taken at this

time.
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Mr. CARUSO. While we welcome the opportunity to express our
views here today, we nonetheless are puzzled by the nature of
these congressional hearings. quite candidly, our perception is that
these proceedings were precipitated by a political power struggle,
in which the police become the unwitting scapegoats. But that is
par for the course, because inevitably, due to the controversial
nature of the police function, we remain the ever-vulnerable prey
of political expedience.

We find it difficult to accept the need for a congressional inquiry
into allegations of police misconduct, because here in New York
City praise for the remarkable restraint outstanding efficiency, and
mighty professional manner in which police officers perform their
duties, by far outstrips criticism.

Our police officers take due pride in this aura of public acclaim.
Objective observers continually maintain that police community re-
lations in New York City, considering the complex social dynamics
of our multiracial, multiethnic demographics, have been compara-
tively stable and exem plary, exemplary to the extent that they can
serve as a model for other big cities to follow.

Supportive evidence of improving police community relations is
glaringly reflected in the declining rate of allegations of serious
police wrongdoing brought before the civilian complaint review

ard. Consequently under the present status of police community
relations as they really are, not as some would like us to believe
they are, we find it truly difficult to share the claim that a system-
ic pattern of police brutality is provoking racial antagonism.

Under the actual set of circumstances, we suggest that this claim
is in and of itself a highly inflammatory political contrivance. The
onl real police brutality, occurring on a routine, wide-scale basis
in Kew York City, is that which is perpetrated against the police.
For standing as the counterbalance for those isolated allegations of
police brutality, are the alarming number of shootings, stabbings,
and other vicious attacks that police officers are daily subjected to.

Should we then call for a congressional hearing into our agoniz-ing dilemma?
Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me, Mr. Caruso. I would like to ask that

the subcommittee be in order while the witness is making his testi-
mony and I would like to ask everyone's cooperation in that re-
spect.

Mr. CARUSO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In New York City, there are a multitude of investigative bodies

before which a citizen can vent a grievance against the police. As
far as the PBA is concerned, the scope of available grievance ma-
chinery is far too facilitous and overhearing. No other civil service,
none, not even Members of the Congress of the United States, are
subject to the kind of intensive scrutiny that police officers are sub-
jected to here in New York City.

For example, a police officer can be brought up on charges in the
police department trial room, which proceeding can lead to dismis-
sal from the department; can be tried by the civilian complaint
review board; can be indicted by a grand jury; can be made to testi-
fy before the State special prosecutor's office; can be brought before
the city's department of investigation; and can ultimately suffer
the severe consequences of a Federal court judgment imposed
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under title 42, United States Code, section 1983, for engaging in an
alleged violation of civil rights that abuses police authority.

If all this were not enough, we now have congressional hearings.
The PBA vigorously opposed the creation of the civilian com-

plaint review board in the mid-1960's, yet today we have the CCRB.
While we have become tolerant and understanding of the need for
the extensive bureaucratic system now in existence, how much
more pressure do you think we can absorb?

Once again we candidly submit that these proceedings impugn
the integrity of the police commissioner, the director of the civilian
complaint review board, the special prosecutor, every district attor-
ney in the city, and the heads of all the other investigative agen-
cies that scrutinize police activities. It also shatters the faith and
confidence of the people in their system of government.

Also, not to be overlooked, it tends to demoralize the fall guys in
this entire episode, the police officers of this city, who must already
function in a difficult and hazardous environment.

A congressional hearing here is as about as appropriate as it
would have been for the New York City Police Department to
become involved in the Abscam affair. We believe that these hear-
ings are an unnecessary, unwarranted intrusion into this city's ef-
fective governmental administration, an intrusion that raises
doubts about the efficacy of certain Federal intrusions into State
and local jurisdiction.

Instead of engaging in polemics, it seems to us that this subcom-
mittee would better serve the taxpayers by exerting a strenuous
effort toward delivering to New York City, as well as to all the
other major cities in the United States, an adequate level of Feder-
al funding needed to heighten public safety and thereby enhance
the quality of life throughout the Nation. Such an effort is current-
ly being begged for by the people of this country, and would be
much more-consistent with the constitutional mission of insuring
domestic tranquility that devolves upon the Congress of the United
States.

Moreover, in light of the paltry resources, both human and mon-
etary, with which we have to work, a congressional citation for the
superb overall performance consistently turned in by the men and
women of the New York City Police Department would seem to be
another fitting and proper constitutional action that can be taken
at this time.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.
Mr. CONYERS. You are welcome. I have a question or two for you,

an opportunity to be heard. We have to make and keep this a
democratic hearing, regardless of what personal views we may
have for or in opposition to any statements made by the witness.

I would like to just inquire about the complaints that you may
have heard about, the black police officers who have testified here
today. Were you present during that testimony?

Mr. CARUSO. Yes; I was.
Mr. CONYERS. Do you have any reaction or suggestions or obser-

vations about those complaints that were made before this commit-
tee?
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Mr. CARUSO. I am not here to pass judgment on what occurred.
The fact is that there are two sides to a story and you only heard
one side here.

Mr. CONYERS. That is true.
Mr. CARUSO. Some of these cases are being investigated and ulti-

mately a decision will be made one way or another.
Mr. CONYERS. Are some of these officers members of your organi-

zation?
Mr. CARUSO. Yes; they are.
Mr. CONYERS. Are you aware of the fact that it has been stated

in these hearings that there are no black officers in the Police-
man's Benevolent Association?

Mr. CARUSO. I am constantly reminded of that by the Guardians
Association.

Mr. CONYERS. Is it accurate?
Mr. CARUSO. It is absolutely accurate. The fact is, I did not draft

the constitutional bylaws of the PBA. We do have an electoral
process. The fact is that I have done a lot to encourage black police
officers to run for office. As a matter of fact, when I ran in 1980
and was successful in ascending to the office of presidency of the
PBA, there was a black delegate I had urged to run with me. He
refused to run. For personal matters, he refused to run.

The fact is, we need some more representation. I cannot appoint.
This is beyond my control.

Mr. CONYERS. Are you sensitive thento the fact that this ques-
tion of race within the Policeman's Benevolent Association may
have a very negative and devisive effect within the ranks of your
own organization?

Mr. CARUSO. I am very aware of the fact that we could use more
minority representation within the ranks of the PBA. The fact is, I
cannot run for office for these people. They are going to have to
come forward and get involved.

Mr. CONYERS. Do you have any other views about difficulties that
are created by the Policeman's Benevolent Association having this
racial schism? In other words, what I am trying to find out is, if
this is a matter of deep concern not just you alone, but also for the
other top official in the organization. It would seem to me that this
would be creating much difficulty within the police organization
itself. You have this all-white male leadership, juxtaposed with in-
credible kinds of traumatic experience that black officers are going
through.

They are paying dues. They are supporting officers and the orga-
nization. And yet it appears that there is very little that is forth-
coming. It seems to me that might create far more constant pres-
sure and schism than anything that could be said in the public.

Mr. CARUSO. I want to assure yo, that any police officer who: has
a problem is treated with equal fairness. We do not distinguish
black and white or among ethnic groups in any different and sepa-
rate way. And I do not know how better to express that to you.

Mr. CONYERS. If these matters were brought to your attention,
would you as the president feel an obligation to deal with them
within the framework of the Policeman's Benevolent Association?

Mr. CARUSO. I have had an ongoing dialog with the Guardians
Association. I have attended their meetings. I have expressed my
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feelings and they have given me feedback in terms of what their
grievances are. And I have kept an open door and tried to extend
that to fulfill their obligations and needs. I have had that policy
since I stepped in office.

Actually, I do not know at this point what relevancy this has to
police brutality. I am here today specifically to address that issue.
Not the internal politics of the organization.

Mr. CONYERS. What we have found out, Mr. President, is that the
police brutality frequently comes from the police directed against
black policemen.

Mr. CARUSO. I do not know how you draw that conclusion, Mr.
Chairman. I do not know how you draw that conclusion, based
upon anything that has been said here today' because you have
only heard one side of the story and these are isolated incidents.
They are aberrational as opposed to being systemic, condoned acts
of police brutality.

Mr. CONYERS. I do not know if they become not systemic because
you state they are not systemic. I am not sure if I am drawing any
conclusions.

Mr. CARUSO. Draw conclusions, Mr. Chairman, based on fact.
Mr. CONYERS. I can tell you this, though, that from what I have

heard, there appears to be racial discrimination not only by the
police department in the black community, but there appears to be
racial discrimination within the police department itself. And I am
suggesting to you, without coming to any conclusions about the
matter, because this is the first I have heard of it, is that this
should present an opportunity for the PBA and yourself, who has
heard them, too, to help us sort them out. I would like to get the
other side of the story. And I would like to get your version of what
the facts are in these matters. And we would be very pleased to
incorporate them in the record. And I would like to find out what
you think about it and what your ultimate conclusion would
happen to be. And I am, as a matter of fact, inviting you to do that.

I do not know the details of the matter. I was not there when
they occurred and I do not have any control over what the total
factual picture is going to be. But that is what our job is.

Mr. CARUSO. Mr. Chairman, you misconstrue my function. I rep-
resent all police officers. I do not adjudicate matters. That is what
the police department and the courts, grand juries, whatever mode
of approach is appropriate. Consequently, I do not make judgments
as to who is right and who is wrong.

Mr. CONYERS. You represent the police officers of certain rank
that are members.

Mr. CARUSO. That is correct.
Mr. CONYERS. Does any responsibility come with that?
Mr. CARUSO. We provide them with representation at all levels,

yes.
Mr. CONYERS. That seems to me to be an important part of your

contribution to these hearings. Maybe you will never come to any
adjudication or conclusion about anything.

Mr. CARUSO. It is not my function.
Mr. CONYERS. But I would like to invite you to participate with

us in seeking the truth and bringing whatever it is that your orga-
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nization can bring. They are paying dues for some reason and they
certainly need help.

Mr. CARUSO. They are provided with all the benefits of member-
ship.

Mr. CONYERS. Let me ask you finally then, do you believe that, or
are you in a position to answer, whether or not you think that the
members of the police force who made certain complaints of an in-
ternal nature are being provided with all the benefits of member-
ship in PBA?

Mr. CARUSO. Yes, absolutely.
Mr. CONYERS. You do?
Mr. CARUSO. Sure.
Mr. CONYERS. Have you had a chance to investigate that?
Mr. CARUSO. Investigate what?
Mr. CONYERS. The benefits of membership that you are absolute-

ly certain that they have been afforded.
Mr. CARUSO. There is no member who is denied the benefit of

representation from the PBA in any matter that is pertinent and
relevant to his or her performance.

Mr. CONYERS. That is not what I asked you. I asked you if you
had a chance to investigate that. Not to tell me what.

Mr. CARUSO. Investigate what, Mr. Chairman. I do not know
what you are referring to specifically.

Mr. CONYERS. Investigate the allegations, the promise that you
say that they are getting the fullest benefit from their member-
ship.

Mr. CARUSO. I can assure you of that.
Mr. CONYERS. Let me just make it clear to you because you keep

saying you do not understand.
Mr. CARUSO. That is ongoing policy. It is a standing policy.
Mr. CONYERS. But you did not investigate it.
Mr. CARUSO. Investigate what specifically? The fact that they are

not getting representation?
Mr. CONYERS. Apparently this question is either too complex or I

am not articulating. I will tell you what, suppose I tell you you will
not have to respond to that question.

Mr. CARUSO. Fine.
Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Rangel, do you have any questions?
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Caruso, when did

you first find out that there were going to be congressional hear-
ings on this subject? I mean how many weeks before the hearings?

Mr. CARUSO. I do not recall.
Mr. RANGEL. You probably read about it.
Mr. CARUSO. Read about it in the newspapers, yes.
Mr. RANGEL. Did you have any idea who the witnesses were

going to be at all?
Mr. CARUSO. Initially, no.
Mr. RANGEL. Did you form any opinion at that time as to wheth-

er or not there should be hearings?
Mr. CARUSO. Sure; I was puzzled by it and kind of affronted by it,

because I know for a fact that there is no condoned systemic police
brutality in the city of New York.

Mr. RANGEL. Why is it that you would not welcome the opportu-
nity to have that proved at congressional hearings?
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Mr. CARUSO. Because I do not see where this is a congressional
function. I believe that we have more than enough scrutiny of the
police department, more channels for people to vent their griev-
ance, against any other civil servant, be it at the Federal, State, or
local level.

Mr. RANGEL. Is it not true as a police officer with your broad ex-
perience that every time tbe question comes up involving alleged
police brutality in the courts, that it centers around a constitution-
al question, not a regulation and not a local matter? Is not every
court decisioir that affects the conduct of police officers, is that not
a constitutional question?

Mr. CARUSO. In some instances they are constitutional questions,
but we are dealing with local and State law.

Mr. RANGEL. I am saying that when they say that a person's civil
rights or a person has been brutalized, all the decisions, the Mapp
decision, have they not involved a person's constitutional rights?

Mr. CARUSO. Well, we do have a U.S. Justice Department and we
do have a Title 42 Code 1983.

Mr. RANGEL. Exactly.
Mr. CARUSO. All these grievances are already available. This ma-

chinery is in place.
Mr. RANGEL. If you recognize that the Federal court has the

right and obligations to make inquiries as to whether or not de-
fendants' or arrested peoples' constitutional rights were violated,
why would you resist a Congress that has the responsibility to
enact those laws, if necessary, to hold hearings on it, to determine
whether or not it is necessary?

Mr. CARUSO. You know why, Mr. Rangel, because there is no
basis for it here in New York City.

Mr. RANGEL. All I am saying is that I think you would agree
with me that certain people reached conclusions before the hear-
ings were held. They did not have reason to reach those conclu-
sions. Perhaps you feel the obligation to do this because you are
elected by the police officers, but I think you would have to agree
with me that it is hard to understand why people would resist
having the hearings before they hear the conclusions of those hear-
ings.

Every time the question of congressional hearings come up, and
allegations of the police abusing power, you go back to the fact that
it is the policeman that is abused. Now, I am not going to deny
that a lot of policemen have been abused and by the worst ele-
ments in our community, by thugs, by felons, by gangsters, by in.,
sensitive people that rob, rape, and steal. I do not take issue with
,hat.

Why is it that you always bring this element up, when people
are saying that sworn police officers are conducting themselves in
the same manner? Why would you bring that analogy?

Mr. CARUSO. Very simply because, Mr. Rangel, we must demon-
strate and highlight the fact that we are living in a very violent
society. The fact is that we have 8 million people in the city of New
York. There are 2 million guns, illegal handguns, alone. And that
is a modest estimation in my view. That are adrift in this society.
And police officers have to come to grips with these weapons, with
these violent archtypes out there.
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And the fact is that our job is very difficult, very complex, and
very hazardous. And we must demonstrate that sometimes police
force is necessary in order to effect arrests. Consequently, it is not
always easy to take a person into custody.

Mr. RANGEL. No one is arguing that, but do you not believe that
there should be a higher standard of conduct by New York City po-
licemen than by thugs?

Mr. CARUSO. I think we have the highest standard of conduct in
the nation. The New York City police officer conducts himself with
an admirable degree of restraint. I think that is demonstrated each
and every day on the streets of the city of New York.

Mr. RANGEL. Let me try it again. When it was publicized that
there would be congressional hearings, you held a press conference,
and you also probably paid for commercials on the radio, and--

Mr. CARUSO. And on television, too.
Mr. RANGEL. And on television. And you indicated that instead

of having congressional investigations as to wrongful conduct on
the part of policemen, that there should be congressional investiga-
tion as to wrongful conduct on the part of thugs. Why do you mix
the two?

Mr. CARUSO. Because I think you people get your priorities mixed
up, too. I think that what you should be doing is getting us more
Federal funding to hire more police officers. Mr. Conyers, in your
own city, Detroit, you have 400 police officers laid off. The crime
rate has soared, so many crimes. And a lot of those police officers
are minorities, black police officers. They could use their jobs back.
The people could use the public safety that is needed. That is
where I think you people have your priorities screwed up.

Mr. RANGEL. And so until you see more Federal assistance as it
relates to dealing with the control of crime, then you believe the
conduct of the police officer should not be a proper subject.

Mr. CARUSO. The conduct of the New York City police officer is
outstanding. The record speaks for itself. There is no justification,
no basis for a Federal investigation into our conduct and behavior.
Whatever you call police brutality is aberrational and isolated, and
I submit that to you, as have other people here. Every editorial
opinion in this city has militated toward that opinion, that the
police of this city have done an outstanding job. That is all I have
to say.

Mr. CONYERS. I want the record to show that Mr. Caruso left the
witness table before Congressman Owens could put some questions
to him. Apparently his temper was beginning to grow in the course
of the questioning. And I apologize. I will recognize Mr. Owens to
put his questions on the record anyway.

Mr. OWENS. Mr. Chairman, it is important to note that several
questions I would have asked I would like to have on the record.

One was, Mr. Caruso said that they represent all police officers
who are in trouble. And that is a direct contradiction of one of the
witnesses earlier. I think it was Mr. Phillip Francis who said that
he had asked for help from the PBA and he was told they were
representing the other guy. I may be wrong on the actual person,
but one witness this morning said he asked for help from the PBA
and they said, we are representing the other guy.
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In the case of the young lady, the police officer who was struck
in the mouth by another police officer, I suppose the PBA was rep-
resenting both sides on that, if Mr. Caruso's testimony is correct.

I also wanted to ask Mr. Caruso how many of the officers of his
organization reside outside of the city of New York. All those of
male, white officers, how many of them reside outside of the city of
New York? I also wanted to ask what was his overall budget, since
he made a point of saying that Congress is not scrutinized as much
as his police officers are. Every expenditure made by any Congress-
man, any voucher is made public. I would like to know what his
overall budget is for the PBA, the dues that are paid by all mem-
bers, including the black members? What is the overall budget?
What is the percentage for public relations? How much is spent on
advertising for radio and television?

If all objective observers have said that the police are doing a
great job, why must such a great percentage of the budget be spent
on public relations advertising what a great job the police are
doing?

I also want to know how the rest of the money is spent, what
percentage of the money is spent for community services, services
which may be related to crime, juvenile delinquency prevention, et
cetera? A large part of the money is collected by these officers who
live outside the city. What do they do in terms of services for the
city? And have they ever spent a dime publicizing the fact that
there is a civilian review board in existence and that people should
use that? Do they publicize easier ways for people to make use of
those channels, all of those channels which exist to scrutinize the
police?

Finally, I want to know that he agreed at the time that the
Knapp Commission was created that there was a systemic problem
of police corruption and the Knapp Commission did conclude there
was a systemic problem of police corruption. Editorial opinion in
the city at that time agreed. But for years there had been an insist-
ence by editorial opinion, as well as PBA, that there was no corrup-
tion, that we have one of the finest, cleanest police departments in
the country. It was the Knapp Commission which determined and
opened everybody's eyes and continually there have been investiga-
tions after that, following that, to make sure that corruption never
settles in as a systemic problem again.

I submit that we need the same kind of continual review, the
same kind of continual scrutiny from outside of the police depart-
ment in order to guarantee that police brutality does not remain a
systemic problem as it is now. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. And I am glad we got your
questions on the record.

Our next witnesses, from the Concerned Minorities in Criminal
Justice, Attorney Alton Maddox, Jr., Michael Warren, and Clayton
Jones. Would you come forward please? Thank you for your pa-
tience and welcome to the subcommittee hearings.

37-501 0 - 84 - 21
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TESTIMONY OF ALTON MADDOX, JR., ATTORNEY; MICHAEL
WARREN, CLAYTON JONES, ATTORNEY, CONCERNED MINORI-
TIES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Mr. JONES. Mr. Chairman, my name is Louis Clayton Jones. I am

a lawyer admitted to practice in the State of New York. My office
was retained by the family of Michael J. Stewart, following his
arrest in a New York City subway station on September 15, 1983.

In previous testimony before this committee, I presented the
facts surrounding the arrest and subsequent admission of a coma-
tose Michael Stewart to Bellevue Hospital. On September 28, 1983,
Michael J. Stewart died at Bellevue Hospital, from injuries re-
ceived while in the custody of the New York City Transit Police.

In my previous testimony September 19, 1983, 4 days after the
arrest of Mr. Stewart, I disputed Mayor Koch's contention that
police brutality in this city is nonsystemic. On the basis of a 4-day
inquiry as to the circumstances surrounding the death of Michael
Stewart, I characterized the mayor's assertion as disingenuous, and
argued the proposition that in the city of New York, police brutal-
ity is indeed systemic. And that it is systemically condoned and
covered up by the agencies of city government.

I and my associate, Michael W. Warren, and Alton H. Maddox,
are here today to document the truth of that proposition.

In the testimony to follow, my associates will introduce you to
the anatomy of a coverup New York style. You will be introduced
to a system that is so effective that in the past 53 years only one
police officer in the city of New York has been convicted of murder
of a civilian.

We shall lead you down a well-worn path of lies, deception, collu-
sion, delay, calculated ineptitude, intimidation, attempted destruc-
tion of evidence, a bogus complaint, an incomplete, inaccurate, and
deceptive autopsy report, and a grand jury investigation most
charitably described as a charade. A path that leads inexorably to
a failure to indict.

The evidence to be presented here has been made available to
the mayor through the office of the corporation counsel and to the
Governor in the form of a petition to end the current charade, and
to impanel a special grand jury or to appoint a Moreland-Ack Com-
mission to investigate this system under which a police officer has
an implied license to kill civilians with impugnity.

We have made a copy of that petition available to this commit-
tee. That petition documents the following allegations:

One, members of the New York City police department lied to
the family of Michael J. Stewart concerning the manner of his
death.

Two, the complaint against Michael J. Stewart deliberately mis-
stated the charges against the defendant.

Three, Bellevue Hospital administrators- lied to the Stewart
family concerning the condition of Michael J. Stewart and obstruct-
ed attempts of the family to gain access to the medical records.

Four, representatives of the transit department, a department
that insists even now that Michael J. Stewart did not die from inju-
ries inflicted by transit policemen, were present at every stage of
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the autopsy and consulted with each other and with the medical
examiner before the release of the initial autopsy report.

Five, the initial autopsy report found no physical injuries as
cause of death, was deliberately calculated to deceive the public.

Six, the medical examiner-in secretly removing the eyes of Mi-
chael J. Stewart and placing them in a formaline solution, attempt-
ed to destroy what at that time was the only evidence of homicide.

Seven, the medical examiner waited 45 days to release the final
autopsy report.

Eight, in the final autopsy report, the medical examiner deliber-
ately altered the sequence of events leading to the death of Michael
Stewart, deliberately left out evidence crucial to a finding of homi-
cide, and deliberately failed to state the manner of time.

Nine, the district attorney of New York County, Mr. Morgen-
thau, brought the case before a grand jury only after an invasion of
his office by a group of outraged citizens, consisting of clergymen,
politicians, lawyers, representatives of the NAACP, the Black
United Front, and others.

Ten, the district attorney in the exercise of his discretion, refuses
to permit the only eyewitnesses to the initial beating of Michael
Stewart, to see the notes taken by the New York City Transit De-
partment detectives and assistant district attorneys and is forcing
those eyewitnesses to appear before a grand jury without reviewing
those notes, the contents of which they have never read.

The evidence to be presented here has been made available to
the mayor. I think I said that before.

Now, let me just suggest that the mayor nor the Governor has
responded-neither the mayor nor the Governor has responded di-
rectly to our concern that a miscarriage of justice is imminent in
the case of Michael J. Stewart. I might say here that we did not
expect a reply from the mayor, who views all black people as anti-
Semitic, nor from a Governor who scoffs at black demands for jobs
on the theory that they are more interested in gaining access to
the welfare rolls.

To the non-New Yorker, it might appear bizarre that Mr. Cuomo
would not send a letter acknowledging receipt of our letter to a
group of lawyers expressing concern about an imminent miscar-
riage of justice. Mario Cuomo does not see three lawyers, Mr.
Chairman. In his narrow and provincial world, he sees only welfare
recipients. Despite this speaker's Phi Beta Kappa key, studies at
the Sorbonne and Bordeaux, graduation from Yale Law School in
1961, and membership in the bars of Kentucky and New York,
Mario Cuomo sees only a welfare recipient.

The public view of both Mr. Cuomo and Mr. Koch as stated to
the press is that the usual processes of the criminal justice system
are being followed and that justice will prevail. That same view
was most recently expressed by Mr. Gottstein of the office of the
corporation counsel. Mr. Schwartz, who then proceeded to castigate
the lawyers for having the temerity to suggest that the usual proc-
esses of justice as applied in cases of police brutality in this city are
irredeemably corrupt.

As Mr. Gottstein waxed eloquent in the expression of his outrage
and indignation over our challenging the integrity of this unjust
system, and indeed as I listened to the testimony of Mr. Koch and
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Mr. McGuire this morning and Mr. Caruso this afternoon, I was re-
minded of the passage in Collin Morris' book, "Unyoung, Uncolored
and Unpoor," in which he remarks concerning that group, the old,
the white and the wealthy, and I quote, "They are so decadent as
to make ancient Byzantium seem like the new Jerusalem. Yet so
decent that as they club you to death, you feel impelled to apolo-
gize for spilling blood on their carpet."

It is the blood of Michael Stewart that soils the carpet of this
city. He cannot apologize. We shall not apologize. We shall persist
in our demand that the city and State of New York clean its own
carpet.

Mr. Warren will provide the documentation on the role of the ad-
ministration of Bellevue Hospital .and the office of the medical ex-
aminer in this matter. He will be followed by Mr. Maddox, who
will provide documentation on the role of the police and prosecutor
in the coverup of the beating of Michael Stewart.

We all understand the constraints of time and we Shall be as
brief as we possibly can.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
I want to reinforce my appreciation of your brevity in this

matter. We are running into a little problem with a number of wit-
nesses, so we would appreciate your keeping it as concise as possi-
ble.

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL WARREN
Mr. WARREN. Mr. Chairman, my presentation will be twofold.

The first part will relate to the Bellevue conspiratorial connection
and the second part will relate to the conspiratorial involvement of
the medical examiner's office exclusively in the charge of Dr. El-
liott Gross.

With respect to the Bellevue connection, upon Michael Stewart's
arrival at Bellevue Hospital, his hands were cuffed, feet shackled,
and legs taped. He was lying face down on his stretcher in a coma,
face and hands blue, and his breathing was stopped. Cuts, contu-
sions, and bruises were observed about the face, neck, eyes, arms,
head, and left flank.

CPR was administered to restore breathing. Shortly following the
arrival of Stewart, a police captain entered the emergency room
and instructed the police officers to speak to no one concerning the
circumstances of Michael Stewart's case. Upon resuscitation, Stew-
art was removed to the intensive care unit on the 16th floor of
Bellevue in which AIDS victims were cared for.

The first incidence of coverup by Bellevue Hospital stems from a
misrepresentation made to the Stewart family relatives as to Stew-
art's condition. The family learned later through a family retained
doctor, Robert L. Wolf, that Bellevue's characterization of Stewart's
condition was a falsehood. When the parents of Michael Stewart
arrived at Bellevue, they were placed in a family room, and told
that their son was in critical condition, but that there was no sign
of brain damage.

Upon obtaining the services of Dr. Robert L. Wolf, however, the
Stewart family informed the administration at Bellevue of their
wish that Dr. Wolf inspect the charts and examine their son.
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The second instance of Bellevue's explicit role in the coverup re-
lates to their treatment of Dr. Wolf. The family was advised by a
Bellevue administrator that Dr. Wolf should come to the hospital
and page Dr. Bill Cole who would escort Dr. Wolf to Stewart's bed-
side, and that medical records pertaining to the case would be
made available for inspection to him.

When Dr. Wolf arrived at the downstairs administrative office at
Bellevue and attempted to page Dr. Cole, he was instructed to
remain in the hallway pending the making of certain telephone
calls. He was then informed, after a 15-minute wait, that he could
not see his patient because he had failed to bring with him his li-
cense to practice medicine in the State of New York.

Despite Dr. Wolf's offers of other proof of his credentials, his re-
quest to speak with Dr. Cole, he was required to return to his office
and produce his license, which was encased in a frame on his office
wall.

Two hours after being deliberately misled and victimized by lies,
Dr. Wolf was permitted to see his patient.

It was only after Dr. Wolf's examination of the patient and the
records that the parents of Michael J. Stewart learned at 8:30 p.m.,
September 15, 1983, that Stewart's brain was massively damaged
and that there was almost no hope of survival, and if any survival,
he would be little more than a vegetable.

The conspiratorial activities of Bellevue administrators are fur-
ther complemented by an atmosphere of racism and utter disdain
for black and Hispanic patients. It is a common practice, for exam-
ple, at Bellevue, to refer to black and Hispanic patients as'sposhes," an acronym for subhuman pieces of ---. On the
other hhnd, white patients are recognized as citizens. The distinc-
tion between each categor'7 offers a logical but appalling explana-
tion of the disparity in treatment between whites and nonwhite pa-
tients at Bellevue.

While at Bellevue, Michael J. Stewart was placed in intensive
care unit outside the hospital prison ward, solely for the reason
that facilities in the prison ward were insufficient to provide
proper treatment to the patient. At the time of his death he was in
the intensive care unit, but constructively he was in the hospital
prison ward. However, he was at all times, up to the following

onday, observed on a 24-hour basis by a transit policeman.
Michael Stewart remained a patient at Bellevue from September

15 to September 28, 1983, when he died. He never regained con-
sciousness.

The third instance of Bellevue's. role in the coverup is evident in
the refusal to make available to the Stewart family attorneys Stew-
art's medical records which were required to be produced by a
criminal court judge through a subpena.

Although the attorneys representing Stewart in a criminal action
obtained subpoena signed by a judge, requiring the production of
medical records, Bellevue, des pite the subpoena, refused to release
the records to the attorneys. Through the persistence of the Stew-
art's attorneys, the records were ultimately produced.

Following his death, Stewart's body was immediately removed to
the office of the chief medical examiner of the city of New York for
autopsy. The chief medical examiner, Dr. Elliott M. Gross, whose
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office is extended a high level of public trust played even a more
appalling and dastardly role as a coconspirator in the coverup.

I point out to the audience for purposes of education the follow-
ing procedure regarding the analysis of the medical examiner's role
in the coverup. There is a presentation that exists in two parts.
The first part specifically relates in order to revelations that were
made by two anonymous nurses at Bellevue, concerning the condi-
tion of Michael Stewart.

Mr. CONYERS. Can we bring that into the testimony? We will not
be able to show it this afternoon.

Mr. WARREN. Mr. Chairman, I think it is especially significant. It
will certainly serve some benefit to this body and also to the audi-
ence.

It is not very long at all. It is not more than 10 minutes in total.
Mr. CONYERS. I am afraid we are going to end up with the build-

ing being closed and we will have witnesses that have not gone on
at all. I do not want to preclude it from not coming into the record.
I would be very happy to have it come into the record.

Mr. WARREN. Mr. Chairman, I think it is extremely significant
that the film presentation be made. And as I indicated, it is not
long at all..But it certainly highlights the evidence of police brutal-
ity that exists on a systematic level in high levels of the adminis-
tration in New York City. We would not be long.

Mr. CONYERS. I would ask for your cooperation and I can see if
there is no way that I can control the witnesses' time then we are
going to end up excluding other witnesses from any presentation
whatsoever. I am not trying to be hostile to seeing the film. I want
you to understand that, counselor.

Mr. JONES. We understand exactly what you are saying, Mr.
Chairman, and we would do nothing to challenge the authority of
this committee to determine the time.

Mr. CONYERS. Why do we not see if we can put on witnesses in
groups of three, in panels, and then if we can get it in before it is
over. We may be able to work it out that way.

Mr. JQNES. Mr. Chairman, I would say that the importance of the
film is that it tends to document the systematic character of police
brutality in this city. And I believe that we are the only witnesses
that you are going to have today who can show from experience
that police brutality in the city of New York is a question of
system and not so much a question of isolated incidents.

We can show you through this film and our testimony and the
documentation before you that the entire city apparatus comes to-
gether to coverup and to prevent indictments in cases of police bru-
tality in this city, and we will show why in the last 53 years there
has been only one conviction of a police officer.

I do not know whether the other people who are here to testify
have evidence that will corroborate what we have to say here or
that will in fact duplicate what we have to say, but I would serious-
ly doubt it.

For the first time in the history of this city, that I know of, a
black person, whose family was victimized by the police, has had
their own medical examiners to challenge the findings of the medi-
cal examiner. It is at the point of the medical examiner that all of
the evidence in this case is destroyed. It is at the point of the medi-
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cal examiner where incomplete, inaccurate, and misleading reports
are made which lead to no indictments. And it is important that
you have this information.

Mr. CONYERS. What I would like to do is let the television presen-
tation be made and that that would conclude the testimony. You
can submit the remainder of any testimony you might have.

TESTIMONY OF ATTORNEY ALTON MADDOX
Mr. MADDOX. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to point out one

thing. I previously appeared before this committee today as counsel
to the Black United Front. At that particular time, you asked did I
have inv testimony to give. I surely could have given you a lot of
testimony at that time and I believe I would have been accorded at
least 10 or 15 minutes to do so.

But because of my concern and your concern, our mutual con-
cerns for time, I yielded my time at that time, hoping that we
would be able to give you a full scale report now. Sir, I would like
to remind you that or I would like to suggest that we would be ex-
tremely brief. That this is not inconsistent at all. That considering
the fact that I am very much mindful of time and that I yield my
time earlier, so that we could make this presentation now. It is ex-
tremely important because as we have indicated, there is a crucial
problem of lack of prosecution in these cases and this has to be pre-
sented to this committee and the people in our community must
know this.

We are in a position to do that at this very moment.
Mr. CONYERS. All right. Then I am ruling that you can proceed.
Mr. WARREN. Mr. Chairman, we have a film presentation consist-

ing of representation based on eyewitness accounts of two nurses at
Bellevue Hospital who observed the injuries of Michael Stewart.
We have a deceptive press statement, press release on the Gross
autopsy findings from Dr. Gross, and we have an appalling repre-
sentation by Ed Silver of the transit police who indicates that there
are no problems in New York.

The second part will relate to the second autopsy press release
and recitations by two family-retained doctors.

[Film presentation.]
Mr. WARREN. I will submit, just to educate the audience, that the

final presentation was by the family-retained doctors who contra-
dicted the report of Dr. Gross. And I would further submit that the
final autopsy report fails to even make mention of various parts of
Mr. Stewart's neck. Namely, it failed to mention, in his final
report, microscopic observations of tissue specimens from the por-
tion of the brain immediately adjacent to the spinal cord and the
artery that supplies the spinal cord with blood. And it also failed to
describe the interior surface of the neck, which is the primary
cause of the concern of the entire post mortem examination, an
area where multiple skin hemorrhages, fields of bleeding, and
areas that suffer applied from it.

Mr. CONYERS. Was that in absence from the coroner's autopsy?
Mr. WARREN. Absolutely. That was clearly absent from the re-

ported final autopsy protocol itself. We have clear misrepresenta-
tion as well as omissions that served to confuse.
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Mr. MADDOX. Mr. Chairman, members of this Subcommittee on

Criminal Justice. If Michael Stewart had been a caucasian, who
had been savagely beaten on September 15, 1983, by 11 persons of
African descent, those persons would have been the recipients of
swift, certain, and punitive justice.

Michael Stewart was not caucasian, and his 11 assailants are not
of African descent. Thus, justice has been neither swift, certain nor
punitive. As a matter of fact, justice at this very moment is lying
in a coma at the city morgue. In New York the police can literally
get away with murder. None of the five district attorneys in this
city have the inclination to prosecute a police officer for murdering
a person of African descent.

These district attorneys wrongfully and knowingly abuse their
authority to stamp out any claim of police brutality and to discred-
it the claimant from making the claim. This official indifference
exists in a city rampant with police crimes against its residents
and visitors.

The Michael Stewart case provides a graphic anatomy of the in-
stitutionalized techniques and procedures employed by municipal
officials and law enforcement personnel to cover up police crimes
against civilians. In New York City only the police and their con-
federates have the jurisdiction to investigate police crimes against
civilians. According to the city charter, it is unlawful for any mu-
nicipal official, including the mayor, to investigate a claim of police
brutality.

This Constitution in any other country would amount to a police
state. A person who has been fatally or badly injured initially goes
through a network of municipal institutions, including hospitals,
and in some cases the medical examiner's office, before he or she is
released from police custody. All of these institutions have one aim,
one goal, and one destiny, to exonerate the police from any crimi-
nal liability. The district attorneys normally use these false, mis-
leadin an doctored reports to obtain no true bills from their worn
out rubber stamps, the grand juries.

Additionally, uses these caricatures to extricate itself of any civil
liability. Although Michael Stewart was fatally beaten on Septem-
ber 15, 1983, and died on September 28, 1983, the Manhattan dis-
trict attorney turned his head and closed his eyes and ears to this
case until the transit police and the medical examiner could manu-
facture a tale which would titillate the virtually all-white and
middle-aged grand jury. Even then this laughing part-time grand
jury was impaneled only after representatives from the Afro-Amer-
ican clergy, the National Black United Front, the Ad Hoc Commit-
tee Against Racially Motivated Police Violence, and the NAACP,
and public officials, namely State Senator Adam Jefferson, Assem-
blyman Roger Green, city councilperson Pickett and Hon. Thomas
Fortune visited the office of the Manhattan district attorney de-
manding a grand jury investigation. The district attorney showed
contempt for this group and their cause by failing to even greet
them.

Initially the transit police claimed ignorance about Michael's
injury. Later the police announced that Michael had collapsed
while in police custody. This bizarre explanation occurred while
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Michael was lying in an irreversible coma at Bellevue with bruises,
cuts, contusions, and lacerations populating every part of his body.

Although a medical examiner is supposed to be an independent
medical investigator, Dr. Gross has opted to be a mindless parrot of
the New York Transit Police Department. He has trivalized the
wounds found all over Michael's body and is mouthing the police's
preposterous version that Michael simply collapsed while in police
custody.

On November 22, Dr. Gross also pretended in a sworn affidavit
submitted to Justice Andrew Tyler of the Manhattan Supreme
Court, that he was without any personal or hearsay knowledge or
information which would show that Michael suffered any cuts or
bruise while he was in police custody. The district attorney will
present this obviously absurd and perjurious testimony of Dr. Gross
to the grand jury.

In addition, the district attorney will further taint the grand jury
process by showing to that rubber stamp Michael's eyes which have
now been bleached by Dr. Gross to wipe out the red spots. These
red spots alone would have proved that the police strangled Mi-
chael to death. On the other hand, the district attorney has wrong-
fully precluded persons who witnesses some of the beating from
giving grand jury testimony. Obviously, the district attorney wants
to continue to boast that he has never indicted a police officer for
murdering a civilian.

The case against the 11 white transit vigilantes is now dead and
all investigatory records will be kept from public inspection and
public criticism. Although this result is barbaric and regrettable, it
is unprecedented in the Rotten Apple.

In 1734 a man of this Apple was charged with beating his slave
to death. A jury found that the slave's death was the "work of
God."

In light of Dr. Gross' bizarre and indifferent findings, Gods in
1982 must still be murdering persons of African descent who suffer
fatal injuries while in police custody. There is no justice in New
York for a person of color. Michael Stewart has been denied his
civil rights. The titular heads of local and State governments are
amused over our efforts to obtain simple justice in this case. The

principal culprits include persons who occupy positions in the
higher echelon of local government. Michael was the victim of an

of icial conspiracy. Because local officials have conspired to violate
the civil rights of Michael Stewart, it is only appropriate that this
subcommittee demand that the Federal Government assume juris-
diction under title 18, United States Code, section 242 to investi-
gate the death of Michael Stewart, including the conduct of top
local officials, leaving no stones unturned and no culprit unpun-
ished.

Mr. CONYERS. This case is one of the most flagrant violations of
everything that this committee has come to hear in the course of
the several times it has been in New York and I want to commend
you, Alton Maddox, as well as Clayton Jones, and Michael Warren,
for the perseverance that you put into determination that this case
would not be whitewashed or pushed on the back shelf. You have
kept it forward and I think that your request that there be no Fed-
eral intervention under title 18 is appropriate.
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I think that this committee will be able, at least in our individ-
ual capacities, to join you in that request before the civil rights di-
vision. I would suggest that you continue to work together toward
that end.

I would also like to recognize my colleague from the 11th Con-
gressional District, Edolphus Towns; who has now joined the panel.
Welcome, Edolphus. He was out of town and just got back in.

Do any of my congressional colleagues have any questions or ob-
servations of the attorneys that are now at the witness table?

I want to thank you again. Keep up the good work.
Mr. MADDOX. Thank you.
Mr. CONYERS. We are now moving forward, the head of the Orga-

nization of Afro-American Clergy, the Reverend Doctor Calvin 0.
Butts and Rev. Ben Chavis. And we would also like to invite to join
them at the witness table, Rev. Samuel Austin of Brown Memorial
Baptist Church in Brooklyn, and his daughter, Ms. Austin. Can all
of them join at the table?

Dr. Butts, I know that you have been working on these matters
not only before the hearings, but even in between the hearings, be-
cause we get the reports of your activities of going out into many,
various parts of the community to gather the information about
how police violence affects everybody in the city, and I wanted to
commend you for that.

TESTIMONY OF REV. CALVIN 0. BUTTS, ORGANIZATION OF AFRO.
AMERICAN CLERGY; REV. BEN CHAVIS, UNITED CHURCH OF
CHRIST, COMMISSION FOR RACIAL INJUSTICE; REV. SAMUEL
AUSTIN, BROWN MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH AND DAUGHTER;
AND MARK ANTHONY CLARK
Rev. Burrs. Thank you, Mr. Conyers. And as has already been

stated, let me again note my and the committee's sincere apprecia-
tion for this subcommittee's coming here to the city of New York. I
want to say to you that I have been joined at the table by Attorney
C. Vernon Mason and Attorney Laura Blackburn, who are here to
support whatever statements I will make. And also by Mr. Mark
Anthony Clark, who has also been a victim recently of police bru-
tality.

I just want to make a few brief statements, and I promise to be
very, very brief. One is that your committee continues to come to
this city to investigate police brutality. And it has always been in-
teresting to us that you have always been opposed by our mayor
and the PBA and the police department officials, who continue to
say the committee has no credibility and it has no standing. Yet I
want to say to you that I really do appreciate your coming because,
as has been noted, we have a black police commissioner now, we
are getting more black commanding officers at precincts. I have
been invited to speak at rollcalls. I have been invited to speak at
colleges.

And something else has happened. I believe, and so do the other
members of our committee, that police violence is racially motivat-
ed and that it has a devastating effect on African-American and
other minority communities. However, since the hearings have
been here and now they have returned, we have found that a large
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number of whites in the city are coining forward to say that they,
too, are being brutalized by the police.

Now we predicted this. We said, just like drugs, which started in
the African-American community, and nobody paid any attention
to it, then it spread and it got everybody. Now they are raising the
devil all over the place. What is happening is that police brutality
concentrated in our community is beginning to spread, and it is be-
ginning to hit TV producers, beginning to hit college professors,
and white college students. And I predict if it was not for your
committee coming here and focusing attention on this very serious
problem, police authority would have gone unchecked in the city of

ew York, and we would have had a bonafide police State and a
tyrannical regime of one Ed Koch, who is now on his way out.

Further, I want to thank you for obtaining for us immunity for
the Guardians. This was very crucial. I want to say this on behalf
of my brothers and sisters who are active police officers. I hope
that your committee will from this point on keep very close or
maintain close scrutiny of the police department, especially where
our brothers and sisters are concerned, because they will face some
serious reprisals. I think it is a very, very brave step they have
taken by giving their testimony.

I also want to take this time to commend the Community Rela-
tions Service of the Justice Department for the very fine work that
they have done in support of these hearings in helping to bring
these issues to the forefront.

Since you have been here, we have had all kinds of recommenda-
tions on how to change the civilian complaint review board. We
have had the appointment, as I have said, of the police commission-
er. And it is looking like things are really going to change. So keep
on staying with us, so that we can make sure that we bring about
the full change that Judge Crockett spoke of that we really need in
order to make things work.

One final thing, Mr. Koch referred to the fact that none of our
political or elected officials made reference to this issue. I have my
differences with political officials from time to time, but the people
he [Koch] was pointing to, and I want everybody to hear this clear-
ly because I think they will understand what I am saying, are my
brothers and sisters. And I will allow nobody who is reeking havoc
on my family to speak evil about my family.

These men and women, when we went to Washington, stood with
us. Went into your office with us. And have backed us from that
point on. This man, in making that statement, continues to try to
polarize even within my own family, and I think that everyone
ought to realize that if there is any time when we are sticking to-
gether to make sure an evil is removed from the city of New fork,
an evil that affects all people, by the way, this is one time. And the
mayor will not divide us. He will not split us. Nobody wants his
office of the people who went down there. Somebody will get it
though. And I just want to put that on the record.

Since the last time we met, there have been incidents of police
brutality that are shocking and revealing, and I wish that two of
the persons here would speak to them. One is the Reverend Dr.
Samuel Austin, who is the pastor of Brown Memorial Baptist
Church in Brooklyn, one of our prominent churches, and his
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daughter; and the other one is Brother Mark Anthony Clark. And
begging your indulgence, I wish that they could speak now.

Mr. CONYVERS. By all means.

TESTIMONY OF MARK ANTHONY CLARK
Mr. CLARK. I would like to say hello and thank you very much

for coming, and I am very grateful that I am given this opportunity
to speak.

Two days ago-I would like to say also that the reason why I am
here is because a transit police officer threatened my life if I was
to bring this forward. He told me that he had my address and that
he would find me and he would take care of his justice in his way.
His name is Dalton. I did not get a chance to see his badge number
for at the time I had my contacts removed and the way that the
badges of the police officers in the city are made, they reflect the
same color and it is kind of hard to see, period. That is a problem
also.

About 11:30, I was on my way home from Brooklyn to Harlem,
and the officer stepped on the train. I believe it was Atlantic
Avenue. And he looked at me, had his foot up on the chair. I no-
ticed he had his foot up on the chair, but he told somebody to put
their foot down. It struck me kind of strange. I did not look at him
in a threatening way of any sort.

So he looked at me again. Then he was on the side of me. He was
holding his gun. That struck me as being a little strange because
an armed man with a gun, you are supposed to look at him to pro-
tect yourself.

He left the train car and when the train pulled into West
Fourth, approximately 9 or 10 other white officers was with him,
and they asked me to get off the train and I asked them what was
happening. They just told me to get off the train.

At that point they took my bag from me and asked me if I had
any ID, which my wallet was in my bag. I said it was in my bag
and they said, you have no ID. So I pointed to my bag and they
slammed me against the wall and said to me, "Do not reach for
anything." At that point they removed me and took me to this
little room upstairs on West Fourth Street where there was broken
glass. I thought they were taking me to a precinct. But it was not
anything of that nature.

They took me and they slammed me down before they hand-
cuffed me and then picked me up again, slammed me against the
wall and handcuffed me, sat me down again, smacked me, contin-
ued to frisk me while I was sitting down. Made me stand up sever-
al more times as they smacked me. At this point there was five
white officers accompanying him. When they went through my
wallet and found out I was a student of John Jay College of city of
University here in my New York, the tempo started to change.
They became a little more lenient to me asking him what was
wrong and why were they doing that to me.

At one point he made some type of slur about how he had a 007
knife and how he would plant it on me, and if they were not there,
how he would have killed me. This whole time I was copping a
hard plea. I saw no witnesses at that time, that I would say, well, if
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something would happen to me, my family or anybody else would
have known about it.

On the train, there was three people on the train with me but
they were not allowed to get off the train, because when they saw
what was happening, they were trying to give a little bit of assist-
ance. I do not know whatever became of them.

He backed down from his threats at one point and tried to be
friendly toward me. He told me he was going to let me go, but he
was going to give me a summons. But if I was to pursue the
matter, that he would find me because he had my address, like I
said before, and that he would take justice in his own hands. He
kept repeating how crazy he was, but in order for him to think
that I was not going to tell, he must have thought I was much cra-
zier than he was.

Mr. CONYERS. Also much more courageous, than he will ever be.
I really have to take my hat off to you for coming forward after a

threat of death from a police officer as you reported it. I think we
are going to have to work to maintain a vigilance on some of these
witnesses. Now we are going to have to make a chain of brother-
hood that Reverend Butts talked about, not be theoretical, but real
at this point because we are now getting into some very heavy
waters now. These are not just superficial complaints and misde-
meanors we are talking about. We are in now a clearly recogniz-
able life and death situation and we all feel a part of this commit-
ment that you have made to come forward today to make this testi-
mony under these circumstances.

Mr. CLARK. Thank you.
Mr. CONYERS. Was that summons issued?
Mr. CLARK. Yes; I have the summons on me also.
Mr. CONYERS. What for?
Mr. CLARK. Disorderly conduct.
Mr. CONYERS. Disorderly conduct, you were charged with that.
Reverend Austin, welcome to these proceedings, Ms. Austin.
Reverend AUSTIN. Thank you. I was not there at the time of this

incident, so I would prefer that my daughter will tell you about it
and I will say a few words after.

TESTIMONY OF REVEREND AND MS. AUSTIN
Ms. AUSTIN. I am not sure of the exact date, but it was following

the appointment of Mr. Ward, the next day. I was coming out in
the backyard of our residence with a bag of garbage in my right
hand and a glass of orange juice in my left. I happened to look up
and saw two caucasians standing with guns drawn in my driveway,
and one pointing at my face. He jumped up from behind the bushes
and says, "Identify yourself." Now in my area there has been rob-
beries, our car has been broken into, and all the robberies that
were witnessed were done by white men.

This man came up close to me with a gun in my face. He said,
"Tell me who you are." I said, "What do ypu mean? I live here."
He said, "You are going to show me some ID." I said, "Well, I got
the garbage in my hand. My mother is in the kitchen. Knock on
the door. Ask her." He then pushed me in my chest, threw me up
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the middle of the driveway, slammed me into the wall and cocked
his pistol next to my head. He told me, I was not going anywhere.

For 3 minutes I looked down this man's gun and he was just
screaming at me and I started screaming for my mother to please
come, there was a crazy man in our backyard with a gun at my.
head. At which time my mother came through the door to substan-
tiate what I had said. He hid the gun so she could not see that he
held this gun at my head all this time. But all the time he had it
cocked next to my eye.

When I saw my mother, I walked away from him. I said, "Well,
you are already wrong. If you shoot me in my back, you are in
more trouble. I am going in my house to report you." I called up
my father first. I could not find him. I dialed 911 and I told them
please send a patrol car, there is a crazy cop in my backyard, with
a gun to my head, acting crazy. So I asked my cousin, "Please get
his badge number."

I waited for the police to come and they tried to calm me down
because I was hysterical after looking down his gun. I showed them
my arm, which was bruised from where he had grabbed me. I had
three purple marks on my arm from where he threw me into the
wall. They took a different light of it. They said,"Well, maybe he
was right up to a point, but after he grabbed you, you being a
female, did he ever place you under arrest?" I said, "No." He never
handcuffed me. He never charged me with anything. But he per-
sisted in cursing at me and telling me I was under arrest.

Then his supervisor came. They tried to calm everybody down
and changed the story around. They came in and asked us ques-
tions, running back out and telling him. First he said he thought I
was robbing the house, because I had a garbage bag. Then we fig-
ured out the car was still in the driveway with the doors opened
and running, I walked past the car with my garbage bag. He said
he thought I was stealing parts off the car. Then he thought about
it again and figured, well, if I was stealing parts, and the car is
running, that was probably someone who was trying to steal the
whole car out of my backyard. Never once did he show me a badge.
When my mother asked for it, his partner showed the badge, and
told him to calm down, he was carrying the whole situation too far.
He said, "No, S--- he is going to 'F---ing' jail with me, I do
not care what you say. I am taking her downtown and locking her
up." For taking garbage out of my backyard.

They persisted with this until my father came and he started
naming some politicians he knew, then everybody's attitude
changed. They were so cooperative. They told me "Get in my fa-
ther's car, come down to the precinct. File a report."

I began to file a very detailed report, handwritten. When they
read my report they said, "Have you gone to college." I said, "Yes."
They asked me what university. They asked me my profession.
They tore up my written report and called down to the civilian
complaint review board and let me give it verbally because I was
getting too exact on the piece of paper.

My father continued to call people from down there and they
told me it would take a week before somebody would contact me
from the review board. My father said, "If you do not want to do
that right now, I will protest in front of this precinct every day
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with 15 or 20 ministers from this area until I am satisfied with
what you are doing."

Then they put somebody on the phone immediately. They told
me it would take 4 days for me to meet with this person personally.
After my father persisted, the next day they sent an inspector to
my house, and he came 2 days in a row. And the only satisfaction
that was reached was when they found out my father knew some-
body.

At first the whole attitude of everybody there was like, you are
black people. You are living in this white area. You gotta expect
this. And like I said before, all the robberies have been committed,
that have been witnessed, have been done by white young men in
our area. And I could not understand why I was being chastised or
submitted to such treatment, when white people had been commit-
ting the crimes in my neighborhood.

Reverend AUSTIN. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say in addi-
tion to what my daughter said that I think we are a very level-
headed family. I have served as chairman of the Human Rights
Commission of the city of New York. Fifteen years ago I ran for
mayor of the city of Mount Vernon, N.Y., before moving here. And
I think we are pretty levelheaded. What I am concerned about, this
has disrupted my whole family. I have a son that has been seeing a
psychiatrist for the past 4 years. My son was sitting in the back
seat of that car in the yard. That car belonged to my nephew from
Buffalo. If my son had gotten out of that car and saw the police
officer with the gun up against my daughter's head, and he does
not have all his emotional stability right now, he shouted out or
made any kind of move, I am sure that police officer would have
shot.

The next thing is my wife has a very serious heart condition.
This has affected her a great deal. And since this has happened to
my daughter, my son observed all this and was very quiet and did
not do anything, has been acting very peculiar, very queer, and has
some more psychological problems.

My point is this, I am pursuing this. I filled out the complaint
with the civilian review board, but we also had a lawyer to make a
launch against the city. And I am concerned about this because if
they can go into a community like that, and take a so-called
middle-class black and abuse that family in that way, what would
they do to a fellow that is renting a room, or some apartment, and
who" lived in another part of town. If they will do that to me, what
will they do to somebody else. It is just like what they did to Adam
Clayton Powell in Congress. They were saying to the whole world,
if we take the highest black political person in this Nation and
hang him on the Capitol, then every black person in this Nation
had better sit up because we will get you, too.

My last and final statement is that I have been fighting for the
rights of people, civil rights marches and other things, and I cer-
tainly am concerned also about my daughter. And I am going to
push this all the way.

Mr. CONYERS. Can you mobilize others in the clergy who are per-
haps coming more gradually into this than Reverend Butts?

Reverend AUSTIN. The first person I called, I think he is here
now, he was out of town at the time, was the Rev. Bill Jones. And
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at bne-tir-ne I served as the chairman of a black clergy organization,
Concerned Clergy, in Brooklyn. And we have a number of people
already at my command right now. We are just following the pro-
cedure to see what they are going to do. But believe me, I am a
pastor with a membership of over 3,000 people. My church and
other churches will be ready to move at the command when the
time comes.

Mr. TowNs. What precinct is that?
Reverend AUSTIN. 70th precinct.
Ms. AUSTIN. Officer James Arnette, badge No. 1107.
Reverend AUSTIN. I also might say that I was one of the few cler-

gyman in Brooklyn that came out against one of our so-called men
in the black neighborhoods who was being representative of black
people, so to speak, but who had said publicly that he had given
$100 bills to little black boys to do acts with him that were not
right. We had a riot at our church one night against a lot of peo-
ple's opinion, and I came out against that, and against him. And if
I did that against him, and against others, I certainly will fight all
the way for the rights of my family.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you so much. Are there any other com-
ments from the lawyers and witnesses around the table. Reverend
Chavis.

TESTIMONY OF REV. BEN CHAVIS
Reverend CHAVIS. In the interests of time, Mr. Chairman, I just

want to briefly state that the level of tolerance in the black com-
munity has reached a bursting point. The day after has already oc-
curred in New York City. And Mr. Chairman, there have been ap-
peals for Federal intervention, which I think have been justified by
the testimony at all three hearings.

What we are faced with, those of us who live in the black com-
munity, the responsibility is now on us, not only to remove Koch
from city hall, not only to insure that police officers respect us in
our community, but ongoing, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that
black people, African people across this land, we are being forced
to fight and shed our blood against our brothers and sisters in Gre-
nada, against our fraternal brothers in Lebanon, then we are
forced to do something corrective in our own community.

This is not a threat, but simply, Mr. Chairman, we are not going
to tolerate not one more incident of police brutality in the dity of
New York. If it happens, the perpetrators are going to be exposed.

I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman. We hope that you will pub-
lish widely the record of this hearing, because those who commit
crimes against us remain anonymous. We want their names. We
want to know where they live, where they work. And we in the
black community will act appropriately.

TESTIMONY OF LAURA BLACKBURNE, ATTORNEY, NAACP
Ms. BLACKBURNE. I want to thank you again, Congressman Con-

yers, and the Members of Congress from New York, who have
joined you here today. It is absolutely crucial that this dialog con-
tinue.
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Since September 19, the date of the last hearing, the officers of
the New York State NAACP have received on the average of two
complaints a day, regarding misconduct and abuse of authority by
New York City police officers. The people do not make a decision
as to whether the policeman is a New York City Police Department
police officer, a transit police officer, or a housing police officer, or
a correction officer. All they know is a uniformed member of the
law enforcement bodies of this city are brutalizing them. They are
looking for relief. They are seeking relief at every level.

What the NAACP has proposed are several remedies, which -I
would just like to briefly put on the record, if I may at this time.
Most of it is incorporated in a booklet and it is interesting to me
that the NAACP would have received a grant from the Law En-
forcement Administration to publish this booklet on police-citizen
violence. They did because there is a national problem of police
brutality aimed at black communities. That is why this booklet has
been published. It is available and it is being distributed to each of
our 1,800 branches across the country.

In it our guidelines for local branches to organize their communi-
ties to respond appropriately to incidents of police brutality. In this
booklet are a couple of specific recommendations that are some-
what generic and have been put forth by most people today.

First and foremost, they call for a shooting policy that is national
and that to date has not been implemented by any police depart-
ment, and that shooting policy would require that firearms not be
discharged unless life is threatened, period. That would save a
number of issues of justification and, of debate of whether someone
was properly killed by a police officer.

The second recommendation has to do with civilian complaint
review boards and recommends that such a review board be totally
independent of police departments. That there be citizen represen-
tation from the broadest segment of the'community, with authority
to investigate, to subpena, and to discipline police officers.

Those are the primary recommendations contained in this book-
let. And I have added two more.

First, for New York City, particularly, I would add a residency
requirement for New York City police officers. I would also in the
context of the affirmative action discussion that is going on, simply
say that if you have a police force that polices a community that is
more than 50 percent minority, that that police force ought to be
ashamed that it has only 18 percent of those minorities represented
on the police force.

I willnot say how they should change it, because that is not my
job. My job is to simply point to them and say that it is wrong.

Finally I think it is crystal clear that no local grand jury should
be invested with the responsibility of investigating police miscon-
duct. The relationship between the district attorney and the police
department is very, very intimate, very symbiotic and very depend-
ent. Such a relationship cannot properly investigate or be expected
to bring a true bill in the case of police misconduct.

So that my recommendation in that area, the recommendation of
the NAACP, is that where there is an allegation of police miscon-
duct, that a special State prosecutor be impaneled in every case
where such charges are brought, so that the local officials are not

37-501 0 - 84 - 22
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burdened with jeopardizing their relationships with each other in
trying to investigate those charges.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Ms. Blackburne.

TESTIMONY OF C. VERNON MASON, ATTORNEY
Mr. MASON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to also join with others

in thanking this subcommittee for coming back to New York City.
And I submitted my testimony in September, when we had the
hearings in Harlem. And I would just like to briefly reflect upon a
couple of concerns that we have.

All the persons who have testified before the subcommittee, Rev-
erend Butts, Laura Blackburn, Reverend Daughtry, all the people,
brother Alton Maddox, who have been doing this work for a
number of years, I just want to say this, and I think I can speak on
behalf of all of those persons, including Reverend Austin, whose
family just went through the same kind of trauma. There appears
to be in the highest offices in this city, the feeling that you can
stomp and walk over black folks for a period of time, they can con-
tinue doing it, and it does not make any difference because we are
not going to do anything anyway.

As I said when I gave my testimony in September, I came here
from Arkansas by way of Georgia and Indiana, and I intend to
make my home in New York City, and I am not going to South
Africa. And inasmuch as I have made that decision on a personal
level, I have three children I am very concerned about their being
able to grow up in New York City, without being shot down by a
police officer and have that matter dealt with as the matter of Mi-
chael Stewart.

I made a political decision based upon 11 years of experience
when Lee Johnson was called to testify before a grand jury, that
black folks have to begin to illegitimatize those institutions who
have been illegitimate for so long. We made a decision that he
would not appear before a grand jury and have it said that he ap-
peared before that grand jury and they came out exonerating
police officers, as we knew they were going to do anyway. That ap-
pears in the report that McGuire gave you. It appears in Morgenth-
au's press statement. There are substantial lies in both reports. I
will say that publicly, because Ken Conboy, I think he is one of the
deputies in the police commissioner's office, made a statement, and
we were supposed to appear together at New York Law School, he
made a statement that he would not appear on any forum where I
appeared because I was dishonest. That I had said certain things
which upset the PC, and that he would not appear before any
forum that was dealing with this issue,

I say this to him publicly and I say this to Robert McGuire, and
Mayor Koch in particular, the person who said this committee
came in here to lynch the city, that the folks that we are dealing
with now, the folks that are here in this room, the people who tes-
tified before your subcommittee, have gotten over the fear of deal-
ing with folks like Koch, like McGuire, like Conboy, and all those
other folks, and Ben Chavis said it. I am not going to say it because
I am a lawyer. But you had better believe, and I want you folks to
understand this very clearly, my feelings go very deep about that. I
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am very concerned about my immediate family. I am very con-
cerned about the black families of New York City.

I am concerned when a brother like Alton Maddox has to get up
here and talk about what has happened in Michael Stewart's case,
and most people they do find it amazing that Elliot Gross had no
problem coming out as the medical examiner saying the man died,
he had a cardiac arrest. That type of thing, Congressman Conyers,
has been going on for a period of years.

We want to again thank you. This has been the most important
thing that has happened in the aura of police brutality since we
have been dealing with it. We want to commend you. We want to
thank you. We want to wish you well.

Mr. CONYERS. In that case, I will keep on coming back.
Mr. MASON. Finally, I would just like to say this. It disturbed me

this morning to hear the kind of talk, but I am not surprised any-
more, where Koch was saying; Phil Caruso, I will not even apolo-
gize for what he did, because he is dealing with a segregated insti-
tution. He is representing white police officers. He is not represent-
ing black police officers. He got up and walked out of here before
Congressman Owens could ask him those questions because he does
not have any answers.

This is the kind of leadership that has been grafted by racist ele-
ments, corporate elements in this city, upon the city. And as I
think people are very well aware of now, Jesse Jackson, all those
other brothers and other sisters who are out there working, the
winds of change are blowing. We do not intend to come back here 4
years from now to deal with the same issue.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. Thank you all.
Now, we have got to finish up by 5 o'clock. I have to call a rather

super-large panel, and they are all my friends, so they will forgive
me, and they understand why I am doing this. Prof. Victor Goode;
Dr. Sidney Harring, Queens College of Law; Prof. Doug Colbert,
Hofstra University; Prof. Kellis Parker, Columbia Law School;
Prof. Cornell West, Union Theological Seminary; and last, but not
least, from the National Conference of Black Lawyers, Attorney
Phroska McAlister.

Without objection, we will receive into the record the testimony
from the New York Americans for Democratic Action, NYADA, in
terms of their contribution to this hearing this morning, presented
to me by Congressman Owens.

[Prepared testimony of NYADA follows:]
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NYADA
New York Americans for Democratic Action

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE HOUSE SUB-COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL

JUSTICE-- BROOKLYN, NY 11/28/83

Congressmember Conyers, distinguished members of the Com-
mittee: my name is Alex Staber, a member of the State Board of
Directors of New York Americans for Democratic Action. I come
before you today to reaffirm the resolute opposition of our or-
ganization to any form of undue police violence, particularly that
which is racially motivated. In September of this year, our Pres-
idnet Allen Roskoff, delivered an in-depth testimony at a similar
hearing, citing examples of unabashed police brutality, and expres-
sing our c 4ncern over the frightening incidence of its increase
in the City of New York.

It is with the same resolute opposition which brings us here
today. Pol ce brutality, one of the largest threats to civil rights

and civil 1 berties today, simply must be brought under control,-and
the activites of the Police Department must come under the scrutiny
of an indeo ndent civilian review board. The power of the department,
and the infLuence within it which the Mayor enjoys, demonstrates to
us a major Oause of the incedencidence of police brutality. The mere
fact that officers were not granted immunity to testify here today
is proof enough to us that indeed there is problem, and that the
Mayor and Police Department surely have something to hide. We at
NYADA commend the courage of those officers who decided to testify
here anyway, and the truth which they bring to these hearings.

Mr. Koch has refered to these hearings as a "lynching." The
Mayor could not have chosen a more unfortunate or hypocritical de-
scription of the due process of law under the auspices of a Con-
gressional Committee. The word is nothing short of a racist insult
to the Black and Hispanic people of this city who have for years
been struggling to gain their rightful position in our society. The
struggle has been long and difficult. The actions of the police, and
the condemnation of justice by the Mayor have provided severe set-
backs to their progress. How can one advance oneself and one's com-
munity when that community is under physical attack from the police
and political attack by the Mayor? Unless a check is placed on the
horror of police brutality, unless the people of this city are
given the proper recourse to address grievances and to seek redress
of injustice and brutality, this progress will be halted altogether.
The time has come to work together to solve this problem. This is
not a lynching. It is, rather, one of the few hopes left to many
New Yorkers who simply seek peace and justice in their own com-
munities. This is certainly not too much to ask. Thank you very
much for your time. "
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Mr. CONYERS. I have Frank Chapman, Kevin Berrill, and James
Credle on the subsequent and last panel. Is Ms. McAlister here? I
wanted you to be together, Mr. Chapman.

Welcome, gentlemen. You have been here as long as I have and
we would appreciate any observations and comments and any pre-
pared material that you have already put together will be appro-
priately entered into the record at this time.

TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY HARRING, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
LAW, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL, QUEENS
COLLEGE
Dr. HARRING. Thank you very much, Congressman Conyers,

members of the committee. I am Sid Harring, associate professor of
law at the City University of New York Law School, at Queens Col-
lege, New York City's newest law school with the motto, "Law on
the service of human needs."

I think we cannot have watched what happened here today with-
out being moved, so moved, I think, I do not want to play academic,
and in any way reduce or demean the impact of what my friends
here today have said. I will take you at your word and introduce
my remarks into the record, as a prepared statement.

Let me just say that, and I only want to say two things, I will
summarize the 12 pages out of respect for people who were sitting
here all day long. First of all, I do not have any question from my
chances doing research on the police including now five in New
York, that the practice of police brutality in the streets of New
York City is in fact systemic. I think there is no question about
that.

I think we see police kill. I think we see the beating of people.
We see false charging and overcharging. We see racist epithets, in-
sults of all kinds. And it is part of the package. If you get that level
of mistreatment of people, you get a package of disrespect.

I am both astounded and angry, I think, at the stonewalling of
this issue by Mayor Koch and Commissioner McGuire. I cannot be-
lieve they are doing it. I hope Commissioner Ward changes it. I fer-
vently hope that.

The only thing I would like to say as the second part of my testi-
mony is that we have seen lots of people testify as to what needs to
be done. I think we can break it all down into one simple state-
ment. We have a fox guarding a chicken coop. We do not have
mechanisms to control what police are doing that are external.

You can call them anything you want. We have a civilian com-
plaint review board, that in fact is not civilian and hardly reviews
complaints. We need something that is external that has power to
review police misconduct. And we need it, I think, the day before
yesterday.

Again, I am very happy the committee is doing this. I cannot say
how important I think this is and I want to rest on my prepared
statement.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Professor Harring.
[Prepared statement of Prof. Sidney Harring follows:]
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Statement of Sidney L. Harring,

Visiting Associate Professor of Law at the

.City University of New York Law School at Queens College

and

Associate Professor of Law, Police Science, and

Criminal Justice Administration at

John Jay College of Criminal Justice.

I want to make it clear at the outset that I consider

police misconduct, police abuse of citizens, and police

killings of civilians--police brutality in all its forms--far

too common and widespread in New York City today. I also think

that strong departmental action could sharply reduce this

unnecessary violence and at the same time improve the overall

quality of justice administered by the police in this city.

However, I am disturbed at the department's attitude throughout

the whole proceeding: an effort to *stonewall', to deny the

seriousness of the problem. This is an attitude that prevents

improvement and change

I will address my remarks to two central issues: the

first to show the pattern of police abuse of citizens, to show

why it is systemic in spite of the department's denials.

Second, I will try to offer suggestions concerning what we

might do about it. Unfortunately any effort to change the

situation requires first coming fully to terms with the fact

that a problem exists.

Here is where I lodge my most serious criticism of

Commissioner McGuire. I can begin by giving credit where

credit is due: the entire operation of the department has been

improved and made more disciplined and accountable over the

past ten years. Police misconduct in all its forms has

probably been substantially reduced. But McGuire wants to let

it end there, to rest on his laurels. He can't and we can't

there is still far too much unnecessary police violence. His
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actions at these hearings have encouraged a continuing high

level of such violence. This has the effect of making police

abuse of citizens in New York systemic. It is not an isolated

problem of undisciplined police officers, it is a systemic

problem of poor management, of a deliberate failure to control

police brutality.

I have no further to go to show that than a brief review of the

statistics prepared for presentation at the hearings in Harlem

in July. They are nothing less than an exercise in deliberate

obfuscation, an effort to conceal both the magnitude of the

problem, and the ineffectiveness of the department's efforts to

deal with brutality. My primary purpose is not to offer any

kind of original statistical analysis, nor to repeat facts

already known: much of this data was published in an excellent

article by Wayne Barrett in the Village Voice. It clearly

shows the deliberate distortion of making up charts that only

compare New York to cities that are worse, overlooking that we

are squarely in the middle of the nations largest 54 cities in

terms of police killings. More disturbing is that at a time

when the level of police killings of civilians in most cities

in continuing a decline New York's level is rising. Overall,

we know that 98% or more of all citizen complaints against the

police lead to no departmental disciplinary action. Even using

McGuire's data (from the July hearings) concerning the

processing of complaints alleging physical violence we get 64

disciplinary actions out of 869 complaints, or departmental

inaction 93% of the time. This does not take into account the
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fact that many of the disciplinary actions were extremely

light. Five police officers were fired, or one for every 174

complaints of physical violence. Yet McGuire proudly cites

this data as proof that the violence is not systemic, that the

department is vigorously rooting out officers who engage in

such violence.

Perhaps as disturbing is the Commissioner's insistence

that the fact that the number of complaints are dropping proves

that fact that the department is reducing the over-all level of

unnecessary violence. I suspect the real reason is found in

the above data: citizens feel that it is a waste of time to

file such complaints because the department is unlikely to do

anything. In addition, the whole image of the police in the

community suffers from the high level of Unnecessary violence:

what risks does a citizen who voluntarily walks into a police

station and files an action take in a system that he or she may

have good reason not to trust?

Having just spent the better part of a page on some

statistics, I want to quickly move off them with the

observation that I don't trust them: I suspect that they

grossly underestimate the actual incidence of police violence

against our people. The police department completely controls

the entire processing of complaints against it, including the

gathering of evidence, all the statistics, the entire

information base. We need independent data, we need

independent agencies to collect, analyze and control it;
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As a social scientist I find this frustrating. We

simply do not have good data on the entire problem of police

abuse of citizens. Yet we have strong indications that it is a

national problem of staggering proportions. Let me relate some

data from a period ten to fifteen years ago, when, in the wake

of the Kerner Commission's charges that systemic police

brutality was one of the major precipitation factors in Black

riots, several large and expensive studies of the incidence of

the problem were conducted. The conclusions were striking:

millions of Americans have been victimized by police

brutality. A study, conducted by riding around in patrol cars

found some level of police abuse of citizens in 3% of all

police/citizen contacts, a level that would indicate perhaps

more than a million instances of abuse per year.

Using Commissioner McGuire's testimony of over 5 million

police/citizen contacts per year, this might indicate 150,000

incidents of unnecessary police violence in New York City.

Another study, conducted by simply asking a rondom sample of

the population if they had been the victim of police brutality,

found that 5% of all Blacks and 2% of all whites reported

themselves unjustifiably beaten by the police at least
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once--representing over 1,000,000 Black people and over

4,000,000 White people.*

These data are now dated, and I have previously stated

that the level of police abuse of citizens may well have

declined during the intervening period, but we need to know

much more about the problem of unecessary police violence. I

should like to issue a simple challenge: if the current

administration does not think that these data reflect the

occurence at least of several hundreds of thousands of

incidents of police brutality a year in New York, to conduct

their own survey: go out and ask people if they have been

beaten or abused by the police; systematically place observers

to watch the police and to report on the conduct that the see.

I'd be happy to be of assistance.

These data come respectively from Albert J. Reiss, The

Police and the Public. (Yale University Press, 1971),

and James Q. Wilson, Thinking About Crime (Basic Books,

1975). Both of these studies represent very extensive,

federally financed, and methodoligically sound research,

the best available in the measurement of police

brutality.
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When we speak of police brutality, or police abuse of

citizens, or of unnessary police killings there may be some

confusion. We are talking about a wide range of behaviors that

are all a part and parcel of a single phenomenon. I think it

might be useful for me to spell out specifically four distinct

types of direct police abuse of citizens. My point in doing

this is to show how they are a part of a package, and how great

the problem of police brutality is.

Much of the focus here has been on the unnecessary

police killings of civilians. This is the most tragic and

perhaps most hotly contested of the issues surrounding police

brutality. Yet it is simply the proverbial *tip of the

iceberg'. In a society where the police routinely mistreat

people a certain proportion of those incidents of mistreatment

result in death. The saddest part of this is that we do not

know how many civilians a year the New York City police

kill--rather we know how many they report that they kill. Here

the recent strangulation death, apparently at least at the

present time, of Michael Stewart, a young Brooklyn resident

perhaps guilty of a misdemeanor, should be a chilling lesson to

us all. Look at how easily and routinely that the death was

recorded as being of 'natural causes'? But for the strength of

that man's family the case would be closed. And yet, don't we

all want to know now: how many people a year die in police

custody? Who does the medical examinations? How many "heart

attacks' conceal deaths by strangulation of being beaten to
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death? And this includes only those that made it into

custody. I dont' want to appear to be looking for skeletons,

but I can't help but wonder about all the people who turn up

dead in vacant lots, blind alleis, and in the water. All of

this, I think, suggest that the police kill many more people

than we think they do--and none of this has anything to do with

the legendary shoot outs with bank robbers that is supposed to

be in our minds when we hear that the police shot somebody.

I haven't gotten yet to the problem of the *throw awayu

guns, the shiny objects , or the screwdrivers that look like

guns because I really don't see that as the issue, although of

course it is. My point is more basic: as long as there is a

problem of unnecessary force on the part of the police that is

denied by police administrators, we are going to have many

unnecessary and tragic civilian deaths.

Second only to police killings of civilians are other

forms of physical abuse: beatings, pushings, strangulations,

kicking. This kind of behavior is systemic, and probably

involves at least tens of thousands of New Yorkers a year. We

don't need to debate this: Commissioner McGuire can get out on

the streets and watch it. Again, the 'official" figure of 869

reported last year, and the drop from 1,296 the previous year

in no way represents the real magnitude of the problem.
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Following closely behind is another form of violent

abuse where the police officer uses the criminal justice system

as his club, the whole package of false swearing, perjury,

overcharging, and falsely charging. Unlike all the rest of

us any police officer can simply take somebody that he has a

problem with and lock them up. Eventually they will get out,

but it will cost them money, perhaps their jobs, and some time

in jail. We cannot document this problem-- but then we have

learned that we cannot document even police killings for that

is the nature of the system. But anybody who works around the

criminal justice system knows it to exist. And here we need to

include it as a part of the total package of abuse of citizens.

Fourth, follows all the non-violent forms of abuse,

derogatory names, official arrogance, abuses of power. Here

you all know what I am talking about. But again, my point is

that this kind of behavior is directly linked to the killings

and the violent abuse: it is a condoned and protected

attitude, one that sets the stage for hostile confrontations

with citizens. We do not have to go back further than the

Kerner Commission report to begin to understand this

interrelationshp: verbal abuse quickly leads to physical

violence and false arrests if the citizen protests.
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So we are left in a very uncomfortable place with reference

to the incidence of police abuse: it is frighteningly common,

yet we lack adequate data. Relatively few of the cases are

reported to the police administration, and they find virtually

all of the reported cases unfounded. But I think I can take

this one step further: all of this as a nationwide phenomenon

was well documented in a wave of law review articles about the

inadequacy of departmental complaint processing procedures ten

to fifteen years ago. In fifteen years we have made little

progress.

The issue then is how we can effectuate some changes in

this area. In moving on to the question of how to effect

change I am deliberately passing on the question why we have so

much police abuse of citizens. Obviously this is a complex

question in itself, and one that we all may differ on. The

answer goes to the heart of the whole social and political role

of policing in our society. This is not to suggest that we

should not think about those questions: rather here it is a

question of time. I do want to say, however, that a good part

of the problem is that the police institution has a reluctance

to confront its own awesome power, a failure to come fully to

grips with its right to routinely and violently seize citizens

as they go about their business, handcuff them, dump them in

the back seats of patrol cars, and haul them off to jail on any

one of hundreds criminal charges--and its right to use whatever
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force an officer might think necessary to carry out those

actions. Described this way it is both powerful and

frightening--yet it is nothing less.

It would also be wrong not to raise directly the whole race

and class issue integrally connected with who gets arrested,

jailed, convicted, and imprisoned; and who gets insulted by the

police, pushed around, kicked, hit, strangled and shot. They

are poor people, Black and Hispanic people, without political

power, without political connections, without ready access to

lawyers and to whatever protections our legal system might

offer. The police role here becomes convoluted and complex,

for these people are often the most victimized by crime, and

the most needy of police protection. Too often this is at the

expense of being victimized by the police as well, a kind of

double jeopardy.

But we don't need to fully explain or agree on why this

abuse happens to agree that we need to act promptly reduce and

ultimately to stop it. The sad thing about the remedy is that

it is probably not that difficult to sharply reduce police

violence: we could probably have sharply reduced police

killings and violent abuse of citizens many years ago.

Contrary to what many believe, the police institution is

relatively easy to control: it is a paramilitary force, with

some element of paramilitary discipline, "command discipline"

for want of a better term. Twenty years ago the police

department in many cities were far more poorly run than they

are today: officers routinely took bribes, "disappeared"
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or 'cooped up* while on duty, failed to take calls, often were

out of uniform and simply looked disreputable, and drank on

duty. What changed this is a stringent system of (1) internal

investigation and prosecution of departmental complaints, and

(2) quick and sure 'command discipline' for offenders, normally

in the form of short suspensions from duty, the equivalent of a

middle range fine. Police officers on the beat are all aware

of their relationship to that system of departmental

discipline, of what they have to lose by fighting it, of what

they have to gain by conforming it. Simply put it is effective.

My point here is an obvious one: the police department has

a different standard for punishing rule violations that

adversely affect departmental discipline than it does for

punishing rule violations directed toward 'outsiders'. If

outsiders complaints were treated as fully as serious threat to

the integrity of the force as internal disciplinary matters, we

would have had both more regular punishment for violations of

citizens rights, and a consequent reduction in the incidence of

such violations. Anybody who is skeptical of such simple

pronouncement might do well to recall what a difference the

wave of investigations and departmental prosecutions following

the Knapp Commission Report has made: the once routine and

widespread 'nickel and dime corruption in New York has been

sharply reduced by these measures.
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Coupled with this willingness to hand out Ocommand discipline*

routinely for all violations of citizens rights, for any

mistreatment of citizens whatever, is an affirmative duty on

the part of the police to root it out, as they have worked to

root out petty police corruption. This requires an aggressive

unit of the police force out engaging in surveillance of

officers and locations where abuse of citizens might occur.

While I do not endorse the use of "entrapment* or "sting" type

operations, I will say that I think it is hypocritical to use

them in general, and not use them internally against

police miscunduct. Undercover officers appearing to be

intoxicated or unruly might "hang out" in heavily policed

locations, ready to arrest police officers who assault them, or

in a position to witness police assaults on others. I am

suggesting that it would not take much of this type of

enforcement to sharply reduce police violence.

By this emphasis on internal command type discipline as a

"first line" of defense against citizens, I am in no way

suggesting that it replace normal criminal proceedings where

appropriate: officers who commit crimes against citizens while

on duty should be fully subjected to the same criminal justice

proceedings as anyone else. Prosecutors have been lax in this

area: more vigorous prosecutions are needed. I am. however,

only being realistic about the problem of getting convictions

in criminal court against police officers, about the "beyond

reasonable doubt" standard of proof in criminal cases in a case

37-501 0 - 84 - 23
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where the only witness to a police killing or beating of an

unarmed civilian is that officer himself, fully wrapped in his

uniform, wearing an American flag, and talking about "law and

order', and mother, and apple pie, and self-defense--even if he

is lying. Command discipline involves only administrative

proceedings, with an entirely different standard of proof.

This lower standard of proof is entirely appropriate given the

greatly reduced severity of punishment.

Obviously the weak point in such system of discipline is

that it remains internal, and is subject to a lack of public

respect because of the widespread feeling that the police will

cover up for each other. The remedy for that is some kind of

external review process. The ill-fated civilian review boards

were one attempt to accomplish this, but that does not mean

that they are the only possible external review system. The

failure of civilian review board generally turned on the

failure to provide those boards with sufficient power: the

police are a powerful institution and cannot be controlled by a

weak institution. An adequate external review institution

needs both the power to conduct its own investigations, and to

hand down penalties directly. Most such boards had to use

police investigators and were only empowered to make

recommendations. This is the current ystem in New York. The

irony is that the civilian review boards were highly effective

in at least one index: the public trusted them enough to file

more complaints than they had previously filed with the
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police. If our system of justice wants to encourage the

maximum participation by our citizens then the mere fact of

improving the accessability of a potential remedy is a great

gain. Hence it might be better if Commissioner McGuire,

instead of telling us the number of complaints were dropping

and offering that as 'proof' that police abuse of citizens is

not systemic might tell us what he is doing to make it easier

to file complaints so that he can be sure every citizen

complaint is fully heard. And I should add that I don't think

passing out 300,000 leaflets accomplishes this task.

As it stands now I find Commissioner McGuire's data and his

conclusions so incredible as to be beyond belief. This is not

simply an empirical question, although I think that some part

of it is and might be illuminated by research. But we have had

fifteen years of extensive research on the workings of the

police and the rest of the criminal justice system that we have

not adequately taken account of in charging our criminal

justice institutions. On a broader front the issue is doing

our people justice--and I don't see that in th New York City

police department's processing of complaints, nor in the

continued high level of police killings and beatings, false

arrests, and verbal abuse of our people.
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CUNY LAW SCHOOL
ivUEENS COLLEGE

THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NE%% YORK

FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11367
212/520-0990

29 November 1983

Commissioner Benjamin Ward
New York City Department of Corrections
100 Centre Street
New York, NY.

Dear Commissioner Ward:

Along with all of your other colleagues at John Jay I want to
extend congratulations and support in your new task as New York City
Police Commissioner. Surely Mayor Koch could not have located a
person better able to tackle such a complex and Important institution.

Obviously a lot of people have a lot of suggestions for you
to consider in making the forthcoming change of administrations.
I would like to add something to that list, and then briefly explain
why it is important. Nearly twenty years ago Commissioner Murphy
announced that he would open up the department's records and files
to all serious scholars for the purposes of research. This both
symbolized that the department had nothing at all to hide (obviously
with the scholars accepting the responsibility of protecting the
rights of individuals to privacy In the realm of police records);
and also symbolized his determination that scholarly research could
do much to improve police services. The cloak of secrecy that had
surrounded police activity in the 1960s had become a wall seperating
the police from the.public.

I think that the situation today is somewhat analogous, that
some of the momentum of the sixties has been lost. In addition,
I think that the department has little to lose by "opening" up:
perhaps a few areas will be shown empirically to need improvement,
but then those improvements benefit all.

Although the above is true in all areas, it is perhaps most
immediately evident in the whole package of areas loosely labelled,
"police misconduct". As a sociologist watching the existing situation
with regard to both police corruption, and the issue of police brutality,
it is obvious that simple, solid research could tell us a great deal.
Just to use one example: much of the debate between Mayor Koch and
Representative Conyer's Subcommittee turns on what are essentially
empirical questions: is the current review board proceedure adequate?
Are the 13,000 complaints a year expeditiously processed? With proper
protection in the form of complete anonymity for all parties involved,
the patterns of complaints and the processing of complaints can be
studied, and perhaps improvements suggested.

I, for one, would be very interested in doing some of this research.
Other members of the John Jay or CUNY faculty I am sure would be
interested as well.

Sincerely,

Associate Professor
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Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Colbert.
TESTIMONY OF DOUGLAS COLBERT, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR,

HOFSTRA LAW SCHOOL
Mr. COLBERT. Thank you, Congressman. My name is Douglas Col-

bert. I am an assistant professor at Hofstra Law School. And I ap-
preciate the time, Congressman, but I am sure you remember that
I testified before your committee in September and tried to point
out areas where I felt the mayor and the police commissioner were
extremely dishonest in their public statements to your committee.

In the last 2 weeks I had a personal incident I think this commit-
tee should follow up on, which had to do with the fact that the bus
driver at my son's school, who happens to be a white, Italian indi-
vidual about 5 foot, 4 inches was beaten up by two police officers in
full view of the children on that schoolbus. And there happened to
be a teacher there who made a written statement, I believe an affi-
davit, to the principal of the school, and I am going to try to do my
best to try to have that person here when you next return to New
York City.

Congressman, there is a lot of things I can say about Mayor
Koch's statement and Police Commissioner McGuire's and others
this morning, but let me simply suggest to you that they were play-
ing very fast and very loose with what the true facts are concern-
ing police violence in the city. And I will be glad to point out areas
to you where I feel that they were simply dishonest in revealing to
you what the success was of even the limited use of John Lindsey's
civilian review board. In the 4 months that it was in effect in this
city, there were six times as many complaints filed with that
review board by citizens, because they had some faith that it might
work because it was an all civilian board.

Let me also suggest to you, sir, that today we have 98 percent of
civilian complaints that are dismissed by the police review board;
under that 3- or 4-month period, 3.7 percent were found to be sub-
stantiated. And I will only say, sir, that one-half of 1 percent of all
the complaints that civilians make today in this review board proc-
ess result in any charges or hearings being brought against the
police officers.

If Mayor Koch or anyone else is interested in understanding how
systemic police brutality is, they need only go to the criminal court
of this city, where I worked for 11 years as a public defender. My
colleagues and I saw too many cases of repeated instances of our
clients having been beaten, not to understand the systemic nature
of police brutality in this city.

I will only suggest, sir, that the present civilian complaint review
board is a bankrupt process which people cannot have any faith in
whatsoever. That the district attorneys have literally forfeited
their rights to speak on behalf of victims of police brutality because
they do not indict people. The grand jury process is a whitewashing
process, because no one is charged with a crime, i.e. no police offi-
cer is. Only one police officer has ever been convicted and that was
for criminally negligent homicide for the beating of a prisoner in
back of a Bronx precinct house.
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I will strongly urge you, sir, to do whatever your committee is
able to do to get us a special prosecutor, who will have full jurisdic-
tional powers to investigate all instances of police brutality in the
city, and to do what we can do to get us a community-based civilian
complaint review board that citizens can have some faith and in-
tegrity in the review process. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Professor Colbert. Mr. Victor Goode,
Esquire.

TESTIMONY OF VICTOR GOODE, INSTRUCTOR OF LAW, CITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL AT QUEENS COLLEGE

Mr. GOODE. Thank you, Congressman Conyers, members of the
committee. I, like my colleagues, in the interest of time this after-
noon, am going to submit the majority of my testimony into the
record. However, there are a couple of points that I would like to
make, some of which I believe are responsive to the statements by
Officer Caruso, or in some cases his absence of statement. Others, I
think, are generally germane to the issue before you.

[Prepared statement of Prof. Victor Goode follows:]
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Testimony of Victor Goode, Esq.

Instructor of Law

City University of New York Law School at Queens College

Before the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice

of the House Committee on the Judiciary

Urban police departments and the conduct of their

officers continue to be one of the most researched and studied

areas of our legal system. Their personnel are entrusted with

enormous responsibility and power over the lives of citizens,

including the power to make decisions over life and death

itself. It comes as no surprise that when this arm of the

state sets a pattern and practice of conduct with its citizens

that is increasingly characterized as abusive and excessively

violent that such practices must come under the strict scrutiny

of the public eye. The Subcommittee should be commended for

providing the people of New York with this opportunity to bring

forth their evidence and views, and exercise through this forum

the most fundamental right of a people to petition government

to redress their grievances.

The Subcommittee has thus far heard a typical

spectrum of testimony. On one hand, the Black and Latin

communities of New York have responded to these hearings with

an almost unanimous voice protesting the escalating pattern of

police misconduct in the city. On the other hand, city

officials, including the Police Commissioner and the Mayor,

assert that police misconduct exists, butat nowhere near the

scale or degree of seriousness that so many members of the

minority community believe. Our City officials further assert,

as those before them have, that the policy of the New York City

Police Department on misconduct by officers is clear, generally

effective and is an example of the most progressive
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administrative procedures being employed by urban police forces

today.
1

The dichotomy of these views reflects very little on

the veracity of the testimony submitted to you. Instead it

graphically depicts the failure of twenty years of liberal

reform measures in police administration and urban policy.

The issue of police misconduct against citizens and

efforts to correct it has been the subject of countless

studies reports, surveys, scholarly journals and law review

publications. The legion of experts in this field include

police administrators, sociologists, criminologists,

psychologists, organization and management specialists, human

rights advocates and, of course, lawyers and judges. With such

an array of interests and talent focused on this issue for

nearly two decades, why does it remain today as pressing a

problem as it was in the mid-sixties when abusive practices by

urban police sparked riots and other disorders?

For the Black community the answer is obvious. As

the Kerner Commission Report pointed out in 1968, misconduct

and citizen abuse by the police is a life and death issue, not

merely a larger question of relative police efficiency or

3propriety of administrative policy. Our communities are

caught in a desperate situation. We need effective policing as

badly as any sector of the city, yet we never know when any

chance encounter with the police might result in incidents

ranging from racial slurs and general disrespect to unjustified
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violence, including the use of deadly force.

You have heard and reviewed many statistics

concerning the number of citizen complaints filed against

police, the rate of discharge of weapons resulting in death or

injury and other issues central to this larger question.

Behind those statistics, however is the unmistakable perception

in the minority community that people of color in New York are

very likely to be victims of police abuse during any number of

common citizen police encounters and that our communities are

generally administered by a double standard that encourages one

form of police conduct in white neighborhoods and another in

Black and Latin communities.

The problem is that simple. Blacks and Latins

believe that there is a double standard for police conduct and

have ample experience and evidence to support that belief. The

problem has become more egregious as the city demography has

changed and the population is now majority Black and Latin.

The problem has been compounded by official resistance to

viable efforts at affirmative action that would have

substantially increased the percentage of Blacks and Latins on

the police force. The problem has been amplified by the

expanding role that police play in our society and finally, the

problem has never been fully addressed by even the best

intended efforts at liberal administrative reform both within

the department and in the legal system of which it is a part.

Before making specific recommendations to the
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Subcommittee I would like to briefly comment on the existing

remedies for police misconduct and why they are inadequate.

Presently, a citizen who feels that his or her rights

have been violated through abusive or improper police conduct

can seek injunctive and compensatory relief in federal court.

The jurisdiction most often involved is derived from 42 U.S.C.

Sections 1983 and 1985.5 Section 1983 provides for relief

where a person acting under the color of law commits an act

that violates the rights of another where such rights are

clearly protected by the Constitution or federal statute.
6

Most Cases brought under Section 1983 alleged a violation of an

individual's civil rights, and although this statute is one of

the most frequently used remedies where the question of the

racial motivation of the perpetrator is at issue, it is not

limited in its scope only to matters of racially motivated

abuse. Section 1985 extends the acts jurisdiction to

conspiracies to violate the civil rights of an individual.

Taken together, 1983 and 1985 are intended to cover wrongful

acts and prevent them from occuring through the reach of the

conspiracy provisions.
7

The provisions of 42 U.S.C. 1988 completes this most

frequently used trio of federal remedies. This section

provides for the awarding of attorneys fees to successful

claimants and was designed to increase the availability of

legal representation to agrieved parties by increasing the

monetary incentive for the bar to accept such cases. In
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addition to these civil remedies, 18 U.S.C. 241, 242 and 245

provide for criminal sanctions against persons who violate or
8

conspire to violate the civil rights of another person.

Despite this apparent availability of legal remedies

for police abuse they have had little if any deterent impact on

the problem. First of all, despite the attorneys' fee

provision of 42 U.S.C. 1988, cases brought under 42 U.S.C.

1981, 1983 or 1985 must usually rely on evidence in the

control of the offending police officers. Litigation expenses,

which can run into the thousands of dollars, must be advanced

by the claimant or his or her attorney and with few exceptions

the majority of minority citizens in New York cannot meet those

costs. The result is that attorneys will accept only the

"best" cases, those where the wrong doing is relatively easy to

prove based on the adequacy of witnesses and corroborating

evidence or those cases supported finacially and politically by

civil rights groups, leaving the majority of claimants with

less clear cut or popular cases, without legal representation.

The eleventh amendment of the Constitution originally

limited federal suits against states or municipalities for acts

such as police misconduct. However, in Monroe v. Pape, 365

U.S. 167 (1961), the Supreme Court reversed this position and

established federal liability for individual police officers

but not their departments or municipalities. However in

Mornell v. Department of Social Services, 436 U.S. 658 (1978),

the Court held that local governments were not wholly immune
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under Section 1983. Despite this advance in the law, several

questions remained unanswered by Mornell. First, the Court

declared municipalities liable when its officers were acting

pursuant to some formal or written policy or when they were

acting pursuant to some custom or practice.9 Ultra vires

acts by an individual officer could be interpreted in a way not

to leave the city immune from liability but, the more likely

possibility is that future cases may define "custom and

practice" in such a narrow manner so as to restrict redmedies

for future plaintiffs.

For now at least the Courts have recognized the

importance of maintaining the present test for establishing

municipal liability as key to any deterrent aspects of 1983

since it is expected that the monitary penalty suffered by the

city will encourage stricter control over the police. Although

this view is sound in theory, at least one survey that examined

practices in Detroit revealed that municipal civil liability

had little or no impact on police practices.
10

I have not seen New York's records on judgements

awarded to successful plaintiffs but I would assume that as

with most cities, the costs awarded because of police abuse are

hidden in with other judgments against the City, thereby

severing the theoretical link between the potential for

liability and effective prevention through management control

at the precinct level. The legal work on cases of misconduct

is conducted by salaried city attorneys, insurance carriers
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assist with the litigation and provide a degree of

indemnification for the city and all but the most extreme cases

are dismissed or settled. The police union in New York

provides legal representation for officers who are sued so the

actual risk of liability for individual police officers is very

slight.The department itself does not use a liability and risk

management factor in the supervision and review of officers,

therefore making the deterrent affect on management and rank

and file officers almost nil and eliminating the direct

financial incentives for reform.

As if these factors weren't enough, a 1979-study

concluded that juries exhibit a substantial bias in favor of

the police at trials that do occur. The study also found that

the plaintiffs in these civil actions almost always had

criminal charges filed against them, thereby further reducing

their credibility in the eyes of jurors. Another documented

factor in these cases is racial prejudice by jurors and their

tendency to see the policing of the ghetto as a special

assignment where normal constitutional safeguards can be

waived. Out of twenty-eight cases followed by the study team

that went to trial, in twenty-two cases, the police officers

prevailed. Although there is an occasional six figure

settlement, most awards are small. The study cited out of

court settlements averaging $5,723. Since plaintiffs must

prove actual damages in these cases, abuses that do not result

in significant physical injury well documented by a physician
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often produce settlements or awards substantially lower than

the average cited.
12

The net effect of the cost of litigation and these

barriers to recovery make 42 U.S.C. 1983, 1985 and 1988 only

viable to a mere handful of the persons who may suffer various

forms of police abuse.

Civil remedies in state court are also available and

can be brought under the tort claim statute. The most common

causes of action are false arrest, false imprisonment,

malicious prosecution, excessive force, abuse of process and

negligence. But, the most common claims in New York, abuse of

process and excessive force, are the hardest to sustain.
13

The defenses of probable cause and use of reasonable force

coupled with the propensity for juries to give greater

credibility to police testimony, make state relief no more

viable than federal.

A study of jurors in federal cases conducted by the

Connecticut State Bar Association revealed that the defense of

"acting in good faith" which does not legally absolve officers

of liability, nevertheless continues to be used and is

extremely persuasive for jurors.14 In many of the cases

studied, jurors either did not understand the limitations of

the defense, did not receive clear instructions from the judge

on its limits, or simply disregarded them 15. This last

matter underscores one of the central problems in pursuing

.4~44<ial remedies. There is an understated presumption in

/
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favor of the testimony, reports and statements of police, and

that presumption is buttressed by the liberal/professional

image that policing is such a specialized state function that

only the police themselves really know what is occurring and

why.

Finally, skillful defense attorneys create in the

mind of jurors the image of the thin blue line standing between

the average citizen and the savagery of the streets.This

powerful image reinforces the prevailing idea that civil

authority, and this includes civilian authority, should refrain

from reaching to far into the affairs of the police. Any such

intrusion is charaterized as potentially crippling to the

efficiency of the department and therefore detrimental to the

entire city. Despite the rules on burdens of proof, inferences

and presumptions of which juries are often reminded, there is a

tendency for lay persons to weigh police misconduct by the

criminal standard of beyond reasonable doubt rather than the

civil standard of the preponderance of the evidence.16 These

factors reviewed together create a climate where victim s of

police abuse are guaranteed rights with no truly viable nor

available remedy.

So what has the liberal reform in police

administration of the last twenty years achieved? Changes in

police practices can conceptually be understood by classifying

them into three seprerate models.17 The first model views

the police as a modern bureaucracy. Indeed the size alone of
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New York's police force would reinforce that analysis. As with

any other bureaucracy it is theorized that increased

professionalism through education and training will lead to

increased efficiency, including better police conduct and fewer
18

incidents of abuse.

Most of the efforts at police reform over the last

ten years have followed this model. Despite generating some

positive changes these efforts have failed to significantly

deter misconduct because the prevailing tendency of all

bureaucratic organizations is to develope a strong

organizational identity to the exclusion of any independent

standard of moral, and unfortunately even legal, behavior.
19

Despite the increase in professionalism and improvement in its

overall image, the department tends to close ranks and reject

any vigorous adherance to law or administrative rules that

could reduce officer misconduct.

The second model is one that is reflected in earlier

testimony before the Subcommittee. This model suggests that

policing has now become a regulatory as well as law inforcement

function. This vast expansion of state authority into our

daily lives necessarily increases the potential for abusive

citizen encounters since police must now play high stress roles

as counselors, psychologists, mediators and a variety of other

functions. This increase in the breath of function therefore

increases the parameters of what is considered intolerable

behavior.20 Accepting relatively more incidents of police
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abuse is traded off by the greater good that this increased

function provides for the public. In other words, a large

urban force exercising the discretion necessary for their job

will lead to a proportional, but regrettable increase in

misconduct. The system will inevitably have some slippage.

However, the factor of race and racial prejudice is

rarely factored into this model. If there is such a thing as

tolerable limits of impermissable police behavior, the minority

communities have every right to demand that those limits be

reset and that the department rather than the courts take the

first step in doing so.

The third model used to analyze our police force is

one that views the police as a technical craftsperson. This

rmodel views police as a special breed with special skills who

confront problems on a daily basis that are beyond the

understanding of lay persons. This mythology of police work

has been fueled by television and movies which constantly

characterize the police as a world apart from the rest of us.

As such, the creation of their own rules and standards of

conduct is consistant with this perception. Any moral dilemma

created by this inconsistency is rationalized away by

characterizing abuse as part of the job and simply denying that
21

what happens is in fact wrong. (Note: this same view is

relfected in jury presumptions favoring police)

The only short term solution for continued police

abuse of citizens is the punishment of misconduct on a regular

37-501 0 - 84 - 24
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basis. 22 Although such administrative rules for punishment

exist and are punitive in intent, they operate within the

context of the department's need to avoid problems. This more

dominant bureaucratic tendency overides the regulations and

relegates them to a secondary level of importance in the minds

of individual police officers.

The existing Civilian Complaint Review Board has been

ineffective precisely for this reason. In cases of police

corruption, a major effort was made to clean up the department

in the 1960's. Despite initial resistance and some abuses in

this process, the effort was generally successful and

corruption has been substantially reduced. However, the nature

of corruption and the nature of policing itself dictated that

any successful effort would have to first crack the most severe

elements of the problem; secondly, require the active support

of supervisory personnel at all levels; third, educate and

enlist the support of the public and fourth, regularly

reactivate a full range of investigatory approaches, all

designed to send a clear message that corruption is wrong and

will be punished. (See for example the Knapp Commission for

both positive and negative examples of this process)

If this same approach were applied to the present

problem of police abuse, there is a chance that its curtailment

would be as effective. The new administration in the

department has a unique opportunity to break the bureaucratic

logjam that presently characterizes the CCRB. The department
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should increase the penalties and range of penalties presently

available at the precinct level to curb abuse.23 Just as

, lateness, drinking on duty or failure to answer a radio call

are quickly dealt with through supervisory discretion, similar

procedures must be implemented for abusive behavior.

Existing departmental policy, though well intended,

will not insure an evenhanded response or application of the

rules. Precinct captains' evaluations should include a risk

management factor to determine if abusive conduct of any

officer is costing the city money through increased complaints,

investigations or civil judgments. Similar standards should be

applied by precinct captains to lower supervisory personnel.

These recommendations are made with an eye toward

their political viability in an environment that has vehemently

resisted civilian intrusion into its'affairs. If, in the short

run change does not occur, the longer range approach must

include a truly independant civilian review board made up of

representatives that are not affiliated with the department or

the district attorneys office.24 There are several models

for such a board which I won't go into here, however, its

independence, its authority and its capacity through adequate

staffing and budget would be essential to its success. In that

case the goal would be to create an independant Civilian Review

Broad that would be more responsive to parts of the buracracy

that are more democratically accountable to the community than

the Police Department presently is.
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In conclusion, let me simply emphasize that the

problem of police abuse is prevalent and will increase in this

city if measures other than the existing CCRB remedies are not

employed. Existing laws offer little hope for immediate

solutions but the power of departmental supervisors if

vigorously channeled and publicly supported could provide a

measure of success in curbing police abuse commensurate with

the success of similar efforts to stem corruption.
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Mr. GOODE. Unfortunately, Congressmen, there are people in this
city, City officials, officials within the police department, that ne-
glect a very important document, that has a lot to do with why we
are here today. That document is not only neglected at the local
level, but is neglected at the national level. There seems to be a
pervasive misuse going on. And that document I refer to is the
written Constitution. The written Constitution that guarantees our
rights and restricts abuse of force by government and guarantees
redress of those grievances when citizens have them.

It is a sad testimony about the procedures available in this city
that the right to petition governments for the redress of grievances,
has to occur at this level, with federal intervention, because it is so
blatantly abused and the public has lost all confidence in its access
and use at the local level.

Now, Officer Caruso indicated that the police department here in
New York is one of the most scrutinized public bodies, and because
of that, all of the checks and balances that are operative against
the police department work perfectly well. I think the testimony
that has been presented here today and at previous hearings indi-
cate that is absolutely a lie. That there has been a total breakdown
in efficiency and in process, yet it is shrouded in the bureacracy
with one layer of investigation or report or panel or another, fail-
ingto do the actual job that it was set out to do.

Does the law provide any real remedy for the victims of police
abuse? And the answer to that is in most cases no.

Title 42 of the United States Code, section 1983 provides for a
theoretical remedy for the violation of civil rights abuses by police
officers against citizens. I say a theoretical remedy, not to deni-
grate or disregard the use that that statute has been put in many
cases of civil rights violations. However, a study that was conduct-
ed by the Connecticut Bar Association, released 21/2 years ago on
civil rights prosecution of police abuse indicated some very reveal-
ing aspects.

First of all, the cost for this prosecution has to be borne by the
plaintiffs themselves, plaintiffs who are usually in almost all cases
charged with criminal offenses. Whatever monetary means they
may have for legal redress is usually exhausted at that level,
making it impossible in many cases for them to retain private
counsel to pursue those remedies.

Even when Federal civil rights statutes that provide for the
award of attorney's fees are involved, in these situations, the more
common situation is that in order to bring a case of this type to
full conclusion, thousands of. dollars must be put forward in ad-
vance to insure proper investigation and uncovering of the evi-
dence. Even though there is a likelihood of recovery in some of the
best cases, the cost alone acts as a deterrent for members of the
private bar to vigorously pursue this and represent persons of
police abuse.

So this vigorous scrutiny that Officer Caruso speaks about is in
many cases merely a charade, an illusion, a right without a true
remedy.

Another point that the report, which was published in the Yale
Law Journal, indicated, was a significant pattern amongst jurors,
and in most cases all white jurors reviewing the cases of black or
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Hispanic claimants with a particular bias toward the police. Stud-
ies and questionnaires submitted to these jurors at the conclusion
of trials indicated overwhelming bias to believe whatever testimony
and whatever statements the police introduced regardless of the
contradictory evidence put forward by the plaintiff.

Of the 28 cases that they surveyed very closely, in 22 of those the
police prevailed. In all cases the police were defended either by
counsel provided at no cost by the union, or by counsel provided at
no cost by the department or municipality.

So what we have here is the intention and reach of section 1983
being thwarted by this process that insulates the individual officer
in almost every case from any potential liability.

Now, another factor that was brought up this morning has to do
with the role of the city administration as a whole in this process.
As the number of complaints of abuse begin to mount, and they in-
crease, and they become more severe, literally thousands of hours
of city worker's time is spent in processing and reviewing these in
one enormous bureaucratic snarl that rarely produces any effective
results. But there is a cost. There is a monetary price, that we as
taxpayers are paying.

It is estimated that it takes 97 hours alone to investigate proper-
I the allegations of police abuse claim. When this time is borne by
the corporate counsel's office or by other city officials, it is time
that is not spent on other matters of city concern. When claimant's
are successful against the city, it is the taxpayer who is also paying
that claim. We are all paying for the abuse of these public officials.
And yet within the city of New York now, despite an administra-
tion that claims great credit for fiscal integrity and careful ac-
counting of the city's books, there is no study, no effort, no policy
whatsoever that is determining what this pattern and practice of
police abuse is costing this city, in terms of man-hours, in terms of
money, in terms of insurance claims. And I think that that is an
effort that must be remedied and can be remedied from the
mayor's office immediately.

Finally, I would simply like to concur with the other statements
that have been made that the civilian complaint review board is in
fact a bureaucratic sham. The nature of bureaucracy has a strange
tendency to it. It tends to create a special sense of identity of those
who participate in it, an identity so strong that insulates it even
from the reach and respect for the law or even the internal rules
and regulations that that bureacracy creates. And this is what our
police department in New York City has become, an insulated
entity operating within itself, with its own rules and regulations
separate, but parallel to the laws of this city, Federal and State
laws, and its own regulations that are ostensibly designed to pro-
tect citizens from police abuse.

Now, if we compare the way in which the police department has
addressed the problem of corruption, graft, and other matters of
that type, with the way in which they have responded to police
abuse, we see two vastly different patterns emerging.

In the case of police corruption, a major effort was made to clean
up the department in the 1960's. Despite initial resistance from the
rank-and-file officers, the effort was generally successful, and cor-
ruption was substantially reduced. However, the nature of corrup-
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tion and the nature of policing itself, dictated that any successful
effort would have to first crack the most severe elements of the
problem, that is make an example and show the clear intentions of
the department. Second, require the active support of supervisory
personnel at all levels. Third, educate the public and enlist public
support in this effort. And, fourth, regularly reactivate a full range
of investigatory procedures and approaches, all designed to send a
clear and unmistakable message to the rank and file of the police
department that corruption is wrong, it is illegal, and will not be
tolerated at any level.

I suggest that we are at an opportune moment with a new police
commissioner about to take office. I would only hope that he would
seize the moment that is available to him when new administra-
tions take power, when new topline officers and administrative ap-
pointments are made, and employ the same systematic approach to
this pattern and practice of police abuse in our city, as has been
meted out toward the issue of police corruption.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Victor. You raised one question in my
mind, because we have gone over the Knapp Commission and how
fraud and corruption was specifically addressed. Let me give it to
you, even though we are in the late hours. Is there not a relation-
ship between violence and corruption. Is not violence another form
of corruption?

Mr. GOODE. Absolutely, another form of corruption. When police
officials believe that they can flagrantly violate the procedures of
the department, there is no way of limiting or circumscribing the
type of violation that will occur. So when the department fails to
discipline its officers for violence against the citizens of this city,
they are merely opening the door for additional abuses that will in-
variably and inevitably lead to other types of corruption.

Mr. CONYERS. That is my feeling. The more I begin to discuss this
with you and other witnesses today, I have begun to see that in
closing the door on fraud and corruption in the bribery sense and
yet leaving violence implicitly sanctioned by the police all you have
done is close off one part of the responsibility of an officer to resist
corruption and allowed it to flourish in another area. Indeed, it
might even come back to the old regular kinds of fraud and corrup-
tion, if you are not careful, by just sanctioning the violence.

I yield to any of my colleagues who may have any comments.
Thank you all very much. We need to watch the statistics now.

This hearing has been based on the fact that Commissioner
McGuire has one set of figures from sources that we will subse-
quently learn about, and I am operating on a different set of fig-
ures, and somewhere along the line this committee is going to have
to agree on whose statistics are correct and valid. And I will be
calling upon you to help me there. Thank you very much.

Ms. McAlister, Frank Chapman, Kevin Berrill, Professor Parker,
Professor West, and Dean James Credle of Rutgers. McAlister,
Chapman, Kevin Berrill, Kellis Parker, Cornell West, James
Credle. Mr. Chapman, would you care to commence? Frank Chap-
man is from the National Alliance Against Racist & Political Re-
pression.
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TESTIMONY OF FRANK CHAPMAN, NATIONAL ALLIANCE
AGAINST RACIST & POLITICAL REPRESSION

Mr. CHAPMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am sub-
mitting to the committee model legislation which we have prepared
to in order to establish democratic control of the police in New
York City.

Mr. CONYERS. Federal or local?
Mr. CHAPMAN. The proposal we are going to make here is Feder-

al. I said New York City, but actually it would be for the country.
We have already introduced this legislation on some local levels,
but I will get into that when I get into my prepared statement.

I am not going to go through the whole statement, in the interest
of time, so I will just touch the high points.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the National Alliance Against Racist
& Political Repression, I would like to join everyone else here in
thanking you for convening this hearing on police brutality in New
York City. We welcome you and sincerely hope that this meeting
and deliberation will have farreaching and meaningful results.

The testimony given thus far has already pointed to a type of
abusive behavior and brutality on the part of the police depart-
ment and is much deeper than our mayor or the police department
would have us believe. Incidents of police violence reflecting the
racist policy and practices of our city and government are what is
at issue here.

The NAARPR, as you know, Mr. Chairman, is a multiracial,
multinational organization, which was formed. over 10 years ago,
and has the issue of police crimes as one of its focal points. Since
its founding, the alliance has helped to bring an end to the wide-
spread abuses of police violence in black and Latin communities, as
well as defend the right of people to organize, a basic right which is
under attack.

Contrary to the opinion given by our mayor, the New York
Police Department, and our Justice Department, evidence of police
crimes is not so scarce as to make one in the black community or
any other poor and oppressed community believe that police brutal-
ity is isolated, but rather systematic and racist in nature.

When we say systematic, we mean we must not fail to recognize
what we are dealing with politically, that is an officially inspired
reign of terror in our communities. The way in which our commu-
nities are perceived is not isolated to one area, such as the Bronx,
as we witnesses in Fort Apache, or the 28th precinct in Harlem or
the 75th precinct in Brooklyn, Brownsville East, New York. But it
is citywide, even nationwide.

Our communities, for those of us who are black, Hispanic, poor,
and other oppressed minorities, are areas where the police in serve
as an occupying force, an army. We know, for instance, since the
establishment of the LEAA, the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration, in 1968, expenditures for the police have gone for the
creation of special weapons and tactics team, known as SWAT,
armed helicopters with night vision, telescopic cameras, trained
and equipped surveilling. These things were not created to stop
crime on the streets, but principally to block the type of rebellion
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which occurred in Miami, civil disobedience of any kind, and to dis-
rupt or sometimes eliminate the movements of social change.

Responding to the increasing volume of evidence of police crimes,
and recognizing the extent to which the media and our branches of
Government ignore such crimes, a national people's hearing and
inquiry on police crimes was held in January 1981 in Los Angeles,
Calif., sponsored by the NAARPR, National Council of Black Law-
yers, and the National Black America Law Students' Association, a
panel of church leaders, legislators, legal experts, community rep-
resentatives was convened.

I am telling you this for the purpose of sharing with you that our
findings in this hearing consistently brought out what many at this
hearing have testified to: That police crime is a consistent pattern
and practice of behavior. There is a significant correlation by way
of race and class between the victims of police crimes. That a
prima facie case can be established, showing a pattern and practice
of politically and racially selective surveillance, harassment, arrest,
and prosecution. And the victims are predominantly drawn from
poor and minority communities.

Such facts have been found to exist in any city in this country.
There have been many examples of police brutality given you
today and at the previous hearings, but it is important to empha-
size the type that significantly undermines our basic democratic
rights. Not only are average black, Puerto Rican, Latin, and Asian
citizens victims of such daily abuse, but now we have those that
have been elected to office, our community leaders, and ministers,
who are not respected but abused by the police.

Our assemblyman, Roger Green, was the victim of an assault,
not just by a white pedestrian, but also by a white police officer,
who, without question or provocation, handcuffed him with the in-
tention of arresting Green for no reason. Cisto Medina, a school
board member of district 6 in Manhattan, a community activist
and respected citizen, is another example. This case, however, adds
another dimension to the issue. During the May 3 school elections
this year, Mr. Medina voiced his concern and complaints to poll in-
spectors and police assigned to Public School 173 in district 6, a
predominantly Hispanic community.

Those complaints were opposing voting rights violations. For ex-
ample, no Spanish-speaking poll workers, no instructions on how to
vote in Spanish, no proper procedure for voting was set up. Many
buff cards of parents were missing resulting in hundreds being
turned away and votes uncounted. Over 1,500 parents were denied
the right to vote in one district alone. Many of these votes would
have been cast for Mr. Medina.

For his complaints, Mr. Medina was thrown down by the police
and beaten for speaking out against these blatant acts of discrimi-
nation and voting rights violations.

The alliance has filed a complaint with the U.S. attorney's office
and the Civil Rights Division on behalf of Mr. Medina and the
parent voters. The charges of electioneering were dismissed after
public outcry and community residents voiced their concern. Mr.
Medina still faces the outcome. The election was lost under such
blatant practices of discrimination, and the police very definitely
played its part.
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If I may speak parenthetically, perhaps the Piesident can dis-
patch marines to Brooklyn, Harlem, and Washington Heights to re-
store the democracy and free the hostages there who daily live in
fear of their lives being taken by some trigger-happy police officer.

It is not peculiar to district 6. This is the kind of political con-
frontation we are faced with regularly in our communities. Other
examples being police attacks on striking workers.

I would like to add that with the establishment of the joint task
force on terrorism, between the FBI and the New York Police De-
partment, and its use in .981 around the Brinks robbery, it is this
racist syndrome, patterned on oppression, based on reckless disre-
gard for the rights of citizens andthe accused that permeates our
police agencies. And such acts have only served and will continue
to serve as a pretext for wide-scale investigation of so-called radical
groups and racist-inspired persecution of black organizations.

In the case of Philani Suni Ali, the Morningside raids, and
others, should serve as examples of what police and the Federal
Government would do to paint those who challenge the status quo
as criminals. Create hysteria and establish dangerous precedents in
terms of exorbitant bail, right to counsel, witchhunt-type proceed-
ings reminiscent of trials, guilty by association, illegal search and
seizure, grand jury abuses, and so on.

At the same time the allowance of racist fanatics, such as the Ku
Klux Klan, Nazis, the U.S. Labor Party, are allowed not only to
terrorize, but maim and kill. The task force on terrorism needs to
be abolished.

As long as we are dealing with a politically inspired definition of
terrorism, and a police force which operates in such a fashion as to
represent and serve the economic and political interests of the few,
they will represent not only an undemocratic, but antidemocratic
force in society.

The testimony we have heard here today and previously over-
whelmingly suggests our police are not held accountable to the
people of New York City. One of the surest guarantees of a demo-
cratic society is a democratically accountable police force.

Over the past years, the NAARPR's legal support committee has
drafted model legislation for police-control counsel. Many facts pre-
sented here today bear out the fact that the existing mechanism
that is to deal with problems, abuses, and policies of the police are
ineffective. A body investigating itself is like a worm investigating
its tail, and making recommendations to the police commissioner,
who can take them or leave them, bears no justice.

We submit that this model legislation's intent is to put democrat-
ic control over the police department to abolish racist policies and
practices, procedures, rules and regulations, and brutality and
abuses. And put investigative files in the hands of an independent
body which represents the multiracial, multinational character of
the community and holds the police force accountable to its ac-
tions.

We would like to submit copies of this proposed legislation to this
committee, Mr. Chairman, with the express hope that this commit-
tee would recommend to our local government bodies that such
proposed legislation, or at least an examination of this type be
forthwith and consideration be given to this as a viable alternative
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to a civilian complaint review board. It will need the support of our
people here and others.

Only with the establishment of an independent body, separate
from the police department, to deal with the hiring policies, prac-
tices, rules and regulations concerning the conduct of police person-
nel, with the interest of the police and community at heart, will we
even begin to approach a democratic solution. This model legisla-
tion has been introduced in two State legislatures in the past,
Pennsylvania in 1981, New York in 1979, and currently it is being
introduced in Berkeley, Calif. Yet, we have never had the support
of the Government, I mean the U.S. Government, on this legisla-
tion, and that is what we are asking for here today.

We are confident that in Berkeley, Calif., this model legislation
will become a living law.

In concluding, Mr. Chairman, let me say that when our organiza-
tion first set up its police crime task force in 1977, we, like so many
others, were fighting for stronger more democratic review boards
and citizen, complaint boards. But as we came to know as organiz-
ers, the increasing militarization of the police in our communities,
we began to realize that being able to review complaints and make
recommendations for disciplinary action is not enough, and certain-
ly is not preventive. Therefore, we came rather quickly to the con-
clusion that the people in a democracy must control the police and
not vice versa. Control means we who live in the community set
the standards for police conduct. It means that we have the power
to regulate the use of firearms, to abolish the joint task force on
terrorism and police crime. This is the kind of power that the likes
of Mayor Koch does not want us to have, but I submit that it is
only through such firm democratic control of the police, that we
will be able to bring an end to this epidemic of police violence in
our community.

On the other hand, the fact that the review board process is not
working in New York City, is evident by the 43,283 complaints
filed under the Koch administration. There has been no discipli-
nary response.

We should quickly add that the record is no better for the Justice
Department. In this connection, I would submit that the fundamen-
tal problem of police brutality, that is, police committing crimes
against the people, is that it is yet another example of how demo-
cratic norms are being rapidly eliminated by the very government
which is supposed to protect and secure our rights to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.

The chamber of horrors revealed by the last congressional hear-
ing convened by this committee and revealed here today in New
York, demonstrates that the police in New York City operate on
the principle that black and Latino people, and indeed all people of
color, have no rights they are bound to respect.

The evidence is so clear that no matter what Mr. McGuire says,
he cannot erase from your records nor from the memories of the
victims that appeared before this committee, the brutal and crimi-
nal conduct of so many members of the New York Police Depart-
ment, conduct which can only be explained by the racism and
white chauvinist arrogance that permeates the New York City gov-
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ernment from Mayor Koch to the white patrolman. Thank you
very much.

[Prepared statement of Frank Chapman and materials submitted
by NAARPR follow:]
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Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the National Alliance Against Racist

and Political Repression (NAARPR), I would like to

thank you and the committee for convening the second of

a series of hearings on racial brutality by the NYPD.

We welcome you and sincerely hope this long needed

deliberation will have far-reaching and meaningful results.

The testimony given, thus far, has already pointed

to a type of abusive behavior and brutality on the part

of the police department that is much deeper than

our Mayo7 or the police department would have us believe.

Incidents of police violence reflecting the racist policies

and practices of our city and government are what

is at issue.

The NAARPR, as you well know, Mr. Chairman, is
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a multi-racial, multi-national organization which was

formed over ten years ago, and has the issue of police crimes

as one of its major focal points. Since its founding the

Alliance has fought to bring an end to the widespread abuses

of police powers in Black and Latin communities, as well as

defend the right of people to organize - a basic right which

is under attack.

Contrary to the opinion given by our Mayor, N.Y. Police

Dept., and our Justice Dept., evidence of police crimes is not

so scarce as to make one in the Black community or any other

poor and oppressed community believe that police brutality is

isolated, but rather is systematic and racist

in nature. When we say systematic, we mean we must not fail to

recognize that we are dealing with politically, what is an

officially inspired reign of terror in our communities. The

wa" in which our communities are perceived is not isolated

to one area, such as the Bronx (as we witnessed in "Fort

Apache"), or the 28th Precinct in Harlem, or the 75th Precinct

in Brooklyn, Brownsville-East New York, but is citywide,

even nationwide. Our communities for those of us who are

Black, Hispanic,poor and other oppressed minorities are

areas where the police in fact serve as an occupying force,

an army. We know, for instance, since the establishment of the

LEAA in 1968, expenditures for the police have gone for the
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creation of special weapons and tactics teams (SWAT), armed

helicopters with night vision, telescopic cameras, trained and

equipped surveillance. These things were not created to stop

crime in the streets, but principally to block the type of

rebellion which occurred in Miami, civil disobedience of any kind

and to disrupt, or sometimes eliminate the movements

for social change. Responding to the increasing volume of

evidence of police crimes and recognizing the extent to

which the media and our branches of government ignore

such crimes, a National Peoples Hearing and Inquiry on

Police Crimes was held in January 1981 in Los Angeles,

California, by the NAARPR, National Conference of Black Lawyers

and the National Black American Law Students Association.

A panel of church leaders, legislators, legal experts,

community representatives was convened.

I mention this for the purpose of sharing with you that

our findings in this hearing consistently bear out what many

at this hearing have testified to - that police crime is

a consistent pattern and practice of behavior; that there

is a significant correlation by way of race, class, between

the victims of police crimes; that a prima facie case can be

established showing a pattern and practice of politically and

racially selective surveillance, harassment, arrest and

prosecution; and the victims are predominantly drawn from

poor and minority communities. Such facts would be found to

existent in any city in this country.

37-501 0 - 84 - 25
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There have been many examples of police brutality

given here today, and at the previous hearing. But it is

important to emphasize the type that significantly under-

mine our basic democratic rights. Not only are average Black,

Puerto Rican, Latin and Asian citizens victims of such daily

abuse, but now we have those who have been elected to'office,

our community leaders, and ministers who are not respected

but abused by the police. Our Assemblyman Roger Green, is the

victim of an assault not just by a white pedestrian, but

also by a white police officer, who without question or

provocation handcuffed, with the intention of arresting

Green for no reason.

Sixto Medina, School Board Member of District 6, in

Manhattan, a community activist, and respected citizen

is another example. His case, however, adds another dimension

to the issue. During the May 3rd school elections this year,

Mr. Medina voiced his concerns and complaints to poll inspectors

and police assigned to Public School 173 in District 6, a

predominantly Hispanic Community. Those complaints were

opposing voting rights violations e.g. no Spanish-speaking

poll workers, no instructions on how to vote in Spanish, no

proper procedure for voting was set up, many buff cards of

parents were missing resulting in hundreds of parents being

turned away and votes, uncounted. Over 1500 parents were

denied the right to vote in one District alone; many of.
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many of these votes would have been cast for Mr. Medina.

Mr. Medina for speaking out against such blatant acts of

discrimination and voting rights violations was harassed,

intimidated, beaten and arrested, and charged with a

criminal offense of electioneering. The Alliance has filed

a complaint with the U.S. Attorney's Office, and the

Civil Rights Division, on behalf of Mr. Medina and the parent

voters. The charges of electioneering were dismissed after

public outcry and community residents voiced their concern, but

Mr. Medina still faces the outcome. The election was lost

due to such blatant practices of discrimination, and the

police very defin' 'lv played its part.

If I way speak parenthetically perhaps the President

can dispatch marines to Brooklyn, Harlem and Washington

Heights to restore democracy and free the hostages there

who may daily live in fear of their lives being taken by some

trigger happy police officer.

It is not peculiar to District 6. This is the kind of

political confrontation we are faced with regularly in our

communities, other examples being police attacks on striking

workers.
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I would like to add - that with the establishment of the

Joint Task Force on Terrorism between the FBI and the NYPD,

and its use in 1981 around the Brink's robbery, it is this

racist syndrome, pattern of repression, based on reckless regard

for the rights of citizens and the accused that permeates

our police agencies, and such acts have only served and will

continue to serve as a pretext for widescale investigation of

so-called "radical" groups and racist-inspired persecution

of Black organizations. The case of Fulani Suni Ali, the

Morningside raids and others should serve as examples of

what police and federal government will do to paint those who

challenge tue status quo as criminals, create hysteria, and

establish dangerous precedents in terms of exorbitant bail,

right to counsel, witch-hunt type proceedings reminiscent of

Smith Act trials, guilt by association, illegal search and

seizure, grand jury abuses, and so on. At the same time,

the allowance of racist fanatics such as the KKK, Nazis, the

U.S. Labor Party are allowed to not only to terrorize,

but maim and kill. The Task Force on Terrorism needs to be

abolished.

As long as we are dealing with a politically-inspired

definition of terrorism, and a police force which operates

in such a fashion as to represent and serve the economic

and political interest of the few, they will represent not

only an undemocratic, but anti-democratic force in society.
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The testimony we have heard here today, and previously,

overwhelmingly suggests our police are not held accountable

to the people of New York City. One of the surest guarantee

of a democratic society is a democratically accountable

police force.

Over the past years, the NAARPR's Legal Support

Committee has drafted model legislation for a police control

council. Many facts presented today, bear out the fact that the

existing mechanism that is to deal with problems, abuses, and

policies of the police are ineffective. A body investigating

itself and making recommendations to the Police Commissioner,

who can take them or leave them serves no justice. We, NAARPR

submit that this model legislation's intent is to put

democratic control over the police department, to abolish

racist policies and practices, procedures, rules and

regulations, end brutality and abuses, and put investigative

powers in the hands of an independent body which represents

the multi-racial, multi-national character of the community

and holds the police force accountable to its actions.

We would like to submit copies of this proposed legislation

to this Committee, Mr. Chairman with the expressed hope that this

Committee would recommend to our local government bodies,

that such proposed legislation or at least an examination of

this type be forthwith, and consideration be given to this

as a viable alternative to a Civilian Complaint Review Board.

It will need the support of our people here and others.
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Only with the establishment of an independent body,

separate from the police department,to deal with the hiring

policies, practices, rules and regulations concerning the

conduct of police personnel, with the interest of the police ind

community at heart will. we even begin to approach a democratic

solution. This model legislation has been introduced in two

state legislatures in the past, Pennsylvania in 1981,

New York in 1979 and currently in Berkeley, Ca. But we have

never had the support of the government.Yet wv are confident

that in Berkeley, Ca. this model legislation will become

the living law.

Conclusion

In concludeing Mr. Chairman let me say that when our

organization first set up its Police Crimes Task Force

in 1977, we like so many others, were for fighting for

stronger more democratic review boards on Citizen Complaint

Boards. But as we came to know as organizers the increased

militarization of the police in our communities, we

began to realize that being able to review complaints and

make recommendations for disciplinary action is not enough,

and certainly isn't preventive. Thjerefore, we came rather

quickly to the conclusion that the people, in a democracy,

must control the police and not vice-versa. Control means

we who live in the community set the standard for police

conduct, itineans that we have the power to regulate use
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of fire-arms, to abolish the Joint Task Force on Terrorism

and police spying, This is the kind of power that the

likes of Mayor Koch doesn't want us to have but I submit that

it is only through such firm democratic control of the. police

that we will be able to'bring an end to this epidemic

of police violence in our communities,

On the other hand the fact that the review - board

process is not working in Now York City is evident by

the fact that of 43,283 complaints filed under the Koch

administration, there has boon no disciplinary response.

We should quickly add that the record is no bettor for the

Justice Department,

In this connection I would submit that the fundamental

problem with police brutality (i.e. police committing crimes

against the people) is that it is yet another example of how

democratic norms are being rapidly eliminated by the very

government which is supposed to protect and secure our rights

to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. The chamber

of horrors revealed by the last congressional hearing

convened by this committee in New York demonstrates that the

police in New York City operate on the principle that Black

and Latino peoples have no rights they are bound to respect.

T!.e evidence is so clear and no matter what Mr, Mc Guire

says he cannot erase from your records, nor from the memories

of the victims that appeared before this committee, the brutal,
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the criminal conduct of so many members of the NYPD. Conduct

which can only be explained by the racism and white chauvanist

arrogance that permeates New York City government from

Mayor Koch to the white patrolman,

Therefore, we call upon Congress to intervene by

making it mandatory vis-a-vis federal legislation to set

up precisely the kind of Police Control Board outlined and
detailed in the model legislation we have submitted

here today.
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GENERAL PURPOSES

The general purposes of this legislation are to insure that:

* Popular democratic control over the functioning of the
Police Department rests with an independent, e acted body of citizens
who reflect the multi-racial, multi-national character of the community;

* Racism, racial discrimination, and brutality be abolished from the
;olicies, practices, procedures,rules and regulations of the
0lice Department,

* Preservation of human life and respect for human integrity and
dignity become paramount coqsiderations in the development of police
policies, practices, and procedures. And further that police policies,
practices and procedures demonstrate a commitment to the preservation
and extension of the of constitutional, loSal, civil and human rights
of all people.

* No person be subjected to verbal or physical harassment or abuse by
police authorities because of race, age, sex, or political beliefs.

* Only democratic police authorities function in our city where racial
and sexual composition reflects the community entrance requirements,
training and practices that are in the beat interest of the community
and, where individual members are accountable to the community.

* Lines of rasponsibilty and accountability for an effectively and
equitably functioning police authority are clearly established.

* Unconstitutiohal control of local police authorities by corporate
and military institutions is prevented.

GENERAL PURPOSES
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POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL

The Police Control Council shall have the following powers and duties:

* Inveetigate the extent to which present police employment,
structure, budget and rules and regulations promote systematic discrim-
ination on the basis of:

1. Race

2. Economic Status

3. Geographic Location

* Establish the office of Goneral Counsel to the Police Control Coun-
cil with the authority to receivelinvestigate and litigate, as provided
in this charter, any complaint concerning the operation and functioning
of the Police Department.

0 Act as final authority in reviewing and imposing discipline of
police in the _ Police Department.

0 Review and approve the I Police Department budget
annually and provide for its publication before its submission to the
to the authorizing body.

* Formulate and Implement policies, rules and regulations to
democratize the practices, procedures, and operation of public and
private police authorities in order to carry out the general purposes
this legIslntion as stated above,

* Formulate and implement policies, rules, and regulations concerning
the recruitment, hiring, training and promotion of police employees in
order to insure that the past history and effects of racial discrimina-
tion are remedied and that the composition of police personnel reflect,
at all department levels, the racial and national minority composition
of the City of

F 'ormulate and implement strict administrative standards and rSula.
tons for the exercise of police discretion in order to curb discrimin-
atory selective enforcement by individual police officers on the basis
of race, age, sex, and economic status.

* Appoint the Chief of Police for the Police Department
whow ill then be responsible to the Council for the day-to-day
functioning of the I Police Department.

6 Oversee and regulate the appropriation of state and federal funds
to the _ Police Department.

4 Investigate, make findings and publish the policies, practices and
procedures of private security agencies, state and national police
agencies and intelligence and military agencies operating with the City

to insure that their operations conform to the standards
established by the Council for the democratic functioning of the police. I

* Compile and publish an annual report t? the MHyor and City Council
of the _. Police Department s activities during the previous
year and of future plans for the upcoming year.

* Adopt rules and regulations and develop such procedures for its own
activities and investigation iI order to carry out the general
purposes of this legis atior and to publish and file the same with

POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE POLICE COMThOL COUNCIL
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the office of the City Clerk and to do such other thinS• not forbid-
den by law which are consistent with a broad interpretation of the
general purposes of this legislation.

Subpoena witnesses, administer oaths, take testimony and require
the production of evidence. To enforce a subpoena or order for the

.production of evidence or to impose any penalty prescribed for failure
eto obey a subpoena or order, the Council shall apply to the appropri-
ata Court.

POWERS AMD DUTIES OF THE POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL
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ESTABLISHING A POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL

The general purpose of this legislation is to establish a multi-racial,
multi-national democratically elected Police Control Council in the
City of charged with the responsibility of overseeing
and supervising the overall functioning of the Police
Department.

There is hereby established a Police Control Council of the City of
...... Said Council shall consist of elected representatives

from each of the Council Districts within the City of

For purposes of this legislation the City of _ _ _ hall be
divided into - Police Contr9l districts. Said districts shall be
drawn with the specific intent to guarantee at least proportional
representation to racial and national minorities living with in the
district,

Size of Council: The Council shall consist of - members,
- people elected to the Council from each district and - people

at large, All persons between the ages of sixteen(16) and seventy(70)
shall be eliSible to vote for a Council member as well as be eligible
for election to the Council.

Composition Every effort shall be made to have the composi-
tion of the Police Control Council proportionately represent the racial
and economic structure of the City of ., at least to the
degree described in the latest U.,, census report, in order to remedy
the pest effects of discrimin tion against racial and national
minorities.

Term of Offices The term of each member shall be two(2)
years commencing on October 4 each odd-numbered year and ending on Oct-
ober 3 of each succeeding odd-numbered year. Any vacancy, from what-
ever cause ocurring during the term of any member, shall be filled by
election from that district no longer than sixty(60) days after aid
vacancy occurs,

Officers: The Council shall elect one of its members as
Chairperson and one as Vice-chairperson as well as an executive
secretary, who shall each hold office for one(l) year and until their
successors are elected. Officers shall be elected no later than the
second meeting of the Council following its election.

Budget: The Police Control Council of the City of
shall be a working body and shall be funded by the City of
with a budget of $ ....... In order to compensate councillors for
their time and work in overseeing and supervising the functioning of
the public and private police authorities, Coun i llors shall receive
S5.O (five dollars) per hour, Procedures and regulations for account-
ing for hours worked and compensation shall be developed and adopted
by the Council and filed with the Controller's office of the City of

Such clerical and secretarial assistance as well as office facilit-
ies as are needed by the Council shall be provided bydthe appropriate
office of the City. The Council is further authoried to secure and
define the duties of the staff named above, in the manner consistent
with existing law, as It may deem necessary or appropriate,

The Council shall also appoint a Chief Investiator and an addit-
ional staff of at least two(2) Investigators for each of the Police

ESTAILISHINO A POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL .
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Countrol districts. They must possess skills and experience neccess-
ary for investigative work.

All members of the staff are under the direction of the Council
and neither the Chief of Police nor any other department officials
shall have any authority over any member of the staff.

Moetings: The Councillors shall establish a regular tie and
place of meting and shall meet'rSularly at least once a week or more

fruently as the workload requires. The regular place of metingsha be Ingn appropriate central location in the city capable of
S~o mmoJsti8 at least 115 people at a time most convenient for public
participation, provided that no meoting be held in a building where
the City Police Department is located. At least once
every three months, or more frequently if the Councils desires, the
Council by meet in other places and locations throughout the City for
the purpose of encouraging interest and facilitating attendance by
by people of the various neighborhoods In the city at the meetings.

Special meetings may be called by the Chariperson or by three (3)
members of the Council, upon personal notice being given to all members
or written notice mailed to each member and received at least thirty-
six (36) hours prior to such meetings unless such notice is waived in
writing.

All Council meetings and agenda for such meetings shall be
publicized in advance by written notice given to newspapers, radio.
and television stations serving the city at least three (3) weeks prior
to said meetings, except special metings where advance notice may be
dispensed with. In addition, notice of meetings shall be posted reg-
larly on such bulletin boards and at such locations throughout the city
as are designated by the Council.

All moetings'shall be open to he public. The Council shall cause
to be kept a proper record of its proceedings which shall be kept oen
for inspection by the public at reasonable times in the office of tNe
Executive Secretary of the Council.

A majority of the elected Councillors shall constitute a quorum
for the transaction of business, and the affirmative vote of a majority
of those present is required to take action.

On the petition of fifty (50) or more citizens filed In the office
of the Executive Secretary of the Council, the Council shall hold a
a special meeting at an appropriate and convenient location and time
for the individuals so petitioning for the purpose of responding to
the petition and hearing and inquiring into matters identified therein
as the the concern of the petitioners. Copies of the petition shall
be filed by the Council with the City Clerk and the City Council,
Notice of such meeting shall be given in the same manner as notice is
gives for regular meetings of the Council, In no case shall the
Council meet later than five (5) working days following the date the
the petition is filed.

Delegation of Authority: Te Council may delegate to sub-
coml ttees, as it deems necessary or deirablo to carry out its investi-
gations and functions, provided that membership on such comittees shall
not be limited to Council members but may include members of thepublic
who express an interest in the business of the subcommittees. (The
members of such suboommittees shall serve without compensation). The
Council may delegate in writing to a subcomittee the powers to admini-
ster oaths and take testimony,

ESTADLISHINO A POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL
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RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING CONDUCT OF POLICE PERSONNEL

The Council within one(l) year after the enactment of this loeisla-
tion, shall adopt a manual of rules and regulations to govern the
conduct of individual police officers. The manual shall define castego-
ries of major and minor offenses and shall set forth the maximum and
minimum administrative penalties for each offense.

In order to properly define categories of offenses, the Council
shall hold a series of hearings in every borough during the first six
(6) months after enactment of this legislation at which time citizens
will have an opportunity to testify and present other relevant evidence
to aid the Council in the adoption of the manual.

This manual shall include provisions concerning the following

1. use of deadly force

2. use of non-deadly force

3. use of abusive language

4. selective enforcement of laws

S. internal corruption

6. activities of off-duty police officers

7. standards for the exercise of police descretions

S. prohibitions against racial and sexual discrimination

9. restrictions on dragnet arrests

10. treatment of arrestees during detention

11. political surveillance, photosraphins, record keeping, use of
informers, development of red squads

12. use of decoys to entrap the young and economically desperate citizens

13. interrogations of those accused of crime

14. prohibit all acts of racial discrimination within and emoung
police officers

15. strict guidelines for the collection of data to prevent its unauthor-
ised use and dissemination/mandate public disclosure to an arrests* of

any and all reprots concerning said arrest

16. and corporate and military influence over the police

17. establish strict disciplinary regulations to require that police
follow not only the spirit but also the letter of the constitution In
the areas of arrest, interrogation, search and seisure, and stop-and-
frisk.

18. develop an overall policy within the Police Department
that demonstrates the highest regard for human lifeintegrity and dignity

RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING CONDUCT OF POLICE PERSONNEL
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COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

Complaint forms written in a clear and letible manner shall be made
available to the public at the City Clerk's office at City Hall all
public libraries, and the police department. A complainant shail set
out the substance of the complaint on the complaint form and file the
same at the City Clerk's officethe police department, or a public
library. Once filed all complaints shall be forwarded immediately to
the General Counsel of the Council(the chief investigator of the
Council) and the chief of police.

The Oeneral Counsel, as chief investiSator, shall supervise all
investigations conducted by the investigation staff of the Council,
The investiSation staff shall cqnduct Investigations of complaints by
interviewing all persons involved in the alleged incident. The complex
inant shall have an opportunity to furnsh evidence, Including written
statements and testimony, to the investigator.

The investigators shall be gIvan complete access to all department
personnel and records and may in the course of investigation subpoena
witnesses, administer oaths, compel testimony and require the produc-
tion of evidence. To enforce a seibpoena or order for the production of
evidence or to impose any penalty prescribed for failure to obey a
subpoena or order the chief investilator shall apply to the appropriate
court under the administrative procedure act,

A report shall be filed within 30 day. from receipt of the complaint
detailIng findings of fact, Upon receipt of the finding of fact, the
council shdll review the record and impose whatever disciplinary action
Is warranted by tJe facts,

If a complaint is not resolved as a result of Investigation to the
satisfaction of the complainant, the respondent employee, or a'member
of the Council, may request the Council to hear or review the matter.
The Council, at is option, may hear or review the matter itself or
refer the matter to a fact finder,

When a matter Is referred to fact finding, the complainant and
employee shall request an arbitrator from the American Arbitration
Association and shall select names, numbering them in order of prefer-
ence. The selection wilI be made n accordance with the general provi-
sion of the AA concerning selection of arbitrators. The fact finder,
in the conduct of the hearing, has powers similar to the chief in-
vestilator listed above.

After a hearing, the fact finder shall, within 30 days from the
last day of the hearing, submit findings of fact to the council, The
Council, upon receipt of the report of the fact finder, shall, within
30 days, determine any discipline to be imposed. It shall publish its
decision and action. The decision of the Council is final.

Any employee against whom a complaint Is filed is presumed inno-
centi An employee shall not forfeit any pay or seniority rights pending
final action by the Council, except with the concurrence of the majority
of the council present and voting.

All pleadings filed and all hearings before the fact finder and the
Council shall be public. The parties to any hearing are the complain-
ant and the respondent employee. Each has a right to counsel, The
case may be presented by the complainant or counsel. Any probative
evidence may be admitted.

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE,
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A public docket of complaints and the disposition of each complaint
after investigation shall be kept in the office of the Executive
Secretary of the Council and mode available to the public. A report
compiling statistics as to the number of complaints received and their
disposition shell be made to the Council by the chief investiSator each
year and said report shall be made available to the public.

COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

37-501 0 - 84 - 26
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HIRING POLICIES

The division of police personnel shall be headed by a director of
police personnel appointed by the Council. The director of police per*
sonnel must be a civilian and serves at the pleasure of the council.

Applicants for employment as police oficers(or civilian employees)
must enter the department in accordance with the following procedure

The director of police personnel shell recruit applicants for
service as police officers with the department, prepare and administer
examinations for hiring police oil ers, and prepare and conduct exam-
inations for promotion with the department.

Lateral entry into employment with the department as a police
officer is permitted in accordance with the rules, reulations and
procedures established by the Council.

A program of affirmative action in the hiring of national minorities
will be instituted in order to insure that past history and practices
of racial discrimination be remedied so that recruitment reflect the
minority population composition of _. Promotions shall also
be proportionate to population ratios wherever possible and lateral
entry of police officers will be permitted to effectuate this goal.

In order to effectuate hiring based on a population ratio of
minority members, hiring will be permitted where the applicant has a
record of misdemeanor convictions or arrest which do not involve crimes
of moral turpitude,

Psychological' testing of all officers, applicants, and recruits
will be conducted. The test shall be disigned to detect racial bias
and tendencies toward violent action. Appropriate reassingmento,
dismissals or refusal to hire will be based on the test results.

The chief of police shall make all promotions within the department
subject to the approval of the Council.

Promotions shall be made on the basis of examinations administered
by the director of police personnel. All examinations will be pre-
pared by the division of police personnel subject to the approval of
the Council.

Employees of the ,Police Department shall receive equal
pay for the sme or similar work.

Hiring Policies
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CHIEF OF POLICE

The Council shall appoint a chief of police, skilled and exper-
ienced in law enforcement. The chief of police serves at the pleasure
of the Council.

The Chief with the consent of the Council, may appoint necessary
deputy chiefs, including a deputy chief for the women a division who
shall be a woman.
Duties of the Chief of Polices The chief of police is the
chief executive officer of the police department and shall administer
the department according to the policies, rules and regulations estab-
lished by the Council and shall;
1. Recomend rules, regulations, and procedures to the Council for its

approval.

2. Prepare the annual budget for the police department.

3. xcept as otherwise provided by the Council, maintain custody and
control of all property and equipment belonging to the department or
held by the department as evidence.

4. Submit to the Council tri-monthly reports of operations the
department for forwarding to the mayor, city council and public.
Included in said reports shall be the number of arrests, the character
of arrest, the use of any physical force in accomplishing the arrest,
the number of complaints received and the names of employees complained
against.

3. Exercise such other powers as conferred by the Council.

WE WELCOMI YOUR IDEAS AND COMMENTS ON THIS PROPOSAL AND YOUR HELP
IN BUILDING A CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO ESTABLISH CITIZEN CONTROL OF THE
POLICE IN City.

PLEASE CONTACT US AT i
NATIONAL ALLIANCE AGAINST RACIST & POLTIICAL REPRESSION
27 Union Square Vest / Rm, 306
New York.NY 10003
(212) 24 -8555

*¢rnhis material reproduced by the NAARPR - S.F. DAY AREA BRANCH
P.O. BOX 10652
OAKLAND, CA, 94610

Labor donated

Chief of Police
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NATIONAL ALLIANCE AGAINST RACIST & POLITICAL REPRESSION

PEOPLE'S NATIONAL INQUIRY INTO POLICE CRIMES

LOS ANGELES, CA. JANUARY 23 & 24, 1981

1. That we go to our respective communities and begin at once to organize
campaigns to end police crimes and stop police abuse. This campaign consists first
of oilditg iwss support for the concept that police must be controlled and
demilitarized. To successfully educate the coffmiunity on the need to democracti ali,'
control the police we must combine education with ogitation in each particular
case so that the community Is not only outraged but is ready to move politically.

2, That we start proposing legislative action In cities around the country
based on the model prepared by the National Alliance Against Racist & Political
Repression,

3. That we nationally generate a pool of progressive legislators on the
city, county, state and federal level who are favorable to the kind of
legislation we are proposing; and that wherever the model legislation Is
Introducoj that we fully ultilize the technique of mass organizing ard gr;,,s-
roots lobbying in order to builer the necessary support and/or initiatives to m&kc
It law.

4. We propose that the names of all law enforcement officers who aro kih;'n
to have conenitted police crimes against the people be compiled and publiciad
so as to ei pose to the community individual police guilty of criminality. Also
Allitirce Lranches should consistent-ly document instances of police crimes ntid
send tle same to the national office of the National Alliance Against Racist
and Political Repression.

5. That we use federal, state and local laws to sue the police for dana; s
ai,' to bring criminal charges against them and to petition for public in-
vestigation.

This is a summary of the proposals adopted at the conclusion of the
Pe~ole's IAtto:ndl Inquiry Into Police Crimes, January 24, 1981. The Task Forc7
On Police Crimes, however, has been given the charge of providing the Alliatice
Branches with some Action Guidolines so that our people can begin to immediately
start organizing for community control of the police.

Finally, the efforts made In the various targeted cities to pass legislation
for ccainnity control of tha police will be fully reported on at the Sixth
National Convention of the National Alliance.

27 UNION SQUARE WEST- RM 306- NEW YORK CITY 10003- (212) 243-,bar5 40 fit
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CREDENTIALS REPORT

One Hundred people registered for both the hearing and workshops; however,
over 200 people attended the hearings most of whom were from California.. Other
geographical areas represented were: Washington, D.C., Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Pennsylyania New Jersey, New York, Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Louisiana,
Texas and Colorado.

Organizations represented & identified by individuals were:

Leonard Peltier Defense Committee
dlacx American Law Student Association
La Raza Legal Alliance
Center for Constitutional Rights
Third World Coalition-AFSC
National Conference of Black Lawyers
National Interreligious Task Force
National Lawyers Guild
National Minorty Advisory Council
NAARPR, D.C. BRANCH
NAARPR, Oklahoma Branch
NAARPR, Los Angeles Branch
NAARPR, New York
Antioch Law School
National Union of Hospitel and Health Care Employees
Philadelphia Puerto Rican Alliance
Communities United Against Police Abuse (Philadelphia, Pa.)
Legal Aid, Omaha, Ne, I
Peoples Investigation Commission Jersey City, N.J.
Police Brutality Committee' New Orleans, La.
Francisco NKiko!Mal.tinez Defense Committee (Colorado)
A.N.E. Church, L.A., Ca.
L.A. Defense Committee for the Bill of Rights
Nati onal Anti-Racist Organizing Committee
L.A. Probation Dept.
Communist Party, L.A.,Ca.
Young Workers Liberation League
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
Women for Racial and Economic Equality
National Black Human Rights Coalition
Senttmiento De1 Peblo
IBM Local 301
AFSCI E Local 1108
Charles Brisco Committee For Justice
Valley Ema Lazarus Jewish Women's Club
NAACP,.Los Angeles, Ca.
Welfare Rights Organization, L.A., Ca.
Inglewood High School, L.A., Ca.
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ABUSE OF POWER: OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS
BEYOND THE REACH OF LAW

POLICE CRIMES IN THE UNITED STATES

"To 6o NeaPtoeA poLice have come to aymboUze whUie poweA,
white Aac%~m and white Aep'tuon. And thk dac* 1£6 that
many police do e6tect and exp&4 thee white attitudeA.
The atmo6pheu4 o 4 oti and c e.£m £ 4eJo/.ed by
4 iadepnad be~e edam"Oga ee in the existence o6 police
buta2Jty and in a double 6tanda~td o6 Just4.ce and p'wteetion-
one 6oa Vetoeu and one 6o whit" ,"

-- The Natinoat Advi6oAg ComwiLmA.on on
C/iAU .Lo e.u, 1968, p. 11

"Ad6te the tacco.to o machime-St /ite had died down and
6iemen in ot-Aavaged Miami quentjed the LAst enmleus o6
btame that had uvduced 4c04es 06 busineAs buildU:ng to
cha.'ied sheLM, a6 street C~m" hoed 06 the btood o6 14
people beaten o shot to death and 3,800 HationaL Guadsmen
i.thdw 6i o, patwu.4tin a 40-bhocj. by 60-btock aw o6 the'

shaken eity, the nation had been jotted anew into a MAui-
zation that ack 0o e at 'a doubLe standad o6 Ju-btiee'
s6titt temain4 nea4 =Ls point in many U.S. eit,4s. White
high unemployment, the A'uinous6 impact 06 in~,Lation, It"ent-
ment at ." the pubLic hetp given the tL Wt.sin 4ttde, o
u6ugees inwdating 6oathe FtoA.4d no Cuba-i. a ed e
6uwy 06 the MiamiL a'iea1s 233,000 Ba * Yet peok4 moue

IFmpap u oddext, ) "

--Time, June 2, 1980, p. 10

INTRODUCTION

The world is aware of the recent uprising of the Black citizens

in Miami protesting the failure of an all-white jury to convict the

police who brutally and unjustifiably murdered Arthur HcDuffey. The

world is not aware of the fact that HcDuffey's murder is not an

isolated incident. In fact, hundreds bf Blacks and other minorities

are killed by the police every year and their killers know that they

can continue to maim, cripple and kill minorities without any expectation
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of judicial reprimand or punishment because they operate behind the

protective shield of racism.

McDuffey's murder differed from the thousands of unreported

cases of police misconduct because enraged citizens took to the streets

in open rebellion against police lawlessness and relentlessly exposed

the facts of the case and managed to shatter the police efforts at a

cover-up with the usual nomenclature of "Justifiable homicide."

In an attempt to bring the racist and pervasive nature of police

misconduct in the United States to the attention of the international

community, this paper, ABU9E OF POWER: OFFENDERS AND OFFENSES BEYOND

THE REACH OF THE LAW--POLICE CRIMES IN THE UNITED STATES, is being

shared with you today at the Sixth United Nations Congress on Preven-

tion of Crime and Treatment of Offenders.

The problem reaches every corner of America. And yet the American

public, like the international community, is aware only Of the most

egregious and brutal abuses that garner the attention of the media.

Seldom do local newspapers or national television provide information

about its scope. If and when isolated incidents of gross abuses are

reported, the primary source of information is the police department.

Because police departments are considered more credible than the

victims of abuse, the press and public media become unwitting tools

to distort the truth and effectuate cover-ups by lawbreakers. Thus,

what the majority culture views as an isolated incident which can

be blamed on one or more "bad apples," the minority communities

perceive as the reality of daily repression at the hands of the
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agents of an oppressive *conomi( and political system designed to

keep them at the bottom of the social and economic ladder. Put

another way, the white majority of America views the role of the

police as protective while racial minorities view that role as

dominating, repressive, and violent.

I. DEFINING THE PROBLEM

The police hav6 unique power. They are the only representa-

tives of governmental authority who in the ordinary course of events

are legally permitted to arrest citizens and use physical force against

them. Other agencies of state power rely upon request, persuasion,

public opinion, custody, and legal and judicial processes to gain

compliance with rules and laws. Only the police can use firearms to

compel the citizen to obey. The police are also in a special category

in that they are sworn to enforce the law at all times, on or off duty

in most jurisdictions, so that their power to arrest citizens and their

access to firearms is constant and legal.1

The most frequent targets of police abuse of power are the powerless

in society: Blacks, Browns, Native Americans and other racial minori-

ties, the poor, the young, and people who challenge the existing social,

economic, or political order.2 Various forms of police misconduct

1Arthur L. Kobler, "Police 'Homclide in a Democracy," Journal of Social
Sciences, v. 31, n. 1, Winter 1975, p. 163.

2Minority community witnesses told the National Minority Advisory Coun-
cil on Criminal Justice that police often use excessive and deadly
force against them to quell their political activities which are
devoted to Improving their status in American society; to evict people
who are behind in their rent or mortgages; to arrest people who com-
plain to or argue with a storekeeper who sells rotten foods at high
prices. Minorities have watched police stand by or even aid in allow-
ing right win groups to beat, maim or kill minority peoples.
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are widespread in the United States, ranging from extortions of false

testimony and filing false charges against the victims to brutal

beatings and the use of deadly force. Only when particularly atrocious

incidents outrage an otherwise apathetic public is any official effort

made to acknowledge the existence of a problem. And even in these few

cases, the tragedy is that admission of a problem is substituted for

a solution.

A survey in the Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics reports

that in 1975 third world peoples in the United States viewed the police

more negatively than whites. Non-whites rated police performance "good"

only half as often as whites; they used the rating "poor" twice as

often. 3 Given the functional role the police serve in relation to the

total society, these findings are not surprising.

"In 1964, a New York Times study of Harlem showed that 43 percent
of those questioned believed in the existence of police brutality.
In 1965, a nationwide Gallup poll found that 35 percent of Negro
men believed there was police brutality in their areas; 7 percent
of white men thought so. In 1966, a survey conducted for the
Senate Subcommittee on Executive Reorganization found that 60
percent of Watts Negroes aged 15 to 19 believed there was some
police brutality. Half said they had witnessed such conduct. A
University of California at Los Angeles study of the Watts area
found that .... 74 percent (of Negro males) believed police use
unnecessary force in making arrests. In 1967, an Urban League

- study of the Detroit riot area found that 82 percent believed
there was some form of police brutality. 4

3Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Stgtistics. 1978, United States Depart-
ment of Justice (Washington, D.C.), "Table 2.35 -- Ratings of Local
Police by Demographic Characteristics, 13 Selected American Cities
(Agregsate), 1975." p. 301.

41gport of the National Adviqory Comission on Civi1 Disorders,
Government Printing Office (Washington, D.C.) 1968, p. 158.
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The cases selected for presentation in this report are illustrative of

the deep and extensive nature of the problem. They reflect the outrage

felt by the minority communities at the failure and unwillingness of

governmental entities to remedy the situation.

The tensions and hostilities between police and minorities are

further exacerbated by the system of economic exploitation in the United

States which relegatee minorities to the bottom of the barrel and

relies on the police to keep them in their place. Hinorities of all

ages suffer greater unemployment than whites, but the 30-50X unemploy-

ment rate among inner-city youth which has existed for years creates a

special problem that neither the local or national government has made

a serious effort to address. Indeed, current government policy is

designed to stimulate unemployment in order to slow Inflation. And

today's youth who are better educated and thus enter the job market

believing they have a right to a job may "foreshadow a more assertive

and rebellious generation of workers."l5 Thus increased unemployment

brings with it increased community struggles confronting the inequities

of the existing economic order, and increased community struggles are

met with increased repression by police. It is a debilitating spiral

downward that all too often leads to open rebellion, injury and death

to those confronting the system that cripples their lives.

Whenever power is invested in persons, there exists the possibility

of abuse. When the abusers of power comprise an entity, such as the

law enforcement establishment in the United States and when, time and

again, these abuses are not met with effective remedies, a

5Paul Takagi, from his statement made to the consultation on "Police
Practices and the Preservation of Civil Rights" sponsored by the
United States Commission on Civil Rishts, Washington, D.C,, December
12-13, 1978, p. 34.
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social problem of massive proportions develops. Under these conditions,

it is inevitable that one segment of society--the powerless victims of

pervasive police abuse--will view that abuse as lawlessness sanctioned

by the ruling majority. Society is thus faced with offenses and

offenders beyond the reach of the law.

II. OFFENSES AND VICTIMS

Police have used and continue to use unwarranted force

which includes physical and/or psychological abuse shocking to the

consciences of citizens living in a democratic society. All too

often the targets of these acts are the powerless within the society

and are members of racial minorities and poor communities.

Examples of such practices include, but are not limited tos

(1) Physically abusing people who have committed no crime;

(2) Physically abusing arrestees and prisoners who are awaiting

trial;

(3) Physically or psychologically intimidating arrestess and

prisoners to extract confessions;

(4) Verbally abusing and detaining people without proper cause;

(5) Conducting illegal searches and seizures;

(6) Killing people who have committed no crime;

(7) Killing people who are not threatening the lives of others

(including those who are fleeing from apprehension)

(8) Engaging in practices to deliberately cover-up their own

abuses of power and that of fellow officers.
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The widespread nature of the problem is documented by the fact

that upwards of 10,000 complaints Involving denial of a citisen's

rights by a law enforcement agent vere submitted to the Civil Rights

Division of the United States Department of Justice in 1977.6 And

the problem is increasing. In the six months between October 1979 and

Harch 1980, the Department of Justice received 142; more complaints

of police abuse of force than it had in the same time period a year

before.
7

Even these figures are misleading because many incidents of

police brutality are never reported since victims fear additional

harassment or reprisal or even lawsuits by the police themselves.

Some police unions file counter lawsuits anytime charges tre brought

against them. 8  I

Not only is the enormity of police abuse overvhelming, but the

racist nature of it is undeniable. There are currently no w. jonvA

data kept on all forms of police abuse. Data on police-cused deaths

are somewhat more adequate that on other types of misconduct and thus

we shall use this data to demonstrate here the disproportionate impact

of these practices on minority comunit.ies.

6from a statement by Drew Days, Assistant Attorney general , Civil
Rights Division, United States Department of Justice, at a consulta-
tion on "Police Practices and the Preservation of Civil Rights"
sponsored by the United States Comission on Civil Rights,
Washington, D.C., December 12-13, 1978, p. 139.

7Brian Hudson, "Police Abuse and National Unrest," he Guardians
June 25, 1980, p. 6.

OThomas M. Rollins, "Kiesn Beates Police Brutality in America,"
Politics Today, p. 50.
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In the 7-year period, 1971)-76, 2,392 civilians yere killed by

legal intervention, averalng 343 deaths per year.9 During that same

7-year period, 851 low enforcement officers were killed, averaging

122 deaths per year. From these figures, we can see that about 3

citizens are killed for each officer killed. A recent study by

Lawrence Sherman and Robert Langvorthy reveals the figures for

citizen deaths are being under-reported by at least 50.10 Thus

the ratio of altisens to officers killed Is more like 6:1.

Table A in the Appendix shows that 502 of the civilians killed

from 1970 to 1976 were Black males. Black males make up only 6Z of

the United States population.11 It should be noted that Hispanics

are inclisded in the figures for whites In Table A which is derived

from Public Health Service data. If one adjusts the figures for whites

by excluding Hispanics, the statistics indicate that Blacks have been

killed at a rate 13 times higher than whites.
12

9Fieures for the number of civilians killed by police have to be
obtained from U.S. Public Health Service data. One indicator that
killings and beatings of civilians by police are tacitly considered
outside the framework of the justice system is that there are no
statistics on these subjects in the U.S. Justice Department's
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics. In contrast the Justice
Department each year publishes two detailed sets of statistics about
law enforcement agents who have boon killed by citizens: one set in
the Sourcebook and one set in a monograph entitled Law Enforcement
Officers Killed.

1OLawrence W. Sherman and Robert H. Langworthy, "easuring Homicide by
Police Officers," The Jouggal of Criminal Law and Criminoloy, v. 70,
n. 4, December 1979, p. 546-560.

11Blacks make up 122 of the US. population. We have estimated Black
males are about half of that number to arrive at the 62 figure for
Black male population.

1 2paul Takagi, "Death by 'Police Intervention# " A Comunity Concerns
Police Use of D)eadlyL Force, National Institute of Law Enforcement
and Criminal Justice, Washinston, D.C., p. 33.
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Some people have cried to discredit this obvious discrepancy by

arguing that .Black. have a higher arrest rate than whites.13 This i

done by comparing the percentage of Blacks killed by police to the

percentage of Blacks arrested for violent crimes. To compare these

two sets of statistics is totally inappropriate because victims of

police use of deadly force cannot be equated with perpetrators of violent

crimes. Kobler reports that 302 of the victims 'were either involved

in no criminal activity or in a misdemeanor... .An additional 272 were

engaged in property crimes including auto theft.o"14 In a Philadelphia

study covering a 9-year span, it was found that nearly 502 of the

victim "vere not engaged in any forcible felony or threatening serious

bodily harm to the officer or others.... .15

These findings reveal how ludicrous it is to compare the victims

of police killings only with arrest rates for violent crimes. At most

one should only compare victims with arrest rates for all categories

o.f crime. Doing this, one finds that, while Blacks make up 502 of

civilian deaths caused by police, Blacks only account for 262 of total

13Donald J. Black and Albert J. Raise, "Patterns of behavior in Police
and Citizen Transactions," in Charles g. Reasons and Jack L.
Kuykandall (ads.), Race. Crime, and Society (Pacific Palisades, CA
Goodyear, 1972) p. 203; and Irvin Piliavin and Scott Briar, "Police
Encounters with Juveniles," in Donald Cressey and David Ward (ads.),
Delinguency, Crime. and Social Process (New Yorks Harper and Row,
1969), p. 159. "

14Arthur Kobler, "Figures (and Perhaps Some Facts on Police Killings of
Civilians in the United States, 1965-1969'" from synopsis in A
unity Concern Police Use of Deadly Force, National Institute of
Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, Washington, D.C., p. 74.

15Statement of Anthony 3, Jackson, Esq., Director, Police Project,
Public Interest Law Center of Philadelphia, April 19, 1979, p. 1.

37-501 0 - 84 - 27
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arrests.16 The racist nature of the killings cannot be denied.

(1) Physical abuse of people who have committed no crime

Police engage in practices of inflicting severe physical injuries

upon citizens who have committed no crimes whatsoever. These instances

are provoked by the reckless abuse of power by the police. Their

conduct and lack of regard for the rights of citizens is shocking, but

seldom is it reprimanded and thus it continues. The following examples 17

illustrate this inexcusable practice; while the examples illustrate this

category of offense, some also Illustrate other offenses, such as

filing charges in an attempt to blame tfe victim for the abuses per-

petrated by the police.

--Wasco, CA, October, 1977: A verbal exchange resulted in the
arrest of five youths, who were bested and handcuffed tightly
causing wrist bruises. Hr. Ramirez, a Hispanic friend of one
of the youth's father, attempted to investigate the processing
of the youths, which was carried out in secrecy. A couple of
days later, officers Emerson and Snead arrived at Ramirest
home without warrants, entered the property, and began to beat
Ramirez with clubs. When Mrs. Ramirez attempted to hold her
husband, officers began to beat Mrs. Ramires. They also
tossed the children into some rosebushes when the children
attempted to aid their parents. Ramires was never charged
with anything and it was never specified why the officers
had gone to his house.
--Washington, D.C., 1977: Officers were stopping cars to check
drivers' licenses. When one Black man was stopped, he and the
officers became embroiled in a verbal confrontation. The man
was then knocked down by officers, kneed in the face, restrained
and taken to the police station. There the officers began
calling the man names and he became angry and hit at one. He

16See Tables A and B in the Appendix.

17For further information on any of the cases in this section, contact
the authors Prof. Lennox Hinds, Rutgers University-University
College, Department of Criminal Justice, Miller Hall, 14 College
Avenue, Hew Brunswick, New Jersey 08903.
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was put in a cell and subjected to further beating. The incidents
at the police station were witnessed by a Black policeman who was
willing to testify on the man's behalf. Charges of assaulting a
police officer were dropped to prevent a public hearing at which
one policeman would testify against another.

--Brownsville,. TX, October, 1977: Hr. Beltran, a Hispanic,
was an eyewitness to the police shooting of Venture Flores.
Two officers handcuffed Beltran and threw'him to the ground.
When he heard the shot that wounded Flores, he raised his
head to get up, and Officer Hess kicked him in the face,
causing abrasions.

--Bronx, NY, August, 1972: Two plainclothes policemen kidnapped
a 20-year-old Golden Gloves boxer who was walking home. The
officers roughed him up and forced him into a cab, drove him to,
a deserted area, beat him, and 'then as he fled, shot at him 11
times. The young man was a neighborhood hero and there were
witnesses to the abduction. The District Attorney said the young
man had done nothing wrong.

--Philadelphia, PA, 1977: A young Black man was beaten by 5
officers in view of 8 white witnesses. The young man begged
to be told what crime he had committed, but was only clubbed
repeatedly until he was unconscious. The victim was subse-
quently issued a citation, held in jail overnight, charged with
resisting arrest, and assaulting three officers. Host of the
witnesses did not know each other. One protested at the scene
saying, "Don't think this is the end of it. You'll hear from us
again." The officer responded indifferently, "Yeah, sister, just
try it and see where it gets you." Other witnesses who called to
complain got a similar verbal brush-off.

--Philadelphia, PA, February, 1977: Kevin McDermott, a 30-year-
old with epilepsy. suffered a seizure on the street near his home.
Officer Harold Singletary arrested and handcuffed him. Other
officers responded to Singletary's call about a "delsented man
on Belfield Avenue." They denied Singletary his anti-epilepsy
medication, beat him with batons, and jumped on him. After
hospital treatment and lengthy detention, he was charged with
aggravated assault and resisting arrest. The charges were dis-
missed. McDermott has filed a class action, still in its early
stages, for relief against the police for failure to train and
supervise officers to recognize symptoms of epilepsy and deal
appropriately with epileptics.

--Philadelphia, PA, June 1976: A 25-year-old Hispanic, Louis
Parrilla, was riding home with a friend after buying beer.
Officers stopped the car, found the beer, and broke the bottle
Parrilla was holding. When Parrilla protested, the officer
grabbed him and punched him in the neck. When Parrilla's father
and Anglo wife came to the police station, the police officer
was apparently enraged at their presence; he then punched
Parrilla in the right eye and beat him more. Parrilla was
arrested for aggravated assault, resisting arrest, terroristic
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threats and disorderly conduct. This was his first arrest.
About 2 months later, the charges were dropped through a
pretrial diversion program.

In Philadelphia, in 1975 40% of the citizens who filed complaints

of police abuse with citizens' groups had no criminal charges lodged

against them. But the examples show that, even when the citizens are

no: comitting criminal acts, charges are often filed against them to

cover for police abuse. Between January 1968 and July 1970, only

22% of those charged with assault and battery on police officers or

resisting arrest were found or pled guilty.18 These figures give

additional proof of the extensive dfture of the totally unnecessary

and arbitrary use of power by law enforcement agents--and to their

efforts to cover-up their misdeeds.

(2) Physical abuse of arresteses and prisoners who are awaitina

trial

Police officers engage in the use of excessive and unnecessary

force before, during, and after the process of arresting citizens.

This unwarranted use of force is illustrated by the following cases:

--Louisville, KY, June 19791 Fred Harris, a 23-year-old Black man,
was stopped by police who searched his car trunk. They handcuffed
Harris without telling him that he was under arrest and hit him in
the stomach with their flashlights. When he raised his leg to stop
the blows, the flashlight broke on his knee. He was then hit in
the face with the broken flashlight. This last blow made it neces-
sary for doctors to remove Harris' eye. His bowels were paralyzed
by the blows to his stomach. Harris was charged with theft of parts off
an abandoned car which had been marked "junked vehicle" by the city.

18Figures from answers to interrogatories in the case United States
v, City of Philadelphia at al., Civil Action No. 79-2937, Eastern
District Court of Pennsylvania.
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--Boston, HA, December 1979: Bellana Bords, a 21-year-old Black
woman, decided to wait for the bus inside the entry foyer of an
apartment building because it was such a cold, wintry day. A
security guard saw her and called the police. When the police
arrived, she tried to leave but instead was handcuffed, knocked
to the ground, kneed in her stomach and breast by the officer
who arrested her for trespassing. In the car on the way to the
police station, the officer pinched her legs. At the station,
when MA, Bards refused to give her name, saying that she had
done nothing wrong, the officer stood on her feet. She was then
placed in a holding cell and the officer came in and sprayed
mace in her face and slammed her against the wall. At that point
Hs. Bards bit the officer's finger to get him to stop torturing
her. The charges against Ms. Bards were dropped by Judge Harry
Elam who said, '"ith all the crime in this state, I am appalled
that I am here today because police offi er of 29 years
(experience] doesn't have the judgment to say to a security guard
with no experience and no training that this woman is just wait-
ing for the bus." 19

--Albuquerque, NM, July 19771 After being arrested, Hr. Moya,
a Hispanic man, ran into his house. Police kicked the door in.
Officer Babich went over to Mr. Moy& who had made no movement
(according to Babich's own testimony) and struck him over the
head with a flashlight. After being dragged outside and
beaten repeatedly with the flashlight, officers reported that
Mr. Moya grabbed for the officer's gun. Officer Torbett
choked Mr. Moy& until he passed out. Hr. Hoya was convicted
and sentenced; no action was taken against either officer.
Before Mr. Hoya was sentenced, Officer Babich killed Andrew
Ramirez in a similar flashlight beating.

-Gordon, NE, September 1976: Mrsi JoAnn Yellow Bird, a Native
American woman who was 8-months pregnant, was kicked in the
abdomen when she attempted to intervene in a fight between
an officer and her brother. Her baby was later born dead.
The officer stated in a deposition the "higher class people"
in Gordon receive preferential treatment from law enforcement
agents. "Higher class people" meant "white people," the officer
stated.20

19"UP Against the Law," Equal Times: Boston's Newspaper for Working

Women, v. 5, n. 80s, February 3, 1980, p. 9

20"Gordon Police Told Not to Stop Couple, Ex-officer Testifies,"
North Platte Telegraph, North Platte, Nebraska, July 2, 1979.
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-- Detroit, MI, February 1980: Fred Warren, 39 was found dead
in his cell a few hours after he wai arrested for burglary.
Two prisoners in the cell block charge that Warren was struck
with a blackjack after he spit on a officer. When citizens
began raising questions about Warren's death, it was discovered
that electric cattle prods had been used on numerous occasions
on prisoners in the Second Precinct. This precinct is made up
primarily of Mexican-Americans and Appalachian whites.

--Philadelphia, PA, May 1977: Edward Duck, a 23-year-old Black
who works as a potter, was driving on Chestnut Street when he
was stopped for a traffic violation. He was with a white
woman. The two officers who stopped him fractured his nose
and handcuffed him so tightly that he suffered nerve dbmage to
his right hand. Duck was charged with disorderly conduct but
acquitted.

--Philadelphia, PA, January 1977, Richard Canady was arrested
and taken to the Police Administration Building. Canady was
placed in a cell and later handcuffed to a chair. While
handcuffed, Canady was punched and beaten by Detective Chitwood
and Detective Strohm.

--Philadelphia, PA: Kevin Carter, 17 Black male, reported that
he was taken from the House of Corrections to the 35th District
for a hearing and put in a cellblock with James Gaddy. He was
taken from the prison with William Bolden. After the hearing,
when he was put back in the cell, the officers came to unlock
the cells and transport them back to the House of Corrections.
Officer Seddon grabbed him by the shoulders and threw him against
the bars saying, "Put your hands up." He then began patting
down his log.

Carter told Seddon that he had stitches in his leg. The
officer then said: "Shut the fuck up. This is my turf." He
grabbed the area on the left lS where the stitches were. 'Carter
complained again that he had stitches in the leg. Then Officer
Wolk grabbed him by the front of the shirt and choked him.
When Wolk let go, Seddon grabbed him again and hit him repeatedly
in the left leg. Cuffs were then put on Carter and he was taken
out of the cellblock. Seddon then pushed Carter into the door-
way as they were leaving the building and said: "Oops, better
watch where you are walking." Carter was then taken to the
wagon. The other prisoners in the wagon were handcuffed together
but Carter was handcuffed alone with his hands behind him. He
was pushed by Officer Wolk as he climbed into the wagon and
fell all the way to the front. Carter then sat on a bench at
the back of the wagon and Seddon came up and said, "You're a
wise ass, aren't you?" Then Seddon poked him in the face with a
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finger. Carter told the officer to leave him alone. Seddon then
said, "Cone here, smart ass, we're going to teach you a lesson."

Carter was then pulled from the wagon by his arms and taken
back into the police station to the empty courtroom. Seddon
threw him into the chair and he fell down. Seddon jumped on
top of him with his knees in his chest, hands around his neck,
choking him saying, "Don't you know I'll kill you, nigger?"
Seddon kept shaking him. Officer Wolk was walking around
kicking him in the back and sides and told Seddon to take the
handcuffs off Carter. Walk then pulled Carter up off the floor
saying, "Put your hands up, punk, put your hands up." Carter
said, "Noman, I told you I'm not going to fight."

A sergeant walked in. Carter asked him to tell the officers
to stop; the officer left. Wolk then put the handcuffs back
on Carter very tight and Seddon, as they were leaving the
building, said, "I thought we had a hard guy. He's a pussy.
You know where we stand, right." Carter was then put back in
the wagon and all prisoners were driven to the detention center.
The other inmates were taken out of the wagon at the detention
center, but Officer Wolk closed the door on Carter, saying,
"Hold on, chump, you're going for a ride." Then the officer
got into the wagon, stepped on the gas, slammed on the brakes,
and Carter flew all the way to the front of the wagon. This
happened twice. Then Carter was taken into the House of Cor-
rections.

the examples cited above, horrible as they are, represent only

a minute number of the thousands of victims of such abuse. The

results of a study in one American city, which we believe can be

replicated across the country, is included below to demonstrate the

pervasive nature of this problem. This data, in addition to the

examples above, clearly provide evidence of the heavy impact of

police brutality upon members of oppressed minorities.21

21The data is taken from answers to interrogatories in the case, United
States of America v, City of Philadelphia (note 18 supra . Data
of this sort Is available for each of the categories of offenses
discussed in this paper. We are only including this one set just
to convey the enormity of the problem of law enforcement officers
who abuse their power.
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Cit ise Who Rave suffered Phyical Abu" at te aMds of
Philadelphia Police Officers While eina Arrested or old for Trial

Im Date of Incident

Edward David 7/14/74
Joseph Lee O'Neill 1/6/73
Gregory Gellman 12/27/74
Louis Africa 1/23/75
Alberta Africa 1/12/75
John J. Cush, a/k/a John 3. Cush 8/17/73
Carmine DeNardis 3/9/75
Garfield iedgman 4/17/75
SunduSu Mohaad Loroma 6/18/75
Edvard Patrick Fields 1/11/75
Edward John Douglas 7/11/75
Kenneth Eugene Shostak 7/11/75
Paul Joseph Tannello 9/16/75
Veloso Jackson 9/24/75
William Rot Hoskins 11/5/75
John Joseph Naulty 11/16/75
James Warren Wyatt 11/20/73
Leon Maranowics 6/27/76
William Robert Hanna. Or, • 12/15/76
William Robert Hanna, Jr. 12/15/76
Earl Franklin 9/28/76
Robert Jackson 1/3/79
William L. Cradle 4/29/77
Richard James Rosanski 12/29/77
Joseph Jams Kedra 12/22/75
Michael John Kedra 12/22/75
Patricia Kedra 12/22/75
Kenneth Kedra 12/22/75
John Andrew Clifton 4/22/77
Bernard Cyril Meaton 6/12/76
Alvestuse Goods 4/26/77
John J. Copelella 5/24/77
Robert Crenshaw 8/23/76
Joseph Bross 8/23/76
George Cassidy 8/23/76
John Moore 1/15/77
Ronald S. Anderson 4/25/77
Charles Edward Thomas 3/5/77
Ralph Wynder

Sheik Bishara Bay 6/15/77
Theodore Pendergress 11/22/76
Clmon Jo Perry 12/21/76
Everett J. Day 3/1/77

- continued -

BIlack
Black
Back
Black
black
whit
White
Black
Black
White
White
White
white
Slack
Black
White
Black
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
White
Black
White
Black
White
White
White
White
Black
Whit*
White

Moorish/American
Black
Black
Black
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Name

William H. Williams
Edgarpo Ralph Ortiz
Phillip Shepard Young
Robert Rodrigues
Perry Joseph King

Michael Wilber
Maryanne Hornberger
Hark Kenny
Louis Roach
Joseph Ronald Bilhardt
Jon Davis Kennedy
John Wardlow
William Henderson Keekins
Charles A. Murray
Delores Terry
Clarence Terry, Sr.
Clarence Terry, Jr.
Andre Terry
Tyrone Terry
John States McKinney
Samuel D. Jackson
Robert Thomas
Go Robinson
Joseph J. Berthesi
Kevin Zienkevica
Howard Seiss
Leroy DaviA
Melvin S. Stacks
Annette Bush
Lindell Svinson
Raymond S. Pratt
Steven Borek
Leroy Smith
Lawrence Joseph O'Neill
Peter Frycyk
John Joseph Quinn
Augustine Acevedo
Royal Oscar Chambers, Jr.
Joseph James Ebbinger
Margaret Dolores Ebbinger
Arthur K. Smith
John Bans Lima, Sr.
William Thom Kane
Joseph Lee Grace
Joseph Rouses Jr,
Norman Wojciechowski

Date of Incident

6/15/77
6/18/77
10/6/76
1/12/76
Master Sunday

1976
3/24/77
6/30/77
5/13/77
3/16/72
9/19/76
11/1/75
6/9/73.
7/3/77
8/28/76
8/2/75
8/2/75
8/2/75
8/2/75
8/2/75
6/5/66
8/18/77
6/21/77
6/22/77
8/27/77
8/13/77
8/20/77
8/31/77
8/11/77
9/1/77
9/20/77
9/8/77
9/26/77
12/16/75
10/1/77
11/3/77
11/3/77
11/3/77
11/19/77
9/28/76
9/28/76
12/3/78
10/16/77
10/5/77
2/2/78
12/9/75
9/5/77

- continued -

Race of Victim

White
White
Black
Puerto Rican
Black

White
White
White
White
White
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
White
White
White
White
Black
White
Black
Black
Black
White
Black
Black
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Date of Incident Race of Victim

Arthur Reid 4/2/78 Black
Lesley Charles Bessley 3/29/78 Black
Steven P. Newman 5/15/78
Robert Lawhorn 5/13/78 Black
Hark Lamar Golden 11/20-21/71 Black
Franco Philip Montenegro 5/29/78
William Paul Macchianerna 7/30/78 white
Harry Joseph Charlosworth 8/6/78 White
Delbert Orr Africa 8/10/78 Black
Cornell Warren (Deceased) 9/23/78 Black
Harry Joseph Burt 12/12/76
Frank Clarence Leans l/24/79 White
Will H. Claxton, Sr. 8/28/78 Black
Victoria Dawn Heffernan 2/25/79 White
Barry Yount 6/15/77 Black
Jon Lelyn Douglas 2/28/77 Black
onserate Colon 5/6/77 Hispanic

Thomas J. O'Connor 6/76
Randolph Pitts 7/2/76
Angel Snches 5/7/76
William Simmans 10/2/76
Stephen Barkley 5/30/76

(3) Physical or gsycholoaical intimidation of arrestees and

prisoners to extract confessions

The Philadelphia Inquirer

... documented that between 1974 and 1977, at least 80 criminal cases
(of the 433 that the newspaper examined) were thrown out of court
because of the tactics polAce used during interrogations to extract
statements and confusions from suspects. Many of their grillings
had gone on for as long as nine hours. And come of these 'Illegally
interrogated' suspects ended up in hospitals. Spencer Coxe of the
American Civil Liberties Union in Philadelphia is convinced that:
'abuse ts...the policy of the partment .... Torture has been
practiced... Judges know it."'

Case examples of physical intimidation to extract confessions are:

22Thomss M. Rollins, "Mean Beats: Police Brutality In America,"
Politics To-day p. 49. Rollins points out that six detectives
convicted of criminal charges for excessive use of force during
Interrogations are still working for the Philadelphia police.
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--Philadelphia, PA: Norman L gg, a 24-year-old Black male,
complained that his left arm was handcuffed to a chair while
he was interrogated; that he was kicked in both legs, burned
with a cigarette on the back of his left hand and forearm,
hit In the back with a chair, and choked until he blanked out.
These measures were taken by Detective Robert Murphy in a
12-hour attempt to Set Legg to make a statement and sign it.

--Philadelphia, PA, December 1975: Joseph Rouse was punched
in the Jaw after he refused to esign a statement admitting a
theft.

--Philadelphia, PA, 1976 or early 1977: Joseph Bilhardt said
detectives punched him in the ribs, chest, and lower back while
his right arm was stretched out and his left arm was handcuffed
to a chair. This beating occurred for a couple of hours because
he refused to answer questions until a lawyer was contacted on
his behalf. His head was pounded with a book until he gave a
statement.

In South Dakota, FBI agents utilized a form of psychological intimida-

tion to obtain testimony from a Native American woman. She was shown

the autopsy pictures of a murdered woman and told that she and her

children would suffer a similar fate if she didn't give false testimony

at a trial.

(4) Verbal abuse and detention of people without proper cause

Stopping and holding people without cause and calling them names

does not rank with maiming and killing. But, precisely because it is

of a less violent nature, it is frequently used, becoming the daily fare

of millions of Blacks, Browns, Native Americans, and other minorities

and poor people. Several examples related to this category have already

been given above under other categories% Some additional examples are:

--Washington, D.C., July 1980: A young Black mother with a child
was standing on a curb. A white police officer who was backing up
his cruiser told her to move. She indicated she was on the side-
walk and didn't need to move, to which he replied, "Fuck you, bitch."
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-- Omaha, NE, May 1980: Helen Hiatt, a Native American woman, was
stopped by officers looking for a Spanish-speaking suspect. Ms.
Hiatt was taken to the police station and questioned at length
with officers insisting that she was able to speak Spanish,

--Los Angelan, CAs Gilbert Castillo, a lilht-skinned Chicano,
came out of a movie and was asked for identification by an officer,
When the officer read his name, he asked derogatorily, "You
Mexican?" The officer threw Castillo's identification on the
ground and ordered him to pick it up and leave.

The following example frim Philadelphia files "plainly gray out

of improper police persistence in a confrontation, and erroneous police

views that 'boisterous' expression of resentment and peaceable departure

when the police desire to continue questioning amount to offenses for

which they may and should arrest.' 2 3

"Police stop to question two black men pushing an automobile on
a lot. They are told that the automobile has just been purchased
by the father and brother of one of them, the purchasers having
just gone off to a notary to conclude the formalities. The father
and brother return with the seller, a white man, who confirms that
there is no occasion for police concern. The police nevertheless
insist on 'identification.' According to the police account itself,
the brother became indignant, loud, and disrespectful, but not
profane or physically aggressive. The police then made the critical
decision, to 'take the whole job (that is, all four mn) into the
district where we can settle this quietly.' The brother then
walked away towards his own car and drove off. He was followed
by police cars, stopped, and severely beaten in the course of
arrest. The arresting police and, later, the police investigator
in his report, indicated that the arrest was proper on the ground
that the complainant walked away from the police when they had
indicated they proposed to take him into the district 'for investi-
gation.,24

23Louis B. Schwarts, "Complaints against the Police: Experience of the
Community Rights Division of the Philadelphia District Attorney's
Office," University of Pennsylvinia Iaw Review, v.118:1023, 1970,
p. 1033.

24Schwartz, p. 1032-1033.
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(5) Illegal searches and aeisures

In 1978-79, the rampant misuse of illegal strip search procedures

by the Chicago Police Department was exposed. The victims were women,

many of whom had not even been arrested. It is interesting to note

that this practice had gone unchecked for many years. Only because

the police unknowingly selected as one of their victims the wife of

a white j"d~e did the matter got brought to the attention of the

public.

The judgo's wife had been argulag with a taxi driver about a cab

fare. Police called to the scene took her to the station where she

was subjected to a strip search. Even the judge's wife felt so

humiliated by the incident that she, at first, was frightened into

silence. Fortunately she protested and, once she did, large numbers

of victims of this same police crime emerged out of their fearful

silence.

The Illinois chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union

received some 200 calls. "Women in their sixties reported being

strip-searched. Disabled women were strip-searched. One woman was

arrested because she was ith a known crime figure. He was patted

down. She was strip-searched."
25

This particular example of abuse of power by law enforcement

agents points &ain to the fact that the victims selected are members

of the powerless groups in the United States. Only because one of

the victims happened to belong to the powerful segment of society

did this matter become a concern needing correction. The Chicago

20'"Chicago Police Methods Exposed," Mo. jaagstne, June 1979, p. 23.
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Police Depertment adopted a new set of guidelines on strip-searches

and state legislation was introduced to curb these offenses,

Notwithstanding the availability of constitutional protections

against illegal searches and seizures,26 the stark reality of daily

existence in the ghettos and barrios throughout the United States

evidences a constant and flagrant disregard of those protections

for minorities. In fact, the poliue often break into homes of

minority citizens with no search warrants and questionable Justi-

cation.27 Moreover, while the "exclusionary rule" has never served

as an effective deterrent to these abuses, the United States Supreme

Court in recent cases have limited the access to the courts by such
28

victims, resulting in a further insulation of the police from Judicial

review arising out of constitutional deprivations perpetrated by

police.

(6) Killina people who have committed no crime

Killing of citizens by police is, of course, the most serious

offense for there is no way a person's life can be restored. To kill

a person who has committed no crime is doubly Inexcusable.

Figures collected by the Public Interest Law Center of Philadelphia

(PILCOP) reveal that between 1970 and 1978, "502 of Philadelphia police

shootings were contrary to state law ... the Philadelphia Police Depart-

ment, on the average of once every two weeks, shoots a citizen who is
26The U.S. Supreme Court in the landmark decision in Mao v. Ohio, 367
U.S. 643 (1961) read the exclusionary rule into the Fourth Amendment,
as incorporated against the states "The exclusionary rule is an
essential part of both the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments.... "

275ee examples of Mr. Ramires in category (1) and Mr. Morris in category (6).,

2 8S tone 4Fo1, 428 U.S. 465 (1976).
I :. , a ;r - . 1
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either engaged in no crime, or is charged with non-forcible felonies

or misdemeanors." 2 9 In Philadelphia 2 out of 3 victims of police

killings are Black or Hispanic; the same is true in Los Angeles.

Again ve see incontrovertible evidence that police crimes impact

most severely on members of the oppressed minority communities.

--Los Angelee, July 19801 Larry Morris, a 28-year-old Black man,
was choked to death In the bathroom of his own apartment by police
who had illegally entered his apartment, There had been no
illegal activity in progress nor could any be inferreo from the
conduct of the Individuals in front of the apartment. The police
had heard firecrackers and asked Morris' brotherwho was on a
second floor balcony) "Hey, boy, where are the firecrackers?"
When the brother replied that he wasn't a "boy)" the officers
charged ituto the apartment building and forced their way into
the Morris apartment. A witness described the scenes "The cops
came in..and we went Into the bathroom. The next thing I saw
was the police who had Larry's head hanging over the toilet bowl,
with clubs on his neck and in his stomach .... We didn't hear any
arguing, no shouting. He had never been In trouble. He wsn't
that kind. He didn't fight back, he didn't have the chance."

--Boston, HA, July 1980: Levi Hart, a 14-year-old Black youth,
we shot and killed while being arrested for alleged car theft.
Levi Hart was a slow learner student, a "little thin guy," whom
police say tried to grab the policemen's gun. People who knew
Levi Hart do not believe the police story.

--Philadelphia, PA, 1980: Breaking into a home to investigate
a gas leak, police killed a 94-year-old man armed with a starting
pistol.

--Omaha, NI, August 1979: On orders to stop a car with Iowa
license plates with three whites in it, police stopped a car
with Nebraska plates driven by an unarmed 27-year-old Black
man and killed him.

--Laredo, TX, July 1978: A 32-year-old Mexican citizen was
killed at the border by an off-duty policeman. The officer
held a shotgun to the victim's head while searching his com-
panions, and the gun "went off."

--Seattle, June 1978: A Black man, 21-years-old, was shot in
the back and killed by a police officer. There was not even a
claim that the man was armed or dangerous.

29Anthony Jackson, note 15 supra, p. 3.

30"L.A. Cops Use of Deadly Force Rises," The Guardian, July 23, 1980,
p. 7.
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(7) Killing people who are not threatening the lives of others,

including those fleeing from apprehension where failure to apprehend

poses no serious threat to the lives of others

Police officers engage in irresponsible and unjustified use of

deadly force when people are not threatening the lives of others or

are not fleeing from arrest. Even in cases when people are fleeing

from arrest, if such flight prevents imediate apprehension but does

not pose any serious threat to the lives of others, the use of

deadly force is unnecessary. It is true that som states have laws

permitting police to shoot anyone who flees from arrest, but stolen

or damaged property should not be seen as more valuable than a person's

life. Thus we submit that deadly force should only be used when

there is an immediate threat to the life of others.

-Birmingham, AL, August, 1979: A 20-year-old Black woman,
unarmed, was murdered by police investigating a disturbance at
a grocery store in a Black community.

-- Los Angeles, December, 1979: A Black youth, 16-years-old, was
shot in the head and killed by police after climbing on a fence
near the home of a person who was under police protection.

--New York City, August, 1979: A 26-year-old Hispanic man was
shot 21 times by five police officers. He had allegedly
threatened them with a pair of scissors.

--Los Angeles, CA, Janusry, 1979: A Black woman hit a representa-
tive of the utilities company with a shovel when he came to turn
off her gas. The police were summoned. When the police arrived,
the woman brandished a knife. Two officers each fired six rounds
at her.

--Flint, MI, July, 1980: A 15-year-old Black youth was shot in
the back of the head by a policeman who said the youth did not
halt while allegedly leaving the scene of a burglary.
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(8) Engazina in practices to deliberately cover-up their own

abuses of power and that of fellow officers

Illustrations of extensive use of cover-charges by police

have been included in previous categories above. An additional

example is found in the next section. A few officers are beginning

to break the "code of silence" and speak out about misconduct by

their fellow officers. If an officer protests only within his depart-

ment, administrators often Ignore such protests. Furthermore, the

officer who is courageous enough to speak out is usually subjected

to harrassuent by his colleagues. 31

One tactic used by police to cover-up killings is known as the

"throw-away gun." This involves police planting on the victim a gun

which will not be easily traced to the officers. One such case

occurred in Houston, Texas in February 1977. A 17-year-old was shot

by one officer as the youth was held on the ground by another officer.

To make it appear that the victim had been armed so the officers

could claim self-defense, a 22-caliber pistol was planted on the body.

Eventually the gun was traced to the police property room; it was one

of a number of weapons supposedly destroyed in 1968.

Cover-charging, failure to speak out or actually giving false

accounts of events in order to protect fellow officers, and creation

of false evidence are some of the crimes police engage in to hide

their own misdeeds.

3 kLawrence Sherman, "The Breakdown of the Police Code of Silence,"
Crimnal LAw Bulletin, Mar./Apr. 1978.

37-501 0 - 84 - 28
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III, MYTHICAL REMEDIES UNDER THE LAW

Thmtughout the h4A.toA# ol the United Stateu, taw ha6 been
the pot~ca~tg motivate im&t'went~ti4y 01 Aa4m It ha"
been u6ed both oveutty and covehttg to enjolme and . ,egize
en~tavement, 6equqoation, mwvdeii, and theit o1 Und eA £0eU
a6 jot /8temati'c potWticat, 6oeWa~ and economic opp.Q661on
o jmiwo ku... AA a tash tIawye, teacheA, and student ol
hiato4y, 4UAZ author coufd no tongeA pa.~tiec~pate without
comment in the ittuainh01 jutice, iLn thtat endteu and
~int4cate taby'tinth 01 tept puwe"A whiLch hoijiA tantaUzing
pkom~.eA 06 4tete1, but which i.n p'taettee me.4~ vatiddte6
the 4te~utt6 01 pW.ceeding taiZnted with uac~im and poU*Lic~a
expediencg.

A. Criminal Sanctions

Because of the interrelated rdles of the police and the District

Attorney's Office, that Office has not been and cannot be an effective

instrument for controlling police violence.
32

In theory, police misconduct can be deterred by the possibility

that an officer may be prosecuted under state criminal statutes for

complaints ranging from murder in the first degree to simple assault

and battery. Also, federal statutes provide for the imposition of

criminal sanctions under 18 U.S.C. §241-242.33 But police agencies

in the United States make the arrests and gather the evidence upon

which government prosecutors rely. Consequently, under these cir-

cumstances, District Attorneys and U.S. Attorneys are reluctant to

32Louis B. Schwartz, note 23 supra p. 1024.

33The legislative history of 18 U.S.C. g241-242 demonstrates that,
although these provisions were designed to provide protection toll
inhabitants of the United States without regard to race, the level
of violence visited upon Black citizens in the southern states con-
tinued to rise. Congress finally passed the Klu Klux Klan Act, 17
Stat. 13 (1871) in a further attempt to address the problem. Not-
withstanding these provisions, Black citizens continued to suffer
severe deprivations of their constitutional rights under the color
of law--and they still suffer today.
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prosecute officers upon whom they must depend for the successful com-

pletion of other prosecution they initiate. Thus an atmosphere of

protection from external investigation settles in, and the police,

unlike other citizens, are freed from the fear of punishment.

Prosecutors exercise their discretion by not filing charges against

officers whose actions make them liable for criminal prosecution.

Illustrative of the degree of hesitancy of prosecutors to file

charges against police officers is the fact that there were no indict-

ment.I against police officers in Los Angeles from 1950 to 1967.

When this lack of prosecution is coupled with the fact that a

majority of the victims were non-white, it is apparent why minorities

view the courts and law enforcement establishment in the United States

as being indistinguishable.

Prosecutors also collaborate with police in filing "cover charges"--

i.e., charges against the victims of police abuse rather than charges

against those who perpetrated the brutality. A vivid example of cover-

charging is the case of Wallace Davis, a 25-year-old Black man living

in Chicago. Davis had surprised two men in the act of robbing the

restaurant he owned and called the police for assistance. The police

did not respond promptly to the call and the robbers managed

to flee. Finally Davis left his business, only to have the police

arrive and assume he was one of the culprits. He tried to explain that

he was the owner of the restaurant, but complied with the officers'

orders. After the officer searched Davis, he was kicked to the ground

and shot in the back. As Davis pled with the officer not to shoot or

kick him again, the officer put his gun between Davis' eyes and said,

"Die, Nigger, die or else I'll kill you." Subsequently, charges
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were filed against him for attempted murder. No criminal charges have

been placed against the officer involved in the shooting.
34

Even if the intrinsic conflicts of interest arising from the inter-

related roles of prosecutors and police officers in prosecutions of

police crimes were aboted, the federal criminal statutes, 18 U.S.c.

4241,242, were never designed adequately to curb the widespread,

arbitrary and unreasonable physical abuse described in the preceding

section of this paper. U.S. Federal District Judge Jon 0. Newman has

pointed out the limitation of those statutes which make it difficult to

successfully prosecute a criminal case against law enforcement agents

under these statutes: the statute "requires not only evidence that a

constitutional right was denied, but proof beyond a reasonable doubt

that the wrongdoer acted with specific intent to deny such a right.

That requirement, never easily met, coupled with the understandable

reluctance of jurors to brand as criminals those who, however mis-

guidedly, are seeking to enforce the law, assures that, even when

prosecutions are brought, convictions will be rare."
3 5

The process of insulating police from external investigation and

imposition of sanctions if further entrenched by the investigative

processes used in the few cases where charges are filed. Police

departments and the officers within these departments have initiated,

approved, enforced and pursued internal investigative practices and

procedures which are calculated to and do result in the acquiescence

34Payne, Ethel L., "The Judge Said 'No,"' The Chicago Defender, Oct.
14, 1977.

35Jon 0. Newman, "Suing the Lawbreakers: Proposals to Strengthen the
Section 1983 Damage Remedy for Law Enforcers' Hisconduct," Yale Law
Journal, v. 87, n. 3, January 1978, p. 449-450.
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to and approval of denials of citizens' rights by police officers.
36

One researcher3 7 discusses the following investigative procedures

which constitute additional protections for police against successful

prosecution by the District Attorney's Offite:

1. An unusually heavy initiative and burden of proof is placed

on the complainant. It is customary that, when a complaint

of criminal conduct is made against anyone other than a

police officer, a positive effort is made to follow-up,

find supporting witnesses, and so forth. In t4he case of

complaints against the police, the bulk of the file is made

up of statements by police witnesses.

2. Witnesses against the police are generally examined in a

hostile atmosphere and their testimony unfairly deprecated.

3. Police never take lie detector tests and always insist that

the complainant take one. Refusal by officers to take lie

detector tests, even those administered by the police depart-

ment itself, is understandable in light of the refusal of the

36 Police investigations of police are not and cannot be neutral. They
tend to be defensive of the police and slanted against complainants.
Assuming that investigating officers are attempting to do a good job
in most cases, the conflict of interest which frustrates a fair and
credible disposition of citizens' complaints by the District Attorney's
office operates even more strongly when the police department investi-
gates itself on complaints filed by persons whom the police department
has already identified as violent criminals, some with long records.
The investigating officers or the commanding officers who report on
the incident are often superiors who have previously given favorable
performance ratings to the subject policeman and who are likely to
continue in a daily working relationship with him.

37Schwartz, note 23 supra, p. 1028-1031.
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Fraternal Order of Police to supply free counsel to an

accused police officer if he submits to such a test.
38 When

a complainant agrees to take a test, it Is administered by a

police lieutenant undef circumstances not disclosed in the

files. The lieutenant's report of the complainant's per-

formance is entirely suimry: "Complainant appears to be

lying."

4. While the police investigators are free to interview anyone

during the course of the investigation, officers involved in

.an incident of police brutality are under orders not to talk

with anyone outside the police department while the investi-

gation is pending. This restraint prevents the complainant

from acquiring a freshly recalled account of what happened,

even though the police can obtain such an account. By the

time anyone else is allowed to interview the accused officer(s),

the insulation has solidified, contradictions have been

ironed out, and informal pressures have been brought

to bear on fellow officers to keep them from saying anything

which would prejudice the hearing against the officer.

Notwithstanding the availability of the criminal statutes,

which provide relief from violations of law at the hands of law enforce-

ment agents, very few officers are convicted and, if convicted, the

sentences imposed are so inappropriate the victims and the community

interpret them as a miscarriage of justice.
3 9

38Schwartz, note 23 supra, p. 1029.

39 The most recent, widely known example of such a miscarriage of
justice was the acquittal of the officers involved in the flashlight
bludgeoning of Arthur HcDuffey in Miami.

Another widqly publicized case was that of Jose Campos Torres.
Torrek was arrdsted for drunkedness, handcuffed and beaten severely
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It is a myth that remedies under the law currently exist to prevent

abuse of power by law enforcement officers in the United States. It

is a myth because:

1. The interrelated roles of police and prosecutors constitute a

built-in conflict of interest preventing the impartial initia-

tion of prosecution against law enforcement officers who

perpetrate physical and psychological abuse on citizens.

2. The federal criminal statutes require a nearly impossible

defense to be presented by the complainant.

3. Investigation procedures carried out by the police department

which also hires the accused officer are designed to give

maximum protection to the officer and little, if any, aid to

the complainant.

by three Houston police. One of them then pushed Torres, still hand-
cuffed into a bayou, saying, "Let's see if this wetback can swim."

The three officers received no punishment from the state court
that tried them. They were then tried in federal court for violating
Torres' civil rights and sentenced to one-year. "I thought the
federal government was going to take care of everything," said the
victim's mother. "It's just a slap in the face."

In stark contrast to the despair of Ms. Torres was the jubilation
of a fellow Houston police officer, "That ain't bad at all. They
won't be there [in prison] but six months." (These responses of Me.
Torres and the police officer were reported in The Washington Post,
March 29, 1978)

One study by Arthur Kobler found that, out of 1500 police-caused
deaths, only 3 resulted in a criminal conviction of a police officer
for homicide. (Kobler, "Police Homicide in a Democracy," Journal of
Social Issues, v. 31, n. 1, 1975, p. 177.) This is a conviction rate
of 0.22. In contrast, between 1965 and 1974, of 1,337 civilians identi-
fied in killing law enforcement officers, 827 were convicted of murder
or a charge related to murder or committed to a mental hospital;*this
is a 62Z conviction rate. In addition to this remarkable conviction
rate, an additional 175 people (132) were killed on the spot and another
44 either committed suicide or died in custody. Thus 782 of people
identified were either killed on the spot, died, or were convicted.
(Based on figures found in Table 3.103, "Persons Identified in the
Killing of Law Enforcement Officers, by Type of Disposition, U.S.,
1965-1974 (Aggregate)," Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics,
1978, p. 464.4);,.
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B. Civil Remedies--Suing the Lawbreakers

When victims of police abuse seek relief in court for police mis-

conduct, they find that the burden of proof required to establish a

case against the defending police off ier is almost insurmountable.

The high burden of proof placed upon the complainant, the jury's racial

bias, the ignorance and poverty of the victim and the prevailing nation-

wide clamour for law and order all operate to foreclose the courts as

an effective forum for relief.40 Furthermore, the availability and

application of civil damages in federal courts have been severely

restricted41 and similarly, but to a lesser extent, civil damages

do not serve a compensatory or deterrent function in the federal or

state court context.
42

As a practical matter, the principal federal statute authorizing

a damage suit for deprivation of constitutional rights is 42 U.S.C.

11983.43 The use of damage action became a virtual necessity after the U.S.

40 U.S. Commission on Civil Rights Report, v. 5, p. 25, note 63 (1961).
(Hereinafter cited as 1961 Civil Rights Report.) Figures given by
Drew Days (note 6 supra) reveal that of 10,000 complaints filed in
1977, 26 officers were convicted; this is a 0.2% conviction rate.

41 See 1961 Civil Rights Report, supra, p. 25 at note 70-71.

42,1961 Civil Rights Report, supra note 25 at 80. The President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice Task Force
Report: The Police 199 (1967).

4 3Section 1983 provides: "Every person who under color of any statute,
ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State or Territory,
subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States
or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation
of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution
and laws, shall be liable to the party injured in an action at law,
suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress." 42 U.S.C.
§1983 (1970).
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Supreme Court in a series of cases slammed the court doors shut in the

faces of victims of police crimes by severely restricting the power of

the federal courts to intervene through injunctive actions into patently

gross illegal patterns of police crimes. 44

Newman 4 5 argues that whenever it appears that the Constitution or

laws of the United States have been violated, the United States itself

should be permitted to sue to redress the wrong. That proposition has

been dealt a very serious setback by the incredible decision of the

United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

in its decision in United States v. City of Philadelphia.46 In dismissing

44See, for example, Risho v. Goods, 423 U.S. 362 (1976). In the Goode
case, the plaintiffs contended that certain police officers were
biased against Blacks and other minority groups and habitually violated
their legal and constitutional rights; that the proclivities of these
officers were well known to their superiors in the department; and
that the persons in control of the supervision of police conduct, by
failing to take appropriate disciplinary action, condoned these illegal
and unconstitutional activities as a matter of policy. Plaintiffs in
Goode offered a mass of evidence, including expert testimony,to show
that the existing complaint procedure was inadequate and that depart-
mental resistance to the creation or implementation of adequate complaint
procedures justified the conclusion that It was the policy of the
department to condone racially discriminatory actions by the police,

45 Newman, p. 453.

46 In this far-reaching lawsuit, the United States, through Its Attorney
Generaloattempted to secure broad declaratory and equitable relief
against an allegedly pervasive pattern of police abuse in Philadelphia,
the effect of which was to deny basic federal constitutional rights
to persons of all races, colors and national origins. This abuse was
said to consist of such practices as, for example, using deadly force
where it is unnecessary, physically abusing arrestees and prisoners,
extracting information and concessions by means of physical brutality,
stopping persons without probable cause and conducting illegal searches
and seizures.
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this law suit, the Court held that the Attorney General of the United

Stated lacked the constitutional authority to bring such a law suit 4 7

and further accused the Justice Department of "abuse of power." 48

Since the efficacy of a civil action depends upon adjudication before

an impartial jury, the impact of intrinsic race and class biases

affect the ultimate decisions of the fact-finders. A group of

researchers reporting on their findings on racial prejudice In jury

determinations in Connecticut noted that white plaintiffs won approxi-

mately 43% of their cases while Black plaintiffs won only 192 of their

cases. 49

Racism unquestionably impacts the difference in damage awards

between successful white and Black plaintiffs. This conclusion is

supported by the results of the Connecticut study which revealed that,

although the total number of verdicts in favor of plaintiffs in general

was small, the award differential was unmistakable; for example, the

471n his decision, Judge Ditter, at page 36 of his opinion in United
States v. City of Philadelphia et al., Civil Action No. 79-2937,
says the following:

'While pondering all this, it is important to remember that the
Attorney General and his subordinates are not elected officials.
They are not subject to the sobering influence of the ballot box,
and they never need to worry about the whim or desire of any
electorate. Yet they stand before this court today and claim the
power to decide what will serve the nation's 'interest' and the
people's 'welfare.' I an persuaded that such a power was never
intended to lie in the hands of an executive appointee. Rather,
I hold that these decisions are best made by Congress alone....

"It is clear to me, therefore, that the authority to bring a
lawsuit of this kind should never be vested in the Attorney
General. This conclusion is fully in accord with the decisions
of the Courts of Appeals for the Fourth and Ninth Circuits in
Mattson and Solomon, supra.

4 8 see Judge Ditter's opinion supra at p. 39.
49e., jcsA

"Preject 4ui8'he Police in Federal Court," Yale Law Journal,
v. 88, n. 4, March 1979, note 62 at p. 794.
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average award for the three successful whites was over $7600; the

average award for the three successful Blacks was $1400. so

It is important to examine this pattern of damage awards against

tits backdrop of an inherent racial bias in the Jury selection process

in the United States. In many court districts, juries are selected from

a pool of names drawn from voter registration lists from that area.

Blacks do not register to vote in the same proportions as do whites,

and thus fewer are included on the juror lists. Since jurors, when

interviewed, explain their Inability te reach a verdict as a function

of racial attitudes, different lifestyles, backgrounds, and dealings

with the police, and because defense attorneys concede they prefer

all-white, middle-class juries, it is clear that a jury selection

process that regularly includes few Blacks systematically discriminates

against members of oppressed minorities, whom we have already seen '

are disproportionately the victims of police misconduct. Thus entrench-

ment of racism which characterizes police abuse of power is liven addi-

tional support through court responses to the victims' attempts to

gain relief.

If one of the objectives in civil suits against the polic, is to

compensate Individuals for violations of their constitutional rights,

then major impedisentos operate to nullify that objective. It has been

argued that a more significant objective, albeit more theoretical than

actually obtAinablej is to deter police misconduct. However, to

501bid.

5 1Takasgi argues with some persuasion that "to pay money to the victim
or someone alse representing him is distributive justice and not social
justice. Distributive Justice means simply 'what's good for the goose
is good for the gander.' Social justice, an the other hand. msas
that. brigI .O% Zberty, equality, and security are not elmnts to
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the extent that the deterrent effect depends chiefly upon holding those

responsible for police crimes financially accountable, the facts demon-

strate that the realization of this objective is also unattainable.

In most jurisdictions,-police officers are provided free legal counsel

and are indemnified for any settlement or judgment by the municipality

or its insurance carrier. Some municipalities are self-insured;

others purchase insurance from a carrier for the benefit of their

employees. Under these circumstances, the general procedure followed

once a complaint it filed against an officer requires that the Insurance

company be notified, and it retains an attorney to represent the police

officer. If the municipality is elf-insured, Its corporation counsel

handles the police officer's defense.

In sumary, when looking at civil remedies available to victims

of police abuse, it is again clear that, while the remedies mey exist

in theory, in actuality they are myths. This is true for three reasons

(1) Victims muat overcome substantial impediments to present an

adequate defense;

be exchanged for money or for property rights; nor should they be
expressed in relative terms, that is, greater or lose than property
rights. One person's life and liberty is the same as the next
person's. But in a society that equates the right of private
property with human rights, they become inevitably reduced to stand-
ards and consequences that value some lives los than others. The
system of coercion and punishmat is Intimately connected with the
unequal distribution of wealth, and provides the legitisation under
the perverted notion that 'ours is a government of law' even to
kill in order to-maintain social priorities based upon property
rights." Note 12 su , p. 37.
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(2) Financial awards .do not adequately compensate victim for

the violations of their constitutional rights;

(3) Both individual police officers and police departments are

insulated from the financial burden consequent to a civil law

suit.

The inescapable fact facing the victim of police crimes, therefore,

is that efforts to sue the lawbreaker in court have almost no impact

on controllitg or alleviating pattern, and practices of police abuse.

Obviously, minorities and the pooz% who become victims of police

crims in the United States realize that the biased legal process is

manipulated to subvert national standards of decency and democracy and

to encourage an increasing national tolerance of domestic indifference

to brutality and injustice which places the wrong doer beyond the reach

of the law.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A

CIVILIAN DEATHS BY POLICE

YEAR TOTAL CIVILIAN DEATHS BY POLICE WHITE BLACK

1970 333 156 177

1971 412 215 197

1972 296 132 164

1973 372 185 187

1974 370 183 187

1975 330 177 153

1976 286 146 140

TOTAL 2399 1194 1205

AVERAGE 343 171 172

Sou4ce: Vitat Stati&tich o6 U.S. MoAtatity, Tabted 1-23,
Volume 111, Pat A.

POLICE DEATHS BY CIVILIANS

YEAR TOTAL POLICE DEATHS BY CIVILIANS

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

100

129

116

134

132

129

111

TOTAL: 851

AVERAGE: 122

SouAce: Statitteat Ab6t4act o6 U.S. Bureau o6 Cen6u6, 99th S 100th
edition6.
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APPENDIX B

TABLE B

TOTAL ARRESTS IN THE UNITED STATES

YEAR TOTAL ARRESTS WHITES* BLACKS*

1970 6,257,000 4,373,000 1,688,000
(69.9%) (27.0%)

1971 6,626,000 4,624,000 1,791,000
(69.8%) (27.0%)

1972 6,706,950 4,664,220 1,847,566
(69.5%) (27.5%)

1973 6,248,286 4,458,567 1,636,237
(71.4%) (26.2%)

1974 5,853,060 4,112,443 1,561,781
(70.3%) (26.7%)

1975 7,671,000 5,539,000 1,935,000
(72.2%) (25.2%)

1976 7,383,960 5,336,889 1,870,206
(72.3%) (25.3%)

*Hispanics are included in tho figures for whites,

*The percentages in the last two columns will not add to
produce a total of 10OZ because Native Americans, Japanese,
Chinese, and other minorities are not included In either
of these two columns.

Sou4ee6: Souieebook oj CZimZnaL Juwtice StatZstie,
Statstic Abstract o6 the U.S. -- 99th 5 100th Ed.

37-501 0 - 84 - 29



APPENDIX C

BRUTALITY BY LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES: Case Susmaries ( by State)

CALIFORNIA
Case Type

1) Name: BENKVIDEZ. Barlow
Date: 6/11/76
Location: Oakland, CA

2) Name: DOKINGUEZ. David
Date: 2/28/77
Location: Los Angeles. CA

3) Names:

Date:
Location:

ERNANDEZ, Jesse
REYES, Adolfo
3/20/77
San Fernando. CA

Benavidez' car stopped in relation to
stolen car investigation by officer
Michael Cogely. In "spread-eagle".
Benavidez searched by officer with
cocked shotgun in one hand to his
head. Cu fired, Benavidez killed.
Eyewitness arrested for same car
robbery, charges later dropped. Of-
ficer violated all of Oakland PD's
procedures for such a search, and
there is evidence of a police dept.
cover-up.

Dominguez vas known gang member.
Lured into the home of retired police
officer (LAPD) Billy Joe Mcllvainwho
had had many run-ins with local gang
members while with LAPD. Mcllvain
held Dominguez hostage. and at-
tempted to make it seem as if
Dominguez had kidnapped him. He
s times ) and killed Dominguez,
reporting to investigat-or that he
had pulled out a hidden gun. Reports
show that Dominguez was shot with tvo
(2) different weapons.

Victims arrested for some street dis-
turbance. City police officer Eric
Kahman beat Hernandez and Reyes with
baton ani7Ists, with Lt. Va. Trachsel
(acting police chief) looking on.
Beatings occurred at the city jail.

Legal Status

Civil suit by Benavidez family in
Alameda County Superior Court for
wrongful death. Federal cause of action
($3 Million). Current efforts to get
Federal indictment. Since June'77
Justice Dept. and FBI investigations.
Drew Days in Washington has citted
the Justice Dept. to expedite proceed-
ings. Benavidez' -attorney is Ed Roybal
of Centro Legal de la Razs.

McIlvain found guilty of 1st degree
murder and kidnapping. Sentenced to
life in prison by L.A. Superior Sourt
Judge Va. B. Keene. Mcllvain's attorney
is Charles Cangloff. No information
on Federal involvement.

Charges against Hernandez later dropped
for lack of evidence. Reyes Zuilty
of misdmnnor charge of carrying a
loaded firearm. L.A. Grand Jury indict
ed officers on charges of assault in
the beatings of the 2 jailed prisoners.
Each officer faces two felony counts.
Trachsel fired after a one month police
investigation. Investigation d
Kahinm still pending. No Federal in-
quiry.

to
1~0



BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

4) Name: RAMIREZ. Crescencio
Date: 10/79/77
Location: Wasco. CA

5) Name: RAHIREZ, Edward
Date: 4116/77
Location: Los Angeles, CA

TEXAS

6) Name: BELTRAN. Noe
Date: 10/21/77
Location: Brownsville. TX

- 2 -

Verbal exchange resulted in the ar-
rest of five youths, who were beaten
and handcuffed tightly causing wrist
bruises. Mr. Ramirez. a friend of
one of the youth's father, attempted
to investigate the processing of the
youths, which was carried out in
secrecy. A couple of days later.
officers Emerson and Snead arrived
at Ramirez' home without warrants,
entered the property, and began to
beat Ramirez with clubs when Mrs.
IRrez attempted to hold her husb-
and. Officers began to beat Mrs.
Ramirez, and tossed her children itito
some rosebushes when they also at-
tempted to aid their parents.

Undercover officers in Downtown L.A.
dressed like hoboes, beating a sus-
pect as Ramirez approached. Unaware
that they were officers, Ramirez went
to the aid of the suspect. Without
identifying himself, Officer Lony
Hammond fired. killing Ramirez.

Beltran was eyewitness to the shoot-
ing of Ventura Flores (See FLORES.
Ventura). Officers Hess and Avitia
handcuffed him and threw him to the
ground. Vlen he heard the shot that
wounded Flores, he raised his head
to get up, and Officer Hess kicked him
in the face, causing abrasion s.

Miguel Garcia is the attorney for
Ramirez and the youths. Puaitez was
never har,-ed with anything, and it was
never specified why the officers had
gone to his house. Youths. and the
father of one of them, were charged
with the California law of lynching.
but all charges have been dismissed.
Bakersfield D.A. investigated and con-
cluded that the only negative behavior
he found on the part of the youths we
foul language. Garcia has filed a
petition with the Supreme Court (gtate)
dealing specifically with violates by
parole officials with respect to one of
the youths. He hopes to bring attenkm
to the abuse generally feced :h Wasco.

Informational source is the Coalition
Against Police Abuse in L.A. Faily
has no money to file suit. but have
filed a formal complaint with the
LAPD. LAPD reports incident as Just-
ifiable Homicide. Ho Federal inquiry.

Beltran taken to the Police Station
where he gave his statement. He re-
quested that the abuse by Officr Hess
be included in the statement. Officer
taking the statement refused to include
this. stating that the matter would
be taken care of in court. Beltran
was Iimediately released. Ruben
Bonilla of LULAC is actively involved
with this case. FBI Investigating.

I.-
cc



BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

7) Name: FLORES. Ventura
Date: 10/21/77
Location: Brownsville. TX

8) Name: GALAVIZ. Juan
Date: December 1977
Location: Big Spring. TX

9) Name: GARZA. Pablo
Date: 3/23/76
Location: Bexar County, TX

-3-

Warrant was issued for Flores' ar-
rest by Justice of the Peace. Ed
Sarabia, for felony charge of retali-
ation. Detectives Robert Avitia and
Chris Hess arrived at the scene at
at which Flores and others were talk-
ing. There was an altercation, and
Hess shot and wounded Flores in the
chest. Flores, drunk at the time.
was reported to have attacked Avitia.
While in ICU. Flores remained hand-
cuffed. Reports conflict as to
whether police used proper identif-
ying procedures upon arrival at the
scene.

Police report that Galaviz abducted
a women, robbed her, then led police
on a chase. When trapped between two
police cars, Galaviz reached for his
coat pocket, and Sgt. Leroy Spires
fired and killed Galaviz. His pocket
contained a -- o--cet knife.

Garza arrested for drunken driving
by San Antonio Police. Garza charges
that three Bexar County Jail guards,
Charles Harris. Robert Collins. and
James Lovings threw him into a small
cell and kicked him repeatedly, beat-
n him severely. He was hospital-
zed only after his release from Jail.

Defense states that upon his arrest.
Garza took a swing at the arresting
officer, who struck Garza repeatedly
to subdue him. Once in Jail, guards
claim that Garza was abusing other in-
mates.

Police investigation in progress.
Grand Jury indicted Flores for ag-
gravated assault on a police officer
(misdemeanor). Original felony charge
received no indictment. Grand Jury
investigating police abuse, but the
affidavits of eight eyewitnesses were
all lost, never received by the Grand
Jury. Evidence of a police cover-up.
FBI investigating as of December for
possible civil rights violation, at the
request of U.S. Attorney Canales. At-
torney for. Flores is Jerry Davidson.

District Attorney Rick Hamby invest-
igating the shooting. Texas Rangers
also investigating, and will present
results to Howard County Grand Jury.
Report by Journalist Carlos Morton,
states that Galaviz had been harrassed
by police previously, and "were out
to get him." Witnesses who claim police
abuse, not testifying because of fear
of reprisal. No Federal involveme

Misdemeanor assault indictment by Baxar
County Grand Jury. Guards fired. Judge.
County Court-at-Law. Raymond Wietzel.
finds guards not-guilty of any-wrong
doing. Guards reinstated, with back pay,
by the Civil Service Comission. Garza
began proceedings (served notice) for
filing of civil suit. but no further
action taken. Reportedly. Garza is an al-
coholic, and epileptic, perhaps being
a problem in securing support for his
case. go Federal inquiry nto the
matter.



BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

10) Name: MORALES, Ricardo
Date: 9/14/75
Location: Castroville. TX

11) Name:
Date:
Location:

PRIETO, Eduardo
4/3/77
El Paso, TX

- 4 -

Castroville Marshall. Frank Hayes.
picked up Morales at his home on an ar-
rest warrant regarding an investigation
into a series of burglaries. Another
Marshall was with Hayes, but left after
Morales picked up. Hayes drove out to
the country, and shot and killed
Morales on a deserted road-7-ys" wife.
Dorothy Hayes, with the collaboration
of a friend. Alice Baldwin, took the
body and buried it some distance away
from the scene.

Officers received a call for disorderly
conduct at a bar. Complaint against
Prieto, who officers escorted out of the
bar. Officers claim that Prieto offered
confrontation, so Francisco J. Gonzalez
kneed him in the groin, and battered him
repeatedly with his flashlighFt order
to to get the already seriously injured
Prieto into the car. Prieto hospital-
ized for ruptured testicle, only after
he was taken to police headquarters and
refused medical care until his release
on bail hours later.

Hayes found guilty of aggravated
assault, sentenced to 10 years. His
wife given one year sentence pro-
bated, for burying the dead 6ody.
Tremendous community pressure, in-
cluding that of Governor Dolph Briscoe,
prompts Federal Grand Jury probe for
violation of civil rights. Cam
presented to Grand Jury by Assn't U.S.
Attorney John M. Pinckney and two
Civil Rights Division attorneys from
Washington, Dan Rinzel and Karen
Moore. Attorney for Hayes is Marvin
Miller. There was a change of venue
to San Angelo for the civil rVits
trial. HAyes convicted on 9/77 for
civil rights violation for the murder.
of Morales and sentenced to life by
Chief U.S. District Judge Adrtsn
Spears. He is presently not serving
sentence due to psychological tests
to determine Hayes' ability to with.
stand the punishment (90 day testing
period ordered by Judge). Mrs. Hayes
and Alice Baldwin were also convicted
as accessories after the fact. No
information on their sentencing.

Upon leaving the hospital, Prieto
filed complaint with Police Dept.
Officer Gonzalez dismissed from the
force. El Paso County Grand Jury
investigate and No-Bill Gonzalez on
aggravated assault complaint. At-
torney for Prieto is L. Taylor
Zimerman who is presently still con-
sidering filing a complaint with the
FBI. or a civil suit.



BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

12) Name:
Date:
Location:

13) Name:
Date:
Location:

RODRIGUEZ, Santos
1973
Dallas, TX

SANTOME, Tiburcio
11/6/77
Glasscock County, TX

14) Name: TORRES, J. Campos
Date: 5/5/77
Location: Houston, TX

-5-

Police officer Darrell Cain stopped and
questioned Rodriguez about a service
station robbery. In the back seat of
his car, "Russian roulette" style, Cain
put a loaded gun to his head, pulled
the trigger and killed Rodriguez.

Santome picked up for drunk and dis-
orderly, reportedly pulled out a knife
and went after Sheriff Royce Pruit who
was driving the car. Retired Wast
Texas deputy sheriff, G.B. Therwanger,
a passenger in the back seat, shot
and killed Santome. Santome was not
hand-iiF", and police report that a
patdown search was done before Santome
entered the car, although Mrs. Santome
stated that there was no patdown
search. Santome was a Mexican national
from Juarez. Four shots were fired.

Officers received a complaint from cafe
owner about drunken Torres. Police
arrest for disturbance and take Torres
to the jail. En route, police report
that Torres used abusive language and
began to kick windows on car. so took
him to parking lot, and beat him severe-
ly, kicking, hitting with flashlight,
while Torres handcuffed. Six officers
were involved. Upon arrival at the
jail, duty sgt. ordered Torres to hos-
pital. En route to hospital, officers
took Torres to bayou, and Officer Terry
Denson pushed him in. Body found
drowned in bayou several days later.

Cain's trial had a change of venue
to Austin. Convicted, got 5 year
sentence for criminally negligent
homicide. He appealed to the Court
of Criminal Appeals in Austin. Judge
Ed Gossett confirmed the lower court
decision on 3/77. A commity com-
mitte has formed to pressure for a
Federal Grand Jury investigation.
Dan Rentzel, from the Civil Rights
division at the Justice Dept. is also
investigating.
Texas Rangers investigating, the shoot-
ing. Don. Richard. Assistant D.A in
Big Spring. Howard County. is presett -
ing the case to the Grand Jury. but he
is not recommending any charge against
Therwanger. Special Assistant to
the U.S. Attorney General. Ed Tbar
is investigating possible civIl rights
violation

Attorney for Torres is Percy Foreman.
Officers given one year probated sen-
tence for criminally negligent homicide
Coinmity outcry brings Federal Grand
Jury indictment for violation of Torres
civil rights (10/77). Federal Judge of
U.S. District Court is Ross N. Sterling
Jury convicted Officers Denson, Stephen
Orlando, and Joseph Janish (2/8/78) for
violation of civil rights leading to
the death (felony), and for beating and
intimidating. a misdemeanor. Sentencing
will be 3128. Officer Louis Kinney re-
ceived severance for his role as state
witness, and will be tried at a later
date. Jurors rejected charges that
Denson pushed Torres into the bayou,
and that there was a conspiracy to cov-
er up. Federal prosecutors were Brian
HcDonsld and Mary Sinderson.

P-A
W



BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

15) Name: VASQUEZ, Danny
Date: 1/22/78
Location: Moon City. TX

16) Name: ZARAGOZA, Albert
Date: 8/15/77
Location: San Antonio. TX

17) Name: ZEPEDA, Juan
Date: 2/20/77
Location: Bevar County, TX

-6-

Deputy Sheriff called to Moon City
reported fight in progress. Officer
began to frisk a friend, and Vasquez
attempted to explain that this in-
dividual- had not been involved in
the fight. The officer, Sergio
Guzman, pointed his shotgun at
Vasquez. Vasquez attempted to push
the barrel away from himself. Of-
ficer stepped back and fired, kil-
ling Vasquez. There is evidence-of
neglgent delay in taking Vasquez to
the hospital, since he did not die
immediately. Vasquez had not been in-
volved in the fighting.

Police officer Eloy Gonzalez was shot
and killed. When officer George
Castenada arrived at the scene,
Zaragoza was there holding a police
revolver. He was arrested and hand-
cuffed. Zaragoza had been trying to
capture a suspect in the killing.
This other suspect was also arrested
by Sgt. Richard E. Dominguez, and
both were ordered to strip naked.
A female witness was brought to id-
entify nude suspects, and both were
taken to headquarters still nude.
Zaragoza received beating.

Zepeda arrested at a disturbance at
a bar. Arresting officers. Michael
J. Henderson, and Clifford Cedotal
beat him with blackjacks, reportedly
to subdue him. Once at the jail,
four guards carried Zepeda into a
cell, threw him in, and kicked and
beat him. Zepeda was later found
o in his cell.

El Paso Sheriff, Mike Sullivan suspended
Guzman with pay, pending a department
investigation. Grand Jury will inestigat.
Chicanos Unidos spokesman. Ramon Aroyos,
demands murder charge against the officer.
No Federal involvement at this point.

7aragoza eventually released and credited
with assisting in the capture. Juan
Garza, illegal alien, indicted for capital
murder and is awaiting trial- Thre vas
a police investigation. Casteuda was
suspended for 15 days without pay. and
Domingez was given a 30 day suspension.
No suit has been filed.

Bexar County Medical Examiner Dr. Ruben
Santos ruled homicide, that death was
cause by a blunt force to the abdomen.
Police and prison investigation. FBI
investigation. fozvard reportsto the
civil rights division of the Justice
Dept. D.A. investigation (Bill White)
after Chief Deputy Sheriff, Rudy Garza,
finished his investigation. Probe ala
continues by Justice Dept.

b-



BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

18) Name: ZUNIGA, Juan Veloz
Date: 5/19/77
Location: Hudspeth County. TX

NEW MEXICO

19) N m: BARRERAS, Chris
Date; 11/19/77
Location: Albuquerque. 11

20) Name: CORRIZ. Larry
Date; 9/76
Location: Rio Arriba County, NM

Zuniga detained at Sierra Blanca four Hudspeth County Grand Jury investigation.
days before his death. Police arrest- Texas department of public safety in-
ed him for drunken driving. Sheriff vestigation. No action taken or re-
Claymon McCuWlaon reported that Zuniga comended by Grand Jury against
went "berserk" in his cell, actually McCutcheon. FBI investigation itdtes
striking another inmate in the Huds- possible violation of civil rights.
peth County Jail. Sheriff McCutcheon Report forwarded to Washington by Jamie
struck Zuniga repeatedly over .the head Boyd, U.S. Attorney for Western Dktrict
with a sawed-off pool cue. Witnesses of Texas. Entire Hudspeth County in-
report that beating was unjustified. vestigation a sham. State Represent-
Zuniga died as a result of the beat- ative Paul Moreno and cmmanity pres-
ing. suring Justice Dept. for action.

Barreras' wife called police to report
a fight she was having with her husb-
and. Upon their arrival Barreras was
driving out, and high speed car chase
ensued. Car broke down, and Barreras
ran on foot until police surrounded
him and began to strike on the head.
Barreras was handcuffed while he was
being beaten.

Corriz and friends arrested on heroin
charge. Corriz told to get into his
car and leave the scene. As he was
driving away, Deputies Steve Martinez
and Canuto Martinez opened fire on
Corriz, one of the bullets striking
Corriz in the back. Two deputies made
no attempt to help Corriz after they
had shot him.

Barreras booked on felony assault on
police officer, resisting arrest,
drunk driving, and assorted other changes.
There has been an internal affairs in.
vesta.ion by Albuquerque police. It
has been completed and is now in the
hands of the Police Chief for his decisi
regarding any.wrongdoing by the officers.
Barreras has not yet cow to trial in
the Bernalillo County District Court.
D.A. is Ira Robinson.

Corriz charged with trying to esc"pq.
but charges later dropped. Corrk filed
civil suit for $350,000. in damages.
Suit assigned to District Judge. Edwin
Mehem. Sit pending.

- 7 -



BrTALITY CASES (continued)

21) Name:

Date :
Location:

DAVIS. Jose L.
HEMBREE, Daniel P
8/20/77
Albuquerque, NM

22) Name: DEVARGAS, Antonio
Date: 9/76
Location. Rio Arriba, NM

Officers respond to call about a
loud party. An altercation ensued
involving both Davis, and Hembree.
Officer James Babich beat both
with flashlight

Devargas. Raza Unida Party leader,
challenged with a gun at a bar by
off-duty officer Anthony Griego.
Devargas knocked Griego down and
punched him. Devargas sent to
the state penitentiary for safe-
keeping. One of the prison guards
told Devargas to shave moustache and
sideburns. Since Devargas was a
County prisoner, state guards had
no jurisdiction over him, so he
refused. Eight of the guards then
knocked him down and beat him.

Davis and Hembree have misdemeanor
charges pending against them in rag-
istrate court, for assault on a police
officer. and resisting arrest. No
charge filed against the police officer.

Devargas charged with aggravated battery
against prison staff, but Santa Fe
County Grand Jury dismissed those charges
in June of '77. Attorney for Devargas
is Richard Rospnstock. who has filed a
civil suit against the state penitentiary.
Suit is now pending. According to
Rosenstock. the arrest and jail incident
are very political since Devargas very-
active in trying to oust political boss,
Sheriff Emilio Naranjo. and was candidate
for Rio Arriba County Commissioner.

23) Names: GAMBOA. Jose
GAMBOA, Virginia
GAMBOA. Simon
TRIGUEROS. Raymond
TRIGUEROS. Romona

Date: 3/1/74
Location: Colummbus. NM

These individuals crossing the border.These individuals have filed a $10.000.000.
ordered to halt by customs and border suit for damages. Suit is pending.
patrol agents. The five were then The five were charged with assaultig
beaten by these agents. Federal officers, taken before the U.S.

Magistrate in Deming. Then taken to
Albuquerque for trial. and chaWs were
dismissed. Part of the suit by thefive
involves the harrasauent and inconven ce
caused by these unfounded Federal charges.

-8-
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BRUTALITY CASES (continued)

24) Name: MO NOYA. Alven
Date: 8/75
Location: Albuquerque. 10

25) Name: RAMIREZ. Andrew
Date: 11/10/77
Location: Albuquerque, 104

COLORADO

26) Hame:

Date:
Location:

ESPINOZA. Arthur
HINMJOS. J a
7/30/77
Denver, CO

-9-

Montoya and his son were working on N
their pick-up truck. Officers invest- c
igating an auto burglary. Montoya R
charged that police officer knocked S
down his son and kicked a tire into J
the boy's stomach. A skirmish evolved o
and Dr. Keith Harvie testified that t
his examination showed that Montoya f
had three broken ribs and a bruised a
lung the next day as result of beating.

Ramirez' mother called police to a
have them remove her son from the A
house since he was drunk and being
abusive. In the house, Police N
began to beat Ramirez repeatedly f
over the head with flashlight (Of- b
ficer James Babich). Rnirez was a
drged out of the house, administ- h
e no first aid by the officers. 3
and was dead on arrival at the
hopital-

Officers arrive at park after reports
of shootings. Witness state that plain
clothes, vice officers John O'Dell, Gary
Graham and David Neil. with no ident-
ificatfon. Jumped out of their cars,
shooting at Espinoza and Hinojos who
were lying on the grass. Both were
killed. Officers say that Espinoza
movedas if drawing for a gum. Both
victims were well over the legal level
of intoxication.

bntoya filed a $200,000 civil suit
charging city police officers James
agers. Cliff Jenkins. and John A.
anchez with the beating. The Federal
ury ruled in a unanimous verdict that
fficers were not liable. Attorney for
be officers was Mark Meiering. and
or Montoya. Mnny Aragon. who has filed
n appeal.

o suspension of Officer Babich. Internal
ffairs Division conducting an Invest-
gation. A preliminary autopsy by the
medical Examiner shows that Ramirez died
rom brain hemorrhage. "possibly" from
low to the head. Results of investig-
tion pending. Babich has definite
story of such behavior (SEE DAVIS.
ose. above).

Comunity uproar over the killings.
calling for Justice Dept. inve&.gation.
Grand Jury has indicted David Neil.but cleared both O'Dell and Graham.
Neil has not been suspended from the
department. Investigating D.A.. Dale
Tooley. has had a poor record concern-
ing Chicano-Anglo matters. Attorney
for victim's families. Kenneth Padilla,
has called for a special prosecutor.
Children of Espinoza have filed a civil
rights damages suit of $4 million.
Attorney handling this suit is Walter
Gerash. Similar suit expected for
HinoJos. Cc.mity convinced of cover-

Detectives who did shooting, left
scene immediately.

Co
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BITALITY CASES (continued)

2 7) Vame: FERNANDEZ, Robert
Date: 8/26/77
Location: Pueblo. CO

28) Name: LUCERO, Dennis
Date: 5/5/76
Location: Denver, CO

29) Names: MO TOYA, James
MOI TOYA, Roger
MOtOYA, Robert

Date: 4/10/76
Location: Albuquerque. NM

(NOTE: This case
out of geographical
sequence)

Fernandez', wife called police to en-
force restraining order she had ob-
tained to keep her husband away when
he was abusing her. Officers Henry
Chapman and Timothy Pepin arrived and
placed Fernandez under arrest. Wife
states that Fernandez indicated that
he was going to put down his beer
can and in the process accidentally
touched the sleeve of one of the of-
ficers. At this point officers be-
gan to beat with clubs and did not
stop untT-Fernandez was dead.

Lucero was walking home, and had
an exchange of words with James
Connely. Connely. a private citizen.
went into his house, brought out
his shotgun, shot and killed Lucero.
State law enforcement wEI-ash
ensued (see opposite).

Reported fight at LULAC Club 2823.
Officer claims that Robert lSontoya,
the father of James and Roger. at-
tacked him. Chief of Detectives
for Bernalillo County Sheriff's of-
fice. Orlando Padilla, shot and
killed Robert and James. and shot
an-wounded Roger.

D.A. Joe Losavio filed criminal charges
against patrolmen for criminally neg-
ligent homicide, based on coroner's in-
quest. Trial set for March 1978. Com-
munity outcry at the lesser charge
a misdemeanor. Widow has filed a h16.6
million civil suit for wrongful death
against the City of Pueblo. the D.A., the
Chief of Police, and the officers in-
volved. The D.A. was at the scene of
the killing shortly after, and he is
accused of collaborating with police to
cover-up the evidence. There is pres-
ently a motion to recall the D.A. At-
torneys for the widow are Edwin K.
McMartin and Michael Kelly. Officers
Chapman and Pepin transfered to desk
jobs, generally considered a promotion.
No federal involvement.

Judge ignores community pressure to
change original manslaughter charge.
Police Dept. melted the shotgun used to
kill Lucero, so charges against Comely
were dropped, since shotgun was the
main piece of evidence.

On November 13. 1976, Padilla acquitted
for the killing of Robert. but convicted
by the jury of voluntary mmalaughter
in the shooting death of James . and for
aggravated battery in the wounding of
Roger. District Judge Joseph .acea
sentenced Padilla to two concurrent
prison terms of 2-10 years. Padia out
on $25,000 property bond pending appeal.
Padilla's attorney is Leon Taylor. The
Chief Deputy D.A. is Robert Martin.

-O
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BRUTALITY CASES ( continued)

SANCHEZ. Joe Roy
6/2/77
San Luis. CO

Sanchez, who had been drinking, was in
a local store waving around a .22 he
had in his possession. Deputy Dave
Marcus arrived at the scene, and there
was a verbal exchange between the
deputy and Sanchez. The officer
purchased a pack of cigarettes. The
girl at the counter testified that
the deputy had his gun in hand while he
was paying for the cigarettes. Marcus
struck Sanchez in the head with the
gm. Sanchez fell back, and his un
dscharged. Marcus fired six shots,
striking and kllW Sanchez.

Coroner's inquest ruled that there
was no cause for charges. Commity
felt that the testimony allowed was
biased in favor of the deputy since
court presented personal backraund
of Sanchez in detail, but none atall
on Deputy Harcus. The Sanchez family
will file a civil suit in the state
court for the sum of $1 millie,.
naming the county commissioner, the
Sheriff, and Marcus. Petitie for saut
has already been filed. Deputy Marcus
was reinstated into the departmt
after having been on temporary leave
with pay.

30) Name:
Date:
Location:

- 11 -

-o
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TSE CASES WERE COMPILED BY TIRE MXICAN AMERICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND. 28 (ZANY ST.. SAN FRANCISCO. CA. 94108
For further information please call (415) 981-5800 or write.

UTLMBYUNW r OM1mr AT : Cae SLme-le. Pm II (In order by state)

Ch the n it of the incident. Blm was fearfiul of gmg
reprisals agit hin, related to a previous Ircidot.
He called for police prtectian. e unit did nt ar-
rie =dl ne heater at the S. lowee St. locating.
z~.loo this f~t lmio px mse d a mi fe for his permn-
a . Ner - sailliar md Ja -o
WW i01ditaly baen to displabW i badmvlw

s sadtat at notime di B31A thresen officers
wtda knife. Offie Pbuilliew ffrJ cm dwt. wod-

Ift 3lixb. and r& the , , - 4@1 to f lin six dae
ria-1od. aid fft ix aw lauito the body of Bl1b.

hi Offiew xyin sttes dot R1m~ was
V = yoeg bu withhis linife id dwayrived.

md tune to stab FouliIm. TInemately after the
dat .g wiaeeseee physcally d~ed by the of-

Blando's faily filed a fnraw coeipl-kt with do LAPD.
Police In tintion cwclde kif% we justCi-
fible homicide. Blaidb's deh:coe a -tea called for
a D.A-*s lnwstigptin. Career's IUqucst dmd.
Blmxb's frily he filed a wcoful dg suit, which
is uma. D.A. Inzwetigatn is puadimg. ND

C',

32) Hm: am=. ftin
Dan: 1/19/77
ccetinm: Ie Av4les. CA

Carte res tm haset by a p -n at hs place of Policetm D.A. imati:d .still In pznprre. CoarleI1oymt. -n, fAced to dri e. Off crs S csme with Inu: m ctamichid dth F1 o ire pu.ny of ha-an c Aw of xmfaI. Officers wee me dt tem ici. FB ha m. mde inqim.
%e a hostage In the c. ad the units Inolvd bed cm-
pla e rdio oamcsti eih er umIta. Cer lost cm-
twl md t 1. %lmwm wiltmmo stated dat nithar
CztU nat ohmien d Fr the crmob. Qm- s
limt Iscta- da Cee a cs um8 m telmy
fter da,- om. ahm offer thm q bd creed
ra fired 4-5 rmd Ino tI,- car. Ul aroz.

Dmas - . Cwam' s repot d- Offe r
Small's unit we dat stdh pe parmgit. OfM R.V
Mbtip wa allo Involed.

31) 11a: SAMX. jea
Dte: 2/2D/76
I--i: Im Aeles. CA



wam G ( - ,wo

4/4/78
Son BemurdinD. CA

"he yimognboy ware drivg in the area of 7th ad Mle youth's Injiim torpd. and they gae fullt. Wee thy re stopped by -o re a:mmts at the polto statim. "ba Polie Dept. Is In-police urliafo allegedy drivirg wihou liii:. kwl vastigatirg. A fora coopaint by the victim ha ntc yetL. n Ioffda ol In am of the wuits. aqprosiid bego fled7 RD Iap y MM mai t thm youths.
A I cd truk hm I th face with his fist wd dial- a il from the Cowzy, U&sim4 Service of the:nd h isa to aphy el coofrotadi. witba my pro- Justice Det.. is car itly try to mdte Iet m theOCate. No dun bit Garcia In the face area with po4c ad the ty. 1B was called oato tim m ofhis Ca1mmist. md c a IA tzA. sutok -mo1r t t MAIM by ,IX. a bm ban no disciple

youh-al0 pmosai. kedImg his nos. 11 stuck AL actim agednt Off ice La.
tfouhr youh I n m -t p to pm a alterimn .

Lem hasbd a wm -mam histy of ity mst
Q~c yout. 1b bM pui -1y barn iowd "914

ISM. tame - zr .d to MwdMA& D',isice j~I~d tim
Letim inmemity her 40rrua --- ~ - Of SOii
activity. ainus@ ~ u ly. am's son bedbo
illed, aod be has been 1-114-4u tis to sewr~ pa precol Ak nof m imxra. ftw n

dotyoffownstod b wd tiwa*pos thm in-
ciamt.

At 11th md in Strts. Off t , rm lros. m= off-
day. Cam Dvlsim dmk officer. caims tue he

airn a rober, In propce % dr&ving isa pri-
vaicle. TlAM pmed the allWd 11er o

foot. nd a aimms has statd. be im d
by thm bk of his idt. md spun him aromd. i s
tha puibed the offlo rn the dcNt. ad tuamd to
my. L4 &w his a ad abt paibt bli Into
Me be hMIf . SasIda by the CbOitim-wwe lbliM-7 (am has *=a daet te pola
S1m ra d an Iw- -ta 1 e a rb-
boy In popmu, me sti&Uay I by Lg. Ma
qp~cm axrudmairn that if later.diisam a in~bay. i did bemwit call forip
is Vp --- -- Satemot b thm witn clearly

_rct "-qrboi did tot rs*zix
-tci mssua m of a. smpciaUy tem no-is g -.

F0101 eIszant MO : the a D Wfd by Mmes' fema .
Pbice hm n rad da he Il to be jtLfi*)A. A D.A. aInweadtinoi is rqoctdy 1 11g No jn1si@ of
Feeal novort

33) rN:

Dacm:/m

-13-

Dam: 55/77
Locatim: Los A zel .CA



-14-=UMn CASES (Oelnued)

35) Ne: Ri"A, JjEsDate- 10/1I/76
location: ational City. Ok

36) la : 7E E, Alberto
Nm:. 4/19/74
lnc~sr1m. Thde City. C1

City police officer. Craig Sbt. repaded to a .. j.
of puse-natching at a local dawch. One and an-fourth

d1 ay fzin the dhurh. Short sod his partner an-
countred Rivera. z o I, to rum %waa he a Srt ap-

- . 3rt drawh-L .357 Yb~uand shot and
killed Riem In the back. 71e nomuity Is contortd at
EiTSm that Riera we alkrag -d - r - hecurch at the
ti he am S~; nd that Short had treatend Rier
pously. l atolae pure Wa not found In RLVma8pwMmdoi.

Grand Jury dIa~ I Shrt with secod I Sre i I I. but
Judge Hoffen himailf dropped the proeng. 71here asa nmity up r at decia in. and at the eviece
of a covr-up by the police dep.. *.g.. Office ft
as sent an vamcation Ia tely Fter th. sooti. md
police refed to identfy Ue offce until the Ca-
aLttna an iow Rith prm d for mx*. 7b fidly
has filed a w sful dmah civil sui . wicih is lmmn.
Saw federal Iutrxdy e hasm mend bt no
Investiation it In progrm.

TMare allegdly held up a , -r for sa cane bin. Afte tar raes' deat. Uhe 1-1-- eodry ws am up-eat bid pint. H than flnd the sc am bicycle. at rm. flu am Cdd of Police. MUm Com, not withvtch ,,, offl began to puan. or diuned Urn o'm ty In a 1.1tacry. fa-id a". IkEd zm Ino a -LA pszk. Off cer Jdn , i an mes s d kile by am-Sl. aLmiyisbac feltpwoul. clnimwd that Terinte atea bin xddi a bIte. d= bis dr ame part of a ca-iV byth U. y.cead that he am forced to sho bin dead. . m am ampatlrtlc to the mob of ta Intims Inscaw A'sp am whther l ad md ro- CT. he am a Pox Dept. D.. and C 'a. d hssIn ah Ung is almld I InI . it 'andla. All IN . OEd Jury nalada camiry wed.1wi that vaf widd thatd am nt hctaI*. b a aignd to aAmr isp usly wn vey on* lt*M to trn cm. des Job by t. . A rerontlw f== tinft tha tim. m MAglo wan clained that dw am bmznr- CIxII l s Dvieia of the Justim kpL iqpatdylaw. and that ca of her dxilik. one AlOW, am vIsired taic butac offirdIa toigle in eehdstAed to det. She aaid ha th W11 kile a Iethv-.
flea, It awiden dot Hhhe lUod Torrcm idik that
ala. and h am In fnct, idoa~d an auh t t~bax
duc. Whnth daiwn lateaisn d Cbt itme d.
,eho bad killad bar awl . ad dec dem bad bern
w tz~nzy. Iier dmid bama d *vaw bern
tapllitd. Caoiy sielb feal tha it am do anti-Nwan byatale. Adpaed wp the the det of Gn q pud"h led Maw to om at In M a mt- with
M a. Maw has bad a Meacey of a uhuIn TAln
amity.

0-*



I I V E Y CAES (cantinme

Date: 1/22/76
IncatIm: Son Jos. CA

38) m: ARMID. OocW P.
Date: 11/24/76
Location. Sm Antonio. I

-15-

Police rIPcIId to d istnzbzI the peace ceplaint by 7he Smta Cla Coxity ra my =dad det they had In-
frinds of Trevino no lna Duarte (Trinoa girlfriend) sufficimt evidence to Indict te officers Involved. It.io w re Involwd In m altarcatci. Ve tmhe offirs D Ewad ad Craig SdI -DA. Taus P. leria pre-arrivd, Trevino id Imr wre reportedly sitting moed evi tit put Trevino m trial Inatmed of thecalmly In Trsvire's ca. I.pm arrival. officers o rdere police officers. according to Rmbecca frevtw's attorneyboth to t of the car. As Mbria -m bher ma- Evetta Do. hlr. Is em e of a coo". e.g..d to adt. sting started. Both offices fixed Rebecc a pevi hired a prime padwiOg . ,o cmAd not' Tsr b-e d in the domemtm T revIo's cmm of death to the fact thatstii. .s If to per of his body weream found In tem rs offim.firs at t he mrte um testified diet MmeviWas and no ams In diet officer kom of thai 'mermbots. At-smuL-c %a the police arrived. s e bd bern omMY IRum hs filed a $2 aillio lmdt cm bdmlf ofdrmda Wummes ruporr dhat Trevino did not dia 1w- Mrs. Travino, 1"ch Is ,....v at this ties. multmudstly bt selaft uattande am die scmet. prs ae r a Peen Insestigmto. 2ie U.S.

Dept . -rdeIed the M to Inqam .In April '76, but
found to reinor to amy cut a f ull odaulor. Ear-iar, in Fdcu.y '76. Phn Nzam. disctor of di- re-
gia ml U.S. amtmsm cc Mall R1 soed t ie
omm be of mo help in hmustigntlo Tmreel eat, but
almed tonm cg m E do pt blm bm

the ~ ~ ~ ~ _ Tcxcdy telm his In-
vestieiom mum nsumc begsa.

Off-airy petnomi -rh %fm). totnm Samcz.he bn ksecuntxy at a sat cmzsr. # anubm
to his rupurt . hes., fow -e sz~ing in dhe priglt
and he told diem to lam. A verbal =ring r=Q tabetm A r lo md Sanchez. Oficr dtureted to a-

res Aramlo ordimordel cawe~xt. Officer claimdiat Argoello tian started h car mad grabbd te of-
ficer, pu ui .i body Into tie car. and bW to diw
Aay. s tngto dhe officer, i mllo tha eflsodzly
sm4epped he & fe po Smcbm' sevic rmolmw.

Sanhe thb de reolver and bzv~c It Into die car.
since l body m anti ly am of It.

*ad ta car mid Idth dom officer h wd. m to ' estla for -- ,of .n .
trscm id to tam off the idtio br e sdht andkilaed Arguello. Acding toh*Mm Swkvl a Tea

attorney. wunems hiw rested this ircbe7l stoy.
Indicating a co-upa of a sratd police killing.

Pf o In msirio canluded that tts officer me Vuilyof noc Snhez m m not stmpuidd. 7ie polIcEpor IM to the DA.'a office as mU a for
Bmt County tid Juy. which is sto6.d polc proc uc.
Mt: Investigation is peding. lo knowledge of Federal



UWVM CSES(coninud)

39) i: CAMPO. Fenando
Date: 2/29/76
location: El Peo. ME

40) M : ,. Cer,"
Dan: 3/1&7; 8/17/77b t, l: R1 Paso. ME

Grn Jury refined to Indict officer Involved. 1kwa
no-bila. Attorney* for thm Campos famiy, Joeph Sib
Abralen wd Isis Islas, ban filed a civil ridg actionIn stats €cot aspiat t city of El Paso ad thm El
Po Police Dept.. as ll a Pnsa U. Er mtagful
deth. 7 action is directed - ,I the duty both tm
city end the estoblishmt in quetion. with respect to
tim comrw sfet. N fadmal Itn~vaen be been

F ~sa Fn v has beer

Drn filed a clslza with tim Polic ept 'a frl-
affAirsf U office. m Invo e i wee mium -bfor 0 doys with no pay. 7m FI did m - lId.
but rulad cbst dar em no ta. motationfo civil
ri* d s d, da offis.

Ducn filed a Ecemi ~litwith the Po11ce eanr
ad daot bI Ir it mtillp.lb NVw ~taEN%-T

Invoveme - tb ah n . There is evidem
dat 11m .__mad himm flft im a el
comlaint fo tim 3/1-A- M~ Urn's ~yis
kbml A*ud

-16-

A msuilamce team of City Police Offices wre Inolved
In a satim-o: at a local Pi- Hut. tie site of a seriesof previos brg ris. Frmciece Sotl entered the beck
of tin PI Bi. armd. In an attet to coIl rcbary.
He was shot by wicor officer Al J . Cmpoe ad
Icbezt umd . % wre paroizn the Pizza Hut. werefrii .ned at tim uwfire @Ice at no tim as I dn.-
ifai y t im y officers. li ld. fbaring that ti~e re fired by an armed AI -. kxamt
Avelo, iW outsd. dot handled mosa be an.

.s Is awhlmI %dbe ' e t&5@Mcr usd per

I U~ Iasa _Im Am r ~ ~ d fLZJZ

Durin haim f dgw e In tm mcr of El Paao.D1ua- wasaItad arious & drug .V s &a clzt
states dat hm themn b rtn In t h aa. 1b wtd= to the City-Cogy bAlm I=* lzt a oms wmic of-EL== Crim - Guillermo Acosnta. Thre, beusF Ice to strip admd. an %&l- stripin Dam mm

betaL mc trppk eas bm fw ante 10-15
irhm 'd 1 other officers 1- n d on -MI blting

*nd lndaung at DAm
In a aeparate Iiziat. 3/17/77. 11s was tI by
Patrom MAi11 Acota. h repabmy atru& Dam

stay withi bi fiat &.l1 heas bmdad md on
- . Dzai una of xmr protsuin thm Bod ofDirectors of Ts F& C1 w ove am u of real cocr

to the Latin eommtity. Police I I I to a cell doVA= and Mido lape were Iamkzv wiams at do clinic.
Police ret amp diat DA= did not stop bin VLatinthAuto timk officas called Ma cw. ~M imath mmsdAN a result. lb s mfwers Amndb~wm

-A



Do*: 1/2/78
1ncein: Astin. ix

Dow: 6/20/75
Incatim: Frlo COmIty. lT

On Jamm-y 10. 1978. Im's car slid off to rood. Of-
ficers Faye y Nft and GUrnw) azilwd ad. mmwt a f~olb w n m to ta am Mis 1Zam Wo +ini ra~mt. Cu
bai f .l m- d .b 7cay

the boddm spin beat bim wwroly. msin.%Wls in4I161m. Him Imaiais wer mmd. officatanmmed him In a flabt. and be vow boom o: A ' h.
lam mo hmA In Ja.T fc 12 dop. and aox% to
ht m. fmd - hmzmme ftm jtia-os.n

Jmy M. ammtows rmovd frostolaaIR- &at pow call acattr. ad vos- mdaely td to a lnqdtz'and. asd. min inhearetucd to a podai call. 7hat m nmait:. e i of-
flo.m d It- ng call, a.-d bow im l inded. OffLrnu Incudf Zo camty Uhmiff Dm

Ma.a Dop. of Fkh21c Smfsty parhn a romv
dpty. and a rauire. %w mamc -

- aictimm polcally with dVtin R*z Mt ims
in~~~ -cty ls with other Ciicams an this niW

Wo dis infmmmim fac Justice Dot. attena~a.dot U:00p.o.. s.x p offs frm te Tem Al-
clc Umm Castrol Apcy WD). .n stae ad laml
polce Fm. a-d ti bar. mtIe m pzI . or-
erms dm aasida. Utcut prouca.im, Rik Dwfa of

ABC. aqpromid md s ms k Ma i d fan ba ed
am tat hmd. aflr hfvng said m ywT utinay m rI
toM. th& s .4o m u mI e o offiwoms ;nd to
boa d kick bd to din Z. At Pklo Qmty Wai.

Wramvommd but not cbw and im 3badly omndd mdfal ttml. H m r -d f- pro-
per P In a Sm c ltcioa1 cly aftat mmy
bons. 4an Mis m1ca caiim hod bomme goom.

-17-UU- C (emamd

BM initially ufumd to investioate. daferrin to tinTm_ it 8. iamity , - Isms aw initiamd
am dl Investigatim n ti U.S. A-
rtmmy. Tmy Cma. oft inesig m I p S. is-

ca te lnmt b hod of te w VirilUmant. 'obed initialy zud Lamo's dmh a
i Jay 2. lmp.os is mramly a tin thirdHadcal Emdw rsfls RM soato h bd

tio tin dooh m hd. d p.. ru ss Jahm(kern, ins proldnd proasaaim if ic~m Of the in-
yur Is Idcab&. Stm o evid .of -tIpI -
up. sta. af L. 's death. t ffi lzrmlmd wtAt Ra~b's reaat to. wan m wits staed "pt plir
scim Stroxcb." Fu~t clam tb* Lam %ms l=y
ill. but thn question xmin. ~i ino b not too to tin
lmqixal after 24 laa x dc. is Tm Imnl

Rodpam w prmoacted cci' iamnal omft inclu6-
ing rmiatiuU ands . m a an m fie. Ptmso=-IM 1~a 1 a 4 tt p af tin trial eadd In a bu
jtxy. eLVI 3It Divla of tin Justice Iopt. has da-eldad not to purue ift in -tgaii Private acting hissbana fiLed aa Itr. Rodcrgmmbnifby Son Antaio et-
tory Gerald Goldstein,.4 ndHu. M=n muit is pwd-
beg In fob='a cm=.

0



43) Nm: 14M. Richa dDate: 10/20/74
Loca Ion: Aluuru. NH

44) 14m: MM . Wore MIX
1a:: 7/14/77
Tim!, 2: Albcjaqq. HK4

Accodin to his attorney. Roina4 Taylor. Lopa' beating
ma nee investigated by a Grand Jury. or the Federal
Smwnment. Lopez filed a m it in U.S. District
Cart spgrint the offics. which wa settled out of
ourt. Officer ia, who had a history of such abues.

ma forced amt of the dsImpar.

e t ry ma e wcted ad saeteced to fiv days In
jail for I.ntfen, creating a , ad co li
his ttue idatiy from a Plice officer, all ismans.
]k we 4l-Mted ax 3 counts of aasatad ammaut an a
police officer. but wm . nt fmr tdo thepd
felany. but for sd sumltx m offt . lH Is
now serving a am yaw sa . p Pod a by his
attorney Joseph RSp. Before einwak killed
Andre Radmre In a similar fla% bet= g- 7fa ,a
denied Rigs motion at that time to re-intrrqsr
Boich. No actici w m as i spimst Sebidx. No federl
inpo1vmt reported&

-18-

Cty office. Ed ignm .ma ed Jl Steele, topped
I= for dnkn drvi. A officers approachd the
stoped car. Lopez rolled up bis widm ad o-c1 the

,reuting to atp upon the arcer from the of-
floats. b etmmotully opmd the lock. and a wiitsm
states that Immdiately te offers e-d the door
w r ~ toban Lopez wic, t prvocarioa. Aare-v ut o the ux b~wail.Lpz received arvere

wouds to the few and head. On the MW to the police
statiom . Lopez l testified that th office acmully
stopped m the fremimy aid struck bim rpeaedly.

Officers stopped Hoya's F-1 for Driving Wdl kntc-
icated. Jam Bilich w one of the arr offers

7Z RMMM. MENU, #25). Robert wn ts of his
houe. %ibez th "e W -e ocuzt . to Liv a .

best wa arrested for c ea3t his tre idtity.
sanzxg from a pswioa encout with OMfce Baix.
RA or ta ram Into his hous, with the officers In
purad. Officers k md the doir In. and bich
MiLUrd ove to Robet and -tndhim with his flash-
light ov th heed. wLtut acy -m by Robert
(this according to Udich's am tastleexy). - D
g.s ~r by the hair, drge ill 0agid . and
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ES fficas. tabted Biehvs . at -Mch tim
Off Steve Tktat d d hi- Mai he loed out.
Miach continud to but ft wtth his f M-
til he mas undmcl . 1-1 r'a aitr and sister rem
to W t'a ad. vs p a cow the om. and ar-
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=.U, David
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Abst. Ch. and Cruz' humid mr linking at a br Attornems for Abmym md Cru m ate MlUbl tqmNmoff md
whm .a fight td samd hegroup. O f .s Com Clam In'. 7y haw filad suit In -. al CrAt In

Arian md his brother WA.1 city officers. wae also Deave. spins the cm Cnmia City officer. 11o dmy
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ad Abeyte to lem. ad dey did. escorted ot by th carding to the ac ays. daey a ami n townd
officers. Me officers - r~ I r amot of to. A a out of cout settlmn. Jeffursom Cmtty D.A. In-

=m getting Into dheir am to lan, George atiptic conclded dat dhm office commtted no
thevm . and & rhoensung con- u ring.md took no action. lb Feada Invemt

frntai dim h Window -m Ioa Of e rp t hat
they dur MAbnr bad a Sm. and as the a drovm amy.
of e is U sh . fc smm distance
fro ti vm bun ta shooting occred, hme, tay
claim thet dim ,m a used to try to rnm tem dom.
Abymwa d~ exl wued 3 tie. ad Batbel onn

Dvid Invove In m altarcatim at a local estaisent-No private s.tfileu-pim offices andar A~ isVAi
Furs late, he and brothr Immce retmnd to tim se- of court-policolaboatio. lAm cnicted of tin-
rtb]..hmit. at dth t s o c arr ved. W hout Imisti Pt amnd lt a alt In Dstrict Cout.
waing City Offi r Steem Szt m qproedhd mvd. l as smtencd to 7-10 ymas In th ste pnitay.
sawing at him l mtha bem to strike Dvid with his Be appealed to th tate S Coat. wh ffsed th
club. In dafms. Dtvid asttld Suttn to thgrund. 1 o uirt design. This w Lomn's first omem.
quickly allowing him to rise. Suttm cal - for awe David a ic of resistive - - m nd stancm d to

xiidts. and hiwulffsd David. At this t1m. Offi Tepin one year In dm couy jail. d this a his first om .
a chasing Loarca, d bee his with his flsshlight, here wo no D.A.. or Grand Jury Inetigto. D.A. Joe
*11* hnxkmfad. OfficrMm that laterae lusagd Loarvio has had a veary poor remd, as dame have bum amy
at him with a ma-kit knife. which die brothrs clsim recall actlam. Sutton bus hod a history of brurality
Lamenc bud Jr gig I uon dim arriwi of Police. Both (SERAL. FE, #49. Inra.
brothers wm placed in separate crs. In die fEa-
sea of me of the utmit. David ms stick repeatedly in
dim fae by Sutton util he passed camTUpm arrival at
the jail. avid as aot acceted du to sver mmns
He am hospitalized. I~mnc received no -H-ica st-
ttim. At dh jail Immo am fome tc strip frem
dim uaist dm. md offices teed to brm hia
nale ogo if he did not mil a statemt saying dat he
bed assaulted police with a knife. lo of fice wa re--
portd stabbed.
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48) 11m: lUA &"Mi
Dun: 2/28/74
laetion: Dawr. D

At Qztis Perk. In the Qiicon commniy of Mkwr. of-
ficers called In to rmom a lady trapped In tae t-
rom. Police radicd for me ws to assist In opm-
It te door. thi ac ding to police repot . As it
we Saumy. I u' a p t my peole at the
Fm*-. Arriving sartly dwefter. asemld In fullview. were a dm, police unts. May cruised, tlets
flambirg. and the officers dressed In full riot Wa.
Tow bame wiesed damon th e In the park.a,,o. fea-ig bi- am's saty. wn In serc of hi.
He oped to ask a officer %m*t " oan. M
officers ;ome to strum oXt= m amir.e rim. beat-
ft bin withi ch-As, flow. an Id~ binma vU.-

tuxm filed a claint vLth t police deparme. h
ruled tdt ti action did no r ze e.dsciplinary action.
lb took the case to the Coloredo Civil al comaIM.
ure Ie was Inf~oud tba it had no j iscio m

tInient. The U.S. sent In the M to lnet4PCD.
butno actio as fi-MLLMAd. In July '74, story fo
Lotar, Jams brems filed a m si~t = behalf of his
client 4Pizt thm wq. thepolce, chief, an the of-firs involvd. Fise ad Mb611 k. 7he ww sd th
= i A d me ofmy I s but a local

(smof jiLr found ans of the ofi ershd violated

a fine of $750. o"b sofa mvA .an- I

Ibtoy s joyridlog In a stolen car. lb enontrd 11 -5 filed a dm suit n then officers In thea policacr In aellay. Police won not part i m State District Coirt. CMur ruled the, OM "29arbut as frda= . stoped his ca sad on. lb bod mused emmet fot, but ,d I oly $M0. so aleo mi a e his mi and hns ade amnst cious- $123 00. I~mont 11 foazd sot-gilty of an-s. lb bse dwp that thn officars In Puzeit. Ibirm W im.P utilmoOf I 1 bar-5pam adimeedT. ~an Va en Mmmb, clibed hma Initially to tb amso itolecears,. Im thn officer's, report It IsImmzd. sad boa Ma serasl, =Aol an poah d lb sed tht M1 fall yiCN, dbe 111I to =Ine-doi up idthnrsous cuts o his bods hea, ana n dit he r 14 1, allb~ his Injm sa im ftfell.fron ht mteah. nd needed 25 sttbu s d. Tn -ort thn offlzistified thm Ig aeiated
pumtly. Attocaey for 1; 1 Jame haom. ied a

moinfca am tr--1. wh&r wa ded by thn Jde.f hAnms. dn Judge. and Oflo M? ItP) Mt to pCiats
Cba&W nd thn latter admtted doet be bed smme

I- a bead lwsiewalk. Jump disised this
afseidom with crtdL of the actoemwns "Oumaut of
dde bnfooln"

0"
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*Curtis Patk -e also iw sm of the dmwin of
&-tkar Emqin md Jam rm,,jos (7/30/77, S
-ae nmber 26). Altho * this ma s I bs
dated. h -,,- brutal_.it n t 'I-
cami ty. e. F C~tm: Park. Is of sae-mous n .
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NUZ. 4'lvidor In the Puerto ~mn ommity, in Nartisas Oricw ftmiz
7/2/77 wes standing on a stree cornier drziting beer. OfficersO ILcq. a rrived ad orded him to rm the beer Ins e a club

nmrby. M-4- told dim dihet be could not since tlre
wam e persoasl problan with die bartindier. He dhen
proceeded to pour die beer on dh street. He us is-diately arretd by die officers. Ed il driving tothe station. we pncmd In the fae. At tim station.
he woo bit with pust fceIn die srmec for no uo
pewt z am d than pt In a Jal call. %-I, MA-fored severe pain In his stomach at die tL he ws
bmd E Iad sen boos. h ne n the poin drw
him to t clinic. wh be wn quicly nhed to diehospital whe he w, p eratd m fw a zupued livr

dp as a eszult1ofte bing Nwindte
hoopal fo 2-3 uaqp. g ' T q eretitm.

0zD. Jollo Duuin Puorwo Rm Day feivitiae at tolk Park nCIM. olas the Pero icm emmity. a dnor Incident resulted6/4177 In Pollc suru die pork In mee =96M. ad Inem . IL. fuol riot par. Added to die adAting tenio e
police and die comanity was tim bmtresing andbet
of die youth. and die subeeuon ree t bic bqLI
to fire dhir sm. ciazing die terrified people to flee.Wiutunse dived Sgt. "lm Walton tim aim ad shoot

ard ktill C= In die b: At amsot die m tim.
(oarZ-:uD was with Cruz (diey woe frind). rn shot
In the be* of the oek 7hie bulet edied dwosga his
throat. .kUltehL Wlton ldid thet Norio fired
a Imat!~~ diet die *ht esed End ki0led ft=.
He dhem fined at Coalo.rkillu hLThis axtrudcts
all -mtI - by aysitns iftor dietht both Cruz
and Goorto we= tPd A % kiLled. 11 Sm was eve
found aneihe Ccuz or ~OPOIO. IMMiema XMnddiet die I t Iir ; 1n A. De'liati show diat
die bullet In Crus cm,- fru 's wmt. M i . n-cidmut Incld mms u ote beatinva by tl% "
police afteeme - -. ie .tug tdu*a die
cmiry by etering bme illeplly. End arresting
End beating ideremay

Q aa egaiuint Kimin for disorly conduct me ac-gd
Police ad~ diet lmiz offered h lysical provocation.
but claim dht they nev touched hiL eses dispute
that la.His attrne. Flint Taylor. hm filed a
civil ri'tab brutality sui m M z behl , %&Acd is
pading. An NI sat ws smt In to lzaeetiote. but
the i- felt dit this aecy had not in ptd
I. BZ'wA a previow intidwnt (S. Q;;M

hey rejectoo se am Ineetistiuo sincen hey I y Ido die MB bed used such a siiuotioa befoe to horress
die omuni.y regarding urelsted issue.

Officer ll h Is 11:ll ue j ob. bre In evince of
a police co-p Ed die faim im of evidomc. .reis a *cn Jury Investigaion pending. hat City officials
weut to kill the proceedings. Eyowitmosee hme" testified
before die Grad Jury. hat th ow beon no JxM n
become officials di1 diet do Punto Mm emmoity,
has bow uncooperative. eve though it bee ptaniesd to pro-
duc witneses End doainatim. Ma U.S. Atanyse
office. Ed die EI am~ Investigating. hat do cooity
to vey @e I~ die failure of do U.S. Attain7 to
act. ad at die MB for using the investigatim soa pm*-
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U.S. AtttneyIn~ frafSulie. 1hrs Is a primot
civil sult for oe by die f-dlI 4 of ormn md

0= umg Inethde city. th Police Quiaf. die
Now Ed =imoff imr Invlved.
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Office arrivd at the sam of a di ace call in
in the Puerto Rica sectr of Philadepia. Police reported
dtt uon arrival I % no d anc in pogrem. but
clain that Ortiz begon to cuese the officer and punched one
of them ,6x resulted In a fight. Sevea wit"wee diy
dis vesio. sayg chat after a vel altarcatia and
vidrait a warat police mashad throu*ab th e s pawls
of Ortiz' fruta door to op it. Owe In. thi officers
slmd Ortiz through a window,. and beat him with night
sticks. tDwr thear . acoxd~to, vimaees. Ortiz'
avealls fell to the flow. and Rf adins penwiaeia to
aid* th up. the hodufe victim w a I with a
Eaa aset bent over. Police aswshwd a werrm
to e Ortiz' bo, ad s ed hema. racial pizaphs
at th victim.

Ortiz convicted by a ftunicipel Cbui jui. 11/9/77.
an damzes of asaualting 3 police officera. rmeiting

re1t. ad disodely codut. Mes officers. Tbum
Ciraldi. Pl t Pawls a d Ia ' rasy. w re Indicted
by a federal gand Juy m m of violate Ortiz'
civil ri~te. Federal I g agans ~I th off.Ors
were I - ed. Ortlz and ofl f thvecivlian eyeamsoa
bean Idetified Gerard Saerno ah offl thatwa
reepaaibla for the beating. U.S. Attorney Delid K.
Maron p oed to inveetimts t i ,

bu he w of the eyedtome couM notif
am of the Indicted offl vb. db benm =41md to
cover-u Salaom's rol. ad wt at the c mi
of Otiz beati,. the Imestiptin vo rd. At-
torny for Ortiz. Am yJackso. IMI filed MM 490n
am hi'scliet' convict. Is pwzig. Q d
Saern bee a wUll-mm history of b i
Philadelphia (SM w. i. Itm j. ) and
Is wall-re md by do comity. 4w -'a ms bee
• ---dIn a u of peweias brucaLity nes, th c

nutity feela dhat tda polic Iqr I wc to bids
my furftr bernsl pbWldzy.
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Police rwPCe etitee tlrt Officers Called to Heys' blo&
to invetigate a CONlaint of viedmis being I-okAi. Upon
arrival. police claim that PA,.. On at thi with anism.
Officer Cerard Saler (SM W. EDWO) fined at bin
tduoug the front witohEll of the va he vm In. since
both officers woe still Inside the ww4 vehicl. Men
*At nissed aR officers followed Asy. Into Wis ?wae.
Accrdq to the officers, Inside the Rumn.F~ D tie
to bit Serno .wi a lag im~ bor.,Slroae
tdcs MlIM hm TIve vim..... Ru.. testified
Unt ~ ~d zUI I to powus the POIce attadr-
Im day orrix, Asysco. and In daft so. -a
th mmwih %&hbe m A' li =old carmg&
ha cowd. Vitmme fuwtisr atom Me 74y.
the Rum. he fall and Oern F~ Im fro tha la
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In a very = s1 me. suipous tr offiws tosiwd.
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chapman. Mr. Berrill.

TESTIMONY OF KEVIN BERRILL, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL GAY
TASK FORCE VIOLENCE PROJECT

Mr. BERRILL. My name is Kevin Berrill, and I am director of the
National Gay Task Force Violence Project. NGTF is the Nation's
oldest and largest national gay and lesbian civil rights organiza-
tion. Mr. Chairman and members of the Criminal Justice Subcom-
mittee, we want to thank you for calling these hearings today and
for recognizing the importance of bringing a gay and lesbian per-
spective to your examination of police practices.

This issue cannot be tackled unless we all work together and
that is why we are here today. Police harassment and attacks
against us are longstanding problems, extending back well before
the time we developed visible communities. We trace the real be-
ginning of gay pride and self-respect to a night in June 1969, when
the patrons of a Greenwich Village bar called Stonewall fought
against those who had for years violated their civil rights with im-
pugnity. After one too many raids on gay bars and countless inci-
dents of verbal abuse, threats, blackmail, extortion, and brutality,
so-called sissies and queers of every race rioted against the New
York City Police Department.

Our community looks back with pride at that explosion of anger,
and we remember those who fought that night at marches and ral-
lies every June.

To be a victim of crime, especially of violent crime, is a terrible
ordeal, but when that crime against you is committed by those who
are responsible for protecting you, the pain and rage are even
greater. We still feel that pain and rage because police harassment
and brutality against our community still persist.

It is true that police-gay relations have improved in some com-
munities, but the September 1982 police attack on Blue's-a Man-
hattan bar patronized primarily by gay men of color, demonstrates
that Stonewall is not just an event of the past. In that raid black
gay men were brutalized and subjected to racist and homophobic
epithets.

Fifteen months later, not one officer involved in that attack has
been identified and not a single investigation has produced a con-
clusive report.

James Credle of Black and White Men Together, to my left, will
be speaking to this incident in more detail in his testimony.

Our community is still haunted by the unanswered questions
surrounding the death of Michael Stewart, a friend to many of us,
who was arrested by New York City Transit Police for spraying
grafitti in a subway station. As you know Michael arrived at Belle-
vue Hospital in the early morning hours of September 15, legs
bound, in a coma that ended in his death 13 days later.

Just 1 week ago, the National Gay Task Force received calls
from several gay people, who reported antigay epithets and unnec-
essary use of force by police against gay men outside a strip of bars
on West Street.

Complaints about police harassment and brutality are hardly
confined to New York. In many cities and States across the coun-
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try, complaints of police harassment and brutality are far more fre-
quent.

In 1982, the National Gay Task Force initiated its violence
project to document, publicize, and combat antigay, antilesbian vio-
lence. In the first 8 months of this year, nearly 1,700 acts of anti-
gay harassment, threats, and attacks were reported to 12 local vio-
lence projects or to our national toll-free crisisline. One hundred
and nineteen of these, or 7 percent, involve police as the perpetra-
tors. They include reports of physical assault, entrapment, verbal
abuse, vandalism, unequal enforcement of the law, and failure to
respond to or follow up on reports on antigay, antilesbian violence.
These incidents are only the tip of the iceberg. Only 12 local com-
munities right now have local projects that document antigay vio-
lence, and our crisisline is still not widely publicized. I think that it
is fair to say that large numbers of gay and lesbian Americans still
do not know about NGTF's Crisisline and its efforts to document
violence.

One of these incidents was reported to our crisisline by a lesbian
who had been the victim of a police attack in Florida. One night
this past July, she and three friends were walking arm in arm out
of a lesbian bar, when a patrol car approached, slowed down, and
stopped. The officers got out of the car, accosted one of the women
and called her a pervert.

When our caller protested the remark, one officer threw her to
the ground and sprayed mace in her face. Both she and the first
woman were then arrested for disorderly conduct and a liquor law
violation. Since then our caller reports that she now fears being
seen near the bar and experiences repeated and intense feelings of
helplessness and rage.

Last winter we received a report from Indiana about two gay
men who were attacked by local police and then arrested. The inci-
dent began when a police patrol car followed the men as they
drove from a local gay bar to a nearby diner. As one of the men
opened his car door to get out, a police officer approached him, and
without so much as a word, banged his head against the steering
wheel, dragged him out of the car and assaulted him.

Stunned by what was happening, and afraid that he would suffer
an even worse beating if he hit back, the victim did not resist. In
the attack his arm was pulled out of its socket and he suffered nu-
merous cuts and bruises which later required hospitalization. Both
of the men were hauled off to jail without any explanation of the
charges against them, and were repeatedly subjected to homopho-
bic epithets. The victims eventually filed a complaint against the
arresting officer, who received only a mild reprimand and a change
of police duties.

At the time of this report, we were informed that police brutal-
ity, especially against gay people, was common practice in that In-
diana community.

From a city in Mississippi, we have received reports about police
officers who routinely park at an intersection near a local gay bar,
stop all departing patrons and issue them summonses for driving
while intoxicated. There are numerous straight bars in that city,
but only patrons of the gay bar are subjected to this kind of harass-
ment.
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These accounts are just a few of those reported to NGTF. We
have long maintained that violations such as these are not isolated
incidents, but part of a persistent and widespread problem. Survey
data we have recently compiled suggest that this is indeed the case:

In June 1983, the National Gay Task Force, in cooperation with
gay and lesbian organizations in eight cities across the United
States, conducted a survey of antigay, antilesbian violence. Of the
nearly 2,100 gay men and lesbians surveyed at gay events in Atlan-
ta, Boston, New York, St. Louis, Dallas, Denver, Los Angeles, and
Seattle, 23 percent of males and 13 percent of females indicated
they had been verbally harassed, threatened with violence or phys-
ically attacked by the police because of their sexual orientation..

The highest level of police harassment and violence was reported
in Dallas, where 33 percent of gay men and 25 percent of lesbians
reported such abuse. Los Angeles, Denver, and Atlanta were not
far behind.

Survey participants in New York City gay pride day march expe-
rienced the least police abuse; 12 percent of males and 11 percent
of females reported such victimization. These percentages from
New York are low relative to the other cities, but by any other
standard are unacceptably high.

The toll of police harassment and brutality cannot be measured
solely in terms of these statistics. These numbers cannot measure
pain, anger, fear or loss, nor should these statistics be evaluated
solely in terms of those individuals they represent, because the
impact of police harassment and violence is felt not only by those
directly experiencing it, but by our entire community. When just
one of us is called "'dyke", "faggot" or "queer", when one of us is
enticed or entrapped, when one of us is shoved up against a wall,
kneed in the groin, strip searched and ridiculed, when one of us is
beaten with a billy club, our entire community is violated.

Any act of police hostility, even an epithet, can serve to create a
climate of mistrust and hostility which makes many gay and lesbi-
an people much less likely to report antigay crimes which in turn
makes our whole community more vulnerable to crime.

Some criminals specifically target gay people because they know
many of us fear and mistrust the police and will not report inci-
dents. They also correctly assume that police will not bother to in-
vestigate crimes against queers.

In some cities, such as Seattle, police have responded vigorously
to reports of antigay violence, and have worked with the local lesbi-
an and gay community to curb further incidents. However, many
l ay victims elsewhere have charged that their police departments

o not take such incidents seriously, and some report that they
have suffered even more abuse when they went to the police. When
asked to evaluate police response to their reports of antigay vio-
lence, 46 percent of our Crisisline callers said officers were 'sympa-
thetic or helpful". However, most indicated otherwise. Forty per-
cent said the police were "indifferent" and 14 percent described
them as "hostile".

In Washington, D.C., and a few other cities and towns across the
country, increased gay political influence has led to fairer treat-
ment of gay and lesbian people by the police. That is good news.
But the bad news is that in towns, cities and even entire States
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where gay people are invisible or lack political clout, the personal
prejudices of politicians and law enforcement officials often deter-
mine whether or not we are treated fairly or brutally. This is con-
trary to law and to the very principles upon which this country is
based.

Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me. Can you begin to summarize because I
have got to recognize the final speaker and we are already 12, 13
minutes.

Mr. BERRILL. I can very briefly summarize my recommendations.
There are five of them.

It is our hope that when the Criminal Justice Subcommittee ex-
amines ways to remedy the problem of police harassment and vio-
lence, it will remember those who have no voice and power. And to
assist you in that effort, we submit the following recommendations:

One, an end to discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
in the hiring of law enforcement personnel. The U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights has said that one way to minimize confrontations
that commonly take place between the police and the homosexual
community is the hiring of police officers, and yet the Internation-
al Association of Chiefs of Police continue to uphold the resolution
calling for a nohire policy against gay people.

We believe that that resolution upholds nothing more than igno-
rance and bigotry. We reject the IACP's assertion that a gay or les-
bian presence in police police forces would destroy internal morale
and public confidence and wish to point out that there are already
many gay people working in every level of law enforcement. How-
ever, because of IACP's discriminatory policies, these men and
women cannot come out without jeopardizing their careers.

We also reject notions that gay people do not have the character
or constitution to handle law enforcement work. New York, San
Francisco, Washington, D.C., and elsewhere, openly gay officers
have served with distinction. According to Richard Hunguisto, who
is a San Francisco County supervisor, "gay employees in the San
Francisco Police Department are as good or better than their het-
erosexual counterparts."

Two, we also call for mandatory minority-awareness training for
police officers; and regular contact between the police and the gay
and lesbian community-on the precinct level, in committees or
task forces, and at public forums. Where there is a significant gay
or lesbian population and/or a history of police harassment and
brutality against gay people, police departments should have a liai-
son to the gay community to respond to complaints and requests
for assistance. Gay people and all minority constituencies should
also have input into the hiring of their local chief of police. In at
least two cities, Washington, D.C., and Chicago, members of our
community have had that- opportunity and we believe it should be
common practice everywhere.

Three, the National Gay Task Force calls for the establishment
of an independent civilian complaint review boards to assure police
accountability for police practices.

Four, finally, we recommend passage of Federal legislation that
guarantees the civil rights of all gay and lesbian people. As long as
gay men and lesbians risk losing jobs, homes, and child custody by
coming out, many will not report antigay crimes committed against
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them by civilians or police. Fear of discrimination silences many
who would otherwise step forward and speak out.

In failing to guarantee gay and lesbian civil rights, our Govern-
ment sanctions antigay violence by making it impossible for many
of as to fight back through the criminal justice system.

We therefore ask that your committee support NGTF's sister or-
ganization, the Gay Rights National Lobby, in its efforts to secure
a Federal gay and lesbian civil rights bill.

I also submit to you written testimony, journalistic documenta-
tion of antigay violence, along with a sampling of our crisis-line
report forms.

We appreciate the opportunity to raise our concerns and we
stand ready to offer any additional information or assistance you
may need to continue your investigation and also to effect the
changes that are so needed.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Berrill.
[Prepared statement of Kevin Berrill and materials submitted by

NGTF follow:]
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Testimony submitted by

Kevin Berrill
Violence Project Director
National Gay Task Force

Mr. Chairperson, I want to thank you for calling these hearings today and
for recognizing the importance of bringing a gay and lesbian perspective to
your examination of police practices. Police harassment and attacks against
homosexuals are a longstanding problem, extending back well before the time
we developed visible communities.

We trace the real beginning of gay pride and self-respect to a night in June,
1969, when the patrons of a Greenwich Village bar called Stonewall fought
against those who had for years violated our civil rights with impunity. After
one too many raids on our bars and countless incidents of verbal abuse, threats,
blackmail, extortion and brutality, so-called "sissies" and "queers" rioted against
the New York City police department. Our community looks back with pride
at that explosion of anger, and we remember those who fought that night
at marches ard rallies every 3ne.

To be a victim of a crime, especially a violent crime, is a terrible ordeal.
But when that crime against you is committed by those who are responsible
for protecting you, the pain and rage are even greater. We still feel that
pain and rage because police harassment and brutality against our community

still persist. To be sure, police/gay relations have improved in some commun-
ities. But the September, 1982, police attack on Blue's bar--a Manhattan estab-
lishment patronized primarily by gay men of color--demonstrates that Stonewall
is not just an event of the past. In that raid, black gay men were brutalized
and subjected to racist and homophobic epithets; physical damages to the
bar were estimated at $30,000. Fifteen months later, not one officer involved
in that attack has been identified, and not a single investigation has produced
a conclusive report.

Our community is still haunted by the unanswered questions surrounding the
death of Michael Stewart, a friend to many of us who was arrested by New
York City Transit Police for spraying graffiti in a subway station. Michael
arrived at Bellevue hospital early one morning last September, legs bound--and
in a coma that would end with his death thirteen days later.
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Just one week ago, the National Gay Task Force received calls from several
gay people who reported anti-gay epithets and unnecessary use of force by
police against gay men outside a strip of gay bars on West Street.

Complaints about police harassment and brutality are hardly confined to New
York City. Indeed in many cities and states across the country complaints
of police harassment and brutality are far more frequent.

In 1982, the National Gay Task Force initiated its Violence Project to document,
publicize and combat anti-gay/lesbian violence. In the first eight months
of this year, 1,682 acts of anti-gay/lesbian harassment, threats and attacks
were reported to twelve cooperating local violence projects or to our national
toll-free Crisisline. 119 (7%) of these incidents involved the police as perpe-
trators. They include reportslof physical assault, entrapment, verbal abuse,
vandalism, unequal enforcement of the law and failure to respond to or follow
up on reports of anti-gay/lesbian violence.

One of these incidents was reported to our Crisisline by a lesbian who had
been the victim of a police attack in Florida. One night this past July, she
and three friends were walking arm in arm out of a lesbian bar when a patrol
car approached, slowed down and stopped. The officers got out of the car,
accosted one of the women and called her a pervert. When our caller protested
the remark, one officer threw her to the ground and sprayed mace in her
face. Both she and the first women were then arrested for disorderly conduct
and a liquor law violation. Since then, our caller reports that she now fears
being seen near the bar and experiences repeated and intense feelings of help-
lessness and rage.

Just a week and a half a ago, a gay man from Alabama called to tell us that
he had been falsely arrested for soliciting sex. In his report to us, he used
the facilities of a local men's room and promptly returned to his car. A plain-
clothes officer who was in the men's room at the same time as he, followed
him out to his car and asked him, "Are you a faggot?" Without waiting for
a reply, the officer ransacked his car. He then handcuffed the victim and
booked him for "lewd behavior." After the arrest, t&e officer called the victim's
employer, who hab ,ince fired hi,.. Our caller has hired an attorney and intends
to fight the charges and his dismissal from work.

37-501 0 - 84 - 31
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In September, we received a report from Massachusetts about a gay crime
victim who was abused by the police. After having been mugged near a local
gay bar, he flagged down a passing patrol car and explained to the officers
what had happened. He was told to get into the car so they could drive around
the vicinity of the crime and perhaps identify the perpetrators. However,
when the officers discerned that he was gay, they verbally abused him, ordered
him qut of the car and drove away.

Last winter we received a report from Indiana about two gay men who were
attacked by local police and then arrested. The incident began when a police
patrol car followed the men fs they drove from a local gay bar to a nearby
diner. As one of the men opened his car door to get out, a police officer
approached him and, without so much as a word, banged his head against the
steering wheel, dragged him odt of the car and assaulted him. Stunned by
what was happening and afraid that he would suffer an even worse beating
if he hit back, the victim did not resist. In the attack his arm was pulled
out of the socket, and he suffered numerous cuts and bruises, which later
required hospital treatment.

Both of the men were hauled off to jail without any explanation of the charges
against them, and repeatedly subjected to homophobic epithets. The victims
eventually filed a complaint against the arresting officer, who received only
a mild reprimand and a change of police duties. At the time of this report,
we were informed that police brutality--especially against gay people--was
common practice in this community.

From a city in Mississippi, we have received reports about police officers
who routinely park at an intersection near a local gay bar, stop all departing
patrons and issue them summonses for "driving while intoxicated." There are
numerous straight bars in that city, but only patrons of the gay bar are sub-
jected to this kind of harassment.

The above accounts are only just a few of those reported to NGTF. We have
long maintained that violations such as these are not isolated incidents, but
part of a persistent and widespread problem. Survey data we have recently
compiled suggests that this is indeed the case:
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In 3une, 1983, the National Gay Task Force, in cooperation with gay and lesbian
organizations in eight cities across the United States, conducted a survey
of anti-gay/lesbian violence. Of the nearly 2,100 gay men and lesbians surveyed
at Gay Pride events in Boston, N , York, Atlanta, St. Louis, Dallas, Denver,
Los Angeles and Seattle, 23% of males and 13% of females indicated they
had been verballyharassed, threatened with violence or physically attacked
by the police because of their sexual orientation. The highest level of police
harassment/violence was reported in Dallas, where 33% of gay men and 25%
of lesbians reported such abuse. Los Angelest Denver and Atlanta were not
far behind (see Appendix 1). Survey participants at the New York City Gay
Pride Day March had experienced the least amount of police abuses 12% of
males and 11% of females reported such victimization. These percentages
from New York City are low relative to other cities surveyed, but by any
other standard are unacceptably high.

The toll of police harassment and brutality cannot be measured solely In terms
of these statistics. These numbers cannot measure anger, pain, fear or loss.
Nor should these statistics be evaluated solely in terms of those individuals
they represent, because the impact of police harassment and violence is felt
not only by those who directly experience it, but by our entire community.
When just one of us is called "dyke," "faggot," or "queer;" when one of us
is enticed and entrapped; when one of us is shoved up against a wall, kneed
in the groin, strip searched and ridiculed; when one of us is beaten with a
billy club, our entire community is violated.

Any act of police hostility, even an epithet, can serve to create a climate
of mistrust and hostility, which makes many gay and lesbian people much
less likely to report anti-gay crimes, which in turn makes our entire community
more vulnerable to crime. Some criminals specifically target gay people because
they know many of us fear and mistrust the police and won't report incidents.
They also correctly assume that police often won't bother to investigate crimes
against "queers."

Mistrust and lack of communication can also hinder police investigations into
crimes against gay people. In Indianapolis, several local observers have charged
that the investigation of a series of sex-related murders was needlessly
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hampered by police ignorance of gay lifestyles. Although there is better com-
munication between the Indianapolis police department and gay community,
how many murder victims there and elsewhere might still be alive today had
there been more respect and cooperation at the outset?

In some cities, such as Seattle, the police have responded vigorously to reports
of anti-gay violence, and have worked with the community to curb further
incidents. However, many gay victims elsewhere have charged that their police
departments don't take such incidents seriously, and some report that they
suffered even more abuse when they went to the police. When asked to evaluate
police response to their reports of anti-gay violence, 46% of our Crisisline
callers said officers were "sympathetic" and "helpful." However most indicated
otherwise: 40% said tl~e police were "indifferent," and 14% described them
as "hostile."

Where gay men and lesbians have have acquired some degree of political power,
reports of police harassment have decreased and cooperation between gay
people and the police has increased. For example, in the Washington, D.C.
mayoral race, gay people played a key role in the election of Marion Barry,
who promised to be more responsive to the concerns of their community.

Before Barry's election, police/gay relations in that city were poor: A 1978
white paper prepared by the local Gay Activists Alliance cited numerous in-
stances of police harassment, verbal abuse, unequal enforcement of the law
and 'lack of. response/follow up to reports of crime by gay people. Since Barry's
election and the appointment of Maurice Turner as Chief of Police, only one
report of alleged anti-gay brutality by a police officer has been received by
the Civilian Complaint Review Board. In addition, an official police liaison
to the gay community has been appointed, and gay and lesbian awareness

training is now mandatory for all new recruits.

Until two years ago, gay people and members of other minority groups com-
plained of numerous violations of their civil rights by the Houston Police Depart-
ment. According to the Houston Gay Political Caucus, police harassment and
violence against our community has decreased by 80% since 1982. The reason
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is simple: gay people helped to elect Kathy Whitmire, who promised to use
the full weight of her office to make the police deal fairly and responsibly
with all minority groups, including the gay community. Since her election

and the appointment Chief of Police Lee Brown, a police liaison to the gay

community has been appointed, gay and lesbian awareness training sessions
are mandatory for new police recruits and a police advisory committee task
force has been est Ablished to exp ;re the relationship between the gay coinmun-
ity and the Houston criminal justice system. While reports of police misconduct
have not ceased altogether, there clearly has been marked progress.

In Washington, D.C., Houttor and a few other cities and towns, increased

gay political influence has led to more fair treatment of gay and lesbian people

by the police. That is the good news. But the bad news is that, in towns, cities

and even entire states where Kay people are invisible or lack political clout,

the personal prejudices of politicians and law enforcement officials often deter-
mine whether we are treated fairly or brutally. This is contrary to law and

the very principles upon which this country is based. The constitution does
not guarantee freedom and justice merely to those who have some measure
of political power, but to all citizens.

It is our hope that when the Criminal Justice Subcommitte examines ways
to remedy the problem of police harassment and violence, it will remember
those who have no voice and no power. To assist you in that effort, the National

Gay Task Force respectfully submits the following recommendations:
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1.) An end to discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in the hiring
of law enforcement personnel.

In its 1981 report on police prac'ik-es, the United State Commission on Civil
Rights made the following statement on this issue: "Although homosexuals

presently do not enjoy the protection of federal civil rights laws accorded

to racial minorities and women, this does not prevent cities and police depart-
ments from taking steps to remove hiring barriers and to ensure that police
services are provided in a fair and unbiased way and that all members of
the community are treated with respect regardless of actual or perceived
sexual orientation. One stepithat could be taken to minimize the confrontations

that commonly take place between the police and the homosexual community
is the hiring of police officers."

Despite this recommendation, the International Association of Chiefs Of Police

continues to endorse the following resolution:

"WHEREAS, the life-style of homosexuals is abhorrent to most members of

the society we serve, identification with this life-style destroys the trust,
confidence and esteem so necessary in both fellow workers and the general
public for a police agency to operate efficiently and effectively; now therefore,
be it

RESOLVED, That the International Association of Chiefs of Police... endorses
a no hire policy for homosexuals in law enforcement."

The IACP and all those who uphold this resolution uphold nothing more than
ignorance and bigotry. The National Gay Task Force believes this resolution

and the prejudice it represents contributes to an atmosphere of intolerance
and even hatred that causes the very violence about which I have spoken today.
It is our hope that the Criminal Justice Subcommittee, elected officals and

citizens everywhere will support our efforts to convince the IACP to rescind
this unjust resolution.
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We reject the IACP's assertion that a gay or lesbian presence in police forces
would destroy internal morale or public confidence, and wish to point out
that there are already many gay people working in every level of law enforce-
ment. However, because of IACP's discriminatory policies, these men and
women cannot "come out" without jeopardizing their careers.

We also reject stereotypical notions that gay people do not have the character
or constitution to handle law enforcement work. In New York, San Francisco,
Washington, D.C. and elsewhere, openly gay police officers have served with
distinction. According to Richard Hongisto, San Francisco County Supervisor,
"gay employees are as. good ar better than their heterosexual counterparts."
After serving as a San Francisco police officer for ten years and as Sheriff
of San Francisco for six years, Mr. Hongisto is supremely qualified to assess
the effectiveness of gay officers in the police department.

NGTF believes that where police departments reflect the diversity of the
communities they serve, they are better able to meet the needs of that com-
munity. We believe that the presence of openly gay and lesbian officers in
law enforcement agencies helps to break down the prejudices and stereotypes
of their associates, and thus helps to reduce tensions between the police and
the gay and lesbian community.

2.) Mandatory gay and lesbian awareness training for police officers.

Police officers should receive training to help them understand all the minority
communities they serve, including the gay and lesbian community. In San Fran-
cisco, Houston, Chicago, New York, Los Angeles and Boston gay and lesbian
awareness training has helped to sensitize new recruits to our issues and con-
cerns. These sessions often focus on situations where the police and gay people
commonly interact, such as when an officer deals with a victim of anti-gay
violence or with the lover/partner of a gay crime victim. Response to gay
and lesbian awareness training has been positive: For example, last year in
Chicago, 94% of the officers who took part in the training rated it as "good"
or "very good."
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Minority awareness training should be provided to all officers, not just new
recruits. Furthermore, it should be mandatory. We believe that were such
training Is optional, those who need this education most are least likely to
seek It out.

3.) Resularized contacts between between the Police and the Aay and lesbian
community,

Representatives from local police departments should be available to meet
with the gay and lesbian community--on the precinct level, in committees
or task forces, and In public forums--to hear our complaints, complements
and to discuss issues of mutual concern. Such contact benefits not only us
but can engender the mutual trust and understanding that makes police work
in our communities easier. -

Especially where there is a significant gay and lesbian populatln and/or a
history of police harassment and brutality against gay people, police departments
should have an official liaison to our community to respond to complaints
and requests for assistance. S/he should be a ranking officer, but not so high
ranking as to be too busy or inaccessible.

In such towns and cities, the gay community and other minority constituencies
should have input in the hiring of their local Chief of Police. In at least two
cities--Washington, D.C. and Chicago--members of our community have had
that opportunity, and we believe it should be common practice elsewhere.

4.) Civilian review of Police practices.

NGTF believes the best way to assure police accountability is through civilian
review of police practices. Where there are persistent complaints of police
harassment and brutality, civilian complaint review boards should be established
that reflect the diversity of the communities they serve. In order for these
boards to be effective they need to have the authority to decide cases and,
where police misconduct is judged to have occurred, impose punishment.
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5.) Passage of federal legislation that guarantees the civil rights of all Say
and lesbian people.

As long as gay men and lesbians risk losing jobs, homes and child custody
by "coming out," many will not report anti-gay crimes committed against
them by civilians or police. Fear of discrimination silences many who would
otherwise step forward and speak out. In falling to guarantee gay and lesbian
civil rights, our government sanctions anti-gay violence by making it impossible
for many of us to fight back through the criminal justice system.

If every recommendation except this last one was implemented, the problem
of police harassment and brutality would still not be effectively addressed.
For as long as our government legally permits bigotry and discrimination,
so will our guardians. We ask('therefore, that your committee support NGTF'IS
sister organization, the Gay Rights National Lobby, in its effort to secure
a federal gay and lesbian civil rights bill.

Once again, the National Gay Task Force thanks the Criminal 3ustice Subcom-
mittee for holding this hearing concerning police practices as they affect
all minorities. We appreciate the opportunity to raise our concerns, and stand
ready to provide you with any additional Information and assistance you may
need to continue your investigation and affect the changes that are so needed.

* *) *
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NaTil DOCUMENTS ILPIIM~iC OF AdT.GAY/L UISAIh WU 3L1

The National Gay Task Force (NGTF) reports that in the first eight months of this yw.
1682 Incidents of harassment, threats, and attacks against lsbims and Say men wee
reported to Its Violence Project, Documented by the NGTP CrIslsllne and twelve local
violence projects across the country, them incidents will be included In NOTF's first

annual audit of anti-ay/lesbian violence, scheduled for publication early next year.

During this same period, the gay community was hit by the first wave oW violence at.
tributed to "AIDS backlash." According to San Francisco's Community United Against
Violence (CUAV), fear and hatred associated with AIDS was a motivating factor in nearly

20% of alI incidents reported this year. The Dorian Group in Seattle also reports that

ganls of youths seeking to beat up "plague-carrying fagglots" were responsible for 22

brutal attacks this summer.

In Northampton, in central Massachusetts, homophobic assailants have laid siege to the
town's sizable lesbian community. According tb Northampton's Gay and Lesbian Activists

(GALA), over the past year lesbians were singled out for sexual assaults and other physical

- MORE -
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attckW lesbilnidentifiod establishments were vandal zed, and hundreds Of phone threats

and other verbal harasiment agant lesbians wee reported.

Comments VIrgMI A puzo, Executive Director of the National Gay Task Force, "As

our communities have become more visible, so have the numbers of those who want

to bludgeon us beck Into the closet, NGTF's Violence Project and other lIl efforts

ae working to make being openly Say or lesbian sfe.-by documenting homophobic crimes,

by demanding that the criminal justice system hold perpetrators accountable, and by

responding to the needs of survivors,"

Of the Incidents reported to NGTP thus far, 57% (965) are verbal hrasmont/Intiml-

ditlon, 2% (0175) are physical assaults (Including sexual assaults and attacks with we&.

ponS), and 1% (i) are homicides. 0% (59) are Incidents of arson or vandalism against

the property of lesbian/gay people, and 10% (16J) are other types of Crimes not yet

classified. 7% (119) of all incidents reported Involved police harassment or brutality.

According to Kevin Berrill, Violence Project Director, "These figures represent only

a small fraction of the total number of incidents that actually occurred during this

period. The great majority of lesbian and Say victims do not report attacks against

them, and far too many still suffer the aftermath in silence and Isolation. Nevertheless,

these statistics are an important sten forward in our effort to document the extent

of anti.lesbian/gay violence. They are the product of close ties and increased cooperation

between local anti-violence projects and NGTF, and will enable us to educate the police,

the criminal justice system, victim service agencies, legislators, and the public about

this problem and how to address it."

- MORE -
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NGTF's audit of anti.-ay/leibian violence will provide a detailed breakdown of oil in.

cldents reported in 913o and will include incidents reported in the press, s well as

those documeted by the Crisisline and local anti-violence projects. Anyone who sees

articles about incidents of homophobic violence are encouraged to clip and send them

to NOWP.

NGTP urges all victims Of anti-gay/lesbila harasmefnt or violence to Make a report

to their local violence projects (see enclosed list), Those without a violence project

in their community should call NGTP's toll-free Crisisline at 100.221-7044 (in New York,

Alaska, and Haweii only, cail 212-107-6016). The Crisiillne is open Monday-Friday,

3.9 p.m., Eastern Time, Specially trained Crisillne staffers will take a confidentiaJ

report and refer callers to local support services.
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Poke bretlity cha. by . youft.
MINNEAPOLS-An y a maen boftlscharp the,
Minneapolis Police Dpnjen with brWl y after a Sept.
I incident In which he cIms he was beliby two police
orlicers. The man told OLC Vot/e that he *ad about eight
other people wbr havilg a party in a Minneapolis

,1 apartment when the inckkt took plw. Daid Lahlquilst'
:hargcd officers R, J, Druk and Jack Hanson with telling
him. "I'm goingg to kill you. OayA dcuerve to hurt and I don't
like pay." The in l'.ntxcording t) Dahliqult.'took place
itround 4:30. ,, and boA fk plm the'qftl of the piirty were

hookedgd, ! ,
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Police AssaIoled InSymposum on '
Ram I1

if the treatment whkh police and oth.
or governmental t 4ciiius dish out to los.
blans anid gi'y mile" lsu ltlwipd over the
years, chage can lw iewiasured only iII tie
siallest of degrees. Today's more Cor,
mon mctilids or harassment #Jntrap.
meant, raise hares, hur raids, beatinp, re.
fusid or services cottinue a tradition
which Is also tow'illur to racial minorities
aid to many women. The patterns of
abuse have long eaun indistinguishable
for those lesbians and gay mep without
race or monetary privileges; events in the
past 12 months have extended those pat.
terns even to New York's gay middle
class. Exactly what can be expected of
police and other governmental ofrees is
not often seriously discussed at forums
which are open to thu public, as a panel
sponsored by I)AItIR (Dykes Against Ri.
clam Everywheie) did to May 17. That
panel's evidence is Iost considered in lilht
of the New York gay community's
experiences of late.

The toll in the metropolitan area since
last summer includes several women's
bars closed by tha State Liquor Author.
Ity; the infamous ille's bar raid by mern.
bars of the New York City police depart.
ment; the ent rapment of as diany a
1,200 gay mn at Rki Memorial Park by
federal police: the shutdown of a porno.
graphy expo show by the city's vice
squad; FBI harassment of NAMBLA
(North American Man/Boy Lovo Asocia.
tion) members amid former members, in.
cludbig ,arches of private homus and
selzures of propty; the abusive treat.
ment of AIDS patients in local hospitals;
numerous police beatinga of lesbians and
Say men reported from such lax:les as
Washington Square Park and along Sac.
ond Avenue in the SOs.,

1hflese r omily the major ilicideits re.
poled to say orgamnizations or ill tie gay
press. Most of thole atiom are outright
illegal; a few, at hist, are discriminatory
applications of the law.

Most recently it has been learned that
LMja Vu, a predominantly black lesbian

bar on Washington Place in the Ville
was again raided by the State Uquor
Authority. The city's vice squad refused
to conflrm the report, and Deja Vu man.
apeomment will niot discuss It. According to
oi,% witness, the har was charged with
opc,,ltl.n without a liqu Ir i1cone (whichwas revoked by the SLA) , the receipts,
cash, and liquor were conflsited, and the
bartender was arrested on or about April
30, The witness said that two women,
one black and one white had come to the
bar early in the evening and "partied"
until a knock it the door was followed by
as many a 20 vice squad members$ The
two women flashed badgp and made sure
the troops' could get in and that the bar.
tender stayed behind the bar so de could
be charged.

Another popular bar, Van Buren's on
West 46th Street, suffered from regular
"Intspections" by the Fire Department
t peak weekend hi sits before it abruptly
•ed in February. understandably , the
owners of the newly opened women's bar
Network, on Sixth Avnut, at 16th Street,
say they expect to be closely scrutinized
by state liquor and other authorities.

September's brutal police raid on
110's, 1he black gay male bar 'whkh
shares a block of West 43rd Street with
the New York 71,11, resulted in a num.
bar of serious Injuri s, extensive damages,
and po arrests, The widely publicized at.
tack drew loud responses from the lesbian
and py community, but was defiantly re.
pasted by police a week later, Pour spar
ate investigations were announced, in.
cluding one by the police department and
one by the Manhattan district attorney's
office, with no results to date.The Fed.
eral Bureau of Inveastigtion reportedly
entered the case in early April, Is this
good news? The FBI's unfriendly history
with the lesbian/gay community includes
extensive information draispets as wall as
outright harassment,

It has been difficult to judge the Im.
pact, if any, of the larlp demonstration

Cosrnuod on P 13,

4011

I
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POLICE MUST READMI--.
GA I.TO THE ACADEMY

// na Francisco (IGNA) - The San Francisco Civil
Service Commisslon has ordered a man who com.
planned he was harassed during police training
because he is gay to be readmitted to the Police
Academy,

P. Thomas Cody was ordered to be readmitted by
a vote of 3 to 2. The vote Is believed to be the first time
a gay has won reinstatement to a cily job after cot.
plailning that he was discriminated against because of
sexual preference.

Cady, a former police chief of a small town In
Kentucky, sid graffiti mocking nd other ga ,

ton, where Csay was 'ltllIiied,
: i..ay nd All Fan%' was written on the

'% Northern 8tatiOn-- roo1 m wal. Cndy was

' y said ros gnd tinidiiiu pressure du.
ing his field training two ye,,s ago after hung toldc thal
his instructors would commendd Ihat he be drc..)p% d

, from the for:e
%r A police department represunlatliv argued at tho

"-' Civil Service Commission hearing that Cady's on.the.
job performance web tnt -;,alislactoiy

But Cady's attorney, Malt Coles, siid the Issue
k was whether Cady wi. "t mihd like nvoryone elso "

In recent wuee,, i1o San F runci,;co Police
Depalmert haS con' tp iot Cillicisii Irfn the gay
community because ol a lluth bulktiuI aboul AID'S
that has been issued a btilloliri said to bo ,naccurilo

health officials. The plicu have al.io issued pl'il c
loves and face matks to oflictrs who may have to

.Uea with AIDS patients.
"- Despite efforts by civilian loicer. to introduce ga.y

male and lesbian office,; into the police force, with
some forty actually on the force at pr,.unt, relationsbetween the police department and gays continues to
be adversarial and troubled,
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brutality Insuranc.
HOUSTON - A human rights o ,,, ,,,

thisqy cit ffna-n Dowan n 'nc
rnedd tlr Fred Paet, a gay rtivist i fo',oj

by an ofl duty rol, ir 1980. the Fast Rolwei!, rLrqf.n.cy Defense (FP'F ') plan %ill provide $800 Inr hall brr idand $M for c.i.'t 3pp,,arlnee h,)nd to policy t-olriers
arriltid in wit i to arsas w'*id Idditional Lienoil.t in
rnect Nith '- lori/, ovident c¢rrumstance, of nivil orI. vitas, tight, voilatio'ns on Min part ,I the, low,

vntl ifln ,- ,i fl !'i i i r, other i nt iqnale in.d -. 0~ i j i l i n , ; , t l o s m1 I , ' O o fl i t l li l t r i im , t ( l v~ i l ,,,
Ii ,,o~,~iJlgit,:,il V1 W t '11 A 'illL1ii Ift nitin Itir;lilij

*i*,cijlir', hai ur.ponhitl, i 0 in ilill) for itia im.
",igf:nl1 ,1 i Ih"' 5il . 00 iti) 10,0 0 ) thi inlinmw ,'l .,ifln ior, kli 'ho Ii',c, 'n.,' ly Malrch A Ht-#efonlc'' ;.iiitacili . c cl i il,n Oxgctl 'a'nt *l,rt I i Ih I Ijlittii l hai t lillll t 0 elt lif "I d i ill -mI ott i. ll I j%1!111

Shi, Hitoo!lwi ic '.*lcn 14-p-otni~ct III?) woo, of thiu,NOMi l reoc il ,of ,' ei'n tiiliiy and hiinii rightsviollions of mcily h1prrtnrni it lho c':ueilty nnd
(Alaif.E:icl S, FI1,0il S 4i1 I I if y pr6,12 11cl dam li ll.i,,illy t10
1l i il s.

37-501 0 - 64 - 32
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Two Locals Busted in Vegas
I l a L .$, fl h lt 1I i LI ll

viI 4o N (,o V ,mci, I,,, ),ri

*I~ 494444.9 4) *4 14%4 lilt,gi in oiiroJ I'1,, If twos 14)X
,,.,' Ir N .4,4o lo h 1. ,1r14

4vrl'o,|ltl 2 , 111,1i 11I-11 .,il

4641l41k Ilil lhivr Ioi 4, IV Vlol of

111it I Ihv lull Cisy 4i I141' wu411
14 h4I-d in (19ldiltt' I'lit. itdir
'Avw'1 ,ilt4

4
' 4,4 Ios w-i'k itl

I 4lt s Ill i st I lIII'444l1iil 41%
Ihiv vxthvil I h|Xli"I t Il 1 t,%

ho %11' 4 tIrd ost% wh 044I

.Io Ill 4 'Il4u4 . .1a llito 4will
1.i411161 wh1- i IiIvy wo*rv

I I' 4s 4,h.1fo4.4il

I. 1.it h, 114 I oilk I '1ll i I o |l& Otrmt' ..o*t. Kim I 9 ilihlt-, %*,*'*vh %irill ,mlllm illd llt;

'l49)l11111, II, 'Ind 1 Ih14li4 lollh 1_ h144 Its4 . 1l I4l.444 49' Suh- wuru livid until h :1)M 11 il
c,. lhivv wurv It¢ loll l 11111 A Iv i !: ,f~l Mll OvnLI A I4 h!i.y wifv unld 4i11

444 '4 9 hvo 4%4i44'b I 4)0 41 ' ,444tht,, '.Iu4 t I, lh lh ll

' ,~444 .4 '44,444h't994 l%4V %il
Iit-oll 1' ,tllei% , %.44I Ih' 4l ee h
StiffI H o oi tol %jIIIdI tIhI l I II
flood Imor frivilds 44 lilull ,i UI)
4Il 111,I I4 she Cdalro He.
klws4 ito Ktlly Lillurf, .,I
,4lloti4 l, 4 II4li464l 1f i All E.i
1!,I% -tltura4n, known atS
Ifotl I urry. ,4 planning i lI
Ilh4l9.' 4III9411b4lh4l49 Act,

,|0111vot, %aid that l hvy wvfl

iui.ithur 101i44g outrageous 440r
%hiw94kllg during Ir La,
VegIa eullnig. "W6 Were )uSi
trying to havv e good lim",".
he wid, Said Sertn, "We
wer nut drunk, We were
kheepitg d Very low profile ."

The pair will meet ther l.
cuers &MM In a couftoom:T. dJanuary 20l &1 I;30pm. N
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Gays Often Target ,
Of Police Harassment

MONT(TOM,'V - Police depart. threatening, Ms. Durant fell that lays,
mentA in the south tire In general the as well as blacks and other minorities,
least trained, Icaki educated and atAI were often sinpled out as targets for
sophisticated of ull departments nation. hitrassmen.l There seems to be a prevail.
wide, and have a greater tendency ig attitude that certain neighborhoods
toward harassment of minorities, accor, of the city, and certain establishments,
ding to a local attorney, f e we trouble spots, It is common to m

VanzeIts Penn )urant, former asii. severall police cars parked or palroling
tint to the state attorney general, and around HoJon's on any given night,
now engaged In private legal practice in 1hey seem to go "where the action Is,"
Montgomeryu spoke to a r iectin of and If nothing is happening, they may
Unique But unied March 21 in Mont. create an incident.
lomery. Ms. Durant offered some advice t'

Ms. Durant explained that the en. thou who are stopped or taken into
vironment in which we fivs tere in the custody 0 v the police.
south cottribuies to the lack of highly The 'IrA% thing Is to at leot remember
trained professionals involved In law en. the office J name, and if posible his
force nt. The south has a different badge number ad patrol car nur ber.
crime situi.1lon than one fint,, In the This Information will be necessary If you
north, In general, shestresed, 11, l,)uth later want to file An official complaint.
has fewer probkms In the types of vie The second thing is do not reist.
than maybe found outside tle south, Resistance mly lead to physical Injury.

Traditionally children are more It is not uncommon for some police of.
thoroughly trained to respect authority, ficers to use force Initially, and ask que.

Higher education Is generally not ea. lions later.
phasized as much in the Bible Hell as In Filing a complaint I the most Impor.
other paris of the country, We do o int th ing to d? it one habeen harassed
produce hghly educated people to move or beaten by' a police officer. It Is
into positons of authority. In Alabama, especially important to have a recad of
police officer candidates receive only Six complaints in an officer's file to have a
weeks of training that includes little winable case in a future civil rights suit,
criminal law Instruction. A complaint should be a sworn,

The absence of good police communi. notaried statement, naming the officer
ty relatons is a barrier that the polIce Involved, presented to the internal Af.
department itself has created. Ms. fairs Division of the police department.
Durant stressed that a luck of foot A copy should be sent to yourscity coun.
rtrols, and a lack of police officers who cil fepresentative,

now virtually everyone In their
neighborhood beat s is common In
northern cities, reinforces this wall bet.
ween the police and the community it is6
supposed to serve,

Gays wen a thirtai
The average police officer probably

regards says, epeclally guy men a%

I I

I
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Sgt. Hanson Brutalizes Gay and
Indian Youths after Labor -Day
Weekend Party

David Dahiquist, agc 22, welg 140 Il.
by Tim Campbell

The long Labor [)y weekend
was just getting strted Saturd~y
morning, September 3rd, wh n
a mixed group of south Minn-
apolls college-age youths, In-
cluing a large percentage of gliy
and American Indiin
youngsters, threw on apartment
party at 2420 IPleasant. The
group had dwindled dow to
about seven boys and two girs
by 4:30a.m. when Offker Jack
Hanson and R.J. Druk came
bursting in,

The partiers admit that their
small stereo wis a little too loud
for an apartment at 43O in the
morning, but claim other build-
inx residents had been at the
party and were out sitting on the
porch.

In a signed 4taterment written
the morning after the bust,
David Dahlquist pk tured above
claims the c,,m came in and

started throwing people around
with virtuallno warning or no
provocation other than the fact
there was a late party. Various
partners were telling the cops
they didn't need to be so rough.

Dahlquist claims his fatal mis-
take was to yell to someone to
get Hanson's badge number.
"Then It was just me and Tony
('ony Stately, former editor of
The Circle, an Indian
newspaper) In the entry way.
They were pulling Tony by his
hait an I said 'You don't have
to do that' He (Hanson) said 'Is
he your lover'?'I said 'yes' and
he tarted pounding my head in-
to the floor. He kept saying as
he hit me I'm going to kill you.
Gaysdeserve tohurt and I don't
like gays."

Dahlquist trd party host
Dan Bender were booked.

(Continued on Page 4)

t
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Hansqn
Beats Up
Gay &indian
Youngsters
(Continued from page 1)

Stately managed to leave t!
6cene and the other part. v,.
drifted home. Dahlquist, 22,
weighing 140 pounds, was treat-
ed for abrasions and blows to the
eye and h.ad at Hennepin
County Medical Center.

lie picked up th ename of the
offending cops from the conver.
s,ation of the officers who drove
him in. The police reports-con-
firm that Hanson and Druk or-
iginally made the cz.1l.

IHanson, a 250 pounder in hks
mid-thirties, was under fire
about two years ago for a case
of brutality against a Chicano
male. On June 7, 1977 Hanson
was accused of starting one of
the largest brawls ever to hit the
Gay 90s. At th& time, Hansonii said r'6 hdivAM' itd thKEMr

off-duty and out of un iform, ac-
companied by a brother-in-law
and two females.The Internal
Affairs Unit did nothing.

Police Chief Tony Bouza ad-
mits he knows Hanson's reputa-
tion but says "My impression is
he hac, rimmedf his sails. I think
he's afraid of me," Tl~e record re-
flects that although the City of
Mknneapolis paid $10,000 to one'
victim Qf police brutality (Blaine
Wesley), since Bouza took of-
fice, the offending officer was
not disciplined.
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Ofl r threatened his life, ~ ('Lr. ('..."

Gay man charges
by La Vhlbare Jr.

A ay man barinihara D.C.~li officer a x, d him In Rose Park,
I ~d hed, cocked the

hammer of dhe pistol, and threatened to
kil him because the officer hare"fagigots."

Jm Thurston, 36,a resident of the
1100 blo*. of Bilmore Street, N.W,
said the iOcidetnt, which dsosaidoccarrjd
at about 4 e.m. os August 13, ho left
him so frightened that heepces
frequent attaick o( atnlety a-d baaeen
forced to seek assistance (roam a
thrspst.

Thurston, with the assistance of an
attorney, this week filed a complaint
against the officer with the DAL. police
Uvilien Complaint Review Bard.

In his complaint, Thurston charges
Ot'lier R.T.8 Dlle, of the police
department's Second District, with
harassment, brutality, assault and
battery, and with the intent of inflicting
upon him emotional distress.

According to accounts by both
Thurston and Second District Police
Capt. Rodney Murray, Thurston had
been stopped by OffLr Doyle while
Doyle and other officers wae looking for
a suspect in in attempted robbery,
which was re Orted by a resident from a

my groin and frisked me," Thurston said
in the complaint,"He then put his gun to the bock ofmy
head, where I felt it touching me,'
Thursto continues in his complaint.
'OfITcer Doyle cocked theg gn and said,
'I haven't killed a fgO in over a year
and I'm going to kiMe tonight.'"He then put she gun into my left me
ar aked me if I could feel It. I fel that
he was going to kill me right then and
the uston sta Cla the complaint.

Thurston said he protested that he
was simply on his way to his bask aid
urged ter Doyle so inspect his plastic
bank card.

"Officer Doyle told me he was fed up
with fagts and he just kept srly
making several anti-Oay remarks,
Thliurston said in the complaint

Thurston noted that at this time,
Officer Doyle noticed thit Thurston's
friend, Rodney Jackson. had been
standing nerby obse vN what was

happeningn. 'l'surato0 states in his
complaint that QI11lcer Doyle ordered
Jackisot the halout of thepubk."
an order wic ckson said he peospitlyobeye d.

ksein, in an itIr View, said he saw
officer Doyle iloass, his piaol so'nuirmon's head an,. heard Doyle use

narby home.
Murrsy %id he identified the ozcr

who quesed Tuanb rcn
radi communicaton betwm t
officer and police headurters, which
occurred when Dy14 requested a
criminal records 4hacb on Thurson.

Muray, who serves a the Second
Distrct police liaison to the city's GAy
4.ommunilty, sa he could not commem
ti duails of 'hlurston's allegations but
pk led to "cooperate completely" with
Any Invrstisation info the incident i the
.5tvilhln Complaint Review Board,
-murra. also sai that department olicy)
prohibits Dokle from dlis+slina the
All ptiOt ade against him.

'flurslon said the incident began
when he was walking through Roe Park,
hisA.rd in (.eorgetown near 26th and 0
%is, , 1 W,, with a friend while on his way
to in automated money machine at his
hank on M Street. He sad he was
ordered to stole by Ofer Doy lwonds
after he walked tower the headlighta of,
car, which he said he noticed hadentered
the A.rkThurrton sttes in the complaint that

Officer Doyle told him to lie face down
im the ground.

"While I was lying face down, Officer
Doyle kicked me between the legs nest

the word"f' o on several occasions.
Jackson and Thurston said they hid

walked to the park from Mr. P's, a Gay
bar on the 2100 block ofP Stret, NW.,
where Jackson works,

Thurston said Officer Doyle also
asked him if he was "o( the homosenual
vai ." He sid he did not rly,

tfe Doyle next escorted Tunwo
to a aquad car, where he watched him
and radioed his name into headquarters,
Thurston said in his complaint.
Thutsion said he was related af er an
uniientifled female voice told Officer
Doyle that h was not the suspect being
sought in the robbery investigation.

"He told me to et out ofthe park and
also said that if he ever saw me in the
park again he would blow my head off,"
Isursaon mid Inajas complaint.

Thunton' .to-r y, Stephen Wein.
berg, sAid Thurstons considering the
posaibilisy of fi l civl suit in
%xonnaction with thel cideist.

Roe Put ho bee u ed a a cuising
spot y Gay son ta nearby reidents

hate u se plaiaad to pole about
noise and Iasin ithe pat in the lae
evoil boun. D.C. policesod U.S.

w oieb resoed man on me.
related chargs Ins the pak ins peas.
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The Grand Rapids 61
Sixty.one men were arrested at a Grand Rapids

area rest stop during police sweeps in mid June. Most
had never been in trouble with police before and were
frightened and confused about how to react. The p.
lice loitered About the rest arm, ,&anenll" men

W11f.4ienrallv m lt -o ail nt to several victims,
- he vitimsOf thils were generally lovised

to plead guilty, and every one of them did sot
Each who did was fined $300 and put on probation.
The Kent County coffers were made instantly
$18,300 richer by this action.

Several of the men said that they could not afford
a lawyer nor to get involved with fighting these
arrests. Yet, it seems to us at MOHR that $18,300
could have much more than adequately paid for ox.
cellent representation-all the way to the Supreme
Court If necessary.

The police have revealed that many of the alleged
offenders were married. Obviously, they do not
identify with the gay lifestyle-or gay community
institutions, and outreach to this segment of the pop.
ulatlon is extremely difficult, either In terms of
prevention or lefal aid. MOHR's experience with the
"Kalamazoo 42" several years ago reflects this. On
that occasion, then Executive Director Don Mager and
MOHR chllenged the use of vkeotape cameras.
Court ruled that such entrapment measures in rest
areas could not be used, and convictions were set
aside.

MOHR believes that efforts must be continued to
curb such police abuses, but only with the coopera.
tIon of victims of this type of police activity can
court cases be brought. Unfortunately, none of the
Grand Rapids 61 came forward to allow help.
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NtAgain?!

Yes, Loft Raided Again,
Club Officers Charged

Or leeny Goesmilk The wnmollmicltl headline inl it wom, believed that the Occupant%
I[U)TON - D0entooltral In$ th' ntalflalrnrttl nkJia &'l.ittan)inl poIbly were unlawfully dlsPnis-

remarkable persiitrc which ha% fwtkm 0ai0% on The I ft were ing food and b Aerraen. and
beiseme their trademark, the n sceably lit nl hi ftme. Arfar ofinlls a Sunday dame without
Nion vice iquad ri lt raided a% GiCN %.:tkl 4,kictrn. not te ' a Itce.om

The ,o , a private a, after.ht rt' aeititt too the raid appeadt In
clirb 14catud on Stanhiope Street lWoal ncw'patprr, ralor t et v. Without hlnimll II aoy way
jum behind police headqluartr' %ion torcttye. Aikordinie in th'.lt llietattli def eaid n l,., I
The raid. directed a% usual by vk I)'O(hktnttl, lif sh,'tliet i 'll tv. witrodee h ovW nu sh a'.ai'lance and
%quad S., Edward M Nellky and apr no*) har lit o illh the tat1 crlime1 Itcvllo tthli( po ice Of.
Itairrings she mcumomsed itiIr, that ulle plii of unfair putblyiy flces rtigshl have provided b
temn of vk office'., cam in the wrtv a niajim part of 'I he I al% 0tollin In high l im area.,

oarlt nforntin hour% or .unday, deleise ii it la.t trial, Polick may lof vnalettcr'prtrr MItfA
April10, Amfetn weklafter lea1 iaiit dc dlhkcvplwlte'at raid ouler., and at othr locotin
hartaiinir and fine% brought the quiet. he irl where pati er perien deain.
Iam rirtiid of told, It m oa'lioi, thire dii'. after the raid, the lrate%lt lciklihod of great

I I Jat t tnr , irph Moi4t''wt hitr Ap l'h 4 iftrl up. phyrkial danger fo the general
)011,4 i 1 1ato ll dii . t tw 'rl of titi lsoiii try lhe I si| Iii h la'.e ctt t," tIhe Jldge ati .,

tIher', it Ih ciNth pleaded Veit it,
,ife r ill cwi't of I. tini' . oirhr i
A 1 ill1 a 1 ,1w, rittitt U.11 1

r*114 i g1 . tilr.i tlit an

ti ,,Iir 1111.1.11 ili di git'. 14v

poo- lwoot wtJ it' digi ri

.,iill,tl itl itigi h el l r I iii rlit,'.

tlllll i a)' tihri '.ga itt1
l iA I t ii nilii toe

i. ,'11 iii', i. i ilDA i lirt
I0 trot, hi'. tgt ta'.rtlrr vati tl

,hilttrlrlttir'll.i'.l tieihi ii r.i'.

i1l1%xk 0 lll l -UIlllil ,1,c ft |ll,
Illllh l ill ki .11 1 hoitl

AtI iii. igrt.r t~r lieitid'".
41,114fl~h lI, Nill ,ilin%' e h

114giilrrdt pglViror'. l aii
tr (l i m' '1i I b it t l e li ,

% i'ull lhJVt '..iW itIlt rf h l litihl

IIIye' ri irt tire trenung.hlit l,' lo llt klaII lit l IIAK t'111,

"S101W ill, InCOtll. P44KClln

okolali tr,. I)Oiolrl raid. In ad.
Igimni. -A. pirrrn' were arrested
tod Otf. .td rilh perfonting an.
natural .ro'. All were artailned on

fipril ItI in "l'tm Mafiiiroal
aurt..

Offie'. ctr.ib ir the nrarch
rarrant It '.ldelitnrr ia
{'i I V;lii i".ruclii at the'I

h 'heh fll f lof, *al Ittl~ed
;eJ Chorl lllr fliKergin iir

,i cag ik eihl, po'ilk.'.id t , Ill

ril dniek'., ii'eIttrr llir k .u
v.i4iotlittif mi tiili.er d %miiddlu
diic

peN'.wd Aiwit,.'. ftir tl ktih
t0it lgtkii airrils . . ic.*,e it
1 i tihr601 . i 1 ire .1'.

Ir il I l i gh.'

I1n I h V n rs an' t a w f l re n e '

lt il'. 1% ot g '. ti4 .' itiir.:e.
tte t u n t- t III w 4.•

agrn.See 6.igererget
(Whofel, .1019 %|a,,, . f~ 1414111A,

A1h t* he sisner .' JiIlii04 C ll
nfirilirit' 1i1 tdditlkotil ti ati'.v
Aiii tom ti1he unltilti-g'' .'
lit tsiot tr the ist rtve

"wit llitt l' here. there ar rih ei r
triorbtingli~iu'.e'ri their Ityriryci
vetili. Not rlt w W.carce
pidlte'JI ti, ourcc%,I iiecodhmiflt

aa.t.1t, still the alokainrle aid ue
oft peenat lilt aftirtal cirtr
niti trmuive i khioIeln eit he
I '.atta I tir ai ,tit fit itliar eit.
iple, 'r 0Atentmmitrlifr P.

(CIrog/, 7 Mass. App. (t. 20), XW
(lt9" Mto hi iaelvly.'.l ylh il o
loulg.liihn Ielng of duly.' under.
cover rice offkce observed an
obficene sto - 'simulated mnatur*

Of p aticular InteW lathe Ap.
pals ('prl brief Is a concurring
oplirn by Judgle Frederick
Irow., who rmatkd:

"I agr. fully with the nk'. en.
prfetd in the principal opinion. I
am. howetrr. moved to clmlinrtm
on a matr, ranife herr, that
too Often appar. In four iur.

"It W111%t' U111an10 thati W moanly
pollt Pitirer'., fire tnilta tii ica
%kill and %1% or another, were in
voted in rad'. itt a bhilditig whe

13o~Yf-IIII
Vta/0/0o r
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S- TnE WASHOaTON SLADE -- kb, e 1s, im
I

* loikc-.'(wo (Goty mon,.'i !1C MICI1'Ji,

ta'tfoi . sc' i IL c1k'c.rk, Shtt , It If

as Ih1 'y 'lc, Iei4+I tI|ug a .t~l t',ll :if *ln ',

Anadiih vot 11%. u%d and3. I~ x. -cd IIh'

aid his Iiin,l w'ecrc "-mible ,' i o
tl'slllut si reair oft, erbal ,ibw.c. 1, ,, ict

ltiguagc, .it l1 munI aindl"ng I' wr tIre
tn, ilcr% i , Nl i c vihr 1k U.lev hi,,
said he \k mid di%cu%% the aI4tttnt
with the .t~~\ ,, polie Oiel

iN E .W
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AVV

Recent Incider

'. chitm ti.ck the.24 l)iskem-

elsr lame a to, let Ilight
1ree'l and diseenchrked. Aa he
ee., lealking namr husen Vilta

c cleiceg hse.r hc limf , l f

i e l meecltl ilie'rocil, Sete
e (nI tIhe geimil a,,11e1 at the

aiolin and tiee. ifletn bfean in.
ine iti IlmIil., A nwk via
,l. n and tI I-fli eaac hil in
Ice head., 'rhl i pil' IePeef e. at.
ticlhed thee letlite. hitting hint In
le,' tmev aind htl) eiththei Nit,
aetel litl . 'lc' .t i again at.
hcncsed te lie,.' mail he e, hit
,,ith a kikk in ihfe cheat, thee of
le' amrsailanta wrcemeil, "leeck
set that lage,,t rin." IIe rsa.
isned runain, with the ilmas In
isruilt. Abult SOtNe) pettle
flow, %trthiag the Incident il
i, afr Cem' il hM alit, At
Ilight eml %Iami ek the reirlm
ca a pili'e 4.ar and attempted
le f11ao the ear dofesan. Itce avail,
le1110 nieeteea'foIP e jalice daea'e b)

aed did tit offer in amie i the vi-
tire. ro %itrlint ran ilt a neigh.
lrhmed bar tIc aoo si an) further
t iltritatltkon.

r'll/te. eei. vereeaming
Itemsfle and lpwd a lineup of lit
Ifev1f1l estandinx ton Ihleteno o'ff

1i0h mam Funtn ka ine l the
,,-A lanta rain Inl |Imnl off the sIm'.

fied vkim and tackled him. The
vkim l thefin Iin, a once
eign pole and hit. The flitr vk.
tInt then grabbed the Aemend ie-.
tim and began tee run flth the
cned of mamailmnat In poiInit.
'1le gatul) wan Yellict: "O(ed
dmned lat . i T ahaillama
lead bremhdn. lleks, nd baseball
hltl. Pfi" AMeNMlmoal lhate-
igii the sm1epo II aIt& victlhtlan.
ie ecrered ti-lm tlpped ow
tioe of the bImia and broe him
arm. He omamaliaed a iMark v
and a gash to the floormlehd mad
the last. The firm victm tnrm
amemomnd and ut uip bbd u dmChalitrno ed trmme,d. Ti m

MtA/'i

,oel tklii
line and t

liesne, 'II

rallee III
scieeislh

mirl iere

nch,' nei)l
fil e. IIr

hlees11l b

reeled

eetifed hta o $

and rharted twith asevmel of.
Ientn. Ineld' the jill. the (cut
ringed oitIne called the Internal
Aair. llercate oeh,, lwook a
reilmot r-mlc'le millh ghied.-
Ws off th,, i,,elin'e Injuries.The in etsn, r eer do)% In

Die I, tnilh ,Sk,,ll Jail ansi asn rrer.eid end %III
lIpeor In inceI.Jine #on Iwo,

a harltt,. 't'oo lelfir loolmrit .
" Iarfied Ili' flrt i4 ere diaeietm' le the Ikirli I it
lie) recnlirlrd roniili fi rn7 i elid two nieneleoi'aac-r.
Vel manil ,n aMr I## met pnt asi , Ise heard|. It titeIhl in,
celirs loe' nl iouetabel "eeel, Owe' Ienth-und neesril)
Ad arc.. 1he eisiline. 4fle lai %tire..ils lsilhlin. ll,.-k

,, gai.', . 'The pneike hail a l.ilhes c)lue ,,e i,,r tlh.' %se I'rs

,h ,ieeiel I a'0nw lei', i i-s,, l°iIi * 1. , l' Ii ilhi

,1loi.li a.ilas. lhe c (,i
'ln e .'l e le i ll. he %6 llife, mile' - lkii e . Im. ,
hee|.ln. "1icihii r g ii h114.i \1rokm e, %ll 0se ci .ei c

fir-I % leliml sroll to I , fl alloo-liel lover I' ,)

hIenerst l(eietpll i ceel $ i el hd lei fie ereeeiell, hl ,cI
lo 

miate dh 6.1.i l.elll llefltlcr l 1 .|)

her teer. The, %kiln lorenn

I1411 "'wninlng at the I... te l, er
1'. lr Ilenga. A niilhesir oel the ,i tim

henl ltie ceminenelee and %he
k tline %a in tle (irn . hegarn .e e-anieih and mie, fall.
u deln and wo or. od tlee lath'e. The ae.llnt.
@.(irlhpud melrilt) hearing the iasandingx eel the
he viiiin, demand i t netahhw and the tirtim. quikkl
adgie and wanted the let the area oil the mltoratioee,

the eifflo r. The o fllhe,, 11h Ielk e maried vilthin m i -
the relim and hane. uWei llebiitrtheaemilant tiesap
eim. Ine %e pretended. "he victim etalfered
the sie. Ia am mrratohi and brulvi. Thin it a

ea0 Fetelntmneer exmplhe, o )fpur lungeo
er a eahiotl,, eor h6th ran Intimi.

e-f dale site araleant. If1 )1113 need a
ae ar a hi.te. emil CAV of Iat -3112Mo il' h) color 41ll. w14

tee a -0- O Br)anl Cankine Streell,
• ... 'I .

Iil I

CUOa 00d*aee an a 'e maeli jeeatamo." W'lmas 11hIto

132krl(

6001e7tZ71!rZ'1_
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s R50.

0 ,N*" , The phone rang a soon as she recon-
On Ar 4, Dee e* (W With nected it in her new iparment Theheld) 4.v 000te, who identifed himsOlie Jackived the first in a Of Murphy told Dee Dee he wanted toharasa8 phone call& The voice, ac meW het. She repUed thW the w"cOmP ed by heavy breathin& sid be impeibe, Jack sA NWhy . becausewanI to meet her. You'r " that k"doipt4 He pushedThe a l continued lor several days and hung up. From then until June 12,and were recorded on her telephone twenty to thirty hang.up$ and mesaSe.anow" machine. Fifteen to wjey were eorde on Dee De', answeringm a the calr Ju hun up' Three owlclW, The calsb@P At6:30AMand

t i m e s m e s a es w e r e le f t. it w e e o b v o u a o s ~ ~ u d u W 1 : 0 i h . T o m l'" " th om t a * tLw as al im me n nuod until 12:30 at nOlL Two :n&dwere "o the caeai I Oen&s actually le1 phone numberswe reig th De Doestgc ' weeVr, here 41y could be ruached.( Ap.n, Dee Dee's car wae vanda. Dee Dee made a new tape and took itiled -t hewnh wipe *Z to th Northampton pot iOn 0fmmanged the ai n Was A"ey .a% a n twyjOh.tsaethe hod., Was at ee atouI tot ehe adhey d"dt ho
Dere M e d oattN lp " =e When De ft e pobn d
D eel " D e e w i t t h o tdw e o b e .

tree ofice"wh were on dy; on Dee AA bepodae tepone n.was Deqcuvm . ao . wa s k. .Lwereo the o ,atDetecive Lafeth OfnewL0iws nte u
Int~ bo u Arn wee too bfy' The depmaren had receivdtrpculbe sedonly ina "0 "t P h o be abl to wokUdhraengstuton, and her case on them a&twouldn't alt.suyiJueDeDe 

'iitocDetectives refused to keep the ith th ft ~~espon ar A, metouchtape she ffere And did not look atIthe Task Forc.. a bod Y set up toLosbiancar. They 141 there wee no connewo atm so the &# -01upo loys in

trouble. M ebtm by ito AstowuOn Jrneg she amod down the b4 hc~ he ~LeI atl a nowd AW

red A, lhtw/ Ww
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it. Touhti edtways Nothampton
with State Folke Trooper John G~ aVhannp OIMtkun
bon who oks with th Task Fporqc-, I 1* Fobe.
He OaMd with DeDee took acopy *I M hi W u 6the recorded tapes, interviewed her am4: Dee Dash.iel no more pb

assignedd himelU the taskeilslowingV cab sice mM.June.
on the obviu leads in hr ame. The Na samton Poke have not

On July 14, Dee ee and ft ohr,, moved im her ce.
from the Task Form went to speak wk. .ow"John Gibbons only bepn to
Northampton Police Cde Iabto. Thi .,, on m bar me July 30.
p oup went h ughthe whole storyand ,Uerd&
asked Labeto what he though ofhe way :,Wh alothis telb us ethl the moot
his officer wereliandling this case. 1k dectvewaytoptactlononanncideni
response was Oa Oe rth y hadn't 01eMMIMmiA i to god routed' Uspo
been anlth1 new and the was not Ot incidat tohe 10 1 polc, to th
enough evidence to'work with. He did Task Porce, and to the Sate Police.
say, In contradkton to his detectives 'The To& Force is mst intereted In
advice, that a phone trap wo a good way hainjabot hamment cas and in.
to deal with li problem and that the cmly w w to help dirct you to the
phont company should be contacted Iight dumeis' They an be reached
the call continued He also saId he tVS% CA at SW44.would spkto n , edo notably Trooper
thatDee"D waswisetot aethecaseto Jo GIbWr w areM ams also Ineetedh
thedSe polks as they had mere'mair Oi ce se though i may take "ae
pow. .m e sd prodding to go results om

The Police Chief was obviously sym.t .. '
pahetic with Dee tPe aid the ga 1.4*utap Polic art pbll
common I sh lgtwo#a~ unwilN itrs a . bW thas no reos"to

hrunbldt to1. so, thsmk'sh eptepesr
addrsthis o . be og about thi prob.
tim hit as y g ays . ' .. DA mv them to my, -We% we

Sime" osp~ina s4 It ame*

I -. ... .4.
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Ali. (4q W&% 1 7~e ~s

11(0 V'Ixg*3Lesb bft""e%,,

dVY~sfd b4 A'' C ai.C

QIJ fOt C IT"

Police. Attack
Lebia

Robin Porter, a 26-year-old Black
lesbian, was beaten-and arrested by
three policemen in New York City after
she whispered a remark to a friend
when she saw the police using a night-
stick to choke a man sitting on a park
bench, The police then turned to her-
and demanded her ID. According to more
that 15 witnesses kobin produced six
pieces of Identification but the police
responded that these vre not enough
and began to beat her. Some witnesses
said that the beating continued with
nightstick4 JA the bapk of the patrol
car. RbLin ,vqb. lete' tken to a hospi-
ta. with avstple ot ions ad.beIor ha 'iq,s her t eye. the
attck tO, place is, area of a park
w.ere manz ye Ili 0J ,d Lattn ls-
bie ad S . Vitmesses
boe ad thiojtrol .'o the sixth
precinct otato, he', police ca
out md besAnsult and mtii-
datia8 thou.,
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Vdv,.32- 3. 5.8"

Vjdencc; b~nc

CL5A46oA Off ,19-.B
oktahWa gays file suit against Cap*

A CITY - A lawsuit alleging brutality
and har i t f s eyta was tow4 February 11 in
federal c oitalt so offae md the city,

awcrding it-the ad
The O elollf I '= ;icipt

anid oeamw! trl 1 l ained to

respect the so titu a and that
,the office We 1o0 s beyond t

•Tf W" was -,hs of poce
de t rOtK'aepened a doorwith a Il ho"ee o eueto"or 1310
twee the es ihtor Ot tick or both ,"
"cooi tSM
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Charlie's West Sues
East Orange Police
Charlie's We, a maJor gay bar, has Aled a $2.5 million lawsuit
againsl the ciy o Eas Oraneand police officer Frank Cochie
of the a Onge Poke Dopr fo JSed "dcmbna
timr, hassment, and lss of buine" following raids on May
13th and May tlk

Tommy Wasae, owner of the 4Vs.yer-od establish.
ment said te officer hashed patron on both Friday
evening, May 13h, and Saturday evening& May 14th. and
continues to "illegally search care" entering the parking lot
behind the ba,.

According to Matarese, the officer entered th parking lot
on May 14th and began Iketing patrols' auto. "A shot time
later he entered the club and ordered me to turn up all the
lights and t off the music " one employee told MiaesW
later. "I asked him why I had to do this," the employee
continued, "and he answered, because I told you to, so do it
now or Il close you down,"

The employee related that "1 complied with his demand
and he then proceeded to go through the club pushing and
shoving customers ask for ID an generally upsetting and
harassing anyone in his path."

One witri told Matreee the officer said ''m ging to
close this fal bar and all the other lag bas in New Jersey."

On June Inds, the management mailed e flier to persona
on the ber's making list It reminded them that it an officer
approached them, they should (I) ask the officer to show
proper identficatlon, (2) make sure the police officer has a
proper search warrant for home and auto, (3) turn over any
resulting traffic ticket to the management and (4) cooperate
even If the officer appears to be in the wrong (to avoid giving
the office legitimate cause to make an arret).

The ber owner alo appealed to lesbian aid gay men
throughout New Jersey to phone Captin Robert Van Cee of
the Internal affairs unit of the E40 Orange Polke Depamrtmn
(201) 266-5021, to complain about harassment

MateeAo appealed to patrons to "continue the policy,
as you have in the past, of keeping both Charlie's West and the
puin l daug ftee.

Charlie's We is represented in the harassment suis by
former Assemblyman Elidride Hawklns, an East Orange
lawyer recommended by Arthur Warner, of the legal com
mittee of the New Jersey Lesbian and Gay Coaltior,

CharlIe's West draws IM0 to 1,000 persons on a typical
Saturday. Meee declined to say to what extent business has
decline&

ContWted by News esey, East Orange polke Chief
Geore Daher said: "Since this is a subloe of lit ion, we
won't have anything to say until It's adjudicated."
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Five Police Officers
Guilty of Extortion
h r TopimaI A vi'ul/

Five former Philadelphia policemen were convicted on Monday. May 16.
of attempting to extort more than 312$.000 from some 16 businesses in
Center City. including two after-boos Jay clubs.

Gay club owners have been paying off police for years. former Rainbows
mamuger. Jack Friel. told a federal court jury on May 9th. The testimony was
part of an investigation by the U.S. Attorney's office into corruption charges
against five former Sixth District police officers, including John DeBene.
detto. former commander of the Central Police District.

Friel said that he and Diane Lusk. another former manager of Rainbows,
met with DeBenedctto and a former police officer named Lawrence Molloy
at a restaurant in Center City during the summer of 191 to discuss payoffs.
At that meeting. Friel and Lusk were told they must pay S1000 a month in
payoffs to the police. $400 of which would go to DeBenedetto and his
officers. $500 to patrol officers, and S100 for Sixth District police.

Friel also testified that Delenedetto showed them a list of other bars and
businesses in Center' City that were paying off. Payoffs 'have been a way of
life in our police department for all the years I remember." Friel said.

Lusk testified that the money paid to Delenedetto was to protect the gay
clientele of the club from harassment by police, and to allow it to remain
open and serving liquor until 4 a.m. She related an incident in which police
came into the club and threatened to throw a doorperson over a railing. She
said the incident occurred before the meting with DeSenedetto.

Before the meeting with Delenedetto. Friel said he was paying SI 1)0 a
month.

"It's nice everybody (in the gay community) cooperated and let the police
know they can't blackmail and haras us anymore." Friel told the Ga.r Nfw..
He said that as far as he knows. no club or bar Is now paying off police.

Friel also said he feels a "sense o(relief" about having brought things out
into the open.

He explained that clubs were paying off police for three reasons: to keep
police from selectively enforcing the 3 a.m. limit on serving liquor to custo.
mers: to ensure that If the establishment had a problem. police would
respond immediately: and to prevent police from harassing clientele.

Pennsylvania law states that clubs must stop serving liquor at 3 a.m. and
not allow any more customers into the estabishoust, Patronsalready in the
club may stay until 4 a.m.

Asked whether he thought polc might harass, those club inagpers who
tqmsiItsd. Friels aid he felt "10 years agO maybe (but) I think polkwbharass-
ment (has gone) from a majority 10 years ago to a minority today. It's the
exceltion now, not the rule."

However. if a club should get harassed. Friel said the community "should
stick together. We made a united front (at the hearing , now we should keep
it." (See related oditorial.,on page 13.)
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Mr. CONYERS. We will now have Dean James Credle.
TESTIMONY OF DEAN JAMES CREDLE, BLACK AND WHITE MEN

TOGETHER
Mr. CREDLE. Thank you, Chairman Conyers, distinguished mem-

bers of the subcommittee, participants, observers, and people in the
communities of Brooklyn, Greater New York, and other cities
throughout the United States, for indeed the issues we are attempt-
ing to address here are issues affecting us all, and indeed must
therefore be of concern to everyone.

I come to you as a black gay man, an assistant dean of students
at Rutgers University, an active member of my community, a Viet-
nam veteran, and a member of Black and White Men Together.
BWMT is an interracial, gay male antiracist organization. Our
statement of purpose reads:

The effects of racism are all too evident in the gay community. We, as black and
white gay men, are concerned that racism affects our personal lives as well. To open
up channels of communication between black and white gay men, to provide a
forum for discussion and confronting issues of racism in our community and in our
lives and to create a supportive environment for less oppressive interracial relations
among gay men, Black and White Men Together was formed in June of 1980.

BWMT recognizes that as we personally struggle against racism
in the gay community, racism in society at large is at the heart of
this struggle,-BWMT also realizes the importance of police brutal-
ity as an issue on which we must speak on behalf of our gay broth-
ers and lesbian sisters. For while we are often stereotyped as mem-
bers of a single community, our roots emerge from and encompass
multiethnic and racial identities.

We have suffered and continue to suffer brutalities as blacks, as
Hispanics, as Asian, and native Americans, in addition to our
third-class status as lesbians and gay men. All of us who have been
maimed, physically and emotionally abused, unlawfully arrested,
yes, even tortured, and killed, have yet to receive any note of recog-
nition or acknowledgement that we, too, are victims of police har-
assment and brutality.

If we are serious about eradication of such brutality from our
community, then we must acknowledge the widespread abuses
which occur daily against lesbians and gay males. Such acts of har-
assment and brutality occur in Brooklyn and Manhattan, through-
out New York City, other cities, and across the United States.
These daily acts of police harassment and brutality begin with the
yelling of antigay and racist epithets at us. We are then stopped
and questionedin an attempt to further humiliate and ridicule us.
Often, regardless of our answers, we are detained, arrested, and
kicked or beaten with nightsticks, fists, gun butts, any other weap-
ons in the policeman's possession.

Given that we survive this heinous behavior, and many of us do
not, we are then fined and imprisoned, where we are further sub-
jected to brutality and, yes, we are subjected to rape.

But this process of hostility and violence against lesbians and
gay men, does not begin the moment a police officer perceives a
stereotypical faggot or dyke, either alone or in the company of
others. Like racism, homophobia, the hatred of lesbian and gay
men, pervades American society, and can lead to our annihilation
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attheJhan=d of police. These racist and antigay attitudes are con-
stabtly reinforced by the same society which bestows upon the
police the job of protecting the citizens.

The point is that as a black gay man, I am often asked, From
whom do I need protection? And more often than not, the answer
is I need to be protected from the police. We come today to speak
not only as victims of brutality, but also as a concerned communi-
ty, determined to break the yoke of oppressive behavior committed
against us while many in our society stand by allowing these acts
of violence to happen.

Today I am here to inform you about our history of and current
struggle against police brutality. I have talked about acts of police
abuse against the lesbian and gay community as something which
occurs daily. Most of these acts are never heard about nor seen by
the general public. However, at least one incident of police brutal-
ity against the lesbian and gay community was heard around the
world.

Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me, Dean. Can you submit the rest of your
testimony and just make a conclusion statement? We are really
way overdue now. I apologize for you ending up as the last witness
like this, but we are really completely out of time.

Mr. CREDLE. I will attempt to summarize. I must state that I am
very disappointed that I will have to do so, given the nature of the
fact that we are the two people here-after countless discussions of
the issue of police brutality, are the only two who have raised the
issue of lesbian and gay people.

Mr. CONYERS. At the last hearing, the subject was gone into in
very thorough detail at the last hearing.

Mr. CREDLE. I will try to summarize.
Mr. CONYERS. But this has been gone into before, I want to

.assure-you of that.
Mr. CREDLE. I appreciate that knowledge. I was not aware nor

have we received that kind of information.
Let me talk a little bit about Blues, which I think is an impor-

tant incident, and I have copies of the situation regarding Blues
and information about Blues for your perusal at some point in the
future.

Despite the uprising at Stonewall and because homophobia is so
deeply rooted within the fabric of this society, daily acts of police
brutality continue, sometimes reaching such blatant proportions,
they seem unreal.

On September 29, 1982, by all accounts currently a matter of
public record, 30 to 40 of New York City's finest stomped into
Blues Bar, a gay bar located at West 43d Street in Manhattan, pa-
tronized primarily by black and Hispanic gay men and lesbians.
These police officers locked the door and proceeded without provo-
cation or justification to line up the patrons and employees against
the wall and brutally beat them. Heads, faces and bodies were hit,
groins were kicked, requiring many to seek medical care after-
wards. These police officers supposedly responding to a call that
there was a fight in the bar, went on a bloody rampage, shouting
gay, antigay, and racist epithets. They threw bullets on the floor
and called them gay suppositories, which, next time, they would
shoot up gay asses.
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They battered a disabled man on a bar stool because he could not
walk to the back wall fast enough. They destroyed the interior of
the bar. The sad truth is that no arrests were made, either of any
patrons who were alleged to have been involved in a fight, nor of
any police officers who engaged in these acts of violence.

The sad truth is that no one, including Mayor Ed Koch, or those
in his administration, felt compelled to address this issue. Although
tomorrow it will be exactly 1 year and 2 months since this brutal
incident occurred.

I entered Blues Bar around 5 p.m. on September 30, the day fol-
lowing the police raid. I had never seen such total destruction since
my days is the jungle of Vietnam. It was as if a powerful, deadly
tornado had wreaked havoc within the framework of the building,
while allowing the outer structure to stand. Broken bottles, glasses,
and mirrors were strewn about the floor. The pool and game tables
overturned, bashed in and strewn across the floor. The DJ booth
was dismantled with records broken, turntables busted and speak-
ers destroyed. Blood was everywhere, splattered on the floor, on
the walls, on equipment-a total wasteland.

Some patrons, the bartenders and the bouncer were there to tell
us about what happened. Their story is one in which a police force,
because of its racist, sexist, and homophobic attitudes can, on pre-
tense, raid a bar in the heart of Manhattan, virtually next door to
the New York Times, lock the patrons in the bar, beat and kick
them about the body with night sticks, clubs and boots, shout
racist, sexist, homophobic epithets, wreak total havoc and destroy a
place of public accommodation, and return again and again with-
out fear of punishment from the people who are responsible for the
general safety and security protection of all citizens in New York.

This violent raid was ignored by the straight media. Even the
Times refused to report this total violation of civil and human
rights.

Mr. CONYERS. Excuse me again, but I thought you were going to
summarize.

Mr. CREDLE. I have summed up my statement, but I read it in
total because I think the picture of the incident is very important
and very clear.

Mr. CONYERS. We accept it into the record and I want to thank
you very much for your testimony, both of you.

Many of you have been here quite a long period of time and I
want to thank all of you. There have been a lot of people working
on this, behind the scenes with the committee and in their individ-
ual capacity. To all of you I say thank you, and I would announce
that the subcommittee hearings are now adjourned for the day.

[Whereupon at 5:46 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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CHAIRMAN CONYERS, DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE SUBCCMflTrEE, PAR-

TICIPANTS, OBSERVERS, AND PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITIES OF BROOKLYN, GREATER

NEW YORK AND OTHER CITIES THROUGHOUT THE U.S.--FOR INDEED, THE

ISSUES WE ARE ATIEPTING TO ADDRESS HERE ARE ISSUES AFFECTING US

ALL, AND INDEED MUST THEREFORE BE OF CONCERN TO EVERYONE.

I COME TO YOU AS A BLACK GAY MAN, AN ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS

AT RUTGERS UNIVERSITY, AN ACTIVE MMBER OF MY COMMUNITY, A VIETNAM

VETERAN, AND A MEER OF BLACK & WHITE MEN TOGETHER. BWMT IS AN

INTERRACIAL GAY MALE, ANTI-RACIST ORGANIZATION. OUR STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

READS: THE EFFECTS OF RACISM ARE ALL TOO EVIDENTI IN THE GAY CONUNITY.

WE, AS BLACK AND WHITE GAY MEN, ARE CONCERNED THfAT RACISM AFFECTS

OUR PERSONAL LIVFS AS WELL. TO OPEN UP CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION BETEEN

BLACK AND WHITE GAY MEN, TO PROVIDE A FORUM FOR DISCUSSING AND CON-

FRONTING ISSUES OF RACISM IN OUR COM JNITY AND IN OUR LIVES, AND TO

CREATE A SUPPORTIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR LESS OPPRESSIVE INTERRACIAL

RELATING AMONG GAY MEN, BLACK WHITE MEN TOGETHER, NEW YORK WAS FORMED

IN JUNE 1980.

WE IN BWMW RECOGNIZE THAT AS WE PERSONALLY STRUGGLE AGAINST

RACISM IN THE GAY CC4MUNITY, RACISM IN SOCIETY AT LARGE IS AT THE

HEART OF THIS STRUGGLE. BWMT ALSO REALIZES THE IMPORTANCE OF POLICE

BRUTALITY AS AN ISSUE ON WHICH WE MUST SPEAK IN BEHALF OF OUR GAY

BROHERS AND LESBIAN SISTERS. FOR WHILE WE ARE OFTEN STEREOTYPED AS

MEMBERS OF A SINGLE CM ITY, OUR ROOTS EMERGE FROM AND ENCOMPASS

MULTIPLE ETHNIC AND RACIAL IDENTITIES. WE HAVE SUFFERED, AND CONTINUE

TO SUFFER, BRUTALITY AS BLACKS, HISPANICS, ASIANS AND NATIVE AMERICANS,

IN ADDITION TO OUR THEIRD-CLASS STATUS AS LESBIANS AND GAY MEN. ALL OF

US WHO HAVE BEEN MAIMED, PHYSICALLY AND EI4CTIONAILY ABUSED,
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UNLAWFULLY ARRESTED-YES, EVEN TORTURED AND KILLED--HAVE YET TO RECEIVE

ANY NOTE OF RECOGNITION OR ACKNOWLDEDGEMn THAT WE TOO ARE VICTIMS

OF POLICE HARRASSMEFT AND BRUrALITY. IF WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT THE

ERADICATION OF SUCH BRUTALITY FROM OUR CONUNITY, THEN WE MUST

ACKNOWLEDGE THE WIDESPREAD ABUSES WHICH OCCUR DAILY AGAINST LESBIANS

AND GAY MALES. SUCH ACTS OF HARASSMENT AND BRUTALITY OCCUR IN BROOKLYN,

IN MANHATTAN, 1IOUGHOUT NEW YORK CITY, OTHER CITIES, AND ACROSS THE

UNITED STATES.

THESE DAILY ACTS OF POLICE HARASSMENT AND BRUTALITY BEGIN WITH

THE YELLING OF ANTI-GAY AND RACIST EPITHETS AT US. WE ARE THEN STOPPED

AND QUESTIONED IN A FURTHER A TIThT TO HUMILIATE AND RIDICULE US. OFTEN,

REGARDLESS OF OUR ANSWERS, WE ARE DETAINED, ARRESTED AND / OR KICKED

AND BEATEN WITH NIGHTSTICKS, FISTS, GUN BUTTS AND ANY OTHER WEAPONS

IN POLICEMEN'S POSSESSIONS. GIVEN THAT WE SURVIVE THIS HEINOUS BEHfAVIOR--

AND MANY OF US DO NOT-WE ARE THEN FINED ANP IMPRISONED, WHERE WE ARE

FURTHEtSUBJECTED TO BRUTALITY AND RAPE.

BUT THIS PROCESS OF HOSTILITY AND VIOLENCE AGAINST LESBIANS AND

GAY MEN DOES NOT BEGIN AT THE MOMENT A POLICE OFFICER PERCEIVES A

STEREOTYPICAL FAGGOT OR DYKE--EITHER ALONE OR IN THE COMPANY OF OTHERS.

LIKE RACISM, HOMOPHOBIA--THE HATRED OF LESBIANS AND OAY MEN-PERVADES

AMERICAN SOCIETY AND CAN LEAD TO OUR ANNIHILATION AT THE HANDS OF POLICE.

THESE RACIST AND ANTI-GAY ATTITUDES ARE CONSTANTLY REINFORCED BY THE

SAME SOCIETY WHICH BESTOWS UPON THE POLICE THE JOB OF "PROTECTING THE

CITIZENRY". THE POINT IS, THAT AS A BLACK GAY MAN, I OFTEN ASK, "FROM

WHOM DO I NEED PROTECTION? AND MORE OFTEN THAN NOT, THE ANSWER IS, "I

NEED TO BE PROTECT FROM THE POLICE!"

WE HAVE COME TODAY TO SPEAK NOT ONLY AS VICTIMS OF POLICE BRUTALITY,

BUT ALSO AS A CONCERNED COMMUNITY DETERMINED TO BREAK THE YOKE OF

OPPRESSIVE BEHAVIOR COMMITTED AGAINST US, WHILE MANY IN OUR SOCIETY
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STAND BY ALLOWING THESE ACTS OF VIOLENCE TO HAPPEN.

TODAY, I AM HERE TO INFORM YOU ABOUT OUR HISTORY OF AND CURRENT

STUGGLES AGAINST POLICE BRUTALITY. I HAVE TALKED ABOUT ACTS OF POLICE

ABUSE AGAINST THE GAY AND LESBIAN CCat4UNITY AS SOMETHING WHICH OCCURS

DAILY. MOST OF THESE ACTS ARE NEVER HEARD ABOUT NOR SEEN BY THE

GENERAL PUBLIC. HOWEVER, AT LEAST ONE INCIDENT OF POLICE BRUTALITY

AGAINST THE LESBIAN AND GAY COMMUNITY WAS HEARD AROUND THE WORLD.

IN JUNE 1969, AFTER SUFFERING YEARS OF POLICE HARASSMENT, ABUSE

AND BRUTALITY, GAYS AND LESBIANS FOUGHT BACK AGAINST YET ANOTHER POLICE

RAID AT THE SONWALL BAR. FOR THREE DAYS, Wl1I HANDS, FEET, BOITLEs,

STICKS AND WHATEVER ELSE WAS AVAILABLE, WE SENT THE POLICE A CLEAR

MESSAGE: "WE'RE FIRED UP, WE WON'T TAKE IT NO MORE! WE WON'T BE YOUR

VICTIMS! WE WON'T SUFFER YOUR BRUTALITY WE WON'T ALW OUR BRCTHES

AND SISTERS TO BE ARRSE, BEATEN AND KILLED WE DEMAND OUR RIGHTS

AS CITIZENS!"

IT WAS NO ACCIDENT THAT OUR COMMUNITY'S MOST VULNERABLE MEMBERS--

LESBIANS AND GAY MEN OF COLOR, AND TRANSVESTITC-WERE AT THE FOREFRONT

OF THIS BATTLE.

DYKES, FAGS, BUTCH, FEM, WOMEN, MEN, BLACKS, WHITES, HISPANICS,

MWHER PEOPLE OF COLOR, TRANSV TIIES_ WE WERE ALL AT STONEWALL, STANDING

TOGETHER TO SAY TO THE POLICE: "I HAVE PRIDE! I HAVE DIGNITY I HAVE

RESPECT! I WILL NOT ALLOW YOU 'JO DESTROY NOR CHANGE ME!"

THIS OUTBREAK OF GAY PRDE--THIS "STONEWALL REBELLION"--BECAME THE

CATALYST FOR THE LESBIAN/GAY RIGHTS MOVEMENT. IT TRIGGERED A REACTION

TO POLICE BRUTALITY FELT AROUND IIE WORLD. WHEN YOU HEAR, "R90E1BER

STONEWALL", YOU SHOULD ALL REBER THAT IT WAS BECAUSE OF POLICE

BRUTALITY AGAINST OUR GAY COMMUNITY THAT STONEWALL IS CELEBRATED TODAY,

TOMORROW, AND WILL BE FORIER!
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DESPITE THE UPRISING AT STONEWALL, AND BECAUSE HOMOPHOBIA IS SO

DEEPLY ROOTED WITHIN THE FABRIC OF THIS SOCIETY, DAILY ACTS OF POLICE

BRUTALITY CONTINUE--SOMETIMES REACHING SUCH BLATANT ?ROPORT1ONS THAT

THEY SEEM UNREAL. ON SEPTEMBER 29, 1982, BY ALL ACCOUNTS CURRENTLY A

MATTER OF PUBLIC RECORD, 30 TO 40 "NEW YORK CITY'S FINEST" STORMED

INTO BLUES BAR, A GAY BAR LOCATED AT WEST 43RD S=-' IN MANHATTAN,

PATRONIZED PRIMARILY BY BLACK AND HISPANIC GAY MEN AND LESBIANS.

THESE POLICE OFFICERS LOCKED THE DOOR AND PROCEDED, WITHOUT PROVOCA-

TION OR JUSTIFICATION, TO LINE UP THE PATRONS AND EMPLOYEES AGAINST

THE WALL AND BRUTALLY BEAT'THEX. HEADS, FACES AND BODIES WERE HIT,

GROINS WERE KICKED, REQUIRING MANY TO SEEK MEDICAL CARE AFTERWARD.

T1HSE OFFICERS, SUPPOSEDLY RESPONDING TO A CALL THAT jTl WAS A

FIGHT IN THE BAR, WET ON A BLOODY RAMPAGE, SHOUTING ANTI-GAY AND

RACIST EPITHETS. THEY THREW BULLETS ON THE FLOOR AND CALLED THEM

"GAY SUPPOSITORIES",' WHICH NEXT TIME THEY'D SHOOT UP GAY ASSES". THEY

BATTERED A DISABLED MAN ON A BARS1OL BECAUSE HE COULDN'T WALK TO THE

BACK WALL FAST ENOUGH. THEY DESTROYED THE INTERIOR OF THE BAR.

THE SAD TRUTH IS THAT NO ARRESTS WERE MADE, EITHER OF ANY PATRONS

WHO WERE ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN A FIGHT NOR OF ANY OF THE

POLICE OFFICERS WHO ENGAGED IN THESE ACTS OF VIOLENCE. THE SAD TRUTH

IS THAT NO ONE, INCLUDING MAYOR ED KOCH OR THOSE IN HIS ADMINISTRATION,

FEEL COMPELLED MO ADDRESS THIS ISSUE, ALTHOUGH TOMORROW IT WILL BE

EXACTLY ONE YEAR AND TWO MONTHS SINCE THIS BRUTAL INCIDENT OCCURRED.

I ENTERED BLUES BAR AROUND 5 pm ON SEPTEMBER 30TH, THE DAY FOLLOWING

THE POLICE RAID. I HAD NEVER SEEN SUCH TOTAL DESTRUCTION SINCE MY DAYS

'IN THE JUNGLES OF VIETNAM. IT WAS AS IF A POWERFUL, DEADLY TORNADO HAD

WREAKED TOTAL HAVOC WITHIN THE FRAME OF THE BUILDING WHILE CALLING

THE OUTER STRUCTURE TO STAND. BOKEN BOTTLES, GLASSES AND MIRRORS WERE

SPEWED ABOUT THE FLOOR. THE POOL AND GAME TABLES OVERTURNED, BASHED IN
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AND STREWN ACROSS THE FLOOR. THE D BOOT WAS DISMANTLED, WITH RECORDS

BROKEN, n=JENABLE BUSTED AND SPEAKERS DESTROYED. BLOOD WAS EVERY'WHERE--

SPLARERED ON THE FLOOR, ON THE WALLS, ON EQUIPYM -- A TOTAL WASTELAND.

SOME PATRON, THE BARTENDER AND BOUNCER WERE THERE TO TELL US ABOUT WHAT

HAPPENED.

THEIR STORY IS ONE IN WHICH A POLICE FORCE BECAUSE OF ITS RACIST,

SEXIST AND HOMOPHOBIC ATTITUDES CAN, ON PRETENSE, RAID A BAR IN THE

HEART OF MANHATrAN--VIRTUALLY NEXT DOOR TO THE NEW YORK TIMES-LOCK

THE PATRONS IN THE BAR; BEAT AND KICK THEM ABOUT THE BODY WITH NIGHT-

STICKS, CLUBS AND BOOTS; SHOUT RACIST, SEXIST, HOMOPHOBIC EPITHETS;

WREAK TOTAL HAVOC AND DESTRY A PLACE OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS-AND

RETURN AGAIN AND AGAIN WITHOUT FEAR OF UNISHMNT FROM THE PEOPLE WHO

AE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE GENERAL SAFETY, SECURITY AND PROTECTION OF ALL

CITIZENS IN NEW YORK.

THIS VIOLENT RAID WAS IGNORED BY THE STRAIGHT MEDIA. EVEN THE

TIMES REFUSED TO REPORT THIS TOTAL VIOLATION OF CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS.

WE IN THE LESBIAN AND GAY MALE COMMUNITY ASK WHY, BUT ALREADY KNOW

THE ANSWER. AS THIS SOCIETY'S MOST VULNERABLE MFMBERS, GAYS AND

LESBIANS OF COLOR, ARE TOO OFTEN RFETED BY OUR ETHNIC AND RACIAL

COMMUNITIES AND MCCLUDED FROM THE WHITE-DOMINATED LESBIAN AND GAY

OOMMUNITY. CONSEQUE2ITY, THE POLICE BELIEVED THEY COULD ACT WITH

IMPUNITY AND FEARED NO REPRISAL.

MORE THAN A YEAR HAS PASSED, AND WE HAVE NOT RECEIVED ANY ACTION

WHICH WOULD IDENTIYY THOSE 30 To 40 OFFICERS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE

MM RAID. NOR HAS POLICE COMMISSIONER MURPHY (THE COMMISSIONER AT

THE TIME OF THE RAID) DONE ANYTHING WHICH ASSURES US THAT A SERIOUS

RESPONSE WILL BE FORTHOMIING. NOR HAVE ANY MEASURES BEEN TAKEN TO

PRENT ANY REOCCURANCE OF VIOLENT POLICE RAIDS.
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THEREFflRE, I PRESENT TO THIS SUBCCFnITEE MY STATHB2.T, PLUS COPIES

OF NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS AND PICTUE OF T1E BAR. I URGE YOU TO BE SERIOUS

ABOUT YOUR INQUIRIES. THE SPECTRE OF RACISM, SEXISM, AD HOMOPHOBIA

ARE INbXTRlCABLY LINKED.

AND WHILE THE BLUES RAID IS CERTAINLY THE MOST VICIOUS ATTACK ON

OUR COMMUNITY, IT IS NOT AN ISOLATED INCIDENT. IT REFLECTS A PATTERN

WHICH, THOUGH UNREO RDED, PERVADES OUR SOCIETY. WHEN RACISM AND HC4O-

PHOBIA IN THE POLICE FORCE INTERACT FOR LESBIANS AND GAY MAIES-AND

PARTICULARLY THE PATRONS OF BLUES BAR--THE RESULTS ARE DEVASTATING

AND DEADLY. IF WE DON'T FIND WAYS TO STOP ALL FORMS OF POLICE BRUTALITY,

AND PARTICULARLY ITS MOST BLATANT FORMS DIRECTED AGAINST THE LESBIAN

AND GAY MALE COMMUNITY, BE ASSURED IT WILL CONTINUE TO OCCUR IN

SOCIETY AT LARGE. AND YOU, AS ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES OF SOCIETY, HAVE

A RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT ALL THE CITIZENRY ARE PRCIECTED-BE

THEY BLACK, HISPANIC, ASIAN, NATIVE AMERICAN, WHITE, FEMALE, MALE, GAY

OR STRAIGHT.

AS GAYS AND LESBIANS, WE ARE HERE TO ASK: WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE,

WHEN THE POLICE OFFICER SWINGS LfTS NIGHTSTICK A FEW MORE TIMES BECAUSE

THE TARGET IS GAY OR LESBIAN? WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE, WHEN THE POLICE

SHOUT RACIST AND ANTI-GAY EPITHETS AS IEY HARASS, BEAT UP, THROW INTO

JAIL AND FURTHER VIOLATE THE RIGHTS OF LESBIANS AND GAY MEN? WHAT IS

YOUR RESPONSE, WHEN THE BULL IS FIRED AND ANOTHER LIES DEAD OR DYING

BECAUSE THE COP BELIEVES THIS ACT "PROTECTS" THIS SOCIETY FROM UN-

DESIRABLE ELtEEWS-US, LESBIANS AND GAY MEN.

NOBODY KEEPS STATISTICS ON THE DEATHS AND INJURIES TO PEOPLE WHO

ARE SUSPECTED C BEING OR ACTUALLY ARE LESBIANS OR GAY MEN. INDEED,

WE CAN BE AND ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL ABUSE SOLELY BECAUSE WE ARE

LARGELY INVISIBLE AND DEE4ED MORE EXPENDABLE.
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A CONCERTED EFOR1 MUST BE MADE TO EDUCATE AND INSTRUCT THE POLICE

OF THIS CITY THAT GAYS AND LESBIANS ARE NOT EXPENDABLE TARGETS. THAT

THIRD WORLD PEOPLE ARE ENTITLED TO ALL THE RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS

AFFORDED WHITE CITIZENS. UNLESS INHDIATE AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IS TAKEN

BY OFFICERS IN THE POLICE DEPARMWN1 AND THE ELECTED OFFICERS WHO

SUPERWISE AND ESTABLISH THIS POLICY-WE CAN ANTICIPATE A REOCCURRANCE

OF INCIDENTS LIKE THE BLUES RAID, AND A CONTINUED EROSION OF OUR MOST

BASIC RIGHTS AS CITIZENS.

FINALLY, WE ARE READY TO WORK WITH YOU TO ENSURE THAT THE RAMPANT

POLICE BRUTALITY IS ABATED. HOWEVER, WE, AS MeYBERS OF THE LESBIAN,

GAY MALE, AND THIRD WORLD COMMUNITIES, STAND READY TO MAKE CERTAIN THAT

POLICE OFFICERS ARE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR INSTANCES OF BRUTALITY, ABUSE

AND HARASSMENT.

W E SEE OUR PRESENTATION HERE TODAY AS THE BEGINNING OF THE KIND

OF SUPPORT AND CCWICATION WHICH MUST BE ESTABLISHED IF THE HORROR

OF POLICE BRUTALITY IS TO BE STOPPED ONCE AND FOR ALL. THANK YOU.
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"OG NEW YORKERS PROTEST 'BRUTAL' BAR RAID
l4ou than 400 chanting demonstrators
iiiirchtd through the Times Square orou
II Now York City on Frtday evening,

, i, ;r.t' a n,!enl police r-1d

ior on W,.,ui 43rd Sir,.l An oslirnu.fed
:au down curonhir'l were injured dur.

'j O.o Sept, 29 1,olke action, and ap.
roxionatoly $30,000 'worth of fumih

'.1 'iUi
flt,, '-inf a' )rily to tie rail, rIl',
I' " r ('Gwerdo'ea Itoe''r vut,,. .i'..
It,, Ja (,i bru.dC. <itolln of ]o.. oxi

fj ,I 'ft r¢ i o(,r r|ii ir. t 'juni. t iii

I, 1,i €,',rn, im i f-d h -i list k

inn Mf 'Ji1itiri, Aini
t 

r'jii,itronr icr 11,o
'i i v f ,jhi iar vit. i,; lity i 'j ii, ''i

h kotj to rid to r-.v .ii imlJ: ItL
io,! ih m State Liijiv Auicrty (St. P;

"'itily lo,,d rom )umw . ard rxia
/u, two l.bliwin hire in Greeiwich Vii.
* mfe whom licemrei wore revoked fellow,
,r) charges of dmcirimmiaon agam.t
;n,J#o pstrons

Ironically, the red on Blutis o,:curred
(tui. ) the same evomng that former
',icy President Walter Mondale wA, itI

,wn courtig gay support tat the Inuman
;iigh4 Camaign lund hKuaquot at tha
,rzsliglous WaldorI-Astoria }{otl. Ac.

,:ordinij toeyewitnsses, 20 to 25 o!iit.rs
'tlerod Blue's at I I pm. with guns
uiritwn Witrosio said oflicors forced
everyone present to tace the wall, tind
'rcr'.ed to empty the canh r,.a,ser,

sn&r.h bottle nrnd rmrrors, and atck
rirn ,rcu, individuals, Includting heinJ
itu iod m and sovoral women DL
orcn .1 :,,l cust,,mcr IJsph Smith wo.ro

arung the injured, about A dozi in a!),
who were takot to area hospital Both
[)ors,n and Smith roquirod stitheos to
c'lone hmd wcivas,

F,1.e officials claund they wore act.
Ing in rosponre to a telephone complain
aout a disturbance at the t3r, but
phtro.i deny any such provocition Ac.
cordjig to Smith, the bar was qu!nt when
roliev onferod shouting: "1his is a
inotsrlucking raid-every lag<it nd
bulJidiger to ft roar'" Later, as puc=
sr.ra. fcav.vr, one t.::ior rcrori.i
htr,'j reviriit bullets to the tloor and

clA:,yi out, "Thee are faggot sup.
pcr-toris," Bar manager Low Olive m-id
ihi yolico had visited Blur rewvcral
tmou Io!.f, tht. actual rail, ttskiiij
custoners and threatenir to drive away
bs~o3 by issuing rummo oi to heris
vo.:tibe and other patrons

Allogations tht the raid was mut, fled
tby racism and brimophobia are r p.
ported by the fact that paeac' niade nil Ar.
rwewt, cairs attorney y Enid Gerl'trg, who
rctryecnte the bar arid 12 victims who
are suing the city government for dam.
agos, "Usually in tha. cases they make
one or two arrests for 'disorderly con.
duct' or somnedutg, just to cover them.
selvet," said Gerling. "But this time they
weru in such a hurry to bust up the place,
toy forgot toerret anyone."
-* The clqai,, of the only two esn bars

AFTEnMATHi Wounds and o-struction were roadIt_-ly--viF9 at , the plie
raid on Slue's. Demonstrators took to Times Square two weeks later to ex.
press their anger. Sgt. Cohzan led the police gu'urding he route.

in thu Ville' 'alqo ranid r&,riuis q ,.
bors III tha comimntily A1tti.1iih
charges of discrimination against the lao
burs ied roeonlly bo.on iiphkl in cmiirt,
the Abrint closing of tie two ec'iith it.
menh ums oid fbI ho a highly unkmis
pro,"dur, Informed e'aurcs ri:l thif
the SI A generally IuSM wAt, iKIs or
levies fines in such clrcumatancrc., And
even in case 'of hcene rovocsa')n,
sources said, It to not customary for
aidithgnus to remove IliO arid oali
from an establishment and handcuff a
bartender, as was dioie tn a raid on 11e
Duchi,.t .te last smmer.

Gay community lenders note thal the
Blues raid comes in the midst ot an ap.
parent citywide surge in sentiment to

" '. ...... ' - . . . ...... '. . f.. . sIII rI I

"r'.I" p vrouls." Vil!a'je residents,
.' i -' ' cvgin, '.,d to .ras for re-

moa' ',1 transvttAc and olier street
ry.: r: -

Ileb Fitmkrrwn, Mayor Koch's liaison to
It'o Vny K'o ' IJn.iy fus clfered 1o i0mit
thrum,, 4'nI , Ln i

t
.o Blue'i rad in ailing a

qrocviam.e wi.h ne Civilian ltovlow
INard Bit at f'reashme city ofictalas had
not rporded !o any of the dernar.vs put
foth At trol demonsrAtion

It wil nA cler what mesa'sge the poe
Ii -e d.artment was aid:ng by placing
Sglt Charles Cochran, the city's only
opo. y gay ofeLo, at the hC'si of 0he
conangenl of officers guarding the Oct,
15 raly route through Times Square,
Cochran did not respond to questioning,

J0 iTHrIE ADVOCATE se3C
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/is there a coverup? .500 Page 2.
J , . . . . . . . . . . . -

Aftermath of I

By Andy Humm
Assistant District Attorney John Fried has
assumed authority over the Investigation In
to the police rd on Blua'b bar kst Sept 29.
After the Civilan Coetplailt Review
board's Invetigallon was terminate li Oc-

sober by the Centra Internal Affairs Divl.
lion of the Polio Departnent, rapid prol.
rest hu been made by the vigorous pursuit
offacts by ADA. Fried. Witnesses are be.
Ing subpoenaed by .Puk of Internal Af.
fair for the D.A' offlc.

The Celton fce L4sbn and Gay RIghts
wrote to Manhattan D.A. Robert Morgen.
ths lest 'month demanding a reaot on the
ltsvtiaon and has received no reply. (For
a jogetAf sows ~&Vrs &Wmee of dar
D,4. Asadile1 qthr Owl 1w, ,ON rht
Nsss Ana)%b n rhis 6M.)

Polio Chief Of Operatons Patrick Mur.
phy reported to the Mayr's Coundil on Law
bian and Gay In on January 20th that
"wilness gr reluctant to coopemte" and
that Fried had busd the utsbpeeau L w
Olive, supervisor of blue's and a survivor of
the altta, says that the Inveatlgatu don't

.ndo 4. ! "Ow people Involved whi

bels bar raid.

Blue's move, change their names, and are
4,rd to find. Some have records and are

aid to testify." Olive has offered to help
find the witnesaes and to gt them to tetify.

Also reported by Murphy and co.
robrled by Olive wu an Incident at the bar
ot Dec. 30, whet two off-duty policemen.
not from Midtown South (the source of the
September attack) caused a framc In the bar.
"We thought they were cope from the start,"
as Olive. whsy tried to leave with beers
and were mopped by the doorman because
It'l illeaL" A melee ensued with one cop
pulling a &tnand the other trying toarrent a
customer sing handcuffs. 911 and the Mid.
town South prenet were called and pole
from .hlidtown South were on the acene
within a few nutep. ipp ehending the
troublemakers acro the stre. Murphy
ays that the officers received charges and
wmr transferred oyt of Manhattan. Olive
wim pkad with the speed of the answer to
his call, "We d a quick response," he
said, noting that the SrgeAnt and officers
who came were "very courteou." l0y order
of the Manhattan Borough Commander, a
Sergeant must respond to all calls or in.
Wldants at Bluas,) fConl'd on Pago 21

//1I JUSTICE SLOW
IN ANTI-GAY

ATROCITY""

TVA-~ A/

A4 A.11

-1



M!itant Blue s H-alv Draws I .- uu
A-eceowd of abaoot 1.100 peoe .4A * poeeao tht we ethe ignifK --cof an

marched on Times Square Fiday. Oto- . t attack on a black gay and lesbian bar. If
be 15. to prefter rcent police actionsat acit s were no- th bottom line. any gay
Istue' a pIcdominantv blck gay br Io- ba would haw woeced. Let us n,-! close

0 eared on Wct 43rd Strer. According to our eyes -o the racon, that Its ifested

I p.liCe e etsmitc. alat 800 Of the march. our warld."
cis fen+!ned on the went foe a rll at McCoy also addresd the r-:..-: "I
Father Duffy S Cqae otNt fceatud a hope you enjoyed Your da of ' y be-

*va~ey o(gay and ird World %pcake s. I_ cause they ar coming to n end lerom-
Act'vist Gwcndolyn Rogmec a"d the ise you that. The black ccirmuni:y will

Ret. MaKOra Keedy led themarchtes. , not tolerate your racist b-i'e aey
Rogers listed the following dectnds in a k longer. We are a people who h.e e rix-:
her speech to the cro-d" that an inde- e riacks for 400 )cars...o
pendent anestitation be conducted of wl not qit and you i not win."
the Bl e' aid: thiat ",at etndi.&tc nd t Supportive tekrans came (yon, To-
to police terroism be estabtinhcd". !t't I's Right to Privacy taotem t:ce and
offcill Apologi be issued to t.. owft , ,o from activist y San fncist . wo
and patens of tlc'.. the ThirdWld -V Iparoised zda eso ol.sd3 e..,oeo
community, and the lesbian and gey o", 1. %6 related story. hdaiy on . roest-
eanity:and that reparations bc made to NYC R&4- th o p . o
the bagand to the victims ftheSept.- NY Riy tis a:e.r
ber 29 police attack. Cay repetseaties 3 .ded fro

Regers raised the archers fervor a movic camera whoflatly idennfiedhi. -- several cit oif&.. and i-Xr Rh:kman.

with the chant. "You-. r.ctst, sexist.- 'setltas eg with thepoce. .• MayIoI ed Kochs ta vit'a t raetled w

te-oy. Koch ad cops go away" K*n- In respoe to the reported poce pho teteta. lakert to tewh ,.e pa- A.
nedy rettinded tt. crowd of the police tographic tureillance of the deosetra- ."A o• a foulwap mectirz conduced by ,
raid chat preceded the 1969 Stonciall tion Dorothy Satmels executive d eect". 3 At fralloa oectice "ondueted "
notes: -We cannot let this hap en gain. of the New" Yoek Ciod Libertie Union. .. 1, ' 11th w d e ,. y .ees ,ct
This what happened at Plac's, is:ca las writte to Net York City Pate rtasT " 19. that stie . e...a.:. c op--by N.t wtork
timet %orse that what happened at Ch. Coasmcmae Robert McC r e estn g . - at co ecy'ft by -ha Veek
toper.- that i i e gien for the sgorpg coteci t r"ad-.ds-hed heen

The an.-- marche- proceeded fro lance. The better also demandt.h , " , " spotted to canye to tde-tooctio,-. It
Ti w.. "l.. ...eotet o 2,td it.. h -th h.-. t...Len he dcsartycd t, , . .,y-...e... e.. at, +'" ".l,. .
on Eihcith Avenue . eat on 43rd Smr.et a I pled in attyoot ay e .. Ss,. line anrd o the .1.- %koldi

to Father Duffy Square tor the rally. pokce photogrphieg of etichcers n ;,y .' "a te organir id that. i !-re
Openty gay pelet officer Charles Pride fley lat June more wit gay inc from ,he lar crowd

Cochrane. in u iorre led a cnti'.t't %lu n the matches stopped in (fronofI .h loidhave aatt.'-d.
esaeche. heatym rainl la rtt e, in ocher followup action. Kennedyof policeao etihing it frotet of the Novi. a opeeo remioded thoem -Ndot taed Mitchell Kaep of Black an.1 White
marched Many female officers were po- only ame we In front of Mluc's. but we ameJmdMthl apo lc n ht

sitior.cd among the police patrolling the also in front of the New York Timem. .e It . M-n Together vohecteerd !o act as Hi-
dc.e'onstratiot note. .ic ttteincidet& nt to te l tie Th-ee that ... *t./ . cott he Elae', oci ... he..ed to
invo;vi-.g either pcLecetor demonstrator There are outraged pcopk here who de- impending kal- ation. A fact . et on
oore reported deing the ent. l mand j -seie. Neither Tae lthe legal optiont has sise.. bea Jac,.bted cc

Ho-ev,.: wasreported ate follo, p city, the, two t-t. dailic. ciered the Otttt Is att t w .To photo be Buet patrrm.
mcet;ng of the demonstrators comnmi tee September 29 -aid. Rbwt C Wwee'l; boatot. Stive Zitt 192 The organiig committee'snexttect.
tha: &"aiclothe pa'ice had photographed Althouh speahete . diverse as Ed gay omm ty. Among the most force- ing is scheduled for Tuetsay. Noaettber
eary of the dmonsrators. An organtier Murhy Allen Roskoff. and :eNi Aa- ful of thete wat the R e te McCoy 9: call (212, 242-1212 foe ,
recoe.cd that. es a tredia Ian. site Lay deliveed sFecchet the cnihia rt fforo ki-let Mctropolitan Cotmtmunity I t.
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Brutal Gay Bar Raid Draws NYCLU Fire
Ci~rtedr. Seprembcr 29. '..hsle

hImrr Vk-c.-Pr,,tdc W'.vtcr MoNIalc v.L.
.Aldlc' .'ing a gmr glfht, dlinier at the Wal-
33t33 oi,:l, third% to ton' \t%' York Cn'
oltticr . nta ni n Bit8lu',. a.3 . ka.33

je,,0uiiv. th, jid-r' %crt oa .

ijmp353.-:. Niti3303 ptitn, ,vr III the aa

.33i3-p.3 , '33e. Sran'. 11 the '.itn1,1
requt... .. x.W..33333 ii the tkar

&l.: jockey reded fifteen '.cthL. for .i
heanury, Polic office, L.r cLain,.d
th, offer h. been Ncnt to the bar to %top
.a fight Memn purron%. but no one A.L% ar-
tc-,.h And no e~p awn ha'. been pi'en
fi.r %h% %onun% ~ ~o fier, &333 Weup
c:g ther %m. e awrc o them than tCrril!d

Soon after publimWJ repemu j.i t the
raiL NYC| U Exceuttve Dtrx 'or D,,h.
Samunue'% rc Num YorlkCa. Police Com-

r.nO' 3ic ~xi.rato pn~rA pnlk '.iwkn at Bln'c.

mN%'.33cr Robert McGuir to rcqu-A -a
thtmitigh i33-33013~ relza ing the('el
,c.rkxlL% .alkq.atwon -I pohxc mm-oronduc."

Shec .l'o i:itiot, the Coimn.moner to
nu,xtui.rlan thgm a upc-mn omnnra
tkn .ipint the lt BL' -, handled by
piol in Ilt. prop- inner -

ln,,rnwd tn a rcpiy by Mc<uire thai a
-comprei 'h w.l fAl'.e, tion" of th raid
w- u3,k0\ . NYCLU Staff Attorney
RichAwd incr' -rt to the A'.iat.ant D,-
tri, Atore'+ ,n rctipOof the 3mtcllton

to Urge il h obui n ill rle-vant police
t3'icd. I i miperatlive.- En"r) w~rc.
-thit w rl.ti3' cr p ic ttoonduc? i Curt
in r.;Lijo3ii ti Bl"*\ B.ir .a it pu rom.. be
puniheJ3 t.' tlhr ftl, of ilncdM e w3

te " rc;p.ated.
The diammiration .3p3i

t 
the Blue*%

%,trbcc. %hict looL plLm 3 October 15
in Tik-e Square. raid atiwhr 't of ci% il
ldvnrie' probl3,. 1 L. NYCLC reccicd
nurwriv' repor' thit pxolic. wvrc in the
croyAd during the 4kon'litrlaon photo-
priluage the" dek-nt ir%.or Dontihy
Samuel' u.n rote to Ctni.nimsowonr
M.Guira. reqtuil- that any "-h .urvcil-
Limc program he hattd. and that nm'di-

.atc tcp'. be 1*1303 t0 diter)y pv mawt3
thA ma'. h. 3e een created.

"Fr.,nml." %rie Samuel.. -1 can t
marinee ,in) ruthm le tor h muh i program
of utcitlaricc other Un to ntinndat

'k.idual' fomn n cwrmt thei-r Fim
Ankendihent freedomm. The pcturc-taking
b% it'clf t%. bad ciough. Ptrh.ap it3lwe chill-

, . 1k Le'r. t% thie knw k'dge on the par
o tdew n ph,,mogam.. thi hi', ow her
p.lue t, ,1-k to rcni on ile itih
kv'al. ,U%: or t .dr.it authr;L4'., bo e4 uN. d
%W,13i03ui llfliamon in th- hjur" "

•ber 1982 -
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,7

- ' , -.. C . .:' -n c! a

c z. : t~ C:) ':c :. . r .-- 7: -jp- A
i :. Y# t N g. , .z , c", ,.

ners with s. s,, as ",iT.h Les-.

bbmn and Gay ,Oprems:.
"Hands Off Blues.

dh errzstt-cn, frvr 8 p.M,,.'..il offtr I0 P 2., . as ii ttz- st of a
OfIJof D1 RU bar Z -, lcc ....... to

F.t. JO P \W".'cn, o, pol.. cs-,. . - . .. . . . . .
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/;-ally On Coast.
'<Protests NYC Raid

SAN rAN.ISCO v1I.l(;PA Wail: ... -6. "1l01 . , 3 , 'h,
.Ur,,iii)-.Ikspilk potlrltl, rA ,, m ar, Oi~n ,,r t uto € ,t,, ,,,Il ,ri,

100 people tullud ,-m fior ",. ct.r,.tr 25 iirimlt )itw %, nt r srifi
rilly here in support o! thre New York P.,t N ir,t. i, l,fr , id, (h ,.,.,irrr
victims of A brtal police raid on Blue's, a for flurimr Rrgtr.. said that lie crlolm,,m
black gay bar. The d..mornaration loik shu i %f reit i cid feh -i:r. .' on"I inrirlt
plIce on Fait Plaza. in front ui' a building cd b) the intrdil',h. I... 4 of informiruon
hiat houst- the San Francisco bureau of1 Sir 1i'a 4 i lir hr'.% ;icn,*

the Newi York (tieS. to protest talat pi. Im, i..y ar lWi.. .rrd Wh%'.i Tr
pet's ret'us.l to cover the September 29 6ei i r, r4 Icrri n, ' e" alle'gd dWeXI
police attack. "cimi by New Yrr'k 1,rlice of biar pa

Two candidacs for San Frajci$cu's tror,' pertill n, .i, 2'. sufrgestcd that
Board of Supervisors were anr og ti,' nti n csua lit lt,.e "rocil civiibility"
rain-soAka,'d dcmnstraors: openly guy had been r acked br% i,. phoite officers.
candidate Greg Day and Sparta.u He stressed that lie Ilks"r pa tons "will
League candidate Diana Coleman, Other not urffer in iol.Aion" and that "the a.
demonstrators included members %)f bose aid pin iv +uhl be r,,diacd"
groups from the Revolutionary Socialist tirraugh a n.rtiortAl network. of snira-
League so the Uay Olympic Flat Corps. thlas.

All the speakers at the tally prote ted "i3rcism can br. b'.ten." insisted Tom
the racist and anti.gay nature of the po- c(:Aill. also of tt1.MT. "Othlrvirc. we
lice amuck oar the bar; seutal also faultud nilgh, as irell ,.iv' lip .. +dlet tIhe bratats
tie Vet. lud Tmrrtw for failing to' cover h,aa ;t .*1+ " ., ir lia tJridt

Si A biil, ii~

1'o/. -:#P,t Y



Police Enter Blue's Again; Investigations Open bZ
On Friday. October 8, eight uniformed didn't quite seem upright citizens. they'd aren't showing up. although there were Rickman said that his office, alongpoe officers and two plainclothes offi- be too frightened to talL" Gerling is fll- not many regulars here the night of the with members of the Pof'ce Advisorycer, with their guns drawn entered Blue's ing a Cla action ssst against the City of raid. The people who were involved in the Board. planned to have monitors at thebar. the second violent intrusion by poM New York on behalf of the victas. raid have been coming back. demonstration to help ensure that neitherlice in less than two weeks. According to She has A-o filed the -ictimn state- -1The bar was completely restored the demonstrators nor police acted ins.bar manager Lew Olive. the officers re- ms with the ManLr'a, district attor- within two days after the 'aid. In fact. it properly.

fused to state what they were doing in ney's office, the Police Civilian Complaint looks better now dan i iid before the Mans for the march have spurred mi-the bar. One customer reportedly was Review Board. and Pol-ce InternalAffairs. raid.' Geeling estimates chat S40.000 s givsgs about its vaue aniong some o'kicked in the groin by the police. Gerling claims that .swither the Civdian physical damage was perpetrateJ by po- those involved in th. afrtvmath of theBefore leaving, one of the officers. Complaint Review Board or Police Inter- ice on September 29. Ilue's ratd&. Amcnc the.,, is Burrows.
badge number 11" 3, who has been iden-
tified as Paul Zurinick. announced that
since the f'rt incident at Blue's made'
headlir-e in the VillAe Voice. "W,':re out
to make the headlines again. We're going
to br,ak up this bar."

. Afterward. Olive found out from the
Midtown South Precinct that police were
sent to Blue's that night alleg d y because
of a report that a man in the bar had a
gun. "There was no man with a gun."
Olive said.

The police return to Blue's is nor the
only omios event to occur in the after-
math of the September 29 police raid of
that predominantly black gay bar. In that
raid. police beat Q allegedly robbed-pa-
troms and employees. According to the at-
toeney representing Blue's and its clients.
Enid K. Geding, one of the victims also
received a death threat against testifying
from a man on :he street. Ed Murphy. the
bar activist who organized an October 5
meetig to discuss what should be done
in response to the raid. has received sev-
eral threatening phone calls. "Pigger lover.
get oaut!" Murphy quoted the callers as
saying-

Gerlig said in a phone intrsvew.
'rh makes me sick to my stomach.
Blims is a licensed premise, a clean place.
They (the police can't get away weith
this. Maybe they felt because the victins

nal Affairs -pened their investigations un-
til Manhattan Borou-h President Andrew
Stein contacted them. St sn's involve-
mient began through a morning a'ranged
by his guy community !=&son, Tom Bur-
rows. between the borough president. Ed
Murphy. David Penra (owner of Blue's:.
and a victim of the first raid. According
to Burrows. Stein "tas shocked by te
devastation at Blue's. He was particularly
upset by 'he reports that the police stole
money.-

Herb Rickman. Mayor Cd Koch' liai-
son to the gay community. cont-'dicts
Gerling. He insists that no one immediate
ly came forward to press a complaint
with the Civilian Complaint Review
Board. which has power to press charges
and take disciplinary action against police
officers. Manhattan Borough Police 'om-
mander Milton Schwartz has also opened
an internal police nvesstigation into police
behavior at Blue's on September 29.

Meanwhile. Rep. Ted Weiss PMan-
hattan) sent a letter to New York City
Poice Commissioner Robert J. MeGuire
supporting the inveigs.ion by the Civil-
ian Complaint Review Bord asnt urgin'
him to e Ct that it IS conducted with
thoroughness and sensitivity."

According to Olive, since the Septem.
her 29 raid. "Business is one-third to one-
alf off. It's mostly the r epiars who

The polske action has been met by an- who f-,
$r in the gay community. Burrows re- drow er
pos that his office has received nuer- eeid. '
was letters and telephone calls from "out- action, a
.aged" gays. to take

Howest.. Ed Murphy. who arrived at ical posi
Rlue's to help Lhe victims 15 minutes af ", u.
:er police had left. points oar. "Miss is potanc
sot just a black issue, or even a gay issue. effort
If the police get away with this. ye. harmed
coul be sitting any bar anywhere and aggress
thty could do it to you t,.j.... The p legal Ji,
lice violated these people's rights. Them gerous c
police are criminals." moved

One of the results of die October 5 sized..
meeting was the planning of a march on couses
Times Square. scheduled for October 15 lice mis
at 8 p.m. as this issue of the , se went In at
to press. Plans called for the march to Review
move west on 43rd Street to Eighth Ave. and the
sue. south on Eighth Avenue to 42nd Commse
Street. east on 

4
2nd Street to Broadway. resentai

and north to Duffy Square. at 46th and ties Uni
Broadway. for a rally, these org

-Spo esman David France did not ex- bee Coo
pert hin pOOP's request Ior a p rade per- lems me
mit to be granted hecau z the march will since h,
ntove against traffic on two streets. "The at Blue'&
permit represents only a symbolic act." was pre,
he swid. "The parade will not be hinged person. J
on whether or not we get a prot. I ex- meeting.
peet a very .ilitant and very angry dcm-
onstration."

ies that the marl, could sc've to
rntl. . w . --. .. .is wto suf
tfh, bar pc.,p!: 1,- it s thetr situ.

nd they feel that or"ters are ring
Advantage of it to s'rvr the polut.
itio.s."
-ws '-clieves .' is .f prim"ta, tt-
e that the siur's,,.ts make an
to ,d, nt di, officers who
them. and he ut;s.i :he victims to

rely press thc-.r em.iintsthrough
unrls. 'If tl-..¢ e. abani .f.-
cops out there. :',c !:ave to be re-
as soor a h- -'.' her.-a-
Rickman sam

1 
that anyone - -ho

eward to press a::gations of po-
oeduct at Bue's wiN! be protected.
d:ton to the- Civilian Complaut:
Board. Po., e Internal Affairs.

D.A.'s office. Human Rights
&iner David Rothenher"- and rep-
ves of the New Yr C; Liber.
an have begun investigtions for
asizations. Also. .he Mayor's Po-
noil on Gay and Lesbian Prob
t on October 8 (us first meeting

May) r," disu., what happened
Itowever, nor one of the vietins
ar. and only one third-orld

royce .Hsnter. took itrt in that

1-0
Al

Ernc Lereer
Eric Lerne'r
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roaucats bury bluos busts inquiry
NEW fORK, NY - Four months after Blurs, a

black g y bar, was raided by 25 poh(0l and several
patrons were severely beaten, it appa'ors that city f.
Ilcla I art c(,ntant Io leave the ga y Coinm unity's q i-;
lion-, a tout t he incident go inaddit ; (.I. repoil . flit:
newsletter of Black and White M.n logether, H e
York.

At its January mei:ling, the Gay Communily
Council invited representatives from titlh the Dislinct
Affortty°' office and the nfico of Mayir Ed Koch tu
speak to the concerns of gays and leribians. The DA's
office declined to send anyone and limub Rickman,
the mayor's liaison to the gay coiritinity sent an
ass;tuIant, Stev, Rossario.

Rossario ,is . 'aniliar with t,' # didcw'lo
not explain Mis office' lack of Interu. I n blues tiod
raid victims. He only p-oml, ed to inak. public 'ho
findings of the DA's in'.'c3tllaton. Rnssimro con
sistently 'otuiied to gays, as "you" and the mayor's of.
fice and city officials as -we."

BWMT has protried to ;noniltor the investigalon
and :o presure officials to enrsuri :hr't thn attack , n
Blues and its pa rons not I- wlilhw,ished by lh
police.
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FBI Ente3 Blul, 's
investigation

Maanhattan flNtrii Atairn. , Robert
itnrenthai reportedly anin! .I a
avud n Ir-tir, ti lWre I chary tlit lie

was prepared to mae a public slaerca-if
that pMice were guilty in the xptenibet
21 raid on blue's bar In rdrown branhal.
tin even Ifhu office found tiat no chirg.
en could be brought Againsl the police
who were involved in the Incident How-
ever, Informed sources have cold the New
)'lrk Native that disailaufawit h hire
dlirrica atomeys Innestigation was a fae.
fur in the decision of the Federal bureau
of Investigation to enter the care. The
I lt1 opened ain iuestiaion in early
April, exploring possible violations of
federal civil rils law in the caue of the
raid, in which a phlaanx of uniformed
pIiceren eniffed the predominantly
black gay bar, damged property and beat
several patrons without making any at.
rests.

During the late February nieeting be.
tween Mogenthau and iveral gay activ.
lrisa-inludi.ia Jim Levin, Bill Ilinch, aid
Gitny Vida of Gay and Lesbian Indepen.
dent Democrats, and lkvb Rickman,
Mayor Ed Koch's gay liaison--represnt.
lives of the DA's office highdigfted sore
of the difficulties inherent in investigating
and prosecuting tbe actions of police. Al.
though specifle officers have been placed
at fie scene or rile raid, the prwncutors
said they have not ben able to anerlain
frw witness vhilch of rthes officers
coimilled rioinal act. Without proper
Identifialion, culpability colrnot be tS.

tablish,, ., I crimnni harges Lannol he

It. u' , i . I , ,. I , it.
veaiipi.r-n c earri'J ,u by 1t Mranlial.
fin 1) VI 01rie h4 be.'q le.!- rhl. Aie.
quole. The phorogiphs from urihtch wit.
iires wer: atked to ident fy ofi'nfs

vwcle vjid fi oten he out if direin trn
caeas dArng front the nffics' d;iys as
freah ienuirt, I'he (a flcra reporhilly
have not been fati iicwf to appear i a
lineup for Witirer$

According to Low Olive, timmrger of
Blue's. te IPA's rlffle haa not laken
great juins to quesihon wonirv.s, lie %Aid
dial lie had proded plos+eil,'rs u'li a
witness's home and work phone nileihera,
only ir he told larea that the %rlinils
could not be located OLv,' lhn pAvo tht
information to te FlI, in order to es.
lablith It In the public teold, before pre.
tenting ir once more ti the DAa office,

Olive rccalecd that there had beein a
pattern of police harassment of the bar
before the September 29 rId. "Chief
jPatrick) Wtrrphy has said that it Is a
troublriore baa,' Ohite ricd. '-it rfe.
ords ntglhi arow thit tire police ca e to
the bar several times oc ialls made by
disgruntled prisons vi trutrrped-up eCvU.
ra'on+, hut never five these cells ttrned
out to he real. lhuc er always R fig.
nnt of someone's rrirdinarion. "be
normal reason A Is 'a man with a sur.'
Not only did they never find a roan with
a gun, they did not hia the basic inftr.

(C r.ni-mM on newt pq.re)

FBI Enters Blue's Investigation

Contlnuedfemm preceding page
.marion such as a desception to substan.
Ilate a reasonable expectation to ever find
such a person." It war because the bar
was "clean" on the nitht of the raid th,4t
no atests were made and the police have
found themselves cast in rhe roles of
crminals.

Still, there has been a marked Improve.
meno it tae VA's attitude toward invetl.
gating the assault on the bar since the
February meeting, according to Jim Lev.
In. Lein has volunteered his services as a
lawyer to bfue's and its clients.

The bar has reportedly been doing well
since the ruid, with no further runs
with Midlown South, the precinct thai
has been Impficaled, An incident is, .

coned a couplofu months ago, Olive raid,
demonsrraes ,he Improved reltions be.
won Bl~ent arid rhe precinct house, TWo

white off-dujty police ofilcera from
an10thet precinct entered the bar jntiI.
cAted. They ordered some beersthen one
of theei Pull out h gun arid th. other
lil handcuffs to n'elt a customer for no
apparent reason.

Olive slid, ' They never t.wed their
badges, A call to Midlown South Precinct
rsulted In a tlifick response by several

police. They apprchended the two offi.
"era, rifledd Il.'ir identities and confirm.
ed the stare of their intxuallon, This
matter was left entirely to the dlcreiion
of police to handle, and we ate gatlified
with flik handling of art extremely deli.
cste ituation."

%\,.,+ 'a. % d+..,
to -Sa
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Srcs't, C' Arvie,,re
I-

odlice As

ampN

n~a-ftisrn
If the treatment ,hich police and nih.

er governmental agencies dish out to los.
bans and gay men has changed over the
years, change can be measured only in the
smallest of degrees. Today's more cot.
mon methods of harassment entrap.
mernt, false charges, bar raids, beatings, re.
fusal of services--continue a tradition
whicl is also familiar to racial minorities
and to many women. These patterns of
abuse have long been indistinguishable
for those lesbians and gay men without
race or monetary privileges: events in the
past 12 months have extended those pat.
terns even to New York's gay middle
class. Exactly what can be expected of
police and other governmental ofrces is
not often seriously discussed at forums
which are open to the public, as a panel
sponsored by DARI: (Dykes Against Ra.
cism Everywhere) did on May 17. That
panel's evidence is best considered in light
of the New York gay community's
experiences of late.

The toll in the metropolitan area since
last summer includes several women's
bars closed by the State liquor Author.
ity; the Infamous Blue's bar raid by mem.
bears of the New York City police depart-
ment; the entrapment of as many as
1,200 gay men at Rils Memorial Park by
federal police; the shutdown of a porno.
graphy expo show by the city's vice
squad; FBI harassment of NAMBLA
(North American Man/Boy Love Associa-
tion) members and former mnemhers, in-
cluding arches of private homes and
seizures of property; the abusive treat.
ment of AIDS patients in local hospitals;
numerous police beatings of lesbians and
gay men reported from such locales as
Washington Square Park and along Sec.
ond Avenue in the 50s..

These are only the major incidents re-
ported to gay organizations or in the gay
press. Most of these actions are outright
Illegal; a few, at best, are discriminatory
applications of the law.

Most recently it has been learned that
Deja Vu. a predominantly black lesbian

A)6JA/'+/Th Y4/~

liar on Washington Place in the Village,
was again raided by thc State Liquor
Authority. The city's vice squad refused
to confirm the report, and Deja Vu man.
agement will not discuss it. According to
one witness, the bar was charged with
operating without a liquor license (which
was revoked by the SLA), the receipts,
cash, mnd liquor were confiscated, and the
bartender was arrested on or about April
30. The witness said that two women,
one black and one white, had come to the
bar early In the evening and "partied"
until a knock at the door was followed by
as many as 20 vice squad members. The
two women flashed badges and made sure
the troops' could get In and that the bar.
tender stayed behind the bar so she could
be charged.

Another popular bar, Van Buren's on
West 46th Street, suffered from regular
"inspections" by the Fire Department
at peak weekend hours before It abruptly
closed in February. Understandably, the
owners of the newly opened women's bar
Network, on Sixth Avenue at 16th Street,
say they expect to be closely scrutinized
by state liquor and other authorities.

September's brutal police raid on
Blue's, the black gay male bar 'which
shares a block of West 43rd Street with!
the New York 7Tmes, resulted In a num-
ber of serious Injuries, extensve damages,
and no arrests. The widely publicized at-
tack drew loud responses from the lesbian5
and gay community, but was defiantly re.
peated by police a week la4r. Four separ-
ate Investigations were announced, In,
eluding one by the police department and
one by the Manhattan district attorney',
office, with no results to date. The Fed,
eral Bureau of Investigation reportedly
entered the case In early April. Is thil
good news? The FBI's unfriendly history
with the lesbian/gay community Includet
extensive information dragnets as well a
outright harassment.

It has been difficult to judge the ir
pact, if any, of the large demonstration

ContInm ed on page 1i

• ohder .s,;id I .,lnh,ta 11:1- 111), h clpt:d it, i
I



CoItag-ed pr m ue ' 1 -l never let anything slide. so I'm at
st = 1= 11 ' f Blue's last Octo"Ner. danger of getting shot or killed at anySotme ghy anti-violence ac:tnists peculatee

that tQ demo capped a wo:e.tn trend iie," Candice Boyce told the small au-

in behavior toward e3s. which seemed to dence.

began %shde Ntaior Ed och was carn- Boyce related that just before she wis
paiging for poemcr. Throuchout the to join the military in 1962. tlhe was at-
sutunet. says one activist. ;orlplits tacked by a cop while she was mrsakn out

about the police were tncreansg. and at with her iprfiend in a park. Boece's re-

the same time. the city's Police Advisory spounse to the attack temporarily injured
Council-headed b% Herb Rickman. the cop but had more long-term effects
Koch's py liison-refused to hld its for her. She was handcuffed to a pipe at
mual meetings with those lesthums and tie local precinct house but continued to
gay men who tend to meet with govvrn- give mouth to the police there. One cop

mental bodies. blackjackedd the sht out of me... most-

The audience and six rlisic- peakers i where it wouldn': show." Boyce said

at DARE's pant; are not i nt.n. :to e s When later reprimanded by a judge. -1

biat es and ga .men i wio he: e :;i t ad to take it i n % bod .not :o -urrp
With any police aiuory courcil. The across the bheh and drag hts ass out u +

speakers each presented inc:kr.ts from there".
their own Itse of pilt:e abuse: or brutal. The result of the charges was that
ity. Their Common cunclusron was. as Boyce was presentJ :rom iaminc !he
James Credle of B;a:. -ted White Men To- j se-,ce: the whole eperen:e. "'hta:t:c
either said. -These .. stut:;: t f, no, * ., crux of the new irle." site sxad. -I
for us. idn't truth a soul and I didn't care abou"

"Blue's is still At ure-tsel Stisa- t oo many of them either,*
tos'+ Credle %."d He %., .e .ere More tha a d,,e. searn later, an Jr-
sisortly alter .he police at.ti, v-: "-er:.*. - A .. ant ts a wht:c. a to.t sht.¢keic.er
her '9. "Wlien we Talked It :tic people in QUeens ICJ to A; .r: and to ofirees ot
the police picked to heat-it w'as tie attempted murl:er. -The cops i.ame it-
triaisestites. the lesbtan. the mote ef- ind All they saw is black on wleh."e
femnate men. Credle said. Boyce said. By then she had support trout

Credle &W emphastaed. as did the numerous gay friends, who bailed her out
ohr black speaks. that d jncin e- and helped her wn the cae. "The women
twees getting harassed for race or for there kept me going" sad Boyce. But.
sexuality seem unimportant. Many said she waned, " can't fight no other fight.
they often w"rck tlteir respor.es to police I can't be beat. I can't e stouped on.
and oliver authorities ftoio a wcl-karned Yos can do it maybe. but you'll he in the
feart fheamy reprisals. het light of your very life."

Joan NsWle of the Lesbian lflr tory, it for help with directions was to be di-
Archives rclzaed the constant threat a plisttous. This still did not Jiim.th tIc
mere decade ago of police intru-ion into pwner of the evtdenre presented. The
.he private Itses of lesbtsns. " it't ex- e c'igs outy real 'rorwtisg was I
!lain to lesbians to,3a) hew e,+otk:el". ack of inrmtiotr, alt-tt the recent
murder police s urwill-ne e wee.- .Ne.| Spite Wt init-ga.y 3t,,.Such elustie III

tie said .orkm"n eclaswotit n t;u -used It-ibat~un IS art Triittr.tat %eapon for the
the ,,reets" were es rtta : solrrable_ diteefrin-hted A "AtBLA r.reer..-.-
She tos of anderc.',ser pice it.ing to f&I: example, men:,,t. the tntensftt!

entrap women in the Sea Colon),. a 'Su. surveltlartce ar-d irr: -,mest ot bt'..
Classic t'-M New Yrrk lesbian b-.s ,overs but the issue was nored-wh-.:h

hantls into .sitnf oQ"c' tod Onrah tirih,.s .'ta. .'
theit brtJs to "p vt,-Ii;', -et' c . A.t t.tc. .xi: r-r ..nt vtt.Tr.a•

en. "The vice squad teAs art ,cupyme ti -ee it -tt.it be nh.t_ d Js,;uiJ .%
force in the "50s.- .s.t r - . 'Le .-critms oo :r i:d :raO ,tat..

ci''".t - . , . +t. .. - "is:- Lrkc:a
DARE .-e-x-e.,-- . . t..,:,.

the ecnit-ttl]ich as +' . * + c ,
L'sbn Herstor, Arcne,-hetcs les- tkt:t.. , ii Ala "e t. J -

bians and c'% men iteed tv he ,c
of who tile police r.i;n c :' ;t. itt. as , ti a, i;'-- "
loan G!h s had : c ;c i h J.i. f , .
cf'ore~d , ;, -. ,;. -- ( ... . : \ ,.+ ,

fine 2-1 +.Lk~ +.;:..'.._-

and Gay P-.e ] l a. .',- .is ;4'iitt that j i ' \ i, "
iras Ctntilt.iftity te'.atte." t.:€ . tl.n -f:i l llP+ " .*. ra ".." : t ei .-

it- .t itt +t--t a -K-
-twted¢J ;a-. tea¢J, . -... ti S-... . •: . - + -,+.,+ . ++ ..

tea, a" ' \.;1 - -,+,.t.,
rsrsalet with it. -. ,

the police withn tt : r, .. nt , 2ttiit t!1 .. t.. l at 5;..
The exp.nett.c Att t-. pre.fi .a tto 

1
,, the Nina ut !1 a-t..,; ; c'-ats th.

panal discussitii ttidic.tc that thi u - ire thIte it a: iz, ¢+ F it:.
the way to piote.t ourselves in ; humo- 'tid lestittit% are to : it:h out tur opp .
phob c eni .t the rest 11i s'sc,- . it wou d "

hepfui if tite ftar"et, ot ott ,-nrt:-. -
The discussion to iwnit, th: pt.st-"ta- at% A'tred n.is%.std thet tatter I;:,

tlos tended mute tow irds thetonli. et tgf-t : , i c. c-, ;.n ex: other in the it
the police-as-th:e.rt.-;-f-the-State a i 'trit.l
some even sungteted-tha; to ..s; the p,.,- Per itf,.
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Firing ofAttorney
Disrupts
Blue's Suits

The owner of Blue's bar. David Penza. 1~ ' o
has dismissed the services of attorney
Enid Gerling. thus abrup.ly ending legal
proceedings on behalf of the bar to claim
reparations for approxirmately S30.000 in
physical damage to it perpetrated by po-
lice during a raid on Septeiber 29. Th bu
dismissal also leaves in dout te status e About 0 people dtmostrated outside tte State Liquor Authonty offrCes er downtown Man-

d tatso n W.dnesday, tovembar 10. The demnstration ws called by Lesbian Fenint" Lberatso
a class acton suit that had beet 1 3ed iO and hife Coalition foe Lesbian and Gay ARghi to Protest the Litroe Authority's deirton to take
the victims of the raid. ituoe Ien*met away from the Ostnm and Dei Vs. two lesbian bar . SakM sciuded gay anti-

At least 11 of the people injured by vest Allen N. Reboff and City Counci niab ers Miriam Fredlandr and Hotte Stani The vocal
police at Blue's are interested in pressing trod carre pters and tfeted Paseby Thmt worn t l B A oltV.

civil suits, according to Mitchell Karp of
Black and White Men Together. Anaiyct- would entail greater cash settlements, the The neccsst) of idletiliAtio ,ibilled
ing the legal situation at a November 9 Blue's victims would have to press their s ovth the: fict that plis ttritcrs irc .ot
meeting of the Blue's demonstration coos- charges through federal courts. In federal often wathy-det.as.s the ,hautis of
mnstee. he observed that the victinis" pros- court, however. a plaintiff can sue only zhe Blue's victims receiving sit.iliait
pects for collecting substantial cash settle- individuals, not a city, which means that cash settlements.
ments are dim. They can ask for compen- suit would have to be brought against the Still. there remains strong interest on
satory damages from the City of New individual police officers, the part of the New York Civil Liberties
York in state court; however, none of A major problem lies in identifying the Union in pursuing the Blue's incident as a
them were injured seriously enough to officers involved in the raid. Since the %irlation of civil rights: Representatives
lose income due to their injuries. al- victims were lined up facing the wals of of civil libtrtics groups, including the
though nine required some hospitaliza- the bar while they were being clubbed. NYCLU's police brutality project..met
Zion. they did not have much opportunity to Octobr 26 with Karp and with Lew

To ask for punitive damages, whl-h identify those who were beatir them. Olive. manager of Blue's. According to

Dorothy S.iuels, NY(.1 Uj ecutive
director, the nectin. helped her to get
the "'feclin' of the incident being part of
A pattern. Thrc wcr, several other abu-
sive raids on Blue's."

In ordtr that a pattern of r.,assmenr
mieht 6c proven b% those ;rcss. eli.
suits . police lecauso ol their be-
havior at Blue's. Sarnuels said she got as-
surance frei 'he 10. .har,y.n diw!,ct at-
torniey's otticc that ii-, police re, ,sids con-
cernumg Blue's woule ov destroyed. Police
often destroy records of '4l and patrol
car calls.

K~rp. aiiolg oitr-. ,eds tL.Jt J police
hara*nsent carnpaiign aimst Bl's h,%
ievc partly succ ssii, poitiop sit that.
according t,, otiif. iolsslees is still 30 to
40 pereenr t ff. -'t a hvAssnov-tt cim-
pj.ign is sqishicd b% tie ,,urts lt busi-
ii"% 1M t ,,t sligni-ittly, twn c,.''i it

siid.

C.irently invest: itisitt sto the police
raid in Blu,'s i. 1), ing continued y Po-
lice Internal Atfji,- the M.ribhtttn dis-
triet attsrns)"s ,'t1.ic. atnd. aust rctntlv.
the t edcra llurct of nsv-tiigition.
which is investigating charges of federal
civil rights violations.

Also related to the Blue's incident and
aftermath, the Newa York Vative has filed
a request under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act for copies of surveillance photos

I that are believed to have been taken by
New York City policc during the Blue's
demonstration on October 15. The re-
quest is still pending as this isuc goes to
press. IFric Lerner

Abl
tn
CD
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'This report, Police Use of Deadly Force, is the first publica-
tion of the Nationai Minority Advisory Council on Criminal Justice.

The National Minority Advisory Council (NMAC) is a 15
member multiracial council created on June 18, 1976, by the
Administrator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
In addition to geographical representation, the Council is
composed of Blacks, Hispanics, Asian, and Native Americans. Its
establishment represents the first time in the history of the
nation that an all minority council has been assembled by an
agency of the Federal Government to explore, in detail,. the
problems of crime and criminal justice as they impact on the
minority community. In addition to being advisory to the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration relative to the impact of
Its program on the minority community, the Council is also
charged with the responsibility of advising federal, state, and
local governments on the issues of crime and criminal justice as
they relate to minorities throughout the nation.

In carrying out its charge, the Council has a research staff,
has commissioned experts to prepare position papers, and has held
public hearings throughout the various regions of the nation.

The information gathered from the literature reviews, re-
search papers, and public hearings clearly pointed out that a
major and most pressing concern in the minority community was the
police use of deadly force and the disproportionate number of
minorities killed by the police.

The police are in the unique position of being legally
sanctioned to use firearms as a means of social control.
Whereas traditionally, there has been an attitude and philosophy
which tended to automatically view the use of deadly force by
the police as justifiable, the Council found that the minority
community considers this a major problem are vocally question-
ing the killing of citizens by the police.

The Council saw two fundamental issues emerge from its
examination of the police use of deadly force: (1) are the
rights and lives of citizens being forfeited without due process
by police officers charged with enforcing the law, and (2) what
is the response of the criminal justice system itself to
such instances and particularly, considering the fact minorities
are vastly over represented in the ranks of those killed.
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Because of the seriousness of the problem, and the widespread
concern that exist in the minority community, the Council decided
to cover this matter in a separate report rather than waiting
for the release of its major report during the first part of 1979.
In addition to covering the nature and extent of the problem and
how it Is responded to by the criminal justice system, this report
also presents a number of recommendations designed to address the
Issue.

The views and recommendations presented in this report are
those of the Council and do not necessarily represent those of the
Department of Justice. Although LEAA provided funds for tne work
of the Council, it did not direct the work and had no voting
participation on the Council

The Council expresses Its sincere thanks to the many eople
who presented both written and oral testimony before it. We are
extremely grateful to Dr. Gwynne Peirson and Dr. Reid Montgomery
and the members of their staff for their dedicated work in putting
this report together.

Lee P. Brown
Chairperson
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POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE

INTRODUCTION

It is belatedly coming to the attention of the public at large that many
more people are killed by the police than there are police killed in the line
of duty, and that a sizeable number of citizen deaths at the hands of the
police are neither legally nor morally justifiable. The police are unique in
that they are not limited to taking a human life in self-defense, but are also
legally empowered to kill in some circumstances because the "suspect" failed
to obey the officer's order to halt, or was "believed" to be in the act of
committing a serious crime. Although in theory police regulations covering
the right of the officer to use deadly force are more limiting than the crimi-
nal law, in actuality there is little indication that the great majority of
departments stringently enforce those rules. In practice there is overwhelm-
ing evidence that the system, including police, prosecutors and courts,
functions to protect police officers who have killed citizens. Moreover, there
is strong evidence to indicate that many of these killings'and their "legal"
justification are the result of racism.

Homicides committed by police officers are of particular concern to
racial minorities because they continue to be the victims of these killings
at a very disproportionate rate. Statistics obtained' from the United States
Public Health Service indicate that killings by the police - which are listed
under both Death by Legal Intervention and Homicide or Injury by Intervention
of Police, remained fairly constant through the 1950's and then began a dra-
matic inc ease during the 1960's and into the 1970's. A statistic that has
remained constant throughout the entire period, however, is the percentage of
blacks among those killed at the hands of the police. Based on the U.S. Pub-
lic Health Services statistics, blacks represent approximately.45% of more
than six thousand individuals who died at the hands of the police between
1950 and 1973. (See tables I & II.)

It should be noted that even these statistics do not accurately measure
the degree of minority involvement as to victimization at the hands of the
police. Both the F.B.I. and the Department of Public Health Statistics tabu-
late Hispanics both as whites and as "others." This was noted in one study
which made the observation that:

The proportion of Hispanic people in the various group-
ings, for example, is subject to considerable error.
Many persons listed by the Census Bureau as Hispanics,
brought up in homes where Spanish was spoken, may be
listed by the police as black. On the other hand,
many persons from Puerto Rico and Cuba consider them-
selves in the "white" category rather than in the
Hispanic;

In contrast to the ease with which information can be gained about the kill-
ings of police officers (see the annual reports issued by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation), data on killings by the police is extremely difficult to
obtain from official criminal justice sources. Official detailed information
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covering homicides committed by police officers is seldom made available to
outsiders by police departments without a court order.

In defense of the high percentage of blacks and other minorities among
those killed by the police, authorities are quick to point out that these
statistics closely approximate the percentages of these minority group members
among the arrest totals for violent crimes. In 1973, partially in response to
a public outcry over the police killing of an eleven (11) year old black youth
in Staten Island, the New York City Police Department did make available to
the New York Times a sampling of arrest records and other douneiits for 100
homicides, 200 rapes, 200 felonious assaults and 200 robberies that took place
in 1971. The Times' analysis of these seemingly carefully selected cases
found that:

In a city where 34% of the population is estimated
to be black or Hispanic, 59% of those arrested in omi-
cide cases were black, 25% Hispanic, and 16% white.

The newspaper study then went on to cite police department statistics
which showed that the racial statistics on victims of police killings closely
approximated the racial statistics on arrests for violent crimes. Obviously
the intent here was to Justify the inordinate number of racial minorities who
were killed. If the intent had been to provide information from which an
objective and more accurate analysis could have been made, the killings would
have been compared to racial statistics on convictions rather than arrest.
The inordinate arrest rates for minorities with no subsequent prosecution or
without successful prosecution is well documented. The use of arrest statis-
tics rather than conviction rates has long been used by the police - and the
F.B.I. - to give a very slanted view as to what racial group is most likely
to be involved in criminality. Again, the available evidence indicates that
racism is a motivating factor in the continued use of this very dubious neth-
od of measuring criminal involvement by race.

INVESTIGATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS IN POLICE KILLINGS

In addition to the police investigation of a homicide committed by a po-
lice officer, the official language used in describing such incidents to the
news media is intended to imply justification and necessity. Sorel (1950)
pointed out that when a police officer kills a citizen, the official state-
ments usually describe the act as "deadly force," thereby suggesting, before
any investigation is conducted, that the force used was legitimate. By
contrast, the killing of a police officer is referred to as "violence" or
"murder," and therefore-illegal. The police themselves band together to take
part in a ritualism that is intended to emphasize their grief and their
united anger over the death of their fallen comrade. Funeral services for

police officers killed in the line of duty are usually atten'led by several
igh ranking public officials in addition to several hundred police officers

from different cities and even from different states. The news media gives
full coverage to such funerals, invariably showing a procession of police
motorcycles leading the procession.

By contrast, the funeral of a citizen killed by the police, even in sit-
uations where it is determined that the citizen had committed no offense,

37-501 0 - 84 - 35
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seldom receives attention from public officials, the police, or the news media.
These practices imply a relative lack of importance of citizen deaths at the
hands of the police, and have the effect of eliciting a similar conditioned
response from the public at large.

An additional factor which tends to promote public acceptance of killings
by police officers is that responsible officials, i.e., police chiefs, coro-
ners, prosecutors, Judges, etc., deliberately mislead the public by their
statements and their actions involving such investigations. One of the most
commonly used tactics of the prosecutor when faced with a situation where
there are demands for some action following a questionable killing by a po-
lice officer is to submit the case to a grand jury. The great majority of
such hearings result in the grand jury refusing to indict the officer. The
prosecutor is then "off the hook." He can take the public position that he
carried out his sworn duty and presented the case to the grand jury and that
they ruled against him by their actions. The public does not know, however,
what evidence and what witnesses the prosecutor put before the grand jury in
presenting his case. When-pressed as to these details the prosecutor/district
attorney is prone to point out that by law jury proceedings are secret, and
that as an officer of the court he is obligated to respect that secrecy and
therefore cannot comment on any of the specifics of the case.

This scenario was carried out after the 1968 shoot-out between Oakland
(California) police officers and members of the Black Panther Party. Panther
member Bobby Hutton was killed by the police after he exited with his hands
in the air from a house in which he had been hiding. The police claimed that
Hutton suddenly ducked down and attempted to excape by running through a group
of officers who had surrounded him.

The district attorney submitted the case to a grand jury after some com-
munity groups openly questioned the accuracy of the police version of the
killing. Based on the evidence and the witnesses called before them, the
grand jury ruled that the killing was a justifiable homicide. A local news-
paper reporter continued to investigate the case, however, and learned that
the only two black police officers who witnessed the killing had given state-
ments, recorded by a stenographer in the District Attorney's office, in which
they denied that Hutton had made any attempt to escape and that the reason he
lowered his hands was because he lost his balance while-being shoved and
kicked by the officers surrounding him. These statements were not presented
to the grand jury. In fact, it was learned that a year after the grand jury
met to hear the Hutton case, the two statements had still not been transcribed
from shorthand.

When the reporter attempted to inquire as to why these statements had not
been used, and why the black officers had not been called before the grand
Jury, the district attorney, who had sole responsibility for presentation of
evidence and witnesses replied that it would be "inappropriate" for him to
discuss the grand-jury proceedings.

Another method commonly used to determine Justification in killings by
police officers is to submit the case to a coroner's inquest. These inquests
are not binding on any other judicial process, and in theory are intended to
decide only the cause of death of the deceased. Inquests are generally held
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by the coroner at his discretion, with or without a jury. This is not an
adversary proceeding. The rules of evidence do not apply and only witnesses
selected by the police or the coroner are called. In some such hearings legal
representatives of the deceased appear, but their ability to ask questions is
at the discretion of the coroner. In some such situations the attorney for
the deceased's family will be permitted to submit written questions to the
coroner. The coroner, however, has full discretion as to whether these ques-
tions will be put to any witnesses.

Some coroners inquests are held before a jury. Most jurisdictions have
no particular requirements about the character of the jury, and it is there-
fore not uncommon for the jurors to be picked from the street, often from
among those individuals who frequent the area around the coroner's officer in
hopes of making the few dollars that is paid such jurors. Once the hearing is
completed the Jury is instructed by the coroner as to what their verdict will
be. The jury makes no independent decision and is only a useless leftover
part of ancient custom.

Whatever decision is reached by the coroner - or the jury, it has no legal
effect on the prosecutor and his responsibility to decide whether there exists
a basis for bringing criminal charges in connection with the killing.

Prosecutors still use the coroner's verdict, however, in arriving at a
decision as to whether to bring charges against police officers involved in
killings. The public is generally not sufficiently sophisticated to under-
stand the ways in which this process is used to subvert the intent of the
criminal justice process.

This system, which provides an institutional escape route for both police
and prosecutor, has a well documented record of nonaction. Kobler (1975)
notes that statistics gained in Seattle are similar to those in many other
cities across the country and that in Seattle, "for at least 20 years, no
coroner's jury had declared a police killing to have been criminal; for 35
years no prosecutor had made a judgment different from that of the coroner's
jury." Kobler noted that one case was an exception; "...the coroner's jury
declared that the police killing was criminal and the prosecutor refused to go
along with the coroner's decision."

The public's ability to comprehend the mechanism which theoretically serve
them is further inhibited by publications that infer that these mechanisms do
In fact function in the interest of justice. The prestigious Journal of
Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science (vol. 54, 1963) published an
article which concluded that from the coroner's inquest "there emerged a com-
plete and accurate description of the events Ieading to and the circumstances
immediately surrounding the police killings.

The author studied 32 cases involving killings by police officers in
Philadelphia.

Thirty of the 32 cases were disposed of by the
medical examiner, who at the inquest exonerated the
officers involved in the killings on the grounds
that death was due to justifiable homicide. In the
two remaining cases the officers were held for the
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grand jgry, indicted, tried by a jury, and found not
guilty.

The article then went on to note that 28 of the 32 individuals killed by
the police officers were "Negroes," and that:

The large number of Negro justifiable homicides
in Philadelphia, both absolutely and relatively, might
be interpreted as indication of racial discrimination
by the police. Such an inference, however, would be
unwarranted.

This unsupported conclusion was reached despite statistics cited by the
author which indicate the average annual rate of killings of blacks by police
was 5.47 pe 1,000,000 inhabitants, compared to a white rate of .25 - a ratio
of 22 to 1. It would appear from such statistics that a valid conclusion
would be that a primary factor in a police officer's determination that a
person is "suspicious" is that person's race.

It should also be noted that according to data supplied by the Philadel-
phia District Attorney's office to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, during
the period of 1960-1970, eighty citizens were killed by Philadelphia police
officers. Of that number 20 were white (25%), 59 were black (73%), and 1 was
Puerto Rican. (See tables II & III.) In the fact of .such volumnious evidence
that race is such an integral factor in police killings, the very act of
denying the existence of racism without supporting documentation is itself
racist.

While it has been noted that police officials, prosecutors, and judges
are all offenders in approving and condoning police killings, it is obvious
that the police officers who commit these acts are most commonly the offenders
in changing, disguising, manufacturing and eliminating evidence necessary to
prove criminal misconduct against them.

One of the more common police practices involves the use of a "throw
down" or 'throw away" weapon by an officer. Some officers normally carry a
second gun which is unregistered and which is used to manufacture evidence
against a suspect. A typical case of this type occurred in Dayton, Ohio, in
1967. A police officer, dressed in civilian clothes and wearing a Shriner's
Fez, shot and killed a black man who, according to the officer, attempted to
flee when the officer approached him with his weapon drawn. The officer shot
and killed the black man who he "believed" was carrying a gun in his belt.
During the subsequent investigation, the officer turned in a gun which he
claimed to have recovered from the body. It was later determined that the
suspected weapon which the officer claimed to have seen in the victim's belt
was a smoking pipe, and then after the killing the officer went home and got
the weapon which he turned in as evidence after claiming to have recovered it
from the victim'.s bQdy.

An all white jury found the officer not guilty of first degree manslaugh-
ter. One juror later stated that "the fact that he ran and (the officer)
thought he had a gun was the important thing."

A similar type killing took place in Los Angeles in 1976. The officer
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stopped a black man for questioning because he "suspected" that the subject's
car had been stolen. (A later investigation disclosed that the black man had
no criminal record and the car was not stolen). The officer first questioned
the "suspect," and then ordered him to show the car's registration. When the
"suspect" reached into the car's glove compartment the officer shot and killed
him because he "believed" the man was reaching for a gun. A weapon was re-
covered at the scene, but was later found to have been "planted" there by the
police officer.

During a departmental investigation the officer resigned from the force.
Misdemeanor charges involving possession of an unregistered weapon were then
filed against him. He pled guilty and was placed on probation. No charges
involving the death of the citizen were ever filed.

Still another killing by a police officer and the use of a "throw away"
gun is pending at this writing. In 1977, a Houston Texas officer killed a 17
year old car theft suspect after the suspect reportedly pointed a gun at the
officer. The youth was killed by being shot in the back of the head. The
weapon allegedly in the possession of the young suspect was recovered at the
scene. The prosecutor submitted the case to the grand jury and presented two
witnesses who testified that the dead youth had not had a gun. A third wit-
ness, however, supported 4he police version of the killing, and testified that
the youth had been armed. This witness later publicly admitted having lied
before the grand jury and was himself indicted for perjury.

Federal investigators have now determined that the weapon attributed to
the suspect had been recovered by the police in 1964 as the result of their
investigation of a suicide. Police property records then indicated that the
gun was "destroyed" in 1968.

Circumstances, of the type that surfaced in this case, lend credence to
the charge that prosecutors do, in some instances, act - or fail to act - in
such a manner as to protect police officers facing charges involving criminal
homicide. To believe that the prosecutor in the Houston case was objectively
attempting to present the true facts to the grand jury, one must not only
believe that he unknowingly used a witness who has now admitted committing
perjury, but that he presented a weapon into evidence without checking police
records to ascertain its ownership.

The foreman of the (Harris) County grand jury that refused to indict any
police officers in this case later stated that the grand jury did consider
the possibility that the police had planted a gun on the dead youth's body,
but that they were never given much information about the weapon. The prose-
cutor who presented the case to the grand jury was quoted as being "surprised
and saddened" at the news that there was a possibility that the police had
used a "throw down" pistol in the killing.

The prosecutor, in defending his presentation of the case to the grand
Jury, stated, "when a policeman comes in and swears on a Bible, you're going
to believe him. You can't abuse the trust in him (emphasis added)."lO

Another Houston case involved an officer who was judged to have acted
reasonable because he "thought"a suspect was armed. This case resulted in the
killing of a black disabled Viet Nam w3r veteran. The shooting occurred in
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1976, and took place after two police officers spotted the black man walking
down the street, and decided that he looked "wild-eyed." The officers swerved
their car across the road to confront the suspect. According to the officers,
the suspect began to pull something from his pocket that "in the dim light I
believed to be a pistol." The officers pumped eight shots Into the black man,
seven from one gun (presumably a standard 6 shot police revolver). The
"pistol" they "believed" the suspect had, turned out to be a Bible.

When the case was presented to the grand jury by the prosecutor, only the
two police officers and the prisoner they had been hauling at the time were
called at witnesses. Three civilians, including a couple whose auto windshield

*was struck by one of the police bullets - which indicated that at least 9 shots
were fired - were not asked to testify. One of these witnesses had previously
stated:

The police officer got out of his car, (the black
man) raised his right hand and said something to the
officer, and the officer fired one shot. (The black
man) fell to his knees and the officer continued firing.

The grand jury declined to return any indictments in the case.

The firing of multiple rounds by police officers is not without precedent,
particularly in Houston. In early 1977 officers responded to a burglar alarm
at a local Firestone tire store there. The first officer spotted the suspect
inside, grabbed him and a struggle took place. The officer was reportedly
stabbed in the thigh with a pair of scissors. He then fired thirteen shots at
the suspect. Medical examination disclosed that all he shots struck "within
a relatively tight pattern in the dead man's torso. 1

A case which provides a classic example of the problems to be faced in
rosecuting police officers for homicide involved anywhere from two to six
uffalo, New York officers. According to witnesses, the victim was dragged

by the hair from his'sports car and fatally beaten. Reportedly, about nine
men were involved in the beating. A medal of a type worn by Buffalo police
officers was found at the scene after the suspects fled.

Among the factors which have blocked successful investigation and prose-
cution of the case are the following:

1. Three police officers suspected of involvement
in the case refused to obey an order to appear
In a line-up.

2. The chief at the department's Homicide Bureau
allowed one of the officers to wear a bag over
his head to avoid identification at the time
of his arrest.

3. A State Supreme Court Justice barred both the
press and the public from pre-trial proceedings
in the case.
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4. Another judge issued an order which barred the
D.A.'s office and the police (emphasis added)
from issuing photos of the suspects to the press.
The order further allowed the suspects to wear
hoods to conceal their faces and directed both
police and the D.A. to assist the suspects in
the use of a private passage way to avoid photog-
raphers.

The llst of killings by police officers thdt are allowed to go unpunished
seemingly grows longer by the day. A New York City officer shot a ten year
old black youth in the back, "believing" him to be an adult robbery suspect.
While standing trial for the killing, and in reply to the judge's question as
to whether or not he could tell the difference between a ten year old boy and
a fully grown man, the officer replied, "Your honor, all I saw was the color of
his skin." The jury found the officer not guilty of the charges against him.

The degree to which officers who assault citizens are seemingly immune
from criminal punishment is particularly emphasized in two cases in which
innocent citizens were shot. In the first case, a young black businessman was
shot in the back by a Chicago police officer. The victim of the shooting had
found two men breaking into the Juke box in his small cafe. He detained them
and called the police. However, before the police arrived the suspects managed
to flee. The young black man and a friend decided not to chase the suspects,
and instead left the cafe after leaving word for the police as to where they
could be found. A short time later they were stopped by two police officers
who ordered them at gunpoint to put their hands on the top of a nearby car.
Although both men complied with the order, one of the officers shot the busi-
nessman in the back with his 357 magnum pistol. The officer then kicked the
still standing victim's feet out from under him, and while the wounded man was
lying on the groud stated "Die nigger, die or I'll blow your brains out."

The young man spent seven months in the hospital. As a result of his
injuries he lost part of his liver, spleen, gall bladder and appendix. For
the first four months of his confinement he was shackled to his bed because
he was charged with two counts of attempted murder.

He was later acquitted of the charges and the two alleged victims - the
men who had been caught breaking into the Juke box - gave statements in which
they claimed that they would either be given probation or have the charges
against them dropped if they helped convict the wounded man. To d e no
charges have been placed against the officer who did the shooting.

The second shooting involved a Los Angeles police lieutenant who shot
and wounded a suspect who had been arrested in connection with a reported rape
of the lieutenant's 19 year old daughter. The suspects, both later found not
to be involved in the offense, were brought into police hdqularters. The
lieutenant was notified of the arrests and when he arrived at the police sta-
tion he immediately started shooting at one of the men, seriously wounding
him. The officer then chased the second man through the building, but was
subdued by other officers before firing any further shots.

In his trial for felony assault the prosecutor was seemingly unable to
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convince the jury that the police lieutenant had wrongfully and illegally
assaulted an innocent man. The jury found the defendant not guilty of the
charges against him.

Another officer was found not guilty of the unprovoked cold blooded kill-
ing of a black youth. The jury found the officer to be insane - and therefore
innocent - on the basis that he allegedly suffered an epileptic seizure which
rendered him without control or responsibility for his actions at the time he
drew his revolver, shot and killed the victim, reloaded the weapon and re-
turned it to it's holster, then turned and walked away.

A Chicago police officer, responding to a report of "rape in progress,"
fired his shotgun through the door of the rape victim's apartment, apparently
in an attempt to shoot the lock off. The shotgun blast killed the victim of
the rape. The officer was not charged criminally.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

All available evidence points to police homicides as a source of major
and legitimate concern to minorities. Illegal police killings are continuing
unchecked and unpunished. Without evidence that the criminal justice system .
as a whole intends to react forcefully against these criminal acts, minori-
ties may well be forced to respond to police violence in the only manner left
open to them. This very real possibility was noted by Takagi when he stated
that:

Open warfare between the police and the citizenry
might be one of the outcomes. Two recent attacks upon
police station houses, one by a bomb and the other by
shotgun wielding assailants resulting In the death of
two police officers, are indicative.?4

These killings under color of lawful authority must be brought to a halt.
The factors which contribute to the steadily increasing rate at which police
kill citizens, with no increase in the rate of successful prosecutions of
police officers for criminal homicide can no longer be ignored.

Kobler states that:

Using the threat of death or severe injury to a
person as criteria for justifiability of homicide,
information on about 1500 incidents from 1960 through
1970 suggests that two-fifths of the police killings
were justifiabl , one-fifth questionable, and two-
fifths unjustifiable. Such judgments are clearly
academic, however, for less than one percent of police
homicides are legally judged to be unjustifiable. (Em2
phasis added.) m

In order to be effective, changes must be made in the laws governing po-
lice use of deadly force. Additionally, and equally important, change must
also come about in the methods of investigation and adjudication of killings
by police officers. It is in thce areas that our criminal justice system has
shown the greatest weakness and the most marked inability to deal objectively,
equally, and fairly.

These recommendations are intended to address these inequities and to
make the criminal justice system more responsive to the rights of the citizens,
particularly minority citizens:

1. That the police be legally authorized to use deadly force only when they
themselves, or some other persons, are under immediate threat of death
or serious injury.

2. In instances involving allegations of criminal misconduct by police
officers, that there be a monitoring committee of at least two attorneys
in private practice selected to observe and to evaluate both the pre-
trial and the trial activities of the prosecutor which are related to the
case in question. If requested, these "monitors" could also offer advice,
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3. That there be established a modified form of determinate sentencing where-
by all individuals employed by city, state or federal governments, who
are convicted of crimes committed in their official capacity (violation
of public trust) be ruled ineligible for probation and be sentenced under
a formula based on the average sentence imposed in that jurisdiction for
that particular offense against previous defendants.

4. In all instances where citizens are alleged to be the victims of police
misconduct, and where there appears to be sufficient evidence to support
the charge, whatever community type organization undertakes to represent
the citizens' interests (ACLU, NAACP, MALDEF) routinely file civil suits
in addition to any other action that its instituted.

Host important in addressing these problems is that a law be enacted
limiting police officers to the use of deadly force. This particular recom-
mendation has several changes in the laws rather than merely addressing depart-
mental. policy.

Based on research into the many departmental policies governing the police
officer's use of his weapon, it is all too clear that enforcement of police
department policy is too often applied, capriciously, discriminatorily, or not
at all. An example of the decision not to enforce departmental policy was
shown in a killing by a St. Louis police officer. Despite a prior ruling by
the Chief of Police that the use of firearms was only justified when an offi-
cer's life was endangered by an armed person, or the lives of other persons
were threatened, or the suspect was escaping after the commission of a serious
crime; the officer killed a 21 year old black man who was suspected of being
in possession of a stolen car.

The Chief decided to take no disciplinary action against the officer,
stating that his own policies involving the use of weapons were only recommen-
dations of an advisory nature. The Chief stated that:

I can't judge these men in this sort of thing.
I know they are conscientious officers and did what
they thought best.'0

He then conceded that he believed any disciplinary action he attempted would
not be upheld by the courts.

The second factor enhancing this recommendation's applicability is that it
is concise in its meaning, clearly defined and uniformly understandable. It
takes away from the police officer the right to punish suspects by invoking
the death penalty because a "suspect" is "fleeing" from the commission of a
suspected crime, or because the officer "thought" the suspect had a weapon.

17

Additionally, such a law would place the police oMficer, who is theoretically
a professional, experienced in the use of weapons, in the position of being
legally obligated, for the first time, to exhibit the same degree of discretion
and reasonableness which the law requires of the average citizen.

Obviously such a recommendation addresses only a small part of the over-
all problem. It is equally important that the breakdowns within other segments
of the criminal justice system be dealt with in a manner which will serve to
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re-instill in minority communities a degree of faith in the willingness and
ability of the criminal justice system to protect both their lives and their
rights. The first step in addressing the inequities that exist in the pros-
ecution of police officers charged with any criminal offense is to strengthen
the prosecutorial mechanism. There is ample evidence to indicate that pros-
ecutors are likely to put forward something less than their best efforts when
prosecuting police officers. It has been noted that prosecutors rely on the
police for assistance in the preparation of their cases. One source states
that "it is .therefore understandable that they never have been very.enthusi-
astic about pursuing allegations of criminal wrongdoing against the police,"

18

The recommendation that a monitoring committee work with the prosecutor
can serve multiple purposes. The presence of monitors can serve to insure
that all available evidence and witnesses which can serve to strengthen the
prosecutor's case will be considered for presentation to the court. More im-
portantly, the presence of monitors can serve as a signal to both police who
are suspects, police investigators, and police administrators that all inves-
tigations and negotiations will be open to objective, outside'scrutiny.

Such monitoring would specifically include the prosecutor's presentation
of cases before a grand Jury. The secret, one-sided presentation of evidence
intended to discourage grand Juries from indicting police officers suspected
of criminal offenses have been a time honored method by which prosecutors
shirked their responsibility to uphold the law.

Judges also share in the criminal Justice system's weak-kneed approach to
prosecution and punishment of police officers. It is clearly evident that all
too often the sentencing of police officers who have been convicted is based
on race - both of the officer and the victim - and the fact that the courts
exhibit a protectionist and sympathetic concern for the police officer rather
than the victim. The Judge in Houston who sentenced a police officer to one
year for murder rationalized this light sentence by explaining that the crime
was a "situational offense" that would not re-occur because the defendant was
no longer a police officer. Contrast this attitude to that of the judge in a
recent Maryland case that involves a black 15 year old who is charged with the
murder of two police officers. In setting bail of one million dollars, the
judge stated:

This crime is so shocking it has left the community
in a state of disbelief. . .the community must be assured
that the court understands the shock of these crimes. I'm
oing to set bond at $500,000.00 for each life that wasost.19

Apparently the Judge's expression of shock and sympathy were generated not en-
tirely over the fact that two people lost their lives, but because it involved
the lives of two (white) police officers.

The elimination of mis-use of judicial discretion during the sentencing
process can best be gained by the establishment of the modified form of de-
terminate sentencing.

While the previous recommendations have each addressed a specific element
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of the criminal justice system, the last recommendation is aimed at holding
the municipal or state government financially responsible for police actions.
According to a survey conducted for the International Association of Chiefs
of Police, liability suits against the police have increased more than four
hundred percent since 1967. While it is true that only a very small percent-
age of these cases are decided against the police - less than four percent
according to one source - local governments and their insurance companies are
still obligated for the cost associated with investigation and defense of the
suits in court.

The low success rate in suits filed against the police would seem to indi-
cate that some of the same factors which inhibit fair and impartial adjudica-
tion of criminal accusations and charges against the police are also involved
in the civil court process. Nevertheless, many insurance companies base their
rates on claims made rather than claims lost. Because of this, many city
governmental bodies are required to pay excessively high rates. As an example,
policies that were ayailable two years ago for $65.00 an officer are now likely
to start at $200.00.zu

Some law enforcement officials have expressed concern that the increase
in cases against the polj e "may prevent the police from doing their jobs...
for fear of being sued."' .

Police departments and municipal governments are coming to recognize that
civil suits are one of the most serious threats to their status quo. The in-
variablp result will be that financial constraints alone will have a marked
effect on local governments demanding a different standard of conduct from
their police.

It is probable that the great majority of such cases filed revolve around
allegations of excessive force. Although it is a sad conmentary on our so-
ciety, it is still true that social changes involving the police misuse of
authority are easier to promote when city and police administrators recognize
it as being in their financial interests.

Official violence against citizens, the majority against minority citizens,
has reached epidemic proportions. Without positive actions by the criminal
justice system to bring an end to these killings, both the citizens and the
police will suffer. More violence on both sides can be expected because each
side has come to view violence by the other side as the norm. The first step
toward reducing the number of killings of and by the police is to enforce the
law equally against the police.



Table I.

DEATHS BY INTERVENTION OF POLICE

MALES FFMA!_F_ TOTAL

Year White% Black Other White Black Other# # % # % # % # ., #

1 1950 135 1 48 144 51 2 282

1951 115 51 107 47 3 1 2 227

1952 128 50 125 49 2 1 256

1953 124 49 125 49 5 2 1 255

1954 130 53 108 44 4 02 1 " 244

1955 111 49 ill 49 3 01 2 227

1956 123 54 101 45 2 226

1957 119 52 106 46 3 01 228

1958 111 48 115 750 2 1 229

1959 109 48 115 51 2 1 227

1960

1961

1962 88 48 92 50 2 01 1 1 184

1963 111 46 127 52 2 1 2 242

1964 131 47 140 50 3 01 3 " 01 1 278

1965 154 57 114 42 3 ° 271

1966 150 50 143 A8 1 1" 31 01 298

1967 200 52 177 46 5 01 2 3 38/

1968 163 47 178 50 3 1 5 01 350

1969 160 45 188 53 2 2 2 354



Table I. (Continued)

MALES FEMALES _ TOTAL
Year White Black Other White Black Other

_ % # -- # % # % _

1970 154 46 174 52 2 3 % 333
1971 211 51 193 47 3 4 1 412
1972 136 45 156 52 4 01 4 01 300
1973 186 49 178 47 5 01 2 5 01 376

0

SOURCE: United States Department of the Census, Department of Vital Statistics
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Table I.

PHILADELPHIA
CIVILIANS SLAIN BY POLICE

BETWEEN 1960 - 1970

DECEASED
PUERTO

YEAR BLACK WHITE RICANS DISPOSITION

1960 1 Justifiable
I Arrest
1 Arrest

1 Justifiable
1960 Total 1 1

1961 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1 Justifiable
I Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1961 Total 4

1962 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
I Justifiable

1962 Total 3

1963 1 Justifiable
I Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1963 Total 3 1

1964 1 Justifiable
-1 Justifiable

1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1964 Total 8

1965 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Arrest
1 Justifiable
I 1 Just ifiable

1965 Total 6
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Table I. (Continued) ...SDECEAS'ED

PUERTO
YEAR BLACK WHITE RICANS DISPOSITION

1966 1 Justifiable
1 OJustifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

. ........................... Arrest
1 •. Justifiable

1966 Total 2 4

1967 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

I Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1. Justifiable
.1 Justifiable

1 Justifiable
I Justifiable

1 Justifiable
1967 Total 7 5

1968 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

I Justifiable
I Justifiable

1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1968 Total 4 3

1969 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justi fable
1 Justifiable
1 Justi fable
1 Justifiable

1969 Total 7
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Table I. (Continued)
DECEASED

PUERTO
YEAR BLACK WHITE RICANS DISPOSITION

1970 1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1 Arrest
1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable

I Justifiable
1 Justifiable

1 Justifiable
1 Justifiable
I Justifiable
1. Arrest

1 Pending
1 Pending

197 Toal13 4

SOURCE: United States Comission on Civil Rights

37-501 0 - 84 - 36
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Table III.

PHILADELPHIA
POLICEMEN SLAIN BY CIVILIANS

BETWEEN 1960 - 1970

DECEASED PUERYO'

YEAR BLACK WHITE RICANS DISPOSITION

1960 1 Arrest

1964 1 Arrest

1966 1 Arrest

1968 2 Arrest

1969 1 Arrest

1970 T Arrest

1 Open Case

1 Arrest

1960-1970 Total 2 7 1 Open Case

SOURCE: United States Commission on Civil Rights
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Appendix II

The Gregory Coleman Shooting

PenderCleared
In Bike Slaying

By StephenGreen
W.O."IWI' 71.." *-1.4A Superior Court jury

yesterday found D.C. police
Officer Charles L. Pender not
guilty of involuntary man.
slaUghter In tho f1tal shooting
of a 16.year-old alleged
bicycle thief on Aug, I. 1972

" aU are free to go," Judge
Norms Jonson told Pender,
whose fate has been under a
cloud ever since the shooting
o<GregoeyJ Coleman

Pender stood - at attention
when the jury returned its
verdict at the end of two duys
of deliberation He breathed
deeply as he heard the verdict
announced and his wife,
Beverly, began crying and
buried her head in her hands
as shesat in a front row seat in
the courtroom

During the five-day trial
Pender testified that he shot
Coleman in the back but that
his 30 caliber revolver
discharged accidentally when
he tried to stop it from lolling
out of a holster that had been
placed inside his pants.

outer was chasing Coleman
as he rode uway on a bicycle

lice had planted outside a
felay store at 21st and I.

Streets NW in an'effort to trap
bike thieves

The incident led to bitter
denunciations of police by
community organizations and
police subsequently ended
bicycle stakeouts.

Assistant U.S. Attorney
Raymond Banoun asked
Judge Johnson to poll the
Jsrorn inditldua!ly. Each of
th men women snd five men
of the jury answered: "sot
guilty."

After Peonder left the
courtroom he embraced his

CHARGE L. P' ?DER
Itsbees so long"

wife and wiped her ey es % ith a
while handkerchief
Asked how he fell. Ponder

would only say: "It's been so
long."

One juror came up to
Ponder afterwards. shook
hands with him and said:
"Officer Pender. I'm so happy
for you." The jury had
deherated the case for two
days after the five-day trial
ended

Ponder was suspended
without pay by the police
department following his
indictment last year for the
shooting.

Pender's attorney, Joel
Finkelstein, said he is con-
fident Pender will be restored
to duty. Ponder was indicted
two previous times for the
shooting but the first two
indictments were thrown out
of court on the grounds they
were improperly worded.

Coleman's family has filed a
stil-pending 140,000 Civil lUlit
againsl Peonder In response to
the suit. Ponder said the youth
"assumed the risk of serious
bodily injury or death by
commlitng a felony in the
District of Cnlumbia ,

attempting to escape from
lawful prelecuticn "

The most recent indictment
charged Pender with bolb
voluntary and involuntary
manslaughter. Judge Johnson
threw out the voluntary
manslaughter charge after
Finkelstein argued there was
insufficient evidence to
support it.

Judge Johnson had in.
structed the jury that to
convict Pender of invluntary
manslaughter they euld
have had to find that his
conduct was a "gross
devlainn" from what a
nn!ial emCrse nf action would
have been under the cir.
cunmances

Prosecutor Banoun said,
"All along weu anted this case
decided by the community and
now the community has
spoken."

The prosecution had urged
Johnson not to dismiss the
voluntary manslaughter
charge. Banoun noted that
three eyewitnesses testified
that Pender had taken his
revolver and in one smooth
motion pointed it at Coleman's
back

The holster continuing the
revolver was not police issue
and had no strap to retain the
weapon At the time of the
shooting the holster was not
clipped to Pender's belt, but
was stuck inside Pander's
pants.

.2 n ,..,it, THEVASIO fGTO, POST

Policeman Freed
Of Slaying Counts
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Appendix N

The Randolph Evans Shooting
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Appendix III

The Randolph Evans Shooting (Cont'd.)
2 NEW YORK POST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER IS. 1977

20 ) L'.\EB
I;

By MARC IIOSENWhSSER
Two prominent neurolo-

gists and epilepsy experts
say It aopears virtually In-
Rsble that police officer

rt Torsney vsas stiffer.
in an cpileptic seizu:e when

0e killed an unarmed 15-year.
old Brooklyn youth last year.

On Nov. 30, a Brooklyn Su-
ee Court jury judged

Tursey inane, and therefore
Innocent of murder, after
hearing testimony that the
32-year.old police officer suf-
fered s. psychomotor epilep-
tic selzuie when he shot Ran-
dolph Esans at close range.

The shooting of the black
youth by the white patrol-
man touched off racial dis-
turbances.

In a telephone Inter-view
yesterday with The Asociat-
ed Press, Dr. liart Peterson.
associate professor of rcu-
rology at Cornell Medical
School, termed the defense's
description of the events
prior o and after the killing
"absolutely impossible" if
Torsney was, In fact, suffer-
Ing from a psychomotor epil.
Optic seizure.

Dr. Eli Goldensehn, a pro-
fessor of neurology at Co-
lurmbia Presbyterian Medical
Center and chairman of the
Professional advisory board
to the Epilepsy Foundaticn
of America, said portions nf
the testimony he saw showed
that 'f7rsney "rcolrimhered
exactly what he %%as doing.
lie des-ribed his orn reac.
tons. Thal's %shat makes it
just about impossible."

SBoth mren said they Aould
have been willing (r test,fy
at the Tnrsney trial if the,
had been asked by the i onk-
lyn Ditrict Attorney's office.
which tried the case.

They stressed, though, they
were relying on press ac.
counts ol the case for infor-
mation.

Peterson. a hu also is chair-
man of the professional ad-
visory hoard of the Greater
New York Chapter of the
Epilepsy Poundation of
America, said it wan hihly
unlikely although possible,
that a peron suffeirng a
seizure could pull a gun, or
fire it, or return it to a
holster.

tOBE IcT TOIUSNEY
"What he cou!dTt do," ac-

cording to Peterson. "is the
%%hole connected series of
events beginning uith draw-
:rig the gun, in some nkay
pointing it at the child, pull-
Ing the trliger and then put-
tilg the gun buck into the
holster. That's too complex
an act In be considered a
psychomotor seizure."

He continued I can m-
agine a policeman who has a

psychoioutor seizure pulling
is gun and be found wan-

dering aimlessly, but it's not
possible to carry out this
kind of complex activity."

Police officer Matthew WIl-
llama, Toraney's partner, tes.
tified that after Torar1. , sht
the yflith he took 'he uixiii
shell freon his gun, threw ot
away, and re-loaded the
weapon.

Goldersohn said, "'1s al.
most Inossible to perform
an act Of that kind In a psy.
chomotor seizure because one
Is In a depressed level of
awareness "

The key to the defense ease
Was the testimony of Dr.
Daniel Schwartz, chief of
forensic psychiatry at Kings
County Medical Center, who
said Torsney killed the youth
when he suffered a seizure,
then Invented a story that
the boy pulled a gun on him
so that he could live with
himself once he realized what
he had done.

Reperled efforts to reach
Schw rtz for comment
proved unsuccessful last
night. -AP

VI

i lr?!7 I

r^-' /e JI
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Appendix IV

The William Ray Shooting

PolicemnGuilty

Of Breaking P.G.
Rules in Slaying

Pre" .. Gone's Coty on" P.G. Officer Guilty
Offar Peter? Morlan was found,aly by a polk trial board 7- Of Violating Ru es
tairday of vlolatiog departm"olal e te ae of deadly for. In Slaying M an
when he fatally shot an Vnarmed.
fleeai o g altopliflof supt lIal. MORGAN, FrauIt
Claa Eve. fIr' a potirl rear," sid Moniss,

Tma tbrehnember Panel t&bd ch o . , t 1.11 4a4 ev
On eerdlo tU 000 0 " lat After 11 sUL'iwas a pboia pawn. I Was
slot, of dobbostao . guilty before I cSabd to te oot.

0 rnshomeow n r0aia o toota ThLswtol at oltahefoe I
odlnadast fiom the tort. to Circult Court (to appeal the

it c.t be daletoined by Paltro C*tof verdict) sAd get JlsUtr.
Joha W. Rho" after the trial bad Morgan. I& witth lo than two strt
mahea itn reromaundttoll . 00 the fort. wbe he etiettagod is

The two.4y total board boating at we00008 for tis " ni ein the fta
6etatfaltO headuartor In ahehe.1|4 ool9tad4 emu"" that

l ae t M yesterday with bat.. coul aiit-lt 'b. raott.
Maros. &oaso hat ! dtd what Notaralty. I'm a tola a t " bora c
ba t o U. to d obo U.. O Sbfttlbf
dtan the comtUnltatar thI peor Morgean oa led

T ho iftu" mtpecdA, (ywel by s ty rt and lot to hve toot
1t1111u Ray. oe bod bee a dral ad- mirttd 00 robeoa. wh bo bIte d Ray
41, 0d stole two ban woth SlIM Det. hL
and i briag priced at the Sost Ashed at the eta of hto to boer
? toa~aot o ches ba obe away 0f taothoosy routrdoy ther be
t Morto Milntes tstar. i at . & Ray "betrlhe bwao back." Mot-
toy annaU btadlloa Rad fro It m th - &AD declared. 'absolutely .t0.'
tuitor aon felled Ra with a sngl M l tostfld he was 00 duty at
billet tol te back of the d the drab at the soot pleasant 8 tlot

noa alag ad Ray, who I blar. " the day a the e oel. Roy bad
bp tht rotag. ewhiteo0 or was 1- fo l lod to post a 010 lad s&d s it
heaedby a t* fatll shoogn wa Morai's Usk to plte bim as & .
ao black suspect by a different boldiog crll pUadlao bia transfer to

Polta Georg's officer a few weeks t lhl to UPPer Warters, bean
ltoe, m incidents retved ed d

Assouo tr a aaist 4111 prat. Ray wta ro'o ica nd lampy,'
= p. M Morton 0 asul s be took -a oro
rPtewuio the to laridea tA Chtef e fal the prilooea p tk*L -X4

Ithodo touleoad guldellse o e Staed be wa sbootig oad tryig to
disarge of fitlrma. lisp"cl deadly tot do. 00 so caty lvovye Mor,
f1~te excepe to conet ra la, an S ."t I told bin to be rim ..
present danger' of serioul nonery or Ht Wltifesd he won uarsra eatly
dotb to the policeman or onvoota wal bappeard neat Accordtng to

t". elhe ttllmoay. Ity pushed Morgas
Thad 1g1181do. itch the triat 4om And ron out the door, trotltd

buord daTided g solated. per. by j:tf1e. *he INd at the d
adt n of "tedly forre* ,hba in to (UK the ma t u. etnad

fatepes atadnoaed tivee of ethers to bait.
durtg escape or a Otlto beliteved R ein tao AddUm Road,
tho ouipe vas dsngserous to t e y costur an *e*Wag oetor,

"Noumt and ould ut "b t rlac"I to rtttrv. according to lan.,tI mInl to ou befcl recapure. Ry a torroren saw he thouet ioi
taerista frem the hearta room t. 5ped 00. Md th oet 00 radora ni be

tar y lotadays verdict. Morgan bit, poodi Ray da os alloy.
= :Wt disocihed the etir proceeig Moegon aM he commanded. 'SIt
00'stid.' It dIacIh ' bat Ray roatumo ln -

ate M110114 , Sk CLgf 50 O l PW~ for a coeded eriedescrtbed the ase So a
*WAN battle."
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The William Ray Shooting (Cont'd.)
Odm.; scio"ns z WASMINGTON "On

Prince George's
Policeman Faces
Inquiry in Slaying

woost DPs As 14rt l

% a PAe Giorge's County
truce Depatment disclosed yes
te"day it has charged County

ltMas a Pter F. Mrgas with
Vlating Polic regulations for

ga &tbsooting a fleeing Va.
cabnmnd tl.to ausaert to Seat
Pleaant l Chri"tmas Eve.

Moelsa. a U,1scd W1.04a1 how
a dtastputla hearng hetas the So.
is dastolst'a anicaitatie bass.
Ing boSeant Deai tt Baton=
M. rudes. odr of toa itirottssat
a'n'sa dietaossa. 45 isat "en mpuns
lo a -spoet nita os 5a tM Memao
bard ahoad ta6 8g.ai )o4"sa.

etam i the ko te as "
serltos Psst that the board "

to a eee Isaq!4 Maclet's bita
shuoss of mraot b'Onaf ar.
Mai. Sidek teared 5 t ue YU OMe
with saltune vst oersiono e the P.P
Ie dempaomesrs lateatl m4s s Si

mad ien te n o , ulAteadis to ua). 2i4s1'a fitises.
te 1er panainaph tn tlae mu~ss

ad lte esea, "ad ta tota ol. u
Vlanmie mayt be &ised al6W

shealitm. eseapes has eondosesro the
IM ofr otOes O4ag oh Proeed
so IMe forest. Ofe 0b odi-t be,
Istao the owes" s a daniee She i
sm t ad UI se getov4 s

bodw blM h e istaero Ube ISet

Actorl'l It,*l Sabra at rsst ,

bed boo: esrslbod Mae sad sas i
arme hea he esaaaed fm tho

sd tehd dow .M ule. tress
ws 0 Ot Stret b
leleAtaeeee to boll " enstice bred

=m a Itas, sammi. Ionor

Use toO at skit the Polwe ean.
Wm r#11114i161a es the %s to Of fro
aOmaone5 ar l*1CteuoadOiaU*U' ae

asia state l It to '
t
tinwit" to sas

diat #wre* u0 peert tis sea
rutasdo tnm oe soewps low

Os aaemot
am IRAN. CIL COt. a

Officer in Slavig
Faces Police Hearing

&All, rites cs
11- A~ed Irtses sshi'e svt

loiss M.ra is O5

X= 111:ncetten sn mesO

Jury Votes MORGAN
Continued Fram D.1

Sadminisirative charges of santitfa.N ot to Indi t .,,re.,f .,.o ....m .
tory performance and usiA exces.live force. He is to appear lfore a

P.G .O fficer Wico trial oard hearing on March
Th'ouhou th aftron A or'An,

Evidence Insufficient in wh was outwardly calm, waited Ot:
ide Courtroom 4 on the second floor

Killing of Shoplift Suspect at the County ctrthou. awaiilng

By William Jobea We he received word that he had
w.,9,soW ut,,nv,, cleared the court hurdle, Morgan

said he was "relieved," and that he
A Prince George'a County grand felt "very good" He conceded that

jury has refused to indict a police he had been "somewhat worried."
ofthcer in the Dec. 24 shooting of a Margin added, "You start to feel
shopliftinj suspect 'ho a leedly at' lke a criminal after a while, but I
tempted to escape tram the Seat felt majority of the people in the
Pleasant police ttioln. county felt there was more ito the

The grand jurors. in a secret note cas) than what was being printed."
after nearing 10 witnesses in three He then defended his action. say.
dsays of testimony, decided there was ing. "It's regrettable that a human
insufficient evidence to Indict Ofticer le had to be taken . . . but it's the
Peter F. Morgan on manslaughter ony course of action I had at the
charged.

The secret ballot was te vester. tim estr ~ h president of
d r the county's NAACP branch, said

fI$.d .. nl 4 ^ -ii"l0t t night that he was "not Sur-
n0_yiu.t.a..aaurna.~no~ul, ul praised" that Morgan was not In.
N -% . " ra an in- dieted.
ditn n a lnd g ., e "We did expect it (thfinding),"

e orgAnciient and the fAtal V'aughns said. adding. "The state's
shooting of burglary suspect Abrona. attorney's office is stll bathing
ham Dickens less than a month later 1 000."
by Prnce Grorge's County oflfcer , Vaughns continued, "I'm con-
Lester J. Bethel have brought press. vinced that the state's attorney's o.
surgeon the department. fice didn't go after an indictment as
IN BOTH CASES the slain suspects vigorously as they could have."

were black And the accused officers AN NAACP ATTORNEY from
were white. As a resul:, black lead' New York has reviewed both shoot
ers have vowed iegal and political ac- ings, Vaughns slid, adding that the
lion against the white'maforlty national NAACP Is conaidorinl
countyadminstraton whether to file dame suits against

Both Police Chief John W. Rhoads hath police officers and the county
and County Executive Winfirld M. government.
Kelly Jr. have dismissed insinuations
that the shootings were racially moti-
vated.

At a press conference yesterday.
Rhoads said, "This isn't a racial
Issue."

Later In the day. Kelly said he is
indeed sensitive to racial problems.
Referring to black leaders' breaking
out on the shootings, he said. "I as-
sume thal some of the things they are
daing are for political purposes."

According to the police report.
Morgan had arrested 32-year-old Wil-
iam Ray on charges of stealing t100

worth of hams from a Coral His
suprmarket. After being booked and
ordered held on a 6200Ond, police
said, Ray pushed Morgan and led
from the police station.

In a nearby churchyard, police
said. Morgan ordered Ray to halt.
and whenhe did no., Morgan tired,
striking Ray in the head. He died
later in Prince George's General
Hospital.
ALTHOUGH CLEARED by the

grand jury. Morgan sill faces
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Appendix V

The Donald T. Herkes Shooting

POUCE KILL PLUMBER BY MISTAKE

• " . • .I" %,

efrt body of phumber dpwrethies n d .is Pollee ,ero hling fara bontw
Daestd T. r 2S, who= res = i .1 s e , 2e s a n.. e d Pe atilted by police as iserwled from undler a PAA;A with sulivls "Ae l 'Ja blab. (story ?atPi* A4d.)

NPlumber Under House'
NMistaken for Gunman,

Killed by Police
METAItIE. La (UPI) - Donald T. Herteo

waists tse armed man for whom poice were
searching. he plumber. tools in hand. as merely
crawlhng under a house so repair a healer whee po-

.ai;e mistook ham for the snipe, sad ho and
killed allir.

Hrites. I5. wi shot An the chest yesterday by a
lainclothes deteclive perticipaeing in a neighbor.
",I search for a m rued san who 20 mrnues

'earifr hod walked into the Mbelrse Batk and
h.rld Deputy Rohert E. rochran. 32.

" aCoc the father of three and an eight-year
iveleran of the sheriff's departnen. worked as a

bankguard whale off duty, The bank had bena
robbed twice in the last Iwo months and six limes
Ia the last 29 montll.

Police theorized the aomon possibly Inended
to e bank, bu pa tckd h a e sAw C-
chran.

Eight blocks from the bank. Hlerkea was ae by
olce crawling binrath a house. said Jefferson

Fish Sheriff AIwyn Cronwlch. The sheriff said
Heroes. who was repair!rg a healer, held a wrench
ad two screwdrivers in his hand.
Late yesterdy Cronwch suspended th0 deputy
o hilled; the plumber and refused to Identfykim.

The sheriff said the officer saw Herkes crawl b-
Nalh 5he house and fsrri 05 Herkes because he be-
beed shots were fired at him.

"A 4epuly sheriff. assuming (Herba) sa- eisa
goaman armed and aItepainrg to escape, and re.

vI n reponae to his order to ai h firedIt l wounding Herkes." Cram
vich said. "The deputy sheriff who fired the shot
has been relioned from duty and a complete and
inisnsire Innstigaltlon is b=ing conducted.

Richard W. Don, 2h. who tes nral door Co tis
bone where Hrkes was shot. said he beard gun-
fire and ran to his kitchen.

Down said he stayed out of sight buttoned a
window beneath which police were croAcd wailsgaina dra wn.

"'The first thing thaI I kind of heard waa 'I think
youe got t he wrong man' or 'They've get the
wrNe man'. be s8d.

The bank gunman escaped.

Police Shoot Wrong lan
.104 Orleaus-A fincarnild ~lamlr

sader a boufe near a rabyne
baa honk wa s and ill.d a pwlfen
mistok im for sl man who had
kiled a gad moments before

A ftaident f the Aeighborhood
s boardd oren or eighi abois

in rapid succession and then heard
smione say. 'I think we shot the
wrong ma" The lone enmse who
tred to rob the Metairie Bank & Trs
CAWIs away.plumber. Donald P ,Mertes.

was " as ha enwled (rai under a
baue. 8 wresn In his band. He died
o Pooale to 0 hosplial

Jofters Parbh Sheriff Alwyne
Crealeb sspreed fie olfier he
kblld Herk" hut ref sed to lease
his cme 'A seputn sherift. sasumine
ltOrkell was the gunman nafseod and
sleutjnptf to escape. snd retMlnlee
a. response to his order ao bait. fired
seMl shots erilicall wounding
Herkea. a plumber." Cron'ioh said
The deputy obrilff has beta auspend-
a nd d sa invellgsUion was heirsa.

e . '%

it,,.' A
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The Joe Campos Torres Jr. Beating

THE WVilHINGTON POST r,,4.,. 0, A 3

2 Ex-Policemen Convicted in Drowning
By Toni I. urtlI

fHOUSTO\. Oct f-Too former
Houston police oil trlil for loot
1in and drownnoha NlexatafoArer,
ton prisoner in itr custody alt la)
were convicted b) a jut) tod) of in,,
deoafor charges hlst will toll sath
no mose than )eat 0 itail ld iI $2
000 flin

The widely poblizec slka wait
Affiated o ln earit < venli to Hurt,
,lirfae. 01,q 2001W. a .0 deif

nollofkoon f 'lP Palloa
r lot he n actn lsem %tl

l Ithe jurorss urc, *tite none %;%
Mestaan Amer lcan ,nd slie 0lic
worked or laow enlo-crentt a.fl,
he had Watis Its . ho v.o

C Outraged illtcan ,menclis spoke,
me-nnmadilti o 'ld on the L 5

OrJustice Departirerl : proneu-t filelease In ledell court as 0 C.": I I

Slotailor. for which li'e off oe' no+u.i
rdPelve 1, to life n 1',,iol HonCetr.
Hog ll4. police r1,+i/+i a latle itd

f.ment I istr; vialt I'# proclisoes of

ustif! have pretail- oier d:.:of

_lPalckn Pa . niooioP~The Jw, braid (.,,, me.Ak- of l-11
inis) atieilnlg that -i Pollie offhcel
tid laker Joe Cnlo., Torc 03 a 1.
!itrer. fr e, arhCarlinlisle %c,c1,0
u, arrested for po lot dionkenilca..

A" acofoded .to a , a,. Waoo
Se lt iot ieni al nil Mattelo

%file hI, arms nele handcuflfd -I+
hind his bock

tier Ajal boo'klin. offirer relued
to accept Torres becaoe ofl hls Ibo
itgillsd ordered lin taker to a ho-

'~ ] 'he office o r turned to the-tlludod IsPot -hole one of them of

leCtdlv Pushed him oer a t1lOl em
.01nent I610 the water after tain-.

Lets tee it thisl rtlilo, 0oan, olr"
rhe rilPted former 1OffCier are

Tierk l' Delon.2f. anLtd ephen or-
Iildo. 0. rno of ti.,r fellow officer.
were firn immune, ron Prosepu
lOn in return for iI or tetimonv in
,late cilh .i&Intl file pair onr oler
, iitor ir(el iellte misdemeanor
ha lea, and aor, a cook eI"111 re'
olled Ihe incident o piolorT re-

Main on te ,2O,10olmnier IloulfnPolice force

Denlson tetlfied 1h lrrei had
aid lh couo d ais and had jumped

.lo the water But Glern L Ba-nk
mien r TI one of those Cisis intnl
Piti aod an officer in whose wedding.

lrlalt olan had pushed lot.
lolrdllle. lo ao~dfe

rnll i-r said lenfpon 0 pcniful,
.h,01 boamird of Ill. a10 -n,01..
a loom, -d had tictin 01thl, hanld
olul~t 111101011

l.t',rnorl indicted thal Ilaind.
nh.lo, I;e papl tol In 1i0 h
17-ioc as ll'anspOltele haidcour
aiosd Lhiiaon by 'thi would be a
glod Utl " to b if -the wetback"

told sim Torre. in Amer c In ell
ton and a formeeroviceman. was
+telin combat boot. at the lime of
file fal plune

Torwi. mother oas Oloftd as so,
Ina -If file Mfeican killed cop, It
wouldnI he like this"

State Rep Ben Revel of Houlton
also 0 ellean Anerlan tallit the
sedie "palthetic, and the worst ml-
earilage of lustle halt l' e eler
seenle fIr tld it demonstraled une
&;iln thtithese it -a dual standard lof
lotile' in Tetas addifg. 'Our only
.etti i the edtr.l courts

01.lben Bonilla of Cop. o .hr1.,
.h bead, the f~eaouo of ntd Will$
lmenloIn CtizenILLLCI t1eli!..
called 'he .trdit the r it deplo'.
hie ard unconcionable !n recent
.emor'," and lid he tealn% Hispanr
\itrlicn violence unlesstfile Jusice
I e,almielf set's Prompt!. 10 brnx
federal ros ogalfaft the officers

Hector J arial of Houlton chalr
man of fte Coliton for Responlsble
Lat Enflrrcement obose ,rvur, his
been meeting with olpce offill
since lost l pril said violent police ilcidoents here show ni iin of' abating

Garlia lid tor h0d beeno opOu ,

In thlt Ctief Ilrry Caldwell has re.
4ubed offi,er to rcllSlel the eilr
weapons they earr" %ill then. lo
hlianned the use of 111t ellitc ovi
a. deor rile., aInd hs forbidden Pill-

1es to shooItat siccing suspe oo wiho
atenlnt threaltenil their safety or thatofothers

Nolbethfles. Garcla said he is dito
rested by incidents, icludlng tlle re

Cent ihootina delta f i block polce
filooneouiv beeed 10 be &ll armed
robber and of a fbyeor-od ullftnled
leticam.\lerpe n hui glary tuspect,
In the cas of the burlal'y Suspt np

Garcla Pointed ut tllf a l-)ear-old
nltresl had disputed the olffeer's
claim that 11-e nsotee hd lunged al

fft offcer lse l)earold had told
PullCe thit the older bly was 0o0r
i & ,alnf the -all when he was shot

rilse tv0ronmen0 that created he
Torres re conliuel to exist." Cor
,,a salad *and o tion etpeet a ontln.
usilom of the same scrid Of thing"

The awo Ofllrs cont,(ted in the
Toirci' cast are egpcted to be see
tenled within a teo' dial

Their convlctlont were fol rimi
nally rtlh;eot hOmsild., a 0irot4.
-1re midemeanor

v
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The Joe Campos Tolles Jr. Beating (Cont'd.)

Ex-Police Draw 1-Year Terms
TH W.SIU hNGTO'3 POST ffIt.&oV ,4$.i'1

Me.ican.,Anerican Bitter Over Sentences
Stemning Fron Torres Death in liouston

114 Cry' " 1111to" ysteiarday ,old dew
.,0-.l '- l.0 st Isor *11ore (too alleged ••lstroat.

1OV TON - Th... folsrfy V. iMe of n Jee R&LaI-- I+. ~e h~acb &WP"'an,.meal W., 111"i| 01 ithe LIEW oft Vlll.

54..,i CNd*. "Tb p _1... .......i.,11, Is trial. wre gi'. A....¢J federal prho T.r.s )rl"trdoy tAueI Ameicas cilitesI hold

ll+, tolillill the t-1 ' 'ghtl o1 a e", ptardoy. "Til P~rogress Meuc¢ w

,iA margs. p, .- t " 6,*..d American. bed mde Is be Old
hI, t t1 1k' beetle ?-m and 41 lnaidU0 1' JWUC ahis base
- bittgely there, it'* into a dl. fltliI S

Th. i-te.102. Iskhl col b.'o Starlll MI mldl~lt

riw dp be1.t" I herao f €o. .. +
off,,lil' tiipporita, bi. batrl; So mono ftlS hoe. 11l0 it-odct somthe $Llookes. krmftllh uo had A the4 oerst oi tfhe "le Pogo

tied Is the ti,. I d hani. :Sp he'tell I coon o b te aI.1 .4r , • eon aimed Jos, Oflr ore Probity% to be ' Who do.

I.. Ole ha 'ait old ira su

r(or *1tist h olpn.ob tlt w to
55,. R WN* d ... i* . o (hor".

wIia.itleeth 5.1on' h.

I 1-no that the three r-l did A+ It Feolltll prooocvwof are " oibeu.

lll.NtiS J|It0q ILagOI

tend to, To"el ao dit eld thalt in t ing1 b le fttl~ LY Moo I t

threi-1l . t 64 d,-titi f t, h e Ai
ift 6 sito fo $iitotr ¢ I' The- ha~lel 0.414 tha114

lost.IaI. p.'5 .. ,..a

"That o 8.l rlkh e.." p.31. .11

1"et.. Wi55 b, to = .N.y

aI oiea 1 " in hato "Udr & "aledo And hadfell,. otffi el After the 23 -Vtl bell b~ted t "detryeIs poic r0 o4 F

.Ina I.a there ;A pih... b4i.six

1: Jett wth Vint o 1- IeS |a ,
the thrl. Tom lyne Dosetia .At
Ph, Ia lU Ana Joieph itnl sjn
lv I"Vld #Inb ter 0l Ibo11 A."
Oi nl Th., I".14 1%T fi'. 11ad

Ir~f Pr,4, wl Thelin.)wl form

II .. ,atted th a federal )ltl here ,

lofslft, accordiftil to the %4. nlate&

, aie. of L S a."l . WIbaIe. g-

' tolbi the (e.l.tll .o .,, lra
.0. ge1 1a tolo s c rar oa "t aMln a
Mthe1 ul ;I A elreAp .. the fees
II'I )"St 0el:lg Sell+ odth -oder "

'I #A M ore thn tl .1". 1 w~e%.
pflootboo as a kW.' cold .. angry
'.,,the Wlb.M torrtl+ , n. mm
it;. ".W ISr{it eIa t t;ixl at ale"

bke ft'el =tq lhts there#,
or etred undem r : n"- CarloId

"aot hlm .44lI1II Inftllt1l011
or I",1.l *44 In A anlor tt 4doll(trl

2~umeosdronsatl.1"ll" .
7hollt tel-rd4 a 01 yetr-14 Jl.s
lice Dope Ana a ptml+ce o et scillI

thatr i~ttli: to life as"fe al

a feelloit Culttovla.e Tex. Pollteecub
.h0 fther had recei.ed a 161e9"

doschl~ tch 1~ad 1111 or~lo 1 111411.
too Allows blle ities'. a MII

The Tortres case hod bet*.#e a rilly
1.8 Moilt a..,$ Ie-staAblekI
1. Test. and th SCObe'l11. -heml 1
o1 the. have am death It the has&~
e1 ilalors is th 'got (all "I'm
'4sdrl 'a the 114111l A.6rulls
cUrIv01It, cluedl elltlel ptejveil
by polkil, prstcrtol and Was.
claim that thowl deaths 94 v1"18110

orVIIII utMpomlsod .1141
Poron does rll.

boom conviced of o Visor heklofa

pos I ts bed Laos sesmOleId j

1(olcll Awemls Itolr bibopl tiblat LbA asromlwo twas ad a

lid
1 "

TIISIAVII L5SO

JO6P1 J %MIS JA%'i13
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The Joe Campos Tolles Jr. Beating (Cont'd.)

Tli ha.W YORK "JIMES, WEDNI.SI)4Y MARCH 2, 10T0

L, .-... ./ , ? . . : .

Mlaret Torres outside cvurt in Houswon &f'lr s eslencc Of former police ofhIcer In dtth 5f her son

3 Houston Ex-Officers Get Year in Death of Prisoner:
1 1 11 -"IA (Oct, Us 1 he Nli)Od "s-la 185' urji of85,1 fene. t5 h Oficr *1157 1sul,

HOUSTOn. March 2.-A Feer1a pdolge 1'd, mr-er-at- ,ld h 1a, h,1'e efec st cor nco,er ,
.. y t postJ 8 one )ear prison set.ence cis the 5 P te epirtl,,tP "l 5 l e three officer, s lon' I with two i
an I r1 rer Ho'ston poice o'llS'r One R,0h NN'd D t cff:l, l Others also remo,ed fr the force an d
Wi con cted lIt o Th 14 0.1 Sid 

4 4
o'.e . t fer l ne prosrcut Io ther oel.

M cilotean-A 5 s'n "e 1t *i ' '11, ) d, p/.,',.'r , 5tt L .e enence 5 d Mt os lon 4,scorbc l,4
p.Uh)P zt i to a bayS 1 . ssre te to .l '51 ' tra e' l f, . I 'i to : • $1.s le T a 0 0.oson c.
drowned took st$,* .cs, r ls y Boreh l.tos rem - I4,

The1 c0to- offlceRr.Tsry W e - "i' o t .' SedI str .st d SO ' oe lr h- pone If1. ,
54son. ea old, e n did't fad, an bk oel a. tt.,s .1e hi, to se

sd ,a, S j-~5 J d54'P'ji"said Po b. S.,,-,-b,%
1

"
05  

00erl05's1 the 53 q an

cc.'It sn11d I5es. otc~s 11 1o~ c~8.'cl ,s~ .l 'e T- 14,ook c- tl 11hirpo-Ke grl.1
Fab S of s.1om ,isolat4j led .," 1',de' d __ '155 v l d b.d o adw umi sor s e, I terl,.sedInhts I4 He o. 1d h., e s el e,td a Jult e St'.h15 was rptmle ' to ., 3 l*', ii beca.' of , l .,ser cos

Iod 22 *'d ,055 v.,' lot, d4 0~s dr *. Its prsoe tosJ~cI celd d er *he o slatss c044yf tlc Coo., '"'cc en( |or c l c 1 
0

- earbv osp(m sloldcl, r~ic P5 ea4
fmi 1,in11 W rat htr Mr Torjthes fii I the tie sid

o l. , 2 1 cs po s T o r e 5 2 t s, - 5 T e I ' - Io k S e s - c a.s " O' ,s o . s ss . sd t o d a y s ,

All c s . Iee stolse s td fs elf G " ft d
t ols * n 0e011mta. l tos .',
Us, ToCUs.'s 0'd'o %O, f-s ten aod at, ,

4lab ir . 550o h d $,cr in a 4 .
4555 SI' 4o(ly 05 5505/5' o'.4rce5 e

llcthe T ffi er ere l' sr ,0#,, , ,

"d Ho 1f n, t h n,e ,'e, ,; e r

:dcd Se t l c h t "roers.
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The Joe Campos Tolles Jr. Beating (Cont'd)

4 Ex-Policeincn Indicted A8 ... ,sL-Y.pt~lP.. , TIEWASHINGTON POST

1i Death of Tex. Prisoner I P. ietz Iq Rid
by DIU C rry

ItOVSTO
0

.Oct lik-Two eao c
MRn who were onvitted In. I
ebourlof killilngf a1helcoc Avel
prillor. bnt who received somee
af 4e1 year to p010co, ad aa,Chel ohlob wirO then0 ausrere
weor lOsafIsci today on federal t

ti4t cschatt ti on4 hbn t?
lflioi otest.

to addition a federal gland I
hle Aittled two other former Ir
t'o'ha policeeer, on Charges of
lstift the atit rihts of Joe Cam
,erer TIe too ndircoir etv ro
nEl lleeldlY ganged no on thp

4et1d 0 beat him before Ohe I
him into a lieutan hacc -hile
o.tjh alleeldly said n0l would b
goo time" to we it 'the elha
colda1oim. Tortes drowea

TodaYs Inditmets sere hsiled
'he Meicaon OA Irsal cimmutl)
p~lau to lhssecc law enforce
.00ts 15,n tl', southern a
/slo %or* dcade a ., Ila ahoy
footf loleei scumo I Wol 15o
forcereelt Calls 0 protect tne III

T"a lndilcmellseeflelted a ote
l o We bianctlarairl

federal prosrrutlel( c civil rich ia
Stations on .11,11 state ation h1
beess tten

The dirocilos was Ilssed spoi'rs
to bin about prottution of fini
Texas la ef4rcearst Oficial vio
ause Of kllini a hlietasn Alo l
at pioner, And. another deatkH44•+11 A llan +halt In custodyr

Teaaels under r lieo by the J14l
r , rallolent

TodaI'. Indj€ e'.|" came a, .o 1
trist After 0.ectltrl Telrl It. Lf
sor Acd Stsphec Otlacdo, che I
been thacaed wth murder. virec
itid of no: ,Sent homicide a mis

Aeand"e. aod their punilhment I
eqded. the proton began rven
oCkeroclr t iisfdeonouncrd oIts

Gov. llhiph Beleeo. Attorney G
ealJoho 1 3Pi. US So. Llo)d Be
"4=170I . 1. lpsentll '#I of a Itltha d1.pona-ly triesres easI

etilt. match a oil. il had eal

Onlsa4o, Joaph J JIa4;
411l.u (*1 t Kineey were throot

TrIlff C'opi o Injune and tlt
Chl a erres-.derr~trO rhire of
I't tjlIWcril rlzhfe Ind reatlrlihg
blr.oll Cc . oflcn thlt chrr"two feflsvul of life Imptlwea lh orle (;It"" L Drink.

et 3u aimed an rndeted tot
epM Oatil os charged serarar
in aInill information Afiat t
adforhl"Itlo, ho pleaded guilty to I
ftll Charge. atlls hie was fu
of eolarilt with the othar Olt'
to J'tl4 f" rn4fA is €oastiltb

I s I

Gno4yer had Celified under
ointl againt the tithfr it at
'lIi 11.1. In the trial he 4..t.4

*e, In Houston
•te

4 I By Brue Corr
00 F~0 (bIodiI5ha wolaslt O, ad

.,at HOUSTON-U.S. Ditrict Court
:JdeItoasa Steelingl yesterday deniedS " . 1 -motion by the Justle. Departeeint

t chatistaing the legality of probated

kits ,mateaft$ he gave three former loul.
liv I" pOUre officers convIcted of felony
r, l lva rights vtolaUonla.

, , t moutin, which the govosment

.1eadArl 5, sttme from the aca-fr
k received March U by eo-6ltt

core Terry Denson, Stephen Orlando
d la lindJole= janlask for their role In

a:d of Joe Campos Torres Jr. a
ft, pristoer who drowned while in their

•I" custody last year.

.n.4oll a I Ylut1 beLl

t er lit J0o (AMIl0 TE's 000h. s Ie ws h macan in etti", ist li h hd ag.reed with federal ad. Shs hree also received out Year In
ad testiatrt to accept a °ecato pro ?ls" on a misdemeanor count of vlo-

bll,,irly sentence in ii.Charg• (or llljTnI 'lH~t yblu
IIty his tsflmeb) on the federal Charlesl. NWTrarcvlrgt ybsi
•ft SAtc~ircir to1 lawyers him. It was the maiumu~ 111111111"41

Is Other Count 0 the Indictment peemissible on the mISdemeanor
o tfed deplvStion of Torres* rigts clarffe.

Of A taort Densoi. A ltild y Orlsr.d*. Strini termed "entlY unPrase-In * K e. and ais pushed Torres

ft-

e.

as

rlei

ah.

Iy
ate
on

Torre drowned
'Mr, finA. lotut Vleg¢d lh,3l 0-

-,L K.trhi) 3-~ ()lls,iatu ,+.r'd
wth Oricnneaetr to olbtrutialrotl
by otrin alnaler rwiflevao It msre
P11.5n the facts of Torres' death to
acc c t gent.*+Iti hae to sopress OUr lgral~flt•
t1cc aith the indrrtvent." aid Oeuc
ben Brla. I Corpus chtLIU law-yer
who Isla director at te Lo oaI of
Uinlted Lltin Ateitot CitIIsoa 'I
kio fotlth theoidolte woi earrnl
fCrichne of guilty with apprprite
Parties scntel'l. oinmenswrlto itb
the Slrt~cous crime tonmerntdi"

aovIla praised t .t Attorney Geo
laI .,cfrin r Bell for motellh a1,e

vi,rtelil-- Te.0o0Arliia.,
a.lredefarlrc g;V thrltsl IrcPdrtd irrjlalrOrd folI.t ir0,tmtl aC0.11~ Th" htia.¢ Iwth'tti

4-rC, .. urj 111.1tty 11., :PI~h)o

Laic month rk Hiti a former.t)roi11t ft., town Malrhal ASf
tWA ct¢td of -9lting the C~ivil i~asgh
of F!e Ifd %M~rilea visth 31oreles dy.
Ing, In 0 lv',3 Iholing It sl that
tae that promped Bll to chlanfe the
Joltice )RpSlmttl 1ola; & titt
.otolt ted a lotcted oleroer Of h rw
.l tall le.t tnietalruird b.. to
.. no ten d rl fie " faclll a mltomm , the/federal -rflticlao Or1hie

(If!ar, i ttll

Police Case
dented the governanent'a mietloa
which contended that probated sen-
tenets are Illegal bo f1ony teats
where the range of punishmet runs
to lif Imprsooment.

He alid federal Jud gee last Year
graatd probation In 43 murde, rape
and kidnap rauig, all crimes for which
life Imprisonment my be Imposed.

When asked U the go ernment
would appeal Sterlillo ulalg. Q
Brian McDonald, the opeclal aulitalnt
U.S. attorney assigned to the Toen
ease. replied: "I don't bav fig answer
an that yet.

0

The government bad caUed the pro.
bated itatoncl 

"
enaUrely n4approprl-

ateo" and had onteotdled Ia Ito rotion
that probationn t thi rote will cause
eltilens of all races and aictgroUoda
to believe the sentence WoS o result of
the conunal Inequality Of treatment
ac worded te mtoOertliLs* Tortwa o
btanleau.Amarlcan.

The former officers were Idicte4
on the federal civil rights charOte last
November after a stole Dist ict Court

y slianteced Denson and Orlando
eoch to one y'et•1 probaUon for crlmil-
ally ategIlgent homidal In the Tot-

rev" rte.
'he state sentencet led to proteoti

by M"I4an-Amercan civIl rights lead-
era, as did the federal saiotncel the
ox-offlrers ulbtequeoty received.

Thbo league of Urited Latin-Ao4tet.
can Citleaa (L-ULAC) ho crged that
a three-judge panel he convened to
censo Staring fot his ienteacing i
the cost.

In explallg his decision to grant
probation. Sterling hod said "this to
iatuilonl" coffee which these de-

fendants will never encetater agih."Ttzilnae-ailaho~llca..ni-

me13 xpoI axo lteu e WZIU lrist$ I

Th, U.S. € 412 he I!by H ajos *lce.flce not !sjje I
-dW_4U j 1hrY o of.-plsrvide

ddTY fOUiol ee olrs. .oJII UY orfio't+ls+ s
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The Randall Webster Shooting

The Webster case
V Foreman says county grand jury

considered idea of planted gun

V Foreman also claims jurors never

found out much about the pistol

fra ... . m, +-,-+-

U, . I. l Il

,I-ooL~ dL , ,< ,It

/Good morning!
hJk7 ou W2N U U LAD~U H's Wadnesdoy, Mar-h 8, 1978

2Quat.

Foremar says jury considered planted gun idea I'.
Fro pag ou+t i+.€m -+,It~- ~ ~plme 4 +0i ~ . 9 ,.", ., .
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The Randall Webster Shooting (Cont'D)

Webster slaying
case figu-re pleads
guilty to Perjury
A Petelald me who ecllied he

fild the e toN itearely police

111 to eetee pl M ,1ai

q-1eect.e e. a truoh eoetp-
Y erplep,*. toliUS District

Aet cb, Nhie ,o rlite
aee ut inlelC h"Ad befor

fte l.eli Shhe.eopt. Li.

hVlf'"o 1,931.Opleled

DFreollotia telei Iatio
Al Nov, peheetel. -_4e ICRSo

eltira tlrd e~ip el IF0
palened ,'. wet. Ibod

Dalelr ad.lltd 111dy tls
14e,1' e.e elle.e lie te the
teleli'i" P4d ale~it tehe Sto

At T'Wpt ande Hall mio be his

NE TOL The Pau of." hil W

of vap"ell.. .0 ees ofelep

to $lck 10 to "eR .te ot NIe
Ct. chpe, he tleel lttleeeld Ihe

bfelt.1eleev tle I.'e Fie.1t
Withal nbrhdh e i oil %Ii tel.e

IDahdi, If p1)! said t 1 P.e W h edlu

I loereflleeel. leeee.w t tp l1,lus 411ae"lel4ill.OP eitlwph• . A .t T.%a hel h l plfI (,, IS Verte . Us, &Aq .. n "sR

Awl". w irille f11 to thit rvJ efll . it " ;.11lh 1. 0*lat

1111l1% t),.) llle" ld lele. t. le A Crle l iry A

tltut t pf.. *."Al 0ieAX 1p t'o. " Iii l a, -e~ ku o . 1 ac,

toeleblt ik-oo.e o;loo Iatch JuP

5 Houston Policemen
Are Fired, 1 Resigns
In Death of Suspect

by Brue.City edllotther ielter hioe wye W
@ ."W.-PA 1..lete t- riglt lticulso Is the

COUsTO1-Hee Pelee Chief Westor tawl
Betty ColoIetl eterdey tred file ?% grand Ivry hi alsoe lrlcttd fr
police off d epend tie. rtd peplery L I. Dafreria g cefebeC
chloe .4 eeflettS ee invoveTd worker ceo a" limed ta: w t
ls the ?ebrary 1hu ehooting e6th eieod thle Webster shooting esld wtee
etC tvoned beelet7 a0epet by p0" belie a ol eeid IvryU".A tel
hoe. bked ap le .l. ethl. $hCtt

Oee et t Il Ctr'e. W ellis Byrd. the the etecilt ste is ldtfosi
1 I b ai te tpefli ten T%.t ?ot etleef-f eliats ee claimed to
dl thot to geie o -hro deioJ d~te hive ooleeee eM eteoeelee eeld ti
to otticer enril Hal.-T. . loo- oftei peeled the Steamed Webeste
bie? 1tetd Rfit the bodo e Piledi [i. a e ilen tied bin to the
Weobe. II, of lj%, eprt, LA. p sea. tJ ebet hiW .

Oflf D H, MeTe 1 l Weber it. " ec 1vattlie pellt e oifetel e
gt the "telh lid oe an ao Wall- We resigned #e been dismissed -ane

Be eeB Wed etel te er i across the OW Aprlt.
Dtie ee Ifoe elhit eai @tli e tt edeeday. Caldwell ttFew

Shone . g ehiov #"er, ,ouet an gte polls*
wa.to I o dteoatao..4 L ee lot floo d the td t o*

sii t spi..rtida J 1ItiP tpted to plean aeothr throe doe •
h e e the utrj 5 run floor e dy ofT e iellett4o

I=o ,ee Iv ory lewepiet $iet by wigs
j _iT -ieeh-T i e- Oe ADII II. 0010lelo hIetet Ed6€414

r oeeee rdoe toed aef he 1l0ed
belt fellow offer oltl bri* kuc

nll elt ied Byrd. N .ee.fll t e during a fight at c entrol #oute
t and offir Joieh T OLe and Lt. heedqua r$t

Pe, ll DJUQl Officer James "toe ra 0, Apll l 1 81 sable 61e0ld 06
elgenid. eleleet pellte ehlr Carrot Lltel eee

CeldotU' reed te dleleoe chat chaeoo eberehle rleLeP on,

we OUR. Dleoa or gilts pitltft flr eplslt eh.11 dL ed lion 8.Bhe a4101R1 di the inil c"01l-UP Of toampting to egloinl 643-O Iofrn
tha Incid t. Houstoe by, 'ltee e f.e 1,i ted

o a aplebael.ag mee. yrd. at reel secti'leeee.d mol (aed
flPoes veter . oel 1he Houston P
te tree. pet, ded Il u i tO . htee 241. t .ee t.ltie .i..ee
-WISploe"--or "olelteIlclt--tf A lelph otlhtrs each reeet4e oe star
(e;my, a ha.flhie c earrlea lm. In federal pre file their rlei n the
mom eatet.h .4 lheep yea. in May lOir death of Joe Co.p' Torrs
pttoee. . sMeleeaeArcritse -he 4lvbdI

to eoltsnoe. slid alred to tretsf? wbhe io thei Custody.
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(TRE WASFIINGTON POST Se ay , Mcth U. IV$ ... A $

Suspect's Death Renews
Tex. Police Conttroversy

Sby Bruce Cory
BsoI t. TM . Wa 6n.. P.O F

HOUSTON-A federal tueselIga-
Bon Into the fatal shooting of a rob*
bery suspect by a Houston police of.
ficer early last year has raised new
questions about !he conduct of the
city' conlroversial police department.

Police Chief Harry Caldwell has
coolirmed that an unloaded .22-cat.
revolver the suspect allegedly printed
at an officer had been in the depart-
reuts possession after It was rcoos.
ered from the scene of a 1364 suicide.

Caldwell sold police records show
the gun uas to have been destroyed In
1M41. a normal police procedure. "It
to pretty damn obulous to me now it
was not destroyed," he laid.

TU ease has aroused suspicion that
the weapon was a "throw down gun"
lasted it the shooting scene by po.
ce In Justify their use of deadly force.
Some local defense attorneys have

charged the district attorne.Vs office
here was test than vigorous In inoesti.
gating the shooting, a problem they
say Is common in easea of alleged p-
lBe misconducL

"For years It was tradiltional that
any police officer wio shot someone
would be no-billed" ard ro action
would be taken, sAid Dick DeGuerin.
past president of the Ilarris County
Criminal Lawyers Association. "AI.
though that's changed somewhat it's
iOt because of the grand jury but be.
cause of the public's outel."

Coming on the heels of the federal
court consletion lst nionth ot three
former Itouston police olicers for
Conspirln to violate the tliit rl;:hts
of a prisoner otho drorsrd bile in
their custody. this eose has prompted
appeals from minority group leaders
for. creation of a civilian police re
view board.

Tw of the three officers convicted
In federal court h.id tto been In-
dicted oi s~te inlrrr trreta s. but
hod aubscotu'itlv lisi1 ensttled of
crlillnAlly ilertirnt hioaitIsde. a
lesser tirarre. Cilia %i3 soriotrced to
one pear on pr)b~trirn.

The Mexican Airrr.ro t13e AuCtea-
tIon bete and (rtintrln,.. Jtn ll.n Itoton-
ton Jr., tie tlt's ,mile It.. Elected
official, say print Inrslptoly safe.
guards are illadetua31.

layer Jiscs blet'n. hnovier, opyoes
renew of Ite .0i,11 by V1I1Wlr.s ltt
fa4ilir ,dih lii.c %.Ilt "I 1hnit. It

gets Into a very polUleal thing other.
wise." he said.

The present federal Investigatlen res-
nts largely from the efforts of John
Webster, a Shreseport, La,, homebuilder
and the father of the shooting victim,
tandall Wbster, 17.
Webster slid he contacted the U.S.

attorney' office in Iouston last fall
alter a Harris County grand Jury
leatred the officers involved in his,

son's death.
"I knew that Randy wouldn't com-

mit suicide, and that's what pointing
an unloaded gun at someone amounts
to," said Webster. He says police And
state prosecutors made only perlun.
tory efforts to Investigate the rase.

Websters belief that his non was
unarmed is supported by Bily Jun.
Ior Dolan, a cab driver who Said he
stir' Randall Webster attempt to aur-
rcnder to police alter leading them'
on a highspeed chase In a stolen nan.

Doln said two officers pulled
Webste: from the van, one held him
face-doun to the pavement, and a
few seconds later he heard a muffled
gun shot. "like when )ou shoot &
watermelon."

Dolan's account of the shooting Is
b.ckd up by another %itness. A
third man supports the story of three
officers oho were at the scene. ho
say Officer D. It. Mtays shot Webster
vihen he emerged from the van with
a pistol in his hand.

District Attorney Carol Vance said
his staff relied on a report from the
police homicide division In protest.
ing the cone to the slate grind jury,

The report sold lte pistol found
at the shooting scene could not be
traced bc)ond its shipment to a local
discount store In IWni4.

"Of course. hindsicht Is 20/20 but
In fight of the witnesses we had, we
didn't trte reason to do .n Independ
tnt Isssustication of .the weapon,"
'avoc s lid.

It future sut .1ses. his staff "may
sis a little stre . . work" roller than
trnpldy IclZ nn loire relsorts, Vanco
s.[iif., ild h- lnay hrin, perjury
Ih.rl:r .AI'Oillt tie ufficers %no lest.
firi hidre ti. rant jury.

lincese. I tl ao.n til te oulcnoe
of the f'isiat tntesriatiun before
letwoin.. tile ie. "toe would not
chlw-114- any %t.in ke chnor's lt.1t
lo.v tUIlse Isiit satat I nrsligAUots." he
bs.id.
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Th moberso Peactas. Me. 3o, tvA nnze

Webster case questions unanswered

Was Pafteo Alas Weiter aimed an
fi Fetbirtoy tlht mre thao a per. aio
Wrie bn * i I to death by a ittO

A molb after Police Cief Harry
Casclg nad be Itaild tile Cse still
bad 0 amniobr of unrenotred questions.
ibts Is this prtncpal lotus o the

Wbller. It, of SbrmPort. La., was
"bt by olio r D. It. tays. 11, ejli the
onies ot Feb. |I tIt. as WeIler

Iniod from a sitler van mometou alien
a Wi. nped c With & cu5e Itl

lc4e. piitcn said .tSe time.
b erd a o*o t was dair.Mod stt

pot records t'cal* I.9 ris bu ethepoti e po cI ore a of tafy. t.i1,Led cab nuppandy dePstited aloe o1.it

otilin tnfacatod ginm durtng the Usnt
Mnth.

Tme luplictao aO tie dlenry wr

4 1"catild tbro.doott Io. n pistol
drto.' at the boone so Justify the 0Mool

abb.oeXTliclsipod n 8ld 00 the case
i a mating Wt US. Attony J-A.

News analysis I
Orni;we od icnpe t"oln"of I%#1 -ralt itlitl

-oTY' CAMAils IA late FnbMIy and
vry litter ba benn oLid publicly about
nmbc matitrs as why the alse was even
MV:. ;,, som of h pet cuonasred
questons be th Webste cam:

all poU roporta are "1 coect.
them Wbat were Itil itrcumslnces "ur.
rou"nLd t9 sloi"f?; was it as ACoM
dest or was there Itent involved?

Slt Sort f lntormation did ofti c
1.1. OLo supply Itves gatr that cam-
ad swtsm to reopen tle invesilcaition? A
state r"n' liry Int Year could not ord
ivitar that i lys and other oficers

ere 't guiltytOf p Wr A lOl.

* What I the explanation fo the dif.
fearing reports ot fowha time Webster
died? The po deprtmn'i ollbnirido
report amid N died It 4 03 a M., but the
medical examinr'a repot i. ,l tb
youh died itl 3 W am

a WI at tIe explanaltio for tb dOf.
ferlc, to the bomirde witten by the
Polkm end the retold examiner's expla.
ILrtion charting the cOurset olte hLki
thlrt klled tentcr?

The police said Webster had two
wounds. ao entrance and an exi ia i.te
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Held for...
Murder

By DON HEATH
sod BOBBI SCHOIT

Castroville's chief of police, Frank
iayes. 50. hasbeen jailed in Hondo for
the alleged shotgun slaying of a
26.year-old man.

Hayes was arraigned late Monda
by Justice of the Peace Harol
Ilerring on a charge of murder in the
first degree of Richard Morales. a
Castroville resident. He was
remanded to the Medina County Jail
wlthoust bond.
. Also charged with murder in the
case and held without bond is Dennis
Dunford, 17, Geronino Village.

Sheriff Charles J. Hlufelder said he
Is conducting an "intensive search"
for Morales' body, wfhch has not been
recovered.

Hayes. dressed in coveralls, was
arrested late Monday at the shenff's
office in Hondo. Dunford wasarrested
earlier at his place of employment, a
cafe in San Antono.

•Hlttfelder said statements by
Castroville's Deputy Chief of Police.
Donald C. McCall, led him to suspect
that Morales had en shot todeath on
a gravel road seven miles northwest
of Castroville late Sunday night. A
search of the area by Hisofelder
and Deputy lhtn Santleben led to the
discovery of a pool of blood In the
gravel raid ad a shoe, identified as
belonging to Morales..

Hitzfelder said McCall was "talking
rather casually" outside the county'
jail Sunday night "about losing his
prisoner." The sheriff said he heard
McCall say he. McCall. did not know

chbef. Hayes".l htavehoxt him.','4 |

" .onday morning. Morales' family,-
called the sherf's office when

•Moralesdid notcomehome.

•Santleben went to Hayes' mobile
home in a trailer park near
Castrovllle to Inquire about Morales.
Hitzfelder said Hayes denied any
knowledge of Morales' whereabouts.

Hitifelder said he talked to McCall
and learned that the officer had
arrested Morales Sunday night on
suspicion of having committed a
burglary and thell inCastrovlle.

The sheriff said McCall told him
that as he was placing the handcuffed
Morales into the pat rol car that Hayes
drove up and ordered McCall to follow
him. McCall said Dunford was in the
car with Hayes.

McCall, the sheriff said, followed
Hayes five miles cot U.5 0 Wnt and
then for two miles north on a gravel
road known as the Dinley -' ool
Road. Hayes stopped in open country.
McCall related, turned off hs
headlights and walked back to the
patrol car. McCall said he was told to
get his prisoner out of the car and
unhandcuff him. McCall said Hayes
then removed a .12 guage
double-barreled shotgun from the
patrol car and ordered his deputy to
go back toCastroville.

The deputy chief of police told
Hitafelder 'e drove the patrol car
about 200 yards away. but turned
around to go back. He said as he
turned around he heard a "muffled"
report, and saw the headlights on
Hayes' circomeon. ,

"McCall said he went back to the
scene and asked Hayes what had
happened." Hitzfelder said. "and he
said Hayes told him that he. Hayes,
had shot Morales."

uhong open, and Mccall oild Armnl
that one o tb-. losidhad bet f irtt.
-McCall aid I chief t d hrmn
Morales was "on the ideof the road,"
Hltfelder sad, "but MeCa could notflndteebody.". " . .. "i

Hitzfelder said Dunford later told
him that he helped Hayesput the body
into the trunk of Hayes' car. The
sheriff said a search for thecar, a 1971
LTD. white wil a blue vinyl top. Is
under way.

Texas Ranger Dan North; who
worked on the case Monday with the
Medma ."ounty sheriff's office, was
Issued a warrant late Monday In
search Hayes' trailer home In an
effort to fid the shotgun, Hitlzfelder
said.

Hayes was arrested when the
aslroville police chief came to the

sheriff's office in Hondo to "find out
what was going on." Hitufelder said.

"Santleben and some other officers
had been out to Hayes' home, talking
to him about Morales, and Hayes
came in, wanting to knowwhat It wa
all about." the shenff said. "I told
Hayes he was wider arrest and read
him his rights."

Hayes was seriously wounded on the
night of March 7, 1973. when he
attempted to arrest several suspects
dung a liquor store robbery in
Castroville.

The police chief drew his revolver
and arrested one robbery suspect as
he came out of the store carrying a
sack. While he handcuffed the man
and ordered a woman to get out of a
waiting car, another man came up
from behind and jumped Hayes. In the
struggle, Hayeslost hispistol and was
shot several Ures. Hayes radioed for
help and one of the robbery suspects
and an Infant who wasinthesmapect'
car were lulled In an exchange of
gunfire with San Antonio police near
Lackland Air Force Bae.
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ly to ?

Cravesite
ltuifelder announced Tuesday

afternoon that M Frmnk Hayes,
wife of the jailed Cosnroville police
chief, had confessed to burying the
body of Rlcha.d Morales, 26, In a
shallow grave near Carthage, close to
the Texas.Louslaig border.

Hiltlelder sald Mrs.' Hyes was
belng flowa by Texas Rangers to the
East Texas site Tuesday afternoon.
She had bern taken Into custody
Tuesday morntIn driving the police
chief's personal car, which was
stopped by l.lMaLrCounty deputies.

Hitifelder sold Mrs. Hayes
confessed to burying the body of tbe
Castrovtlle man vwth the assistance of
another family member. The auto, the
sheriff said, was taken to Austin fao
laboratory Impectlon.

Mrs. laye was charged with
"hindering apprehension," Hitledler
said.

By DON HEATH
and BOBBI SCHlOTT

While the CUstrovlle police chief
remained jailed on a murder charge,
his wile was taken into custody in
Llano Tuesday moning dnving the
auto sought by law enforcement

Castroville Chid Shillo' '
PO- . . . . Grave

In Field
. . . .. .. .. ...... CASTROVILLE-.Utds.n Couty

%trill's 0teoeoTeus4or were
t r '. ahPtk4Wedursdayo establish a

c-,, a.-, to.i w~lv in t the mwoffere arf a
t2yeoldd ln whoose body WAS

Ontrand 35tmks0a way. oAur

plr io f Cuety h t o t his I
town, _sn ubooe so metoe i alo,
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m.e had b"b S.' taudoy night
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Oeen "d t he 0f*ft* W iA a
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.ele0dor Ie e
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eeeoe with the district attourney
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20-A "Wednesday, September 17,1975

.7(Contint
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of Public Safer
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Dan North o
accompanied I
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her daughter, .

He said she
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San Antio,
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Officers tout
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and Mrs. balds
th daughter wquestlolog.

4itirfelder 
CaSrovlllea. t
Donald McCal
that Moroesl&
a gravel mad.
of CasIrovi In,

A searct o

THI

Morales P murder
ld Irom Pag I.) revealed a poo of blood and a altho. McCall to follow is car. Hlyes dov
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By fI('K NMItKUL TI:v t.aine feder-l court jury found
o t1 91-1, SW$ ' 1u'u -A ife. Dorothy. and uistcr.In-law
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itiu ly.
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agehad ~ ~ ~ ~ n sha d%"cne nonlc act'clcwcc cc cefiest oalitce chett|# him
as w eeUcused c athplo 0 Beort rosillI Its tese a lt cm, Repeated storyby" iwretled "h1 cld t | detenis, ri1ied Sir$ Hir) to hi' ith alu said she repeled the c0oi'y" tpI adeal,

.1,4&Va~ h#A l f.'111 cten c it A the fital dcfrolentch ret Ecy to Iqa hanb's lirestitent,""necl g ltihl flrie.is o, Mrs, Sel .ldalo. gif I n alea 01 the porco she' its
Itaia N ithe,1 JoIllCed Helt RIot supposed to haite beit with in tootectn Hay'b hi Tiaa - Not Mrs, Cloy".
Ucesten etc ii et8h', he deltlrl1.ii him r$ct, HM,. under eoianileon by "I aiher cel g yee lied to your
at his ¢ensllinal rights Is saal &ltetcy rcise SICDlld o1 Wac o et"Iters," MS. iltre thvilii.e 4w,. testified she didnl like the body e# ". I did." walice n yD.

ledl toI I lieh O dlt t Phar Mreal to the conty [ices M%. toore li mehslleneed Sls,
4tehN 0leel4 Ial 1.1abed set reo1ee 1h. bies ih flirl ou t-111 et C togis0, t esdecta14}lalsl II 1e ,iyA the cn , timido Peat a 1ehue

e hcei -Il ri Ai ttae y cb y:F-c Uia. 11 c lci44 m M. 14 101 "1.N ya liened It was in acI.
,Intimidate' illil party "ad Chain uirn threat it s hy l didi ry sind lpesliuad

' 'Intlmldlost th ove l tioil do. toirlll. to € liel ll risor¢mfil,

'Irnk Itli has adliltteM he hid I WTbhl 'AlSl Iatld to sh Ihl i t I torci", I, .ched,
m right Io iha Richard M siall #III os 'Ti Ihere." . .
that teld I sp) i rpucl# %0% lv li op the al ntc H? ay" 'Don't think'
coetc. melaioate see,.a A ,-ni e, sat, "I cs a %try tiortl e rsper.
asi ac, i b , alls 1I tltoe11106 Io his 1iee, I act kiled a Itream sod A a tie tb that you doti1t think'
debt I eqaal yeidmli. ,ereatm. g1cwilthody rl o #lyffort ," aind 0 Ilald In sld,

"
T
leOie l is /,idi s.d coca tO wtho tetil b loesne toe the got en.'

ils I acyole had a fight to defend " y. tel wer A . len one Je,. ¢rimlitak
111llit sat Richard Mile$r N help lIvetig (or te sho ic.a County.

hk i'I f cly it Pr lml, dr, lrd
pa i ar She I sll t stge," t b ela itllt her eslld tsir. Coves. cc Acolc pay'hlatrflt,
IF111 htiw t clat iymivg f y lyin n ,tomt= r to dil laliho Raine lestified Feavk Illy" had a

o Lh witlns sitdna and 'denlyina hi. fiank'. akian II#bu y ritIihe ar bad rlUtallte I t elinct of Most.
timed Morles the fight le a Vi'rilin Mmr bryie ngs Iti e e car Atrn.
t~lm." cld aicl ee",'s whkcb she saw i Examinlg

Ued' "Cne al Ibece 5"' 1eo. oelis1, a tOlensic psyclhitrist:
ie also said M e ldman lied It her rna 'ee pelt. mra. laldi, itid hie seCdlld to esmining Frlck Iayes for

pnopeeyen about uby nice rldn'W ", iew s o a U t nyl lbh events Can the he government toiluwig his steet teehe gao AolOde Iruin Sl Teals vigi el Sept. o 4f unil her sitler ar. list blorale tllipN a .I leek~eb ri.. at ", e SacAnl batle abo1l 4 lie said rck Iayes was sane at the
"Where's an deuA she 14d lite an .11 t 11v m Ihe killing and any dlva, he

ther's c itmca se be nelie clnin, "5e ihm. Ht'lweb'mevu and in c atchv ciThr Close bed no eivt oanCliffs'sMe dobt sh life n 1Q %lone 1 (Mrla. May") woko m 911 $"in hin ability Io determine eight rvmIlelee attarney Charles bdlatl'lol, laid nie thCete ha been silent, a vrnicealit atll attorey tharluet o are man ws died end he thovllht rresnk wo cl. a tellt of 31 wllturmh teill.old of 111,110 told the Jur '14v Ml I ad dw It, Sh csked le to go with ied, If for each Ill,
rneat plef beme as East Texas and heyp beep her Ittemcsi.alt anig bae any till ahoul the guot swlet on the drite,

W he dlnlr. 1n 11.01 it0011 I avehr i naled boe . I Wt
"Anbe a oballable one bad graada ertnusy'

Reasonable Couldn't help
"the go"nlimn t, I cbmhnlt, baa a t "Did tIo Isito In a cay lt thl.U~tl Ivi a eaedahll e olat 0tl|1 p lebard t11sealco' body?"

= q4¢P 901 hied Mce onld ackd bet,
by ft I# bleisli'l Clisnit aegoeet dN, I did no t, t ucecli .My holth

Shj blal,4H e o~fn h CIte'r wol diant t allow It, I jus oil ata atD& lst ll 1 1 llrl aa S4} llth of %nit.s dll l t o | 1 11lte,
cw ead a y leefo the defense. d i* 1tto ldea

Is It. MIVt icr canl lly emilndai , I .Iiso171# lltetifid hal
t ihle , " V1 i i eiltull, bil. isn't soee Me€111' bodeswasto In a
te ele chia fgt et lothe pCar' tuhll e tot, bet butassamd a al.

oul4i h~s& 404 Propely$;"t Mrs Doldsta told t raIurs-ml rljoilll|is laf# Ilded by' The low ellnrce- lolnvl Countly I6,hos homtel of Like-4
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Appendix VIII

The Richard Morales Shooting (Cont'd)

SANANTONIO EXPRESS-.WMednesday, Apri? 19, 1978 Page 1t-A.

Hayes move Opposed
Federal prosecutors

Tuesday opposed reduce.
ion of the fe sentence

handed former Castrovu.
to Police Chiof Frank

a received the
sentence for a crimins
civil rights violation in
colIoectlon with the shot.run slaying of construe.

n worker ltchard
Morales In September1975. ,' I . - .

,Morales was Hayes'
ner when he was

Defense attorney Star.
vYin tWer asked for the

'Adrian Spears. ho n.
Federal prosecutor argue ill
against rductin of life sent- In their response to tho
once of former officer In rights motion. U.S. JusticeDprMont attorneys
violation. =- ted Miller could not

rely oo the disparity of
reduction after t uee government met sentences to prove
Houston police officers her off.crs sn c was uncon
received one.year prison were ilgal *itutonal.
terms for civtl rtghL Miler contended"
violations . Hayes, sentence was.

They were convicted in "cruel and unusual pun.
connecUon, with the shment" because of the
drownig death of a d spaity between the
prsner. . Houston and Son Antonio

A Houston federal cases.
j _.e.sday rejected U.S District Judge

it
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Appendix IX

-.. The-AIallace Davis Shooting

WAUACZ DAViIS

Snubs 2OOG, a
settlement bid,
Issin

7 Willace Da , i alleged ltm ll
ptcu ts b Nalally, aOt his atod bId to wiIl ntl ai I Jamtgea fram thbs Chicago
PoI tlaparlmeel yesterday. ?edeeat0l
D Ilr, J Jedge ofuls Hoffman denied a
mllon tr a rorlil I ths civil tull
brought by Dai. ar ti. i alllhlt
Jugl bad rejected his clIm,

Disls was abet In ilte back Ia jurseet97
follenwlg tia complaint of the robbery at
the rib house hch ba awned in the IM
Mnck af Weal Wirrto Slvd, Hte had Inlet.
'€epted the perplealor In the at And
hllall aubdued Ihm hlle be called

abe palilc department, After ahey failed ao
Iea~to avg n t all and tho robbol

Id, DIl weOt to i t olblus battesa, a
b ted fender hop. leaning avrd %1ii
mie eohlb that he could be found thit Itabe entce came.

labl fellesed fot hMn wa a ol gbilaar
mtcatilt of Jusice. According to hi
awot tesllminy. Oflcers Freti and
Darbe ritlied it the bdy shop and o lth
a'eord at eaplintloa, proceeded to frisk

'hnir i & sutpect aid phialcally a$fault
Wir.. WhIhle h is aprad allid, Irte
OW kill I the b an curand nd
kiked him afile e flul the grnd.

Dala wit tlk to County Hoplital,.

court ,
arncuaie 11L d. -,Whom It was deister.mine th h Si ul' ue t sl al

acl ed Io the bed aod booed en attemlt.
ed mutder. Thsi charge oii alat redaid
to IAa aoeeall of aUaealed battery,Davls baal e.,dargoau th,'. ialo opera.liona ba la halt Na liver n Ibe or.
deal. HIs %flght dropped tram 10 to IN
pound. Athougil e WA exanriled it
the charvie, he ha btoe bIl hs leses and
cal forced toa on aielfare. me bis a %lf

and out amall children. Davl his rebased
sellllemenla offered e from W0,oa to
IX0.00 to "toilet" the halte Ihing. Is.
siteld, he cb sia to fnbi for wa la do.
t¢llri is Jullic In the cala,
The Nationat Mlieority Advisory Couacg

oil Crialtil Jultlcl affi boalg hll atery
titllyl broufi Noi 0 Walah A lo'
ollk %fll Jut to paIrlmenl .ill aid
Rip. Jeobm Coa)etr o6 the Roum Jndltlaey
Commliee.

Lnaoq Hincl of Noedt York a member
of the Council ind director ri tbIeel'llent
Cofelhe t Slack 0( wIeI,, tl Itil' no
%iIl oth %fill Teften l aigarty Davia
014aa1n Itayon aea4SeUeA atae ilcmal
rulng., Thelw wUt. i a at har of vai i.
They i ca fr d a leta lavella.
tioll
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Appendix IX

The Wallace Davis Shooting (Cont'd)
FROM WHERE I SIT

Thejudge
sy, ,;noE,4 .YN

l o ETHE L. PY I

AIR, shoal afl thit Walle. Davisbaalets for him i the thi. hope thate

lwll prevefl. Ie i smong the
growing ls. ef Amerians, some
WhleoI, III mo 'often, blwhe orIIIanItittele Americans end
sheo. Of Asla hstkh[rod who tea
grund up hy she vey criminal lo-
lit eIlies which is supposed o
proloel Ibom,

'tog leag llhtmero lr Dais be
fan Ih June, I5ll when be was shotAn th Well tIo an lleged rob47
uspctt bA whte plipcmilljrs.
tally. it was Davis who had sur.
prlsolwe men In tl ll of robbing
tlh tib bonut whish ho owned ean
(Chltago'a wel 5ie. fit was iio
the proprletor of a body sod feeder
sh.. After tubdulog the pair with
hiso hai nds, DAvIs called the pe.
lice, Hie welled It mioulos end
called agail, Thy eld someone
WU here 11 lninute Maie.

the oilt, Davis, teslin 10r whal
mighl h hsppeni I the body
Ib.l, asked his melher to will it
the rl house ad If she pelet
should tom to direct them so his
liser bulneos ee that he ould glve

is account of what had liken plate.
As Is was parking his car In the

gate. two officers In a squad car
drOe up sad with so word of expila.
auti J mpnd out. grabbed Davis
Ind poneeded to frisk him, cursing

All l while that h was trying Is
e*spisl thai It was ho who was the
victim snd eel one o the robbers.
They made him spread eale while
tho searthed him. Wltiact sold
tht he complied with their direc.
tines, hst one of them viciously
kicked his logs out from under him
snd as he fellio tlb ground, the Of.
fISer whose samo was Joseph Preol,
shoe4 him In the hack. "t would later
tlaim thal Davis had made a moltin
e i ho were glin$ for a weapon
sod that he shot I Sll defense. At.
teedilu to Wallace, is ha lay bleed.
lags ad pleading with the op$ nt
to " or kitk him again, frel put
hi goa betiwee Divi' eyes ad
"I. Wittll er. die or else I'll klIl

Davis closod his eyes sd ihinhis
he was In fildd, the Ops eled
for in ambulane' Io take him to
Cook County Hospital, Ills wound
was entered on the record at a rhesl
Injury, although the bullel hod Pien4
ly penetrated his back, worked Iii
way through his thest #od Idged In
hi, liver, Davis was charged with
aiteinled murder, but this ia Ils,
or reduced to two counis of asault
and battery, lit was manacled I kis
bed, bhleen the series of opera.
Iers which ieft him with half his'
liver. Ie was finally acquitted of ill
Charge. mlins as lb. lime of his
arreol were his wllet snd l$lt. hia
ailch snd a rilg.
5illl snd brooding over the Iosl
trblo which lot thl two politely

ta Tribune tolumoist Verool Jar.
fell who took It up as A cause cle.
br, Knowing lila bout e low
sad how It worel, Wlliee reilited
that ha needed legal counsel snd on
the recommendatio of an atequai.
ltace. he relaitned the services of
Terence IINlgary. When he decided
to lue the Iwo offleers end the Chi-
cago Polie Deporimi0l lot 1i1 mUl.
Ilia, it'lngthlnlls belga te hip.
peA.

The two robbers who had land
prison retordl and who hid Iu
slate'l evidence In his trial, recant-
ed their testimony. Prtt admitted
that Davis had sot provoked the
shooting and that he could have
fired into the ground rather thin
thoO him in the back. 'it stull was
given to Judge Juilus itotfmo. the
ologenerien jurll, nnted for his
testiness, Davis charges thal during
the civil proceeding. Judie I6f(f.
wa repealedly mIde preJudical rei
marks the aiwite jnoy sod es
at timo cach" the dense law.
yet. The Ititer Summed Up bin prln
eftltllon wmhell h lned his vole.
peltled to Wailce smd Id; Ibis
Moss IS trying to el Ill MINIo from

tety, per ten dollars," The Jury
tsa cletrly compromised by this ne.
ell liferaKN and It promptly rn
tuled a verdict AIall Davis sod
freeing tbe two officer of all
charges.

Since thea, Jedge lofmal denied
she1 woelo for reril, dicountllng
all iltegailero theater he or the
defondantl had sEo acted within the
letter at the lat. Bul there are din.
luring facts already eltalbelhod. 1.
The polie were alnrmally slow In
responding to DaVr' tail when he
reperied a robbery Is progress. .
Offlror reel sod his partner Vn01l.
ed all rules o discretion when they
failed tO gel life facts hofore appre.
leodning via as the robber. 'I,
l'reol did admil shoolilg Davis In
st back. 0. Important evident was
eilhlr discounted Its the trial or was
Ai admIsnibie.. 5. Judge Hlrman
early gAve favorble findings to
tit Inien f l.h oiltes wlen there
was e proponderance of evidence to
the contrary, 0. The two robhern
were made stles witnesses Is to.
turn fur promises of Immunity, evi
shopgh ty had l rwotrds and
bid bees anrested again Ste tho
Davis lot, ?. Th tityi n tanal of.
fert of iettlemlal did llesrty Im,
plgs Itsell s a to p pnor in the
cover-up. At thi Point. Dails iue
lid ponders the peculliarIty of the
low sod asks l mtiso question,
"Whase law Ind whole order far
whom?" Judge Hlfman's decision
left the Implicalion that il Is ri for
Wallace Davis.

't
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Appendix IX

The Wallace Davis Shooting (Cont'd)

Man sues Chi. cops, t""" 9 s ico Ttlbune, SudlY, Jue 6 .....
finds home set on fire

Speda to the Daily World
CHICAGO, March 16 - A fire of suspicious origin

severely damaged the residence of Wallace Davis, a
young Black' man who has a lawsuit against the city of
aicago coming to court soon as a result of being shot
by a policeman In 1070,

The fire started in the middle to the pole. sd told them they
ef the nlt on Monday In the had beenlttaOkedb Davisand

lwayoftheapartmenthou n t Foenot, The policemen Io.
owned by Davis's mother. cited Davis and PFootenot near
Davs told the Daily World that an auto body repair shop owned
although'the fre department by Davis. Alter teaming the two
wuScalledmmedsately, ttook men up egalist Davis" cr, oe
Is mtutsfor firetsckstor. of the cops shbt Davis t the
rive. By that time the fire had back,

d much of the roof. ThO Shot In the back..
rddts of the building's 27 DavlsuoderwentthreemaJor
apartments were evacuatedno o rations and is still seriously
on was Injured, , I. He was tried (or "assault'

"I told the frmen that one of and acquitted. Fontenot was
thetenantswasstilllnthebuild- put on probation. The city has
Ins'Davissaid, "but theypaid offered Davis 300,000 to drop
no attention. I had to wet my In suit, but Dais persists.
clothes and go Into the burning "I'm net only uln for dam,
buIlding to g0t him myself." ages, be sys, "but I'm bring.

Davis said that chemicals Ing criminal charges alinst
wre found In the hallway, but that cop."
thatthefiredepartmenthasnot Meanwhile, the Chicago
beep responsive to his susiee. Committee to Defend Wallace
In that this w a casi of ar- Davis Is mustering support to
n. help Davis win Justice. The
"My case Ia coming to court committee Is located st 53 West

Inafewweeks,"hesald,"asd1 Jacison Blvd., Room 1362,
feel ture that somebody tried to Chicago 6M054.

my h6use down.'
Lawsuit due soo-

Davi' case stems from hIs
narm murder on the morning of
Mtcd l, 1I. He and Winston
Fonsteot had thwarted an at-
tempted burglaryof Davis's re-
It. W t. They atopdS to twoINW anW caled the police.

1t |wormn igot away and went

Vet on Jarrett

A amiliar tale
-t. Chicago ,blacksL
11 t"eeae aIgt upwef4t JrsJs a eack&M "U01 " " to as " o ' b, i', U'rl, ,p+

= hec s sU 0Wh de setiha
in A*b Ift~?~myso. Ued..

WS W AS, I 2 MJlpated from Job- obeItayl M aI l his arm I a tII at
1%t16L, t cIs la ie 0n 1S. . eI M ng mase,
h . mU11 educUatin but be oad a lt o
dlv Vod aibUsoe. MI had board et o .f i g aon eata hv yet to 1
other blick hum the South making N e tes o o Ad a
us , /s the big+c;y. + "t 0, tis silkb tw, ciblt i
And ail th.e,, i"sml,,' ht 4 M , . l e oh s . k ma,.
Is't e s b rey sAr a U' t f mw a _U , l e1rlag

hesdthemgt a"4fnsey

adt bU4 work I Do4MIll.- =+,-, ~,v . wm

~~~~~~ that *tha~~;

bwt pdaut " 5 aWura.; ',J5~2', .'O. i s ,at
sad oaA before m Nahis

z s 1-aa d al .fssh4 . t be f11a1141 'Iwevl Taitd Maiiaidt Na ds asa.

earaslawaxtrl~tasw atsi . "A -

+.oIla a Im ~ ,a~lm l at.rool md asate *tas'r ,,
stsawlaeeIZ f'ja. ala £a igssiia , u + 'ini paptU

hiesf ;Pa metP~

Canute .. tiie m ' -m ad in ofM s In h. 1i6

W9 bod and (dor sbo' &W a~ml bube. *mrnrwMsa. ,r ,.+,,,,,,

imoa r~~ A'l' IA , fil ,'ar Pdt r'+GlW 1

a rolardad bhocao a nIaa ,he

mal.1= ~ats7aa~tt umat 046=11 a cae lesdh

d dd (d i. .f ul l l tt r hetand ted oh haumit,
t iaTso'st sa6thedt bi 8 . ads hes . ., so many -hat

Isl ais sad 0 VeetWane eheb 00" *$Meo5'VAO to th OP%

tbarws ite that Ysul4se14 huds tat'h
NN*$U lulo rol 1,*W.a isd msiske he aaot'iK A

ther faele ss ikaalD% 'IN Pae etshee"to Stepe te be'Sal

hep Wad. 1sa. th m.W waed A. e big they Abadatm thset
meww 1;a" 5a -aim Gat Ms0 o

m44 ACW UAU ac Vol thdew' ,orth we ndow
Ire. it tha siede i $ ha U thsame VMdhUS to kappa

cootewt alof te as the thr a an ovet 8

own for d sda ds 'aft usedtdmi es cre

ahsmawsw ohe Vol "1 .1 besh hmsadt s e Wsts NSh
oweil ft"ds D" t ma-Ned = t66od civ (bea uh.- . - alp
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Appendix X

The Richard Long Beating

Police Officer
Is Charged in
Buffalo Death

DUI/IALO, Jose 20 (AP)- A city
poIcevon wq charged with firt-degree
manslaughter today in the Sang beating
6(.& teenager,

Phillip C. Cramajl was picked up at
his home after his lawyer Informed po'
Uoe that he could be found there.

He and two other officers had been
auspended without pay Saturday nIht
when they (ailed to appeu at a court.
ordered-llneup.

Richard Y. Long, 1, son of a well.
known local family, was pulled by his
hair from a sports car early Saturday
and wus beaten and kicked by about
nine well-dressed men, witnesses told
polk#.

The attack, Ipparently provoked by
a traffic Incident between Long's
Porsche and two luxury ears, took place
next to the youth's apartment, poUce
c11d. I

Lons roommate, John Borden, said
he Intervened but war grabbed frdm be.
hind, He told police he saw one of the

nine, a man wearing boots, kick the
prone victim in the head. Long died
coon after arrival at Sistcrs Hoepitnl.

A religious medaL "a type worn by
Buffalo police officers," was found at
the scene of the crime, according to
court papers submitted by Erie County
District Attorney ,Edward C. Cosgrove.

The medal 'bore the initials P.C.G.
and the 'number 311 and these Initial%
are those of Phillip C. Gramalila, and
the number Is the badge number of
Phillip C. Gramagils," the court papers
saId.

Homicide bureau chief Leo 3. Dono.
van said Gramilla, 30, of, suburban
Blaidell, hid appeared at the boopitl'
sAd "showed concern for the victim."
and wu "visibly shocked" when in.
formed Long hcd died,

Authorities Identiflea the other two
suspended officers u Samuel Fusco,
2. of Buffalo, and Gary M. Att, 2, of
suburban West Seneca. Officials mid
one ltness to the biting gave police
thc license number' of a white Lincoln
that was traced to Fuco.
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Appendix X1

The Slain Drug Dealers Case

Files Linking Cops to Death
Of 2 Drug Dealers Vanish

BY JACK KRESNAK
pl Pro$$ Pass Wetlt

Detrolt police are investigat-
in# the mysterious disappear.ance from police headquarters
of tapes and (Iles dealing with
the separate slaylnas of two
alleged drug dealers who may
have been murdered by a
policeman.

Police sources said Monday
that they believe the dead men
may have been killed In Octo-
ber 1172 by a policeman using
a tmm gun.

Sources said that the sup.
rtis still on the police force.

olice officials and homicide
.detectives declined to disclose
other details, but said an in.
vestigstion will take weeks
and perhaps months.

SOURCES ALSO said that
the police Investigation "ap
pears to go hand in hand"
with the current grand jury
probe Into alleged tru active.
ties niong Detroit police be.
cause "similar people are
Involved' in both probes,

Police discovered that the
files and tapes were missing
about two weea ago when
they re-opened the probe,
based on an Interview with as
informant,

The files and tapes uere in
two folders In one o1 tmit homi-
cide section squad rooms, easi-
ly accessible to numerous po-
licemen.

Hilhtlevel officers met for
about "0 minute, Isle nlnday
afternoon with Chief William
L Hart ts dieus the missing
files, Attending were ating
Deputy Chief Gerald latlet
Ins.peclor John Locks of
Crimes Against Personsi LI,
Robert HItlop. cemnmnding
eficer of the Iomeicide See.
lion, and Li. lied I)nvli, of
Squad I, which Ineiiate
drul-relAled murders,

Sources soid it we holev, u
that some of Ihe tilemn
named In the grand jitry probe
also were Involved in drug
deallnxs with the two slain
drug dealers. Edward A. Chat.
man. 42. and Raymond Walk.
er. 30, both of Detivit

CI1ATM4N WAS killed on
Oct. , 1172, en he sat in i car
in the Linwood.Oekman Art-n,
Poice said he was shot in the
head, the left hand and the
thigh.

Walker was killed t,t, 21,
IlM as he sat In his car near
Ilaxelwood And Linwtils.
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Appendix Xll

The Tiburcio Griego Santome Shooting

VedaedeyW,.9,9 t TH WAS1INGTON POST

Texas Rangers Called In
To Probe Fa

GARDEN CITY, Tax,, Nov. I (AP)
- Texas Rangers have been called In
to InvesUigate the shooting death of a
Mexican prisoner in the back seat of a
shorifr squad car Sunday night, an
assistant district attorney said today,

Tiburclo Oriego Sontone of Jusrens.
Mexico, was shot to death In the ear
of Olassok County Sheriff Royce
Pruit by a retired West Taxes dsp.
uty, according to Don Richard, an as.
sistate distriet attorney In the 111th
Judicial Dinriot.

Richard said the Texas Rangers
Were asked to enter the Investigation
to provide "about as Independent a
source an there Is. The way thin thing
Is, we want people to know It's done
light"

Richad said Santome had been or.
rested about 7:30 p.m. Sunday at a fee.

tal Shooting
Uval In Saint Lawrence, about iS
miles southwest of Garden City, He
said Santame was placed unrestrained
in the back of the squad car.

Richard uld Santome "was kind of
acting up, and they couldn't get him
cuffed, so they just pt him In the
back seat. They thought he had qui.
eted down."

But on., the drive to JaN, Richard
aid, the man pulled a knife,

iehard said the sheriff and a pan
senger In the ear, O. Therwanger, a
retired deputy from Stanton, Tex.,
were slashed, Therwanger was ae.
verely cut, he said, but reached an au.
tomatle pistol In the front nest and
fired four shots at the prisoner.

lantome wee dead on arrival it a
clinic In Big Spring.

An autopsy Ii pending.

I
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Appendix XIII

The. Louis Wallace Shooting

Mobile Sheriff, Aides Indicted
In Prisoner's 'Escape' to Death

Usa Va*7tau Nsnee

MOBILE, Ala. - The sheriff of
Mobile County ,.nd egfht of his assist.eats have been indicted by a federalBrad jury on charges that they plot-ind to ltlow a prl onor to escape.
Foe jil and then ntWm Im to
rm ambudh

The prloner Louis Wallace, waskilled last Oct. 13 as he crawled froma hole cut throu h the second.floor
wall of the Mobe County Jail, Hewas serving a life sentence for first.
degree murder and was belng held InA county prison because of over.
crowding i state prisons.At a news conference last nijhtt

o e sher it Tho 1, Prvi sae as chocked almost beyond
lief' by the indictment earlier In theday, e aaid he was In Bir minhamat the time Wallace wa shot ihe
dd11I situation Is simple. A hard.

ened orminal serving life im rison.men; for first.detgre murder of ablack man escaped. He was not at.
tempting to escape; he had escaped.He was shot and killed. He was shot
and killed because it is the sworn
duty of every member of this office
to protect the public from crimi.
nals."

The other indicted officers couldnot be reached for comment. Federal
officials were said to be serving
persoil them..

ar convicted each of the indicted
men could be sentenced to up to life
Imprisonment. Pending arraignment
In a few days, all were expected toremain free, A not unusual federal
procedure when dealing with indicted
police officers.

Purvis held his news conference
upon returning from Gadsden, where
he had attended a meetng of the Ala.
bama Peace Officers Aslociation,
The associaton raised more than
$3 Yesterday for his defense.The grand jury Indictment did not
specifically charge the nine officers
with murder since there is no federal
statute directly relating to a slaying
en state or private property. Rather,
It charged that the officers had "con.
spared together" to'violate Wallace's
constitutional right "not to be de.rived of life without due process of

MOBILE. Ala. - mobile County Vheriff Tom
Purvis and 0i8ht dies were Indicted yesterday bya
federal grand jury for allegedly allowing a convit.
ed murderer tO escape and then killing him In an
ambush.

The men are accused of conspiring to violate the
constitutional rights of Louis Wallace, killed by a
shotgun blast Ot. 15.

Attorney Charles Heass. who represents one of
those Indicted, disputed a JusUce Dpartment state.
men on the indlctme4ats, saying, "I don't see how
they could call It in ambush when a convicted mur.
der7r knocks a hole In the wall and esespe,"

ess Is under indictment for allegedly trying to
influence a cousin who served on the grand jury
that returned the Indictments,

The grand jury investigation was prompted by
published reports that Purvis snd his sides had
prior knowledge of the escape attempt, stked out
the Jail and sunned Wisce down when he
emerged.

37-501 0 - 84 - 38
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Appendix XIV

The Carl E..Norman Shooting

Off 7A1t1r 00 i- PCt'
in .Attac, on Daughter

Police Lieute"nnt Gos 1;r, Oae.,
Fire in Alleged Hell's Angels Members

SIT HOWARDO HLKRUL ANOART StRMAN.I Tim' .o l@N .Te AAll ~ MA

A veteran police Ilutlnant whose 1.year.old dauglh.
tasr wu sialuy attacked by a gal believed to include
Wll's Angels motorcyclists went berserk FridAy ed
shot one of the suspect$ in the West Valley Polk. 8*..
,uo

LA. Thermo . IeO' l
sreyd lven shots down
ltatio hoes earridor, hel^.5nMvnle It sate views I r

S'"dC E. "" i"'" OFFICER SHOOTS cal",w2n1 Chtar s AV#. S TT I(,
22-r,. SUSPECT IN ATTACK( he,

Norman wase among It | uesaill l l l 7 of WU ia,
man rounded up since Tu"* Ossd iu155lestr ih Ie.,ae
48Y aerorson when 0,4#81ls tie td h 5 •i

dagter wee attachek na sd~ae til~o.
t

INorhridge hans... in* weeoo: Irhe ibta4d 4. =tNd1bX feei
working as door-to-dcrt Mihieut dtea'd 15 1-,t"lls i Wl I o 4
cookbook saleswomen. t I s d e'51 aN'.Uss,The girl Shirley Diane r' jt4li 't5 4 Is 4IqIA ' dee rOLIt#,' lfl~llHI ll MIil ouillf I N .i 0l 14 4Y iURl

O s, of ri Beach, e llt;l ant
be n me nlsly un ha . iall , l0 add W lliide.l-

lacd as A rest of tihe $I- ied elIs ~ is See u , amrya.
unt ie said. Ins a t I w sa t l
O'Nllas, who has been par., &AB-n iss t his "1Noin., uken to th 0" quad.. off t,

ticipallIn on his own time in, ca*l 1oaep iluie" war. wee sea Ad %be bee
tl I nvelltallt of his a see a wit l ll lib[ i55kr'ir " ,'
daugter'I attack, was hills N ri 1Ji0liO"l 61 p5ll0l5., Oder $l th e I
toc move two suspect, e f hl5 been arreced I d tl eas 5I 0 5 I
le sectionn rnnof the pltiJ ,. ,te~ s4 5 lbs ,.evbd np em,. oT,,e Fil w n u In -, ,,,
,,attoe, to h detetive a ee.is0, tos. .,I, , .1 ,., Uses a.
bureau when he suddenly V ona mny s ,Niol irs $Ill.

ean screaming and Opened U41 to wh l t iwu
lire. ' ilassycl at club i, llA 14lhe ll mae1 fie asseta began root Air" reics i the Cl l o ows 5 d eloll'5 eO ll out % It

dmAd MA 1 Iy Stahr thes lsiotei.
ning down the coridor, Dot. 0'4se at fetivties Ti C I ls lt tsisnat .is h
551. John IC Shibltt JumpLld t.h a t An lu ow I s central Atreih vimit Hf n
tO front af O'Neai i p ,ittty Identified two eta n l tet i et lura
screamed: poll tha Glolh r. at :0 o il ss booas f it.~

v5~i~eti ie w", Ohlita h s slfds 1n com'My God, Tom. no! J ' ,og, ar, , , i l tn
Norman fell witb bulleut. iv a fi otsfam n uf110 df m . 1

In the fight chel, hip and ita ben unable 1o w toatl 4:d n 441MM ,oh
arm.'4s rlpfe. oa 11 he &Neal s 1 l4d 1 Me

lb ether osuset, Alan am s s 0 e0M.L u"I .1 ,II I I .li liA.I artidff ))l tile.

uce Smith, i, of 106011 M-e Ue lU ,ia ll. . ire ri *h be.r
Mason SIl, Chalworth, tan ona enwen Georg ItA bsZ91h be edl e a Itll

into the squad seem, where1 ihe was grabbed two un-t As. stbitWa, as bsUa i l H,,. , dPate. .. oformed officers wh o u aht % d With o ilii rt.,ei illi.and f 1%17, Amier. Nl. wlo Foreill threat 1101lore
he was t fir p i be.thsip, l ill rf oh Wr i lltter. a a lN

seNe ,said Smith down ,10 $gutsy U, lit Sh da. is OWiL 4 O'Naeil a s'is the
the hallway, but made a -Vole bell on sp l i drs .i to iod Kate oil iI a
wittng tur and endd up io ' Pit. N lr o ieve tie aM h1r 11a isllpi DvIlIe Ins
the watch cowe or's of. Statt Sitf en sat whd w~ort os It Thi a
ie, Ie was dilaimed with, wtars Asae afler WWIa I I? At h sn T l44 i N1 s!

Police said 0'Neal had :.. vll of .1 e it suspect$ S iarley, *h wilidual. fit, a
tired a I mm. 1tewing U. iel be s tesisad, p tU .I fre e Lalietwod NIsh trap

lesiere. . 54 Cell 'ate. t lilt ioa .s w l • I. a.
,__le___________,__ Tore t P. 1'i, t, woId ow . I With a Atilp 0i )=sl lase$

le~ ~ ~ ~~0 ret.Vdsllt Arno aaan sum t ?I
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The Carl E. Norman Shooting (Cont'd)

; Y ? I.. -Qmt ', r m
At Vaille

fi Staton 1:1
I n enraled polic (eJ
Weant ledup a11e11 .10d

;" l " i. les alalo"gide mu 'Ira.
A '. eenr oS Weot Vauto Pa.

pectd 0 roping the 6101.
es dughlr. '

thor rOiflMa U L tom0ol4, 4ly.asroi clll OS
LT. TOM O'WEAI U6 yem on Use force, ed

Fired and Surrendered €ii sts at close ronge Into
Call LHrlan, il, of ls*
'-min, struk 'i tl
Sh, hIP Ad blak sad Arm,
as rushed to iortihldge "e1

solving Hoplll before ein
I01raefc, in Oecsral Hlpto

0n p lec ard.
0"04, IofnMal Is no

m .c41 of alec i 14s1d 01
valleselly D"Isle wa
bain As a -Model laoe4lOl "a Iel comesda

Police f uWillia a.
hiker bordered blm bulked
ndll aith ilt in$ to,.
1V117 lofd 1 duty, L-A,

WALK040 DOWN NIALL
U Charles P1. Hghas, o

11g delo, evia, said
07100 in4 19L IL1 John
1ubleU4 bad reoMd Noe.
Ma And Allan &mi.- II. -
3001 Masn 01., Ohstswlelb,
108oeal.a;I Puee et J-31

Suspect in Attack
"On Daughter Shot

afrnectifllt"enUw' se mad her "a aI1"t a" far ohil "I beos"e spou%
042't 111414 1 1 IWA the IS

It eeu heI w ItN a 111 Use how& 01it u am
la diem n im bue ledt , s Id

a. "on o __, . MeanwhIle, polle said, lbe
wors ,I U au pe ts t 0IlL laI doclorl cite lhllway Sloar and O14sa1 mere iles letahne ~ee

t da Subl1 d ma a hi wde ill not be told
rondered Ie 1 n' 1 her Ile stn .poemn a Sashl tres Se Asdeele
amo m s. a. 0114"21 110 *d, of

on Wley WaetOWoo&l AsS 4eessesjeeee sai.
lasd Tuesday Ina howIot wo akmn M0s14art fee
$0 Ato0 AT&. aHloele, l o the It tpus ,'IT

go. SO Is olq duadA ie .

We rm walking down Ws ie OV. wentIS
Ihtea when o L 1& *3
of my I1 I O AIN ii tle o o Ag, IhL

ttl Wh ithaft flamigoeutv haS lowus, mUddM hl ,IMtf T

own 01d0ffleelulsl An d beeUM t heseolyin
ga i soV'h 1 and . of wI s fri nd Se n VEIl ,

-~ ~ ~ ~~~~o a to s~ as acJe
w as sare aud room hsog saw~

6m Ube c hel.. hoI =ir the4
thIhe I I lt i y~n in sIcked 11 I~ll
it e " Mt se so lo
P o Id l. lee, 1aa14 stayis

411116 swy sa l lo s da l 11 11in 1140

laeofficte l r IIn led ru e t e d
11MI&V" do". I lhnk wh o em WW

, d e to ryo to I"a a , ho s o , ,h c

lbs rasd ti rl y s ho ls- lshItl, Polie 11 te1 as10
Inl Ill buMle Wooks f Of8m81014 111s 1Cm1i
hen she encountered an rem It to Kr ite

she was plled solds by sac waIs prmoeMd 1t1 aegai ndmt

i5 l. On thle , abe l to n0441b,l ld g.

old tow hoe to "come a 1 h ormh' e home address Aelthe street to myt he-n omeMpitaJ, W" twied &A

she = 110 Nlld lWAd by 1OV- ll prone l to forgollit In
aall O M A m 4P PC- todl l bet., 1960., and Io ties-
NO. Thety tore oil her elo114111 & Yost 6$46 UsI Was
sand 1pproclmnuthi OIce o1 tie oed lOt assult 0a1i Intent
is uueeu 2 lt er sh id. saai t murder.
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The Carl E. Norman Shooting (Cont'd)

, Daughter

.2. Others :.'!
rhe pcosibilty that p.ice L. Thqrn L O'Neal

mty have Shot the wrong
man whln he gunned
down pri er h be
1eved involved .In t i

gangrape of h1i teenage
daughter 'wu dlsllceed
yes4rday by detective.

1101U. t. a mtdtl police.
Mansu thraughout has If taers
of service on the torca.

p4 f bwlols it the
of tonrL Ca e. Nor.am tha itelyeold aus

r lm being led from is
AI fo qieLntn Fielday.
Plated Ia the prise

w ed nt unty Gaeeal'
"41111J taite41iat 0110
Iten IfOm thi, hip, Ulm
Vsd Il wounds, aermaa
Cant nigstl %6 satitslr1

to on tn i raIll
after 0tes0 toad was posted,

suotimo
O'Nesl was Immedialyt

atUiended from the polled
f oarc ad looked on 1101apI
tln of assilt with Intent to
commit mutaer, Should Not
man dla, thd chart will be
chanaed to murder, He wee
related uder $300 tend

Yeterday, however, vete.
tins Commander Chides
Huhae. I' charge of the in
luliallon, said, "We Imply

do not know it thss time
(iCelticed an Ifat A, Col. ir

Wrong'.
Suspect
Shot?

Continued from PollC I
whether Cart torninu itu
ally wel Involved In the rape

Tie ralpe vlictim, te~yili.
e1M akiatay Diana O'Heal,

ilflctlad two Of It Mcn
allvel to han been In

the house ec t Amite
Ave, near San Femin1a
Valley stle College, where
Bhe aeseall look place lall
Tuesday.
ah tly after mokInC th

Iteentileatlon, Shirley Col.
Is d, Ipplrltilf due 0
#alerial irtl Ihe Is pre.
aontly under psychiatric Core.

out Nrman was sot ec
of the men Identified,
H I e I s h e l d o n ly i n i c h rge

Ither of the .o..S. Ih cut
tedY, Allen Brce Smith, it,Of t01l MsilS01 at, Chalte
worth.

S oked on sIup1icon of
ripe are George lateoct,
It, and 1ftivn Skinner. 11,
beth of 11304 sllcoy as., R.
Seda: two brothers, ord and
Ronald WOod, of 10e1 ZU.
walfnd at., Northrilde: Dor.
tek ulketed. II, of tint Re
id Ave., aimi; Roet%, .
Adkins, Ue, oi 1is1 Hirt SL,
R0ei, and 24r It Forrest,
It, oi Po00 Sertltad St., LeaAntlft41.
Meanwhile, Glel'ii lailc

deftnae was In the hands at
Al, teat trmsvn, a former
rob rygltil detective, who
sld offers of ilnancitl aid
and eupsrk were ,pouring
In" tram al prte of the n.UorL

The attack on Siley1 0.
Haef tonk plate lat ttuasdr
when ahe be an her work al

book slesmans, hoping to
earn money to help pay her
Iy to College this fail,
With Other me bers Of her

sales craw, ehe wac taken to
the Northridge ae& of aoc
IFrindo Valley and set to
wort Seilina ciOkboohl on a
doOrtoior billst. ON of the
hoise on the street to which
ie WAS 6Ig11ed turied ut

to be a hangout eor the In-
falmous ailli Angelsi mor.
cycle ctoh.

At the data Of ils haiul,
the was mat by A Young man
Who acid hs -uncle" Might
be Inteeted In bUyItr a
okbtok iured Inslde, ahe

was stripped cnd subjected to
repletetdrape by emberet ef
LI& gang .. . . .--

O'Neal Casie

W11 Ijtar
Victim
Shirley Dviana Oieal, II

complaining bltnals &#li"
fIve Youth accused of a mass
rape attack upon her, wits
tIfouiy beftr thie County
Grind ury U0 lam. FriTday,
ilst. Atty. elle 4. Younger

anounced today.
The girl, the deilehr of

suspended pola Liet.
Thomu L Otel, aVt, at-
tempt to Identify her aiall.
Ino throJlr photograph.

hila O eal lid ase was
tracked whIen the visited
aNorthridge hofme to sell
a eCokbook.
Da,. Dil4 AMy. Thomu P.!
irflty his been asilgned

to mAike the pfilOfVtoR te
the wand Jutor In wel.
ltd twoehaur newring.
ithe accuOd ite indictid,

the ndlctmaatt will caooal a
prel11nalry hasting ached.
ued in V a HUyt Municipl
CoIrt Monday,

Prevlouly arraigned o
three couits of forgeable rape

Millhew Meilleta, to, f
IftIl rlammar It., Chll.
worth.

rend Wood, ta, and his
brother, Ronalld Wood, It,
eS 141ea tlawand Ay. token Into Cuatody at a ar,

SForr I, e i suspect, i recovertriad Avel, stlofad i t a County General Hoapilc.
Oalfri UlatOwihl I$, of Three pol11e cptlnaU were

Seat Amtgal Ave., Nrh chain yesterday lot A til
ridge, where che assault board to hear a review Of
allegedly tok plate. Ofeat' suspenlio.
cuirty identilied Ultlatewckt heoacres were Copts.

rldipl, thiedly of the lleed aid J Lorhnll cf ahk Van
Stuct, altet which she be
time hysterical and went Nuys daltllive divili,
into cliunlon with hr mas Mlarry Birch of the LAPP

planning and research dint
L. O'Heal. 41, the girl's Ia, clan and Robert IV. Pich

thar, wi formally CIrloed Ia rad of the Foothill Dtialaiel
by the Polie Depaitment of sos rrnande Valley.
t.leda with woullalo Omiiss Attorney, Ma Htr
Vir t. NorMln.31, in afmein, Indicated h would

Shoollig intdent at the Weet probably ask for so adiounc.
Valley police station, m41a pendins Olteat' cast

Nforman, who tid oet n the 0hootig.
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Von Noyt cotorlom prto to artrignmnent on chegta clemnmingI from hit ahooitll a Ill.neeiy elleli sweet.

O'NEAL WANTS TO STAY ON POLICE FORCE

'Tha'' My ,.ife's Work'
su .o-1ltil ne Igil "Orraignmont- t sketide woek end %I %so Nag

ia . OXNal, Wo lIces a tot of my wtis., mid Narnmtio low tleeands , w0ih Judg r he io t ihock,"
charge l csoivlt with Intent in o bedNde interview. linilois filling preliminary 0N il'si salary of 11i.m a
to cormit murder, said anmtihing like ihat hipihearing tot July 17 ; i3 month waesot oaild whon bI
Thilraday thlt ho hope to paned to h r, I'd tend to dolp M Sell oF 1,3M w g coil wll s endedd and be fael
continuee his )es citer te uit thing I "ved . . ..ss edal . -p oa.r
oa policeman .. .m O'Nla wos formlleyj Afteward. l ad thl and Phimf Her-'Ter my...his. . . yctm hae e. e.
Ile,'s work ' the ,Innfatd Whoiod in a CSI nii nwflht i 0 *Ol mUn 11id
*flcer N1i alter 9o was at. signed by MIo SIM L.. It 1. inii l vniqht i si ~~ae
joined at Van Ntyo Manhi'by with one mount 0 sul Maaxu ;ermo. a n. In addition i the criminal

uLt i1 hove to itay onwth in1nt tO commit iy-' t Carnen, Advised the proedlngtedi nlft, al lan et.
i o. lee dly w ol ... a.. Is .n .n .against dit.in..... . a formal hearin hiy the

Hea. i ii4 edtv went Apee a C. a t his elio. Potike Depiatmaent WIt
WeistVa le P.a1 flon he ily d nil cP aing Pot oHerman lid that coid rmot in hti dinmltol.

while tnvonitoline the m8niiItt. ih soapondod oiteerO4ela otighi haa hrooht Id eoohi I e 1 1, he local
,u.,n:oa.;;;;,l ' -- 7 pptatd teo Judie -i~tr ngfin* tesaonso fom chapter of tile lthnotioviat
usu.al $muel "ine hi don G w * 1, tW enforcement if rmnrtea ipliA.. 00si &OiT8641WOfired three ktnetol oman filed no a'n. a a and eiynpthelMl Individal tie of l.w en.otoem....
he misookh for o ,opet linulp n trirninIl e 1tli4ll a.it oreI h C&unlt and all tl oit Ind n rdesional
Whe Alo. ........ Appea rod tn sftii n 0% 1  the orm. a naited - . firvell'

r.ocondinlg. pho nil w n faml y nee end en.11,i68i slam#e Offltfll a nIii in hi ,,,R ll,. Dallilloo, Raitolve nn ra'd t"I Andl on~t.
rlc ea , am itlasr ito the eile tne that tii. .e n talw

TheAI at~rlz l~Ormanl. ct., boj this ita thel aliony of the mises.ge t1f0timembers wouldhbesell-
•, tlo recovering In Otsntl 1im#he was aroentl as a detHetman sold. emn 01d da Wln to0ioldAlty 4oe annl4
Neepitol and is said he ldatl father tlhn a ptli. llf in help 0hfeOalwitl t noill the defnse fl.nd
.jon nn blimea, Ne mlo.nhi. INA defiass and his fimily The tile.oO .nditF

thoh ) hlaee the Police rom time it time *'et oonaoa. nd iill ll ow =lerchefoooe
De.Iptenlt IN ptnltrllll, ofiers In the rm He San heen a hotel ar All w iove. Y il mtn wh ae. l~~~~~~~ll! ~ ~ 4 ini ptlilI li h'l llh ne1rl i I .ltmsn," said Her - I Itw .. Is. Piiusp In&Neal tn participate in the ltoped hy to o iler weeds-elig plib utd He in held as ca M et in
tntavstioa. temaeorcgiea to Oi~eal. 'ano. 'He moler did any ot. the solt of Um ONeal
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lion. John Conyers, Jr.
U.S. tAise of Representatives
2313 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Johns

I recently received the attached correspondence from a Mr. Jerry
S. Goldman, Esquire,Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, %ho states that
he would like his remarks entered into the record of the hearing
held in New York City by you to review allegations of police brutality
in New York City.

Mr. Goldman's remarks emanate from his obviously in-depth experience with
the New York crime situation and are deserving of widespread consideration.[I echo his request that his remrks be entered into that hearing's
transcript.

Thanked for your attention to this.

Very truly yours,

ee or
M=Wbr of Congress

GOG/Wac

V , tP'
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JERRY S. GOLDMAN, ESQ.
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW ,

THE BOURSE BUILDING
NINTH FLOOR )

21 SOUTH STh STMET(
PHILADELPIA. PENNSYLVANIA 19106

ADMITTED TO PRACTICE IN: (215) 238-808 396 BROADWAY
* MASSACHUSETTS NINTH FLOOR
* NEW YORK NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10013

SPENNSYLVANIA (212 242-2232
FEDERAL COURTS REPLY PHILADELPHIA

September 28,1983

Congressman John Conyers, Jr.
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Sir:

It is with great consternation that I have read of your
recent hearings on the subject of alleged police brutality by-
members of the New York City Police Department. Having spent
six years in the criminal justice system as an Assistant District
Attorney in the Kings County District Attorney's Office (1976-
1982) prior to my entrance into private practice, I have several
disinterested, apolitical, and objective comments about the
problems of crime in the City of New York. I would request that
they are distributed to the members of your subcommittee and
entered into the record of your hearings.

New Yorkers of every age, every race, and of every economic
background suffer the ravages of crime. They are raped. They
are robbed. They are murdered. They are deprived of their
property by both street thugs and so-called white collar
criminals and mobsters. They are afraid to walk the streets.
They must fence in their businesses and imprison themselves in
their homes. They mustepay higher prices for goods they purchase
to make up for the losses caused by professional criminals. They
are forced to live lives of fear. And this burden falls most
harshly on the poor--- on the old--- on the weak---on blacks and
hispanics. That is the problem of crime in New York. Not a few
isolated crimes by a handful oi police officers.

There currently exists adequate mechanisms to curb crimes
by members of the police force. In fact, far more resources are
devoted to investigating allegations in this area and to prosecute
crimes resulting from such investigations. In my experience,
I saw more manpower devoted by both the police department, via
the Civilian Complaint Review Board and the various Internal
Affairs Units, including the Field Internal Affairs Units, and
the District Attorneys' Offices, than in other areas of criminal
activity. Every discharge of a weapon by a police officer was
immediately investigated by both superior officers of the Police
Department as well as Assistant District Attorneys who responded
24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Grand Jury investigations
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Congressman Conyers
September 28, 1983
Page 2

in this area were routine. Every allegation of unwarranted
exercise of force referred to the District Attorney's Office by
the alleged victim was fully probed by that Office. No other
assault case was given even a fraction of that attention. In
the instances where the the allegations were found to have merit,
prosecution was initiated.

The problem in New York is not that insufficient attention
is devoted towards criminal violence or other acts of illegality
by members of the Police Department; rather, it is that insufficient
resouces and attention are devoted to all other classes of crimes
by all the components of the criminal justice system. There are
far too few police officers and detectives. There are dire
shortages in the specialized investigatory units, particulary
in the areas of white collar crime, official corruption and
organized crime. There are too few prosecutors and judges and
both are grossly underpaid. The physical facilities and support
systems of the courts and prosecutors' offices are antiquated.
The Courts do not view many crimes with the requiste degree of
seriousness which they deserve. Police officers and detectives
are inadquately compensated. Those are the problems. The public
is the victim.

Perhaps you should focus on those areas and examine methods
by which the federal government could assist so that the right
of the people to be safe and secure ip their homes, on their
streets, at their workplaces, at their parks and playgrounds
and in their buses and trains, can be enforced.

Respectfully,

Jery 4. Goldman

JSG: ls

cc: Honorable George Gekas
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Honorable Robert McGuire
Police Commissioner
City of New York
One Police Plaza
New York, N.Y.
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MFAEL CUTANVAA COLON COEMMTTEE MEMBER
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1826 WESTCHESTER AVENUE EDUCATION
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July 15, 1983

Congronsmon Cunyor
c/o Goil C. Boi ion
Ansistcnt Counsel Judiciary
Committee, Sub-Committo

on Criminal Justice
United States House of Ropresont-tives
Houso Annex No. 2, Room 362
Washinjton, D.C. 20515

Door Congressman Conyor

I wish to thank you end your committee for their
conciontious investing tion into tho alligotions of Police
brutality.

Hownvor, I cannot personally support those alligntions
in their entire prospectus. Aos a Now York City Councilmon
of the 11th Councilmonic District. I have developed an ex-
cellent rapport with the -rocinct Cooandor of my district.
I have found them to ha most rosp nsive to every condition
or request made upon them. I hnve yet to witness a white-
wash situation or a coverup.

1 am not naive to tha foct that there hove been valid
cases involving brutality. in the post I would tend to
agree that there ware numerous hrutolity coses, but at
present they are limited but not condoned.

I wholeheartedly agree with the committee rocomondotion
regarding the appointment of civilian personnel to the
Civilian Complaint Review Boord;

It hcs indeed bon a pleasure to hove hod the opportunity
to assist you and your committee.

Sincerely Yours,

Vol0 I'P" aC fo n
26icil Member
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July 14, 1983

Congressman Conyer
c/o Gall E. Bowman
Assistant Counsel
Judiciary Committee
Sub-Committee in Criminal Justice
U.S. House of Representatives
House Annex #2 Room 362
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Conyer:

- As President and Chief Executive Officer of the Williamsburg Industrial
Neighborhood Development, Inc. (WIND), I speak on behalf of our Board of
Directors'and of its subsidiary corporation, the Williamsburg Industrial Development
Enterprises, Inc. (WIDE).

WIND is a not-for-profit local development corporation that has been in
existence since 1972. WIND Is dedicated to the economic, manpower and indus-
trial development of the Williamsburg, Bushwick, Fort Greene and Bedford-
Stuyvesant communities. Its first major accomplishment was the rehabilitation
of the abandoned Detecto Scales building into the nation's first, community-
sponsored Industrial park. This former shell now houses seven (7) Industrial
tenants and the executive offices of the corporation and employees totaling over
1, 500 people, ninety-percent of whom are resident minorities of our service area.

WIND recognized that these Industries coming in would require a trained
labor force. To meet this need, WIND has sponsored numerous training programs
for the hard-core unemployed adults and youth. Since 1972, over 7,000 community
residents have been serviced by our staff.

Over the span of our ten year tenure In the area, we have never seen any
evidence of an organized effort by the New York City Police Department to abuse
our community residents. Quite to the contrary, our experience has been that
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New York's Finest are highly trained professionals who are fair, sensitive and
compassionate to the constituency they protect. Each and every time we have
called on the NYPD, 90th Precinct, under whose jurisdiction we fall, their
response has been timely and above and beyond the call of duty.

Their performance has been so outstanding, that I have taken the
Initiative, on several occasions, to make official commendations on behalf of
the officers that have done such an outstanding job. Enclosed is a copy
of my most recent letter, dated March 2nd, to Commissioner Robert J. McGuire.
Enclosed you will also find 'a map of the boundaries of the 90th Precinct. This
will show the predominance of minorities within its catchment area.

I am outraged that such charges have been leveled at the police
department. These charges and/or allegations are, frankly, ludicrous'.
This Is certainly not the case with the 90th Precinct. Nor is it my
Impression of the police department as a whole. As a former director ofYouth Services for the Bronx, my work focused on Youth Services especially
the groups (gangs) of the area. I found that the officers of the 41st Precinct
(Fort Apache) performed similar as those of the 90th, maintaining the highest
tradition as New York City's Finest.

Sincerely,

ph alca rce iZ
s entChief Executive Officer

IJV:rmf

enclosures
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March 2, 1983

Honorable Robert J. McGuire
Commissioner
New York City Police Department
1 Police Plaza*
New York, New York 10038

Dear Commissioner McGuire :

On behalf of the Board of Directors, the officers and staff of
Williamsburg Industrial Neighborhood Development, Inc., I would like to
express sincere gratitude to you for the support we received from the 90th
Precinct and Patrol Borough Brooklyn North on Felbruary 25th, 1983.

On that occasion, WIND sponsored a luncheon honoring the Honorable
Philip Abrams, Asbistant Secretary for Housing, U.S. Department of H6using
and Urban Development, and the Honorable Blanca Cedeno, Commi!ssioner,: New
York City *Housing Authority. The ceremony was attended by many public
elected and appointed officials from the city', state and, federal government,
as well as prominent members of the community and business sector. The
response and cooperation from your department in arranging adequate coverage
for this event- was outstanding.

Since 1974, the 90th precinct has been of great assistance in
providing this kind of support for all special events that have taken place
at WIND. For this, they deserve special commendation for performing in -
the best tradition of New York's Finest. - -.

I would like to convey through you my sincere thanks for a job well .
done to the Commanding Officer, Captain Emery J. Papp, Sergeant Wilfred-
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ciban (shield No. 3010), Detective Joseph Ares (Shield No. 2802), Detective
Pablo Irizarry (Shield No. 2848), and Police Officer.Felix Pcrez (Shield

support.Again, my deepest. gratitude for your continued 
cooperation and

Sincerel

"i e"- •p al• rcel

Pr 6i en &C hief Executive Officer

ijVztrmf
cCS Honorable Edward Koch"

Mayor of the City of New York

Honorable Jaime Rios-,
Deputy Commissioner for Trials

WIND Board of Directors

WIDE Board of Directors
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e P. 0. Box 542

Bronx, New York 10455

Hub. Station

Telephone: 993-3510

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FEDERICO PEREZ

PRESIDENT

GLADYS DIAZ
VICE PRESIDENT

MILDRED SOTO
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

MARIA ROMAN
TREASURER

DOLORES ROQUE
COORDINATOR

JIMMY HORACIO
ASSISTANT COORDINATOR

WILFREDO ROSA
DIR. OF PULIC RELATIONS

CARLOS VELAZQUEZ
Of, Of OPERATIONS

MEMBERS AT LARGE
Iris Capeles
Phillip Estaba
Luis A. Feliciano
Mike Garcia
Nellie Gomez
Cesar Gonzalez
Crtain Hernandez
Julio Martinez
Ana Ortiz
Johnny Ortiz
Iris Pabon
Hetminio Portels
Ruben Rios
Julio Rodriguez
Irma Rosario
Bennie Tirado
Salomon Valle
Herbie Velez
HONORARY CHAIRMAN:
HON. MARIO BIAGGI
LEGAL COUNCIL:
PAUL E. BLEIFER

July 21, 1983

Dear Congressman Conyer:

As President of the Puerto Rican Day Parade in New
York City, I have never experienced any unfair treatment
by any of the members of the New York City Police Depart-
ment.

On the contrary, I have found the Police Department
to be most helpful. I have found that the police officers
have demonstrated extra efforts in protecting and assisting
all citizens of our City.

The police have especially been most cooperative in
providing the necessary protection and assistance in our
Puerto Rican Day Parade.

Sincerely,

DESFILE PUERTORRIQUENO DE NUEVA YORK

Fe rioPrz
President

Congressman Conyer
c/o Gail E. Bowman
Assistant Counsel, Judiciary
Committee, Sub-Committee on
Criminial Justice
United States House of Represen-
tatives
House Annex No.2 - Room 362
Washington, D. C. 20515

CELEBRATING OUR 251b. ANNIVERSARY

1958 1983
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BANCO DE PONCE
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, New York 10020

July 14, 1983

Congressman Conyer
c/o Gail E. Bowman
Assistant Council, Judiciary Committee
Sub-Committee of Criminal Justice'
United States House of Represent-tives
House Annex No. 2, Room 362
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Congressman Conyer:

It has been the experience of Banco de Ponce, on many occasions, that when we
call the Police Department for any type of assistance, their personnel are at
our doors quickly. Theitwtude toward "duty calls" and fellow humans in need
is surely commendable. calls would include harassment to our employees,
disorderly conduct at our branches, and/or community meetings where Banco de Ponce
is involved, not to mention lengthy stake-outs at our branches when the need arises.

Our branch managers maintain close relations and contacts with the local Precinct
commanders and community affairs personnel. On ane occasion the New York City
Police Commissioner, at our request, visited our Southern Boulevard branch where
an open meeting was held, attended by local merchants of the area and community
leaders. This is a rarity in which our community members would have a chance
to meet directly with the Commissioner and ask questions that would affect their
neighborhoods and businesses.

In general, the services rendered to Banco de Ponce, the oldest and largest Puerto
Rican Bank in New York City, has been from the rank of Police Officer to Police
Commissioner.

We at Banco de Ponce grately appreciate the support and cooperation extended by
the New York City Police Department to our employees and to the community we
serve.

Sincerely,

LJoseph Wiscovitch
Assistant Vice President and
Security Officer
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FEDERATION
:i .... .O F

NEW YORK STATE RIFLE & PISTOL CLUBS, INC.

LAW OFFICE
250 W. 94 St.

New York, NY 10025
(212) 662-5412

October 5, 1983
Honorable John Conyers
Chairman, Subcommittee on Criminal Justice
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Conyers,

We are writing this letter to you for inclusion in the
record of the hearing held on September 19, 1983 in New York
City on the subject of police brutality.

A recurring problem that has come to our attention
involves needless terrorizing of crime-victims who have
called the police in an emergency and the police responded
in street clothes. In these situations, the victim expected
to see officers "in blue" responding to the 911 call and
was unexpectedly confronted by several individuals who
themselves looked like criminals, but who in reality were
police officers dressed in Vplain" clothes.

We understand that there are cases where police
response in plainclothes is indicated in the furtherance
of good police work. But there are many cases to our own
knowledge where response in plainclothes was clearly
inappropriate and terrorizing of the victim, and was
excused only by lack of adequate uniformed manpower.
For such situations of shortage of uniformed police, it
is our suggestion that blue vests be kept on hand by the
police, to be worn over plainclothes by responding officers
where a uniformed response is indicated. These vests should
be clearly identifiable to the public, after a TV informational
campaign. Police precinct stations and police vehicles would

to - -'

37-501 0 - 84 - 39
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keep an adequate supply of these vests at all times,
so as to have them readily available for emergency
responses.

We hope that our suggestion for blue vests will
be found to be a practical and feasible step in
reducing tensions between police and public.

Yours very truly,

David I. Caplan
Chief Counsel
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Subcommittee on Criminal Justice

September 19, 1983

Mr. Chairman:

As you well know, since our beginning in 1968,

the National Conference of Black Lawyers has dis-

tinguished itself as an organization of activist

lawyers dedicated to the cause of racial justice

in this country and abroad. We have been in the

forefront of the fight against police brutality,

the preservation of affirmative action in

employment and education, and the representation

of Black and poor defendants who are victims of

a racist criminal justice system. In addition,

NCBL is recognized internationally for its support

of civil and human rights for oppressed peoples

around the world.

In New York City, members of VCBL have

represented victims of police brutality and their

/
15th Anvsvetry Convention e 0otobwr 7-0,193 I Le Angeles, CalifoNa

for)
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families. Moreover, because of the rise in police violence

in the late 1970's, in 1980, the New York City Chapter of

NCBL sponsored a conference on police misconduct. We concluded

that police violence against Blacks, Hispanics and other poor

people was pervasive, motivated by racism generally, and that

the Civilian Complaint Review Board (CCRB) was not an

adequate mechanism for addressing this problem. Today, three

years later, these conclusions have been confirmed by the

testimony you have already heard.

A report issued in January 1982 by the National Minority

Council on Criminal Justice stated:

The history of the police in the United States
reflects the evolution of a socially approved
armed institution whose role has frequently
been at odds with the freedom and the very
lives of minority peoples. While the roots
of the American police may be traced to England,
the role of the modern Amercian policeman
was heavily influenced by the "paddyrollers"
who patrolled southern plantations, swamps,
and towns to ensure that slaves stayed in
their assigned roles and did not disrupt the
"slavocracy" on which southern society and
economy were based.

Unequal Justice in America, at 225.

While this is New York City and not the antebellum South, the

police in this City often act like paddyrollers. According
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to statistics published in the Village Voice September 20,

1983 edition, since 1977, an average of 16 Blacks a year

have died at the hands of New York City police. During the

past five years police killings have increased 25, with an

average loss of 36 lives per year. Civilian complaints against

the police have doubled since Mayor Koch took office; many of

these are for racial slurs.

The Mayor who sets direction for the police department

exhibits the attitude of a plantation owner towards the Black,

Hispanic and Asian communities in this City. Just a few

examples of this attitude are: 1) the closing of Sydenham

Hospital in the face of widespread community protest and the

pleas of Black leaders to keep it open; 2) despite the outcry

of several thousand residents who demonstrated.in front of

City Hall, Mayor Koch approved the building of a prison in

Chinatown; 3) the surprise and disbelief the Mayor expressed

upon learning that a Black minister was beaten by white police

officers on a street and at a police stationhouse in Harlem

(where the Mayor incorrectly believed a large number of Black

police officers are assigned); and 4) characterizing this

subcommittee's decision to hold this hearing here at the

369th Armory as a veritable "circus." Such actions add

legitimacy to the argument that this administration turns a

deaf- ear to minority concerns and closes its eyes to complaints
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of physical brutality and verbal harassment. Indeed, such

actions encourage the wanton use of excessive force and the

concomitant belief in the minority community that the police

force is not friend and is an army of occupation.

As the testimony we have heard today overwhelmingly

indicates, the problem of police violence against Blacks,

Hispanics and other oppressed people must be immediately

addressed. Increasing the staff of the CCRB by 25%, as

Police Commissioner McGuire announced just three days ago,

is not the answer. Whether the CCRB has 7 civilian employees

or 27 is irrelevant. The point is the CCRB is totally

ineffective.

In addition to the several complaints recounted today

that were mishandled by the CCRB, my firm represents a

number of victims of police brutality, two of whom had cases

improperly handled by the CCRB.

On February 14, 1983 police officers assaulted and

harassed Ms. P. Ellis near the Bayou Pub at 123rd Street and

8th Avenue. They pushed her to the ground and fractured her

arm while cursing her and accusing her of selling drugs.

The only charge formally made against Ms. Ellis was dismissed

by the criminal court for failure to prosecute. Ms. Ellis

did not have any past experience with drugs, nor was she

a regular patron of the Bayou Pub. In fact, Ms. Ellis is

reputable person, who works as a cashier at Lord & Taylor

to support herself and two children. The incident and
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injuries caused her to miss five days work and an enormous

amount of anguish. To date, Ms. Ellis has heard nothing

from the CCRB.

On June 6, 1983 at 8:15 A.M. at a subway station at

191st Street and St. Nicholas Avenue, Ms. Aquino, a 45-year

old woman, was assaulted, badly beaten, and publicly

humiliated by two Transit police officers. Ms. Aquino, while

on her way to work, was arrested, handcuffed, subjected to

racial and ethnic slurs and generally humiliated in front

of students and personnel of George Washington High School,

where she is employed as a school aide. Although she suffered

multiple contusions, swelling of the arms, wrists and fingers,

whiplash and low back syndrome as a result of the beating,

she was charged with disorderly conduct. She was subsequently

acquitted of the charge. The most disturbing aspect of this

case is that the TA Police Department Civilian Complaint

Review Unit had only two months before received complaints

from a teacher and two students from George Washington H.S.

about the same police officers, the same type of physical

and verbal abuse and at the same location. Nevertheless,

the TA Police Department Civilian Complaint Review Unit

determined that there was "insufficient evidence" to sustain

a finding of impropriety by these police officers.
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What then is the solution? Increasing the presence of

Blacks and Hispanics on the police force is one way of

reducing racially motivated police violence. Making

the police more responsive to all the residents of this

City will go even further toward an effective solution

to the problem. A body made up of citizens not employed by

the police department which sets policy, has subpoena power

and enforcement authority is, we believe, what is necessary

to convert the role of the police in Black, Hispanic and

Asian communities from that of paddyrollers to what it

should be -- civil servants. To that end NCBL endorses the

model legislation for a Community Control Council drafted

by the NAARPR. With them, we urge its consideration by

this subcommittee.

Thank you for this opportunity to address this subcommittee.

Respectfully Submitted,

Phroska L. McAlister
Co-Chair, Legal Advocacy &
Legislative Committee
NCBL-NYC Chapter
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ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF
RACIALLY-MOTIVATED POLICE VIOLENCE

Introduction

By Betty Lawrence Bailey,
Staff Attorney,
Center for Constitutional Rights

Police harassment/brutality is a component of racially-motivated

violence. As is the case with racially-motivated violence generally,

any solution to police violence must involve the community the vio-

lence is directed against. Throughout this country communities are

demanding that cities be held accountable for police violence. They

are demanding citizen boards with the power to hold police officers

accountable for their violent deeds. Some cities have responded to

this demand by establishing some form of administrative review of

police misconduct. What follows is a survey of what, if anything,

is available administratively in all 50 states, the District of

Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

A recent example of the successful use of administrative review

is the Lacy case in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. In the summer of 1981,

Ernest Lacy, a 22-year-old Black man,. left the apartment he was

painting to get some food and was arrested by three police officers

from the Milwaukee Tactical Squad. The police claimed that he fit

the description of-a rapist being sought by police, although Lacy's

physical characteristics were different.

The police wrestled Lacy to the ground, forcing him to lie face

down, an officer pressing his knee into Lacy's back and lifting

Lacy's arms to a 90 degree angle. He was kept in this position even

after he was handcuffed. Unconscious, Lacy was thrown into a
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police van, his forehead hitting the metal floor. The van was

then driven to another location to arrest a man for outstanding

parking warrants. That man told the police that Lacy was not

breathing, but was ignored. Finally, after arriving at the scene

of the rape, when the officers could not awaken Lacy, they called

for an ambulance. Paramedics arriving at the scene were unable

to revive him and were critical of the police for not administer-

ing first aid. Lacy was then taken to a hospital, where he was

pronounced dead on arrival.

The Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR). together with

local Milwaukee lawyers, represented the Lacy family seeking

disciplinary action against the police officers before the

Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission--a citizen board which is

vested with the authority to discipline police officers for mis-

conduct in office. After a lengthy hearing, the Commission ruled

that one officer was guilty of using excessive force in the arrest

and that all five officers were guilty of failing to render first

aid. One officer was fired, three others suspended without pay

for 60 days, and one suspended for 45 days.

Administrative review can provide a way of involving the

community. In the Lacy case, the Lacy family and a coalition of

individuals from the community insisted that the legal team seek

administrative review in addition to filing a civil rights damage

action. Throughout the proceeding the community was actively

involved. They demonstrated whenever any proceedings took place

on the case, and they were present in the hearing room throughout

the 29 days of the hearing. Towards the end of the proceedings

-ii-
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members of the communitiy testified about the effect police vio-

lence had on the community. The Milwaukee Fire and Police Com-

mission provided a forum for community residents to have their

views heard.

Seeking administrative review is not without problems. In

instances where a civil rights damage action is planned, deciding

whether or not to seek administrative review before filing the

damage action should be well thought out. There is always a

chance that a party may be bound through the doctrines of res

Judicata or collateral estoppel by an adverse decision of the ad-

ministrative body. See, Kremer v. Chemical Construction Corp.,

-U.S. , 102 S. Ct. 1883 (1982) (a federal court in a Title VII

case must give preclusive effect to an administrative determination

on the same matter, affirmed by a state court, if the plaintiff

had a "full and fair opportunity" to litigate). See also, Unger

v. Consolidated Foods Corp., 693 F. 2d 703 (7th Cir. 1982);

Mitchell v. National Broadcasting Company, 553 F. 2d 265 (2d Cir.

1977) (applying res Judicata to a subsequent 51981 action);

Developments in the Law, Section 1983 and Federalism, HARV. L. REV.

1133, 1330-1360 (discussion of application of doctrine in §1983

actions). In determining whether to seek administrative review

prior to filing a civil rights damage action, one should consider

first what the client and the community wants, and second, the

structure of the administrative body and the facts of the particular

case. If the facts are particularly strong and the administrative

body impartial, it may be worth the chance. If, on the other hand,

the administrative body is made up of employees of the police

-iii-
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department, such as exists in New York, one would be well advised

to first seek review in federal court. If you prevail in federal

court you can then pursue administrative review.*

* Consider whether there is a time limit on seeking administrative
review. Where the state statute of limitations may prevent review,
communities may want to pressure the city to take action against
officers accused of gross misconduct. In Milwaukee, the FPC sus-
pended the three officers who arrested Ernest Lacy within weeks of
the incident. We are sure the many demonstrations by the Lacy
Coalition had something to do with the suspension. Another
alternative is to file a complaint before the administrative body
and ask them to stay the proceedings pending the outcome of the
damage action. Staying the proceedings should be a last resort,
since the police officers would continue to patrol the communities
in the interim.

-iv-
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ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF
RACIALLY-MOTIVATED POLICE VIOLENCE
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by Kirsten Bey, Student
Northeastern University
School of Law
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To find State statutes referring to Administrative Review of Police Misconduct
I looked under the following topics in statute indexes:

Municipal Corporations, Cities and Towns, Police, Peace Officers, Law Enforcement

Officers.

The following list covers the general statutes I found dealing with

review of police conduct. I am not vouching for the completeness of this

list, but it should at least get you started in each state.

1. Alabama 11-43-180 et seq. Civil Service Merit System for Law Enforcement Officer:

2. Alaska 18-65-130 et seq. Alaska Plice Standards Council

29-23-550 et seq. Municipal Employees M.rit Appointment

3. Arzona 38-1001 et seq. Law Enforcemnt Officers Merit System

4. Arkansas 19-1601.1 et seq. Civil Service Merit System for Police and Fire
Department

5. Colorado 31-30-101 to 31-30-105 Fire, Police & Street Department Civil
Service Cannissian

6. California Pen. 832.5 Citizen Complaint Against Personnel
See lso Berkeley Municipal Code, L.A. Municipal Code, San Francisco •
Municipal Code

7. Connecticut 7-274 to 7-294(e) Establishment of Town Police Commission

8. Delaware Nothing

9. District of Colusbia 4-901 to 4-905 Civilian Complaint Review Board

10. Florida 112.531 et seq. Law Fnforcement Officers Rights

11. Georgia Nothing
12. Hawaii 52-1 et seq. Police DeparTments

52-31 to 52-51 Hawaii, Kuai, Maui

13. Idaho 15-1601 et seq. Civil Service Ccrmission (not clear Police fall under thi.

14. Iowa 900. s3 e. Ci" I Serv,'4. , Poloc-

15. Indiana 36-8-9-1 et seq. Board of Metropolitan Public Safety

16. Kansas 13-2201 et seq. Civil Service Camission

17. Illinois 125 9 51 et seq. County Police Department
24 K 10-2-1 et seq. Board of Fire & Police commission
24 Q 3-7-3.1 Police Boards, Cities over 500,000 population

18. Louisiana R.S. 33:2471 et seq. Fire & Polioe Civil Service Camission

19. Massachusetts 44 1 to o l. Pol. of( , U'S - ,v h. C 41b',,,.I 4

f § Iy : A.
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2.

20. Kentucky 95.450 Ronaval of Police Officers

21. Maine 30:2361 Law Enforcement Officers

- 30:2152 Police & Fire Department Civil Service Comission

22. M 27-727 to 734D Law EInforcement Officers Bill of Rights

23. Michigan 28.1 et seq. Michigan State Police
38.501 Firemen & Policenent Civil Service Coiissicn
See also, Detroit City Charter

24. Minnesota 419 et seq. Police Civil Service Comdssion
439 et seq. poard of Fire & Police CamUnssion

25. Mississippi 21-21-1 Police Chief ih Charge
21-31 1 et seq. Police Civil Service for Certain Municipalities

26. Missouri 85-010 at seq. Board of Police Camdssin
84-010 at seq. Board of Police Ccnndssion -- St. Louis
85.350 et seq. Board of Police Comissicn - Kansas City

27. Mntana 11-1802 et seq. Police Ccnrrssion

28. NebraskA 19-1801 et seq. Police Department Civil Service Cocmission

29. New Hampshire 49-A: 24 Police Chief in Charge of Department (mayoral city)
49-A: 56 Police Chief in Charge of Department managerr city)

30. Nevada Nothing

31. New rexico 29-1-1 et seq. Police Officers Generally
29-2 et seq. State Police Board

32. New Jersey 40 A: 14 et seq. Police & Fire Department
40 A: 14-165 et seq. Board of Fire & Police Ccmaissin

33. New York Civ. Serv. * 83 Police Advisory Board

A 131 et seq. Police Ccmission 2d Class Cities

34. North Carolina 128.16 Removal of Police Officer

35. North Dakota Nothing

36. Ohio 143.01 at seq. Civil Service
737.12 Public Safety Director - suspension of police personnel

37. Cklahcza 11-10-119 Police Department Creation
see also collective bargaining Fire & Police

38. O 236.350 at seq. Disciplinary Actinas Against Police Officers

39. Pennsylvania 53-811 et seq. Removal of Police Officers
53-12638 Police Comrdssicn
See also, Philadelphia Charter 351 § 3.3-206 Police Comfission

40. Rhcde Island 42-28.6 at seq. Law Eforcement Officers Bill of Rights
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3.

41. South Carolina 5-19-10 et seq. Civil Service Conmission
5-19-110 et seq. Civil Service Ccmmission certain cities
23-21-10 et seq. Board of Police Commission certain cities

42. South Dakota 9-14-1 et seq. Police Department Civil Service

43. Tennese Nothing

44. Texas 28-22-1269m et seq. Civil Service Police

45. Utah 10-10-14 et seq. Civil Service Commission
10-3-1001 et seq. Board of Comissioners

46. Vermont 24-55-1931 et seq. Police Department, hearing before legislative body

47. Virgin Nothing
48. Washington 41-12-010 et seq. Civil service Comyission for City Police

*kAVI CoNi Chaviftr ASi' H.. SlL $k7,c tik. UfArki*
49. West Virginia 8-14-7 et seq. Policeme's Civil Service Comnssion hs. WenII- 14#-l t . Me t ,.pSe ,'>$. 'ff I r, r,5 M.-P I PAO(. hPt"

50. Wisconsin 62.13 Fire & Police Commission: Cities less than first Class
62.50 Fire & Police Conission: First Class Cities

51. Wy 15-5-101 et seq. Fire & Police Ccmnission

For States that divide their cities up into many different classes I did not
keep track of all the various provisions. As I mentioned at the out-set this
is only meant as a sketchy overview and a place to begin looking for provisions
dealing with review of police conduct.

fi , . ,r,'t Rico I .I II e sc$. in,., h'jehcn. P'rasec,,hn AllI £ ,mi

p¢.b ool e ts. 7 . /%obc* of Ig.eri0 I0co

S3. W~f I ICOS a # 'a ra .rp,,l,'n, e A I.

/-~ lef fre'. l'dIet FOrC e.

37-501 0 - 84 - 40
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4.

II. ho can file a complaint?

Citizen initiation of complaint allowed

California
District of Columbia
Florida
Idaho
Kentucky
Maryland
Michigan (For State Police)
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

Neraska
Mew Jersey
North Carolina
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota (Governor has independent power tc

remove- citizen can file complaint
with governor)

Vermont
Washington
Wisconsin
RPerto ROC

Language of statute seem to limit who can file complaint

Arizona (department head)
Hawaii (police chief)
Illinois (County police department - only sheriff can bring cczrplaint)
Minnesota (superior officer or appointing authority)

Vars indi,1r om e satnu Oo raissirr of Pi SdkL "

No, indication fran statute who raises complaint initially

Alabama
Alaska
Arkansas - SA% fuk ctdon'4 4f t f v
Colorado c h3 . t4 * a R( ChAsr b A

C&%4. 4 c mkConnecticut C- rr# L d
Indiana
Kansas
Illinois (for mmmicipal police department

case law indicates that citizen
complaint can be basis for re-
moval, but not explicite that
citizen can file complaint on own)

Iouisiana
Maine
4o,. (CYVI Sk aVce Co,,rn ;f 'r,€f

Michigan (for municipal police dept)
New Mexico
New York
Ohio
dklahan
South Dakota (civil service procedure)
Texas
Utah
West Virginia
Wyoming
Ajaio~~hus

ean 'h poces O,'5d.*nh
rhniC. 'r- en'-pectee)

a . " &U,
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III Who sits on review board, if one exists?

For states which provide sane sort of reviewing body, the following compositions
of those lxxlies exist:

Reviewing body has no Eolice as members

Arizona
Arkansas
Connecticut (But each town has Aiscretion whether or not to have review system)
Hawaii
Idaho
Indiana (Each city has discretion whether or not to create a board)
Kansas (Each city has discretion whether or not to adopt a civil service cams)
Kentucky (Town legislative body hears complaints against police)
Massachusetts (Final reviewing body, initial review by appointing authority)
Maine (Each town has the discretion to create a board)
Minnesota (Each town has discretion whether or not to have board)
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Carolira (File petition for removal with county superior court judge)
South Carolina
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Wisconsin
Puerto Rico

Reviewing body has some civilian members and some police members

Alaska
Alabama
Louisiana
Michigan (for municipal police department)
West Virginia (one member appointed by chamber of commerce)
District of Coluimbia

Feviewing body made up of all police officers

Maryland (at least one member must be of rank of aggrieved officer)
Michigan (for State police matters)
New Mexico
Rhode Island (aggrieved officer gets to choose one member)
West Virginia
Florida (aggrieved officer gets to choose one member)
Virgin Island (Coissiner of Public Safety is sole decider)

Statute provides for reviewing body, but composition is unclear from statute

Colorado Pennsylvani
California Illinois (County: sheriff appoints
New Jersey City: mayor appoints members)
New Yord Iowa
Cklahona South Dakota
Oregon Washington
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6.

IV Who has final authority regarding sanction for misconduct?

Reviewing board has final authority (except for judicial review)

Alaska
Arizona (reviews an initial decision

of police chief)
Arkansas
California (in charter cities. Not

clear where final author-
ity lies with general law
cities)

Connecticut
Florida
Hawaii
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Illinois
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana (mayor has veto power over

guilty decision)
Nebraska
New Mexico
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Chio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
Utah (can only review a decision from

department head. Cannot ccrpel a
dismissal)

Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wycning

M ~.p h L4 jell*,

Reviewing board only makes recoriendaticn to the chief of police

District of Columbia
Maryland

Reviewing board exists at least in part to review discipl actions of
der t head i.e., department head can impose heavy sanctions without first

providing hearing
Arizona
Arkansas
Hawaii
Nebraska
Ohio
Texas
Utah

A AA15
1(,1 hISA5' r.o v,* o 0n 13 Oc t, (,%, .-I sor v c e. coini,-;s~
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V What provisions are allowed at a hearing?

Full panoply of rights, e.g., right
etc. (for acused officer)

to counsel, subpoena witnesses, cross examine

Arkansas
District of Colusbia
Florida
Idaho
Indiana
Kansas
Illinois
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana

No absolute right to a hearing, board

Nebraska
New Mexico
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyomeing fd~

can refuse to review decision

Hawaii

States where statute does not specify details of hearing

Arizcna
Colorado
California
Connecticut
Maine
Texas
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8.

VI Specific Statutory provisions

A. Reviewing body has some control over rules and regulations of police department
i.e., control beyond hiring and firing

Alabama (arguably from purpose of statute)
Berkeley
Detroit
Connecticut
Hawaii
Indiana
Louisiana
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Puerto Rico
South Carolina
Wisconsin

B. Complainant has role other than as witness

Wisconsin
District of Columbia
Puerto Rico (maybe can just appeal decision of Conmission)

C. Records of reviewing body are clearly public

California (must maintain records for at least five years)
District of Columbia
Florida
Texas
Massachusetts becomess part of orployee's record)

D. Who can ask for appellate review (judicial review) I may not have noted
down this aspect on scme of the states.

1. only aggrieved officer

Idaho New York
Indiana Ohio
Kentucky Pennsylvania
Maryland Utah (only for abuse of discretion)
Mississippi (jury trial review) Vermont
Montana Washington
Nebraska West Virginia
New Mexico Wyoming
New Jersey

2. Departnt/commission or aggrieved officer

Arizona
Arkansas
Illinois (pursuant to Administrative Review Act)
Louisiana
Minnesota
Rhode Island
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9.

3. Citizen/ccMlainant can request review

Puerto Mico
Wisonsin

4. Unclear who can request review

Alabama
Alaska
Colorado
California
Connecticut
District of Columbia (not clear

there is review)
Florida
Iowa
Maine

5. No one can request review

Hawaii
Kansas (?)
Missouri .

Oregon
Chio
North Carolina
South Carolina
South Dakota
Texas
Virgin Islands

(original review is judicial)
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10.

VII Discussion

There are three generic forms of review boards:

1) departmental internal review systems;

2) civilian review boards whcih have no departmental role except to
review citizen complaints; and

3) civilian police commissions which have authority to
a) review and decide misconduct complaints, and
b) provide input into the general management of ihe police department.

All review systems I found in the statutes are soe variation an these general

themes. Most involve types 2 and 3. The make-up of the boards varies greatly

fran one state to another. It runs the gamut fran total civilian control to

total departmental control. All boards seem to be able to recziywn or impose

the whole range of sanctions, from suspension to discharge.

Because f reveiwed only state statutes I have no idea what exists on the

rmmicipal level (although I did cane across references to city provisions for

Detroit, Seattle, Spokane, Berkeley, L.A., San Francisco, and Chicago.)

Men looking at 9 I, note that many of the states allow cities the discretion

to have a review system or not. Therefore, what follows in the succeeding

sections may or may not exist, depending on whether a given city opted for

creating a review board.

The first place to begin in looking for administrative review of police

misconduct should be at the city level, i.e. , see if the city charter provides

for anything. After that an inquiry should be made into what type of procedures

a specific police department has. A department may provide a relatively fair

system, e.g., reviewing agents' sole job ay be to do internal investigations.

I suspect, however, that any internal departmental system will be inadequate,

but it is a place to begin.

If there are no local provisions and the internal review mechanism appears

unsatisfactory, I would then go to state statutes. I was surprised at the number of

states that do provide for some form of review of police misconduct. Many of
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these are civil service systems which exist primarily to protect public employees

from improper discharge, but several do incorporate specific regulations dealing

with police misconduct. At least 20 states (including D.C., Puerto Rico, and

the Virgin Islands) provide for citizen initiating of complaints in some form.

Of these several are within the civil service regulations or Law Enforceimet

Officers Merit Systems. (see I I & I)

The history of type 2 systems in the U.S. has been less than successful.

This is due mainly to police department opposition. A former member of the

Detroit Civilian Police Board, Littlejohn, claims that police opposition

is less strenuous to a civilian comissin because the comission has actual

authority over departmental matters and is not viewed as an outside entity

being imposed .upon the police department.

Besides Detroit and Wisconsin, there are several other review-type bodies

which have some input inot departmental matters. (see § VI A) In addition to not being

an alien force, these bodies can use what they learn from their reviewing

function to propose needed changes in the department. A review board which

only reommands a sanction, or even if it can impose a sanction, cannot

force any structural change upon a department.

Aspects which make a system "progressive", i.e., pro-citizen include:

1. Citizen allowed to file a complaint;

2. Citizen able to control prosecution of complaint;

3. Beviewing body has authority to impose sanction;

4. Citizen able to appeal unfavorable decision; and

5. Hearings and records are public.

Only the Wisconsin and Puerto Rico systems provide for all of these features.

1. See Civilian Police Ccmmssian: A Deterrent to Police Misconduct. U. Detroit
Urban law Journal.
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12.

A review system which really involves ccsplainant input is particularly

2
important for misconduct of minor dimensions, e.g., law level harrassTent,

verbal abuse, discrimination, because most victims of such police behavior

would not be able to maintain a civil action to redress these wrongs.

Pditionally most review system provide for relatively quick review of the

accused officer's behavior. The nost wide spread ccnplaints against civil

litigation are that actual results never filter down to the individual officer

and civil litigation doesn't lead to structural change in the department.

My personal view (primarily from the Lacy case) is that civilian review

of police misconduct is more of a community control issue than an individual

rights remedy; although each successful complainant certainly has had his/her

rights vindicated. I hold this view because those who are most often

victims of police abuse are the poor and minority members of a comumity,

and the more local a remedy, the more ability they have to control their

environment. I wouldn't suggest doing away with filing civil law suits

but a strong, well-utilized system of administrative review fulfills

a role in the overall sheve of combatting police abuse.

Any city that already provides for citizen initiated review of police

misconduct could be ripe for a concerted effort to test the system. Especially

in cities where hostility exists between the police department and certain

groups, those abused groups could organize to use the cczrlaint system at least

to draw attention to the abuse and expose an ineffective or sham system.

Where citizen initiation of review is not allowed, this would seem to be the

area of most needed change. Where citizen initiation is possible, but citizens

are at most witnesses in any proceeding, the necessary chaqjge is to allow a

coplainant, if they choose, to present their case. One problem with cosplainant

2. Mst states list misconduct in general term, e.g., excessive force, abuse
of authority, discourteous behavior toward public. Puerto Rico provides for a long
list of improper behavior including discrimination on socio-economic basis, or any
reason not applicable to general population, physical or psychological coercion.
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13.

control is that if a omplainant cannot afford an attorney, the complainant

will likely be at a disadvantage to the accused's attorney. Therefore, in

saw situations it might be preferable to allow a complainant to choose

betwe self control of the case or control by the hearing board.

The problem with board control is, of course, it's hard for a board

to be both an impartial decision maker and a zealous advocate for the

complainant.

A couple states' review systems prohibit administrative review to,

occur while there is on going criminal or civil action. I didn't research

the issue of the res judicata effect of an administrative decision (no doubt

Betty or sone law student will in preparation for the civil suit) on

subsequent clvil action. As I know nothing about administrative law and

remember even less about civil procedure I wo 't hazard a guess on this issue.
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INTRODUCTION

Since its foundation in 1973 the National Alliance Against Racist and Politica
Repression has consistently fought to protect poor and minority communities from
widespread abuses of police powers. In recognition of the consistent failure of the
administration of justice system to provide adequate civil and criminal remedies
against such crimes, the NAARPR established a Police Crimes Task Force nation-
wide to place deliberate emphasis on the criminality of abuses of police powers.

Responding to the increasing volume of evidence of police crimes amassed by the
Alliance's regional committees and recognising the extent to which the media ig-
nores these crimes, the Alliance decided to hold a National People's Hearing and
Inquiry into Police Crimes in Los Angeles on January 23-24, 1981.

A panel of distinguished church leaders, community representatives, legislators
and legal experts was convened in Los Angeles' City Hall on January 23 and they
received oral and written testimony from a large number of victims, attorneys,
community leaders and legislators who came from across the country to testify.
Witnesses came from northern and southern California, Colorado, Indiana, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Texas and Washington, D.C.

On the following day, members of the panel joined witnesses and experts in or-
der to help formulate programs of action in workshops concentrating on legislative
strategies, litigation and community organisation.

PANELISTS

Helen Hide

Quincy Beaver

Curtis Earnest

Rev. Edgar Edwards

Robert Farrell

Richard Harvey

Dr. Cecil (Chip) Murray

Rosalio Munoz
Mary Powers

University of Nebraska, Omaha: Co-ordinator
Student personnel
Southern Chair, Black Caucus, California
Democratic Council, Carson Ca;
Legislative Deputy to Bill Greene, California State
Senator, Los Angeles, Ca;
Pastor, Immanuel United Church of Christ, Co-
Chair, Political Committee of "The Gathering" Los
Angeles, Ca;
Councilman, City of Los Angeles, California;
Barrister, International Association of Democratic
Lawyers, London, England;
Pastor, First AME Church; Co-Chair Political
Committee of."The Gathering" Los Angeles, Ca;
Los Angeles Committee on Immigration, Ca;
National Interreligious Taskforce on Criminal
Justice, Chicago IL.

SPONSORS

National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression
National Conference of Black Lawyers
National Black American Law Students Association
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i. THE HEARINGS

1. PURPOSES
First, to provide a national forum for the presentation of evidence of police
crimes;
Secondly, to examine the extent to which individual police crimes may be cate-
gorized as part of a consistent pattern and practice of behavior;
Thirdly, to establish whether there be any significant correlation, by way of
race, class, ethnicity or otherwise, between individual victims of police crime;
Fourthly, to investigate the failures of the administration of justice system to
provide adequate civil and criminal remedies for the victims of police crimes;
Fifthly, to review how far, if at all, police officers* and departments are subject
to the control of the communities which employ them;
and to make findings and recommendations based on the above.

2. CRITERIA FOR FINDINGS

The panel took as its basic premise that police officers and departments must be,
and must be seen to be, subject to the same laws as those individuals and communi-
ties they are employed to serve. Accordingly, we applied the ordinary standards of
criminal law in examining allegations of crimes committed by police officers.

However, police officers have particular responsibilities and duties to society in
addition to whose which apply to the ordinary citizen. They exist to uphold the law
and the constitution and to defend internationally recognised standards of human
rights and fundamental freedoms. For these purposes they are given extraordinary
powers and licensed to carry deadly weapons.

The violation of any one individual's rights by any police officer we take to be a
crime against the community as a whole. Where the machinery of the administra-
tion of justice fails to guarantee a remedy in practice for such a crime then those re-
sponsible, be they legislators, judges, medical examiners, District Attorneys or sen-
ior police chiefs, are equally guilty of violating human rights. Accordingly, in addi-
tion to the ordinary criminal law, we have applied internationally accepted stand-
ards of human rights.

3. COUNSEL TO THE PANEL

Adjoa Burrow Esq., Washington D.C.
Lennox S. Hinds Esq., New York, N.Y.

4. CATEGORIES OF CRIME ALLEGED

Attorneys Lennox S. Hinds and Adjoa Burrow called before us evidence of:
A. Murder: 25 specific cases were testified to, together with details relating to
numerous others;
B. Assaults: a substantial number of witnesses gave evidence of the most brutal
types of assault;

*In this term we include any law enforcement officers; local, State or Federal, who are legally authoris-
ed to carry weapons and other dangerous instruments and to enforce laws in any jurisdiction.

5

37-501 0 - 84 - 41
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C. Breaking & Entering: many of the above cases, together with further in-
stances, involved violations of the privacy of individuals and organizations;
D. Politically and Racially selective prosecutions, harrassment and surveillance
of poor and minority communities in criminal violation of people's
constitutional rights: trade unionists, political and community activists and
leaders of minority communities attested to such practices.

5. STANDARD OF PROOF APPLIED

The panel applied to all cases the standards which would ordinarily justify the
institution of criminal proceedings against any person accused of a crime: the
standard of prima face proof.

6. LIST OF WITNESSES
Raymond Blanks - National Minority Advisory Council on Criminal Justice
to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Washington, D.C.
Bernida Reagan - National Conference of Black Lawyers, Los Angeles, CA.
(Chapter Chairperson)
Leon Gilbert - Attorney, Los Angeles
Merri Felder - Philadelphia, PA.
Barbara True - Mother of victim Anthony Hightower, Oklahoma City, OK.
Ted Quant - Police Abuse Committee, New Orleans LA.
Bob Robideau - Leonard Peltier Defence Committee, Pine Ridge, So.
Dakota.
Jerry Mandel - La Raza Legal Alliance, Washington D.C.
Ida Jones - Omaha, NE.

Kabili Tayari - People's Investigation Commission, Jersey City, N.J.
Bill Worley - Charles Briscoe Committee for Justice, Oakland, CA.
Sherry Nelson - Sister of Victim, Richmond CA.
Mattie Jones - NAARPR, Louisville Kentucky
Fred Harris - Victim, Louisville KY.
Rev. Jessie Gray - Victim, Los Angeles, CA.
Alex Hurder - Trade Union Organiser, Memphis, TN.
Hon. Maxine Waters - State Assemblywoman, Sacramento, CA.
Rita Melgares - Francisco Martinez Defence Committee, Colorado.
Linda Valentino - American Friends Services Committee, American Civil
Liberties Union, Los Angeles, CA.
Juan Guiterrez - Local 301, Los Angeles, CA.
Brian Hudson - National Lawyers Guild, Los Angeles Central Jail Project,
CA.

6
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7. FORMAT OF HEARINGS

The hearings were opened by addresses from Alliance Executive-Secretary,
Charlene Mitchell and Police Crimes Task Force Co-ordinator, Bob Duren. Due to
personal commitments, certain panelists were unable to be present for the entire
period of testimony, however, a continuous and careful note was kept of all evi-
dence, the contents of which were shared between all panelists in order that their
findings might be unanimous.

All witnesses were given a full opportunity to present a detailed account of cases
of which they had direct or expert knowledge.

In addition to oral testimony, the panel received written submissions and
summaries of learned studies, such as that prepared by the U.S. Justice Depart-
ment's National Minority Advisory Council On Criminal Justice to the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration. Further written testimony came in the form
of the Report on Police Crimes In the Unites States to the Sixth united Nations
Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment of Offenders (August 1980,
Caracas, Venezuela) from the International Association of Democratic Lawyers;
the Report to the IVth Russell Tribunal on Leonard Peltier and the denial of his
and other Native Americans' treaty rights and human rights; and the findings of
the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF) concerning
over 50 murders by police officers of Mexican Americans in the United States
within the last decade.
Due to prior commitments, several potential witnesses and organizations were un-
able to attend the panel hearings. The Asian American Legal Defense and Educa-
tion Fund (AALDEF) provided detailed written evidence of police crimes of mur-
der and racially selective prosecution in the Chinatowns of San Francisco and New
York. Jack Kilroy, Esq., an attorney of the Farm Labor Organizing Committee,
Toledo, OH, sent photographic and written documentation of brutal police as-
saults on himself and other Committee activists in Ohio in September 1979, follow-
ed by politically motivated prosecutions.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

1. Based on all of the evidence presented to us, we, the panelists of the national
People's Hearing and Inquiry into Police Crimes in the United States, find that
a primafacie case has been overwhelmingly established, showing a pattern and
practice of politically and racially selective surveillance, harrassment, arrest and
prosecution. We find that the victims of these practices are predominantly
drawn from poor and minority communities throughout the United States.

These practices violate the ordinary standards of the criminal law, the Constitu-
tion of the United States and internationally accepted principles of human
rights. Further, in the case of Native Americans, they violate treaty obligations.

2. The very existence of such practices on such a scale as we have found operates to
chill the exercise of constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, particularly for mem-
bers of poor and minority communities with insufficient funds to hire attorneys
and inadequate public standing to attract media coverage.
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3. That chill on their rights can only be removed by a responsive machinery of jus-
tice dedicated to eradicate police crime and protect its victims. We find, by con-
trast, innumerable instances of cursory investigation, dilatory prosecution and
a greater concern to exonerate the perpetrator than to protect the victim of pol-
ice crime. Indeed, we heard and were satisfied that in a significant number of
cases the clear concern of senior police officers, political figures, coroners,
D.A.'s and judges is to put the victim on trial, if still alive, or to subject a dead
victim and his or her family to a campaign of vilification, with the aim of justify-
ing the actions of the police officer or department.

4. These gross failures of the machinery of justice can only be remedied by public
awareness and determination. The great concern of the founding fathers to
encourage democratic accountability of all organs of government led to the
passing of the First Amendment. However, we have found that this protection
of the press from censorship does not protect the public from the evils of self-
censorship. Many witnesses complained of media unconcern and some stated
that while individual reporters had shown sympathy and understanding, editor-
ial policy had "killed" the story.

Thus, while applauding the courage of individual investigative journalists who
have jeopardised their careers to fight police crime, we find the dismissive atti-
tude of the Los Angeles Times to the subject-matter of ourHearings to be typical
of a nationwide abdication of journalistic responsibility.

5. We make a special finding that, in a significant number of cases, police depart-
ments have engaged in a consistent pattern of harrassment, surveillance, intimi-
dation and prosecution of groups and individuals engaged in constitutionally
protected forms of political activity. "Red Squads" formed in a number of
States have persistently violated the human right to freedom of association.

6. We find further that certain police departments have not only sought to intimi-
date others in exercizing their rights, but have used improper threats and induce-
ments to manipulate popularly elected representatives. By threatening to fi-
nance campaigns aimed at removing representatives voting against legislation
promoted by police departments, those very departments seek to subvert the
democratic. process. We find that such practises, where they 'have occurred,
cross the line which distinguishes a democracy from a police state.

7. The use of such pressures to divert public funds away from increasing communi-
-ty needs at a time when public funds are decreasing and police expenditure rising
further demonstrates the danger of a movement towards a police state. The soc-
ial cost of such a move is evidenced by the Miami and Chatanooga rebellions
and we find the calls for increased police powers which accompany such
occurrences only exacerbate the problems they claim to address. Greater police
powers do not mean greater social jsutice. The evidence we have seen and heard
points to precisely the opposite conclusion.
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8. Finally, based on our questioning of those expert witnesses called before us, we
conclude that in no part of the United States does there exist any adequate,
democratically accountable mechanism for control over police departments by
the communities which employ them. We therefore accept the evidence of Jerry
Mandel, of the La Raza Legal Alliance that:

"In the poor and minority communities the police are viewed from coast to
coast as an army of occupation".

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the light of our findings we endorse the proposals which emerged from the Leg-
islation, Litigation and Community Organisation Workshops held on January 24th,
1981. (Parts 11 & III of this Report). We further urge all organisations concerned to
fight police crime to study the National Alliance's "Model Legislation for A Police
Control Council" (Appendix !) with a view to organising within the community and
lobbying legislators for implementation of that model.

The Bill of Rights for the Undocumented Worker (Appendix 11) deserves similar-
ly urgent consideration and implementation.

Since the conclusion of our hearings a large number of unarmed civilians have
been shot by police officers, in many instances where officers have been off duty and
failed adequately or at all to warn the victims of their identity. A recent New York
Times editorial challenged the New York Police Department's rule that off duty
officers must carry their weapons at all times. In our view, not only is such a rule
illogical but it aggravates the danger to the community. We recommend that no off
duty police officer should be allowed to carry a weapon without the direct authori-
zation of the Chief of Police, who must in turn be accountable to democratic control.
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SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE

A. CRIMES AGAINST MINORITY COMMUNITIES

As stated above, the violation of any one individual's rights is a crime against the
community as a whole. However, certain witnesses provided detailed testimony re-
lating to a substantial number of violations of the rights of whole communities.
Space does not permit all these details, many of which were contained in written
submissions to the panel, to be repeated. What follows is a summary of crimes
committed as part of a consistent pattern and practice by police departments
against minority communities.

1. NATIVE AMERICAN RESERVATION, PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA.

Bob Robideau gave oral and written testimony of the June 26, 1975 attacks on wo-
men and children launched by the FBI as the culmination of a wave of murders
committed by Bureau of Indian Affairs trained "goon squads". Between 1973 and
1975 some 200 members and supporters of the American Indian Movement had
been killed, and when members of AIM sought to defend their community on June
26, 1975 they found themselves framed on murder charges.

Having considered the evidence submitted to the IVth Russell Tribunal, we are
satisfied that Leonard Peltler is a political prisoner in that he is the victim of the
police crime of racially and politically selective prosecution brought with.the clear
purpose of harrassing the entire community of Pine Ridge and intimidating Native
Americans across the United States from demanding their treaty rights and from
opposing the "official" leaders designated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. These
are chosen for their willingness to give away their ancestral lands at bargain prices
rather than for their democratic popularity or accountability to the community.

2. ALGIERS, NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA
According to Ted Quant, of the New Orleans Police Abuse Committee:

"Since Labor Day 1980, the New Orleans Police Department has murdered five
people in cold blood".

In this predominantly Black community the first to die was Laurence Lewis, beaten
in the head and shot in front of witnesses after having been arrested on the street. A
grand jury acquitted police officers of crime.

Then, on November 8th a white officer was killed, leading to a community-wide
rampage by a squad of 20-30 officers who attacked and beat youths all over Algiers
in an attempt to intimidate them into giving evidence about the killing. On Novem-
ber 1 th, Raymond Ferdinand was stopped in this way, while carrying a bag con-
taining a knife and illicit drugs. He was killed on the spot.

Finally, after two "witnesses" had been tortured by semi-strangulation and Rus-
sian roulette and forced to sign false statements implicating men they did not
know, police surrounded the houses of James Billy, Reginald Miles and Sherry Lin
Singleton. Without warning or order to come out, they stormed both houses, mur-
dering the adults in a hail of bullets. Ms. Singleton's four-year old child was unhit
and now bears the psychological scars of having seen his mother crouched in the
bath with her eye shot out;
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The local chief of police was forced to resign, claiming that, although officers
should not have acted as they did, the raid was so conducted:

"To prevent police morale from being destroyed".
As we go to press we read, with deep concern, but no surprise, that New Orleans

grand juries found "insufficient evidence" and thus refused to hand down indict-
ments against any single officer implicated in this shameful attack.

This is precisely the sort of callous disregard for the right to live which sparked
the rebellion in Miami in 1980 and it is only through full community accountability
for police action that similar rebellions can be averted in the future.

3. JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY

In the words of Kabill Tayarl, of the New Jersey People's Investigation Commis-
sion, in parts of the United States.

"Afro-Americans are in the same position as Jews in Second World War
Germany"

Citing prison statistics which show Black Americans forming 70% of the popula-
tion of prisons as opposed to 15% of the free community, Mr, Tayari went on to
list a catalogue of police crimes against the Jersey City Black community which has
led to the People's Investigation Commission calling for the resignation of the pol-
ice chief and reporting 22 cases of police crime to the NAACP in 1980 alone.

The only response to the Commission was to call police re-inforcements to eject
its members from the Council meeting at which the police chief's resignation was
demanded.

In the light of all the testimony presented we were convinced that Mr. Kabili was
right in saying that:

"The Senate Judiciary Committee needs to investigate what is happening in
the victims-the hostages*-in the United States".

4. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Bob Duren, as the Alliance's Police Crimes Task Force Co-ordinator, introduc-
ed his remarks by calling for communities around the country to take steps to pre-
vent the further encroachments of the "Police state" concept seen emerging today.
In reference to Miami, he said:

"Spontaneous rebellions are not simply racial conflicts, they are rebellions
against the whole operation of the criminal justice system".

Eula May Love
We heard an appalling amount of evidence of wanton disregard for the sanctity

of life by the Los Angeles Police Department.
Bernice Reagan, of the Natignal Conference of Black Lawyers, called Los An-

geles the "Police killing capital of the world" and went on to outline the shocking

*Reference to the contrasting official response to the treatment of 52 Americans in
Iran as opposed to the plight of millions of repressed minorities daily held hostage
to fortune in the United States.
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murder of Eula Love, shot eight times by two police officers in circumstances
where their own lives could not conceivably have been endangered whatever the
reality of the hotly disputed evidence.

John Moore, Roy Lemelle & Larry Moris
Attorney Leon Gilbert, testifying about three separately murdered youths, John

Moore, Roy Lemelle and Larry Morris, made the telling point that it is one thing to
talk about police crime, but:

"Seeing the results of their brutality on the mortuary slab puts things in a dif-
ferent perspective."

Handcuffed, with his hands behind his back, John Moore was lying on the ground
after being arrested. When an officer saw him move he shot him in the buttocks
with a shotgun, killing him.

Roy Lemelle had been arrested and placed in a police car for stealing a radio.
Witnesses say police strangled him and subsequent examination revealed deep
bleeding in his neck in contrast to the autopsy report that he choked to death on his
own vomit.

Larry Morris's killing was described by Attorney Gilbert as "another example of
the Gestapo tactics of the LAPD". Such extreme language certainly seems justified
by the extreme severity of the police response to some youths playing on the street.
Having verified that reports of "gunshots" really referred only to a firecracker,
one officer was heard to say to another: "Let's go give them some harassment".
Totally unprovoked, they burst into Larry and his cousin David's apartment and
beat Larry to death, leaving 65 bruises on his body and a baton mark across his
neck where, as the coroner's jury later found-contradicting an attempt by the pol-
ice and coroner's office to cover up the crime as death by a heart condition-the
cause of death ultimately was strangulation.

The cover up was consummated when the coroner refused to record the jury's
verdict and substituted his own-heart disease. In this, as in many other cases,
Attorney Gilbert testified:

"A coroner's inquest becomes an adversary proceeding against the victim's
family. Whereas, in police-related cases the D.A.'s office does not participate
except to send observers to the inquest. This is totally different from the way in
which they cross-examine witnesses to alleged killings by civilians".

Rev. Jessie Gray
Rev. Gray documented six allegedly false arrests between the end of 1975 and
mid-1980, saying he had been held for a total of 18 months without charges or court
appearances. While in Los Angeles County Jail he witnessed two murders of in-
mates by the Sheriff's "goon squad" and was himself the victim of numerous beat-
ings. He stated that the murders were written up as suicides by the prison authori-
ties and he is currently pursuing claims for false imprisonment, wrongful arrest and
assault and battery.
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Los Angeles Central Jail
Brian Hudson, of the National Lawyers Guild Project on the Jail pointed out

that this is one of the largest in the country, housing 6,000 people of whom the vast
majority are Black or Hispanic. By contrast the vast majority of the guards are
inexperienced white police officers on their first tour of duty.

The Guild Project had found evidence of extensive beatings and an average of
one totally unprovoked serious assault each day.

A Grand Jury hearing, held ostensibly to investigate police abuses in the jail, was
turned by the D.A. into a forum for trying to obtain evidence against prisoners.

These prisoners are all drawn from a wide area and the continual pattern of
harrassment and criminal brutality against them is a racially selective crime against
them as individuals and against the whole community of prisoners. It is further-
more a crime against the communities they live in causing stress and fear to friends
and relatives.

5. BAY AREA, CALIFORNIA
Bill Worley, of the Charles Briscoe Committee for Justice detailed the murder of

Mr. Briscoe, a respected community leader with two daughters, in Oakland Ca. On
September 5th 1979 police officers opened fire in an unprovoked attack on Mr.
Briscoe, whose body sustained 42 wounds. He was one of 10 Black people killed by
Oakland police during 1979, as a result of which there has been a substantial re-
sponse from the community, demanding a Citizens Complaints Board.

Bill Worley warned of the dangers of accepting a board which is not demo-
cratically elected and which does not exercise real control. In Oakland it is the
Mayor who appoints the members, the board has insufficient power to investigate
complaints and no authority to enforce reforms in police practises.

Sherry Nelson, of Richmond, Ca., gave evidence of her brother Valery's murder
by police when he failed to stop when ordered to do so while driving. The family
has filed a wrongful death suit against the police department and the city council
sifice, although the officer claimed he thought Valery was reaching for a gun, medi-
cal examination revealed powder burns on his neck, indicating shooting at virtually
point blank range. The county D.A. claimed it was justifiable homicide.

6. THE CHICANO COMMUNITIES OF COLORADO

Rita Melgares, of the Francisco Martinez Defense Committee made an urgent
appeal on behalf of human rights lawyer "Kiko" Martinez. Kiko was forced to go
underground after a sustained campaign against activists on behalf of Chicano
rights in 1973.

In a number of bombings blamed on Chicano activists and killings of Chicano
leaders including Kiko's brother, the Defence Committee sees a pattern similar in
all respects to the COINTELPRO operations mounted by the FBI to discredit and
assassinate Black activists. Denver police attacked a Chicano legal center in May
1973, killing one and wounding many more and in August of the same year a re-
markable "discovery" of unexploded bombs suggested media and police collab-
oration to justify convening a Grand Jury to investigate the entire Chicano com-
munity.
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In November 1973 the Grand Jury handed down an indictment of Kiko Martinez
and shortly afterwards 6 Chicano activists were killed in explosions over a 48 hour
period. In a wave of media hysteria the US government offered $3000 for informa-
tion leading to Kiko's arrest, matched by $2500 put up by the local newspaper. This
served as a backdrop to the wholesale intimidation of the Chicano community
under the color of searching for Martinez.

When he was arrested in 1980, Attorney Martinez faced three Federal Court and
two State Court trials. We understand that since the Hearing on January 23, his
first trial ended when the judge declared a mis-trial and there has since been a
massive campaign of vilification by a television program aimed at prejudicing the
minds of any further jurors.

7. OKLAHOMA CITY OK.
Barbara True has long been an activist in Oklahoma City against police crimes.

When, on December 22 1976, two officers knocked on her door to announce her
son had been killed while allegedly committing an armed robbery, threats which
had been made on her own life suddenly became real.

No coroner's inquest was held, but the mortician who attended to her son An-
thony Hightower was medically qualified. He stated that, with 20 years as a medic
in the armed forces, all entry wounds except one were in Anthony's back-one, the
size of a silver dollar, in the back of his head. The remaining wounds in the middle
of his chest had left powder burns on his skin despite the thick clothing he was
wearing. This confirmed a witness report that after being felled by bullets from
behind Anthony was kicked over by an officer and shot with a 357 magnum held to
his chest.

Mrs. True was refused her son's clothing and since the only other witness had a
long criminal record it was not difficult for the police investigation to conclude that
the officers had acted correctly in killing Anthony with a sawn -off shotgun and the
357 magnum.

Mrs. True's evidence was clear and frank and gave good grounds for believing
thal the killing was aimed at silencing those who raise questions about police crime.
Further threats to Mrs. True's life have been reported since.

8. OMAHA, NE
Ida Jones testified to the murder of James Powell, a 19 year old college student

forced off the highway by a police car. The officer claimed he had been speeding at
95 miles per hour and at the same time reached below the dashboard for a gun. The
only gun at the scene was the officer's 357 magnum, which discharged "accidental-
ly", leaving powder burns on the victim and the car window.

James Powell was shot in the back of the head but the officer was acquitted of
any wrongdoing in an internal police investigation. The Powell family has hired an
attorney to file a civil action.

9. LOUISVILLE, KY

Emannuel Ballard
This 66 year old man was shot and killed by an off-duty police officer in
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November 1980. Mattle Jones, of the Kentucky branch of the Alliance, told the
panel that Mr. Ballard had been to the drug store where the officer was
moonlighting as a security guard. Claiming Mr. Ballard had stolen some aspirins
the officer shot dead the unarmed Black senior citizen.

Fred Harris
Wearing dark glasses to conceal his artificial eye, Fred Harris testified about the

June 1979 incident in which,while falsely arresting him on charges of which he was
later completely cleared, Officer Whittaker attacked him with his flashlight.

When Mr. Harris brought up his knee to protect his genitals the flashlight broke.
Whittaker then stabbed him in the eye with the broken end, cutting the eye in half.

Despite the fact that Mr. Harris's civil suit against the police department resulted
in a substantial settlement in his favour, and although Whittaker is known to have
been involved in other flashlight assaults, the officer still remains in the police
force, paid out of funds to which Mr. Harris has to contribute.

10. PHILADELPHIA PA.
Merri Felder, of the Pennsylvania branch of the Alliance, outlined the murder of

Jose Reyes. Although police officers claim Reyes attacked them with an iron bar,
several eyewitnesses say this is untrue and that he was killed by two shots at close
range as he lay unresisting on the floor of the house to which he had run. An officer
was seen to take a long iron bar from the house after his body had been removed
and to smear it with blood as "evidence". Reyes had been the victim of many
previous police beatings and witnesses stated he had lived in constant fear, running
if he saw police approach.

Merri Felder related her own experience of brutality at the hands of the
notorious Philadelphia Police Department. She has brought charges against of-
ficers responsible for an unlawful arrest and beating she suffered simply for watch-
ing as two youths were being frisked by officers. When she refused their un-
constitutional demand that she show them identification she was forced against a
wall by a police car; handcuffed, kicked and thrown to the ground.

B. EXPERT TESTIMONY

In this part of the report we record our summary of the evidence given by at-
torneys, legislators, trade union representatives and officials of organizations
dedicated to combatting social injustice. The detailed studies already made by
these individuals and organizations were of invaluable assistance to us in determin-
ing the extent to which the crimes recorded in the preceding section from part of a
consistent pattern.

1. NATIONAL MINORITIES ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CRIMINAL
JUSTICE TO THE LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE ADMINISTRA-
TION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, WASHINGTON D.C. -

Raymond Blanks Esq., on behalf of the Advisory Council, shared with the panel
the findings published in the Council's recent report.
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He emphasised the important position the police hold in the eyes of the com-
munity. As the point of entrance t6 the criminal justice system the police, in under-
mining public confidence in their own fairness,undermine confidence in the entire
system.

As long ago as 1961 the Civil Rights commission reported that police brutality
presented a serious problem. In 1981, Mr. Blanks stated, this situation had not
changed, at least, not for the better:

"many police do reflect and express white power, white prejudice and white
racism".
In the recent federal suit US vs City of Philadelphia, filed in 1979, the Federal

Justice Department demonstrated that the Philadelphia police department had en-
couraged a consistent pattern and practice of police abuse of minorities and
shielding police officers from investigation and prosecution.

Throughout the United States minorities form a disproportionate number of
those arrested, charged and imprisoned and those in prison serve longer sentences
than the majority. Until 1976, although minorities form 20% of the population,
only 4% of Justice Department employees were minorities. Still today, there are 28
cities in the United States, employing a total of 80,000 police officers, but with only
9% of those employees from the minority communities.

The most serious threat to minority communities, according to the Council, is
police use of deadly force. So concerned were they that they are publishing a special
report under the title "Inequality of Justice". Quoting the Mayor of Birmingham,
Alabama, Mr. Blanks said:

"I do not believe the public should expect to pay for police services by receiving
police misconduct".

With almost one person a day killed by police in 1979, over 50% were from minori-
ty communities. Indeed, as Jerry Mandel of La Raza pointed out (see below) the
statistics are nearer to two to one: minority to majority.

We have noted in our recommendations that off duty police officers should not
be allowed to carry weapons without the authorization of the chief of police. We
were particularly alarmed by Mr. Blanks' evidence that 27% ofall police killings in
New York State are the work of off duty officers.

2. LA RAZA LEGAL ALLIANCE, WASHINGTON D.C.

In presenting evidence on behalf of La Raza Legal Alliance, Jerry Mandel, Esq.,
stressed the systematic nature of cover-ups which surround police crimes against
Hispanic Americans across the country. He detailed specific cases in Brooklyn,
Chicago, Denver and Albuquerque to show how such cover-ups give police depart-
ments "A-blank cheque for violence".

Mr. Mandel drew the panel's attention to the findings of the Mexican American
Legal Defence and Education Fund (MALDEF), whose federally funded report
disclosed incontrovertible evidence of unjustifiable homicide committed by police
officers against Hispanic Americans in over 50 cases between 1973 and 1978. Their'
findings resulted in a few Justice Department investigations but in several cities
media figures are seen to act in complicity with D.A.'s, coroners and highly placed
political figures in ensuring a successful cover-up.
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The results have certainly been to unite members of minority communities in
determination to obtain public control of the police in some areas. However,
organisation is often made harder by successful police use of media contacts to
malign their victims. Thus the danger grows that if a person can be shown to have
been a drug user or thief, the press will give the impression that summary execution
on a street corner is all the criminal can expect. This makes it all the harder to com-
bat police crime, since those standing up for the rights of a drug pusher are easily
tarred with the brush of criminality themselves.

Mr. Mandel further pointed out that, while Justice Department statistics show
343 civilians killed by the police in 1979, their claim that 50% were Black is a distor-
tion of the impact on minorities as a whole, since Hispanics are classified as White
for statistical purposes. In fact, he asserted, two members of minority communities
are killed for every one from the majority. This, where minorities form 20% of the
entire population, provides the clearest possible proof that they are the principal
victims of police crime.

3. SURVEILLANCE OF THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT

Alex Hurder, trade union activist in Tennessee for many years, gave expert
testimony as to the widespread practises of police intelligence units in violating
constitutionally protected rights.

FBI trained agents started infiltrating and spying on unions in the 1960's and in
Memphis the Sanitation Workers Local exposed one at the first meeting he attend-
ed although another remained undetected for years.

The founding of a Political Intelligence Unit of the State police in 1974 led to in-
vestigations of Steel Workers, the UEW, UAW and Hotel Workers. Documents
released recently reveal they intended to establish an intelligence "liaison" with the
NAACP.

Between 1976 and 1978, the Mayor of Memphis ordered the destruction of over
50 files to prevent details of such infiltration from ever coming to light. No
evidence was ever produced to suggest the spying had anything to do with alleged
criminal activity. Its sole aim was political.

In answering a question from the panel, Mr. Hurder said:
"I am not at all satisfied that such surveillance has been stopped, although it
was outlawed by the State legislature'",

4. AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE & AMERICAN CIVIL
LIBERTIES UNION
LOS ANGELES CA.

On behalf of the American Friends Service Committee and the American Civil
Liberties Union, Ms. Linda Valentino testified about Red Squad activities in Los
Angeles. These dated back to the 1920's but in the 1960's they took on a niw form.

After 1965 a vast informant network was established in Watts under the guise of
police/community relations. The Public Disorder Intelligence Department (PDID)
was set up, targetting peace groups and Black activists. When Police Chief Davis
retired in 1978 he boasted:
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"In 1969 when I became police chief the Black Panther Party ruled this city
with an iron fist. I succeeded in destroying the BPP; that was my major
accomplishment".
In 1975 2 million intelligence files were destroyed and in 1976 4 !1 tons of

material on police complaints were destroyed, thus preventing public access to
these politically motivated attacks on constitutional rights.

The PDID targeted 201 organisations for surveillance, only 15 of which could be
said to be right-wing. Groups infiltrated included the Alliance itself, the National
Lawyers Guild, La Raza, SCLC and NAACP. In 1600 pages of intelligence
documents obtained by the ACLU there is no evidence of illegal or violent acts be-
ing committed by those described by police as "violence-prone target individuals".

4. POLICE CRIMES AGAINST UNDOCUMENTED WORKERS IN
CALIFORNIA

The selective harrassment and indiscriminate killing of undocumented workers
was highlighted impressively by Juan Gutterrez, of Local 301 ILGWU. In 1979 10
totally unjustified murders by police or INS officers were committed against peo-
ple in the border area, some of whom were shot in the back from helicopters, others
killed while arrested and in handcuffs and one shot on the Mexican side of the
border.

Pointing out that half of the undocumented workers in the United States are not
Mexican, he said that I million people are deported annually, of whom over 90%
are Mexican, which emphasises the racial selectivity of law enforcement. With the
Klu Klux Klan setting themselves up as vigilantes to hunt and kill Mexicans in the
area as if they were wild game, Mr. Guiterrez pointed out that:

"At least one undocumented person is killed in the San N sidro area every seven
days by police, INS or the Klan".
In drawing the attention of the panel to the absence of constitutional protection

for undocumented people, Mr. Guiterrez urged that legislative steps be taken local-
ly and nationally to implement a Bill of Rights for Undocumented Workers in ac-
cordance with the model prepared for the International Conference on the Rights
of Undocumented Workers in Mexico City in April 1979. (Appendix Il).

6. IMPEDIMENTS TO LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES

State Assemblywoman Maxine Waters, Sacramento California, provided the
panel with clear and cogent evidence of the lengths to which police departments are
prepared to go in perverting the truly democratic structures of this country.

Legislators in Sacramento refuse to even debate bills Assemblywoman Waters
has introduced proposing Citizens' Review Boards and public investigations in
cases of police killings of civilians. She suspects, as they do, the existence of a "lit-

tle book" kept by California police departments on state legislators. Nis. Waters is
not the only representative to be threatened that, if she fails to support police-

sponsored budgetary proposals or pursues legislation against police wishes, she
will face a police-funded political campaign to unseat her by publicly accusing her
of being pro-crime and anti-police.
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Ms. Waters warned of bills currently pending in the State Legislature proposing
criminal sanctions against any person bringing a complaint against the police
which is found to be "unjustified". Given the difficulty of substantiating even the
clearest evidence of police criminality in the face of the kind of cover-ups of which
the panel received evidence, such a provision would operate as a chill on the right of
public access to the administration of justice and bring that system into yet further
public disrepute.

In the wake of Proposition 13 and cutbacks in public funding for community
projects, Ms. Waters testified that substantial budget increases were annually
voted for the police departments of California with scarcely any debate as to their
merits.

7. NATIONAL ALLIANCE AGAINST RACIST AND POLITICAL REPRES-
SION

In categorising police crime across the country as a fundamental denial of the
human right to live, Charlene Mitchell, Executive Secretary of the NAARPR em-
phasized that this denial hits the more than 50 million people of color and the poor
white communities harder than any other social group.

"In looking at the numerous individual instances of police assaults on our
persons and on our rights as citizens to organize and protest we must not lose
sight of the true meaning of all this; we must not fail to recognise that in large
measure what we are dealing with politically is an officially inspired reign of
terror in our respective communities. it is officially inspired because the
reactionary forces of big business, whom Ronald Reagan now proudly pro-
claims to be the backbone of his imperial presidency, clearly understand that
racist repression is the prescription so long as our people are the foremost vic-
tims of the current financial crisis and urban deterioration".
Pointing to the increased militarization of police departments around the coun-

try, Ms. Mitchell said:
"When the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration was created in 1968
the national expenditure on police was approximately $1 billion. In 1980 it
was $24 billion. The money was spent for the creation of special weapons and
tactics (SWAT) teams; armed helicopters with night vision; ground-to-air
communications; telescopic cameras; trained and equipped surveillance
collection to develop regional and national networks of computerized data-
banks with instant telecommunications and so on. And all this was done not
merely to stop crime in the streets but principally to block Miami type rebel-
lions, civil disobedience of any kind and to disrupt movements for social
change."

PANELISTS' CONCLUSION

In concluding with Charlene Mitchell's words, delivered in her opening address to
the Hearings, we wish to state clearly that we are satisfied, from the large number of
crimes cited above, that these in fact form a very small part of the whole pattern of
police criminality.
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Police officers do not have any greater tendency towards crime than other
citizens, but as long as they are more concerned to serve the political and economic
interests of the few they will represent an undemocratic, and potentially anti-
democratic force in society. One of the surest guarantees of a democratic society is
a democratically accountable police force, along lines such as those proposed in the
NAARPR., draft Model legislation (see Appendix I).

In addition to expressing our gratitude to those expert witnesses and attorneys who
presented such clear and detailed evidence to us we would like to thank especially the
victims and their relatives who came before us to relive the most dreadful experiences
of their lives so that we and others might understand more fully the extent of the suf-
fering caused by police crime. We recognise that to re-tell is to re-live and their
courage and pain made an unforgettable impression on all who saw and heard them.
To them and to all other victims we all have the duty to recognise the purpose of such
Hearings and to assist the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression
and all organisations dedicated to the fight for freedom and social and economic
justice.

We heartily endorse Charlene Mitchell's statement that:
"We called this hearing not merely to raise the issue of police crimes and abuse,
but to propel the mass struggle to put an end to such legalized lawlessness. We
are here not simply to declare that we are victims, but to organize a fightback
and say loud and clear we shall not continue to be victims. We are here to
arouse a public outcry against racist inspired violence, to further organize and
build a movement which says in word and deed that no imperial President, no
imperial wizard, no knights in blue and no goose-steppin' fanatics are gonna
turn us around".
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H. THE WORKSHOPS

On Saturday January 24th, two workshops were held at Pepperdine University,
Los Angeles, CA. Each sat for the full day to explore in detail the problems arising
out of the previous day's hearings. Proposals from each workshop were for-
mulated into a Program of Action Against Police Crime which was adopted in a
final Plenary Session.

It is impossible to reproduce the full depth of the workshop discussions in the
space available here but an overview of the wealth of expertise and principal con-
siderations will convey the extent of the concern which went into producing the
Program of Action.

1. LEGISLATIVE STRATEGIES & COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
WORKSHOP

Chaired jointly by Angely Y. Davis, National Alliance co-chairperson, Bob
Duren of the Los Angeles Alliance Task Force on Police Crimes and Adjoa Bur-
row, Esq., Alliance Board Member, Washington D.C.

Adjoa Burrow presented the National Alliance's own "Model Legislation for a
Police Control Council" (See Appendix I) and led discussion on developing ex-
isting models of legislation and ways of adapting them to the needs of the com-
munity. Michael Zinzun, of the Los Angeles Coalition Against Police Abuse, and
Mark Ridley Thomas, Executive Director of the Los Angeles branch of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, both presented their views on draft
legislation as a formula for making police departments accountable to the com-
munities which employ them.

Problems encountered in enacting such legislation were described by Wilfredo
Santiago, of the Puerto Rican Alliance, Philadelphia, and by Larry Wiggs, the
Chief Administrative Aide to Los Angeles Councilman Robert Farrell.

Community organizing was considered from the view point of specific minority
groups and on a regional basis.

Lois Red Elk detailed the targetting of Native Americans for consistent criminal
activities by police departments and the FBI. Youth and students as a base for
organization were covered by Janell Byrd, of the Berkley CA. branch of BALSA
(Black American Law Students Association). Alex Hurder, from District 1199
Hospital Workers in Tennessee, described both successes and problems in organiz-
ing trade unionists against police crime.

Community response to police crime was outlined in respect of Algiers, New
Orleans by Ten Quant (Police Abuse Committee); Philadelphia Communities
United Against Police Abuse were represented by Merrie Felder; Louisville, Ken-
tucky was described by local Alliance chair, Mattle Jones; and Los Angeles was
dealt with by Bob Duren.

One of the many methods considered in fighting police crime was the organiza-
tion of People's Tribunals, again described by Mattie Jones. The all-important
problem of raising funds for victims and campaigns was addressed by Marilyn
Clement of the Center For Constitutional Rights, New York. Anthony Thigpen, of
Los Angeles, was one of several who contributed suggestions on how to organize
petition camp4igs, community rallies and support to victims of police crime.,
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Organizing on the national level to combat the rise in police crime was focussed
on by Frank Chapman, of the Alliance National Office. Cathy Bell, as chairperson
of BALSA, contributed further strategies, as did Marilyn Clement.

After a most productive group discussion and summation the workshop propos-
ed many of the constructive points in the Program of Action.

2. LITIGATION FOR VICTIMS' REMEDIES AND POLICE CRIME CON-
TROL

Co-chaired by Linda Ferguson Esq., of the Los Angeles chapter of the National
Conference of Black Lawyers and Lennox Hinds Esq., Permanent United Nations
Representative of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers.

This workshop drew on the experiences of people's attorneys and national legal
organizations in civil and criminal courts at both state and federal levels.

Types of action considered on the civil side included:
-Civil Rights Actions on behalf of individual victims;
-Civil Rights Actions on behalf of groups;
-Injunctive relief restraining police departments from criminal conduct.
On the criminal side the principal focus was the agencies responsible for prosecu-

tion and the extent to which they fail to carry out their functions:
-State and Federal Authorities' duties;
-U.S. Justice Department and U.S. Attorneys' roles;
-Municipal and State Prosecutors;
-State Attorneys-General;
-Federal and State Grand Juries.
Surveillance and harrassment of community groups was considered in particular

detail by Vernon Mason, Esq., General Counsel to NCBL, New York, who also
presented a case study on the 92 Morningside Drive break-in in search of Assata
Shakur (New York City). Surveillance of labor unions was analyzed by Alex
Hurder, Esq. of Local 1199, Tennessee.

Jerry Mandel Esq., of La Raza Legal Alliance, Washington D.C., and Wilfredo
Santiago, of the Puerto Rican Alliance, Philadelphia, led discussions on how to in-
volve the community in support for litigation strategies, especially in identifying
vital cases and plaintiffs, selecting the best lawyer, fundraising, publicity strategies
and the problems that arise.

Further expertise was provided to the workshop by Jerry Persky, Esq., of the
Los Angeles branch of the National Lawyers Guild, Michael Cato, BALSA
branch, Houston, Texas and Ida Jones, Esq., of Legal Aid Nebraska.
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IM. PROGRAM OF ACTION AGAINST POLICE CRIMES
The final fruit of the two days of hearings and workshops was the following Pro-

gram proposing a number of constructive approaches to combatting police crimes
in all communities. It is a Program which will require further elaboration at the na-
tional and local levels but it provides the basic strategy for attacking the evil conse-
quences of police crime and enforcing accountability to the community for all
police actions. The Program was adopted unanimously by the participants.

PROPOSALS

1. That we go to our respective communities and begin at once to organize cam-
paigns to end police crimes and stop police abuse. This campaign consists first
of building mass support for the concept that the police must be controlled and
demilitarized. To educate the community successfully on the need for
democratic control of the police we must combine education with agitation in
each particular case so that the community is not only outraged but is ready to
act politically.

2. That we start proposing municipal legislative action in cities around the country
based on the model prepared by the National Alliance Against Racist and
Political Repression. (See Appendix I)

3. That we generate a national pool of progressive legislators on the city, county,
state and federal level who are favorable to the kind of legislation we are propos-
ing; and that wherever the proposed model legislation is introduced we should
fully utilize the technique of mass organizing and grass-roots lobbying in order
to build the necessary support and/or initiatives to make it law.

4. That we propose that the names of all law enforcement officers who are known
to have committed police crimes against the people be compiled and publicized
so as to expose to the community individual officers guilty of criminality. Also
Alliance Branches should consistently document instances of police crimes and
send them to our National Office.

5. That we use federal, state and local laws to sue the police for damages and to br-
ing criminal charges against them and to petition for public investigation.

6. That we identify an office and a person or persons prepared to co-ordinate a Na-
tional Brief Bank, where Alliance attorneys can file pleadings relating to police
crimes litigation.

7. That we start proposing state legislative action modelled on the Federal
Freedom of Information Act to guarantee citizens free access to all police files
on covert conduct.

8. That we oppose all attempts by police departments to conceal their grossest
crimes by internal "investigations" as recently exemplified in Algiers, New
Orleans, and demand the immediate appointment of a Special Prosecutor from
outside the municipal, state or federal department to be investigated.
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This brief summary of the proposals adopted in the final Plenary Session of the
People's National Hearings and Inquiry into Police Crimes will be considered fur-
ther by the Task Force on Police Crimes with a view to circulating all Alliance
Branches with Action Guidelines so that we may carry forward the work of
organizing for community control of the police.

IV. THE RALLY

On the evening of Saturday January 24th the National Alliance held a Rally
Against Police Crimes in the First AME Church Los Angeles thanks to the
hospitality of Dr.. Cecil (Chip) Murray and his congregation. Some idea of the
remarkable atmosphere can be guessed at simply by noting that the keynote
speakers included Rev. Benjamin Chavis, Angela Davis, Lennox Hinds, and
Charlene Mitchell! But, for those who were there, no words exist adequate to con-

* vey that experience to those who were not. The force of the speeches and the intense
feeling of solidarity in a united struggle were a fitting end to the weekend's work.
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APPENDIX I
PROPOSAL

MODEL LEGISLATION FOR A POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL

BY

National Alliance Against Racist A Political Repression

1. GENERAL PURPOSES

The general purposes of this legislation are to insure that:

A. Popular democratic control over the functioning of the -.. Police Department rests
with an independent, elected body of citizens who reflect the multi-racial, multi-national
character of the community;

B. Racism, racial discrimination, and brutality be abolished from the policies, practices,
procedures, rules and regulations of the Police Department.

C. Preservation of human life and respect fcd human integrity and dignity become para-
mount considerations in the development of police policies, practices and procedures.
And further that police policies, practices and procedures demonstrate a commitment to
the preservation and extension of the constitutional, legal, civil and human rights of all
people.

D. No person be subjected to verbal or physical harassment or abuse by police authorities
because of race, age, sex, or political beliefs.

E. Only democratic police authorities function in our city where racial and sexual composi-
tion reflects the community entrance requirements, training, and practices that are in the
best interest of the community and, where individual members are accountable to the
community.

F. Lines of responsibility and accountability for an effectively and equitably functioning
police authority are clearly established.

G. Unconstitutional control of local police authorities by corporate and military institutions
is prevented.

i1. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL

The Police Control Council shall have the following powers and duties:

A. Investigate the extent to which present police employment, structure, budget, and rules
and regulations promote systematic discrimination on the basis of:

(I) Race
(2) Economic Status
(3) Geographic Location

B. Establish the office of General Counsel to the Police Control Council with the authority
to receive, investigate and litigate, as provided in this charter, any complaint concerning
the operation and functioning of the ,,Police Department.

C. Act as final authority in reviewing and imposing discipline of police in
the , , Police Department.

D. Review and approve the , Police Department budget annually and provide
for its publication before its submission to the authorizing body.

E. Formulate and implement policies, rules and regulations to democratize the practices,
procedures, and operation of public and private police authorities in order to carry out
the general purposes of this legislation as stated above.
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F. Formulate and implement policies, rules, and regulations concerning the recruitment,
hiring, training and promotion of police employees in order to insure that the past history
and effects of racial discrimination are remedied and that the composition of police per-
sonnel reflect, at all department levels, the racial and national minority composition of
the City of

C Formulate and implement strict administrative standards and regulations for the exercise
of police discretion in order to curb discriminatory selective enforcement by individual
police officers on the basis of race, age, sex, and economic status.

H. Appoint the Chief of Police for the .... Police Department who will then be
responsible to the Council for the day-to-day functioning of the -Police
Department.

I. Oversee and regulate the appropriation of state and federal funds to
the Police Department.

J. Investigate, make findings and publish the policies, practices and procedures of private
security agencies, state and national police agencies and intelligence and military agencies
operating with the City of to insure that their operations conform to the
standards established by the Council for the democratic functioning of the police.

K. Compile and publish an annual report to the Mayor and City Council of
the Police Department's activities during the previous year and of future
plans for the upcoming year.

L. Adopt rules and regulations and develop such procedures for its own activities and in-
vestigations in order to carry out the general purposes of this legislation and to publish
and file the same with the office of the City Clerk and to do such other things not forbid-
den by law which are consistent with a broad interpretation of the general purposes of this
legislation.

M. Subpoena witnesses, admister oaths, take testimony and require the production of
evidence. To enforce a subpoena or order for the production of evidence or to impose any
penalty prescribed for failure to obey a subpoena or order, the Council shall apply to the
appropriate Court.

II. ESTABLISHING A POLICE CONTROL COUNCIL, PROVIDING FOR THE ELECTION
AND REMOVAL OF MEMBERS THEREOF, AND DEFINING THE OBJECTIVES, FUNC-
TIONS, DUTIES, AND ACTIVITIES OF SAID COUNCIL.

The general purpose of this legislation is to establish a multi-racial, multi-national democratically
elected Police Control Council in the City of.. charged with the responsibility of overseeing
and supervising the overall functioning of the Police Department.

There is hereby established a Police Control Council of the City of Said Council slall
consist of elected representatives from each of the Council districts within the City of_

For purposes of this legislation the City of shall be divided into_ .... Poice Control
districts. Said districts shall be drawn with the specific intent to guarantee at least proportional represen-
tation to racial and national minorities living within the district.

Size of Council: The Council shall consist of_____members, .people elected to the Council
from each district and ... people elected at large. All persons between the ages of sixteen (16) and
seventy (70) shall be eligible to vote for a Council member as well as be eligible for election to the Coun-
cil.

Composition: Every effort shall be made to have the composition of the Police Control Council pro-
portionately represent the racial and economic structure of the City of , at least to the
degree described in the latest U.S. census report, in order to remedy the past effects of discrimination
against racial and national minorities.
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Term of Office: The term of each member shall be two (2) years commencing on October 4 of each
odd-numpered year and ending on October 3 of each succeeding odd-numbered year. Any vacancy,
from whatever cause occurring during the term of any member, shall be filled by election from that
district no longer than sixty (60) days after said vacancy occurs.

Officers: The Council shall elect one of its members as Chairperson and one as Vice-Chairperson as
well as an executive secretary, who shall each hold office for one (1) year and until their successors are
elected. Officers shall be elected no later than the second meeting of the Council following its election.

Budget: The Police Control Council of the City of shall be a working body and shall be
funded by the City of, with a budget of $ . In order to compensate councillors
for their time and work in overseeing and supervising the functioning of the public and private police
authorities, Councillors shall receive $5.00 (fie dollars) per hour. Procedures and regulations for ac-
counting for hours worked and compensation shall be developed and adopted by the Council and filed
with the Controller's office of the City of_ _ _

Such clerical and secretarial assistance as well as office facilities as are needed by the Council shall be
provided by the appropriate office of the City. The Council is further authorized to secure and define
the duties of the staff named above, in the manner consistent with existing law, as it may deem necessary
or appropriate.

The Council shall also appoint a Chief Investigator and an additional staff of at least two (2) in-
vestigators for each of the Police Control districts. They must possess skills and experience necessary for
investigative work.

All members of the staff are under the direction of the Council and, neither the Chief of Police nor
any other police department officials shall have any authority over any member of the staff.

Meetings: The Councillors shall establish a regular time and place of meeting and shall meet regularly
at least once a week or more frequently as the workload requires. The regular place of meeting shall be in
an appropriate central location in the city capable of accommodating at least 75 people at a time most
convenient for public participation, provided that no meeting be held in a building where
the City Police Department is located. At least once every three months, or more frequent-
ly if the Council desires, the Council may meet in other places and locations throughout the City for the
purpose of encouraging interest and facilitating attendance by people of the various neighborhoods in
the city at the meetings.

Special meetings may be called by the Chairperson or by three (3) members of the Council, upon
personal notice being given to all members or written notice mailed to each member and received at least
thirty-six (36) hours prior to such meeting$ unless such notice is waived in writing.

All Council meetings and agenda for such meetings shall be publicized in advance by written notice
given to newspapers, radio ;and television stations serving the city at least three (3) weeks prior to said
meetings, except special meetings where advance notice may be dispensed with. In addition, notice of
meetings shall be posted regularly on such bulletin boards and at such locations throughout the city as
are designated by the Council.

All meetings shall be open to the public. The Council shall cause to be kept a proper record of its
proceedings which shall be kept open for inspection by the public at reasonable times in the office of the
Executive Secretary of the Council.

All meetings shall be open to the public. The Council shall cause to be kept a proper record of its
proceedings which shall be kept open for inspection by the public at reasonable times in the office of the
Executive Secretary of the Council.

A majority of the elected Councillors shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, and
the affirmative vote of a majority of those present is required to take action.

On the petition of fifty (50) or more citizens filed in the office of the Executive Secretary of the Coun-
cil, the Council shall hold a special meeting at an appropriate and convenient location and time for the
individuals so petitioning for the purpose of responding to the petition and hearing and inquiring into
matters identified therein as the concern of the petitioners. Copies of the petition shall be filed by the
Council with the City Clerk and the City Council. Notice of such meeting shall be given in the same man-
ner as notice is given for regular meetings of the Council. In no case shall the Council meet later than five
(5) working days following the date the petition is filed.

Delegation of Authority: The Council may delegate to subcommittees as it deems necessary or desir-
able to carry out its investigations and functions, provided that membership on such subcommittees
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shall not be limited to Council members but may include members of the public who express an interest
in the business of the subcommittees. (The members of such subcommittees shall serve without compen-
sation). The Council may delegate in writing to a subcommittee the powers to administer oaths and take
testimony.

IV. RULES AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING INDIVIDUAL CONDUCT OF POLICE PER-
SONNEL

The Council within one (1) year after the enactment of this legislation, shall adopt a manual of rules
and regulations to govern the conduct of individual police officers. The manual shall define categories
of major and minor offenses and shall set forth the maximun and minimum administrative penalties for
each offense.

In order to properly define categories of offenses, the CouAicil shall hold a series of hearings in every
borough during the first six (6) months after enactment of this legislation at which time citizens will have
an opportunity to testify and present other relevant evidence to aid the Council in the adoption of the
manual.

This manual shall include provisions concerning the following:
(I) use of deadly force
(2) use of non-deadly force
(3) use of abusive language
(4) selective enforcement of laws
(5) internal corruption
(6) activities of off-duty police officers
(7) standards for the exercise of police discretion
(8) prohibitions against racial and sexual discrimination
(9) restrictions on dragnet arrests

(10) treatment of arrestees during detention
(I1) political surveillance, photographing, record keeping, use of informers, development of red

squads
(12) use of decoys to entrap the young and economically desperate citizens
(13) interrogations of those accused of crime
(14) prohibit all acts of racial discrimination within and among police officers.
(15) strict guidelines for the collection of data to prevent its unauthorized use ard dissemination/ man-

date public disclosure to an arrestee of any and all reports concerning said arrest
(16) end corporate and military influence over the police
(17) establish strict disciplinary regulations to require that police follow not only the spirit but also the

letter of the constitution in the areas of arrest, interrogation, search and seizure, and stop-and-frisk.
(18) develop an overall policy within the Police Department that demonstrates the high-

est regard for human life, integrity and dignity

V. COMPLAINT PROCEDURE

Complaint forms written in a clear and legible manner shall be made available to the public at the City
Clerk's office at City Hall, all public libraries, and the police department. A complainant shall set out
the substance of the complaint on a complaint form and file the same at the City Clerk's office, the
police department, or a public library. Once filed all complaints shall be forwarded immediately to the
General Counsel of the Council. Copies of the complaint shall be made available to each member of the
Council, the General Counsel (the chief investigator of the Council) and the chief of police.

The General Counsel, as chief investigator, shall supervise all investigations conducted by the in-
vestigation staff of the Council. The investigation staff shall conduct investigations of complaints by in-
terviewing all persons involved in the alleged incident. The complainant shall have an opportunity to
furnish evidence, including written statements and testimony, to the investigator.

The investigators shall be given complete access to all department personnel and records and may in
the course of investigation subpoena witnesses, administer oaths, compel testimony and require the pro-
duction of evidence. To enforce a subpoena or order for the production of evidence or to impose any
penalty prescribed for failure to obey a subpoena or order the chief investigator shall apply to the ap-
propriate court under the administrative procedure act.
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A report shall be filed within 30 days from receipt of the complaint detailing findings of fact. Upon
receipt of the findings of fact, the council shall review the record and impose whatever disciplinary ac-
tion is warranted by the facts.

If a complaint is not resolved as a result of investigation to the satisfaction of the complainant, the
respondent employee, or a member of the Council, may request the Council to hear or review the mat-
ter. The Council, at its option, may hear or review the matter itself or refer the matter to a fact finder.

When a matter is referred to fact finding, the complainant and employee shall request an arbitrator
from the American Arbitration Association and shall select names, numbering them in order of
preference. The selection will be made in accordance with the general provision of the AAA concerning
selection of arbitrators. The fact finder, in the conduct oi the hearing, has powers similar to the chief in-
vestigator listed above.

After a hearing, the fact finder shall, within 30 days from the last day of the hearing, submit findings
of fact to the Council. The Council, upon receipt of the report of the fact finder, shall, within 30 days,
determine any discipline to be imposed. It shall publish its decision and action. The decision of the
Council is final.

Any employee against whom a complaint is filed is presumed innocent. An employee shall not forfeit
any pay or seniority rights pending final action by the Council, except with the concurrence of the ma-
jority of the council present and voting.

All pleadings filed and all hearings before the fact finder and the Council shall be public. The parties
to any hearing are.the complainant and the respondent employee. Each has a right to counsel. The case
may be presented by the complainant or counsel. Any probative evidence may be admitted.

A public docket of complaints and the disposition of each complaint after investigation shall be kept
in the office of the Executive Secretary of the Council and made available to the public. A report compil-
ing statistics as to the number of complaints received and their disposition shall be made to the Council
by the chief investigator each year and said report shall be made available to the public.

VI. HIRING POLICIES

The division of police personnel shall be headed by a director of police personnel appointed by the
Council. The director of police personnel must be a civilian and serves at the pleasure of the Council.

Applicants for employment as police officers (or civilian employees) must enter the department in ac-
..ordance with the following procedure:

The director of police personnel shall recruit applicants for service as police officers with the depart-
ment. prepare and administer examinations for hiring police officers, and prepare and conduct ex-
aminations for promotion with the department.

Lateral entry into employment with the department as a police officer is permitted in accordance with
the rules, regulations and procedures established by the Council.

A program of affirmative action in the hiring of national minorities will be instituted in order to in-
sure that past history and practices of racial discrimination be remedied so that recruitment reflect the
minority population composition of . Promotions shall also be proportionate to popula-
tion ratios wherever possible and lateral entry of police officers will be permitted to effectuate this goal.

In order to effectuate hiring based on a population ratio of minority members, hiring will be permit-
ted where the applicant has a record of misdemeanor convictions or arrests which do not involve crimes
of moral turpitude.

Psychological testing of all officers, applicants, and recruits will be conducted. The tests shall be
designed to detect racial bias and tendencies toward violent action. Appropriate reassignments,
dismissals or refusal to hire will be based on the test results.

The chief of police shall make all promotions within the department subject to the approval of the
Council.

Promotions shall be made on the basis of examinations administered by the director of police person-
nel. All examinations will be prepared by the division of police personnel subject to the approval of the
Council.

Employees of the Police Department shall receive equal pay for the same or similar
work.
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V11. CHIEF OF POLICE

The Council shall appoint a chief of police, skilled and experienced in law enforcement. The chief of
police serves at the pleasure of the Council.

The Chief, with the consent of the Council, may appoint necessary deputy chiefs, including a deputy
chief for the women's division who shall be a woman.

Dutes of the Chlef of Police: The chief of police is the chief executive officer of the police department
and shall administer the department according to the policies, rules and regulations established by the
Council and shall;

(1) Recommend rules, regulations, and procedures to the Council for its approval.
(2) Prepare the annual budget for the police department.
(1) Except as otherwise provided by the Council, maintain custody and control of all property and

equipment belonging to the department or held by the department as evidence.
(4) Except as otherwise provided by the Council, maintain custody and control of all property and

equipment belonging to the department or held by the department as evidence.
(5) Submit to the Council tri-monthly reports of the operations of the department for forwarding to

the mayor, city council and public. Included in said reports shall be the number of arrests, the character
of arrests, the use of any physical force in accomplishing the arrest, the number of complaints received
and the names of employees complained against.

(6) Exercise such other powers as conferred by the Council.

WE WELCOME YOUR IDEAS AND COMMENTS ON THIS PROPOSAL, AND YOUR HELP IN
BUILDING A CAMPAIGN DESIGNED TO ESTABLISH CITIZEN CONTROL OF THE POLICE
IN- CITY.

PLEASE CONTACT US AT:

National Alliance Against Racist & Political Repression
27 Union Square West / Rm. 306
New York, NY 10003

(212) 243/8555
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APPENDIX !1

BILL OF RIGHTS FOR THE UNDOCUMENTED WORKER

Article 1: Every Immigrant worker shall have the right to establish legal residency by demonstrating a
status as wage earner and taxpayer.

Article If: Every Immigrant worker shall have all of the Constitutional Rights guaranteed all persons
in the U.S. This right shall include but not be limited to: the right to due process, and the right to be free
in their persons and possessions from unreasonable searches and seizures; and such rights shall not be
violated by raids in factories, residential areas and in public places and shall be free from deportations
and other unconstitutional practices.

Article Im: Every Immigrant worker shall have the right to be reunited with his or her family in coun-
try where he or she is a wage earner.

Article IV: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to legalize and adjust their status within the
U.S. without having to return to their country of origin.

Article V: Every immigrant worker shall fully enjoy all the rights guaranteed to citizen workers in-
cluding socio-economic and labor rights.

Article VI: Every immigrant worker, particularly seasonal workers, shall be provided adequate hous-
ing, health and safety provisions.

Article VII: Every immigrant worker shall be guaranteed the same rights enjoyed by U.S. citizens
especially the right of access to free and adequate social and health services, child-care, and other similar
social benefits.

Article VIII: Every immigrant person shall have the right to quality public education it his or her
native language, utilizing English as a second language and shall not be restricted from fully practicing
the culture of his or her country of origin.

Article IX: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to receive disability insurance partial or per-
manent), workers compensation, retirement and death benefits. In the event of a death, the cost of
transporting the deceased to his or her country of origin shall be borne by the employer, and any cor-
responding benefits shall be delivered to the family of the deceased without regard to their place of
residency.

Article X: Every immigrant worker shadl have a right to organize and to collective bargaining, in-
cluding the right to join existing unions or form new ones, for the defense of their labor rights and for
the improvement of their wages and living and working conditions.

(A) The right to collective bargaining shall include agricultural and public service workers in order to
protect their right to organize.

Article XI: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to utilize his native language in all legal pro-
ceedings, (i.e. to acquire citizenship, in judicial proceedings, etc.) and in all private or public contract
agreements.

Article XII: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to exercise their right to vote in their native
country's federal elections. This right should be facilitated through consulates and all other places
(union-halls. schools, etc.) designated by competent authorities.
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Article XIII: Every immigrant worker shall have the right to vote in local and state elections from the
moment of legalizing their immigration status without having to become citizens. The right is based on
their status as taxpayers, workers and residents.

International Coordinating Committee
1st International Conference for the Full Rights of Undocumented Workers

CARTA DE DERECHOS PARA LOS TRABAJADORES INDOCUMENTATOS

Articulo 1: Derecho a la residencia legal, demonstrando simplemente su :alidad de trabajador y con-
tribuyente, para lo que se les otorgari su visa de residente permanente.

Articulo II: Derecho a un procedimiento 'usto y legal que garantice la inviolabilidad de su
domicilio, la privacidad de su persona y otros derechos civiles para el trabajador y su familia, suspen-
diindose totalmente las redadas fabriles, domicillarias y en lugares ptlblicos, asi como todo tipo de
deportaciones y pricticas anti-constitucionales.

Ardtculo III: Derecho a la reunificaci6n de las familias para todo trabajador con o sin documentos
que asi lo desee. Se podri trasladar al conyuge, hijos y padres sin mis trAmites que demostrar su calidad
de trabajador y contribuyente en la sociedad norteamericana.

Articulo IV: Derecho automAtico a legalizar su residencia sin tener que regresar a su lugar de origen.
como lo exige actualmente la Iey de inmigraci6n de Estados Unidos.

Articulo V: Derecho de gozar plenamente de derechos sindicales, sociales y econ6micos que
disfrutan el resto de los trabajadores ciudadanos.

Articulo VI: Derecho a la vivienda en condiciones de higiene y seguridad adecuadas para todo traba-
jador clclico o por obra determinada.

Articulo VII: Derecho a los servicios de salud y atenci6n m&Iica gratuita y adecuada, guarderias y
demise beneficios en las mismas condiciones que los recibe cuahluier ciudadano norteamericano.

Articulo VIII: Derecho a recibir educaci6n p~blica adecuada en el idioma materno, utilizando el in-
gl6s segunda lengua y acceso sin restricciones a la cultura de su pals de origen.

Articulo IX: Derecho a disfrutar de los seguros de incapacidad (parcial o permanente), por accidente
de trabajo, enfermedades profesionales, vejez o muerte. En caso de fallecimiento, los gastos de traslado
a su lugar de origen correrin a cargo del patr6n, y los beneficios de los seguros correspondientes serin
entregados a los famillares no importando su lugar de residencia.

Articulo X: Derecho a la organizaci6n sindical, ya sea ingresando a sindicatos ya existentes o forman-
do nuevos, para la defensa de sus derechos laborales y el mejoramiento de sus salarios y sus condiciones
de vida y de trabajo.

(A) Derecho de Negociaciones Colectivas para los trabajadores agricolas y trabajadores puiblicos
para garantizar su derecho a la organizaci6n sindical.

Articulo XI: Derecho al uso de la lengua materna en los tribunales cualquiera que sea el carcter de
estos, para adquirir la ciudadania, en procesos judiciales y en todo arreglo contractual ptiblico o
privado.

Articulo XII: Derecho a que se le otorguen plenas facilidades para el ejercicio del voto en elecciones
federales de su pals de origen. Este derecho se ejercerA a trav6s de consulados y todo lugar (sindicatos,
escuelas, demis) designados por autoridades competentes.

Articulo XIII: Derecho desde el momento de legalizar su residencia y sin necesidad de adquirir la
cludadania norteamericana de ejercer el voto en las elecciones locales y estatales en Estados Unidos.
Este derecho nace de su condition de contribuyente, de trabajador y de residente.

Comisi6n Internacional Coordinadora
Ira Conferenda Internacional Por Los Derehos Plenos de los Trabaadores Indocumentados
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PACE UNIVERSITY
NEW YORK 9 WESTCHESTER

SCHOOL OF LAW 78 NORTH BROADWAY
WHITE PLAINS. M 40603

December 19, 1983 (914)681-

Honorable John Conyers
Chairperson
Committee on Criminal Justice
United States Congress
Room 362
House Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

ATTENTION: Ms. Gail Bowman

Dear Congressman Conyers:

I write to you on behalf of the Brooklyn
chapter of the New York Civil Liberties Union.

Enclosed is a copy of our policy statement
regarding police brutality in Brooklyn. It represents
the position of the Brooklyn chapter of the NYCLU.
We would appreciate it if you can include the policy
statement in your official records and arrange to have
it published in your hearing report.

With best personal regards.

Very truly yours,

J~y C. Carlisle

JCC: lf
cc: Niel Cottler, Esq.

Chief Legislative Assistant to
Congressman Conyers
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NEW YORK CIVIL LIBER ES UNION
BROOKLYN CHAPTER * P.O. BOX 2106. BROOKLYN. N.Y. 112020 (212) 857-7861

THE BROOKLYN CHAPTER

OF THE

NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

STATEMENT

ALTERNATIVES TO THE USE OF
DEADLY FORCE BY THE POLICE

Janessa C. Nisley
Chairperson
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STATEMENT OF THE BROOKLYN CHAPTER OF
THE NEW YORK CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
TO THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL
JUSTICE FOR THE NOVEMBER 28, 1983 HEARING

In Brooklyn in 1979, the mother of Luis Baez called the police to her

home to subdue her son, a mentally disturbed youth. When they left, her son

was dead; his body had been riddled by twenty bullets. The police pointed

to the pair of scissors that he brandished as justification for their action.

In each year since that incident, the number of persons killed by police has

increased. In September of this year, Michael Stewart, another Brooklyn youth,

fled when police sought to arrest him for drawing graffiti in the subway. He

later died as the result of wounds that he received in the course of being

apprehended. Stewart had carried no weapon.

These two incidents, as well as hundreds of others, serve as the bases

for charges of police brutality. They are cases in which police officers

resorted to the use of deadly force when other alternatives might have been

feasible.

It is the position of the Brooklyn Chapter of the New York Civil

Liberties Union that, in subduing persons who are mentally or emotionally

disturbed or resisting arrest, the police should refrain from using deadly

or injurious force. Persuasion and use of minimal physical restraint are

preferable. In cases in which these alternatives are found to be inadequate,

Mace or other disabling chemical'or nonlethal weapons should be used. Only

if such alternatives prove to be ineffective should methods that might result

in death or serious injury be employed.
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Four years ago following the Baez killing, the Brooklyn Chapter of the

New York Civil Liberties Union encouraged the implementation of this policy by

the Police Department. In 1980 Police Commissioner Robert McGuire stated to us

that it was the policy of the Department to issue Mace to every officer and

train them in its use. The yearly increase in the number of police killings

since then demonstrates that the existing policy of the Police Department with

regard to the use of Mace has not been effective. A one-time directive and

training program is not enough.

The Police Department must promulgate regulations concerning when and

how chemical weapons are to be carried and the circumstances under which they

are to be used. Such regulations must be implemented and enforced; and the

policy reinforced. Police officers who violate these, and other existing

regulations concerning the use of firearms and deadly force, should be sub-

jected to departmental discipline and other appropriate sanctions. In short,

what is needed is an institutional commitment on the part of the Police

Department to the use of chemical and nonlethal weapons as alternatives to the

use of deadly force.

In addition to encouraging the implementation of a policy by the Police

Department to employ chemical or other nonlethal weapons before the resort to

deadly force, the Brooklyn Chapter of the New York Civil Liberties Union

proposed revisions of the Policy Statements on the Use of Chemical Weapons of both

the New York Civil Liberties Union and the American Civil Liberties Union in 1981.

That proposal in now under consideration by the NYCLU. we urge that this subcom-

mittee seriously consider this policy and joining us in urging its implementation.

While the question of what constitutes the use of excessive force by the police is

not an easy one, the usa of less than deadly force should be mandated by police

departments and those mandates implemented. Unless, and until, this happens the

the number of persons who are victims of police violence will continue to increase.
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APPENDIX B

POLICE DEPARTMENT T.O.P. 237
CITY OF NEW YORK

August 18, 1972

TO ALL COMMANDSs

Subject, USE OF FIREARMS BY MEMBERS OF THE FORCE AND ESTABLISH-
MENT OF A FIREARMS DISCHARGE REVIEW BOARD.

1. There have been tragic occurrences where police officers,
acting within the scope of authority granted under the law, have
discharged firearms and due to some circumstances beyond the
officer's knowledge or a fortuitous event beyond his control, an
innocent person, on occasion a brother officer, has been killed
or injured. The discharging of a firearm to summon assistance
is dangerous because the circumstances can be misunderstood when
the member is not in uniform, both the circumstances and his
identity can be misunderstood. The firing of warning shots is
also objectionable because a ricocheted bullet or a poorly aimed
shot may also result in similar deaths or injuries. The risk of
such occurrences is much greater in a densely populated urban
area such as the City of New York than in some rural community.

2. A police officer's revolver is carried for personal
protection against persons feloniously attacking an officer or
another at close range. It is not intended nor is it orginarily
effective in stopping a moving vehicle. An officer, when being
attacked by a person operating a moving vehicle, stands a much
better chance of avoiding injury by jumping aside than by trying
to halt the oncoming vehicle with shots, Means other than the
discharging of a firearm will be used to stop such vehicles such
as radio communication (both car radio or walkie-talkies), close
pursuit, roadblocks, etc. A firearm shall not be fired from or
at a moving vehicle unless the occupants of the other vehicle are
firing at the officer or another.

3. Thus, to preserve and protect life wherever possible,
the Department policy which reflects the recommendations and
opinions of patrol field commanders on the use of a firearm is
as follows,

a. In all cases, only the minimum amount of force will be
used which is consistent with the accomplishment of a mission.
Every other reasonable means will be utilized for arresting, pre-
venting or terminating a felony or for the defense of oneself or

37-501 0 - 84 - 43
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another before a police officer resorts to the use of his firearm.

b. A firearm shall not be discharged under circumstances
where lives of innocent persons may be endangered.

c. The firing of a warning shot is prohibited.

d. The discharging of a firearm to summon assistance is
prohibited, except where the Police officer's safety is endan-
gered.

e. Discharging a firearm from or at a moving vehicle is
prohibited unless the occupants of the other vehicle are using
deadly physical force against the officer or another, by means
other than the vehicle.

f. Members of the force will be held responsible for the
use of firearms not consistent with the policy enunciated herein.

4. In order to review all incidents involving the discharg-
ing of a firearm by any member of the force, whether on or off
duty a Firearms Discharge Review Board is established and is com-
posed oft

The Chief Inspector (chairman)
Deputy Commissioner Legal Matters
Deputy Commissioner Community Affairs
Division commander, designated by the Chief Inspector
Precinct commanding officer, designated by the Chief Inspector

Whenever a member of the force discharges his firearm a copy of
the Firearms Discharge/Assault Report (PD 424-151) will be for-
warded together with the Unusual Occurrence Report, directly to
the Officer of the Chief Inspector. In addition, the commanding
officer or the executive officer of the precinct involved shall
be responsible for conducting an immediate investigation and for-
warding a written report of his findings and recommendations, on
official letterhead, within 24 hours, to the Chief Inspectorl
original forwarded directly, duplicate through channels. Until
the facts of the incident are reviewed by the Board, the officer
who fired the shot will be transferred from his assigned duty to
administrative duty in the patrol borough office, or a similar
administrative office, in other than patrol commands.

5. The Firearms Discharge Review Board will meet at times
designated by the chii-Lahm. It may cor.duct hearings and question
witnesses and members involved, as well as the commanding officer
of the member concerned. The commanding officer should be pre-
pared to answer questions as to the member's past performance,
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instructions received as to the use of the firearm, and any
recommendations he may have concerning the member.

6. After review of all facts in each case, the Board will
submit a report of its findings and recommendations to the
commanding officer of the member concerned. In appropriate cases
a copy of such report will be forwarded to the Police Commissioner.

7. The following is a listing of recommendations that may
be made. However, this listing is by no means all inclusive but
is only intended as a guides

a. The member concerned discharged the firearm in accord-
ance with the policy of the Department.

b. The officer review and instructions issued on the dis-
charge of firearms.

c. The officer receive additional firearms instruction.

d. The current assignment of the officer be reviewed.

e. Other appropriate recommendations including disciplinary
charges when warranted.

8. The Commanding Officer, C.I.I.E.D., shall be responsible
for performing the following services for the Boards

a. Make necessary notifications as directed by the Chief
Inspector to members of the Board, of the time, date and location
of scheduled meetings, and to provide necessary clerical assist-
ance.

b. Compile and present to the Board all official reports
of incidents involving the use of firearms by members of the force.

c. Summon such witnesses as the Board directs.

d. Prepare the recommendations of the Board, when so
directed.

9. The intent of this order is not to unnecessarily restrict
an officer in the performance of his duty, but rather to make it
incumbent upon him to use prudent judgement in the use of his fire-
arm.

10. The Commanding Officer, Police Academy, shall incorporate
the Department's policy on the use of deadly physical force into
the Department's training programs.
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11. Commanding officers and supervisory heads shall in-
struct their subordinates in the contents of this order and make
certain that the provisions thereof are strictly complied with.

12. Any provisions of the Rules and Procedures or other
department orders in conflict with this order are SUSPENDED.

EFFECTIVE, 1600 hours, August 18, 1972.

BY DIRECTION OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER.

DONALD F. CAWLEY
Acting Chief InspectorWFsm2

Distribution:

To all commands
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

T.O.P. 237-1

August 18, 1972

TO ALL COMMANDS

SUBJECT: USE OF FIREARMS BY MEMBERS OF THE FORCE AND ESTABLISH-
MENT OF A FIREARMS DISCHARGE REVIEW BOARD.

1. Paragraph 4 of T.O.P. 237, c.s., is ammended by adding
thereto the Commanding Officer, Firearms Unit as a member of the
Firearms Discharge Review Board.

2. Commanding Officersand supervisory heads shall be
responsible that copies of the basic order are amended to reflect
this addition.

BY DIRECTION OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER.

DONALD F. CAWLEY

Acting Chief Inspector

FR/pb
DISTRIBUTION:

ALL COMMANDS

INACTIVE DATEt

UPON ISSUANCE OF SUBSEQUENT ORDERS
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APPENDIX C

POLICE DEPARTMENT INTERIM ORDER NO. 118
CITY OF NEW YORK

August 27, 1973

TO ALL COMMANDS

Subject USE OF FIREARMS BY MEMBERS OF THE SERVICE AND ESTABLISH-
MENT OF AREA LEVEL FIREARMS DISCHARGE REVIEW BOARDS.

1. As law enforcement officers sworn to protect life and
property, to prevent crime and apprehend offenders, we must be
constantly aware of the sanctity of human life. There have been
tragic occurrences in the past where police officers, acting
within the scope of authority granted under the law, have dis-
charge firearms, and because of circumstances beyond their know-
ledge or control, innocent persons, including other police officers,
have been killed or injured.

2. Therefore, the guidelines listed below have been devel-
oped NOT TO RESTRICT an officer from properly performing his duty,
but rather to make it incumbent upon him to use good judgement
before using his firearm. The guidelines have been prepared to
reduce shooting incidents and consequently protect life and
property. Department policy concerning the use of a firearm
follows

a. Every reasonable means will be utilized when
arresting, preventing or terminating a felony or
for the defense of oneself or another before a
police officer uses his firearm. IN ALL CASES.
ONLY THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF FORCE WILL BE USED
WHICH IS CONSISTENT WITH THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF A
MISSION.

b. A firearm shall not be discharged if the lives of
innocent persons may be endangered.

c. The firing of warning shots is prohibited. A
ricocheted bullet or poorly aimed shot may result
in death or injury to innocent persons.

d. Discharging a firearm to summon assistance is pro-
hibited, except where the "olice officer's safety.
is endangered.

e. Discharging a firearm from or at a moving vehicle
is prohibited, unless the occupants of the other
vehicle are using deadly physical force against the
officer or another BY MEANS OTHER THAN THE VEHICLE.
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f. The discharge of a firearm at dogs or other animals
should be an action employed ONLY when no other means
to bring the animal under control exists.

Members of the service will be held responsible for the use of
firearms not in accord with Department policy.

3. The Department Firearms Discharge Review Board consists
of the following members

Chief of Operations (Chairman)
Deputy Commissioner - Community Affairs
Deputy Commissioner - Legal Matters
Supervisor, Training Division Firearms Unit

The Board will review all incidents involving the discharge of a
firearm by a member of the service whether on or off duty.

4. In addition, a Field Service Area Firearms Discharge
Review Board is created in each Area. All cases, involving the
discharge of firearms by members of the service, after having
been thoroughly investigated by the precinct commanders concerned,
will be reviewed by the Area Board and forwarded to the Depart-
ment Firearms Discharge Review Board with appropriate recommenda-
tions.

5. Each Field Service Area Commander shall convene, as
often as necessary, an Area Firearms Discharge Review Board.
The Area Firearms Discharge Review Board will consis of the
following members of the Area commands

Field Service Area Commander (Chairman)
A Zone Commander and an Area Training Officer
A Precinct Commanding or Executive Officer (from other

than the precinct of occurrence)
A member of the service of equivalent rank in a similar

assignment as the member involved.

NOTE: Alternates may be designated to represent membersunable
to attend due to vacation, sick leave, etc.

The Area Firearms Discharge Review Board will review all cases
involving the discharge of firearms occurring within the Area
Command.

6. Whenever a member of the service discharges his fire-
arm, except at an authorized training sessions
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COMMADING/EtECUTIVE
OFFICER, PRECINCT OF
OCCURRENCE - OR DUTY
CAPTAIN

NOTE

1. Respond to scene.
2. Take charge of investigation.
3. Have UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE REPORT

prepared.
4. Have FIREARMS DISCHARGE/ASSAULT

REPORT (PD 424-151) prepared.
5. Determine ifs

a. Member should continue in
present assignment or

b. Member should be assigned
temporarily to clerical/adiain-
istrative duties within Field
Service Area or similar admin-
istrative office if not assigned
to patrol.

If member of the service is not assigned to precinct
of occurrence, commanding officer, precinct of
occurrence will confer with member's commanding
officer to determine if temporary assignment is
necessary,

PRECINCT COMMANDING
OFFICER

6. Have one copy of FIREARMS DISCHARGE/
ASSAULT REPORT and UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE
REPORT forwarded to Department Fire-
arms Discharge Review Board (Office
of Chief of Operations, Room 107,
240 Centre Street).

7. Prepare two (2) copies of report
(within 72 hours) including
a. Clear explanation of incident
b. Steps taken to determine if

firearm discharged as per guide-
lines (e.g., interview witnesses,
search crime scene, etc.)

c. Department background of member
of the service involved (appoint-
ment date, age, awards, previous
shooting incidents, disciplinary
record, etc.)

d. Statement that investigation is
completed or continuingand
appropriate completion date.

e. Statement of findings, basis,
action takan and recommendations.

8. Forward REPORT to Department Firearms
Discharge Review Board (1st copy direct,
2nd copy through channels).
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AREA COMMANDER

NOTE Area Board
Commander.

AREA FIREARM
REVIEW BOARD

9. Endorse and forward 2nd copy of
REPORT to Department Review Board
including findings to date, satis-
faction or dissatisfaction with
report, and if investigation is
complete.

10. Bring case before Area Firearms
Discharge Review Board when in-
vestigation is complete.

meets at times designated by Area

DISCHARGE 11. Review case.
12. Render decision (i.e., member con-

cerned complied with guidelines)
13. Make recommendations as per follow-

ing samples
a. Member concerned discharged

firearm according to Department
policy

b. Member concerned review the
laws and instructions issued re
discharge of firearms

c. Member concerned receive addi-
tional firearms instruction

d. Current assignment of officer
be reviewed

e. Other - as appropriate including
disciplinary charges when warranted.

14. Reduce findings and recommendations
to writing (Each member of Area Board
must sign recommendation).

15. Forward REPORT and Area Board findings
to Department Firearms Discharge Re-
view Board.

7. The Chief of Operations, Investigation Review Section,
will perform the following services for the Department Firearms
Discharge Review Board.

a. Make notifications to Board members of time, date,
and location of mettings

b. Provide necessary clerical assistance
c. Compile and present to Board selected cases for

review including findings and decision of Area
Firearms Discharge Review Board

d. Summon witnesses as directed by Board
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e, Investigate specific areas of reported firearms
discharges as directed

f. Prepare recommendations of the Board for dis-
semination

g. P.-ovide staff support and liaison with Area Boards
h. Conduct analytical surveys and made recommendations.

8. The Commanding Officer, Training Division is responsible
that Department policy, guidelines and recommendations of the
Department Board, including training needs are disseminated. In
addition, periodic reports concerning the nature and scope of the
training, must be forwarded to the Chairman, Department Firearms
Discharge Review Board by the Commanding Officer, Training Divi-
sion.

9. Any provisions of the Patrol Guide or other Department
Orders in conflict with this order are suspended.

BY DIRECTION OF THE POLICE COWSSIONER

DISTRIBUTION
All Commands
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Police in the United States encounter situations that threaten their lives
or the lives of innocent citizens far more often than Is true of police in other

western countries. In such situations, it is sometimes necessary for the police

to use deadly force if they are to protect themselves and citizens.

In a democracy, the power to take life should not be granted easily. Thus,

the power of the police to use deadly force should be subject to controls that

are reasonable, and that do not hamper the officer's ability to protect himself

and innocent citizens. These controls should Include meaningful guidelines to

assist officers in making decisions to use deadly force, and a system that holds

police accountable for exercising their power in a manner that is consistent

with these guidelines. Because the police exercise their power to use deadly

force in the neme of the citizens, they are accountable to the citizens for

their actions. Thus, any system of accountability should include provisions to

make available to the public all information on cases involving police use of

deadly force. This section of the guide presents NAACP proposals for such

controls.

Controls on police use of deadly force may exist at many levels. State

criminal laws, for example, usually contain sections defining the justifiable

use of force by officers. In many cases, however, state laws regarding police

use of deadly force are so broad as to be meaningless. In a state in which the

law allows police to use deadly force to apprehend any fleeing felony suspect,

for example, an officer who shot and killed a teenaoer fleeing on a stolen

bicycle would not be chargeable with any offense, and would suffer no penalty

under law, even though most people would find his actions excessive and

unreasonable. Further, even in states in which such shootings violate the laws
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the record suggests that enforcement is difficult. Criminal convictions of

officers accused of using deadly force unjustifiably in the course of their

duties are vary rare. Regardless of the results of officers' actions,
prosecutors are generally reluctant to bring charges against police officers who

may have violated the law themselves while engaged in catching crooks. Even
when they do bring such charges, prosecutors find it very difficult to convince

juries that officers in such cases should be convicted and perhaps imprisoned.
Thus, if we try to measure the effectiveness of state laws In controlling

police use of deadly force by counting the numbers of officers convicted for
violating them, we would conclude that the law Is not effective. Such a
conclusion would not be totally accurate, however, because It does not .take into
account the fact that the law prevents much use of police deadly force by giving

officers notice of the kinds of actions that may expose them to criminal
penalties. Regardless of the rarity of convictions under such laws, police,
like everybody else, are deterred from unreasonable actions by the threat of
arrest and trial. Consequently, while the law does have shortcomings as a

control, it Is Important that it be as specific as possible in delineating the
circumstances under which officers may use deadly force.

There Is an inherent limit to the specificity possible In state laws,
however. State haws concerning police deadly force must be relatively vague

because they apply to a wide variety of jurisdictions and circumstances.

Statewide laws cannot take. Into account the fact that what may be appropriate

police shooting in a deserted rural area might be inappropriate in crowded cities
within the same state.

That is lct-'to suggest that it may be approriate for the police to kill

people in some areas under circumstances that would not be appropriate in other
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areas. It is the NMCP's position that officers should not use deadly force

apainst other people except when it -is not possible in any other way to protect

the lives of officers or other people. It might be appropriate in isolated

rural areas, however, for police to fire shots to summon the assistance of

colleagues, but such shots would clearly be inappropriate In densely populated

cities.

Thus, while it is generally inadvisable for police to shoot into the air to

summon assistance, one can conceive of rare situations in which such an action

might be appropriate and consistent with the police goal of protecting life.

Such situations almost always would occur in isolated rural areas rather than in

densely populated urban areas. The law, however, applies to the entire state

with equal force and cannot take Into consideration variations In local

conditions within the state. For that reason, it is critically Important that

state laws be supplanted by more specific local controls on police use of

firearms and other means of deadly force. The controls recommended at the end

of the chapter, therefore, include both model state laws and local municipal

ordinances, and police department policies.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT DEADLY FORCE AND' FIREARMS GUIDELINES
The most logical place to find such controls is in the operating manuals of

police departments, where they should appear as departmental statements of

policy on the use of firearms and on the use of other means of deadly force. By

now, most of the larger police departments in the United States have established

such policy statements, but many are extremely broad. Further, since there is

no systematic source of information on police deadly force policies, there is no

way to determine how many departments are utterly without any internal policies

on use of deadly force. It is probable, however, that many smaller departments

have no internal policies at all, so that officers are guided only by broad

state laws. That is unfortunate because overly broad or nonexistent guidelines

on use of deadly force are unfair not only to citizens, but to police officers

as well.

Put yourself in the place of a new police officer. If you are like most new

police officers, you are a young white man who has never been in any serious

trouble, who has a high school degree or some college education, and who has

taken the job because it offers both security and the opportunity to do exciting

work and to help others. Like most new officers, you are not sure just what to

expect from the job. You attend a 12 or 16 week training academy where you are

bombarded with instructions on literally hundreds of responsibilities you will

assume shortly. You are told that it is your important duty to prevent crime

and to apprehend criminals. You are taught how to use your firearm, and are

told that the state law permits you to use it against others to defend yourself

or other innocent persons, or to apprehend fleeing felony suspects. You are

also reminded of the tradition that the police 'always get their man.'
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When you are assigned to "the street," you are told by your sergeant that he

will evaluate you, and that he considers the number of arrests made by his

officers a good indication of how well they do their job. A couple of weeks

later, you see a car that has been reported stolen being driven along a major

street late at night. You use your radio to call for help, and try to pull the

car over, but the driver speeds off. After a short chase, he abandons the car,

and flees on foot. You try to catch him but realize that you will not. You

have a clear shot at him, know that you are allowed to shoot fleeing felons,

that "the police always get their man," that it is your duty to apprehend

criminals, and that your sergeant will be looking closely at the number of

arrests you make. Your nerves are jangled, your adrenalin is pumping, you are

running out of breath, help has not arrived yet, and you have only a second or

two in which to decide to shoot him or not, because he will be long gone after

that. What do you do?

Most officers would let the suspect escape, but many have responded to such

situations by living up to the tradition that "the police always get their man."

As a result, they have taken the lives of teenagers whose crimes would have been

treated extremely mildly by the courts had they been apprehended alive. In many

such cases, the consequences to officers have been severe. It is traumatic to

take a life under any circumstance. It is especially devastating to make a

hurried decision to live up to department expectations by shooting in a

situation like the one described, and to reflect later upon the enormity of the

consequence of that decision. Police psychologists suggest that there are two

victims in cases of police deadly force--the person shot, and the person who*

shot him. Clearly, therefore, it is in the interests of officers, as well as

the public, to attempt to define with as much specificity as possible the

circumstances under which it is acceptable for officers to use deadly force.
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The police department that fails to do that has failed to meet its

responsibility to its officers as well as its responsibility to the people it

serves. The decision to shoot is a really tough one, and officers should be

given as much help in making it as possible..

The question of how specific local policies on deadly force should be is

complex. Some departments have established deadly force policies so detailed

that It is unrealistic to expect than to be useful to officers in the heat of

the moment. For example, policies In some police departments permit officers to

shoot at suspects fleeing from purse-snatchings In which victims have been

struck or knocked to the ground, but do not permit shooting in cases of

purse-snatchings not involving the use of such force. In some places, local

police deadly force policies permit officers to shoot at fleeing individuals

whose "conduct indicates that they will constitute a continuing danger to the

community if not apprehended'imediately." Except In rare instances (a "Son of

Sam" style murderer, for example), it is extremely difficult for officers to

apply such "crystal ball" policies in specific caes. It is very difficult for

trained psychologists to predict human behavior; It is unfair to expect police

officers on the street to do so.

Thus, it is the position of the NAACP that the main provision of. local

policies on police use of deadly force should permit officers to use deadly

force only as a last resort and when no other means are available to protect

officers, or other innocent persons against imminent grievous physical injury or

death. Simply stated, it is our position that officers should use deadly force

only in defense of life.

The reasons behind that recomendation are many. First, it Is the only

policy that clearly is consistent with the primary responsibility of the police

to protect life. Second, It In no way limits the authority of the police to use
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deadly force in situations that are threatening to their lives or to the lives

of others, and-that cannot be overcome with less drastic measures. Thtrd, it

has the virtue of simplicity: It does not require officers to apply complex

principles to heated and hurried decisions in the street. Fourth, it is

consistent with constitutional due process guarantees and court Interpretations

that authorize the state to take life 6y capital punishment under only the most

extreme circumstances. It reinforces this society's priority on the value of

live over the value of property. Fifth, it is consistent with current practice

in England, the source of our common law rule permitting use of deadly force to

apprehend fleeing felons, and a country that long ago rejected that rule.

Sixth, it is consistent with the findings of research that demonstrate that less

restrictive deadly force policies do not contribute to police effectiveness.

The evidence to date demonstrates there Is no association between police policy

on use of deadly force and rates of crime and arrest. Police departments that

shoot a lot of people are not better crime fighters than police department that

shoot few people. Seventh, it is consistent with the long-time police of this

country's most highly regarded law enforcement agency, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.

In making that proposal, we would take pains to point out that it is a

recommendation for a policy, rather than for a hard and fast rule. Just as the

law is most properly interpreted in its spirit, rather than by the letter, we

supoest that our policy recommendations be interpreted in their spirit. There

are no exceptions to a hard and fast rule, but there may be some exceptions to a

policy. We recognize that there well may be some rare instances in wich police

use of deadly force violates the letter of our proposed defense of life policy,,

but well may be consistent with the primary responsibility of the police to

protect life.
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Suppose, for example, that an officer receives a report that an armed

robbery Is.occurring in a store. As he pulls up to the location, a man wth.a

gun in his hand runs out of the store pursued by another man. The man with the

gun turns and shoots his pursuer. No then looks up, sees the officer, fires

several shots in the officer's direction, and turns to flee, carrying the now

empty gun in his hand. The officer pursues the man,'but It is obvious that he

cannot catch him. Is It be reasonable for the officer to shoot in such a

situation?

Under a literal interpretation of our policy recommendation, It is not.

Neither the officer nor anybody else faces an imminent threat to life at that

point because the man's gun Is empty. On the other hand, is it reasonable for

the officer to allow this individual to esc.apb? He has shot one person, and he

attempted to shoot the officer. If the officer continues his pursuit, will he

find out the hard way that the man has a second loaded gun concealed on his

person? Will the man be able to reload his gun and engage the officer in an

exchange of shots?

The question here, then, is what possible police action Is most consistent

with the officer's responsibility to protect life? Reasonable people can differ

on the answer but, given such extreme circumstances as these, and given such

clecr evidence of this suspect's disregard for the life of the officer and those

he is sworn to protect, It is our position that use of deadly force in this case

would be both reasonable and consistent with the officer's responsibiltiy to

protect life. Use of deadly force in this case would violate the letter of our

proposed policy, but it would certainly not violate its spirit.

If we would find such a shooting reasonable, why have we not clearly said so

In our proposed policy? The answer Is that it is impossible to do so without

also opening the door to many other shootings that are far less consistent with
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the police responsibility to protect life. If our policy said, for example,
that officers were justified in shooting people who had committed robberies or

other forcible felonies, it might be read to mean that we approved of shootings

of youths fleeing from such offenses as schoolyard lunch money shakedowns. If

our policy said that officers were justified in shooting people who were armed

with guns, it might be read as encouraging such shootings even when there exist

less drastic means of disarming suspects who pose no immediate threat to life

(e.9., by calling for assistance, or by negotiating with barricaded suspects).

Thus, we think it more reasonable to treat cases as extreme as the one we have
described as exceptions to our general policy that officers use deadly force

only In defense of life, than it would be to risk encouraging other more

questionable shootings by elaborating on the policy.

Even though cases as extrme as the one we have described are rare, the fact
that our recommendation is for a policy rather than a hard and fast rule makes
the job of ruling on the justifiability of use of deadly force more difficult.
It is easy to decide when a hard and fast rule has been violated, but it is far

harder to decide when a policy has been violated. We recognize that, but we see

no alternative. The main provision of our policy is based on the principle that

a police officer's power to use deadly force should be limited to cases where

life is in imminent danger. Cases which appear to violate the letter of that
policy should be judged on the basis of whether the actions of the officer were

consistent with his resonsibility to protect life. We think that is a judgment
reasonable people can make. We think also that articulating the basis for such
judgments in reports made available to the public following all cases of use of
deadly force and use of firearms will insure the integrity of the process of
adjudicating police actions, and will enhance the credibility of the police by

reducing speculation that investigations and adjudications of police actions are

not objective.
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Just as we acknowledge these rare exceptions to the main provision of our
policy,*we also acknowledged rare exceptions to Its other provisions. Our policy

prohibits warning shots, for example, but we recognize that In som unusual

circumstances it may be reasonable for officers to fire warning shots. An

officer suddenly confronted on a crowded street by a deranged and threatening

young man with a knife might be deemed to have acted reasonably if he fired a

shot Into the air to shock his assailant into reality when his only other choice

was to shoot at the man and to risk hitting bystanders with a bullet. Here, as

in every case, the relevant provision of our policy must be applied by

considering whether the officer's actions were consistent with his

responsibility to protect life. Was it consistent with that responsibility to

attempt to spare the life of the young man and to minimize risk to bystanders by

firing a shot into the air Instead of shooting at him? In this case, assuming

that no other options were available, and that the officer's life was really in

danger, shooting the man would have been justifiable under our policy's "defense

of life" provision. But the officer apparently sought to avoid taking a life by

firing a warning shot. We would find it very difficult to penalize him for

that.

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONTROLS ON POLICE DEADLY FORCE AND FIREARMS -

Obviously, most of our discussion of controls of police use of deadly force

centers on things that the police department itself can do, rather than upon the

law's limits on this police power. We think the police chief Is the most

appropriate and logical candidate to control effectively hat his officers do

with their guns. Because the police chief is a local official, we think also

that he is likely to be more responsive to the wishes of citizens regarding use

of firearms and other means of deadly force than would a state legislature which

serves many interests and many constituencies. Running the police department

and responding to citizens' opinions about the police department Is the police

chief's job, while police matters are only one among many concerns of state
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legislators. Police officers pay close attention to their chief, but they
usually are far less affected by anything that happens in the state capital.

The most fruitful place to seek change in police deadly force practices,
then, is probably the police chief's office. Unfortunately, however, the
resulting-reforms sometimes last only as long as the chief who Implemented them.

In some places, reforms put in place by progressive police chiefs appointed by
progressive mayors have been rescinded by "tough on crime,' "law and order"

mayors and police chiefs put into office in subsequent elections. One
midwestern chief, for example, recently responded to rising crime rates by
"taking the handcuffs off his officers," and ordering them to 'shoot only to

kill." That kind of talk may sound good to people frightened by rising crime,

but it has little real effect except perhaps to send officers a not-so-subtle
message that the chief's Idea of a good cop is one who would not hesitate to

take a life.
If the threat of such regression Is real, It may be advisable to work for

the passage of municipal legislation that requires police chiefs to establish

and administer reasonable and clear guidelines on the use of firearms and other

deadly force. Unlike an internal policy, a municipal ordinance cannot easily be
overturned by the stroke of one person's pen. Thus, our proposals include the
language for such a municipal ordinance that makes It a legal requirement for
police chiefs to develop a deadly force policy, to review shootings, and to
report publicly on shootings and their investigations and findings.

This model municipal ordinance might also be useful in cases Involving

police chiefs who are not responsive to citizen requests for reform of deadly
force policies simply because they are not accountable to the citizens. In some
places, police chiefs hold civil service tenure, and are not removable from

office except for "cause," which often means that they are "chiefs for life"
unless they violate the law. Our model municipal ordinance increases the

accountability of such chiefs by making failure to administer deadly force
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As you read our proposals, you will find there are differences among.them in

terms of their specificity. We have left our proposed state law relatively

broad, so local Jurisdictions'might work within.its guidelines to tailor their

own specific policy guidelines. We have also done so to preclude the

prosecution of police officers for actions that people in some jurisdictions

might consider reasonable. A local ordinance or policy can be more restrictive

than state law, but it cannot be less restrictive.
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A MODEL STATE LAW ON USE OF DEADLY FORCE BY POLICE

u$10ification: Use of Deadly Plhyscal Force by Police Officen
A. A police officer may use deadly physical force upon another person when

and to the extent he reasonably believes It necessary to defend himself
or a third person from what he reasonably believes to be the use of
imminent use of unlawful deadly physical force by such other person,

and when no other reasonable means exist to do so, or

B. When no other reasonable means exist to effect the arrest or prevent
the escape from custody of a person whom the police officer reasonably
believes has committed one of the following offenses in the immediate

past:
murder, or attempted murder

non-neg li gent manslaughter

forcible rape

forcible sodomy
aggravated assault Involving use of a deadly weapon
kidnapping

robbery while armed with a firearm or explosive device

arson of an occupied building or dwelling

II. Definitions
A. Defenses: Burden of Proof

When a "defense' is raised at a trial, the people have the burden of

disproving such defense beyond a reasonable doubt.

6. Justification: A Defense
In any prosecution for an offense, Justification is a defense.

C. "Deadly Physical Force' means any physical force which, under the

circumstances in which it is used, is readily capable of causing death

or other grievous physical injury.
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0. "Deadly Weapon" means any loaded weapon from which a shot, readily

capable of causing death or other grievous physical injury, may be

discharged, or a switchblade knife, dagger, billy, blackjack, or metal

knuckles.

E. "Explosive Device" means any device designed or specially adapted to

cause physical harm to persons or property by means of an explosion,

and consisting of an explosive substance or agency and a means to

detonate it. "Explosive device" includes without limitation any'bomb,

any explosive demolition device, any blasting cap or detonator

containing an explosive charge, and any pressure vessel which has been

knowingly tampered with or arranged so as to explode.
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comment

While It is NAACP's position that police officers should use deadly force

only in defense of life, our model state law allows shooting to apprehend

fleeing persons suspected of several especially terrible crimes. That might

seem inconsistent, but it Is not.

Our model state law allows--but does not encourage--officers to use deadly

force to apprehend fleeing persons suspected of murder, the most serious types

of manslauqhter, forcible sex crimes, assault with deadly weapons, kidnaping,

armed robbery, and arson. All these are lethal or life-threatening offenses

and, in some cases, shooting to apprehend suspects of these crimes might be

consistent with the police responsibility to protect life. Suppose, for

example, during the recent terrible series of murders in Atlanta, an officer had

fired at a fleeing person whom he had seen throw the body of a young man into

the Chatahoochie River. If there existed no other way to make that

apprehension, most peopole would agree that the officer had acted properly to

protect life. Even those who did not agree would be hard put to argue that the

officer should be arrested and criminally prosecuted for such an action. We

don't think so either, and to avoid such an outcome, we have allowed for such

situations in our model state deadly force law. Neither our model municipal

ordinance nor our model departmental policy; however, authorizes such shootings.

Thus, some violations of the letter of the defense of life provision of our

policy (such as the shooting of the fleeing murder suspect described above) may

be evaluated by police departments and citizens on a case-by-case basis without

subjecting officers to criminal prosecution.

. Our proposed law, it should be noted, is comparable to the most restrictive

state deadly force laws in the United States. As long as our model policy is

interpreted and administered responsibly, however, that policy, and not the law,

will be the operative guideline for officers in the field.
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A MODEL LOCAL ORDINANCE ON USE OF POLICE DEADLY FORCE

I. The chief of police shall be held accountable for the use of firearms

and other means of deadly force by officers of the police department.

II. The chief of police shall promulgate administrative directives that

clearly delineate the circumstances under which officers of the police

department may display or discharge firearms or employ other means of deadly

force.

1I1. The administrative directives required by Section II shall prohibit

officers of the police department from discharging firearms except when, in the

absence of any other means to do so, it is necessary to defend officers or othe

innocent persons aQainst the use or imminent use of unlawful deadly force by

another person, or when, in the absence of any other means to do so, it is

necessary to destroy a dangerous or hopelessly injured animal.

IV. The administrative directives required by Section 11 shall prohibit

officers of the police department from discharging firearms at or from moving

vehicles, except when, in the absence of any other means to do so, it Is

necessary to defend officers or other innocent persons against the use of

unlawful deadly force by means other than a vehicle.

V. The administrative directives required by Section II shall prohibit

officers of the police department from discharging firearms as warnings.

VI. The administrative directives required by Section II shall prohibit

officers of the police department from discharging firearms in order to summon

assistance.

VII. The administrative guidelines required by Section II shall include

specification of internal police investigative and review procedures for all

instances in which officers of the police department discharge firearms or

employ other means of deadly force.
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VIII. It shall be the responsibility of the chief of police to discipline

officers of the police department determined to have violated the provisions of

the administrative directives required.by Section II..

IX.' It shall be the responsibility of the chief of police to submit

promptly to the mayor and the city council written reports detailing the

circumstances under which officers of the police department have discharged

firearms or employed other means of deadly force and specifying the criteria

upon which such incidents were determined to have been in accord with or

violated the provisions of the administrative directives required by Section II.

Such reports shall include a statement of corrective action taken, where

applicable.

X. It shall be the responsibility of the chief of police to provide to

any citizen upon written demand full copies of the reports required by Section

IX.

XI. It shall be the responsibility of the chief of police to respond to

requests of the city council to clarify or explain reports required by Section

IX by responding in writing, or when so requested by the council, by appearing

before the council.

XII. Failure of the chief of police to obey the requirements of Section I

through XI shall be unlawful.
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Comnent
Our model local ordinance is designed to hold chiefs of county, town, and

city police agencies accountable to elected officials for the use of deadly

force by members of their departments. It most directly limits the discretion

of police chiefs, rather than street police officers, by mandating that chiefs

establish and administer restrictive deadly force guidelines.

In many cases, chiefs have been reluctant to establish department

guidelines for shooting, on the spurious grounds that they have no authority to

restrict police shooting more than the law does. This ordinance negates such

arguments by making it a legal requirement for police chiefs to establish

internal policies.
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FIELD OFFICER'S SUMMARY

YOUR FIREARM

o DO NOT REMOVE IT FROM YOUR

SUSPECT THAT IT MAY BECOME

TO DEFEND YOUR OWN LIFE OR

S A LAST RESORT

HOLSTER UNLESS YOU REASONABLY

NECESSARY TO USE YOUR FIREARM

THE LIFE OF ANOTHER.

o DO NOT DISCHARGE YOUR FIREARM UNLESS THERE IS NO OTHER

WAY TO DEFEND YOUR LIFE OR THE LIFE OF ANOTHER.. .OR,

o UNLESS THERE IS NO OTHER WAY TO DISPOSE OF A DANGEROUS

OR INJURED ANIMAL.

Comment: This model deadly force policy field officer's summary is designed

simply as a decision-making guide for officers in the field, and can be issued

to them individually on wallet-sized cards, and posted in police buildings and

on the sun visors of police vehicles on larger cards.
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A MODEL POLICE DEPARTMENT POLICY ON

USE OF DEADLY FORCE AND USE OF FIREARMS

I. A. The purpose of this order is to provide officers with a single document

explaining this department's policies and procedures-related to the

authorization, discharge, and carrying of firearms.

B. The primary responsibility of this department and of each of its members

is to protect the lives of the citizens we serve. It is critical, therefore,

that every action of this department and of each of its members be consistent

with that responsibility. It is also the responsibility of each member of this

department to honor the established principles of democracy. These include a

reverence for human life, the principle that the value of any human life exceeds

that of any property, and the principle that it is the function of the judiciary

and of correctional authorities to punish wrongdoers.

C. This department and each of its officers has been granted extensive

powers to meet these responsibilities. These powers have been granted by

citizens, and this department and each of its officers are accountable to the

citizens for the manner in which those powers are exercised. This is especially

true where the power to use deadly force is concerned.

D. The laws of this state define deadly force as "force capable of killing,

or likely to kill." Most often, deadly force involves the use of firearms. It

is the policy of this department that display and discharge of firearms shall be

held to the absolute minimum required to fulfill the responsibilities of this

department and to protect the safety of officers.

E. Therefore, this department has this date enacted the following police

guidelines regarding the use of firearms and other means of deadly force. The

following ouidellnes must be viewed as administrative guides for decision-making
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before the fact and not as a standard for civil or criminal litigation judging

the propriety of actions already taken. That is a matter of established law as

well as a process for prosecutors, courts, and Juries reviewing specific facts

of a given incident.

II. Policy Statement

A. Oischarge of Firearms

1. It' is the policy of this department that firearms may be discharged

only under the following two circumstances:

a) when necessary to protect an officer or other innocent

person against grievous bodily injury or death caused

by assaultive conduct by other persons, and when all

other reasonable means of doing so have been exhausted.

b) when necessary to destroy a dangerous or hopelessly

injured animal, and when all other reasonable means of

doing so have been exhausted.

2. It is the policy of this department that:

a) a firearm SHALL NOT be discharged when there exist or

are other less lethal means of neutralizing a threat to

the live of officers or other innocent persons, or of

disposing of dangerous or hopelessly injured animals.

IN ALL CASES, ONLY THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF FORCE WILL BE

USED TO ACCOMPLISH A MISSION.

b) A firearm SHALL NOT be discharged if the lives of innocent

persons may be endangered.
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c) A firearm SHALL NOT be discharged as a warning shot. A

ricocheted bullet or poorly aimed shot may result in death

or injury to innocent persons.

d) A firearm SHALL NOT be discharged to summon assistance.

e) A firearm SHALL NOT be discharged at or from a moving vehicle,

unless an officer or another innocent person is the subject of

deadly force by means other than a vehicle.

B. Display of Firearms. It is the policy of this department that firearms

may be unholstered, handled, or otherwise displayed only under the following two

circumstances:

1) when an officer reasonably suspects that he or another

innocent person may be subjected to imminent danger of

grievous bodily injury or death by assaultive conduct

from other persons, and when there exist no less lethal

means of subduing that threat.

2) when necessary to destroy a dangerous or hopelessly injured

animal,.and when all other reasonable means of doing so

have been exhausted.

Nothing in the guidelines above should be construed as a restriction upon

the ability of members of this department to perform their duties or to protect

their own safety. This department and the citizens to whom it is accountable

acknowledge that effective police work depends upon the wise exercise of

discretion and good judgment. This department and the citizens to whom it is

accountable acknowledge also that some extraordinary circumstances may warrant

technical violation of the letter of these guidelines. In such cases, the

reasonableness of officers' actions will be adjudged according to their
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consistency with the primary police resonsibility to protect life; but officers

will be held accountable for their adherence to the spirit of these guidelines,

and for their adherence to their responsibility to protect life.

III. Firearms Discharge Report (FOR)

A. Whenever any officer discharges a firearm, whether accidentally or

intentionally, and whether on-duty or off-duty, and whether within the

geographic confines of this jurisdiction or otherwise, excepting

authorized training or competition pruposes, a written reort shall be

submitted to the chief of police. That written report shall be

prepared by the officer involved, unless he is seriously injured or

otherwise unable to do so. If the officer involved is unable to do so,

the report shall be prepared by the supervisor of patrol of the

district in which the firearms discharge occurred. This report shall

set forth all circumstances surrounding the incident, including but not

limited to the following:

1) A narrative describing the events leading up to the incident

and the reason for use of the firearm.

2) A description of the location in which the incident occurred.

3) The names, addresses, and descriptions of any injured person

or persons at whom fire was directed.

4) The names, addresses, and descriptions of any witnesses.

IV. Investigation of Firearms Discharges

A. Whenever any officer discharges a firearm, whether accidentally or

intentionally, and whether on-duty or off-duty, and whether within the

geographic confines of this jurisdiction or otherwise, he shall notify

the department Command and Control Center as soon as possible by either

telephone or by notifying the department radio dispatcher.
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B. The Command and Control Center shall immediately dispatch the

supervisor of patrol of the district within which the incident occurred

to the scene, and shall also Immediately dispatch an officer at the

rank of captain or above to the scene. The Command and Control Center

shall also immediately notify by telephone the Internal Affairs

Division and the office of the District Attorney, advising them of the

location and of any related injuries. Pending the arrival of the

captain, the patrol supervisor shall commence an investigation

immediately upon arrival at the scene. He shall:

1) Ascertain the extent of any injuries involved, and make

certain that injured parties are promptly and properly treated

or removed for medical care.

2) Hake a determination as to whether the investigation should

continue at the scene or should be moved to the nearest police

facility.

3) Interview the officer involved to determine the circumstances

of the incident.

4) Inspect the firearm discharged, and commence a search for

discharged bullets and for any undiscovered injuries or

property damage.

5) Attempt to locate witnesses, and request that they remain

available for interviews by the responding captain, or that

they provide names, addresses, and phone numbers so that they

may be interviewed in the future.
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6) Notify the responding captain upon his arrival of the facts

that he has ascertained, including a statement of his

tentative judgment of whether or not the incident will result

in the filing of criminal charges against the officer or

officers Involved.

C. The responding captain shall assume command of the investigation. Upon

arrival at the scene, he shall obtain the information above from the

patrol supervisor, and shall immediately notify the Command and Control

Center by telephone of the facts as he has ascertained them from the

patrol supervisor. If, at any time, the captain determines that the

filing of criminal charges against officers is likely, he shall

immediately notify the Command and Control Center by telephone. the

Command and Control Center shall then immediately notify by telephone

the chief of police, the Internal Affairs Division, and the office of

the District Attorney, if representatives of the district attorney are

not already on the scene. The notification to the office of the

district attorney shall include no statement of the reasons for the

tentative determination that criminal charges are likely.

D. The responding captain shall determine that all injured parties are

properly cared for, and that any department services required to assist

in the investigation (e.g., ballistics, photo, homicide, etc.) have

been notified of the need for their services, and are en route to the

scene.

E. The responding captain shall then continue his investigation at the

scene, or at the nearest police facility, whichever is more feasible.

He shall attempt to put all involved parties at ease, and shall conduct
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be tape recorded, conducted in private rooms, and in the presence of

one other officer of a supervisory rank. All department members to be

interviewed should be advised of their Hight to be interviewed in the

presence of an attorney or a representative of the designated police

labor association.

Officers who discharged firearms shall be interviewed prior to any

interviews of witnesses. Interviews of officers shall begin with a

reading of time, date, location, and parties present at the interview.

The captain shall then inform the interviewee that:

I am Captain _ I am about to interview you
regarding an incident which occurred at (location)
at (time, date), in which your firearm was discharged.
All the information obtained in this interview will be
used for internal purposes by this department, and no
statement made by you or your representative during the
course of this interview will be used against you in any
criminal prosecution which may result from this incident.

The interview I am conducting is not a part of a criminal
investigation, and therefore, your Constitutional rights
to remain silent do not apply. You may refuse to answer
questions, but I must advise you that doing so will
constitute grounds for Immediate suspension from this
department, and the filing of departmental charges of
insubordination and hindering an official department
investigation. The prescribed penalty for such offenses
in an investigation such as this one is dismissal from
the department.
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Interviews of officers involved shall be conducted in a manner designed

to obtain officers' descriptions of all events relevant to the firearms

discharge, as should interviews of all other witnesses. Members of the

department shall be instructed to remain available for further

questions and for clarification of points raised in subsequent

interviews. Interviews of citizens arrested or suspected of crimes as

a result of their involvement in firearms discharge incidents should be

preceded by reading of the Miranda advisements of their rights to

silence and counsel.

G. Upon completion of his interviews and other efforts to determine the

facts of the incident, the captain shall make all involved officers

available for interviews by the Internal Affairs Division and by the

district attorney's representatives. He shall then have hand delivered

all interview tapes and prepare a complete written report of his

investigation in a sealed envelope to the deputy chief for field

operations, and shall forward copies of the report to the chief of

police, to the commanding officer of the officer involved, and to the

commanding officer of the training academy. This report shall be

forwarded within 24 hours of the firearms discharge, and shall be

preceded by a brief preliminary report outlining the circumstances of

the shooting, which shall be hand delivered to the office of the chief

of police and to the office of the deputy chief-of operations as soon

as possible. Both the preliminary report and the complete written

report will include a statement of the captain's determination of

whether the firearms discharge was in conformance with department

policy, and a statement of the reasons therefore W
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H. In the event that the captain's investigation and the interviews of the

Internal Affairs Division and the district attorney indicate that there

exists probable cause to arrest an officer for criminal violations

related to firearms discharges, the investigating captain shall

immediately suspend the officer, and confiscate his weapon and badge.

All arrests in such cases shall be effected by supervisory officers of

the Internal Affairs Division.

v. Post-Shooting Services for Officers

In every case in which the discharge of an officer's firearm has resulted

in injury or death to a human being, the investigating captain shall excuse the

officer involved from his next three scheduled tours of duty, with pay. He

shall also contact the departmental psychologist In all such cases, and shall

arrange the scheduling of a post-shooting counseling session for the officer

with the psychologist during the next two calendar days. At his discretion, he

may schedule such appointments for officers involved in shootings not resulting

in injury or death, and may reassign such officers to temporary duty in staff

units. In any event, officers in post-shooting counseling will be excused from

duty for counseling sessions at the department's expense until both they and the

psychologist agree that there no longer exists a need for such treatment. It is

critical that officers understand that such services are mandated not to

discourage them from properly performing their duties, and not as a means of

condemning their actions. Such services are offered by the department out of a

concern for the psychological and spiritual well-being of officers, and out of

the. concern for the threat to such well-being caused by reactions to having shot

another human being. The services of departmental chaplains also shall be made

available to officers for these purposes.
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The following is a listing of recommendations that my be made.

Recommendations are not limited to the following, and may include more

than one of the following, or other dispositions, at the board's

discretion.

1) The officer involved discharged the firearm in
accordance with departmental policy.

2) The officer involved discharged the firearm in
accordance with department policy, but his actions
indicate a need for instruction in tactics and/or law.

3) The officer involved discharged the firearm in
violation of departmental policy.

4) The actions of the officer involved indicated a need for
psychiatric or psychological treatment or alcoholic
counseling.

5) The officer involved should be given the opportunity
to transfer to a less sensitive or demanding assignment.

6) The actions of the officer involved indicate a mandatory
transfer to a less desirable or less sensitive or
demanding assignment.

7) Criminal charges should be filed against the officer
involved, if this has not already occurred.
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vir. Release of Information Regarding Fireams Discharges
A. In every incident involving the discharge of a firearm that.has

resulted in injury or death to a human being, upon request, the chief

of police shall make available to the public all reports of the

firearms discharge review board (omitting the identification of

civilian witnesses, where necessary to protect their security and

privacy), as well as a written statement explaining his acceptance or

rejection of board findings, and the reasons therefore. Such reports

shall also describe corrective action taken, if any, and if

permissible within local privacy laws.

B. At the end of each calendar year, the activities of the firearms

discharge review board will be published in the department's annual

report. This will include a statistical report on the number and types

of firearms discharges reviewed, the numbers of resulting injuries and

deaths, and the results of investigations and reviews of firearms

discharges.

C. At every stage of the investigation and review of shootings, it is this

department's policy that the press and public are entitled to complete

information, within the bounds of legality. Therefore, those charged

with investigatino and reviewing shootings shall make available to the

press and the public a11 elevant information so long as disclosure

would not endanger the progress of departmental or criminal

proceedings, or the lives and privacy of witnesses and other innocent

persons.
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VIII. Carrying Firearms

A. It is the policy of this department that only those officers who meet

the minimum requirement for proficiency in the use of firearms as

established by the training academy shall be permitted to carry

firearms in the course of this department.

B. It is the policy of this department that on-duty officers must carry

with them a service revolver of a type and manufacture specified by the

department, and with which they have met the minimum standards for

proficiency as established by the training academy.

C. All weapons owned or used by officers must be inspected and approved by

the training academy on the date of purchase. At that time, all such

weapons must be registered by serial number with the department, and

two rounds of live ammunition must be provided the range officer for

firing and retention by the department as samples for ballistics

indent ificat ion.

D. No officer may carry upon his person at any time any firearm with which

he has not demonstrated minimum proficiency as established by the

training academy, except while transporting it to the training academy

for that purpose on the date of purchase.

E. With the prior knowledge and written approval of their commanding

officers, on-duty officers may carry a second firearm, provided that

all requirements in Sectons VIII, A through D are met, and provided

that the second firearm is not carried in a manner that is visible.

F. Off-Duty Weapons

1) When operating a department vehicle while off-duty,
officers must carry a properly registered firearm of a type
specified by the department, and with which they have met
minimum department proficiency standards.
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2) At other times, officers are permitted to carry firearms while
off-duty, with the following exceptions:
a) It is the policy of.this department that off-duty

officers should not carry firearms at social events and
other circumstances in which they anticipate consuming
alcoholic beverages.

b) It is the policy of this department that off-duty
officers should not carry firearms to places where
they will engage in athletic activities (e.g.,
swimming, tennis, softball, bowling, etc.) where it
is impractical to carry a weapon, and where its
security may be compromised by leaving it in auto-
mobiles, lockers, or other temporary storage facilities.

c) It is the policy of this department that off-duty
officers should not carry firearms beyond the
geographic boundaries of this jurisdiction, except
while on official business, or while traveling to
-or from this jurisdiction.

3) In no case will an officer who chooses not to carry a firearm
while off-duty be subjected to disciplinary action if an
occasion should arise in which he might have taken forcible
police action had he been armed.

4) It is the policy of this department that officers should
refrain from taking forcible police action except in
circumstances which seriously threaten life, property, or
public order. It is the policy of this department that the
most appropriate police action to be taken by off-duty
officers in less serious situations or in situations in which
forcible police action itself may increase risk to the lives
and safety of officers or other innocent persons Is to request
the assistance of on-duty officers at the first opportunity.
Before taking any action while off-duty, officers should
carefully consider the risks to themselves and to others that
may be caused by sudden confrontation with armed criminals or
suspects.
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Comment: This model police department policy on use of deadly force and

use of firearms is designed as a single comprehensive document governing this

area of police operations. In la~men's terms it:

o Explains the importance of restraint in unholstering and

discharging firearms.

o Authorizes shooting only when necessary to defend life, or to

destroy injured or dangerous animals.

o Prohibits shooting when innocent people may be endangered.

o Prohibits warning shots.

o Prohibits "shots in the airm to call for help.

o Prohibits shooting at or from moving cars, unless opponents are

also shooting at police.

o Permits unholstering of firearms only when officers are entering

potentially life-threatening situations, or are about to destroy

animals.

o Explains that extraordinary circumstances may justify exceptions

to the policies above.

o Requires officers to report in writing all firearms discharges.

o Establishes procedures for investigation of all firearm discharges.

o Requires all officers who discharge firearms to attend post-

shooting psychological counselling.

o Establishes a board to review and adjudicate all firearm discharges.

o Suggests means by which the firearms discharge review board may

conclude their reviews of shootings.

o Requires the police chief to act upon the recommendations of the

firearms discharge review board.
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* Requires the police chief to Make public the results of

investigation and review of firearms discharges, and any

resulting departmental action.

o Requires that officers be qualified by training before being

permitted to carry firearms.

o Establishes procedures to record all firearms owned by officers.

o Establishes procedures that allow identification of bullets

fired from all officers' firearms.

o Establishes procedures for on-duty officers to carry second

firearms.

o Establishes guidelines for the carrying of firearms while

officers are off-duty.

o Establishes guidelines for off-duty police action by officers.

Some provisions of this model policy may require clarification. It is true

that many citizens see no need for officers to own or to carry more than one

firearm. It is also true that there have been incidents in which officers have

"planted" their second firearm on persons they have shot, in order to cover up

improper Shootings of unarmed persons. But it is also true that there are

legitimate reasons for officers to own or carry more than one firearm.

First, the typical police service revolver is large, bulky, heavy, and

inconvenient for officers to carry while working out of uniform or while

off-duty. Thus, many officers own a second, smaller "off-duty" gun. Second,

there have been incidents in which on-duty officers have been disarmed by

criminals, and have avoided death by resorting to the use of concealed second

firearms.
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The "problem of the second gun" is not the second gun, per se. The problem

is the second gun whose owmrship is not recorded, or the second gun that is

carried visibly in a way that intimidates citizens. Requiring officers to

register and qualify with all their firearms, to provide ballistic samples of

all their firearms, and to obtain their commander's permission to carry a.

concealed--but registered--second gun minimizes those problems. No officer can

"plant" a gun that is registered in his name on a shooting victim. No officer

can intimidate citizens by carrying a second gun they cannot see.

Our policy's provisions regarding off-duty police action and off-duty

firearms also require clarification. Police officers are the only civil

servants who are "on duty 24 hours a day." In many places, they are required to

be armed 24 hours a day. That requirement is often inconvenient for officers

who like to swim or engage in other sports. It also places great demands

onofficers, who must remain alert and ready for action at all times.

Unfortunately, experience has shown that police officers--like the rest of

us--are human beings, and that tragic incidents involving armed off-duty police

have occurred. Thus, our model policy eliminates the requirement that off-duty

officers be "armed and ready for action at all time." Instead, it leaves the

decision to cary a gun while off-duty up to the individual officer, and states

that they should not carry off-duty guns while drinking, while engaging in

sports, or while out of towf. It also clearly defines the department's

expectatins of off-duty officers' responsibility to take police action.

Finally, our model deadly force policy is long and complex. That is not

because our shooting guidelines themselves are complicated, but because of the

detail of our recommended investigative and review procedures. Our shooting

guidelines are simple and easy to rember:
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The "problem of the second gun" is not the second gun, per se. The problem

is the second gun whose ownership is not recorded, or the second gun that is

carried visibly in a way that intimidates citizens. Requiring officers to

register and qualify with all their firearms, to provide ballistic samples of

all their firearms, and to obtain their connander's permission to carry a

concealed--but registered--second gun minimizes those problems. No officer can

"plant" a gun that is registered in his name on a shooting victim. No officer

can intimidate citizens by carrying a second gun they cannot see.

Our-policy's provisions regarding off-duty police action and off-duty

firearms also require clarification. Police officers are the only civil

servants who are "on duty 24 hours a day." In many places, they are required to

be armed 24 hours a day. That requirement is often inconvenient for officers

who swim or engage in other sports. It also places great demands on officers

who must remain alert and ready for action at all times. Unfortunately,

experience has shown that police officers--like the rest of us--are human

beings, and that tragic incidents involving armed off-duty police have occurred.

Thus, our model policy eliminates the requirement that off-duty officers be

"armed and ready for action at all time." Instead, it leaves the decision to

carry a gun while off-duty up to the individual officer, and states that he or

she should not carry off-duty guns while drinking, while engaging in sports, or

while out of town. It also clearly defines the department's expectations of

off-duty officers' responsibility to take police action.

Our model deadly force policy is long and complex not because our shooting

guidelines themselves are complicated, but because of the detail of our
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recommended investigative and review.procedures. Our shooting guidelines are

simple and easy to remember:

Shoot only as a last resort

Shoot only to defend life, or to destroy an animal

Do not shoot where others may be endangered

Do not shoot at or from cars unless you are being shot at

Do not fire warning shots

Do not fire shots to summon assistance

Our investigative and review procedures, however, are long and complex

because it is vitally important that every question arising from a shooting be

answered. The complexity of those procedures places a burden on police

departments to make certain that they are thoroughly explained to all officers,

and that all officers understand that nothing in them makes the police job more

dangerous or places any unreasonable limits on offices. They must also know

that, in a democracy, the taking of a life is a grave matter, and that our

recommended procedures will be followed.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

REPORT ON

CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS ON ALLEGED POLICE BRUTALITY HELD ON

NOVEMBER 28, 1983

Twenty-one (21) persons testified (excluding City
officials) at the second Congressional Hearing held on
November 28, 1983. Testimony encompassed fifteen (15)
cases or matters relating to police brutality. There
were nine (9) new specific allegations of misconduct;
three (3)previously investigated complaints, but testi-
mony at the second Hearing raised a new allegation re-
quiring further investigation and three (3) cases which
were previously investigated as a result of the first
Hearing.

Attached is a synopsis of each complaint and the
results of the subsequent investigation.

Appendix A contains the seven (7) cases involving
Officers of the New York City Police Department.

Appendix B contains the two (2) cases involving- ...
Transit Police Officers.

Appendix C involves three (3) matters previously
investigated but requiring further investigation with
respect to new issues raised at the second Hearing.

Appendix D contains three (3) cases raised at the
first Hearing which were fully reported on and required
no further investigation.

Appendixes E-J contain statistical information in
areas raised by Congressman Conyers at the Hearings,
as follows:

E. RACE AND AGE DISTRIBUTION OF NYC POLICE OFFICERS
F. FATAL POLICE/CIVILIAN CONFRONTATIONS 1974-1983
G. DISCIPLINARY PROCESSES
H. DOCUMENTS RELATING TO:

- Police Stress
- Early Intervention Program
- Psychological Candidate Screening
I. COMMUNITY RELATIONS: STAFF & BUDGET
J.. CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD STATISTICS

37-501 0 - 84 - 46
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APPENDIX A

Case of Marshall Thomas raised by Alton Maddox

Incident involving a black complainant being assaulted
by a black officer.

At approximately 330 A.M. on June 29, 1975,
Marshall Thomas, a civilian black complainant, was
robbed at knifepoint and struck on the head with a lub.
Police Officer Willins, a black officer, 79th Precinct,
responded to the incident and a verbal altercation with
the complainant ensued. The complainant, who had been
drinking, became abusive to the officer because he did
not like the manner in which he was being questioned.
The complainant was taken to the station house.

Mr. Thomas filed a civilian complaint alleging
that Officer Willins struck him in the left eye while
he was in front of the desk officer. Mr. Thomas was
admitted to the hospital for an eye injury on June 29,
1975. He was discharged on July 7, 1975. The complaint
was assigned to Commanding Officer, 79th Precinct for
investigation. His investigation included interviews
of Mr. Thomas, Police Officer Willins, the patrol Sergeant,
other officers, and the two civilian employees manning
the telephone switchboard and 124 room at the time of
the incident. The complaint was unsubstantiated in that
there was nothing to support Mr. Thomas' allegation of
assault by the officer.

Threetyears later, in 1978, the two civilian
employees who were present on the night of the incident
and who had been previously interviewed, came forward and
changed their story. Their revised statements indicated
that Officer Willins assaulted Mr. Thomas in the sitting
room of the station house. One of the employees, Mr.
James Anderson, also complained that Lt. DeVivo, the
Administrative Lt. of the 79th Precinct, attempted to
discourage him from coining forward with this new information.

As a result of the two civilian employees changing
their story, a new investigation was undertaken by BNFIAU
in 1978. The two civilian employees stated that Mr. Thomas
was assaulted in the sitting room. Mr. Thomas, however,
has consistently stated he was assaulted in front of the
desk. Additionally, the civilian employee (Anderson)
who accused Lt. DeVivo of discouraging his coming forward
with new information, he.d previously been the subject of
disciplinary charges hy Lt. DeVivo which had resulted in
his dismissal from the Department. For these reasons
the second investigation was closed as being unsubstantiated.
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pg. 2 Case of Marshall Thomas

Lt. DeVivo was interviewed by Lt. Harrigan, I.A.D.
and did not recall ever discouraging anyone from coming
forward with information relative to police wrongdoing.

Mr. Thomas in his interview with Lt. Harrigan, states
he was not aware of Mr. Maddox' testimony nor had he
been contacted relative to the Congressional Hearings.
He indicated he received a $17,000 settlement of a
lawsuit he had initiated against the City as a result
of this incident. The Corporation Counsel has indi-
cated that the settlement of the case was not an indication
of a finding of misconduct on the part of Officer Willins.

A review of this matter and conferral with the
Department Advocate, indicates that no disciplinary
action can be taken in this case. The.inconsistencies
in the testimony of witnesses and the fact, that no
new information or evidence is available would not
legally sustain the filing of disciplinary charges.

It should be noted that All attempts to interview
Mr. Maddox proved to be futile.
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Case of Cynthia Austin

Complains of being assaulted and verbally abused by White
Police Officer in the driveway adjacent to her house and
that when she prepared a hand written copy of CCRB complaint
it was torn up and discarded.

At approximately 10:20 A.M. on November 8, 1983, Police
Officer Hartnett and Police Officer Simendinger, 70th
Precinct, RIP Unit, were on patrol when they observed what
appeared to be a burglary in progress at a private house
located at 1111 Albemarle Road, Brooklyn, New York. The
officers reported seeing two black men running into a
driveway adjacent to the house. After parking their
Department vehicle the officers noticed two men in a vehicle
in the driveway moving it back and forth.

Officer Hartnett with his shield hanging from his neck
carrying a portable radio in his left hand and his gun in
his right hand, but placed behind his right leg, proceeded
into the driveway and encountered a black woman leaving the
house with a black plastic bag in her hands. At the
same time Officer Simendinger approached the vehicle and
placed the driver against the car. After identifying himself
as a police officer, the woman was requested to identify
herself by Officer Hartnett. She refused and tried to
brush past him. Officer Hartnett attempted to restrain her
by placing his left hand, which contained the portable
radio, against her chest and demanded that she show some
identification. The woman began to scream to her mother
saying "Mommy, Mommy, the cops are out here". Her mother
then came out of the house in her nightgown and identified
the female as being her daughter. When the incident con-
tinued to escalate into a verbal altercation, the officers
called for a supervisor to respond. The complainant also
called 911 and stated that officers were in her back yard.
She added that one officer had a gun drawn and did not
identify himself as an officer, when they told the complai-
nant she was under arrest.

At the Congressional Hearings Miss Austin stated that
the officer slammed her into the wall, cocked a pistol at
her and called her an "African Rat."

The complaint has been investigated by the Civilian
Complaint Review Board with the following determinations:
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pg. 2 Case of Cynthia Austin

a) the officer's actions in conducting an investigation
of a possible burglary in progress were proper.

b) the complaint alleging the officer's failure to
identify himself is unfounded.

c) the restraining force used by the officer against
Ms. Austin was not unreasonable.

d) the complaint of discourtesy and the use of abusive
language has been substantiated by the investigator
and will be presented to the Board for their con-
sideration and recommendation.

e) the allegation that the handwritten copy of the
CCRB complaint was torn up and discarded at the
70th Precinct station house is unfounded. Since
the complaint was made directly to CCRB by the
complainant at the station house there is no re-
quirement that an additional handwritten copy be
prepared.
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Case of Deborah Cobb

Complains of being raped by a White Police Officer who
was wearing civilian clothes.

The complainant testified that on December 24, 1978,
during the late evening hours, while plying her trade as
a prostitute on the corner pf Sutphin Blvd. and 106th
Avenue, she entered the auto of a potential customer and
was driven to a construction site. Enroute to the
location, the unidentified man told her that he was a
police officer and that if she elected to run, he would
shoot her in the back and plant a gun near her. At no
time did Miss Cobb see any shield, gun, police radio or
other police equipment. She described him as a white man
in his late 40's or early 50's, clean shaven with round
cheeks, small eyes, 5'8" - 5'10", and with a stocky build.
The car involved was a late model. When they arrived
at the location, she was forced to commit sexual acts.
The man then drove Miss Cobb back to Sutphin Blvd. & 106th
Avenue. Enroute he attempted to enlist her help regarding
some unsolved murders or assaults of "johns" by "queens"
(male prostitutes posing as women) i.n the Jamaica area.
He asked her to alert him through prearranged signals
when these "queens" were out on the street alongside her.
The alleged MOS also spoke of his sexual activity with
another prostitute named Crystal Benjamin, with an address
on Shore Avenue in Queens. Miss Cobb stated that she knew
Crystal to be-a working prostitute in the area. Miss Cobb
stated she did .not receive any money from this male, and
that he really frightened her.

Approximately seven months later, Miss Cobb entered a
drug rehabilitation program, where she spent thirty-one
months, most of it confined to the premises. In April,
1982 while employed as a part time clerical person, she
encountered the alleged officer while boarding a bus at
Sutphin Blvd. & 91st Avenue. According to Miss Cobb, this
male was parked in an auto on 91st Avenue when he saw Miss
Cobb board the bus. He left the auto and boarded the bus
with her. She believes he recognized her, but no con-
versation ensued. When she got off the bus at Rockaway
Blvd. & 134th Avenue, he remained aboard.

Lt. Harrigan, I.A.D. interviewed Miss Cobb and made
attempts to contact Crystal Benjamin. Ms. Benjamin who
had previously lived on Shore Avenue, Queens, moved and
left no forwarding address.
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pg. 2 Case of Deborah Cobb

At the interview Miss Cobb was shown a number of
pictures of police officers who were assigned to the
Queens Detective Area during 1977 and 1978. She was
also shown a number of pictures of known police im-
personators. Miss Cobb failed to identify anyone as
her assailant.

Since there has been no identification of the
assailant and it is possible that the assailant may
have been a police imposter, the case was referred
by I.A.D. to the 103 PDU for followup investigation.
The investigation is still pending.
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Case of Assault upon a School Bus Driver

In his testimony before the Congressional Committee, Doug
Colbert, Assistant Professor, Hofstra Law School, testi-
fied about an incident where a White/Italian School Bus
Driver wa4 beaten by a Police Officer in full view of the
students on the bus.

-At approximately 3:20 P.M. on November 9, 1983,
Detective Robert Trotta, Midtown South PDU, was re-
turning from Court and transporting a witness in his own
vehicle. On Franklin Street his car was positioned
immediately behind a school bus which was returning children
from school. The bus stopped because of a traffic condition
and the driver was reluctant to squeeze between two double
parked vehicles.

Detective Trotta exited his vehicle and offered to
guide the driver since he saw there was enough room to
pass. The driver refused his assistance and Detective
Trotta, after identifying himself as a Police Officer, directed
him to move the bus. The driver refused and was advised
that if he did not comply he would be arrested. Detective
Trotta stated that when he entered the bus to attempt to
get the driver to move the vehicle, he was punched in the
face and fell backwards off the bus. Police Officer John
Pignataro, Application Investigation Unit, came upon the
scene and assisted Detective Trotta in effecting an arrest.
Police Officer Pignataro did not witness the officer being
struck but he did indicate he saw the bus driver lunge at
Detective Trotto's neck when the officer attempted to
place him under arrest. The officer sustained a muscle
strain of the right leg, abrasions of the neck and injury
to the nose. He was treated and released at Beekman Down-
town Hospital. He then reported sick.

The bus driver was charged with Felonious Assault
and Resisting Arrest. He sustained an injury to the eye
area. He was treated at Bellevue Hospital and released.
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pg. 2 Case of Assault upon a School Bus Driver

The criminal action against the bus driver is
pending. A trial date of March 15, 1984 has been
set by the court.

The allegations against the Police Officer were
investigated by I.A.D. and found to be unsubstantiated.
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Case of Police Officer Horace Leamon

Off-duty Black Officer Shot by Uniformed White Police
Officer being threatened by deadly physical force.

On November 16, 1983, -t 11:08 P.M., off-duty
Police Officer Horace Leamon was shot by on-duty Police
Officer Carl Planagan who was in uniform. Off-duty
Officer Leamon entered a social club at approximately
6:30 P.M. on that date. After consuming a heavy amount
of alcoholic beverages for 4h hours, Leamon, for undeter-
mined reasons, seized a 60 year old patron and placed
his off-duty .38 calibre revolver in his rear side and
stated, "they're after me, your going to be my ticket out
of here." Police Officer Planagan on foot patrol, inter-
ceded in this incident after being informed by a pedestrian
a man was holding a gun on another. Officer Planagan con-
fronted Leamon and the older man, but from his position
could not observe the gun being held in the rear side of
the older man. Planagan questioned the two as to whether
one of them had a weapon, Leamon replied, "what's it to
you", and then pushed the older man out of his way pointing
his revolver in the direction of Officer Planagan. Planagan
fired four times striking Leamon once in the left jaw of
his face and once in the upper left shoulder.

Mrs. Leamon testified at the Congressional Hearings
that one shot hit her husband in the mouth which proves
he was trying to identify himself as a Police Officer. She
also indicated that her husband was shot while he was on
the ground.

The initial investigation by the Duty Captain
states that Officer Planagan acted in self defense and
within Department guidelines. Witnesses at the scene -

stated that Officer Leamon did not identify himself and
supported Officer Planagan's statements. The Firearms
Discharge Review Board has not completed the investigation
of this case.

Subsequent to the testimony at the Congressional
Hearings, Mrs. Leamon was interviewed by Lt. Harrigan
of I.A.D. In that interview she admitted knowing nothing
concerning the incident involving her husband. She
stated she was frustrated and angry as a result of her
husband's suspension and loss of income and felt that the
Hearings presented her with an opportunity to give vent

,to those feelings.

The District Attorney's Office has not completed its
investigation of this matter with respect to either Officer
Planagan's actions or those of Officer Leamon. Officer Leamon
has been suspended and given charges which include wrongfully
holding a civilian at gunpoint and wrongfully pointing his
off-duty revolver at Officer Planagan.
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Case of Police Officer Willis Crosland (appeared in person)

Police Officer Crosland, who is black, testified
at the Congressional Hearings that, as a result of his
reporting to FIAU. that a police officer was using
marijuana and had offered marijuana to him onnumerous
occasions, he was subjected to harassment by the Department.
He complained that:

(a) his identity and involvement in the
investigation of the officers' use of
marijuana was revealed;

(b) he was refused overtime for off-duty hours
he spent in the investigation;

(c) his transfer out of the Tactical Patrol Unit
was delayed;

(d) request for off-duty employment was rejected;

(e) he was subjected to disciplinary measures on
various occasions;

(f) he was denied representation by the PBA.

Police Officer Crosland also sent a letter to the
Police Commissioner prior to his testimony which essentially
enumerated the-same complaints. As a result of this letter
a thorough investigation of the allegations was undertaken
bVy the Internal Affairs Division. This investigation was
concluded and the findings submitted to the Police Commissioner
on November 16,' 1983, twelve days before Police Officer
Crosland testified.

The investigation revealed that Officer Crosland's
identity was revealed to the PBA attorney by the Department
Advocate's Office. This was necessary in order to permit
the PBA attorney to prepare a defense for Police Officer
Cruz who was charged with misconduct as a result of Officer
Crosland's cooperation.

Officer Crosland was informed early in the investi-
gation that he should wait until its completion before sub-
mitting his overtime requests. When he subsequently sub-
mitted these requests, the overtime was paid.
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The officer's transfer, out of TPU was delayed
due to the fact that he requested an assignment to OCCB,
which was denied due to his lack of field experience.
He was subsequently transferred to Street Crime Unit on
October 17, 1983.

Concerning his complaint that he was denied
permission to engage in off-duty employment, it was found
that the denial occurred prior to Officer Crosland noti-
fying FIAU of the marijuana use by Officer Cruz. The
reason for the denial was unrelated to his informing on
Police Officer Cruz and the department records indicated
it was for marginal performance. P.O. Crosland admits
that the denial was unrelated to the marijuana incident
but takes exception to the reason for such denial.

When questioned about disciplinary harassment he
indicated he was dissatisfied with his evaluation and
has filed a formal appeal. This evaluation was prepared
after he informed on Police Officer Cruz. The other
instances which Officer Crosland alluded to were for various
Patrol Guide violations which the officer acknowledged bore
no reference to his allegations against Police Officer Cruz.

The officer's allegations of being denied
representation by the PBA was due to the fact that when
he requested legal advice as to whether he was required
to testify against Police Officer Cruz he was told that
he would have .to seek the counsel of the Department Advo-
cate's Office since the PBA represented Police Officer Cruz.

Subsequent to his appearance before the Congressional
Committee, Police Officer Crosland was interviewed by Lt.
Bernard Harrigan, I.A.D. At this meeting Officer Crosland
was shown the I.A.D. investigation report and indicated
he waz generally satisfied with its conclusions. Officer
Crosland stated that he testified before the Committee
because of his perception that as a result of his reporting
misconduct to FIAU, he is now estranged and isolated from
other members of his new command. Lt. Harrigan of I.A.D.
who interviewed Officer Crosland sensed his feeling of
isolation and that it might affect his ability to develop
his career in the Department.

It is recommended that the Employee Relations
assist Officer Crosland in any way possible to ensure his
performance levels reflect his abilities and that this
incident does not negatively affect the officer.
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Case of testimony of Kevin Berrill, Director of National
Gay Task Force on Acts of Violence.

Mr. Berrill indicates that not one officer has been
identified in the attack against Gays at the Blues Bar
after 15 months of investigation. He also testified of
a recent incident where police directed epithets and
unnecessary force against Gays in front of a strip of bars
on Manhattan's West Side.

I Blues Bar: (See pg A-15 for full particulars
of original complaint).

The first complaint by Mr. Berrill relative to the
Blues Bar was received by I.A.D. from CCRB on October 14,
1982. The reason for the referral of the complaint to
I.A.D. was because a joint criminal investigation was being
conducted by I.A.D. and Manhattan District Attorney's Office
with the intention of obtaining indictments.and conducting
criminal prosecutions of officers who may have committed
criminal acts. During this joint investigation, witnesses
were identified, subpoenaed, interviewed and shown photo-
graphic arrays of officers who were on duty in the area
at the time of the incident.

On March 14, 1983, the District Attorney's Office dis-
continued the criminal investigation because of the failure
of witnesses to identify any police officers engaging in
criminal acts. I.A.D. then began an investigation with
the intention of identifying those members of the service
who may have violated department rules and regulations.
Various witnesses were shown photos of 94 officers who
may have been at the scene. Additionally, between April 20th
and July 7, 1983, 51 members of the service were inter-
viewed under provisions of G.O. 15, (118-9 P.G.). As a
result of these efforts, 30 members of the service were
identified as being present either outside or inside the
Blues Bar on the night in question. Photos of these members
of the service were shown to witnesses who had indicated
they would be able to identify officers.

This photo identification procedure did not result
in any positive identifications of officers who had engaged
in misconduct. The photo identification procedures, as
well as the investigation in general, have been hampered
by a lack of cooperation from witnesses, some of whom gave
false addresses, and some of whom have ignored subpoenaes
issued by the district attorney. On January 6, 1984, a
meeting between the Department Advocate and Lt. Paul Puka,
I.A.D. determined that I.A.D. would conduct a number of
administrative lineups in an effort to identify police
personnel who actually engaged in acts of misconduct,
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A review of the case file resulted in five (5) civilian
witnesses who indicate they could identify officers who
engaged in acts of misconduct. One (1) of these witnesses
was willing to view eight (8) Administrative lineups
with negative results. Accordingly, the investigation
was closed as to individual officer misconduct. However,
two police supervisors have been given Departmental charges
for failing to properly supervise officers in connection
with this incident. Those cases are pending.

II Badlands Bar:

Mr. Berrill also complained of an incident involving
an altercation between 2 individuals in a doorway of the
Badlands Bar. At approximately 9:00 P.M. on November 21, 1983,
Police Officers Perez, Lane, and Bowman were on anti-crime
patrol in an unmarked Department vehicle when they observed
a fight in the doorway of the Badlands Bar, 388 West Street,
Manhattan. Officer Perez approached the fighting men, identi-
fied himself as a police officer and ordered them to break
up the fight. Mr. Medina, one of the combatants, started to
swing his fist at Officer Perez. A struggle ensued out onto
West Street and Officer Lane went to the assistance of Officer
Perez. Police Officer Bowman diverted traffic in order to
prevent oncoming vehicles from hitting any of the participants.
During the scuffle with Mr. Medina, the other combatant, Mr.
Guzman, attempted to interfere with the arrest of Mr. Medina.
A Mr. John Payne was present and observed what had transpired.
He stated that when he was observed by the officers, he was
told "take a.walk you liberal fag." Mr. Medina was charged
with attempted assault on the bouncer who had attempted to
remove the two from inside the bar, assault 3rd degree on
Officer Lane and resisting arrest. Mr. Guzman was charged
with obstructing government administration. He later plead
guilty to disorderly conduct. The charge of attempted assault
on the "bouncer" was dropped because of his failure to come
forward as a complainant. The felonious assault on the police
officer was reduced to a misdemeanor and is still pending
in court. The next scheduled court appearance is on January
18, 1984.

A civilian complaint was lodged against the officer by
Mr. Payne, the witness at the scene, who alleged excessive
force by the officers and-discourtesy towards himself. The
initial CCRB investigation was closed as being unsubstantiated
because Mr. Medina and Mr. Guzman indicated they had no comp-
laints against the officers and the identity of Mr. Payne was
not known at that time.
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A second investigation was commenced by CCRB after
the identity of Mr. Payne became known. Detective French,
CCRB, has made numerous attempts to contact Mr. Payne.
He has telephoned his place of business on two occasions,
leaving messages to contact him. He has also called his
home leaving the same message on an answering machine. Mr.
Payne has ignored each request. If Mr. Payne does not
contact the CCRB investigator, the case will be closed
as unsubstantiated.
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CASE OF "BLUES BAR" (Alan Roskoff)

Complaint that officers damaged a bar and assaulted black
patrons.

A number of complaints received by the Police Department
alleged that on September 29, 1982 at about 11 :00 P.M.,
several uniformed police officers entered the "Blues" Bar
at 264 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. These officers are
alleged to have assaulted patrons and employees of the
bar and to have taken money and other property. These same
officers threw bar stools, turned over a pool table, broke
liquor bottles, glasses, mirrors, and caused extensive damage
to the bar.

A review of the F.A.T.N. communications printout
indicates that at 10:55 P.M. "911" received a call from
a male complaining that two blacks assaulted him and threw
him out of the "Blues" Bar. Three Midtown Precinct South
Sector cars and a foot patrolman responded. Two minutes
later, 10:57 P.M., a signal "10-13" (assist patrolman)
was called over the air and five Midtown Precinct North
cars, including one sergeant, responded. At 11:00 P.M.
"no further assistance" was called over the air; and by
11:03 P.M. eight minutes after the first call to 911,
police units were resuming patrol.

The first two police officers to arrive on the scene,
Police Officer Manuel Gomez and Police Officer Thomas
Monroe, both of MTS Precinct, were injured while trying to
break up a fight between two unidentified black men but
were unable to identify those who injured them.

Sixteen complainants who were interviewed were unable
to identify conclusively, officers who were at the scene.
One complainant, Arnold Doreen Williams did identify Police
Officer Auer and his partner who denied ever responding to
"Blues" Bar. No other officers interviewed could place Auer
or his partner at the scene.

A total of 50 police officers were interviewed.
Nineteen officers stated they responded to the "Blues" Bar
but never entered the bar. Eleven officers admitted
entering the bar but denied using any force or damaging
any property.

This case is still under active investigation by
Internal Affairs Division.
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APPENDIX B

TP-8 014/84
cot ........ lCC#467/83

NEW YORK CITY TRANSIT
POLICE DEPARTMENT

*,,K January 5, 1984

.,o*. Sgt. Thomas N. Dunn #711, C.C.U.

To, Chief, Transit Police Department

surJ9MCIVILIAN COMPLAINT AGAINST PROBATIONARY POLICE OFFICER FRANCIS
DILLON #1944, TACTICAL PATROL FORCE, AND.OTHER UNIDENTIFIED
OFFICERS

ALLEGATION:

That the complainant was physically and verbally abused.

COMPLAINANT:

Mr. Mark Clark, 137-9 142nd Street, Apt. 42E, New York, New
York 10038 (mother's residence #345-2375). Student, John Jay
College. Male, black, age 22.

DETAILS OF COMPLAINT:

On November 27, 1983, at 0010 hburs, Mr. Clark was present at
District #1 where he reported to Sergeant Maurizzi 1877 that on Satur-
day, November 26, 1983, at 2332 hours, he was on a northbound "D" train.

,At west 4th Street, P.P.O. Dillon removed him from the train. Mr. Clark
was then struck irf, the face,- bi'k, and groin. P.P.O. Dillon verbally
abused him and threatened to shoot Mr. Clark. Mr. Clark was then issued
a summons. (See my interview of Mr. Clark for a more detailed account.)

INVESTIGATION REVEALS:

That this complaint is unsubstantiated. There is insufficient
evidence to corroborate the complainant's allegations. However, I have
Instituted disciplinary action against P P.O. Dillon for making false anc
misleading statements.

,DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION:

Department records (CN#78222) indicate that at 2312 hours P.P.O.
Dillon requested a "10-85." At 2340 hours, the officer called the
Communications Unit and indicated that he issued a male a summons for
Disorderly Conduct.

I requested that a transcript of the radio transmissions pertinent
to this incident be prepared. It indicates that at 2311 hours 34 IPII
(P.P.O. Dillon's assignment) requested a "10-85" for a N/B "" train at
West 4th Street, in the last car. the console operator put out this
message over the air. At 2316 hours, P.O. Harrison #2792 radioed the
Communications Unit and advised them that the condition was normal. At
2322 hours, there was a transmission from an unidentified unit indicating
that the officer who had requested the "10-85" was in the "Police Room"
at that time.

37-501 0 - 84 - 47
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Hr. Clark was interviewed by me on December 3, 1983, in person at
the Civilian Complaint Unit. Hr. Clark signed a statement indicating

,that* he wss travelling alone on the train when P.P.O. Dillon entered
*the last car of the train where Hr. Clark was sitting. Another passenger
had placed his root against the pole. P.P.O. Dillon told the male to
put his root down, which the male did do. P.P.0. Dillon then walked to
the rear of the car and placed his foot on the seat. Hr. Clark a"d
P.P.O. Dillon momentarily established eye contact. The officer moved
to another position. Hr. Clark then noticed that the officer was looking
at him so he (Hr. Clark) momentarily Jookled at the officer. Hr. Clark
opined that the officer appeared to be agitated. Hr. Clark looked away
but then noticed that the officer was still looking at him. The officer
appeared to be shifting his glance back and forth from the complainant
to other males in the car.' P.P;OV. Dillon then walked into the next car.
P.P.G. WilA l" ... 1 d itG tE's.e next -caJP*r. Clark claimed that
at no time during the above incient did he say anything or get up from
his seat. At the West Ath Street station the doors to the platform
COpnd at which time P.P.. Dillon entered the car. There were approxi-
mately fifteen (15) other officers on the platform. P.P.O. Dillon told
r. Clark to get off the train. Hr. Clark, while asking what was wrong,

got off the train. On the platform P.P.D. Dillon called Hr. Clark a
"psycho" and accused Hr. Clark of 'staring at him (the officer). A male
white unifromed officer then grabbed hold of Hr. Clark's shoulder bag.
P.P.O. Dillon then grabbed Hr. Clark by one arm and a second male, white
officer grabbed Hr. Clark by the other arm. A third male, white officer
then pushed Hr. Clark from behind, thereby slamming him against the wall
that is part of the stairway. Hr. Clark was told to place his hands
against this wall at which time he was frisked by an officer. Hr. Clark
was then handcuffed by P.P.. Dillon who repeatedly called Mr. Clark a
"smart ass." Hr. Clark asked what hs had done wrong and P.P.O. Dillon
repeatedly said that he (Clark) was starling at him (Dillon). Hr. Clark
was then brought upstairs, held by one arm by P.P.D. Dillon and by the
other arm by a male white officer. It was then that P.P.O. Dillon over-
tightened the handcuffs. Hr. Clark was brought to a door on which there
was a padlock. An "officer other than P.P.O. Dillon opened the lock.
Into the room went Hr. Clark, P.P.0. Dillon, and five (5) other male,
white uniformed officers. Hr. Clark was again frisked, this time by an
officer other than P.P.O. Dillon. "This officer, in frisking one of my
legs, flagrantly and blatantly caused his hand to strike my groin, two
or three times." P.P.O. Dillon then told Hr. Clark to sit down. In the
space of approximately ten minutes, P.P.O. Dillon smacked Hr. Clark in
the face approximately six times, punched Hr. Clark in the chest approxi-
mately four times, and punched him once in the right back-kidney area.
Hr. Clark did not claim injury as a result of this punching/smacking.
P.P.O. Dillon examined Hr. Clark's wallet which was in his aforementioned
shoulder bag and then told Hr. Clark that he was going to be arrested.
Hr. Clark explained that he was going to become a lawyer. P.P.. Dillon
laughed and said he was going to release Hr. Clark. P.P.O. Dillon showed
Hr. Clark a "007 knife" and said that he carried it so he could place it
on a person's hand he had shot so as to justify the shooting. P.P.0.
Dillon also said that if there had not been other officers present, he
would have shot Hr. Clark. P.P.O. Dillon then told Hr. Clark that if
he (Clark) reported what had occurred, he (Dillon) would find Hr. Clark.
P.P.O. Dillon then said that he had shot two people in the past. Hr.
Clark then complained that the handcuffs were tight resulting in P.P.O.
Dillon loosening them. P.O. Dillon then gave Hr. Clark a summons, re-
moved the handcuffs, and told Mr. Clark to leave. The time of release
was approximately 2340 hours. Mr. Clark then proceeded to District 0)
where he filed his complaint. (Note: Hr. Clark advised me that he had
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mad this complaint on November 28, 1983, at the Congressional Hearings
on Police Brutality chaired by United States Representative Conyera.)

Trainmasters Office records indicate that the crew of the train
involved in this incident consisted of Conductor J. Criuso k189555 and
Motorman H. Hart 0369531. Both were interviewed and both claimed to
have no knowledge of the alleged incident. Additonally, Trainmasters
Office records indicate that there was not any platform conductor assigne
to the subject station at the time concerned.

Station Departmeht records indicate that the following employees
were assigned to the West 4th Street station at..the time concerned:

1. R/R/C R. Martins 1563181 - Booth N-80

2. R/R/C E. L. Noor #653855 - Booth N-83

3. R/R/P A. Winbush 1973585 - Statin's Porter

Each of the above person was Interviewed and each claimed to have no
knowledge of the alleged incident. Additionally, Station Department re-
cords indicate that the supervisor assigned to cover the West 4th Street
Station was Deputy Station Supervisor Seaborn #804548 who, according to
her daily report, did not visit that station during her tour of duty.

P.P.O. Dillon was interviewed by me in person on December 12, 1983.
P.P.O. Dillon said that when he entered the last car he was observed by
Mr. Clark who became loud and boisterous. Mr. Clark was with three (3)
other people. Mr. Clark refused to be quiet so P.P.O. Dillon walked
into the adjoining car and radioed'for a "10-85." He explained that he
left the car to call for the "10-85" so that Mr. Clark would not know
whether or not the radio was working. When the train arrived at the
West 4th Street Station, P.P.O. Dillon entered the last car through the
storm doors. When-the doors to the platform opened, P.P.O. Dillon noted
that there were four or five officers on the platform. P.P.O. D1llon
took Mr. Clark off the train and asked Mr. Clark for identification but
he refused to provide it. P.P.0. Dillon maintained that he did not
accuse Mr. Clark of staring at him. P.P.O. Dillon denied verbally
abusing Mr Clark. The officer recalled that Mr. Clark was carrying a
shoulder bag but maintained that no one took the bag from Mr. Clark.
P.P.O. Dillon, in response to my questions, stated that he did not re-
call grabbing Mr. Clark and doubted that he would have grabbed Mr. Clark.
P.P.O. Dillon maintained that Mr. Clark was not pushed by any officer.
P.P.O. Dillon stated "I don't recall handcuffing him and I certainly
didn't frisk him." P.P.O. Dillon then brought Mr. Clark upstairs and
into the "Police Room." "Nobody entered that room except myself and him.
The only other person in that room was another officer who was writing
a summons before that." He went on to explain that this officer was
already in the room and not one of the officers who had responded to the
platform. P.P.0. Dillon denied that Mr. Clark was frisked while in the
room and denied that he slapped, punched, or threatened to shoot Mr.
Clark. Mr. Clark started to cry and asked for a break because he wanted
to become an attorney. P.P.O. Dillon issued Mr. Clark a summons and
told him to leave.

I contacted Mr. Clark's mother's residence on December 13, December
14th, and December 15th, 1983, and left messages requesting that Mr.
Clark Contact me. (It was my intention to show photographs of officers
I had established as having responded to the "10-85.") On December 16,
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1983,' again telephoned the above residence. I spoke to Mr. Clark's
mother who advised me that her son had gotten my messages. However,
to. date, Mr. Clark has not called me.

In reviewing roll calls and memorandum books and with the assistance
of Tactical Patrol Force Headquarters Bureau staff, I established 'that
the following officers responded to the "10-85" at West 4th Street:

I. P.P.0. Corapi 02598, T.P.F.

2. P.P.0. Keller 94019, T.P.F.

3. P.O. Nemec 94052, District #4'

4. P.O. Harrison 02793, District 94

5. P.P.0. Arena #1497, T.P.F.

-6.--P.P.0. Frederick #3589, T.P.F.

7. P.P.0. Hughes #3858, T.P.F.

8. P.P.0. Mitchell #4322, T.P.F.

P.P.O. Corapi #2598 was interviewed by me in person on December 20,
1983. He stated that when he arrived at the N/B platform there were at
least five other officers already there. When the train arrived, P.P.O.
Dillon told the male to detrain. Thq male was yelling and disorderly,
and was pointing his finger et P.P.0. Dillon. P.P.O. Corapi said "I
believe P.O. Dillon grabbed Mr. Clark and said 'Come on!." P.P.0. Corapi
described how he believes P.P.O. held Mr. Clark's upper arm. He did not
recall anyone mentioning anything about staring. Asked if any officer
pushed or slammed Mi. Clark against the wall, P.P.0. Corapi said "No. I
think he hit the structure when he was struggling, when -they had-him,
one on each arm was holding him." P.P.0. Corapi could not recall who
the two officers were who were holding Mr, Clark by the arm. P.P.O.
Corapi further stated "In the process of struggling he hit against the
stairs. He was struggling and they just held him to it." He further
stated, "While on the platform I believe P.O. Dillon held Mr. Clark by
the arm but I think he struggled away. That's when the other two officers
grabbed him." Mr. Clark was handcuffed while on the platform, but P.P.0
Corapi does not know who cuffed him. It was then that an officer took
from Mr. Clark his shoulder bag. P.P.O. Corapi did not see any officer
frisk Mr. Clark while on the platform. Officers then took Mr. Clark
into the room. P.P.O..Corapi followed a short time later and then enters,
the room. Inside were himself, Mr. Clark, P.P.O. Dillon, P.P.O. Keller
and one or two other officers who left the room a short time later. P.P.!
Corapi did not see Mr. Clark being frisked while in the room. Mr. Clark
said that the handcuffs were too tight at which time an officer loosened
them. P.P.O. Corapi stated that he did not witness Mr. Clark being
verbally abused or punched or smacked by any officer. He had no knowledge
of the allegations that P.P.O. Dillon threatened to shoot Mr. Clark, that
P.P.O. Dillon showed Mr. Clark a knife, and that P.P.O. Dillon claimed
to have shot two persons in the past. Mr. Clark was then sumanonsed and
released.

P.P.O. Keller #4019 was interviewed by me in person on December 20,
1983. He stated that P.P.O. Dillon told Mr. Clark to detrain and Mr.
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Clerk did so. On the platform, P.P.O. Keller did not see any officer
frisk, grab or push Mr. Clark. An officer did handcuff Mr, Clark but'
P.P.O. Keller does not know which officer did this. Mr. Clark was taken
upstairs to a room on the mezzanine. Into this room went P.P.O. Dillon,
Mr. Clark, P.P.O. Keller, P.P.O. Corapi and possibly another officer.
P.P.O. Keller stated that there was no one already present in the room
when he and the aforementioned other persons entered. P.P.O. Keller
maintained that he did not observe Mr.. Clark being frisked, manhandled,
or verbally abused by any officer while inside the room. He further
stated that he did not see'P.P.0. Dillon show Mr. Clark a knife or hear
P.P.O. Dillon threaten to shoot or injure Mr. Clark.

P.O. Nemec #4052 was interviewed by me ih person on December 20,
1983. He and P.O. Harrison #2793 were assigned to the West 4th Street
Station at the time concerned. He recalled responding to the "10-85.0
There were other officers present. P.O. Nemec had no recollection of;
any officer grabbing, pushing, frisking, handcuffing, or verbally abusing
the male (Mr. Clark). The last place that P.O. Nemec saw the male was
while the male was still on the platform. P.O. Nemec then left the West
4th Street Station enroute to District #4 to go off duty.

P.O. Harrison #2793 was interviewed by me in person on December 10,
1983. He. stated that he and his partner were in the process of going-to
District #4 when he heard a radio report of a "10-85." They responded
to the platform. Also on the platform were approximately five (5) other
officers. The train arrived; the situation was under control; P.O. I
Harrison and P.O. Nemec then left the scene. P.O. Harrison stated that
while he was on the scene he did not-observe any officers physically or
verbally abuse, handcu'ff or frisk anyone.

P.P.O. Dillon was re-interviewed by me in person on December 23,
1983.- He was prepresented by P.B.A. attorneys Gogel and Agulnick.
P.P.0. Dillon denied that while on platform he or any other held Mr. Clar
by the arm. In response to my question as to whether Mr. Clark struggled
out of Dillon's grasp at which time two other officers held Mr. Clark
by the arms, P.P.O. Dillon stated that this did not occur. P.P.O.
Dillon stated that Mr. Clark was not pushed by an officer against a
stairway. P.P.O. Dillon further stated that there was no struggle in,
which Mr. Clark fell against the stairway wall. P.P.O. Dillon stated
that he did not recall if Mr. Clark was handcuffed. P.P.O. Dillon main-
tained that he brought Mr. Clark into the room and he does not think
that any other officer assisted in bringing Mr. Clark into the room.
In response to my question as to whether there was any other officer
also present in the room, P.P.O. Dillon maintained that it was his be-
lief that there was an officer present in the room when he (P.P.O. Dillon
brought Mr. Clark there. He did not recall any other officer being pre-
sent in the room during the incident. He denied making a statement to
Mr. Clark that he (P.P.O. Dillon) had fired his gun on two occasions, but
stated that it was possible he might have.made this statement to the
aforementioned officer who had already been in the room. (Note: On
August 27, 1982 and April 1, 1983, P.P.O. Dillon did, in fact, fire his
gun.) Asked if Mr. Clark was in handcuffs while in the room, P.P.O.
Dillon replied "Not that I know of.'" He maintained that the:e was "no
way" that he would permit another officer to handcuff his (Dillon's)
prisoner. He did not recall handcuffing Mr. Clark at any time during thi:
incident.

P.O. Arana 91497 was interviewed by me in person on December 28, 198
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He. recalled responding to the "10-85." On the platform there werJ four
or five officers. The train pulled into the station and the male de-
trained on his own. The male was handcuffed but P.P.O. Arena did not
know'which officer handcuffed the male. After the male was handcuffed,
an officer took Hr. Clark's shoulder bag from him, but P.P.O. Arena does
not know which officer this was. P.P.O. Arena at first maintained that
while on the platform no officer touched Mr. Clark. Then, in answer to
my question as to whether Hr. Clark ever came to be against any wall or
structure on the platform, P.P.O. Arena replied, eYes. I guess so. When
they cuffed him." He could not recall who handcuffed Hr. Clark. He
then said, "They pushed him against the wall to put the cuffs on him."
He then went on to say that this was done in a non-violent manner. P.P.0
Arena believes that these pfficers were the post officers (and not T.P.F.
officers) because they were older. However, he indicated he was not sure
who it was that did this. PP.O. Aran& could not recall if Hr. Clark
was frisked while on the platform. Hr. Clark was then taken to the room
by P.P.O. Dillon, P.P.O. Arena, and other officers, including the post
cops who did not enter the room but who went on'their way upon arrival
in the mezzanine. Entering the room were Hr. Clark, P.P.O. Dillon, P.P.O
Arena, P.P.O. Corapi, P.P.O. Keller and maybe another Officer. There was
no one already in the room. He could not recall if Hr. Clark w a friskec
while in the room. I asked P.P.O. Arena if P.P.O. Dillon ever verbally
abused Hr. Clark. P.P.O. Arena replied, "Yes sir. He may have I
don't recall what he said but he was saying some stuff." PP.01 Arena
went on to say that P.P.O. Dillon said to Hr. Clark "Who do you think
you are, staring?" P.P.O. Dillon accused Hr. Clark of staring at him
(Dillon). He did not observe P.P;O. Dillon punch or smack Hr. Clark.
P.P.O..Arena also noted that an officer who "must have been officer
Dillon" loosened and then removed the handcuffs from Hr. Clark.I He did
not recall P.P.O. Dillon showing a knife or threatening to injure Hr.
Clark. i

P.P.O. Frecdrid #3589 was interviewed by me in person on December
29, 1983. He recalled bring on the platform when the train arrived.
The male (Hr. Clark) left the train on his own. On the platform the
male was uncooperative, in that he was struggling/moving his shoulders
apparently to prevent any officer from touching him. P.O. Fredrck statec
that he did not observe any officer push or shove the male. The male wac
frisked on the platform but P.P.O. Frederick did not know who did the
frisking. The male was carrying a shoulder bag which was placed on the
ground but P.P.O. Frederick does no know by whom. P.P.O. Frederick did
not witness the officer who was assigned to the train physically or
verbally abuse the male. P.P.O. Frederick further stated that he did
not see the male fall or stumble against any structure. Additonally,
P.P.O. Frederick did not recall if the male had been handcuffed. He
did note that officers (he does not know their identities) brought the
male to the north end of the northbound platform, but he did not see
them ascend any stairway. P.P.O. Frederick remained on the south end
of the platform to catch his assigned train patrol assignment.

P.P.O. Hughes #3858 was interviewed by me in person on December 29,
1983. He recalled being present on the platform when the "10-85" was
called. He was present with other officers when the train arrived. The
officer assigned to the train pointed to a H/B and told him to detrain
which the male did. He was not sure whether the male was frisked but
he stated that the officer who was on the train (referring to P.P.O.
Dillon) handcuffed the male while on the platform. P.P.O. Hughes stated
that the male was not physically or verbally abused. The last time
P.P.0 . Hughes saw this male was when he (the male) was brought upstairs
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by. officers whose identities he does not know.

P.P.O. Mitchell #4322 was interviewed by me in person on December
29, 1983. He recalled that he and approximately five other officers
were on the platform when the train entered the station. The officer
who was assigned to the train asked the male to detrain and the mal'e
complied. The male was carrying a bag which P.P.O. Mitchell believes
the male dropped to the ground. P.P.O. Mitchell did not see any officer
touch or manhandle the male, nor did he swe the male fall or stumble
against any structure. He was not sure if the male had been frisked,
nor was he sure if bhe male had been handcuffed, but he (Mitchell) noted
that the male's hands were behind his body. The male was then escorted
up a stairway by officers yhose identities P.P.O. Mitchell does not •
know.

SUMMARY:

Mr. Clark alleged that he was physically and verbally abused by
P.P.0. Dillon and by other officers. There is insufficient evidence to
corroborate these allegations. However, based upon statements made by
other officers, it is my opinion that P.P.D. Dillon, upon .being inter-
viewed by me, did not give an accurate account concerning this incident.
There are a number of instances in which a statement made by Mr. Clark
is essentially corroborated by one or more of the responding officers,
and either denied or not recalled by P.P.O. Dillon.

Two of these instances are noted here.

INSTANCE #1

Mr. Clark claimed he was handcuffed by P.P.O. Dillon while on the
platform. P.P.O. Dillon stated that he did not recall if Hr.
Clark was handcuffed. P.P.O. Corapi, P.P.D. Keller, and P.P.O.
Arana recalled that Mr. Clark was handcuffed though they did not
know who did this. P.P.O. Hughes stated that Mr. Clark was hand-
ouffed by P.P.O. Dillon. Furthermore, P.P.O. Arana stated that,
later, in the room, an officer "who must have been officer Dillon"
loosened and then removed the handcuffs from Mr. Clark. I find
that P.P.O. Dillon's statement that he could not recall if Mr.
Clark was handcuffed was intentionally misleading.

INSTANCE 02

Mr. Clark claimed that he was taken into a room by P.P.O. Dillon
who was accompanied by five other officers. P.P.O. Dillon main-
tained that just he and Mr. Clark entered the room but noted that
already present in the room was an officer who was finishing
writing a summons. Upon being reinterviewed by-me, P.P.0. Dillon
stated that he did not recall any other officer being present
in the room. P.P.D. Corapi, P.P.0. Keller, and P.P.0. Arana
acknowledged entering the room contemporaneous to the time P.P.O.
Dillon and Mr. Clark did so. They further maintained that they
did not leave the room until after Mr. Clark was aummonsed and
released. I find that P.P.O. Dillon made a false statement by
claiming that no one entered the room besides himself and Mr.
Clark and that he made an intentionally misleading statement when
he indicated that he could not recall if there were any other
officers present in the room.
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I. find that P.P.O. Dillon violated the following provision of the
Department Manual.

Rules and Regulations, Chapter 2, Paragraph 30.0 -(ralse
Misleading Statements)

Accordingly, I recommend that formal disciplinary charges be
instituted against P.P.O. Dillon.

ACTION TAKEN:

I have institued TP-8 014/84- against P.P.O. Dillon, charging him
with violating the above provisions of the Department Manual.

My attempts to contact the complainant have not been successful.
Therefore notification of the investigative results via U.S. mail is
required./

I recommend that this complaint be mark d "unsulstantisted" and that
a copy of this report be forwarded to the C mmandingl:Offi er, Personnel
Division, for preparation of charges. $A/ I

Civilian Complaint Unit

TMD/;b
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CC;M.?/83

1S6T EINDORSEIET

From: Commanding Officer, Civilian Complaint Unit Tot Chief, NYCTPD
January 9, 1984

Investigation reviewed. Allegations made by 11r. Clark are un-
substantiated There is insufficient evidence to Oorroborate the
allegations. However as indicated in Sergeant Dunn's report, the
statements made by P..&. Dillon are false and misleading. TP-8 #1 /8
has been instituted. i

Copy of this report to be forwarded to .the Commanding Officer,
Tactical Patrol Force, -for preparation of Dereliction Recommendation
Form. Copy of Tactical Patrol Force report of disciplinary action
to be forwarded to the Civilian Complaint Unit for information no later
that January 19, 1984.

CoDY of this Beport to be forwarded to the Commanding Officer,
Headquarters Burea, for preparation of charges.

/Jerome P, Don

Civilian Complaint Unit

130 tJPD/vh

ATTACHEDt

Sgt. Dunn's Report
Letter to Complainant
Copy forwaded to C.0., Tactical Patrol Force
Copy forwarded to C.O., Headquarters Bureau
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The allegations made by retired P.O. Richard Woodbury are as
follows:

Sometime in 1968, while on patrol in the Bronx, he observed
a male black in handcuffs who had been arrested by an un-
identified white Transit Police Officer and had been
assaulted by the officer. The male's only crime was that
he was travelling with a white woman. Subsequent to that
incident P.O. Woodbury alleges that his Sergeant told him
that he was a "troublemaker" and that on March 16th and
March 18th he received complaints. His Sergeant harassed
him until he finally requested a transfer to a District in
Brooklyn which was 75% black. A review of the officer's
personnel folder and Civilian Complaint Unit records reveals
nothing for either 1968 or 1969 which would shed any light
on the allegation of brutality.

Concerning the allegation that he was harassed by a Sergeant
with whom he had been on good terms prior to his allegation
of brutality, Department records reveal that on March 15,
1969 P.O. Woodbury was issued a dereliction by Sergeant
P. Farrell. Sergeant Farrell, while on supervisory patrol
at Soundview Avenue, overheard an unauthorized transmission
made by P.O. Woodbury. Sergeant Farrell investigated and
found that P.O. Woodbury had detained eight (8) stops prior
to the completion of his assigned area. When questioned
about this P.O. Woodbury told the Sergeant that he detrained
to go to meal. Later in a written report, the officer
stated that he left his area for reasons of personal necessity.
In any event, the officer failed to cause the conductor to
signal for the station patrolman, as required, so that his
train run could be covered. The officer was charted and found
to be "Guilty" and was given two (2) days suspension.

Further review of this officer's folder reveals that on
March 2, 1969, he was issued a dereliction by Lieutenant
F. Harte of the Communications Office for refusal to obey
a lawful order. P.O. Armstrong #1159, who was assigned to a
train run, received an emergency excusal due to his wife's
illness. Lieutenant Harte after granting the excusal, direc-
ted P.O. Armstrong to notify P.O. Woodbury to take the train
run assigned to P.O. Armstrong. Notification was made in
this manner because time constraints would have prevented
Lieutenant Harte from making direct notification. P.O.
Armstrong notified P.O. Woodbury in sufficient time of
Lieutenant Harte's order. P.O. Woodbury chose to question
the authenticity of the order, stating to P.O. Armstrong,
"You're not a Sergeant, you can't give me any orders."
By the time P.O. Woodbury attempted to verify the order
the train had left unmanned. P.O. Woodbury was found "Guilty"
of the dereliction and was given a "Reprimand".
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There appears to be no pattern of harassment that can be
documented by disciplinary action taken against this officer as
he alleges.

Concerning his second allegation against an unknown Sergeant
who threatened him with a complaint should he file any
complaint against City police officers. Sergeant Kmiotek
might be the supervisor involved. A complaint was issued to
P.O. Woodbury by Sergeant Kmiotek on October 19, 1970 for
leaving post without authority. Woodbury arrived at District
#32 office at 0355 hours. He indicated that he left post
early so as not to incur overtime due to single tracking
operation. However, other officers along the same line
arrived at the proper time without incurring overtime and
without leaving post early.

It was noted in Sergeant Kmiotek's report that P.O. Woodbury
had a good attitude toward the Job and got along well with
other officers. These statements do not appear to be indica-
tive of a supervisor who is trying to "get" an officer.

P.O. Woodbury did make a civilian complaint concerning the
Erasmus High School incident. This matter was referred to
the Civilian Complaint Review Board (N.Y.C.P.D.) and was
investigated by them. A Lieutenant Fitzgerald and Sergeant
Renzuello were involved in this investigation. No other
information is available concerning this allegation.
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Profile of retired P.O. Richard Woodbury

Richard Woodbury was appointed a member of the New York
City Transit Police Department on November 28, 1967 and
was retired effective August 26, 1983 on Accidental Disability.
(Personnel Order dated April 13, 1983).

Prior to his appointment, Applicant Investigation revealed
that Richard Woodbury had received ten (10) traffic summonses
for such infractions as speeding, disobeying signs, failure
to signal, unlicensed operator. His license was also sus-
pended for approximately ninety (90) days. He was also
involved in four (4) accidents.

TRANSIT POLICE ACADEMY:

The class ranking of the officer was seventy eight (78)
out of a total of ninety seven (97). His I.Q. was tested
as a low normal 97.

While assigned to recruit training Woodbury received one (1)
dereliction for being absent without leave and late.

TP 8 (DERELICTION) EXPERIENCE:

#636/67 12-26-67 - A.W.O.L. 3 hours 40 minutes - four (4)
hours extended duty.

#108/69 02-04.-69 - Garnishee - W/A by District C.O.

#207/69 03-16-69 - Absent from post - 2 days suspension

#240/69 03-27-69 - Refused to obey a lawful order -
reprimand

#287/70 04-09-70 - Failed to safeguard revolver - 3 days
suspension

#762/70 10-19-70 - Left post without authority - 1 day
suspension

#160/71 03-07-71 - Late sick notification - W/A by Dis-
trict C.O.

#896/71 10-02-71 - Failed to be in uniform 5 minutes prior
to tour - reprimand

#833/72 08-30-72 - Adverse Criticism

#907/73 o9-18-72 - Not available for sick investigation
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#913/72 09-19-72 - Unfit for duty - Drugs - substantiated
in part - 4 days suspension

#319/73 04-07-73 - Late 30 minutes - 3 days suspension

#975/74 O8-20-74 - In booth - 3 days suspension

#1374/74 12-05-74 - In booth - 2 days suspension

#034/76 01-27-76 - Adverse criticism - failure to obey -
276 days suspension

#816/79 05-08-79 - Failure to fall in at proper time and
have assignment in memo book - W/B
by District C.O.

SICK EXPERIENCE:

From 1968 through 1976 P.O. Woodbury was involved in 49
incidents of sick for 220 days lost. Sixteen (16) incidents
involved compensation and two (2) times were D.I.F. Fifteen
(15) of the incidents were for diarrhea, upset stomach and
cramps.

CIVILIAN COMPLAINT EXPERIENCE:

P.O. Woodbury had two (2) civilian complaints of which he
was the subject and two (2) which were processed through
this Unit to N.Y.C.P.D. Civilian Complaint Review Board
against New York City Police Officers. (See enclosure (1)).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

P.O. Woodbury was involved in two (2) incidents involving
City Police Officers where he was taken to a precinct:

(1) On August 30, 1972, P.O. Woodbury was observed running
three (3) red lights and was stopped by an anti-crime team.
After words were exchanged, the officer was taken to the
79th Precinct where he was identified as a Transit Police
Officer. He was issued three (3) summonses for running the
red lights.

(2) The second incident took place on January 27, 1976 when
Woodbury was observed by City Police Cfficers breaking the
windows in his wife's car. He was removed to the 63rd
Precinct where he assaulted a Transit Police officer who
had responded to the incident with a supervisor. Woodbury
was not arrested but was taken to Kings County Hospital
where he was admitted for observation.
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This incident resulted in suspension from duty for a
period of 276 days. In addition, Dr. Cerulli, Transit
Authority Psychiatrist has diagnosed P.O. Woodbury as
suffering frcm a mental disorder.
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APPENDIX C

Case of Roy Innis, Director of C.O.R.E.

In'his testimony at the Congressional Hearings, Mr. Innis
made a series of allegations. He stated that he sent a
letter to former Police Commissioner Robert J. McGuire re-
questing a personal meeting but received no response. He
indicated that the responsibility to meet with him was
relegated to a line officer which he considered an insult.

He also testified that he, his family and friends have
been a victim of so many crimes that it is improbable that
they are random criminal acts. Three of his sons have
been victims of a street crime and two have been murdered.
Three cars had been stolen in a four week period, another
had been vandalized. His family has been threatened and
the CORE payroll has beeh robbed. He also complained
that after apprehending a thief he caught attempting to
steal his car, he himself was arrested. He also complained
that the order to arrest him must have been given by
District Attorney Morgenthau or Mayor Koch himself.

He questioned the number of black persons that have
licenses to carry guns and how many pistol licenses are
given to whites as compared to black applicants.

Investigation:

At the direction of the Police Commissioner, the
Commanding Officer of the Intelligence Division met with
Mr. Innis at the office of CORE to discuss his complaints
of criminal activity against autos rented by him. Mr.
Innis appeared to be satisfied with-the assistance pro-
vided, although he continued to request a personal meeting
with the Police Commissioner.

On Monday, December 19, 1983, Lt. Harrigan, I.A.D.,
interviewed Mr. Innis at CORE Headquarters regarding
his complaints. In essence, he stated there had been
myriad number of crimes against himself, his family,
his staff and his property, -both personal and business.

A review of the crime complaints filed by Mr. Innis,
his family and CORE officials indicate a thorough investi-
gation was undertaken in all cases, especially the more
serious ones where additional information was available
for follow-up investigation. These cases include the
homicide of Mr. Innis' two sons, the felonious assault
on his younger son and the burglary of the CORE office
where a security guard was present.
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pg.2 Case of Roy Innis

In, the assault and burglary cases, the investigative
processes were hampered by the lack of cooperation either
on the part of Mr. Innis, his family or his assistants.
Efforts undertaken by the Police Investigators were fully
documented in both of these crimes.

The CORE office at 1916 Park Avenue is in a high
crime area in the 25th Precinct. Mr. Innis failed to
implement the security proposals previously recommended
by the Crime Prevention Officer of the 25th Precinct.

Mr. Innis stated in his testimony to the Congressional
Committee that the burglaries at his Harlem Core Office
involved only papers, but no business equipment. The
complaint reports on file clearly show otherwise. In
four of the reports, a Computer, Typewriters, Calculators,
and Office Supplies were reported stolen.

Mr. Innis repeatedly raised the incident in which a
suspect was caught breaking into a vehicle belonging to
CORE, which resulted in his (Mr. Innis) being arrested
and prosecuted. This individual, before being turned
over to the police by CORE personnel, was assaulted. The
Assistant District Attorney who interviewed all parties,
directed the arrest of Mr. Innis for 1st degree assault.
Mr. Innis was ultimately found not guilty after trial.
Mr. Innis feels that because of the publicity associated
with that case, other criminals may attempt to take
advantage and commit crimes against the CORE building and
its properties, -

With respect to Mr. Innis' complaint that black people
are discriminated in against their application for pistol
licenses, the License Division does not maintain statis-
tical records by race. However, in October, 1983 a
sampling-was made of the last 110 pistol license applica-
tions, 40 which were minority applicants, and 70 non-
minority applicants. The approval rate for minority
applicants was 32.5% (13 out of 40), while the approval
rate for non-minority applicants was slightly less 31.4%
(22 out of 70).

Conclusion and Recommendations:

It is clear that Mr. Innis, his family and the CORE
Organization have been the victims of many criminal acts.
There does not appear to be any racially motivated reason
for such criminality. Mr. Innis and his Organization have
repeatedly failed to cooperate with police investigations
and his Organization's staff have-failed to take proper
security methods to prevent such criminal acts. Mr. Innis
has reviewed his request to meet personally with the
Police Commissioner.
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Case of Detective Philip Francis (personal appearance)

Black Detective complains of unnecessary force used by
officers mistaking him for a criminal suspect; use of
racial slurs; and being transferred from Manhattan Robbery
Squad to the 32nd PDU as a result of making a formal
complaint of the incident.

The underlying incident of unnecessary force and
racial slurs was investigated and reported on page 80 of
the October, 1983 "Report on Cases Submitted During Congres-
sioinal Hearings on Alleged Police Brutality."

Detective Francis appeared personally at the second
Congressional Hearing and complained. that he was trans-
ferred from the Manhattan Robbery Squad to the 32nd PDU
as a result of his making a formal complaint relative to
the prior incident.

The officer was interviewed by Lt. Harrigan, I.A.D.
He indicated he was not satisfied with the Department's
conclusion reached in the original investigation of his
complaint. The Department investigation into the incident
concluded it was a case of mistaken identity and not
racially motivated. He still considers the incident to
have been a racially motivated incident.

A review of the evaluation reports submitted
relative to tle officer's performance indicate that he
had been generally rated above standards until his transfeX .
to Manhattan Robbery.

The evaluation report prepared by his Manhattan
Robbery Supervisors just prior to the incident in question,
(August 1982) indicates that his performance had declined,
although it was recommended that he continue in his
present assignment.

Detective Francis attributes the decline in his
performance during 1982 to an off-duty injury to his hand
as well as the on-duty injury sustained in August 1982.
He also stated that Military Leave Excusal during that
year contributed to his marginal evaluation.

The evaluation report of Detective Francis sub-
mitted after the August 1982 incident recommended that
he be transferred to a PDU Unit because of poor performance.

37-501 0 - 84 - 48
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pg. 2 Case of Detective Philip Francis

The officer's believes that it wasn't poor
performance which precipitated his transfer, but
that it was directly related to his formal complaint
of being assaulted by white officers.

Detective Francis states that when he attempted
to clarify the issue of his transfer, he was given
ambiguous and vague answers by his superiors.

The Detective is presently assigned to the 32nd
PDU and appears satisfied with that assignment. He is
getting along well with his fellow officers and his most
recent evaluation is good.

Detective Francis, when interviewed recently,'
indicated he has not complained to OEEO or Employee
Relations because he felt it may not serve any purpose.
However, in view of his continuing dissatisfaction with
the results of the investigation and the reasons for
his transfer, it is recommended that OEEO or Employee
Relations contact Detective Francis and review this
matter with him.
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Case of John Cousar, former President New York City
Guardians Association.

Mr. Cousar alleged that police officers carry
various weapons not authorized by Department Regulations,
namely, ax handles, 007 knives, 9mm revolvers, slappers
and black jacks. This complaint was previously forwarded to
the Chief of Operation for investigation.
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APPENDIX D

CASE OF P.O. WARENA BROWN (C. Vernon Mason)

Female'Black Police Officer alleges she was improperly
treated by a white female and oriental male officer.

Police Officer Brown, while off duty and on Extended
Military Leave called 911 to report a Burglary on 6/9/83.
Investigation reveals that Officer Brown was uncooperative
with responding officers, after they had apprehended a sus-
pect she had pointed out. At the scene she recanted her
original identification of the suspect and refused to
properly identify herself, and attempted to leave the area.
When the officers persisted in trying to secure her coopera-
tion she became belligerent and used obscene language,
drawing the attention of bystanders. The officers took her
into custody and removed her to the station house to avoid
an incident with the crowd.

The Commanding Officer, 67th Precinct, and representatives
from the P.B.A. and the Guardians Association were present
at the station house where P.O. Brown was properly identified
and permitted to leave.

Officer Brown complained to the Guardian's Association
at a later date that her five year old daughter was abandoned
on the street and that she was not allowed to converse with
a supervisor or make any telephone calls until one hour after
she was detained.

An investiga tion by Internal Affairs Division found
these allegations to be UNSUBSTANTIATED.
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CASE OF POLICE OFFICER CLARK (John Cousar)

Complains of being subjected to racial slurs and assaulted
by white officers.

Police Officer Roberts, male, white, assigned to the
101 Precinct and Police Officer Clark, female, black on
a summer detail at the 101 Precinct became involved in an
argument in the lounge of the Station House.

On July 25, 1983 at 8:15 P.M. Police Officer Clark,
while on her meal period, was watching television when Police
Officer Roberts came into the lounge and changed the channel.
Officer Roberts told Officer Clark that if she joined the
Precinct's TV Club and paid dues she could watch whatever
she wanted on the club TV. Police Officer Clark then got up
and changed the channel back to what she had-been watching.
Officer Roberts then changed it back to the baseball game
and was allegedly struck in the neck by Officer Clark.
Officer Roberts then turned and allegedly struck Officer
Clark in the mouth.

Officers in the next room heard an argument going on,
and went to the door of the lounge and observed Officer
Clark throw a metal chair at Officer Roberts from a distance
of 5-8 feet and call him a "bastard". Officer Clark picked
up another chair and threw it at Officer Roberts striking
him in the forearm. Officer Clark went to the desk officer
hollering, "I am-not going to let that white mother

_ get Sway with this. Roberts hit me and I
want to make a complaint against him."

The Lieutenant interviewed both officers and observed
a cut on Officer Clark's lip. Officer Clark was treated
and released at St. John's Hospital. Officer Roberts was
treated and released at Penninsula Hospital.

Charges and Specifications have been preferred against
both officers for conduct unbecoming officers.

These Department charges are still pending.
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CASE OF MICHAEL STEWART (Rev. Daughtry)

Died in hospital 13 days after being arrested by Transit
Authority Officer for writing graffitti in the subway.

On September 15, 1983, Michael Stewart was arrested
on the 1st Avenue, 14th Street BMT LL Station by a Transit
Police Officer for writing graffitti on the subway walls.
He bolted and ran up the stairs and was apprehended. Mr.
Stewart became violent and was subdued by a member of the
Transit Authority Police.

Mr. Stuart was brought to Bellevue Hospital for
psychiatric evaluation. Upon admission to the emergency
room, Mr. Stewart became comatose. He died on September
28, 1983.

The Manhattan District Attorney's Office is conducting
an investigation into the matter.
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APPENDIX E

RACE AND AGE DISTRIBUTION OF NYC POLICE OFFICERS

AGE DISTRIBUTICN OF POLICE OFFICERS

20-30

M3569

FEMALE 98

21

MALE 4348

FEMALE 772
5120

% 32

CHANGE +11%

31-45 46-55 56+

11,372 2043 331

243 32 3
11,615 2075 34 NET: 17,691

66 12 2

9,119

389
9,508

59

-7%

1127

18

7

-5%

266

7 NET: 16,046
273

2

No Change

3/78

1/83
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BREAKDOWN OF UNIFORM PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO PRECINCTS, APRIL 1. 1983

ETHNICITY SEX

PRECINCT TOTAL

Manhattan South

1
5
6
7
9

10
13

148
175
162
116
173
122
148

M.S. TOTAL 1044

Manhattan North

WHITE % BLACK % HISP. % OTHER % MALE %

126 85
153 87
140 86
93 80

150 87
100 82
127 86

10 7
12 7
11 7

8 7
11 6
7 6

14 9

11 7
10 6
10 6
13 11
12 7
15 12
7 5

1 1 140 95
0 167 95

1 0 151 93
2 2 111 96

0 169 98
0 105 86
0 137 93

889 85 73 7 78 7 4 * 980 94

MTS
17

MTN
19
20
23
24
25
26
28
30
32
34

354
160
311
234
144
130
155
121
120
171
110
151
205

M.N. TOTAL 2366

Bronx

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
50
52

171
131
128
197
199
122
203
180
134
134
189

BRONX TOTAL 1788

324 92
142 89
275 88
199 85
128 89

93 72
119 77

84 69
83 69

105 61
71 65.
93 62

143 70

17 5
15 9
25 8
18 8

5 3
13 10
14 9
14 12
20 17
54 32
19 17
46 30
29 14

12 3
3 2
10 3
16 7
10 7
24 18
20 13
23 19
16 13
11 6
19 17
12 8
32 16

1 * 341 96
0 143 89

1 * 292 94
1 * 216 92
1 * 138 96

0 122 94
2 * 144 93

0 115 95
1 * 114 95
1 * 168 98
1 * 101 92

0 144 95
1 * 103 94

1859 79 289 12 208 9 30 * 2231 99

110 64
87 66
61 48

153 78
134 67
89 73

145 71
146 81

90 67
123 92
158 84

26 15
20 15
33 26
16 8
32 16
10 8
19 9
21 12
25 19
5 4

19 10

33 19
23 18
34 27
28 14
32 16
23 19
39 19
12 7
18 13

6 4
11 6

1296 72 226 13 259 14

2 * 159 93
1 * 122 93

11 87
I10 91

1 * 184 92
i1 91

190 94
1 * 168 93
1 * 123 92

121 90
1 * 181 96

7 * 1650 92

*Less than one percent.

FEMALE 2

8
8

11
5

4
17
11

5
5
7
4
2

14
7

64 6

13
17
19
18
6
8

11
6
6
3
9

-7

12

135

4
11
6
8
4
6
7
5
5
2
8
5
6

1

7
7

13
9
8
9
6
7
8
10
4

12
9

17
17
15
11
13
12
11
13
8

138 8
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ETHNICITY

PRECINCT TOTAL WHITE 2 BLACK 2

Brooklyn South

136
151
118
135
114
171
136
125
164
240
130
111
119

B.S. TOTAL 1850

Brooklyn North

143
215
219
150
113
174
147
119
150
120

B.N. TOTAL 1550

Queens

100 108
101 118
102 133
103 197
104 155
105 181
106 143
107 174
108 160
109 216
110 227
111 142
112 150
113 185
114 229

QNS. TOTAL 2518

60
61
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
76
78

123 90 9 7
148 98 1 *
111 94 6 5
127 94 5 4
103 90 4 4
138 81 16 9
127 93 6 4
101 81 14 11
146 89 8 5
194 81 32 13
112 86 8 6
85 77 13 12
92 77 22 18

1607 87 144 8

99 69 33 23
171 80 31 18
131 60 70 32
86 57 41 27
75 66 34 30

117 67 33 19
104 71 23 16
80 67 38 32

100 '7 27 18
96 80 13 11

1059 68 343 22

91 84 14 13
112 95 4 3
121 91 8 6
164 83 29 15
142 92 9 6
107 94 8 4
130 91 7 5
167 96 3 2
138 86 13 8
208 96 3 2
196 86 13 6
137 96 3 2
140 93 4 3
144 78 31 17
210 92 6 3

2270 90 155 6

*Less than one percent.

SEX

HISP. % OTHER z HALE Z

3 2 1 * 134 99
1 * 1 * 146 97
1 * 113 96
3 2 126 93
7 6 106 93

15 9 2 1 160 94
3 2 130 96

10 8 120 96
9 5 1 * 148 90

14 6 223 93
10 8 119 92
13 12 103 93

5 4 111 93

94 5 5 * 1739 94

11 8 135 94
11 5 2 * 202 94
18 8 207 95
23 15 137 91

4 4 109 96
24 14 160 92
19 13 1 * 131 89
1 * 105 88

22 15 1 * 141 94
10 8 1 * 109 91

143 9 5 * 1436 93

3 3 99 92
2 2 112 95
4 3 126 95
4 2 187 95
4 2 144 93
2 1 1 * 176 97
6 4 139 97
4 2 170 98
9 6 148 93
5 2 208 96

18 8 215 95
2 2 137 96
6 4 142 95

10 5 173 94
12 5 1 * 211 92

91 4 2 * 2387 95

73
75
77
79
81
83
84
88
90
94

FEMALE

2
5
5

9
8

11
6
5

16 1
17
11

8
8

111

8 I
13
12
13 !
4

14
16 11
14 12

*.9 6
11 9

114 7

9 8
6 5
7 5

10 5
11 7
5 3
4 3
4 2

12 7
8 4

12 5
5 4
8 5

12 6
18 8

131 5
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ETHNICITY SEX

PRECINCT TOTAL WHITE Z BLACK % HISP. 2 OTHER % MALE % FEMALE

Staten Island

120 195 191 98 2 1
122 156 153 98 2 1
123 106 105 99 0 0

S.I. TOTAL 457 449 98 4 1

2 1
1 1
1 1

4 1

GRAND
TOTALS 11,573 9429 81 1234 11 877 8

190 97 5
155 99 1
103 97 3

448 98

33 * 10,871 94

*Less than one percent.

702
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BREAKDOWN OF N.S.U. ASSIGNMENTS

PCT. TOTAL

MS NSU 1 37
2 72
3 115

TOTAL 224

MN NSU 4 62
5 62
6, 53

TOTAL 177

BX NSU 7 75
8 51
9 88

TOTAL 214

BS NSU 10 71
11 60
12 85

TOTAL 216

BN NSU 13 57
14 84
15 57

TOTAL 198

QN NSU 16 85
17 84
18 103

TOTAL 272

SI NSU 54

GRAND
TOTAL

WHITE Z BLACK 2 HISP. Z OTHER 2 MALE % FEMALE

32 87
46 64
96 84

174 78

48 77
30 48
36 68

114 64

54 72
29 57
66 75

149 70

65 92
37 61
63 74

165 76

41 72
51 61
39 68

131 66

71 83
74 88
90 87

3 8
19 26
13 11

35 16

3 5
14 23
8 15

25 14

6 8
7 14
7 8

20 9

3 4
12 20
17 20

32 15

13 23
23 27
10 18

46 23

9 11
6 7
8 8

2 5
5 7
5 4

12 5

10 16
15 24
8 15

33 19

15 20
15 29
15 17

45 21

3 4
11 19
4 5

18 8

3 5
10 12
7 12

20 10

5 6
4 5
5 5

29 78
2 3 53 74
1 1 97 84

3 1 179 80

1 2 51 82
3 5 50 81
1 2 45 85

5 3 146 82

66 88
43 84
79 90

188 88

65 92
50 83

1 1 73 86

1 1 188 87

46 81
69 82

1 2 46 81

1 1 161 81

70 82
76 90
97 94

235 86 23 9 14 5

50 92 2 4 2 4

8
19
18

45

11
12
8

31

9
8
9

26

6
10
12

28

* 11
• 15

11

37

15
8
6

43 89 29

51 95 3

1301 968 74 181 14 142 11 10 1 1105 85

ETHNICITY SEX

196
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APPENDIX F

FATAL POLICE/CIVILIAN CONFRONTATIONS 1974-1983

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

July 12, 1983

FATAL SHOOTING OF CIVILIANS BY MEMBERS OF THE NEW
YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

1. The following is a compilation of the years 1974 through
June 30, 1983 regarding the above subject, and consists of a break-
down by race, age and sex of those fatalities.

2.
forty-five
chart:

YEAR
1983

(1/1-6/30)

1982

1981

1980

1979 :

1978

1977

1976

1975

1974

TOTALS

For the period indicated, a grand total of three hundred
(345) civilians were fatally shot as shown in the following

TOTAL
FATALITIES

18

39

28

40

39

30

27

43

45

345

WHITE BLACK HISPANIC

3

9

8

3

8

9

7

5

5

5

62

10 5

10 20

13 14

19 5

18 14

18 12

14 9

14 8

25 12

26 14

167 113

ORIENTAL

1
1

1

3

3. . The age groupings of the above are detailed by year, in

five (5) year parameters, with notations concerning the 15-20 age group

and those concerning their sex.

*A. During the period January 1, 1983
18 civilians were fatally wounded by members of the
dowi-nciiudes: 3 Whites, 10 Blacks and 5 Hispanics

through June 30, 1983,
service. The break-
as follows:
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AGE GROUPS

15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40 AjeU_k.

1 1 1

3 2 3 1 1

Hispanic 1 1 1 1 1

NOTE: (I) White - 15 years of age
(1) Hispanic - 16 years of age
No Females

B. In 1982, thirty nine (39) civilians were fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 9 Whites, 10 Blacks
and 20 Hispanics as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40

1 6 1 1

1 g 2 1 3 1 2

Hispanic 6 3 2 4 2 3

NOTE: (3) Hispanics - 18 years of age

C. In 1981, tirty six (36) civilians vere fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 8 Whites, 13 Blacks,
14 Hispanics and I Oriental as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 • Over 40 Ae.Unk.

Whi te

Black

Hispanic

Oriental

2 3 2

2 2 2 3 2 2

3 3 1 3 2 1

NOTE: ill White- 18years of age
(1) White - 19 years of age
( Black - 15 years of age
1) Black - 19 years of age
(1) Hispanic - 17 years of age

(1) Hispanic - 18 years of age
(1) Female, Black - 39 yrs.

RACE

Whi te

Black

White

Black

1
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D. In 1980, twenty eight (28) civilians were fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 3 Whites, 19 Blacks,
5 Hispanics and 1 Oriental as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40

White 1 1

Black 6 8 2 2 1

Hispanic 1 2 1 1

Oriental

NOTE: (1) Black - 16 years of age
( Black, - 18 years of age
1) Black - 19 years of age

No Females

E. In 1979, forty (40) civilians were fatally wounded by
members of the service. The breakdown includes: 8 Whites, 18 Blacks
and 14 Hispanics as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40 Age.Unk.

White 2 4 1 1

Black 3 2 3 2 2 5

Hispanic 3 3 4 2 2

NOTE: (1) Black - 19 years of age
(1) Hispanic - 16 years of age
1 Hispanic - 17 years of age
1) Female Hispanic, 34 yrs. of age

F. In 1978, thirty nine (39) civilians were fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 9 Whites, 18 Blacks
and 12 Hispanlcs.as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40

WhI te 2 3 2 2

Black 1 3 2 7 1 4

Hispanic 5 2 2 3
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NOTE: (1) Black - 19 years of age
(1) Hispanic - 15 years of age
1) Hispanic - 18 years of age
3) Hispanics - 19 years of age
I) Female Black - 34 years of age

G. In 1977, thirty (30) civilians were fatally wounded by
members of the service. The breakdown includes: 7 Whites, 14 Blacks
and 9 Hispanics as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21=25 26-30 31=35 36-40 Over 40

White 1 2 2 1 1

Black 1 6 3 2 2

Hispanic 1 4 2 2

NOTE: (l White - 20 years of age
1 Black - 18 years of age
( Hispanic - 19 years of age

H. O1n 1976, twenty seven (27) civilians were fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 5 Whites, 14 Blacks
and 8 Hispanics as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40

White 1 2 2

Black 1 3 4 4 1 1

Hispanic 1 1 2 2 2

NOTE: (1) Black - 15 years of a-le
1 White,- 18 years of ag1e
(1 Hispanic - 18 years of age
( Female Hispanic -58 years of age
1) Female Hispanic - 26 years of age
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I. In 1975, forty three (43) civilians were fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 5 Whites, 25 Blacks,
12 Hispanics and 1 Oriental as follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40

White 1 1 1 2

Black 3 5 6 6 4 1

Hispanic 4 2 3 1 2

Oriental 1

NOTE: 1) White - 16 years of age
1) Black - 15 years of age
(1) Black - 17 years of age
(1 Black - 19 years of age
No Females

J. In 1974, forty five (45) civilians were fatally wounded
by members of the service. The breakdown includes: 5 Whites, 26 Blacks
and 14 Hispanics fs follows:

AGE GROUPS

RACE 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-35 36-40 Over 40

White 2 1 1 1

Black 3 11 3 3 1 5

Hispanic 2 4 2 1 1 4

NOTE: (1) Black - 14 years of age
1) Black -18 years of age
(2) Hispanics - 17 years of age
No Females

6
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RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

2.0 -

1.6 -

1.2 -

per
100,000
Population

0.8 -

0.4 -

0.0

.94

Det. Phila.

.89
.74

///

L.A. Chic.

1.63

7-A

N.Y.

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces"; IACP, 1982

37-501 0 - 84 - 49

.48
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R-7

RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

1.5 -

.84

.75

//

.70

p//
4//

L.A.

1.24

//9/

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces"; IACP, 1982

1.2 -

0.9 -

per
1,000
Violent
Crimes

0.6 -

0.3 -

0.0-

.27

N.Y.Phila. Dot. Chic.
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RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

.35

f/

.40

2///

pfr
A // .17

L.A. Phila. Chic. N.Y.

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces"; IACP, 1982

0.5 -

0.4

0.3

per
100
Pos

0.2 -

0.1 -

0.0

.21

or

Det.

.14
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N.Y.P.D. ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY

Change from 1981 to 1982

* 13.4

7-

19.3

/0

/
Suninses Traffic

Infractions

Firearms
Discharge
Incidents

i/

-17.4

Violent
Crime

Reduction

V///

/pll

-9.3

8.6

I//

20

16 -

12

8-

4-

Percent 0

-4

-8

-12

-16

-20 -

Arrests



70 AVERAGE ANNUAL

60

- 50

40H

30k-

20[

01

* PRIOR TO

HOMICIDES BY POLICE
RATE ALL MINORITIES *

BLACKS *

*1 I

30.51
128.71

1970-1973 1974-1978 I9BTo DATE

19.8

1970-1973 1974-1978

SOURCE: NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT

1974, DATA ON RACE OF PERSONS KILLED BY POLICE NOT AVAILABLE.

16.0

1978To DATE

00
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I0-
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F/I

SHOOTING HOMICIDES BY POLICE:

PERIOD 1970 - 1973

1970 - 50

1971 - 93

1972 - 66

1973 - 58

267 66.7 annual average

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 43

1975 - 42

1976 - 27

1977 - 30

142 35.5 annual average

PERIOD'1978 - Present

1978 - 40

1979 - 36

1980 - 28

1981 - 36

1982 - 39

(to date) 1983 - 18

197 35.8 annual average

46.3% decrease from 1970 - 73 average

0.8% increase from 1974 - 78 average
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SHOOTING HOMICIDE OF BLACKS BY POLICE (Hispanics excluded) *

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 26

1975 - 25

1976 - 14

1977 - 14
79 Annual average 19.75

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978 - 18

1970 - 18

1980 - 19

1981 - 13

1982 - 10

(to date) 1983 - 10

88 Annual average 16.0

18.9% decrease from 1974-78

* Statistics on race of shooting opponents unavailable
prior to 1974.
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SHOOTING HOMICIDES OF MINORITIES (Blacks & Hispanics) *

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 40

1975 - 37

1976 - 22

1977 - 23

122 Annual average 30.5

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978 - 30

1979 - 32

1980 - 24

1981 - 27

1982 - 30

(to date) 1983 - - 15

158 Annual average 28.72

5.8% decrease from 1974-78

• Statistics on race of shooting opponents unavailable
prior to 1974.
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PRMOCEEE N* 104-1

GENERAL REGULATIONS

ACTIVE RVIS*ON NUMBER PAG"

11-15-76 1 76.7 6of6

COURTESIES 6. Remove hat and stand at attention in office of Police
(continued) Commissioner, deputy commissioner or member above rank

of lieutenant.
7. Order "Attention" when member above rank of captain

enters room unless otherwise directed.
8. Place U.S. flag at half-mast as indicated below, when a

member of the service dies:
a. Lieutenant, sergeant, police officer - on department

building where assigned on day of funeral.
b. Captain - on department building where assigned

from time of death to sunset, day of funeral.
c. Deputy inspectors or inspectors - on department

buildings within his command from time of death to
sunset, daj of, funeral; flag at Police Headquarters will
fly at half-staff on day of funeral.

d. Member killed in line of duty - on department
building where member assigned from time of death to
ten days after death; flag will fly at half-mast on all
department buildings on day of the funeral.

e. Other members, Police Commissioner or a deputy
commissioner - as directed by the Police
Commissioner or Chief of Operations.

USE OF In addition to Penal Law restrictions on the use of deadly physical
FIREARMS force (See Article 35.00, .. L.), members of the service will adhere

to the following guidelines concerning the use of firearms:

1. Use all reasonable means before utilizing firearm when
effecting arrest for or preventing or terminating, a
felony or defending self or another.

2. Do not fire warning shots.
3. Do not discharge firearm to summon assistance,

except when safety is endangered.
4. Do not discharge firearm from or at moving vehicle

unless occupants are using deadly physical force
against officer or another, by means other than
vehicle.

5. Do not discharge firearm at dogs or other animals
unless there is no other way to bring animal under
control.

6. Do not discharge firearm if innocent persons may be
endangered.

NOTE The above guidelines are not meant to restrict a member in the
performance of his lawful duty, but are intended to reduce
shooting incidents and consequently protect life and property.-In
every case, department policy requires only the mnimum amount
of force be used consistent with the accomplishment of the
mission.

NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

i
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POLICE D.PARENT FEB 1. 6S81
CITY OF NM- YORK

ebruary 17, 1981-

Memorandum to: Police Commissioner

Subject: MISCONDUCT RELATED TO USE OF FIREARMS BY MEMBERS OF
THE. SERVICE. I

A review of all disciplinary cases which have been adjudicated
in calendar years 1978, 1979 and 1980, indicates that members of the
-service have been charged with either wrongful discharge or wrongful
display of their weapon, both on and off duty.

In 1980 there were 37 incidents involving 39 members of the
service were they either discharged their weapon or menaced another
individual and disciplinary charges were preferred.

I. On duty Discharge of Weapon
i. Property damage: 1
b. Personal injury: 3
c. Death: 1
d. No damage or injury: 0

Total 5

Disciplinar Disposition
a. Trial and found guilty: 3

-b-- Trial and found not guilty: 1
c. Negotiated settlements: 1
d. Criminal convictions: 0
*e. Other dispositions: 0

Penalties for the above proven misconduct and negotiated cases
ranged from five days vacation to twenty days vacation.

II. On duty wrongful display or
menacing of an individual by
a member of the service with
a firearm.

Total: 5

* Wherever "Other Dispositions" appears in this report it refers
to Charges and Specifications that have been dismissed or filed.
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Disciplinary Disposition:
a. Trial and found guilty: 0
*b. Trial and found not guilty: 2
c. Negotiated settlement: 1
d. Criminal convictions: 0
e. Other dispositions: 2

Total: 5

Penalty for the above'negotiated case was ten days vacation.

III. Off duty Discharge of weapon:
a. Property damage: 6
b. Personal injury: 4
c. Death: 2
d. No damage or injury: 5

Total: 17

Disciplinary Disposition
a. Trial and found guilty: 3
b. Trial and found not guilty 2
c. Negotiated settlements: 8
d. Criminal convictions: 1
e. Other dispositions: 3

* Total: 17

Penalties for the above proven misconduct and negotiated cases
ranged from Command Discipline to Dismissal from the Department.

IV. Off duty wrongful display or menacing of-
an individual by a M.O.S. with a firearm:

- Total: 10

Disciplinary Dispositions:
a. Trial and found guilty: 2
b. Trial and found not guilty: 1
c. Negotiated settlements: 2
d. Criminal convictions: 1
e. Other dispositions: 4

Total.: 10

Penalties for the above proven misconduct and negotiated cases
ranged from fifteen days vacation to dismissal from the Department.
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..In I= there wore 29 incident* involving 33.members of-the
see~oe whore they either discharged their weapon or menaced another
individual and disciplinary charges were preferred and adjudioated.

I. -On Duty Discharge of Weapon:

- a. Property Damage: 0
b. Personal Injury ,0,
o. Deaths 2
d. 'No Damage or Injury: 6

Disojil4nary Disnosition:

a; Trial and found guilty: 3'
b. Trial and found not guilty: 0
O. Negotiated settlementes 3
d 4. Criminal convictions$ 0
o. Other Dispositionss +4.

Penalties for the above proven misconduct and negotiated
oases ranged froti 15 days to dismiesal from the Department.,

II. O uy Wrongful Dvelay-?A

"a 14mber or Vtae 230erv9 W&t .... .

Dieoinlinar- Dispositiont

a. Trial and found guilty: 0 0
b. Trial and found not guilty: 1

.o, ffegotiated-ettlement: 0
d. Creal oonvic inns: 4e. Other dispositions:
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III. Off Duty Disoharpte of Weapon:

a. Property Damage: 2
b. Personal Injury: "
o. Death: 0
d.o No Damage or Injury: 4.

Disciilinalrv Disi2osition:

a. Trial and found guilty: ,
b. Trial and found not guilty: 0.
o,.' Negotiated 6e'ttlementa: 4.
d. Original oonviotione: 1.
e. Other dispositions: +

Penalties for the above proven misconduct and negotiated
oases range from 8 days to dismissal from the Department,

IV. Off Duty Wronaful Dislay or "
Keao o annv ae v

a Memero te ervio wit
a ,iRearm:

Disoiplinarv Disiosition:

a. Trial and found guilty: 0
b.. Trial an& found not guilty: 1
o. Negotiated settlements: 8
d. Criminal convictions:. .1
e. Other dispositions:

Penalties for the above proven misconduct and negotiated
oases range from 5 days to dismissal from the Department.
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In IM there..were 21 incidents of misconduct involving 21
members of the sorvioe, where they either discharged their weapon or
m6fiaoed another individual and disciplinary charges were preferred
and adjudicated.

I. On duty dieoharige of weapon ..... .

a. Property Damage 0
1b. Personal Injury .
'o. Death , 0
d. No Damaqe or Injury.... .0

.. .. . Total:,• 1 . . .

DisoilinarY Disosia.tign,

a. Trial and found guilty 0
b. Trial and found not, guilty I
e. Negotiated settlement 0
d. Criminal convictions 0
a. Other dispositions

11. ,On duty wrongful dienlay or menaoIns
,,Of go individual bx a eMOUL OQ tile

_ _ __rvoe wth a 4i. ... ,

Disoinlinary Disposition

a. Charges Dismissed I-

III. Off duty dlsoharge of weapon

. . Property Dampage 4
b. Personal Injury 3
o. Death 1
d. No Damage or Injury 2

Ta: 10
Diooinljnary Disposition

a. Trial and found guilty 4
b. Trial and found not guilty 1.
o. Negotiated settlements 3
d. Original convictions 1
e. Other dispositions +

Penalties for above proven mioconduot and negotiated oases
range from 10 days to dismissal from the Department.
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IV. Off du vwrongful dislay og menacing'

serve itha Lrearn,.

Total: ,

Dlaoimjlinary Distosition'.

&, Trial ad found guilty"
. Trial and found not guilty '2
o. Negotiated settlements 1
d. Criminal convictions 0
efo Other dispositions

Penalties for the above proven misoonduot and negotiated
oases range from 7 days to dismissal from the Dep4rtment,



1 1982 1981 1980 1979 1978

NUMBM OF POLICE SHOOTINGS
RESULTING IN DEATH OF TRATOR 18 39 36 28 36 40

NUMBER OF INDICTMENT OF
M.O.S. BY GRAND JURY 1

NUMBER OF M.O.S. GUILTY OR
NOT GUILTY AFTER CRIMINAL TRIAL *1 ** 1 *** 3

FENDING PENDING (NOT GUILT)
0 0 **** 1

(GUILTY)

'-a

P.O. Victor Pezzolla, Shield 29559, 69 Precinct - Indicted for Criminally Negligent Homicide -
Indictment #1565/83. Next Queens Supreme Court Hearing - July 13, 1983 - A.D.A. Sullivan.

** P.O. Charles Tschupp, Shield 27705, 75 Precinct - Indicted for-Murder 2nd - Manslaughter 1 and 2 -
Indictment 12333/82. Next Queens Supreme Court Hearing - August 18, 1983.

*** P.O. William Baker, Shield 1913, 40 Precinct -
P.O. Carol Esserman, Shield 2754, 42 Precinct
P.O. John Mayer, Shield 31891 42 Precinct

**ee P.O. James E. Lewis, Shield 29432
DISISSED - 2400 Brs. 10/18/79

NOT GUILTY
DO.
DO

GUILTY

Criminal Negligent
- Homicide

DO
Assault 2nd

Criminal Negligent
Homicide

3/31/82
2/1/83

DO

Bx. Supreme Ct.
DO
DO

10/18/79 DO

3 0 0 1

Pt.86
DO 78
DODO

DO 18

1983

I
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

From: The Chief of Operations

To: The Police Commissioner

SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT FIREARMS DISCHARGE REVIEW BOARD SEMI-ANNUAL
REPORT (1983)

1. This report summarizes two interrelated, but distinct,
statistical compilations: all Incidents during thi first six (6)
months of 1983 (Jan.-June) in which New York City Police Department
officers discharged firearms and all cases reviewed during this same
period.

2. During the first six (6) months of 1983, there were
143 firearm discharge incidents, which Involved 183 members of the
service. In 104 of these occurrences, the officers fired at an
offender in self-defense or in defense of others (the remaining
cases involved animals, self-Inflicted gunshot wounds and accidental
discharges). In 89 of the offender cases, a total of 157 arrests
were made. These figures compare to 168 incidents involving 197
members of the service during the first six (6) months of 1982, of
which 116 incidents involved an offender; In 98 of those cases, 179
were arrested. The total number of occurrences this year represents
a decrease of 15 cases(9.5%). There were 12 less cases involving an
offender (10.3%). -Injuries to officers totalled 73 compared to 58
during the previous year, an increase of 15 (20.5%). In 79 instances
(76% of the offender cases) guns or other weapons.were recovered,
compared to 78 cases (67.2%1 In 1982.

3. While the statistics complied for this report refer only
to Incidents in which a member of the service discharged his firearm,
we have provided statistics for two (2) categories (members of the
service shot and/or killed) in which members of the service did not
discharge their firearm.

37-501 0 - 84 - 50
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data relating to the 1983 cases are as follows:

MEMBERS OF THE SERVICE DISCHARGING WEAPONS

(1) RANK 1 - Assistant Chief Inspector.....55%.
1 - Captain ...................... .55%
1 d Lieutenant ................... .55%

14 - Sergeants .................... 7.65%
15 - Detectives ... ........... 8.20%

151 - Police Officers .............. 82.50%

(2) MEMBERS INVOLVED

1983 1982
183 197 (decrease of 14 or 7.111

(3) DEATHS/INJURIES

1983 982
0 2* - Killed by perpetrators
5"* 6 - Shot by perpetrators
1 0 d Shot accidentally by o

member of the service
61 37 - Other weapons/assaults
0 2 -Dog bites
1 2 Human bites
1 3 - Struck/dragged by auto

73 58 o Miscellaneous (chasing
d climbing fences, flyin,

2 1 - Suicides

* IT
* In both incidents, MOS did not return fire.

* In 1983 there was 1 tqcident where MOS was shot and
did not return fire.

(4) ACCIDENTAL DISCHARGES

1983 1982

(5) ANIMALS

1983 198

there

s
perps.,
I glass, et

(+14.29%)

(-46.67%)

4. The

A.
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(6) OFF-DUTY INCIDENTS

IF W (+19.67%)

(7) VEHICLES

' " IF (-63.64%)

B. PERPETATORS

(1) 157 were arrested in 89 (62.93%) of the
143 cases involving offenders.

(2) 35 cases: 37 were wounded by members of
the service. Of the 37, 37 had previous
criminal records.

(3) 18 cases: 18 were shot and killed b
members of the service. Of the 18, 12
had previous criminal records.

(4) In 1982, 179 were arrested in 98 (84.51)
of the 116 offender cases.

C. MISCELLANEOUS CASES INVOLVING MEMBERS OF THE SERVICE

.(1) 165 weapons were recovered in 76 cases (46.6%
of cases involving offenders).

(2) 104 guns were recovered in 50 cases (34.97%
of offender cases).

Not all firearms are recovered after
the shooting incident. This Is due to
the fact that all perpetrators are not
apprehended and weapons dropped by
offenders in a crowd very often disappear.

(3) 29 cses (20.28% o# offender cases) other weapons
were recovered (knives, pipes, chukka sticks, etc.).

(4) 17 (11.89% of the offender cases) incidents in
which members of the ser~fce were fired Upon.

(5) There were 20 incidents in which members of the
service were shot at, but did not return fire.
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RANK ORDER BY
a) Tuesday

b) Friday

c) Sunday

d) Monday

e) Thursday

f) Wednesday

DAY OF

25

23

22

22

21

17

g) Saturday 13

143 ca

(.71 RANK ORDER BY iOUR
a) OOOIx0800

b) 1600x2400

c) 0800x1600

INCIDENT

17.48%

16.08%

15.38%

15.38%

14.69%

11.89%
9.10%

ses

OF INCIDENT
67 .... 39.86%

64 .... 37.76%

32....22.38%

(6)
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D. (1) TOTAL CASES REVIEWED DURING 1983 (198)

VIOLATION ACCIDENTAL

30 27

(2) TOTAL CASES REVIEWED IN PAST YEARS

No elation

265 (75.9%)

361 (70.4%)

351 (74.2%)

302 (79.7%)

280 (74.9%)

323 (76.4%)

312 (73.1%)

(78.9%)
(75.6%)

(77.7%)

Violation Accidental Total
(84) * 349

(152)* 513

122)* 473

54 23 379

47 47 374

50 50 423

55 60 427

42 28 331

61 43 427

42 37 355

* During these years, violations and accidental discharges
were classified in a Inanner not compatible with the
present categories.

NO
-VIOLATION

165

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

261

323

276
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APPENDIX A

NUMBER OF FIREAPMIS DISCHARGE INCIDENTS BY PRECINCTS
19 23 - (1431. ANUARY -JUNE
P.B.N.N.

;IDENTS PCT - INCIDENTS, PCT.

19
20
23

CPP
24
25
26
28
30
32
34

TOTAL

3
2
2
0
1
3
05
6
4
9

35

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

*50
52

2
1
0
2
2
0
1
0
02

10

P.B. BRONX

INCIDENTS

3
2
37
6
3
2
2
3
3
3

TOTAL 37

PCT. INCIDENTS
60 0
61 0
62 1
63 1
66 3
67 1
68 2
69 1
70 2
71 4
72 2
76 0
78 1

TOTAL 18

73
76
77
79
81
83
84
88
90
94

TOTAL

P.B.S. 1.

PCT, INCIDENTS

120 0
122 3
123 0

TOTAL 3

. INCIDENTS fCTL INgIDENTS

0 100 0
1 101 0
2 102 2
1 103 2
0 104 0
2 **105 . 7
1 106 1
1 107 1
0 108 2
0 109 4

110 2
111 0
112 3
113 3
114 5

L 8 TOTAL 32

The following precincts reported no fireams
discharge incidents: 6, 10, MTS, HTN, CPP, 26, 60, 6:
73, 76, 81, 90, 94, 100, 101, 104, 111, 120, 123,

*50 Pct. - includes 1 incident in Bronxville and 1
incident in Otsego Co.

*"105 Pct.- includes 1 incident in Suffolk Co.

P.B.M.S,.

INCPCT.

1S
6
7
9

10
13

MTS
14TN
17

TOTAL

P..DN P.O. QUEENS
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APPENDIX B

COMPARISON FIGURES FOR SPECIFIC CATEGORIES 1983 - 1982

CATEGORY

ASSISTANT CH
CAPTAIN
LIEUTr.ANT
SERGEANT
DETECTIVE
POLICE OFF1,(

RE: DISCHARGE OF

IEF INSPECTOR 1
11

1415
CER 151

MOS DOA BY PERP.
MOS SHOT BY PERP.
NOS SHOT AT
PERP. PNA
PERP. WOUNDED

ACCIDENTAL
ANIMALS
OFF DUTY MOS
VEHICLES
WARIIING SHOTS
SU4ONS ASSISTANCE

FIREARMS BY MEMBERS QF THE

PERCENT m98

.65% 0

.55% 0

.55% 1 '
7.65% 18
8.20% 24
82.50% 154

0 0.1
8** 9.88%

18 22.22%
18 22.22%
37 45.68%

22
7

46
9
01

2.A8%
8.32%

54.12%
10.59%

.00%
1.18%

0*
6
0
17
36

24
is
37
22
0
1

*2 MOS killed by perpetrators, but did not discharge weapon.
** 1 MOS shot by perpetrator, but did not discharge weapon.

RAUK ORDER BY PATROL BOROUGH COMMND

1. BRONX 37 34
2. MANHATTAN NORTH 35 22
3. QUEENS 32 31
4. BROOKLYN SOUTH 18 17
5. MANHATTAN SOUTH 10 19
6. BROOKLYN NORTH a 25
7. STATEN ISLAND 3TASTOTALS -

TUESDAY
FRIDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAY
THURSDAY
WEDNESDAY
SATURDAY

INCIDENTS BY DAY/TOUR

1983 - 1982 1983 - 192 1983 - 1982

12 8 3 9 8 8 23 25
13 11 4 7 5 7 22 26
7 3 5 6 10 9 22 18
7 12 7 7 7 13 21 32
5 3 4 8 7 8 16 19
9 8 2 4 2 6 13 18

(Jan - June)

SERVICE

PERCENT

.00%

.00%

.51%
9.14%
12.18%
78.17%

.00%
1.10%

.00%
38.80%
61.10%

24.24%
15.15%
37. 38%
22.22%

.00%
1.01%

(Jan - June)
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APPENDIX G

DISCIPLINARY PROCESSES

D.A.D.. #258/82

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

October 18, 1982

Proms Director, Department Advocate's Office

Tot Deputy Commissioner, Legal Matters

Subjects DISCIPLINARY PROCESSES

1. The Police Department has a myriad of processes that are
used in its disciplinary system. This is due in part to the make-
up of its personnel (uniform, civilians, probationary, provisional,
part-time, volunteer) and also to various contractual arrangements
covering the discipline of affected members and grievance
procedures.

2. Although the Administrative Guide sections 318-2 through
318-5, 319-9 and the Patrol Guide sections 118-1 through 118-6
address many of the disciplinary processes, it does not cover all
options included in contractual agreements and it is difficult to
follow.

3. The following report is an attempt to codify the
disciplinary procedures in a single document and is meant to be
used as a reference tool not an administrative guide.

A. COMMAND DISCIPLINE

1. Command Discipline can be initiated in any one of three
ways:

1. by a supervisor in ones' own command
2. by a supervisor from outside your command
3. by the Civilian Complaint feveiw Board

2. If the Command Discipline is initiated by supervisor
from either your command or an outside command the procedures to
be followed are the same:

1. supervisor that observes a violation prepares
a Supervisors Complaint Report, gets a serial number
from the command discipline log of the inember's
command and forwards the report to the member's
commanding officer.
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2. the commanding officer investigates to determine
if the allegation is substantiated or not.

3. if the allegation is not substantiated file the
report and send a t 'fate copy to the Department
Advocate's Office only if the violation falls into
schedule B categorle-s-of the Command Discipline
Procedures (PO 118.3).

4. if the allegation is substantiated the commanding
officer then decides whether it should be resolved
through the Command Discipline Procedures or through
Charges and Specifications.

S. if Charges and Specification are to be prepared,
refer to the discussion of Charges and.Speoifi-
cation later in this report.

6. if the Command Discipline Procedures are to be used
the Commanding Officer meets with'the member accused
informs him of his findings and the proposed
disciplinary action.

7. the member receives a copy of the Command Discipline
Report Election Form and has three working days to
make one of these three choicest

1. accept tho disciplinary action in
which case the penalty is imposed.

2. decline the proposed penalty in which
case Charges and Specifications will
be prepared. (Charges and Specifications
are discussed later in this report.

3. accept the proposed disciplinary action
but request a review of the penalty.

S. if the member accepts the proposed disciplinary act-
ion but requests a review of the penalty the com-
manding officer notifies the Department Advocatels
Office.

9. Department Advocate notifies the Borough Personnel
Office of the member concerned to convene a review
panel of three (3) members of the Department of the
rank of captain or above.

10. Borough Personnel Officer presents the case (the
member, complainant, witnesses do not appear
unless requested by the Review Panel) the panel
reviews and can make one of three determinationst

I.. approve the penalty proposed by the
commanding officer.

2. reduce the penalty proposed by the
commanding officer.

3. increase (up to double) the penalty
proposed by'the commanding officer.
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11. The decision of the Review Panel is forwarded to the
member's commanding officer, who then imposes the
penalty.

3. If the Command Discipline is initiated by the Civilian
Complaint Review Board it is sent to the member's commanding
officer (as having been investigated and substantiated) for
penalty only. Therefore, only steps 6 through 11 would be
followed.

B. CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS (UNIFORM)

1. Charges and Specifications can be initiated any one
of five (5) ways:

1. by a member's commanding officer or a supervisor
in a member's command.

2. by an investigatory unit (F.I.A.U., I.A.D., etc.)
3. by a supervisor from an outside command
4. by a member's option under the Command Discipline

Procedure.
5. by the Civilian Complaint Review Board.

* 2. When it has been decided that Charges and
Specifications will be prepared the following processes
shall be followed:

1. confer with the Disciplinary Advisory
Section of the Department Advocate's
Office to determine the appropriateness
of Charges and Specifications, whether
further investigation is necessary and
whether the case may present an unusual
legal problem.

2. if there is a legal issue that must be
addressed an attorney from the attorney's
section, Department Advocate's Office will
be conferred with.

3. the wording for the Charges and Specifi-
cations will then be given by the Discip-
linary Advisory Section.

4. the person initiating the Charges and
Specifications prepares seven copies of
the Charges and Specifications and sends
them along with a 49 detailing the circum-
stances surrounding the charges to the
next higher command for endorsement.
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5. the Charges and Specifications are for-
warded to the Department Advocate's Office
who presents them to the First Deputy
Police Commissioner for his review and
endorsement.

6. the Charges and Specifications are sent
back to the Department Advocate's Office
where they are reviewed for completeness,
logged, categorized,.given a disciplinary
record number and assigned to an advocate.

7. the advocate reviews the case and prepares
a prosecutors memorandum including any
recommendations for plea purposes and for-
wards the case folder to the Administra-
tive Lieutenant for his review and.
recommendation.

8. the Administrative Lieutenant reviews the
case and offers his comments and recommend-
ation. He then forwards the case to the
managing attorney.

9. the managing attorney reviews the case,
covers with the advocate assigned if
necessary, makes his recommendation and
forwards the case to the Director, Depart-
ment Advocate's Office for his perusal.

10. the Director, Department Advocate's Office
reviews the case and all the recommend-
ations made. He then makes the final
decision regarding trial, plea negotia-
tions and the parameters to be used.
Once the Director has made a decision
regarding the case, the case folder is
returned to the assigned advocate and
the Trial Calander Section, Department
Advocate's Office, is notified to call
the respondent in to serve him with a
copy of the Charges and Specifications.

11. at the time of the service of the
Charges and Specifications the
despondent through his attorney
will enter a plea of guilty or not
guilty before the trial commissioner,
negotiations for the purpose of plea
bargaining will take place and a
future date for trial will be chosen.

12. The Department follows a policy of
full discovery of relevant matters
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and all discoverable material would
be exchanged prior to the trial date.

13. once the trial has begun there can
be no plea bargaining, all witnesses
will be subpoenaed by the Calander
Section, Department Advocate's Office.

14. the trial is conducted in an adversery
manner with attorneys representing both
the Department and the respondent, a
trial commissioner, bridgeman and a
stenographer.

15. when the trial is concluded, the Trial
Commissioner writes a decision which
may be approved, modified or changed
by the Police Commissioner.

16. once the decision is signed by the
Police Commissioner it becomes offi-
cial. The respondent and the advocate
receive a copy and the decision is
published in the Personal Orders.

C. CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS (CIVILIAN)

1. When it has been decided that Charges and Specifi-
cations will be prepared against a civilian member of the
Department, steps #1 through #6, described in Section B,
Charges and Specifications (Uniform) will be followed. It
is at this point that the procedures begin to differ.

1. after steps 1 through 6 have been
adhered to the Calandar Section,
Department Advocate's Office calls
the respondent in and serves him with
the Charges and Specification.

2. once the member has been served, the
Calandar Section, Department Advocate's
Office, notifies the Borough Personnel
Officer to set up an informal conference
at the member's next higher command con-
cerning the instant Charges and Specifi-
cations.

3. the informal conference is held at the
member's next higher command within five
days of the date of service. If the
member fails to appear at the conference
the personnal officer shall impose the
proposed penalty.
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4. if the member appears, the hearing is held
and a written decision is rendered within
three days.

5. when the decision of the informal confer-
ence is rendered the member has four
options:
1. accept the decision: which would

conclude the case.
2. request a statutory hearing in the

the trial room, in which case all
the pertinent papers would be for-
warded to the Department Advocate's
Office and we would follow the same
procedures as utilized for uniform
personnal from step 7 through 16 as
explained previously.

3. refuse the penalty but fail to request
a hearing within five days of notice
in which case the penalty would be
imposed.

4. refuse the penalty and request union
grievance procedures in which case
all pertinent papers would be for-
warded to the Calendar Section,
Department Advocate's Office.

6. if the member chooses option number four,
Calandar Section, Department Advocate's
Office upon receipt of the case folder,
notifies the Office of Labor Policy of
the member's request and forwards the case
folder to them where a Step II hearing
will be held within thirty days.

7. a decision will be rendered by the
Office of Labor Policy within ten
days of the hearing.

8. when the member receives a copy of the decision
he has two options
1. accept the decision which would con-

clude the case.
2. within ten days request a hearing with

the New York City Office of Municipal
Labor Relations.

9. if the member chooses option number two,
a hearing is held at the Office of Muni-
cipal Labor Relations and a decision is
rendered within, fifteen days of the hear-
ing date.
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10. when the decision is rendered the member
has two options:
1. acccept the decision: which con-

cludes the case.
2. within fifteen days appeal the

decision, which would send the
case to binding arbritration under
the auspices of the Office of
Collective Bargaining.

4. Submitted for your information.

WBF/MOF/mw William B. Flack
Director

Department Advocate's Office
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Disciolinarv Case Renort for 1983

During calendar year 1983 there were 879 formal sets of charges issued.
This figure does not include Command Disciplines issued and adjudicated at
the connand level.

Total Cases

Adjudicated

Trials

Trials Not Guilty

Trials guilty

Negotiated

Returned for C.D.

Cases Dismissed

Cases Filed

1983 1982

876 829

790 667

134* 135
18 * 55

1145 80

263 254

140 87

37 46

175*after
olus 2 trial 118

Deferred Pending Dismissal 21 7 1

Criminal Convictions 20 20 8

Informal Conference (Civilian) 83
Note! During 1983 some of the dispositions were for

cases originating during 1982 or before.

1981

732

784

187

237

154

63

134
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REPORTING VIOLATIONS OBSERVED BY SUPERIOR OFFICER

. 10.1.72 101.72 1 of 1

PURPOSE To report violations by a member of the service to his
commanding officer for corrective action.

PROCEDURE Upon observing or becoming aware of a violation of the rules or
procedures by a member of the service:

SUPERIOR 1. Prepare SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT
OFFICER (PD468-123) as follows:

a. One copy if superior and member are assigned to same
command, for violations listed in Violations Subject to
Command Discipline procedure (Schedule A) I

b. Two copies if superior and member are assigned to
same command, for violations listed in Violation
Subject to Command Discipline procedure (Schedule
B)

c. Two copies if superior is assigned to an outside
command for violations listed in Violation Subject to
Command Discipline procedure (Schedule A)

d. Three copies if superior is assigned to an outside
command for violations listed in Violation Subject to
Command Discipline procedure (Schedule B).

2. Notify station house supervisor of member's command and
obtain next serial number from the COMMAND DISCI-
PLINE LOG (PD 468-102)
a. Serial numbers commence with number one each year.

S.H. SUPERVISOR 3. Make required entries in COMMAND DISCIPLINE LOG.'

SUPERIOR 4. Submit following number of copies of SUPERVISOR'S
OFFICER COMPLAINT REPORT to the command of the member

cor.,mitting the violation:
a. One (1) copy for violations listed in Violations Subject

to Command Discipline procedure (Schedule A).
b. Two (2) copies for violations listed in Violations

Subject to Command Discipline procedure (Schedule
B).

6. .Submit copy of SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT
submitted to an outside command, to commanding officer
for file.

NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTs"?Al\.T
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PATROL GUIDE PCEU,,N. 18-2

VIOLATIONS SUBJECT TO COMMAND DISCIPLINE

DATE Is55,5o DATE EFFECTVE REGION NUMBER ,
11-11-83 11.18.83 83.9 1 of 2

37-501 0 - 84 - 51

PURPOSE To inform members of tha service (uniformed and civilian) of
the violations * of department regulations which may be
adjudicated by Command Discipline.

PROCEDURE When any of the following violations are brought to the
attention of a commanding officer, the commanding officer
concerned may initiate Command Discipline:

SCHEDULE A.

1. Absence from meal location
2. Failure to sign return roll call
3. Failure to signal or signal improperly
4. proper uniform or equipment
5. Failure to maintain neat and clean personal appearance
6. Improper or omitted Activity Log entries
7. improper or omitted entries in department records, forms

or reports
S. Smoking as prohibited
9. Unnecessary conversation
10. Failure to look an unguarded department vehicle
11. Loss of identification card
12. Absence from post or assignment
13. Reporting late for duty
14. Failure to respond, report disposition promptly or

acknowledge radio calls directed to member's unit . .
15'. Carrying packages, newspapers or other articles as

prohibited while in uniform or department vehicle.
16. Failure to make routine inspections and surveys as

required
17. Failure to notify supervising officer when leaving post

for department or personal necessity
18. Unauthorized person riding in department vehicle
19. Failure to give name and shield number to person

requesting
20. Failure to notify commanding officer when address, phone

number, or social condition changes
21. Loss of sunons book
22. Failure to have locker secured or properly tagged
23 Failure to sign in and out at court
24. Failure to perform duties in connection with court

appearances
25. Failure to perform or Improperly perform patrol
26. Failure to present required firearms to the. range

officer at firearms training cycle
27. Obvious neglect of care for off-duty or service

revolver.
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEDURE No. 118-2

VIOLATIONS SUBJECT TO COMMAND DISCIPLINE

DATE ISSUED DATE LPFECIVE REVISION NUMBER PAGE

1.1.83 11.18.83 83-9 2 of 2
SCHEDULE B.

1. Loss of shield
2. Lose of revolver
3. Failure to safeguard prisoner (subject to approval of

zone commander)
4. Loss of department property
5. Any other violation which, in the opinion of the

commanding officer and subject to approval of the zone
commander, is appropriate for Command Discipline
procedures.

SCHEDULE C.

All charges and specifications which have been designated
Schedule C by the Department Advocate and returned to the
command with the approval of the Deputy Commissioner-Trials.

ADDITIONAL The above violations' may not be processed as Command
DATA Discipline if the violation is aggravated by conditions which

make it inappropriate for disposition by Command Discipline
or if member concerned requests a department trial.

A commanding officer must confer with the zone commander,
prior to adjudicating a third Command Discipline for the same
member within a six-month period, to determine if charges and
specifications should be instituted,

Zone commanders will inspect Command Discipline records
monthly to ascertain that the above procedures are complied
with.
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P 
SE To permit a commanding officer to correct minor violations without

resorting to formal charges and a departmental trial.

DEFINITION Command Discipline - Non-judicial 'punishment available to a command-
ing officer to correct minor deficiencies and maintain discipline
within his command.

PROCEDURE Upon receiving a SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT (PD468-123) concern-
ing a member of the service (uniformed or civilian) assigned to his
command,

COMANDING 1. investigate to determine if allegation is substantiated.
OFFICER 2. Indicate findings on report if allegation is not substantiated

and:
a. For actions described in violations subject to Command

Discipline procedure (Schedule 9)t
(1) File original
(2) Forward duplicate through channels to Department

Advocate.
b. For actions described in violations subject to Command

Discipline procedure (Schedule A):
(M) File the report.

3. Determine if the violations, when substantiated, may be dis-
posed of under Command Discipline.

4. Confer with supervisor who prepared REPORT if required.
5. Schedule interview, if possible, with member concerned on a

date when supervisor who prepared REPORT is available.
6. Advise member that one local representative of a line organiza-

tion may be present at the interview.
7. Inform member of alleged violations and conduct interview

a. Do not record minutes.
b. Interview will be informal and non-adversary.

8. Give member an opportunity to make a statement in rebuttal and
request commanding officer to seek additional information from
other persons.

9. Conduct further investigation if necessary.
10. Inform supervisor who prepared REPORT of the results of the

investigation and any proposed penalty.
11. Inform member of results of investigation and any penalty.
12. Advise member that he is entitled tot

a. Accept finding and proposed penalty, or
b. Accept finding but appeal proposed penalty to Command Dis-

cipline Review Panel, or
o. Decline to accept the finding and proposed penalty and

have the matter resolved through formal charges and
specifications.
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEDOURNO. 118-3

COMMAND DISCIPLINE

OATE ISSUED DATE EFFECTIVE REVISION NUMBER PAGE

11-31-83 1 8. 202
COMMANDING 13. Inform the member that the decision of the Command Discipline Review
OFFICER Panel is final and not subject to review, and that the Panel has the
(continued) authority to:

a. Approve proposed penalty, or
b. Reduce proposed penalty to any corrective measure the com-

manding officer was authorized to impose, or
C. Increase proposed penalty to not more than double that proposed

by the commanding officer.
14. Give member copy of COMMAND DISCIPLINE REPORT/ELECTION (PD468-124)

at close of interview.

UNIFORMED 15. Notify commanding officer, in writing, on COMMAND DISCIPLINE RE-
MEMBER OF PORT/ELECTION of the option elected within three (3) working days of
THE SERVICE decision.

IF MEMBER ACCEPTS FINDING AND PROPOSED PENALTYs

COMMANDING 16. Enter disposition on SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT and make any
OFFICER necessary notifications to roll call clerk or Payroll Section.

17. File SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT and COMMAND DISCIPLINE REPORT/
ELECTION in command.

18. Forward to Department Advocate, through channels, a copy of SUPER-
VISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT if violation is listed in Schedule B of
"Violations Subject to Command Discipline."

IF MEMBER ACCEPTS FINDING AND DECLINES PROPOSED PENALTY: "

19. Enter disposition on SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT.
20. Forward to the Department Advocate SUPERVISOR"S COMPLAINT REPORT,

COMMAND DISCIPLINE REPORT/ELECTION and a report on Typed Letterhead
of the facts of incident and the member's disciplinary history.

IF ME BER ELECTS FORMAL CHARGES:

21. Enter disposition on SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT, attach COMMAND
DISCIPLINE REPORT/ELECTION and file.

22. Prepare and forward CHARGES AND SPECIFICATION (PD468-121)
23. Enter disposition on DISCIPLINARY ACTION REPORT (P0468-150) and

.forward one copy to zone commander for his review.
24. Review by the 15th of each month the Command Discipline records of

members permanently assigned to the command.
25. Remove and destroy records and dispositions of convictions listed

under Schedule "A" on the anniversary date of each entry, provided
the member has had no subsequent disciplinary violations.

ADDITIONAL If the subject of Command Discipline is transferred, the commanding
DATA officer of his former command is responsible for the completion of the

case. All relevant records shall be forwarded to the member's new
commanding officer. If the commanding officer is transferred, the new
commanding officer will complete the case.
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEDURENO. 11
AUTHORIZED PENALTIES

UNDER COMMAND DISCIPLINE
DAT ISSUED DATE EFFECVE REVISION NUMBER PAOE

12.16-83 1 12.23.83 83-10 '1 of 1

PURPOSE To inform members of the service (uniformed and civilian) of the
penalties a commanding officer may impose under Command
Discipline.

PROCEDURE When a Command Discipline allegation is substantiated:

CONMANDIW 1. Impose one of the following penalties:
OFFICER a. Forfeiture of up to five (5) days vacation or accrued

time.
b. Forfeiture of up to four (4) regular days off.

(Assessment of only one (1) day per each excusal
period).

c. Revocation of permission to engage in outside employment
for k fixed period of time, not to exceed thirty (30)
days, if the violation is related to the outside
employment.

d. Restrict ut-of-canmand assignments which pay "portal-
to-portal" and overtime for a fixed period, not to
exceed five ($) such assignments.

e. Revocation of accrued time due to lateness.

NOTE The above penalties DO NOT prohibit a commanding officer froms
a. Warning and admonishing orally
b. Warning and admonishing in writing, copy to be filed

with the papers
c. Changing assignment within the cemand .'either for a

fixed period or indefinitely.

ADDITIONAL In Schedule C cases, the member's commanding officer must impose a
DATA penalty consisting of forfeiture of a minimum of six (6) days to a

maximum of ten (10) days vacation or other accrued leave.

A disciplined member may choose to satisfy a penalty by performing
extra tours of duty at straight time in lieu of forfeiting
vacation or other accrued leave. Such tours and the time period
during which they must be performed will be determined by the
commanding officer. A penalty not satisfied within the specified
period will be immediately deducted from the memer's accrued
leave.
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEDURE . 1184

SERVICE OF CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS
DATE ISSUeO DATE EFFECTIVE REVISION NUMBER PAGE

12-16-83 1 12-23-83 1 83-10 I I of I

PURPOSE To formally notify a member of the service that he is charged with
violating department regulations.

PROCEDURE Upon receipt of CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS (PD468-121) from originat-
ing command:

DEPARTMENT 1. Serve original and duplicate CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS and no-
ADVOCATE twice of hearing upon member concerned. (If personal service can-

not be made, see ADDITIONAL DATA below).

NOTE CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS will be served upon a suspended member of
the service within ten (10) business days of the suspension. (Excep-
tions may be made, with the approval of the Deputy Commissioner-
Trials, when extenuating circumstances exist).

RESPONDENT 2. Keep copy of CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS and the notice of hear-
ing.

3. Sign and return the original copy to the person serving the
charges.

MEMBER Or 4. Sign original copy as a witness.
THE SERVICE 5. Forward original, immediately, to Department Advocate, Trial

Calendar Unit.

ADDITIONAL If personal service of the CHARGES cannot be made, service may be
DATA effected .

a. By mailing the CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS to the person to be
served at his last known residence by registered or certified
mail, return receipt requested, OR delivering the CHARGES AND
SPECIFICATIONS to a person of suitable age and discretion at his
place of business, dwelling or usual place of abode of the per-
son to be served. Proof of service will be filed with the Deputy
commissioner-Trials or the Commanding Officer, Operatidne Unit.
Service is complete three (3) days after filing.

b. By delivering a copy of the CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS to the
agent of the person to be served.

C Where service under subdivisions "a" and "b" cannot be made,
affix CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS either to the "or-of the act-
ual pla6e of business, dwelling or usual place of abode, of the
person to be served and by mailing (registered or certified,
return receipt requested) the CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS to the
person at his last known residence. Proof of such service will
be filed with the Deputy Comissioner-Trials or the Commanding
Officer, Operations Unit. Service is complete three (3) days
after filing.

d. In such manner as the Deputy Commissioner-Trials directs, upon
motion without notice, if service is impractical under subdJvi-
sions "a," "b" or "c."
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PATROL GUIDE P OUAN. 11.7

Aft PROCESSING CIVILIAN COMPLAINTS

DATE ISSUED DATE EFFECTIVE VISION NUMBER PAGE
1 4-29.83 5-6-83 1 83-4 I of 3

PURPOSE To record and initiate investigation of complaints from civilians
allegn misconduct by members of the service (uniformed or

SCOPE Complaints against members of the service may be made at any
patrol precinct, traffic unit, office of the Civilian Complaint
Review Board or any other ofie of the Department Including
the office of Ie Police Commissioner or a Deputy Commissioner.

PROCEDURE Upon receipt of a complaint from a civilian alleging misconduct by
a member of the service (uniformed or civilian):

MEMBER OF 1. Accept complaint as follows:
THE SERVICE a Made In person:
RECEIVING (1) Interview complainant
COMPLAINT (2) Give complainant one copy of CIVILIAN

COMPLAINT REPORT (PD13-14) to prepare
in his own handwriting

(8) Funish distance in preparing the form, if
requested (complainant or parson assisting enter

under "Detail of Complaint" the reason
Assistance was given)

(4) Have representative of a complinant, person
assisting and the complainant sign the form

b. Received by mail:
(1) Treat letter as original copy of CIVILIAN

COMPLAINT REPORT ordinarily prepatvl by
complainant

(2) Enter CCRB sarisl number In a conspicuous
location in large numerals at the top of the
oreingi writing

o. Received by telephone:
(1) Prepare CIILIAN COMPLAINT REPORT in

own handwriting and treat as original copy of
complaint

(2) Advise complhinant that he will receive a written
acknowledgement.

NOTE To prevent an interruption or delay in vital services, the telephone
switchboard operator will refer an allegation of misconduct to the
desk officer who will record pertinent details of the allegation.

2. Inform Civil'ian Complaint Desk member Immediately by
phone of:
a. Summary of alleged misconduct
b. Time complainant arrived, or letter or call was

received
c. Name and address of complainant. Indicate if

anonymous or tranient
d. Rank name, shield number and command of membercomplained of4 if known
e. Reporting command
f. • Name, rank and command of member transmitting

information.
3. Notify the supervising officer or duty captain in the next

higher command immediately, if there is any doubt as to the
Identity of the member against whom the complaint Is
lodged.
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PATROL GUIDE PRoCEDURE,o 118.7

PROCESSING CIVILIAN COMPLAINTS
OATESS5USD OATS FF

4.29-83 G.4
ACTIVE REVISION NUMBER PAO 2 of 3
6-83 83.4 1 of 1

MEMBER OF 4. Obtain Civilian Complaint Review Board or Chief of
THE SERVICE Operations number assigned and time entered in records of
RECEIVING Civilian Complaint Desk.
COMPLAINT 5. Ask complainant and witnesses to remain if:
(continued) a. Requested by Civilian Complaint Desk pending the

arrival of an investigator
b. Complaint has been assigned a Chief of Operations

number and the complainant Is a transient.
6. Request duty captain, or captain or above from the next

higher command, to respond and initiate investigation of
complaints alleged in mubdivision b, step5, above.

7. Have typewritten copies of the CILiAN COMPLAINT
REPORT prepared:'
a. Complaints assigned a Civilian Complaint Review

Board number - five (5) copies
b. Coplan.ts assigned a hef of Operations number -

six(S) copies.
8. Review and typewritten copies of the CIVILIAN

COMPLAINT REPORT.
9. Give one typewritten copy, other than the original, to the

complainant as recoipt.
10. Note on the reverse side of Department copies of the

complaint:
a. If complainant is apparently under the influence of an

intoxicant or drug
b. If complainant is apparently suffering from a mental

disorder or evidences any condition bearing on his
credibility

c. The physical condition of the complainant, noting any
visible marks or injuries relative to the complaint.

11. Enter in Command Log:
a. Name and address of complainant
b. Time of complainant's arrival and departure or time of

receipt of letter or telephone call
c. Identity of member of the service complained of, if

known
d. Whether complaint Is a matter for the Civilian

Complaint Review Board or the Chief of Operations
and serial number assigned.

12. Have two (2) copies of Typed Letterhead prepared in a
command not maintaining a Command Log, addressed to
the commanding officer, containing the information
described in step No. 11.

COMMANDING 13. Endorse and forward original Typed Letterhead to next
OFFICER higher command maintaining a Command Log.

14. Have duplicate filed.

MEMBER OF 15. Process copies of CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REPORT as
THE SERVICE follows:
RECEIVING a Complaints within Civilian Complaint Review Board
COMPLAINT Jurisdiction:

(1) Forward original typewritten copy, two (2)
additional typewritten coie and ndwritten
copy of complaint to Civilian Complaint Review
Board, direct

(2) File one (1) typewritten copy.
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X PROCEDURE No. 118.7

PROCESSING CIVILIAN COMPLAINTS

TE EFF
5-E

MEMBER OF b. Complaints within Chief of Operations jurisdiction:THE SERVICE (1) Type distribution of copies and identity ofRECEIVING investigating command on reverse side of allCOMPLAINT copies except complainant's copy(continued) (2) Forward original typewritten copy and
complainant's handwritten copy to Chief of
Operations direct(3) Forward one (1) typewritten copy in sealed
envelope to investigating command

(4) Forward one (1) typewritten copy in sealed
envelope to next higher command above
investigating command(5) Forward one (1) typewritten copy in salsd
envelope to parent command of originating
command

(6) File one (1) typewritten copy.
ADDITIONAL A complainant seeking to register a complaint which does notDATA affect this Department will be referred to the agency concerned.

The desk officer will explain the reason for a referral to thecomplainant and assist the complainant in lodging the complaintIn any way possible with the proper agency. However, a complaintagainst a member of another New ork City law enforcement
agency, i.e., Transit Police, Housing Authority Police, Departmentof Corrections Traffic Enforcement Agents or a court officer will
tIe accepted and processed in accordance with this procedure. In
every case, a Command Log entry MUST be made and, ifappropriate, an OFFICIAL LETTERHEAD prepared.
A member of the service (uniformed or civilian) may prefer- acivilian complaint against another member of the service.Investigation of such complaint will be conducted by thecommanding officerls) assigned by the Commanding Officer,Investigation Review action, Office of the Chief of Operations.

RELATED Allegations of Corruption Against Members of the Service (P.O.
PROCEDURE 108-21)

"ECTIVE REVISION NUMBER PAGE-3 1 834 1 3 of 3
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CV'LI'AN O-L J .T -- "_-'A .M 118-8
CIVILIAN COMPLAINT-WITNESS' STATEMENT

10-1-72 10-1-72 1 of 1

S$E To record and process statements of witnesses to incidents from
which a civilian complaint arises.

PDURE When a person seeks to give a statement as a witness to an incident
which is the matter of a civilian complaint:

Witness present in Deportment facility when related civilian
complaint made:

MEMBER OF THE
SERVICE RECEIVING
STATEMENT

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

NOTE

RELATED
PROCEDURE

Interview witness.
Give witness one copy of CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REPORT
(PD 313-154) to prepare In his own handwriting.
Have witness sign the CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REPORT
containing his statement.
Cause same number of typewritten copies of statement to be
prepared as are prepared for the related complaint. (See
Processing Civilian Complaints procedure).
Enter same serial number on the witness' statement as is
assigned to the related civilian complaint.
Review and sign typewritten copies of statement.
Give one typewritten copy, other than the original, to the
witness as his receipt.
Note observations on reverse side of the copies that are to be
retained in the Department.
Attach one copy of statement to each copy of the related
civilian complaint.
Process in accordance with Processing Civilian Complaints
procedure.

If witness appears at station house after CIVILIAN COMPLAINT
REPORT has been forwarded or at a command other than where
the original complaint was lodged, the station house supervisor
will comply with all procedures listed above. In addition, the
station house supervisor will attempt to obtain and enter the
related Civilian Complaint serial number on the form.

Processing Civilian Complaints.

o ', .

PURPO

PROCE

7 / " 1,1' , -, " 'C--TY . 0."
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PAOCEDUE No 118-9

INTERROGATION OF
MEMBERS OF THE SERVICE

NU0E PA06
82.5 1 of 3

PURPOSE To prc'ect the rights of the member of the service (unifbm'ned
or civilian) in an official department investigation.

PROCEDURE Prior to questioning a mnber of the service uiiformed or
civilian) %to is the subject or a witness in an official
investigation:

rNTElEGATING 1. Permit member to obtain counsel if:
OFFIC a. A serious violation is alleged or

b. Sufficient justification is presented although the
alleged violation is minor.

2. Notify member concerned two (2) business days prior to
date of hearing -to permit mnber to obtain and confer
with counsel.

3. Inform member concerned of:
a. Rank, name and comnd of person in charge of

investigation.
b. Rank, nane and coamd of interrogating officer.
c. Identify of all persons present.
d. Whether he is subject or witness in the Investiga-

tion, if known.
e. Nature of accusation.
f. Identities of witnesses or complainants (address need

not be revealed) except those of confidential source
or field associate unless they are witnesses to the
incident.

g. Information concerning all allegations.
4. Permit representative of department line organization to

be present at all times during interrogation.
5. Conduct interrogation at reasonable hour, preferably %hen

member is on duty during daytime hours.
6. Insure that interrogation is recorded either mechanically

or by a department stenographer.
a. The Department Advcate will detemine if a tran-

script is retired in non-criminal or minor violation
cases.

7. Do not use:
a. "Off the record" questions.
b. Offensive language or threats (transfer, dismissal or

other disciplinary pinisment).
c. Pranises of rmard for answering questions.

8. Regulate duration of question periods with breaks for
meal, personal necessity, telephone call, etc.

9. Record all recesses.
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PROCEOURE No. 118-9

INTERROGATION OF
MEMBERS OF THE SERVICE

N NUMBER PAO
82.5 2of 3

Nam

DEPARThM
ADVATE

NOTE ,Mien the department trial date is scheduled immediately after
CHARES AND SPECIFICATIONS are served, the Deputy
Comissioner-Trials will grant the department rea noble tim
to ccrduct an interrogation. In any event, a ccpy o1 the tape
and a copy of the transcript must be furnished as indicated
above, if appropriate.

O2. ND 12. Assign zmwber to 2nd Platoon, if possible.
OvFICE OF KMME

MBER OF THE 13. Answer questions specifically directed and narrowly
related to official duties. (Refusal shall result in
marIer's suspension from duty).

14. Submit OVERTIM loRr (PD138-064) if lost time accrues
as result of investigation.

15. Notify the station house officer immediately
%hen mmter of the service is directed to
leave his pest or assignment to report for an official
investigation.

16. Insure that notifications concerning of ficial
investigations are properly recorded in apfrcpriate
department records Ahen node to or recorded fromn
a. Complainants
b. Witnesses
c. lawyers
d. Rwpondents
e. Other interested parties.

Interroations may be conducted before or after Q{ARES AND
SPECIFICATIONS (PD468-121) have been served. An interrogation
conducted after service of charges must be completed at least
10 days prior to the dete C department trial except as
directed by the Deputy Ouissioner-Trials.

10. Oonduct interrogation within a reasonoble time after
disposition of criminal natter, %hen mmber vas arrested,
indicated or under criminal investigation.

11. Furnish member with copy of tape of
interrogation no later than twenty (20) deys after
service of dcarges.
a. If interrogtion was conducted after service of

charges, tape must be furnished to nMrber no later
than (5) days aftr interrogation.

b. FUrnish transcript, if one vas Irepared, ty lOO0
hours on trial date, in all cases.

SUPERVISOR IN
CHARE OFAIC
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PATROL GUIDE PROCE.UAE No.

INTERROGATION OF i
MEMBERS OF THE SERVICE

NUMBER PAGE
82. j 3 of 3

S.H. OFFICER 17. Record in apprcpriate department records and notify the
investigating conard immediately of notifications or
messages received fran:
a. Lawyers
b. Witnesses

C. Cnplalnants
d.: Other interested parties involved in the subject

investigation.

AMDITIONAL DATA If a mwber of the service (uniformed or civilian) is under
arrest or is the subject of a criminal investigation or there
is a likelihood that criminal charges may result front the
investigation, the following warnings shall be given to the
member concerned prior to conmencement of the interrogation:

"I wish to advise you that you are being questioned as part
of an official investigation by the Police Department. You
will be asked questions specifically directed and narrowly
related to the perfonnace of lour duties. You are entitled to
all the rights and privileges guaranteed by the laws of the
State of New York, the Constitution of this state and the
Constitution of the United States, including the right not to
be compelled to Incriminate yourself and the right to have
lial counsel present at each and everl, stage of this inves-
tigation.

I further wish to advise you that if you refuse to testify or
to answer questions relating to the performance of your of-
ficial duties, you will be subject to depatmental charges
which could result in your dinissal frcm the Police Depart-
ment. If you do answer, neither your statements nor any in-
formation or evidence vhich is gained by reason of such
statements can be used against you in any subsequent criminal
proceedings. However, these statement may be used against you
in relation to subsequent departmental charges".

The questions and answers resulting fran the interrogation
conducted pursuant to this rocedure are confidential. They
are not to be revealed nor released to any person or agency
outside the deparbnent without prior written approval of the
Deputy Ocumissioner-Legal Ma.tters. If a subpoena duces tecun
is received for any such questions and answers, the Legal
Bureau should be contacted immediately.
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEDUEo.11o

CAUSE FOR SUSPENSION OR MODIFIED ASSIGNMENT
DATE *SUED DATE EFTPIVE REVISION NUMBER PAG
S 12.16-83 1 12.2383 . 1 1 of

PURPOSE To describe those actions for which any member of the svlce
may be suspended or a uniformed member of the service, placed
on modified assignment.

DEFINITION Ranking Officer . For the purposes of this procedure, a ranking
officer is a member of the service In the rank of sergeant or above.

1. The Police Commissioner, a Deputy Commissioner, a hearing
officer assigned to the Office of Deputy
Commissloner.Trlas, the Chief Surgeon, Deputy Chief
Surgeon, Executive Director, Civilian Complaint Review
Board, Director-Department Advocate's Office or the
Director of Operations, Motor Transport Division may
suspend a member of the service or place a uniformed
member of the service on modified assignment when, in his
opinion, such action is necessary.

2. A ranking officer in-charp or In-command MUST suspend a
member of the service when the member:
a. Refuses to perform assigned duties at roll call or

during tour of duty
b. Refuses an order of a supervisory officer to answer

questions specifically directed and narrowly related.to
the performance of his official duties, after being
informed of his rights es specified in procedure
entitled "Interrogation of Members of the Service"

c. Is absent without leave for five (5) consecutive days.
d. Refuses to obey a lawful order IVy a ranking officer.

Suspension by a ranking officer is by authority of the First
Deputy Commissioner. Prior conferral or approval Is not required.

3. A ranking officer in-charge MAY place a uniformed member
of the service on modified assignment or recommend to the
First Deputy Commissioner, through the Department
Advocate, that a member of the service be suspended when
the member:
a. Is indicted by a Grand Jury
b. Is arrested
c. Is served with CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS

(PD 468-121) alleging the wrongful solicitation and/or
receipt of monies or other gratuities

d. Is unfit for duty due to effects of an Intoxicant or
drug or after effects thereof.

I
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PATROL GUIDE PROVED RENo. 118.10

CAUSE FOR SUSPENSION OR MODIFIED ASSIGNMENT

DATE ISSUED OAT EFFECTIVE REVISION NuMa PA0E

12.18.83 12-23.83 83-10 2 of 2

ADDITIONAL A supervisory officer who reasonably believes that a uniformed
DATA member of the service is unfit for duty due to effects of an

alcoholic Intoxicant will notify the precinct commander/duty
captain who will respond, conduct an investigation, and, based
upon common sense standards, determine if the member is fit for
duty. If found unfit, whether on or off duty, the supervisory
officer making such determination will SUSPEND the member or
place him/her on MODIFIED ASSIGNMENT; apprise the member
concerned of the availability of the Counselling Service program,
and, if the member desires to participate, contact the Counselling
Service DIRECT, during normal business hours, or, during other
than business hours, request conferral with a counselor by
contacting the Sick Desk supervisor. The precinct
commander/duty captain will also prepare four (4) copies of a
report on Typed Letterhead detailing observations and
circumstances leading to the determination of unfitness and the
action taken, and forward copies of the report to the First Deputy
Commissioner, the Chief of Operations, and the Chief of
Personnel. The remaining copy will be filed In the command.

An officer in charge or in command may recommend that a
uniformed member be placed on modified assignment when there
Is ho apparent misconduct and no disciplinary action Is
contemplated. When facts or circumstances indicate that such an
assignment would be in the best interests of the Department, the
supervisor may recommend such action to the First Deputy
Commissioner through the Department Advocate's Office.

Personnel assigned to the First Deputy Commissioner's Office or
the Department Advocate's Office are available for consultation
concerning the authority to suspend or place a uniformed member
on modified assignment.

A civilian member of the service MAY NOT be placed on modified
assignment.

RELATED Interrogation of Members of the Service (P.O. 118.9)
PROCEDUREMS Modified Assignment (P.O. 118-12)

Suspension from Duty (P.G. 118.11)
Removal And Restoration Of Firearms (P.O. 120.9
Suspension of Civilian Employee (A.O. 319-18)
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEDURE 11811

SUSPENSION FROM DUTY

OATE SSEO DATE EPPECTIVE REVISION NUMBER PAGE
12.1.83 12. .a3 .. 83.10 1 of 2

PURPOSE To temporarily prohibit a uniformed member of the service
from performing assigned duties.

PROCEDURE When a uniformed member of the service is suspended.

RANKING 1. Inform member concerned that he is suspended from duty
OFFICER and the reason.
IN CARGE 2. Direct member to surrender all department property and

all revolvers or pistols owned or possessed.
3. Direct member to report in person, if not on sick

report, each Monday, Wednesday and Friday to residence
precinct. (Captain and above will report to residence
borough command).

4 Inform suspended member that he may request waiver of
reporting requirement by subuitting form "Agreement To
Accept Service of Notice" (Misc. 139) at residence
precinct or Department Advocate's Office.

NOTE If suspended member prepares form in residence precinct, the
precinct commander will forward a copy of the form to the
Department Advocate's Office. If the form is prepared in the
Department Advocate's Office, Department Advocate personnel
will notify the desk officer, precinct of residence that the
suspended member no longer has to report.

UNIFOFrMED , 5" Surrender, promptly, all department property and ill•
MEMBER OF pistols or revolvers owned or possessed.
TUE SERVICE 6. Do not wear uniform while suspended.

RANKING 7. Enter facts concerning suspension in Command Log.
OFFICER S. Notify supervisor on duty at Operations Unit and
IN CHARGE member's residence precinct if below rank of captain, or

residence borough command if captain or above.
9. Follow procedure for removal of property as outlined in

Patrol Guide procedure 120-9.
a. Property other than firearms, shield, and I.D.

Card will be retained at member's comand.
10. Submit report, on Typed Letterhead, within twenty-four

(24) hours, to First Deputy Comissioner, Chief of
Operations, Deputy Commissioner-Triale and member' s
comanding officer.

SUPERVISOR 11. Inform ranking officer in charge that CHARGES AND
ON DUTY, SPECIFICATIONS (PD468-121) must be forwarded within 72
OPERATIONS hours of the suspension.
UNIT

K4OS4 ' 12. Have CHARGES AND SPECIFICATIONS prepared.
COONWNDIN
OVFICIR
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PATROL GUIDE PRoCEouRE No. 118.'

SUSPENSION FROM DUTY

°AT I SUE D DATE FFECTVlE ,REVISION NUMBER IPA O a
12.16.83 12.23-83 1 83-10 2 of 2

IF SUSPENDED MEMBER ELECTS NOT TO SUBMIT WAIVER (AGREEMENT TO
ACCEPT SERVICE OF NOTICE)

UNIFORMED 13. Report to residence precinct each Monday, Wednesday and
MEMBER Friday.
CONCERNED

DESK OFFICER, 14. Direct member to prepare REPORT OF SUSPENDED MEMBER'S
RESIDENCE VISIT (PD408-061) in his presence.
PRECINCT 15. Complete appropriate captions under section entitled

"Witnessed By".
16. Make entry in Command Log and deliver REPORT to

Integrity Officer.

INTEGRITY 17. Maintain a list of uniformed members of the service who
OFFICER are suspended and are required to report to the

residence precinct.
18. Check Telephone Record and FATN messages each day to

insure that uniformed members who are required to report
are added to the list as required.

NOTE If doubt exists regarding reporting by uniformed members of
the service, contact Department Advocate's Office, Trial
Calendar Unit.

19. Monitor appearances of suspended uniformed members of
the service.

20. Inform commanding officer when suspended member fails to
report as required.

COMMANDING 21. Prepare SUPERVISOR' S COMPLAINT REPORT (PD468-123) if
OFFICER member fails to report as required.
RESIDENCE 22. Forward SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT to members
PRECINCT commanding officer for further disciplinary action, if

required.

ADDITIONAL A uniformed or civilian member of tho service under
DATA suspension who desires to be restored to duty or a uniformed

member under suspension who desires to be placed on Modified
Assignment will notify the Department Advocate and request a
hearing to present a motion to restore.

RELATED Cause for Suspension or Modified Assignment (P.G. 118-10)
PROCEDURES Modified Assignment (P.G. 118-12)

Preparation of Charges and Specifications (P.G. 118-5)
Suspension of Civilian Employee (A.G. 319-18)
Removal and Restoration of Firearms (P.O. 120-9)
Residence Reports (A.G. 320-2)

37-501 0 - 84 - 52
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: . .. . _ -...., . ... 118-12

2.14-80- MODIFIED ASSIGNMENT

S -- 2--14-80 2-21-80 80-2 1 of 1

PURPOSE To assign a uniformed member of the service to non-enforcement
duties pending determination of fitness to perform police duties.

PROCEDURE When placing a uniformed member of the service on Modified
Assignment:

COMMANDING 1. Inform member that assignment is contingent upon being
OFFICER available for prompt departmental disciplinary trial.

2. Remove firearms, shield, Identification Card and other
department property and process as Patrol Guide procedure
120-9. (Memboer may retain Department Manual).

3. Direct member to report in civilian clothes at 0900, the next
business day to Personnel Orders Section.

4. Enter facts in Command Log.
5. Notify supervisor on duty at Operations Unit immediately.
6. Submit report, within 24 hours, to the First Deputy

Commissioner and the Chief of Operations.
UNIFORMED 7. Report to Employment Section for new identification card.
MEMBER OF
THE SERVICE
CONCERNED

ADDITIONAL The First Deputy Commissioner must approve the return of
DATA firearms, shield and identification card to a uniformed member of

the service on modified assignmentunless the Police Commissioner
or Deputy Commissloner.Trials directs return of such property. .

A uniformed member of the service on modified assignment who
desires to be restored to duty will notify the Department
Advocate and request a hearing to present a motion to restore. '
A member continues to accrue vacation and is permitted to take
vacation or authorized leave if there is no conflict with appearance
at criminal or disciplinary trial.

Members who are defendants in a criminal action shall not appear
in court on these cases while on duty. Such appearances shall be
made on regular days off or with authorized excusals.

If uniformed member on a modified assignment does not carry out
his duties in a satisfactory manner, the commanding officer of the
unit may recommend to the First Deputy Commissioner, through
channels, that the member be suspended.

RELATED Cause for Suspenson or Modified Assignment (P.O. 118.10)
PROCEDURES Removal and Restoration of Firearms (P.O. 120-9)
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PATROL GUIDE PROCEOURE No. 118.1

LOSS OF PISTOL OR REVOLVER
DATE ISSUED DATE EFFECTIVE RtVISION NUMBER PAGE....... 7-8-;, 83 8 .. 3.6 , 1 of 2

PURPOSE To investigate circumstances when a uniformed member of the
service reports the loss of his pistol or revolver.

PROCEDURE When a uniformed member of the service loses his pistol or
revolvers

.UNIFORMED I. Notify desk officer, precinct of occurrence
MEMBER immediately.
CONCERNED

NOTE In Nassau or Suffolk Counties, notify desk officer, 105
Precinct. In Westchester, Orange, Putnam, Rockland Counties,
notify desk officer, 50th Precinct. If loss occurs in other
than New York City or the residence counties notify
Operations Unit direct.

2. Notify local police agency immediately if loss occurs
outside New York City and request teletype notification
to this Department.

3. Report loss to commanding officer at first opportunity
and include all information available.

DESK 4. Notify commanding officer/duty captain and Operations
OFFICER Unit immediately.

5:. Have COMPLAINT REPORT (PD313-152) prepared and record
facts in Command Log.
a. Transmit' alarm va--P"TN. "
b. Refer COMPLAINT REPORT to precinct detective unit.

NOTE A COMPLAINT REPORT will NOT be prepared nor will an alarm be
transmitted if the loss occurred outside New York City.
However, a Command Log and/or Telephone Record entry will be
made.

6. Notify Internal Affairs Division Action Desk and enter
Internal Affairs Division log number under details on
COMPLAINT REPORT, if prepared, or in TELEPHONE RECORD if
COMPLAINT REPORT is not required.

DUTY 7. Conduct immediate investigation if loss occurred within
CAPTAIN City.

a. Communicate by telephone with agency receiving
report if loss occurred outside City.

8. Prepare and forward report on Typed Letterhead to
commanding officer of member reporting loss.
a. Include transcript of Command Log entry concerning

loss.
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4,

118-13

Have notation made on member's FORCE RECORD (PD406-143)
of time and date of the Command Log entry.
Prepare five (5) copies of report on Typed Letterhead
giving particulars, results of investigation and any
action taken or anticipated and forward:
a. ORIGINAL - Commanding Officer, Employee Management

Division (DIRECT)
b. Copies tos

(1) Chief of Operations (THROUGH CHANNELS)
(2) Police Academy, Firearms and Tactics Section
(3) Internal Affairs Division (DIRECT)
(4) Stolen Property Inquiry Section for notation

on PISTOL INDEX CARD (PD524-101).
Prepare two (2) copies of SUPERVISOR'S COMPLAINT REPORT
(P0468-123).
Determine if disciplinary action should be taken.
Initiate Command.- Discipline or formal charges, if
circunstances warrant.
Note dUsposition on SUPERVISOR'S 00MPLAINT REPORT and
a. Forward duplicate, through channels, to the

Department Advocate (Schedule "B" ONLY)
b. File the original.

Violations Subject To Command Discipline (P.G. 118-2)
Unusual Occurrence Report (P.G. 116-7)

PATROL GUIDE

COMMANDING
OFFICER OF
MEMBER

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

RELATED
PROCEDURES
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REMOVAL OF FIREARMS FROM

INTOXICATED MEMBER OF THE SERVICE

10-1-72 10-1-72

0 g6

118-14

I of 1

To remove firearms from an intoxicated member of the service.

Intoxicated - unfit for duty due to the influence of alcohol,
narcotics or other drug.

Upon observing a member of the service who is intoxicated:

1. Remove firearms from member.
2. Order member to remain at station house or other suitable

location.
3. Request the Medical Section - Sick Desk to have the reserve

surgeon respond.
4. Prevent member from leaving if he is placed on reserve by

the reserve surgeon.
6. Arrest member if he attempts to leave. (Charge - Public

Intox)
6. Return firearms to member if found fit for duty by surgeon,

Suspension
Removal of Firearms at the Direction of a Police Surgeon

2 . - 1. -.

PURPOSE

DEFINITION

PROCEDURE

SUPERIOR
OFFICER

RELA TED
PROCED URES
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118-15

PROBATIONARY POLICE OFFICER, POLICE ELIGIBLE OR
CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE INVOLVED IN A POLICE INCIDENT

11-8-74 . 11-18-74 74-6 1 of 1

PURPOSE To notify units concerned when a probationary police officer,
civilian employee or person eligible for appointment to the
Department is involved in a police incident.

PROCEDURE On obtaining information:

MEMBER OF THE 1. Notify commanding officer of all facts.
SERVICE

COMMANDING 2. Determine if the involvement of the person would affect
OFFICER probationary evaluation or eligibility.

3. Prepare three (3) copies of a report containing pertinent
information and forward:
a. To Commanding Officer, Applicant Investigation

Section, for police eligibles
b. To Commanding Officer, Performance Evaluation

Section, for probationary police officers or civilian
employees.
(1) If probationary police officer is assigned to the

Police Academy, prepare and forward an
additional copy for the Commanding Officer,
Police Academy.

NOTE Commanding officers will be mindful of the fact that the
conduct of probationary police officers is evaluated while
both on and off duty.
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PURPOSE

PROCEDURE

MEMBER OF THE
DEPARTMENT

NOTE

OPERATIONS OFFICER
AT OPERATIONS
UNIT

To record and investigate cases when members of the Department
are arrested.

When a member of the Department is arrested:

1. Notify promptly or have a responsible person promptly
notify, the operations officer on duty at Operations Unit,
Office of the Chief of Operations (374.5580), including:
a. Time and date of arrest
b. Place of occurrence
c. Present location of member or place where he will be

available for interview
d. Identity of all persons Involved in the incident,

including local police authorities
e. Manner in which member became involved
f. Sickness or injury of member or other persons

involved
g. Identity and statements of witnesses
h. Title and description of the law violated
I. Specific charges against the member
j. Date and location of court appearance
k. Temporary or final disposition.

2. Notify commanding officer without delay.
3. Inform commanding officer, at least once every thirty (30)

days, of the status of the case including:
a. Adjournment dates
b. Final disposition
C. If an appeal has been taken
d. Disposition of the appeal.

Commanding officer of member is required to contact arrested
member within 24 hours of court appearance to ascertain status of
case.

4. Notify commanding officer of member immediately:
a. If command to which the member is assigned is closed,

make notification at 0900 the next regular business
day.

5. Notify as follows:

ARREST MADE IN

New York City

NOTIFY

Commanding Officer, Field Services
Area where arrest effected

NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

11R.---
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COMMANDING
OFFICER, FIELD
SERVICES AREA

RANKING
OFFICER
ASSIGNED

NOTE

MEMBER OF THE
DEPARTMENT
ARRESTED -

COMMANDING
OFFICER,
ARRESTED MEMBER

ARREST MADE IN NOTIFY

Westchester, Commanding Officer,
Rockland, Orange Bronx Field Services Area
or Putnam

Nassau or Commanding Officer,
Suffolk Queens Field Service Area

Any other location Internal Affairs Division

6. Assign a captain or above, to investigate.

7. Communicate by phone with arresting authorities to
determine if there are witnesses to the incident.

Investigating officer is authorized to use a department vehicle
within city and -the six residence counties without prior
permission.

8. Advise the Operations Officer on duty at Operations Unit,
of facts.

9. Submit report on Typed Letterhead to the Chief of
Operations within 24 hours.

10. Ascertain status of the case no later than 24 hours after each
court appearance.of the member.

11. Prepare and forward a report, indicating status and
adjournment date, to First Deputy Commissioner, Chief of
Operations, Chief of Personnel and Field Services Area
commander responsible for the investigation.

12. Notify commanding officer as soon as possible if charges are
dismissed.

13. Telephone the Department Advocate and the Area
commander responsible for the investigation of the
disposition of all criminal charges if department charges have
been preferred.

NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
/

a :f
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APPENDIX H

DOCUMENTS RELATING TO:

- POLICE STRESS

- EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

- PSYCHOLOGICAL CANDIDATE SCREENING

EMD #962
Pers. Bur.# A625
CU # 263

POLICE DEPARTMENT

CITY OF IEW YORK

July 7, 1983
Memorandum For: Chief of Operations

Suoject: THE NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT'S
EARLY INTERVENTIOv PROGRAM/EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

A HISTORY
AND

OUTLINE OF FUvCTIOmS

1. The Early Intervention Program (previously known as the
Early Warning system) of the New York City Police Department
is responsible for the identification of personnel concerns at the
inception of observable deviation. The objectives of the Early
Intervention Program are:

(a). To assure the citizenry that the Police Officer
they come in contact with is capaole of function-
ing within the norms expected of a New York
City Police Officer.

Cu). To prevent Department personnel from being
a source of emoarrassment to themselves and/
or to the Police Department.

c). To assure that each individual member of the
service is provided with professional care
when su~h care is deemed appropiate.

(d). To provide crisis intervention services for
memoers of the Department in an attempt to
alleviate the development of psychopathologi-
cal disorders.

2. The Early Intervention Program (E.I.P) had its inception in
April of 1973, when then Police Commissioner, Donald Cawley established
the Violence Prone Task Force. The Task Force was established as a
direct result of a shooting incident that resulted in the death of
a youth, community unrest and dismissal of the officers involved.
The Violence Prone Task Force had as a main objective the detection
of Violence Prone Personnel. The original goal was to detect the
violence prone officer and remove him from contact with the citizenry.
The Task Force was placed under the direction of the First Deputy
Police Commissioner. As the investigations proceeded, the identification
process uncovered a broad range of personal problems which members
of the Department were attempting to and/or failing to deal with.
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The Violence Prone List, as it was called, didn't highlight the
violent individual per se. It highlighted personnel with personal
problems that manifested in a scale that ran from poor police
performance to violent and criminal acts. Some of the personal
problems observed were:

Marriage and Family Difficulties
Financial Problems
Addictive Problems in the officer or immediate family
Psychopathology
Socialization Problems
Training Problems
Supervisor Conflicts
Poor Supervision
Real and Preconceived Concerns

3. The Early Intervention Program has been continually evolving
to its present state of operations. Its success has been its ability
to change, to seek out additional sources of information, and to
function outside normal procedural boundaries in appropiate cases.
The program functions on two main informational systems.

W3: The Central Personnel Index
Field Resources

1. Personal Contact
2. Educational Enlightenment
3. Confidential Sources

4. The Central Personnel Index: Central Personnel Index (C.P.I.)
has been operating since 1972; it was established as a central
repository of negative personnel records. Each member of the
Department has a folder in this system. When a member of the
Department is deemed'.to have become involved in one of these situations,
the Central Personnel Index is provided with information about the
incident.

5. The following incidents necessitate a notice to Central
Personnel Index of an individual officer's involvement in a situation,
for inclusion in the individual's Central Personnel Index folder.

(a). Department Charges & Specifications
(b). Loss of Shield
c. Loss I.D. Card

Loss of Gun
) elow Standards Rating on Annual Evaluation

Sf). Chronic Sick Reports
Substantiated C.C.R.B. reports
Investigations by I.A.D., F.I.A.U. or any other
Investigative Unit
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43 Preappointment Records
Reports of Administrative Transfers
Firearms Discharges
Off-duty Employment Records

n . Administrative Firearms Removal and Restoration
Reports of an Unusual Occurance On or Off Duty

6. The various agencies, bureaus and units involved are required
to submit these reports and update the status to the Central Personnel
Index. These reports are serialized to prevent omission of reports
to C.P.I. The staff of C.P.I. currently consists of one police
officer and three civilian members under the supervision of a
sergeant. The personnel of C.P.I. have received extensive training
and supervision relative to the highlighting of potential personnel
concerns. On each occasion that information is received on a
particular member of the service, that individual's C.F.I. folder is
evaluated along with the new information. If an individual is
deemed to be a potential personnel concern by the C.P.I. staff based
upon structured guidelines and/or professional opinion, the case is
marked for review. The supervisor of C.P.I. reviews the potential
case and approves or disapproves referral of the case to the
Early Intervention Program. (The final determination is always made
in favor of submittal to the E.I.P. if there is any question as to
the necessity for referral).

7. The Early Intervention Program accepts all referrals from
Central Personnel Index and each referral is placed with one of the
investigative supervisors for analysis and possible profile. The
investigator reviews the available information and determines
whether or not further analysis is necessary. If there is any
question as to the potentiality of the case being a personnel
concern, an initial investigation is conducted in order to
determine the need for a complete profile investigation.

(a). The Initial Investigation consists of the following:
A check of the individual's personnel file, review
of all evaluations and contact with his Commanding
Officer and/or immediate supervisor. If the initial
investigation highlights any concern, a full profile
investigation is conducted.

(b). The Profile Investigation consists of the following:
A complete history is developed and the individual's
present and pre-appointment records are analyzed.
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8. The investigator conducts field investigations with
supervisors, peers, and confidential sources of information in the
command and other environments. At the conclusion of this profile
investigation, the investigator can determine the following:

(a). To close the case
b To monitor performance via an evaluation process

To refer to Psychological Services
d . To refer to Counseling Services

To refer to the Chaplain's Unit
To refer to the Commanding Officer
To transfer the individual, for his good or the good of
the Department

h). Refer to Health Services Division
i Refer to Employee Relations

Refer to Union Counseling Programs
Rofer to appropiate outside agencies

1). To continue the investigation via a personal interview
process. This interview can result in crisis intervention
counseling, and/or any of the above listed.

9. The Central Personnel Index is one source of information
for the Early Intervention Program. The other major sources of
information are the direct referrals from supervisors, peers, and
persons outside of the Department. The direct referrals have proven
to be the more accurate source of highlighting the personnel concern.
(C.P.I. referrals are approximately 58%6 unfounded: peer and
supervisory referrals are approximately 24% unfounded). It is
therefore understandable that the major portion of energy is expended
in the encouragement of supervisory and peer referrals, as well as
self referrals.

10. In an effort to encourage the direct referrals the (E.I.P.)
ersonnel concentrated on an educational and personal approach.
he investigative counselors of E.I.P. have divided the entire

Police Department into regional areas of responsibility. This
allows for a development of familiarity with personnel in each
assigned area. The investigator is charged with the responsibility
of visititig all commands in his designated area frequently. These
visits establish trust, and have been valuable in highlighting the
personnel concern at very early stages of pathology, etc.

11. The educational thrust has been expanded since 1977, when
then Police Commissioner Codd ordered that the educational program be
broadened. He requested that greater emphasis be placed on the
helping aspect of various Department programs, and greater
clarification of the official position of the Department relative
to personnel seeking or requiring help. Police Commissioner,
Robert McGuire continued this policy and in a department bulletin
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which was distributed on October 13, 1978, made the following
statements:

"One of my major concerns in running the Department
continues to be the physical and emotional well-being
of members of the Department. All the mechanical and
technical resources available to us mean little if our
prime resource, manpower, is not healthy and up to par.
Tough decisions on the street are difficult enough to
make even when you're at your best. Given the nature of
the Joo, serious consequences can result when you are not
at a top level of efficiency, and stress can affect
efficiency. I think it's important for you to know that
stress and its symptoms are treatable ......

I want to emphasize also the responsibility each one of
you have in the well-being of your fellow officers -
especially those you are close to on the Job. If drastic
changes in an officer's conduct become known to you,
then for his sake, make it your business to get help
for him. Simply saying it's the Department's Job to
surface somebody who needs help is foolish and self-
defeating. It can only prolong and further compound
the problem and might result in his doing something
which gets him Jammed up.

(Remember counseling services by the professionals is
confidential). It won't affect an officer's career. We
have to stop thinking that receiving professional
counseling is either a form of punishment or a course of
action which stigmatizes the individual with the
Department. It is neither; I am personally committee to
ensuring that no member of the Department is going to
find a career blunted because he or she sought help.
You have my word on it and if anyone wants to hear directly
from me, call my office and I will see you to make that
guarantee personally. That's how important this program
is to me."

12. The educational program was developed and implemented
with the full intention of breaking down the code of secrecy that
prevails in large organizations. The first aim was directed at
getting support at the upper level through education and bringing
the program to the subordinates with the approval of known
supervisors.
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The first training program began at the staff meeting of the Chief
of Operations and ended at the level of precinct conferences. The
results of.this program have been the numerous referrals during and.
since that period. A marked increase in self referrals have also
been noted. The first educational program took a year to complete.
Refresher programs are conducted at the precinct and command levels
on a continual basis. The Police Academy is another means of
continual training, through the instructional services officers.
The E.I.P. staff also lectures at the Executive Development Seminars
conducted for the Executive level members of the Department.

The E.I.P. is a success because of the three-fold approach
of personal contact, education, and C.P.I. as sources of input.
It is also a success because of the professional support systems and
referral sources that are available, such as the Counseling Unit,
Psychological Services and the Chaplain's Unit. The Unions have
also been supportive in understanding the needs and benefits of
such a program.

Supervisory Staff Credentials:
The supervisory/counseli'ng staff consists of two Sergeants and

one Captain.

Captain Francis Dowd, Executive Officer of Employee Management
Division, supervises the Early Intervention Program. He has over
28 years of police service in patrol and administrative positions.
He has held supervisory positions in field and administrative
commands for 15 years the last nine years having commanded sensitive
personnel units. He Is in the position to understand the needs
and difficulties which arise in the stressful situations that
police personnel encounter.

Sgt. Gerard Kelly performs the duties of the staff
,Psychotherapist. He has been assigned to the E.I.P. since its
inception. His background is both field and administrative, having
been a patrol officer and supervisor. He performed duties with
the Youth Aid Division for five years as an investigative counselor
and research officer. He holds an Associate and Bachelors degree
in Sociology, a Masters of Educatiou degree in Rehabilitative
Counseling, a Master of Science Degree in Psychological
Counseling, with a Professional Diploma (66 graduate credit degree)
in Counseling Supervision.

Sgt. David W. Vadel, the other investigator is a 17 year
veteran of police service, having experienced the first-hand
knowledge of patrol as an officer and supervisor. He has extensive
experience in Anti-Crime operations. He also supervised the
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administrative functions of a major precinct. He holds a
bachelors degree in Police Science and a Mster of Arts degree in
Criminal Justice. He has also attended seminars given by the
New York State Division of Alcohol & Substance Abuse on 'Alcoholic
Family Systems" and "Drug Abuse and The 'Work Place". Sgt. Nadel
also supervises Central Personnel Index.

Joseph A. Preiss
Chief of Personnel

1st Endorsement

Office of the Chief of Operations to Deputy Commissioner, Legal
Matters. July 13, 1983. Forwarded, as per your request.

Charles H. Ke'ly /
Assistant Chief

JM/pkp ( -
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June 30, 1983

EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAM STATISTICS

Records reveal that the Early Intervention Program
has processed a total of 3257 cases between the period
of May 1973 to April 1979.

the Central Personnel Index surfaced 1799 of those
cases, 580 of the cases resulted in action being taken,
1219 of the cases were not deemed appropriate for in-
clusion in the Early Intervention Program active system.

The additional 1458 cases were placed in the
(Early Intervention Program) System as a result of Field
Visits, Informational Profiles, Confidential referrals,
and personal contacts with supervisors, peers and the
individuals themseleves.

Of the 3257 - total.
1246 - Were marked no personnel action
2011 - Resulted in active recommendations

230 - Referred to Psychological Services
180 - Referred to Counseling Services
159 - Transfered and monitored. '

1442 - Recommended for periodic monitoring
interviews, counseling, field visits

2011 Total Active Cases

Final dispositions have been recorded in 546 of the cases
in that;

254 Retired
95 Resigned

181 Dismissed
16 Deceased

546 Total

The following information reflects Early Intervention
Program records from January 1979 to May of 1983.



Now Cases received and
processed

No Personnel Action
Necessary

Cases resulting in Active
Recommendations

Referred to Psychological
Services

Referred to counseling services

Transferred and monitored

Recornended for periodic
monitoring/counseling/interviews
field visits

Y 9 A R

1979 1980 Q1 1;0.2
...7 .... .... 9 ,9Sfru rayj

647 594 653 678 299

217 185 200 163' 96

430 405 453 515 203

27 17 37 47 14

43 29 47 67 17

32 43 58 60 28

328 316 311 341 144

* ,;*-' Lns %tUu 3iOJJ
Dismissed/Resigned/Retired/Died 127 144 90 165 43

Gerard W. Kelly
Professional Diplome
Early Intervention Program
Psychotherapist

01n

Iw
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INTERIM ORDER NO. 40

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

October 23, 1982

TO ALL COMMANDS

Subject: FIREARMS DISCHARGE INTERVIEW

10 Effective with publication of this order, the commanding officer of a
member who has discharged his firearm in the performance of duty will conduct an
informal interview with the member concerned, as soon as possible after the
formal investigation is concluded, to inquire about the officer's well being.
The commanding officer will also offer the officer any assistance that the
commander deems appropriate including the services of the Eployee Assistance
program of the Health Services Bureau or any assistance the officer requests. In
addition, a follow up interview shall be conducted within the next 24-48 hours
to observe the officers post trauma reaction and to again offer the services of
the Employee Assistance program.

2. These interviews will also be conducted in all instances when a firearm
is discharged at an officer or when a uniformed member is otherwise assaulted,
harassed, menaced or subjected to an act of reckless endangerment or threats
while performing lawful duty.

3. The commanding officer/executive officer will also include as part of
the Firearms Discharge Investigation report that must be submitted within 72
hours (see Administrative Guide 316-17) an indication ONLY that the interviews
have been conducted.

4. Any provision of the Department Manual or other department directive in
conflict with this order is suspended.

BY DIRECTION OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER

DISTRIBUTION
All Commands
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PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST PROCEDURES

Applicant Processing Division schedules candidates who

have passed the medical examination for psychological testing.

Testing takes a full day and consists of the following:

Minnesota Multi-Phasic Personality Inventory (MMPI): California

Psychological Inventory (CPI): Cornell Index; Police Candidate

Questionnaire; house/tree/person projective drawings and a

written background narrative statement by the candidate. MMPI

and'CPI are machine scored; the Cornell Index and questionnaire

are hand scored by Psychological Services and the projective

drawings and narrative are evaluated by Psychological Services.

The whole packet of test results, along with any pertinent

information from Applicant Processing Division resulting from

their interviews or investigation, is then evaluated by a

department psychologist. If a candidate is found qualified at

this stage, he goes to the next step in the screening process

(completion of background/character investigation). If the . .

candidate is considered not qualified on the basis of the initial

evaluation, he is called in by Psychological Services for a

personal interview with a department psychologist. If he passes

at this stage, he is considered qualified and processed as

indicated above. If he fails at this stage, he is disqualified.

An exception to this, however, is a rejection based od alcoholism.

Such candidates are called in for another interview with our

N.Y.S. credentialed alcoholism counselor. If they pass at this

stage, they are accepted; if they fail, they are disqualified.
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,: POLICE DEPARTMENT .. .

CITY OF NEW YORK

TO AML COMMANDS '§Otbr26,f97

,Subect:--, EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM : ,,

eIr .Ao' Employee' Aitace, Progm Lcuety operation within the-Health Servics
D 'iinof the Personnel Bureait& toacmebezi. of thft Departinent withi physical and/or mental,

iieiltk problems . - ''~BJ~'~
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TOAL Mhe p y •..,-ofthis-Depa"tmintl :a. provide a"sistacew en e pyee so "request.or
i.en- med&cal/PeronAl poblem s a ppe"tolntefere .with efficient and safe job performia

TPim ay emphasis is plated on alcoholim.and psychological problems. Participation in the programI
-ho.wever. 'may not be'utilizi.Vin' place of i ru r of disiplinary,corective or administrative,

~Psycolesvi~ Ult, he Cbnselng Uit'and .thie Chaplin Unit are the,
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S. he Emplye "Aiistan Pq.gran coin 'of in.house counseling and referraX services
'Amder the direction of t s -see paragraph 3) who report to ,te Chief Surgeon. Upon
r.erral, .th.e'.unsfor will 'inteniw ih .nployoeetodeterminethe nature of the problem and offer

*appropriate .assistaic I. the assitancereqired is 'not available 'iithiri the. Department '.nit
supervisors will make treatmetiecisons'as follows"'

CIVILIAHS .-. May be referred to District Council 37, Social Services Unit or the New
York City, DepatmntofHealth, Employee Counseling Unit The counselor shall

' c nt.nue to monitor the employee's progress until the problem is resolved. .

'MEMBER OF THE SERVICE -- ' May be referred to an"outside professional clinician.

.. ,ge9nebslal 9 utne_ arfil oiote mme'poru
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INTERIM ORDER NO. 4

POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

January 12, 1984
TO ALL COMMANDS

subjects EARLY IDENTIFICATION AND REFERRAL OF EMPLOYEES WITH ALCOHOL PROBLEMS

1. The Department's Counselling Service was established in 1966 to help
employees recognize and overcome drinking problems and related emotional and
family difficulties.

2. Since its inception, the Counselling Service, currently located on the
4th floor, John Jay College (South Hall), 444 West 56th Street, telephone 489-
0585, has continued to assist in the recovery and return to full duty of valued
personnel. As a result, many careers have been reclaimed and hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been saved through reduced absenteeism and increased
performance.

3. To ensure continuance of these positive results, department policy ret
members of the service with drinking problems is as follows:

a. Alcoholism and problem drinking are recognized as a disease for
which there is effective treatment and rehabilitation,
particularly when addressed in the EARLY STAGES.

b. The department's objective AT ALL LEVELS will be early detection
and referral for evaluation and treatment.

c. A drinking problem might exist when one or more of the following
are evident:
(1) Efficiency and dependability become noticeably unsatisfactory

and intoxicants may be related, whether ON OR OFF DUTY
(2) The condition appears progressive or repetitive in nature
(3) Several attempts at confronting the unacceptable behavior or

performance deficiencies by peers, union delegates or
supervisory personnel have not remedied the condition.

d. Employees with problems involving alcohol abuse will be encouraged
to arrange for a confidential interview with the Counselling
Service. All such self-referrals are kept in strictest confidence
and no information will be disseminated. If the problem is not
within the scope of Counselling Service the employee will be
referred to the appropriate service and the fact of such referral
shall be accorded confidentiality.

e. Records maintained by the Counselling Service are absolutely
confidential and not duplicated anywhere else in the department.
Other than in response to a valid court order, disclosure of
diagnostic or treatment information is prohibited without a signed
release by the individual concerned.

f. Supervisory personnel should make referrals to the Counselling
Service if the employee is unwilling or unable to do so. Ranking
members of the service who refer employees will be given
information only as to the level of cooperation of the employee
with the treatment plan and then only on a need to know basis.
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g. Employees voluntarily seeking the help of the Counselling Service
to overcome a drinking or related personal problem will not
jeopardize their assignment or promotional opportunities. However,
where all available rehabilitation efforts have failed, action
consistent with the best interests of the department will be
taken.

4. Self-referral before the condition begins to negatively impact on a
member's ability to perform in an acceptable manner is the ideal. However, it
should be understood that DENIAL and COVER-UP are inherent components of this
illness. Thus, supervisory personnel may be the key to early identification,
referral, treatment and recovery. Conferral with the Counselling Service will
serve to clarify questionable issues and help to place members with problems
into treatment programs, when necessary.

5. Commanding officers and all supervisory personnel will exact proper
performance from their subordinates. When an employee will not or cannot meet
acceptable standards and the use or effects of intoxicants are suspected, in
addition to normal supervisory actions, an offer or assistance of the
Counselling Service will be made.

6. Provisions of this directive are not to be considered as a substitute
for taking proper disciplinary action. However, disposition of that disciplinary
action may be modified if a member submits to treatment and rehabilitation is
likely.

7. The services of the Counselling Service ARE NOT available to department
personnel for illegal drug use and/or abuse problems. If such behavior comes to
the attention of any member of the service, that member has a duty to inform
supervisory personnel for whatever disciplinary action is deemed appropriate.
All command level personnel will be held strictly accountable for cooperating
with the intent of this directive and carrying out its provisions.

8. Any provision of the Department Manual or other department directive in
conflict with this order is suspended.

9. Interim Order 11, series 1982 is REVOKED.

BY DIRECTION OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONlER

DOTRI BUTTON
All Commands

INTERIM ORDER NO.
4
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APPENDIX I

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

STAFF & BUDGET

PERSONNEL AND BUDGET RESO0 cE CamiNENT TO THE CC4 WI AFFAIRS
FUNCI'ION WITHIN THE NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

DEPUTY O(XISSIONER CIkUNITY AFFAIRS

CCV44UNITY AFFAIRS DIVISION
CIVILIAN PARTICIPATION UNIT
PRECINCT RECEPTIONIST UNIT
P.A.L. LIAISON UNIT
POLICE YWTI-I DIALCXGUE UNIT

AUXILIARY SERVICES AND CRIME PREVENTION DIVISION
AUXILIARY FORCES SECTION
CRIME PREVENTION SECTION

THE ABOVE LISTED SE24ENT OF THE DEPAInmqT IS COMPRISE COF PERSONNEL
AS FLOWS:

DEPUTY CMa4ISSIONER COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
1 DEPUTY INSPECTOR
1 CAPTAIN
6 LIEUTENANTS
10 SE2SEANTS
11 DETECTIVES
30 POLICE OFFICERS
30 CIVILIANS

TOTAL =90 PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO THE DEPUrY CCt4ISSICNER CCH4UNIT AFFAIRS.
SALARIES CimPUTED WITH FRINGE BENEFITS TOTAL ...................... $ 2,988,412.00

SEVEN BOROUGH CU4NDS -PATRO. SERVICES BUREAU

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS CRIME PRVENTIN AUXILIARY OORDINATORS
r CAPTAIN
2 LIEUUENANI'S
13 SERGEANTS
35 DETECTIVES 22 DETECTIVES
103 POLICE OFFICERS 51 POLICE OFFICERS 80 POLICE OFFICERS

2 CIVILIANS156 TT T-O

TOTAL = 309 PERSONNEL ASSIGNED TO SEVEN BOROCG (XX .Nr SALARIES CCMPYTED WITH
FRINGE BENEFITS TOTAL .......................................... $13,989,837.00

TOTAL PERSONNEL & BUDGET RESOURCE CaIMITHT
FOR NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMNT

PERSONNEL: BGET
90 DEPUTY CaIOTSSINER COMUNITY AFFAIRS ........................ $ 2,988,412.00
309 SEVEN BCOR()UG CX44ANDS, PATROL SERVICES BUREAU ............... 13,989,837.00
TOTALS: 399 PERSONNEL (CCMMITED TO $16,978,249.00

OMMUNITY AFFAIRS FUNCTION (includes AwiMliary Services/Crime Prevention)

NOTE: FIGURES REFLECT ONLY PERSONNEL COSTS.
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NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARlYENT PERSONNEL AND BUDGET
RESOURCE C"r~aM TO THE C"UNITY .FAIRS FUC1IMCN
AS Ca4PARED M OTHER MAJOR CITIES BY POPUEATICN

# -PESOEL

399

66

123

52

97

30

28

35

103

46

74

BUDGET

$16,978,249.00

$ 3,938,350.00

$ 3,003,490.00

$ 752,000.00

$ 1,676,128.00

$ 756,000.00

$ 693,945.00

$ 1,491,112.00

$ 2,765,239.00

$ 2,000,000.00

$ 2,403,819.00

% OF DEPARIENT
PERFOMING FUCMIN

1.28%

.69%

.75%

1.11%

2.08%

1.16%

1.52%

2.44%

2.96%

1.12%

3.05%

NOTE: FIGURES REFLECT CNLY PERSONAL COSTS.

37-501 0 - 84 - 53

CITY

NEW YORK

Los Angeles

Chicago

Houstnn

Detroit

Dallas

San Diego

San Antonio

Baltimore

Phoenix

San Francisco
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CIVILIAN PARTICIPATION PROGRAM
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DIVISION

November 14, 1983

PROGRAM NAME 6/30/83 10/31/83 CHANGE

Community Council 15,110 15,815 +04.7%

Blockwatchers 81,268 83,092 +02.2%

Car Patrollers 7,602 7,626 +00.3%

Foot Patrollers 3,691 1,920 -47.9%

Tenant Patrollers 10,975 11,021 +00.4%

Youth Councils 4,043 4,268 +05.5%

Senior Citizen's Escorters 905 552 -39.0%

Court Monitors 7,000 7,000 -06.7%

Safe Haven Merchants 6,800 6,800 0

Civilian Amateur Radio
Patrol 650 650 0

Guardian Angels 610 610 0

Bus, Taxi & Truck Patrol 12,000 12,000 - 0

TOTAL 150,654 151,354 "+00.4%

*Represent corrected figures.
The September Mayor's
Management Report contained
an error in this program's
membership.
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12-31-77 12-31-81 12-31-82 10-30-83 CHANGE

Community
Councils 7,000

Blockwatchers 30,000

Neighborhood
Car Patrols 1,500

Block Foot
Patrols 1,000

Tenant Patrols 2,500

Youth Councils -0-

Senior
Escorts 600

Court
Monitors -0-

Civ. Amt.
Radio -0-

Safe Haven -0-

Guardian
Angels -0-

Bus, Taxi &
Truck Patrol 10,350

15,000

65,000

4,500

3,000

7,500

1,000

1,500

3,000

550

4,000

700

11,000

17,790

77,809

6,463

3,198

9,978

1,653

1,666

6,000

650

6,000

910

11,500

15,110

81,268 +170.9%

7,602 +406.8%

3,691

10,975

4,043

+269.1%

+339.01%

905 + 50.8%

7,000 -

650 - -

6,800 - -

610 -

12,000 + 15.9%

TOTAL VOLUNTEERS
52,950

Employment Programs:

Summer Youth 550

Public Works -0-

116,750 143,607

600 625

40 47

approx.
151,354 +200.00%

885 + 60.9%

108 - -

PROGRAM
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY COMMISSIONER COMMUNITY AFFAIRS

CIVILIAN OBSERVER PROGRAM

Members of organizations or institutions that interact with the
Police Department, or that have some relevant interest in police/
public administration, may be eligible to ride in a precinct
Radio Motor Patrol car. Requests fiom the news media, writers,
or visiting police officials, will be referred to the Deputy
Commissioner, Public Information.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

A program for students requiring work experience in conjunction
with earning college credits. Students are placed in various units
within the Police Department and serve as unpaid volunteers.

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS DIVISION

PRECINCT COMMUNITY COUNCILS

A program to promote and maintain public interest and partici-
pation in the police service. Composed of citizens who work or
reside in the precinct, each council strives to develop an under-
standing of police objectives and a recognition of the citizen's
responsibility in maintaining the peace. Through their monthly
meetings, an awareness of the community's point of view is establish-
ed, and a more responsive police attitude to the needs of the
community is encouraged.

BLOCKWATCHERS PROGRAM

A program that maintains the anonymity of citizens volunteering-
to be the extended "eyes and ears" of the Police Department. The
Blockwatcher is trained to observe and report crimes and dangerous
conditions on the block. A confidential file is maintained by the
police; the citizen is identified by a code number.

CIVILIAN OBSERVATION PATROL

Anti-crime program involving concerned citizens who voluntarily
patrol their neighborhoods and report-incidents, both criminal
or otherwise hazardous, that require police action. These
civilians are trained in observation and reporting techniques.
They patrol both on foot and in cars; tenant patrols are also
established in apartment buildings or projects.

VYVILIAN AMATEUR RADIO PATROL

This program enlists the aid of volunteer amateur radio operators
to observe and report crimes. They also serve as an auxiliary
communications network in case of a major disaster.
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SENIOR CITIZEN ESCORT SERVICE

The purpose of this program is to escort senior citizens to and
from their destinations with a sense of security. It brings
together high school-age youths (and other interested persons)
and the'elderly in an escort-dialogue structured program.

SAFE HAVEN/HELPING HANDS PROGRAM

Formulated to encourage a citizen (young or old) who needs help,
because of some emergency inthe street, to enter the premises of
a business establishment for the purpose of calling 911 and also
for immediate protection and assistance. This requires the
cooperation of the business community; identifying decals are
placed in store windows of participating members.

COURT MONITORING

The aim is to reduce victim/witness intimidation and seek positive
impact on the court system. Local citizen groups, in addition
to victims and witnesses, are transported to court. Community
Affairs Division provides technical assistance, and works with the
Victim Services Agency.

GUARDIAN ANGELS

A unique citizen patrol group comprised of youths, as young as
sixteen years of age, who patrol any area of the city where they
believed they are needed. Its members wear distinctive identifying
articles of clothing: red berets and white teeshirts bearing the
organization's emblem. As with the other patrol groups operating
in conjunction with the Police Department, Community Affairs
Division provides training and identification cards for its
members.

PRECINCT RECEPTIONIST PROGRAM

This program is operable in seventeen precincts. The Receptionist
is a community resident who assists those persons entering a police
precinct who need help with non-police problems. The twenty-
seven Receptionists currently employed work part-time and are paid
by the Department of Social Services.

PUBLIC WORKS PROGRAM

In cooperation with the Department of General Services, able-
bodied welfare recipients perform public service work within
the Police Department. This provides job training for the indivi-
dual and simultaneously fills a Department need for "no cost"
personnel.

SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

Community Affairs Division supervises the placement of approx-
imately 600 disadvantaged youths each summer. They work in
Police Department commands and are paid by the Department of
Employment.
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SUMMER YOUTH RECRJTION PROGRAM J

The New York City Youth Board makes a grant to the Police
Department, which is distributed to participating precincts
for youth programs.

POLICE YOUTH DIALOGUE PROGRAM

A Community Affairs Division bus transports groups of neighbor-
hood youths, accompanied by a couple of officers from the same
precinct, to Fort Totten in Queens for a day's outing. There,
dialogues take place between the youths and the officers to
promote mutual understanding and respect.

POLICE ATHLETIC LEAGUE LIAISON PROGRAM

The P.A.L. Liaison Unit, in cooperation with the P.A.L., plans,
coordinates, and supervises various citywide sports programs
and activities.

PRECINCT YOUTH COUNCILS

In some precincts, these councils exist as adjuncts to the
Community Councils. These groups operate special programs for
youths in the area.

MODEL BLOCK PROGRAM

A Police Department sponsored, community-based program in the
Patrol Borough Brooklyn North area that motivates community
residents to actively work together to improve the quality of
life in their neighborhoods. Viable block and/or tenant assoc-
iations are formed, and residents engage in self-help projects in:
sanitation, neighborhood beautification, fire safety, and, above
all, crime prevention. Expansion to other areas of the city is
being considered.

OTHER PROGRAMS

Community Affairs Division is continually involved in working
with other units in the Department, and other agencies in
various activities not mentioned above, e.g., crisis intervention
and conflict resolution.

FUNDING ASSISTANCE

Community Affairs Division also gives technical assistance to
non-profit, neighborhood groups seeking funds to support crime
fighting programs.
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AUXILIARY SERVICES & CRIME PREVENTION DIVISION

AUXILIARY FORCES SECTION - AUXILIARY POLICE PROGRAM

Auxiliary Police are volunteers, aged seventeen through sixty
(may be older if assigned to non-patrol duties), trained and
organized by the Police Department, who help local police by
patrolling their neighborhoods during peak crime hours.
They are trained in law, observation and reporting techniques,
response to emergency situations, and self-defense. They wear uni-
forms (different shield and shoulder patch), but they are unarmed.
While on patrol they keep in radio contact with the precinct.
They may also help with traffic control during parades and
festivals, and may be called to aid police in emergencies.
Every precinct in the city has an auxiliary contingent. There
are approximately 8,000 active members today.

CRIME PREVENTION SECTION

SECURITY SURVEYS

Any citizen may request a Crime Prevention Officer/Specialist
to conduct a free, confidential survey of either the home or the
business premises. The officer will inspect the premises, note
deficiencies, make security recommendations, and prepare a
written report for the requesting party.

SECURITY LECTURES

These officers speak to various business and community groups
concerning crime prevention. A wide scope of related topics is
covered, and they are geared to specific problems of the particular
group being addressed.

OPERATION IDENTIFICATION

This program affords each citizen an opportunity to engrave
valuables with his/her social security number. That number is
then filed with the 7Police Department. A decal will then be
issued to the owner of the property to be displayed on the door
and window of the home/business. The decal warns potential burglars
that the property inside the premises has been marked and registered
for ready identification by the police.

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL SECURITY PROGRAMS

Community Development Grant funds provide a range of services
designed to reduce burglary, robbery, and other threats to
property and personal safety.

SECURITY ASSISTANCE FOR THE ELDERLY

Assistance is provided to elderly victims of crime, and victimi-
zation risks are reduced. The Crime Prevention Section, Victim
Services Agency, and the Department for the Aging established a
citywide program consisting of emergency burglary repairs provided
by volunteer locksmiths.
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AUTO THEFT/DECAL PROGRAMS

Crime Prevention Section works with the National Auto Theft Bureau
in conjunction with various insurance companies and law enforcement
representatives from New York and New Jersey in this endeavor.*
Primary purpose of the collaboration is to explore and recommend
ways and means to reduce auto theft and instruct the public on
preventive methods. The decal program allows car owners to
register their auto in the resident precinct. The decal, placed
on the rear window of the auto, identifies the precinct, and the
sex and age group of all possible legitimate drivers of the auto.

MEDIA PROGRAMS

Radio, television, and various publications, are used for the
delivery of crime prevention instruction in a multi-pronged effort
to educate the public.

CRIME PREVENTION EXPO VAN

This van, containing a display of security hardware and instruc-
tional handout material, is used on a citywide basis, usually at
public assemblages. The Crime Prevention Officer assigned explains
the various uses of the items displayed, and answers questions per-
taining to security.

BANK AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE PROGRAM

Provices technical assistance to various banks in developing
security measures for consumer safety while using, or immediately
after using, automatic teller machines. Crime Prevention Section
also works in cooperation with the N.Y.S. Attorney General's
Office on this project.

CRIME PREVENTION FOR DEAF, BLIND AND HANDICAPPED

In conjunction with various government and private agencies,
efforts are made to reduce the victimization of these persons
through their enlightenment on crime prevention techniques they
are able to utilize. Instruction is provided in Braille, large
print, and pre-recorded tapes, as needed.

N.Y.C. COMPUTER SECURITY PROGRAM

Computer security guidelines are formulated to assist agency heads
and data processing directors in assessing the physical security
status of their installations. They broadly describe physical
security, risk management principles and procedures.

FUNDING ASSISTANCE

Technical assistance is provided in obtaining funds for new and
existing community organizations and neighborhood groups.
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APPENDIX J

CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD STATISTICS

CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD
POLICE DEPARTIV.SUT
CITY OF NEW YORK

1982 ANNUAL REPORT

Despite the negative impacts of fiscal constraints, the Civilian
Complaint Review Board (CCRB) of the New York City Police Department continues
to perform its mandate conscientiously and efficiently. The Civilian
Complaint Review Board accepts all complaints submitted by citizens alleging
professionally unacceptable or inappropriate behavior of any employee of the
New York City Police Department. CCRB is specifically charged with the
investigation and recommendation of appropriate action with respect to
allegations of unnecessary force, abuse of authority, discourtesy and ethnic
slur. The Board investigates and monitors the inappropriate behavior within
the New York City Police Department by advising superior officers of problem
officers, by instructions as to the appropriate procedure and acceptable
conduct, by discipline (positive or negative), when such action is deemed
necessaLy, and also by recommending re-assignment of certain officers whose
conduct does not conform to the prescribed policies of this department.

During the year 1982, the Civilian Complaint Review Board received and
processed 8,419 complaints:

ANALYSIS OF CO.LA.RTS RECEIVED AT CCRB IN 1982

ASSIGN:.,NT number percent
Civilian ComplaJnt Review Board 4,106 48.77
Chief of Operations 4,031 47.87
Internal Affairs Division - 163 -1.94
OCCB 3 .04
Other Law Enforcement Agencies 110 1.31
Miscellaneous 6 .07

GRAND TOTAL 8,419 100.00

The Civilian Complaint Review Board received 4,106 complaints falling
within its jurisdiction during 19821 This amount represents an increase of
955 cases or 30% over that of 1981. The investigative staff completed and the
Board reached a determination in 3,917 cases during the year of 1982, which
represents an increase of 869 cases completed or 28 1/2% over 1981.
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Although the number of complaints have increased by 301 this year over
last'year, it is difficult to attribute the increase to any one specif-ic cause.
As of this writing, the final statistics for 1982 are not complete and are
subject to further identification of the subject officers involved. Prior to
1975, CCRB statistics indicated that more than 55% of the complaints received
were against police officers with a longevity of five years or less in the
department. The largest amount in this specific group had less than 3 years
service in the Police Department. To ascertain whether this pattern still
persists is subject to the further collection and correlation of available
data.

Several observations are worthy of mentioning. as possibly contributing
to the increase in the number of complaints. The fact that 2,589 officers
were added to the department and went on patrol during 1982, may have been
partially responsible for an increase in complaints due to an increase of
contacts between the police and citizens of our city. It should also be noted
that during 1982, the amount of sumonses and arrests increased significantly
over the previous year, due to the addition of more police officers. The
increase of female officers account, in part, for a number of complaints
arising out of a summons situation, where the male complainant subjectively
felt his masculinity had been threatened or diminished by a female officer
requesting or demanding his credentials. His pride having been hurt, he
admitted his guilt but complained about the officers attitude or over-bearing
behavior in the issuance of the summons.

It has been intimated in some quarters that a reduction in the number
of police officers would result in the filing of less complaints by citizens.
This is not entirely true. In 1975, at the height of the fiscal crisis, when
2,469 police officers were laid off, complaints under the jurisdiction of the
Civilian Complaint Review Board decreased while those under the ChLe! of
Operations increased. During 1982, as we addod more police officers to
patrol, civilian complaints increased while those complaints under the
jurisdiction of the Chief of Operations decreased.

Although the number of CCRB complaints rose during 1982, an analysis of
each complainant disclosed a decrease in the severity of the allegations made
against police officers. Allegations of serious abuse of authority or police
brutality has declined significantly over the last four years.

Many of our citizens, who deplore and fear an increase of crime within
their neighborhoods, do not realize that society, as a whole, has failed in
its role to educate many people in their duties and responsibilities as
citizens. There is an over-all breakdown today of many social values to such
an extent where individuals feel that they can say and do anything that they
please and the police, along with the other citizens, are expected to
subjugate their own values to those of the more permissive. Many of our
complainants admit their wrongdoing in the very first instance, but challenged
the right of the police to enforce the rule of law, duly enacted by legally
elected representatives of the people. It is admitted that this group
repesents a small minority of our population but they constitute many of our
complainants.
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During the past year, we have noted that a large but forgotten minority
in our city, namely the deaf who somehow adequately cope with their disability

and survive in a non-hearing envirouient, have often filed complaints against
police officers. Many times the officer, in the initial confrontation, failed
to recognize that the citizen was deaf and that his or her failure to comply
with the officer's directive may have been due to this disability.

In the hopes of remedying this situation, this unit along with the
office of the Deputy Commissioner of Community Affairs, has set up a liaison
with the New York Center for Law and the Deaf. This center has 6ffered to
train police officers in sign language and has often interpreted on behalf of
the deaf at our request in order to expedite our investigation.

1982 CCRB ACCOMPLISHMENrS

During the course of the past year, several significant and new
developments deserve mention:

1. CCRB updated and revised its list of members who are frequent
subjects of CCRB complaints, thus tzoviding the Department's Early
Intervention Program (EIP) with current information. This current
information, which for ease of access, was arranged in the
following manner.

alphabetically by member's last name,
In order of assigned command,
numerically by tax registry number, and
numerically by number of complaints received.

2. CCRB has developed a computerized data bank of statistics and
detailed information for complaints received since April 1, 1979.
In the past.year this entry of final investigatory information had
progressed sufficiently so that quarterly summary results nould be
extracted, thus permitting trend analysis and develoFment. 9f
accurate information from complaint characteristics of historical
data. As one example, on the basis of such data, CCRB can estimate
the profile characteristics of its typical first named accused
member. The figures show that in 99% of the cases this member is
an on-duty male, and that in about 90% of the cases he is a white
police officer who is in uniform.

3. CCRB's quarterly report, published 30 days after the end of each
quarter, classified cAmplaints received by borough, zone, and
precinct commands. This design facilitated uae and study by field
units.

4. Through his membership on the Violence Prone Committee, Assistant
Commissioner William T. Johnson, C.C.R.S. 's Executive Director,
provided valuable input into this Committee's decisions to remove
from patrol several violence-prone members of the Service.

S. Procedural changes required that Investigators work with the
Department Advocate through the prosecution stage, in substantiated
cases which led to Department charges.
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6. In order to sensitize and insure that the members of the Kew York
City Police Department were aware of the Police Commissioner's
policy regarding civilian complaints, the Assistant Commissioner/
Executive Director attended roll call training sessions in various
precincts in every borough of the City of New York. In addition,
all persons promoted tc the rank of Sergeant or Lieutenant received
a three hour training session as to their responsibilities in the
area of receiving and processing civilian complaints. To ensure
that the civilian members of this department were aware of the
policy and procedure for the receipt and processing of civilian
complaints, the staff of this office conducted in-service programs
for all Senior Police Administrative Aides and Police
Administrative Aides assigned to patrol precincts.

In addition to the above, CCRB continued to work closely with the
City's District Attorney's offices and with the United States Attorney's
offices' in both the Eastern and Southerri Diztricts of New York. As still
another part of its assignment, CCRO continued to make recommendations for
changes which surface as important and desirable as CCRB investigated its
complaints and their causes. Changes in procesing and supervision of arrests
were implemented in the arrest processing procedures at all central booking
facilities as a result of problems identified a result of the investigation
of a number of civilian complaints.

CIVILIAN SUPPORT Rr:1URCES

Although the overall workload at CCRB from 1980 to 1982 has increased
43%, the civilian support staff, due to the hiding freeze imposed'upon the New
York City Police Department, has decreased 25 1/2%. The civilian 'support
staff of the Board has been strained almorl. to the breaking point. Each
increase in the number of cases means more notifications to complainants,
witnesses, interested parties and the subject officers. In the face of the
employment freeze and 'the absorption of attrition, the productivity of this
unit continued to rise. More than 12,300 notifications, letter to interested
parties constitutes a rise of 3,175 or 35% over last year.

The Vhng Word Processor is responsible to a great extent, for the
increased productivity, especially in the area of notifications and letters of
disposition to complainants, interested parties and subject officers. This
computerized typewriter has aided the staff of this unit to efficiently comply
with judicial subpoenas and various other official requests for records in a
timely fashion. %

CCRB's Record Room workload has grown significantly through the years
as authorized units and governmental agencies have increased their requests
for records, as indicated by the four-year history presented in the following
tables:
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REQUESTING 1979 1980 1981 1982
AUTHORITY number of requests

Subpoenas* 444 478 457 182
Corporation Counsel 76 83 71 123

Comptroller 190 202 349 416
Miscellaneous Requests** 62 67 10 236

TOTAL 772 830 887 957

Subpoenas include requests received from the court system, State and
Federal District Attorneys and legal units within this Department.

" Miscellaneous includes but is not limited to Applicant Investigation, Now
York City Retirement System, Psychological Services, Precincts and Borough
Commanders, Chief of Operations, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Employee
Management Division, Department of Juvenile Justice and Crime Victims
Compensation Board of the State of New York.

DISCIPLINARY ACT:5,;S

During the year 1982, the Board and its p, nels reviewed 3,917 cases and
submitted their recommendations for final "et ermination by the Police
Commissioner. While the Board did find 1,13? -f these cases unsubstantiated
for any of a number of reasons, 153 cases were determined to be substantiated
and some type of disciplinary action was recommended with respect to the
officers involved.

For comparison purposes, it is interesting to look over the history of
such discipline recommendations over the last seven years, as shown in the
following table:

Type of Disciplinary Action

YEAR WHEN COMMAND
RECOMMENDATION CHARGES DISCIPLINE INSTRUCTIONS TOTAL
WAS MADE number of members receiving recommendation

of disciplinary action

1976 100 119 324 543
1977 . 62 92 241 395
1978 87 I ' 87 262 436
1979 108 92 180 380
1980 31 56 90 227
1981 56 48 185 289
1982 75 52 88 215

In all three categories of disciplinary actions, the annual number of
members receiving recommendations for discipline appears to be declining.
Such trends, however, must be interpreted only with an understanding of the
changed CCRB policies previously discussed. These changes have concentrated

.investigative efforts on the more serious cases, thereby assuring thorough and
'more conclusive results, which are represented in those cases resulting in

recommendations of either Charges or Command Discipline in 1982.
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1. CHANGES

During the year 1982, the Civilian Complaint Review Board recommended
Charges and Specification Procedures against 73 members of the service,
involving 49 CCRB cases. In addition, there were (2) Command Discipline
Procedures refused in (2) CCRB cases, resulting in an additional 2 charges and
specifications. The total number of CCRB cases in which charges and
specifications were preferred was 51 and involved 75. members of the service.
The following is a breakdown of these members of the service by rank:

Police Officers 68 90.67
Detective 1 1.33
Sergeants 5 6.66
Lieutenant 1 1.33

75 100.00

2. COMMAND DISCIPLINE

Command Discipline Procedures were recommended by the Civilian
Complaint Review Board against 52 members of the service in 42 CCRB cases. Of
these 52 Command Discipline Procedures, 2 members of the service refused
Command Disciplines in 2 CCRB cases and Charges and Specifications were
prepared. In addition, in one case, the police officer retired before
imposition of discipline and in 3 other cases, Command Discipline procedures
are still pending against 3 members of the service. 46 Command Discipline
Procedures were accepted in 36 CCRB cases. The following penalties were
• impxosed:

No. of Members Percentage
A) Warned and Admonished 31 67.39
B) Less than One Day 5 10.87
C) One Day 7 15.22
D) Two Days 2 4.35
E) Five Days 1 2.17

46 100.00

The breakdown by rank of the members of the service directed to receive
Command Disciplines is as follows:

Lieutenants 3 5.77
Sergeants 15 28.85
Detective 1 1.92
Police Officer 32 61.54
Probationary Police Officer 1 1.92

TOTAL 52 100.00

3. INSTRUCTIONS

During 1982, the Civilian Complaint Review Board recommended formal
instructions to be given by the Commanding Officer to 88 members of the
service and an entire command.
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The breakdown by rank of members of the service directed to receive
instructions is as follows:

Lieutenants 3 3.41,
Sergeants 15 17.05
Detective 1 1.14
Police Of fic,r 68 77.26
Probationary police Officer 1 1.14.

TOTAL 88 100.00

STATISTICAL SUMMARY

Of the 3,917 cases on which the Board ruled in 1982, 1,384 or about
35% were not fully Investigated because the complainant agreed to have his or
her case informally r.,.ttled through conciliation. In another 1,243 complaints
or 32% of the case, the complainant withdrew his or her complaint or failed
to respond to our reqirut to cooperate in the investigation.

Nevertheleo, by receiving and processing all incoming complaints
CCRB continued to perlorm a major function for the Department, serving as the
receiver of the public's real or imagined grievances.

The followiirl pages sumarizes some general characteristics of CCRB
complainants and mcr.rs who are the subjects of CCRB complaints, for both
1982 and, for comparlx)n, the previous year. With only minor variations, the
general profiles or [itterns appear to persist.

CHARACTEnISTICS OF *FIRST UNIFORMED MEMBER OP DEPARTmeNT

1981 1982
number percent number percont

MEMBER 'S RANK
Police Officer 2,782 88.0 3,643 88.72
Detective 105 3.3 126 3.07
Sergeant 97 3.1 127 3.09
Lieutenant 21 .7 22 .54
Captain or Above 5 .2 0 0.00
Civilian 6 .2 17 • .42
Unknown 143 4.5 171 4.16

TOTAL 3,159 100.0 4,106 100.00

1981 1982
number percent number' percent

MEMBER'S SEX
Male 2,988 94.5 3,870 94.25
Female 5 .2 82 2.00
Unknown 166 5.3 154 3.75

3,159 100.0 4 ,,106 100.00TOTAL
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MEMBER 'S ETHNICITY
White
Black
Hispanic
Other
Unknown

TOTAL

MEMBER'S DUTY STATUS
On Duty
Off Duty
Unknown

TOTAL

MEMBEr. S DRESS
In Uniform
Out of Uniform
Unknown

TOTAL

-8-

1981

number percent

2,080 65.8
208 6.6

92 2.9
9 .3

770 24.4

3,159 100.0

1981
number percent

2,950 93.3
43 1.4

166 5.3

3,159 100.0

1981
number percent

2,924 92.5
69 2.2

166 5.3

3,159 100.0

1982
number percent

2,516 61.28
514 12.52
307 7.48
24 .58

745 18.14

4,106 100.00

1982
number percent

3,965 96.57
45 1.10
96 2.33

4,106 100.00

1982
number percent

3,653 88.97
236 5 75
217 5.28

4,106 100.00

Refers to the first member of several members involved in the same

incident about whom a complaint is being made.

COmvPARISON OF CCRB COMPLAINT CHARACTERISTICS IN 1981 AND IN 1982

1981
number percent

CCRB COMPLAINT DISTRIBUTION
Civilian Complaint Review Board
Referrals to Other Commands

1982
number percent

3,159 40.92 4,106 48.73
4,560 59.08 4,320 51.27

TOTALS

WHERE COMPLAINT WAS RECEIVED
Civilian Complaint Review Board
Field Units
Police Comissioner's Office
Other Agencies or Unknown

TOTAL

7,719 100.00

1981
number percent

8",426 100.00

1982
number percent

1,436 45.46 1,677 40.84
1,500 47.48 2,397 58.38

46 1.46 32 .78
177 5.60 0 0.00

3,159 . 100.00

I

4,106 100.00
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COMPLAINANT'S
White
Black
Hispanic
Oth er
Unknown

TOAL

COMPLAINANT'S
Male
Female
Unknown

TOTAL

First Complainant

-9-

CHARACTERISTICS OF *FIRST COMPLAINAUT

1981 1982
number percent number percent

ETHNICITY
969 30.7 1,5P -. 38.60

1,022 32.3 1,27j 31.00
555 17.6 526 12.82

2.6 .8 16 .39
587 18.6 706 17.19

3,159 100.0 4,106 100.00
"1981 1982

number percent number percent
SEX

2,206 69.8 2,737 66.66
896 28.4 1,191 29.01

57 1.8 178 4.33

3,159 100.0 4,106 100.00

- Refer s to the first complainant of several
complainants who make a complaint about an incident.

37-501 0 - 84 - 54
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
CITY OF NEW YORK

September 14, 1983

From: Assistant Commissioner Charles J. Adams, Civilian Complaint Review
Board

TO: Police Commissioner

Dabject: DISCOURTESY STUDY.

1. The Civilian complaint Review Board conducted a study on a sampling
of discourtesy complaints lodged with this office during the calendar year of
1982. A total of 228 Discourtesy complaints were reviewed by staff members.
The sampling was obtained by taking the first ten cases and the last nine
cases of discourtesy that were filed by civilians each month of 1982. The
cases were identified by the nature of the complaint, which are recorded under
the acronym FADE (F-Force, A-Abuse of Authority, D-DiScourtesy and e-Ethnic
Slur). The case folders of these 228 Discourtesy complaints were reviewed by
staff members. The review revealed that 60 of the chosen cases were
designated Discourtesy 6C* cases. The designation of 6C, is assigned to cases
that are readily identifiable as only minor discourtesy complaints.
Discourtesy "C. complaints are forwarded by the Civilian Complaint Review
Board to the command where the discourtesy was alleged to have occurred and
are investigated by Field Supervisors. The Civilian Complaint Review Board
has limited control over these investigations and, ther efor e, it was
determined that by eliminating these cases, the study would provide a more
accurate profile of discourtesy cases that are investigated and reviewed by
the Civilian Complaint Review Board.

2. Of the remaining 168 cases, 10 were discarded because the recorded"
information did not contain the type of information pertinent to the study. *

3. Seventy-six of the remaining 158 cases alleged discourtesy and no
other offensive act. The eighty-two remaining cases were a combination of
Discourtesy and the other acts of misconduct which are investigated by the
Civilian Complaint Review Board, e.g. Force/Discourtesy or
For ce/Abuse/Di scour tesy.

4. in the following tables, the information revealed by the study is
presented in two categories: D only cases, which represents 76 of the cases,
and FAE & D cases, which represents 82 cases. Both categories are then
combined and listed as total cases.

( ares J. A a
Assistant Co 5isaioner
Civilian Complaint
Review Board

C JA:gt
cc: Commissioner Conboy
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TABLE I reveals the ethnicity of the victims of discourtesy
complaints. Both whites and blacks are over-represented in this category by
approximately 6% and 15%, respectively. Hispanics are under-represented.

D CASES

D CASES

FAE & D

FAE & D

TOTAL CASES

TOTAL CASES

TABLE I
ETHNICITY OF COMPLAINANT/VICTIM

WHITE BLACK HISPANIC

42 21 5

55 28 7

32 34 9

39

74

47

41

55

35

11

14

9

OTHER/UN KNOWN

8

10

7

9

i5

9

TABLE II reveals the ethnicity of the alleged offending officer.
The officers ethnicity is reflective of the uniformed ethnic makeup of the
department.

TAB LE II
ETHNICITY OF POLICE OFFICER

WHI TE BLACK HISPA NIC OTHER/UNKNOWN

# D CASES 83 10 7

D CASES 83 10 7

# FAE & D 76 13 2 16

% FAE & D 71 12 2 15

# TOTAL CASES 159 23 9 16

% TOTAL CASES 77 11 4 8

TABLE IIi reveals that a very sall percentage of complainants were
known to be under the influence of drugs or alcohol at the time of the alleged
discourtesy incident. 5% of the victims were so influenced.

Ik

#

t
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TABLE III
USE OF ALCOHOL/DRUGS BY COMPLAINANT

# D CAS ES I

% D CASES 4

# PAE & D CASES 1

% FAE & D CASES 1

t TOTAL CASES 8

1 TOTAL CASES 5

TABLE IV reveals the officers' record of prior Civilian Compaint
Review Board complaints. 122 (60%) of the officers received prior complaints
for their alleged behavior. Any complaint registered to the Civilian
Complaint Review Board was considered for recording. No consideration was
given to the validity of these complaints.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF OFFICERS WHO HAD PRIOR C.C.R.B. COMPLAINTS

LODGED AGAINST THEM

D CASES 60

D CASES 60

# FAE & D CASE* 62

% FAE & D CASES 58

TABLE V reveals that of the 122 officers with complaints lodged
against them, 134 of the complaints were recorded as discourtesy or ethnic
slurs. This represents 1.1 allegation of discourtesy by each officer.

TABLE V
NUMBER OF DISCOURTESY COMPLAINTS LODGED AGAINST THESE OFFICERS

D CASES 61 or 1 per officer

PAE & D CASES 73 or 1.2 per officer

TOTAL CASES 134 or 1.1. per officer
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TABLE VI reveals that the average service time for the subjects of
the total cases were 8.8 years.

TABLE VI
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME OF OFFICERS

D CASES 9 .1 yrs.

PAE & D CASES 8.6 vrs.

TOTAL CASES 8.8 yrs.

TABLE VII reveals that the majority' of incidents occurred on the
third tour of duty, 50%.

TABLE VII
TIME OF OCCURRENCE

IST TOUR 2ND TOUR 3RD TOUR

# OF D CASES ONLY 6 31 39

t OF D CASES ONLY 8 41 51

# OF FAZ & D CASES 15 28 39

% OF FAE & D CASES 18 34 48

# OF TOTAL CASES 21 9 78

% OF TOTAL CASES 13 37 50

TABLE VIII reveals that the majority of incidents occurred on the
street, 68%,

TABLE VIII
PLACE OF CONTACT BETWEEN THE OFFICER & THE COMPLAINANT

PLACE #FAE & D % FAE & D # D ONLY % D ONLY TOTAL % TOTAL

STREET 63 77 44 58 107 68

RES ID ENCE 9 11 16 21 25 16

STORE 2 8 11 1D 6

STATION HOUSE 5 6 5 7 10 6

OTHER 3 4 3 4 6 4
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TABLE IX reveals that the reason for contact was primarily a traffic
incident, 41% and secondarily in response to a call for service or a crime,
16%.

TAB LE IX
REASON FOR CONTACT BETWEEN OFFICER AND COMPLAINANT

REASON

TRA PP IC

RESPOND TO CALL

ASK QUESTIONS

DISPUTE

STREET SEARCH

OTHER

# FAE & D %FAE & D #D ONLY % D ONLY

35 43 30 40

13 16 12 16

4 5 9 12

10 12 10 13

6 7 4 5

14 17 11 14

TABLE X reveals that less than half of the contact incidents
resulted in the issuance of a summons or an arrest.

TABLE X

SUMMDNSES OR ARRESTS RESULTING FROM CONTACT

SUMMONSES ARREST NO ACTION

* OF D CASES 21 1 54

%OF D CASES 28 1 71

# PAE & D CASES 24 15 43

% PAE & D CASES 29 18 53

# TOTAL CASES 45 16 97

% TOTAL CASES 28 10 62

TABLE XI reveals a language frequency distribution. The categories
rude, crude and profane were defined as:

RUDE - Proper English words used in phrases or tone that were
impolite, e.g., get away from me, don't bother me, get out of here.

CRUDE - Proper English words but used in a manner that projected a
pro fane connotation.

PROFANE - Words/phrases that are defined as slang and not used in
polite conversation. The threats under this category relate to
threats that involved a degradation of the body, e.g., I'm going to
take your clothes, make you run around naked, I'm going to kick your
balls, other refers to unknown statements of profanity, i.e., the
complainant alleged profanities without being specific.

TOTAL

65

25

13

20

10

25

% TOTAL

41%

16%

8%

13%

6%

16 %
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TABLE XI
LANGUAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

FAE & D

20

1

5

3

RUDE
CRUDE
'HELL'

"ASS"

'SHI T'

D ONLY

Is

5

7

COMBINED

38

2

10

10

'SLUT' I - 1

OTHER 4 4 8
PROPANI TI ES
FUCK 19 26 45

SCUM BAG 2 2 4

PRIVATE BODY PARTS 2 2 4

SMN -OF-A-BITCH 5 2 7

GESTURES 0 4 4

BASTARD 3 - 3

THREATS 9 11 20

OTHER 13 6 19

TABLE XII reveals the dispositions of the cases. The majority of-
the cases were disposed of by informal interviews and instructions of the
subject officers. This process is labeled conciliation and accounted for the
disposition in 70% of the discourtesy sample cases.

TABLE XII
DISPOSITIONS OF CASES

*) PAR &D' " PAE &f D ONLY D ONLY TOTA L t TOTAL

UR FOUNDED

WITHDRAWN 5 6 4 5 9 6

CONCI LIATED - 43 52 67 88 110 70

VICTIM/COMPLAINANT
UNAVAILABLE OR
UNCOOPERATIVE 24 29.5 5 7 29 18

U NS UBSTANTIATED 6 7.5 0 0 6 4

S US STA NTI ATED 2 2.5 2 1

OTH ER 2 2.5 2 1

f-i5
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UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS
EASTERN REGIONAL OFFICE
26 Federal Plaza
Room 1639
New York, New York 10007
(212) 264-0400

July 18, 1983

Ms Gail Bowman
Subcommittee on Criminal Justice
House Annex-362
Washington D. C. 20515

Dear Ms Bowman:

As I discussed today, July 18, 1983, with Ms Anne West, Clerk, I am
attaching herewith the monitoring by the New York State Advisory Committee's
Subcommittee on Police Brutality of the shooting and killing of Robert L. Greene
and the wounding of Nancy Moreno by police officers Carol Esserman and John
Maier as they sat in a parked car in New York City. I understand that the
monitoring will be part of the hearing record of the Subcommittee.

If you have any further questions , please do not hesitate to call me.

Sincerely yours,

Eleanor Telemaque
Civil Rights Analyst

Enclosure': File on R. Greene and monitoring of trial of police officers
Esserman and Maier

I am also enclosing a copy of the Commission publication, "WHo's Guarding the
Guardians"...
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6828 Dan Street
Richmond, VA 23231
June 20, 1983

Mr. Robert J. McCuire
Police Commissioner
NYC Police Department
One Police Plaza
New York, NY 10038

Dear Mr. Commissioners

Over two years have passed since my brother, Robert Greene was killed by Carol
Esserman. Less than six months have gone by since I witnessed the one-act play,
presented in the Bronx Supreme Court Building, before chief critic Judge Peggy
Bernheim.

Unless your department is corrupt, you would have proceeded with a departmental
trial against the undercover officers involved.

Assuming these officers are not victims of diminished capacity, they can be held
accountable for their negligence. That negligence led to the thoughtless, willful
taking of a life--a murder.

You, the department leader, must move to define the parameters of justice, duty
of care and resposibility. It's obvious from the following points that these
are nebmilous areas within your department; or that the principals involved chose
to overlook these confines.

1. Radio call for the "Cobra Lounge" brings plainclothes officers
to the vicinity

2. Officers see two people sitting in automobile and same officers
approach this automobile to investigate (hy?)

3. Officer approached vehicle with dxaz.-n guns. don't identify
theselV'es, and they thought they heard a gun fire

4. Officers shot at moving vehicle and a running occupant when no
crime had been committed

5. Officers maintain that victim had a firearm

6. Parafin test performed on the victin proved that he had not
fired a weapon; no bullet recovered frcm victim's car or from
the area

7. Victim shot in the back

8. Victim's money disappeared

9. Victim's car was auctioned off by the Police Department

10. Supervisor who conducted search of the area fails to recall the
incident even after reviewing report that he prepared

Ii. Sergeant O'Donald's testimony (under oath) that the Police
Department had already exonerated these officers

12. The case two years old before trial.
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During that trial, the officer's case was built around my brother's police record.
But I don't have to plead a case for him because his record speaks for itself:
Nothing of a violent nature.

Can you justify the actions of the undercover officers, though? Can you justify
the misconduct of your police investigators who got rid of crucial trial evidence?
That evidence which a Grand Jury heard and indicted on: evidence to which the trial
judge was not made privy?

Well, Mr. Commissioner, do the rules change midstream to protect people like you
who are sworn to uphold the law and to protect it's worth; or is it to violate a
Black man's right to exist?

On the walls of the District Attorney's office, in the Bronx Supreme Court, it
states: "To be free is to live under a govemn-ent by law." Unless we will live
under a lawful government, then we will live enslaved by that government which
we elect, that in turn seeks to appoint and hire that group of people that are so
brutalized that they could claim the right to dispose of the lives of others.

I am asking you to proceed with a departmental trial against the officers indicated,
as this is the normal recourse for citizens against those that break the law.

Sincerely,

Loretta Y. Sturtevant

cc
Coy. M'ario Cuomo
Mayor Edward I. Koch
Judge William Kapelman
William Hibsher
Ruth J. Cubero
Mario Merola
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Harkness House Gallery
4 EAST 75th STREET. NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10021 * TELEPHONE (212) 794-0200

CABLE HARKNESSUS

Contact: Charles Wieland
CANTERNA Exhibit
212/ 472-8772

For Irmnediate Release:

"THE BOTTOM LINE," A SCULPTURE BY BARRY MOVSESSIAN CANTERNA,
BASED ON AN INCIDENT OF POLICE BRUTALITY, WILL BE SHOWN AT

THE HARKNESS HOUSE GALLERY IN NEW YORK

New York -- An exhibition of sculpture by Barry Movsessian Canterna

featuring the first public showing of "The Bottom Line," a major new

work based on an actual incident of police brutality in New York City,

will be presented here from June 12 through September 1 at the Harkness

House Gallery at 4 East 75th Street.

A preview of the exhibit will take place on the evening of the

opening, by invitation, from 7 to 10 p.m.

The summer-long show will include 18 selected works ranging

from realistic to semi-abstract forms. They date from 1970 to the

present. Marble, cast bronze and cast aluminum are among the materials

used by Canterna.

"The Bottom Line" is a recreation of a harrowing incident of

violence that the artist and his brother experienced at the Sixth

Precinct here on the evening of May 18, 1978. For more than a year

Canterna has devoted all of his energy and talent to working on the

monumental work. The finished sculpture, cast in polyester resin and

reinforced with fiber glass, is over life size in scale, and eventually
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will be permanently cast in bronze. It is dominated by eight police

officers who are shown hovering over two crumpled hand-cuffed figures;

in real life, the artist and bis brother.

"This sculpture is not an indictment against honorable police

officers or law enforcement agencies," Canterna says, "Only those who

use their badges as a vehicle for personal prejudices, hatreds and other

hang-ups."

The main purpose of "The Bottom Line" is to establish the fact

that there Pr7 =any instances of police brutality here in New York,but

because of fear they seldom rise to the surface. In addition, Canterna

believes it is necessary to document the incident for his own integrity

and for the continuation of his work as an artist.

A night of horror began for Barry Canterna and his brother Kevin

when they set off for a concert by Lou Reed at The Bottom Line in

Greenwich Village. An argument ensued inside the club which resulted in

Barry being assaulted by Lou Reed's bodyguards and the club's bouncers.

The assault continued out onto the street where Kevin, seeing that his

brother wqs hurt, called the police.

Instead of coming to their support the police began their own

seige of violence, beating the brothers on the street, after which they

were taken nand-cuffed to the sixth precinct. Inside the precinct they

were beaten with clubs and a chair, they were kicked and they were ver-

bally assaulted for more than two hours. Both men required hospital-

ization. Kevin, for instance, was detained for one week in the police
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ward at Bellevue Hospital, with multiple injuries including inter-

nal bleeding. He was not allowed to call his personal doctor or

an attorney nor any member of his family for a period of three days.

Barry Canterna was born in 1951 in Sharon, Pennsylvania. His

parents are Italian and Armenian descent. A talented sportsman,he ex-

celled in basketball during his high school years and in 1969 received

a basketball scholarship to Long Island University.He played for the

Amateur Athletic Union representing the U ..A. in the 1973 Israel games.

While attending Long Island University he expanded his studies in

art and sculpture under Cynthia Danzig And art historian Martin Reese.

He also studied at Temple University, at the Carnegie Mellon University

(advanced sculpture with Douglas Pickering), at Pratt University in New

York (metal casting with Dakon Morehouse and sculpture anatomy with Tosho

Adato), and bronzing skills at the Modern Art Foundry, New York.

Apart from his career as a sculptor Canterna's secondary interest

is the dance, especially the ballet. He is presently a student at The

American Ballet Theatre School having previously attended The Manhattan

School of Dance and the International School of Dance.

His sculpture has been exhibited in New York, San Francisco,

Pittsburgh, Belgium and England. Notable American and European collect-

ors own his work.

Kevin Canterna, age 20, is an aspiring dancer-actor. He is a

scholarship student at the Harkness House for Ballet and most recently

has appeared in the Off-off Broadway production, "Indulgences." He has

studied drama at the Herbert Berghof Studio and dance at the International

School of Dance at Carnegie Hall.
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